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Prom Brigadier-GeneralJ^ox. 

To D.M.I. Petrograd 
20th May 1917. ^ - - 

1114. 
KALEDIN has beerT^TppCTnted to the 5th Army in the 

place of DANILOV. As the latter did not agree with the new 
Commander-in-Chief of the Northern front ABRAM DRAGOMIROV it 
was necessary to replace him. 

The 5th Army was offered to KORNILOV who refused 
asking for a command further from Petrograd, so KALEDIN was 
transferred as he has commanded the 8th Army for a year with 
conspicuous success. P0L0VTS0V has been appointed Comraander
in-Chief of the Petrograd military district but he has not yet 
arrived from the front. 

Today KERENSKY has commenced visiting units in their 
barracks. The effect of these visits will last a few hours 
longer than those of KORNILOV as the former is a practical 
speaker. Without bloodshed,however I am convinced permanent 
order will not be restored. No attempt is being made to close 
down the Pravda although it daily attacks the Allies. 

N.C.0's have been elected by the Depot battalion of the 
Moscow Regiment of the Guards here to command its companies 
and ensigns joining from Military schools are placed under 
their orders. This state of affairs has continued for over 
2 months. In the LITOVSKI Depot battalion 2 officers are 
still under arrest. TERESHCHENKO said that deserters will 
be punished by penal servitude. He knows that the railways 
could not carry half the deserters back to their units in 
time (before May 28th) even if the orders were taken seriously 
and this will no doubt be the loophole for a further amnesty. 



From Viceroy, 21st May 1917. 
(Received at India Office 22nd May, 10.30 a.m.) 

Secret." "Mahsuds. 
1. After carefully reconsidering Mahsud situation we are forced to 

conclusion that present policy of passive defence is no longer tenable. 
Hostile sections are hopelessly committed and their successes against our 
troops have reacted seriously on neutral sections, and also probably on 
Darwesh Khel Waziris. Unless we can demonstrate our power to hit back 
effectively we may be confronted with general rising between Kurram and 
Gonral Rivers with danger of further extensions. Successful reprisals offer 
only hope of suppressing hostile sections and "keeping others from joining. 
Situation has also assumed military character which presents following 
factors :— 

2.—(a) We estimate Mahsud armed strength at 11,450 with 333. magazine 
rifles and 3,349 breech-loading rifles. 

(b) Present position is that southern Mahsuds have barred our lines of 
communication well supported by Gwaleri Pass to Kajari Kach, Wana, and 
Sarwekai. Immediate operations are necessary to provision and stock these 
posts. 

(c) Their evacuation would be impossible on both political and military 
grounds. It would open our protected districts of Derajat and Zhob to 
Mahsud incursions and thereby necessitate a considerable increase in 
permanent garrisons of those areas.

(d) For the purpose of retaliation an accessible and suitable objective in 
southern Waziristan is the cultivated Khaisora Valley, inhabited by most 
hostile section situated 12 to 14 miles from Wana. 

(c) We have accordingly approved of plan for concentrating 2 brigades 
with 12 guns, and 2 companies Sappers at Wana for this purpose, holding 
lines of communication the posts and the Derajat with H regiments cavalry 
and 6 battalions in addition to the militia. Bannu garrison will be reinforced 
by 2 battalions so as to be ready for eventualities. One-battalion Pioneers 
will be employed on road-making in Gomal; and another, assisted by tribal 
labour, in the Tochi. 

The above troops, together with existing Bannu Brigade, constituting 
Waziristan Field Force under the immediate command of General Benyon, 
who reports to General Officer Commanding, Northern Army. 

(/) Operations for the reopening of the lines of communication are now 
in progress, and we estimate that by the 20th June the two brigades should 
be concentrated at Wana in readiness to strike, and we hope to complete 
operations before the Id which falls about 21st July, thus taking advantage 
of tribal inertia during Ramazan. At the same time we feel we cannot 
prudently reckon on reducing Waziristan Field Force before September, and 
that is the reason we have obtained battalions destined for East Africa and 
Egypt. 

3. We fully realize our larger commitments to the Empire and necessity 
for fulfilling these, and would gladly avoid this diversion were it practicable. 
But we are reluctantly forced to face fact that a passive defence is no longer 
possible, and that proposed punitive measures alone offer some hope of 
bringing Mahsuds to their senses, and prevent spread of trouble. 



^ SECRST * 
W No. 545/10 G, 

Chief of the Imperial General Staff. 
War Office, 

London, S.W0 

I enclose a summary of information concerning 
the allied forces on this front for the month of April 
together with 

(1) A sketch map showing approximate 
dispositions of all troops in this 
theatre. 

(2) A revised Doiran sheet (scale l/20,000) 
for reference. 

GoH.Q., (Signed) G,F,, Milne . 
Salonika * Lieutonant-General, 
6th May, 19170 Commanding-in-Chief, 

British Salonika Force, 



BRITISH SALONIKA FORGE. 

S ummary - of inf o m a t i on 
1st to 30th April, 1917. 

General Situation. 
The beginning of April was devoted by all the 

allied armies to preparing for a general offensive which 
had originally been ordered by General. Sarrail to take place 
early in the. month. The date was however subsequently 
postponed and after some further changes I was ordered to 
attack the position held by the enemy west of Doiran lake 
on the 24th April. The allied attack was to commence a few 
days later, and the object of my attacking first was to draw 
to the east of the Vardar as many as possible of the enemyfs 
troops that were in reserve. 

Two days after my attack took place an unprocedently 
heavy fall of snow took place in the mountainous country west 
of the Vardar and in the Monastir district, which precluded 
all movement in that area. General Sarrail thereupon iss
ued orders that operations in the vicinity of Monastir 
would be postponed till further orders. 

Operations - British Forces. 
In order to carry out the containing role assigned 

to my troops on the Struma front, frequent 'patrol actions 
have been undertaken, and bombardments of the enemy's 
positions, in which the Navy have co-operated effectively 
in the Neohori area, have been carried out.. The superiority 
of our troops over the enemy on this front has been most 
marked in these encounters. The activity of the enemy 
has been confined to patrolling and to the shelling by 

/artillery 



artillery of villages in the proximity of our front line, 
On the Doiran - Vardar front our preparations for an 

attack were completed by the 8th April as originally ordered. 
From that date onwards patrol encounters and reconnaissances were 
of nightly occurrence and a steady bombardment was maintained on 
the enemy's position. This was increased during the days 22nd 
to 24th, and on the evening of the latter date I attacked the 
enemy's positions south-wost of Lake Doiran from the lake to a 
point P 4^ (1100 yards north-east cf Krastali)- with two divisions, 
the 26th Division being on the right from the lake to Jumeaux 
Ravine and the 2 2nd Division thence to point P 4^ (see attached 
operation map 1/20,000). The 60th Division at the same time 
carried out a raid on the Macukovo salient. The assaulting 
inf an try-enter ed-tlie h-ostilê . tr-enches on the whole-front- attacked^ 
meeting everywhere with very severe opposition. The 22nd 
Division succeeded in capturing the enemy's"front.-trenches from 
Hill 380 inclusive to Point P 4j, and have firmly consolidated 

. . . . . . ^ . ........ , 

themselves there in spite of repeated counter-attacke in Whloh 
they have taken heavy toll of the enemy. Owing however to 
the increase in hostile ,arlillery which has recently arrived 

-

opposite my front and to the very heavy barrage placed by the 
enemy in the Jumeaux Ravine which is a deep and.difficult 
obstacle with steep sides, only the leading troops of the 26th 
Division were able to force their way into the enemy's front 
trenches opposite to them and subsequent jrednforcements were 
unable to get through the barrage in their support. Those who-̂ had 
got forward were successful in repelling several counter-attacks 
but- eventually after several hours hard fighting were forced back 
to their own trenches. Preparations for a continuance of the 
attack on the right are in progress. 

In order to compete with the activity of the enemy !s 
aeroplanes I have been lent temporarily by the Vice-Admiral 
Commanding Eastern Mediterranean Squadron & fighting machines 

A n 4 10 



artillery of villages in the proximity of our front line. 
On the Doiran - Vardar front our preparations for an 

attack were completed by the 8th April as originally ordered. 
From that date onwards patrol encounters and reconnaissances were 
of nightly occurrence and a steady bombardment was maintained on 
the enemy's position. This was increased during the days 22nd 
to 24th, and on the evening of the latter date I attacked the 
enemy1s positions south-west of Lake Doiran from the lake to a 
point P 4-g- (1100 yards north-east cf Krastali) with two divisions^ 
the 26th Division being on the right from the lake to Jumeaux 
Ravine and the 2 2nd Division thence to point P 4j (see attached 
operation map 1/20,000). The 60th Division at the same time 
carried out a raid on the Macukovo salient. The assaulting 
infantry-entered- -th.e .hos tlie... tr-ench.es on the whole--front-Vttacked.^ 
meeting everywhere with very severe opposition. The 22nd 
Division succeeded in capturing the enemy's front, /trenches from 
Hill 580 inclusive to Point P 4^, and have firmly consolidated 
themselves there in spite of repeated counter-attacks in V/hloh 
they have taken heavy toll of the enemy. Owing however to 
the increase in hostile ,artillery which has recently arrived 
opposite my front and to the very heavy barrage placed by the 
enemy in the Jumeaux Ravine vhich is a deep and difficult 
obstacle with steep sides, only the leading troops of the 26th 
Division were able to force their way into the enemy's front 
trenches opposite to them and subsequent jrelnforcements were 
unable to get through the barrage in their support. Those whcKhad 
got forward were successful in repelling several counter-ai^taoks 
but- eventually after several hours hard fighting were forced back 
to their own trenches. Preparations for a continuance of the 
attack on the right are in progress, 

In order to compete with the activity of the enemy's 
aeroplanes I have been lent temporarily by the Vice-Admiral 
Commanding Eastern Mediterranean Squadron 5 fighting machines 

A n d 10 
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and 10 bombing machines. My position as regards aviation 
is thus temporarily-improved,'but nevertheless the hostile 
machines on the Doiran front Still outnumber and outclass 
any that I can oppose them with. 

French Force. 
On the 18th, the French lost the positions they had 

gained on the Crvena Stena north-west of Monastir but re
took them two days later and their general situation remains 
unchangedi 

In preparation for the general offensive-certain 
redistributions of troops have been effected as shown in 
the accompanying sketch, map. 

Serbian, Russian and Italian Forces. 
There have been no operations of importance On the 

Serbian front during the month. Attention has been 
concentrated on preparations for the offensive and with this 
in view the Cavalry division has moved up from Eksisu to 
the vicinity of Vostaran, the Danube division has moved to 
Petalino in reserve to 1st Army, being relieved by the 
liorava division, and the Vardar division is now at Tresina 
in reserve to 2nd Army. The health and moral of the 
Serbian troops is reported to be good whereas the discipline 
and efficiency of the 4th Russian Brigade attached tc it 
Is reported to be indifferent. 

Nothing worthy of note has occurred on the 
Italian front. 

Greek National Forces. 
Since the statement ccntained in my report of 

1st March summarising the results obtained up to that date 
in regard to the formation of the National Greek Army, the 
principal events of note have been :
(a) the arrival of certain detachments from the islands 
and also appreciable parties from Continental Greece, 

/(b) 



(b) the general mobilisation proclaimed, in. the islands on 

the 18th April. 
The arrivals alluded to under (a) brought the 

figures of troops at Salonika on the 20th April to:--
Total strength of the troops of 
the Provisional Government now 
at Salonika, including those at 
uhe front - - 18,515 

Numbers estimated by bayonets alone 
fa) At Salonika - 5,599 
(b) At the front - 7,636 

13,435 

The embarkation Of further fcrmed units from the 
inlands was due to commence on the 23rd April, but no troops 
actually arrived in Salonika until the BOth instant, when 
the 4th regiment of infantry belonging to the Archipelago 
division arrived from Mitylene. These men had all personal 
equipment, with the exception of rifles, which (French . 
pattern) will be supplied in Salonika, The arrivals continue 
and the whole of the Archipelago division is expected to be 
in Salonika by the 13th May. It is not known at present 
when any of this division will be ready to leave for the 
front, financial difficulties having hung matters up for 
some time. 

1 attach a table showing the official figures given 
fo r a Greek division of the National Defence Army, jut it 
should be remarked that the division already at the front 
has not been completed up to the authorised establishment 
by table* 

Admini st rat i on. 

(i)- Owing to a spell ef wet weather last month the 
completion of the Guvesne railhead was" somewhat delayed; 
though the railway portion of the work was finished in the 

/specified 



specified time, yet the construction of roads within the yard 
and depots had necessarily to be suspended during the 
^unfavourable weather. The railhead and supply depots will 
in a few days be sufficiently advanced to admit of practically 
all supplies being despatched by rail.. The opening of this 
railhead will remove the necessity of retaining Likovan as a 
transit depot though certain reserves of foodstuffs and 
ammunition will be kept at that place. 

(ii) The series of "docks" at Stavros have been completed 
and are in use and the laying of a heavier type of Decauville 
rail on the track from Stavros towards Cajagzi is now in 
progress.. 

(ill) The relaying of the Decauville line from Sarigol 
to Snevce is contemplated.. As soon as the preparatory 
measures are completed it is estimated that it will be carried 
through in a fortnight. The old track and locomotives will 
be returned to the French. 
(iv) The road from Dudular to Janes is completed and is 
in first class order. 
(v) The large increase in General Hospitals and 
Convalescent Depots now to be maintained here will entail a 
considerable amount of work on the R,E. services, water supply 
and road making in particular. In addition, the amount of 
mechanical transport with the Force or promised will be inade
quate for maintenance of these additional hospitals etc., and 
for carriage of men to convalescent depots. The additions requir
ed in this respect are being examined and a demand will shortly 
be made. Sites for these hospitals and depots have been 
selected and preparations begun on those that will earliest 
be required. 
(vi) At the instigation of General Sarrail the question of 
the transfer to the British Army of all the transit facilities 
on the English Quay was resumed with the Greek Provisional 

Government 



Government and is no?/ concluded. This will materially aid 
our landing facilities and will tend to mere rapir1 discharge 
of shipsc 

(vii) Certain areas have been set aside for hay, and 1200 
acres have been planted with potatoes. 

(Signed) CEO. F. MILNE, 

G.H.Q. , Lieutenant-General. 
alonika. Commanding-in-Chief, 
1st May, 1917. British Salonika Fierce, 



JABUB SHEWING OTECTIVE STRENGTH OF A MOBILISED DIVISION 

OF THE GREEK NATIONAL, DEFENCE ARMY, 

Officers Rank and Animals 
File 

by I "by Remarks 
Unit] Total unit Total unit Total 

1 . 
16 213: 135 

Divisional Staff 
2 . 

Infantry. 
ffeotive strength of a regiment 
jnoluding Headquarters, 2 machine 
un platoons and mounted scouts, 

Fyr 3 regiments 
3 . 

70 
210 

3142 
9426 

551 
1 6 5 3 

Artillery 
Divisional artillery staff 

taff of a mountain arty, group 
lor 2 mountain artillery groups 
ne mountain artillery battery 
or 4 mountain artillery batteries 

7 

4 

3 

14 

16 

37 

294 

2 * 

74 

1176 

26 

218 

13 

52 

8 7 2 l 

The 
artiller; 
$will net 
be ready 
to leave "taff of a field artillery group 

ne: field artillery battery 
or 2 field artillery batteries 
I. . . 
lvisional artillery park staff 
Mtn,arty.ammunition section 
or 2 Mtn,arty,ammunition sections 
Field arty.ammunition section 

\ Infantry ammunition section 
or 2 Infantry ammunition sections 

4 . 

8 

8 

5 

6 
3 

10 

179 

176 

311 

33 

358 

16 

352 
157 

622! 

172 

144 

276 

26) 

344 ' 

1 6 ' 

2 8 8 ' 
182^ 

5 5 2 ' 

until 
later 

Cavalry 
squadron of Cavalry 103 

5 . 100 
Engineers 

Divisional Company 57 

6. 327 
Medical Service 

Mountain ambulance 
or 3 Mountain ambulances 
Divisional stretcher bearers 

15 
61 

183 
56 

168 

Sanitary section 
group 5 

1 
264 

98 
84 
74 

7 . 
Ordnance 

uPPly Transport"-" 
9 

338 
1005 

14426 
u 949 
5568 



Circulated by the Secretary of State for India. 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 21st May 1917. 

Government of Bihar and Orissa reports rising of Santals in Mayurbhanj 
in connection with recruitment of Labourers Corps for France. Railway 
communications have been interrupted and telegraph line cut. Local 
Government are taking necessary steps. Further report will follow in due 
course. 



G^T.805. W A R C A B I H E T . 

-(Note "by Mr. Henderson) 

With, reference to the recommendations of the Prime 
MinisterVs Conference on Thursday April 26th. (G.T. 56?) 
that provision should be made in the Munitions of War 
Amendment Bill for the introduction of payments by results, 
I have to report that I have conferred with representatives 
of the Ministry of Labour and Shipyard Labour Department on 
the subject. 

In view of the strong'opposition to piece work which 
exists in many.of the trades affected the Conference was 
unanimously of opinion that it would be impolitic to 
introduce or announce legislation at this stage when there 
is so much, industrial unrest. There seems good ground 
for hoping that by further negotiation the Executives of 
the principal Unions in the Shipyard Industries will be in
duced to withdraw their opposition to the principle, pro
vided that certain safeguards are attached to its application 
and it wae agreed that Mr. Macassey should continue to 
negotiate with the Executives singly before proceeding to put 
into operation any new local machinery. 

The necessary safeguards, to which effect should be 
given by legislation or order, when once the general princi- '. 
pie has been accepted are 

(l) The introduction of -piece worik must be recorded as 
a change of practice -within the meaning of Schedule II of the 
Munitions of War Act, 1 9 1 5 , to "hold good for the duration of 
the war only. 

(2 ) Prices must be fixed by mutual arrangement and 
failing agreement by an independent authority and on the basis 
of a guaranteed time rate. 

( 3 ) Prices once established shall not be ^ut', 
A. H. 

2,Whi t ehall Gardens, 
S.W.1 

23rd. May,1917, 
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5 EC R E T 

OPERATIONS 

From:- General Barter. 

To:- C.I.G.S. May 21st, 1917. 
5 p.m. 

Nr.1057. 

Large Conference composed of officers and men representing 
troops on whole front, was opened last night by Alexieff to 
consider present state of Army. Alexieff pointed out in very 
eloquent and straight-forward speech, grave existing condition 
of discipline, and, disassociating his appeal from considerations 
of a political nature, exhorted the army to halt on the edge of 
the' precipice into which one further step would throw them. 

A fine speech was also made by the C.G.S., who made a 
good point by saying that a dishonourable peace was the project 
of the late Government, and should net be contemplated by 
present Government. 

He also protested vigorously against conduct which would 
be treachery to Russia's allies who were fighting so bravely. 

Both speeches were very favourably received by soldiers 
as well as officers, and loud cheers were given for represent
atives of allies' missions. 

It remains to be seen whether committees of delegates of 
soldiers and executive will allow the speeches to appear in 
press and how they themselves will entertain them.' 

Further information regarding effect and result of this 
initial and venturesome proceeding will be forwarded as soon 
as it comes to hand. 



Operations, S E C R E T . 

Prom Col. Thomson to C.I.G.S. 
18/5/17. 

C.3 ,595 . May 18th 9 a.m. ^ 
A pessimistic view with regard to an offensive In this theatre is 
taken by Gen. Ragosa, who is acting for Gen.Scherbatchoff during the 
latter's absence in Petrograd. He says that he has not sufficient 
3onp- ranc-e artillery and aeroplanes while ammunition is lacking for 
artillery already on the front. Previously Russian offensives have 
been conducted regardless of losses but the men have now had enough 
of such tactics and would be unwilling to attack under present 
conditions. The revolution in Russia has had an unsettling effect on 
the minds of the men at the front who say they are peasants first & 
soldiers afterwards. The large powers which the soldiers committees 
exercise naturally affect discipline, 
Any isolated offensive on the part of the (?2nd) Roumanian Army 
seems premature under the circumstances, Gen.Averesco is planning 
what he describes as a local offensive to take place during the 
next three weeks.As this offensive will involve the employment of 
3 Divisions(half the total Roumanian Army now 6n the front) and 
even if it succeeds will result in the capture of a few mountain 
villages without any particular value,it seems a useless expend
iture of ammunition and future operations may be seriously prej
udiced by the losses in men. It is doubtful whether the Roumanian 
Government will allow Gen.Averesco to carry out his plan unless 
their hand is forced by the zest of those political elements who 
urge an offensive because it is theoretically desirable without 
reflecting on ways and means and the final result to be obtained. 
Gen.Presan,C in C, has discussed at Russian H.Q. a plan for a 
combined Russo-Roumanian offensive on the front of the 6th Russian Army 

This 



This operation will involve employing some of the divisions 
.now undergoing reorganisation in the interior and the date of 
its execution depends on the arrival of horses and equipment 
from Russia. As usual Gen, Presan is most optimistic and 
seems to think only of our numerical superiority on this front. 
This is considerable but is discounted by ?want of organisation, 
lack of communications and the disparity between strength of 
allied units on paper and the number of fit men who can be 
counted upon for offensive action. Taking into account all 
the factors which affect the general situation here it seems 
to me that for the present any lar^e scale offensive is quite 
impossible in this theatre. Local operations against Pocsani 
and Braila are or should be possible in a short time, and the 
capture of these places would facilitate future operations on 
the line of the Sereth. 

Except at Galatz where railway station and parts of (?line) 
have recently been bombarded, the enemy is inactive along the 
whole front, 

(Repeated to Gen. Hanbury Williams.) 



SECRET. 7AR C7QINET. 
G.T. 808 

U-ITY OP CONTROL OF RAILWAY FACILITIES 
[ IN AMERICA. 

(Copy of letter dated 22nd.May, I917 from Minister 
of Munitions to the Secretary, War Cabinet). 

Dear Sir Maurice Hahkey, 

Before replying to Mr*Lalfour1s telegram 
of Hay 17th. I shall be glad if you will have the enclosed 
memorandum considered by the Cabinet as soon as possible. 
The matter is urgent and would only taks a few minutes. 

The Shipping Controller is interested. 

Yours sincerely, 
' (Sgd) C. ADM SON. 



ENCLOSURE 1. 

With reference to Hr..Bt\lfourTs Cable to the War Cabinet of 
Hay 17th. I Fish to submit the following remarks for the 
consideration of the War Cabinet :-

I regard it as essential that all British organisa
tions in America should be placed under the control of a 
man of Ex-cabinet rank of considerable standing and with 
administrative experience. He would be responsible for 
the general direction end co-ordination of ail our different 
agencies and in a position to negotiate effectively with 
the ^nerican Government end the allied representatives in 
the United States, always, of course, being in communication 
with out Ambassador. 

rIn principle I a.;ree Ŷ ith Mr. BE If our that there 
should be unity of control of all rt.il feeilities end that 
the traffic organisation should not leave a gap between rail
ways and ships. I regret, however, that I am not satisfied 
that Captain Guthric is the right man to be at the heed of 
this organisation, though presumably competent to deal with 

1the snipping side. I have found that llr. Jap;.") s orgenisetio;. 
using Wr.I:-err, hag proved competent to handle Inland 
jjrensport and therefore I an not desirous of risking a 
change of control on Railway irensport. I am prepared, 
however, to see some big or men placed in charge both of 
the internal railway transport anf. the shipping transport, 
so that any existing gap nay bo closed. This bigger man 
would, of course, report to the Minister in charge of 
our affairs in America. AS a further part of a completed 
scheme of organisation,, I would link up the Wupply and , 
Inspection Branches of the Ministry organisation under a 
senior officer who v/ould be the chief representative of 
the Ministry in the United States., 

(Sgd) 0. AD" 13017. 

Ministry of Munitions, 
Whitehall "lace, 3.W.. 

Hay 2£nd. 1917. 

http://rt.il


Deeypher of telegram from Sir C.Spring Rice (VaaHinfftonL May i?th,1917 

Following from Hr.Balfour:-
One of the most pressing matters whichc all for decision 

is organisation of Allied traffic with the United states by land 
and sea, 

iiatry of United States into the. war gives them right to 
intervene; and if they are driven to take matter up by?our 
deficionoies I do not think matters will be improved end in aJl 
probability subject will be approached from side cf rail ways ard 
too little from side of ships. 

Our traffic organisation should :
(l) Avoid any hiatus betwern Railways and steamers.. 
(2) Avoid any competition between Allies for rail facilities, 

aud these enls can be attained without delay by creating 
a traffic e^eoutivo consisting of Captain thvLhrio, 
chairman nominated by His Modesty1 s Ocve:;?jme:at and one 
delegate eao:i for Drench and Italian interestso In 
addition Mrt.Kerr would strengthen this executive body 
by his special knowledge of [? munitions) traffic 
requirements. 

Fact that Gubhrie as representative of Ministry of Slipping 
already controls movements of bulk of tonnage and already routes 
whole of allied grain cn behalf of Wheat Executive will mska it 
easy for him. as Chairman of Traffic Executive to oc-c/rdin&ts land 
and sea traffic without disturbing direct control of Ministry cf 
Shipping over British ships * 

Traffic Executive should take instructions about priority 
of cargo from Departments to wham ships have been allocated and 
should assume responsibility far routing cargo c:a rails to sea
beard either by direct arrangements with Bailways or-by use of 
any Railway Executive created herea 

It seems to be generally agreed that United Control should 
be introduced into all the traffic of Allies whether on tho 
Continent ef America or in transport from America to .eiur *;pe but 
there is "difference of opinion as to hands in which United 
Control should be placed * Ministry of Munitions appears to 
think land transport should be divorced from sea transp -rt and 
that control of former should be assigned to Munitions of War 
Organisation in £Tew Xork* The alternative suggestion is that 
it should be assigned to Traffic Executive with C-utLrie as , 
Chairman e 

On the whole I am in favo-UT of the latte^lacu Ministry a

cf Munitions Office in Hew Yoik'fa"t present nothing to do with 
shipping cad though railway traffic arrangements connects:! with 
runitions are difficr.lt and complicated, the amount cf munitions 
transported is many times, less than supply cf wheat and disparity 
in ton mileage is even more marked^ £here are oVvious adveitares 
in maintaining un.brcken connection between sea and land transport 
partly because great land distances C7er which wheat has to be 
carried would make perfect co-ordination between lend and sea 
transpcit difficult unless one authority was responsible for bebh 
but still more because it would be easier to induce allies to corns 
into a sysuam^/pf single control if they have to deal w ith. an 
organisation/wnich they are already familiar in connectio^with 
their shipments of wheat Prench have already accepted traffic 0

executive scheme and I anticipate Italians will also agree * 

Above is for consideration of War Cabinet. 

http://difficr.lt
http://un.br


Dec ypher of telegram from Sir CSpring Rice (Washingtonh. May 17th^l917 

following from Mr.Balfour:-
One of the most pressing matters whichcall for decision 

is organisation of Allied traffic with the United States by lead 
and sea. 

iintry of United States into the. war gives them right to 
intervene; and if they are driven to take matter up "by our 
deficiencies I do not think matters will be improved and in all 
-crobability subject will be approached from side c f railways and 
too little from side of ships. 

Our traffic organisation should :
(l) AVoid any hiatus between Railways and steamers.. 
(2) Avoid any competition between Allies for r a i l facilities, 

and these enis can be attained without delay by creating 
a traffic exevutivo consisting of Captain ChvLhrio, 
chairman nominated by His Ma.]estyTsteever?jment and one 
delegate each for French and Italian interests. In 
addition MrKerr would strengthen this executive body t

by his special knowledge of T? munitions) traffic 
requirements. 

Pact that GubLrie as representative of Ministry of Shipping 
already controls movements of bulk of tonnage and already routes 
whole of allied grain cn behalf of Wheat Executive will -neks it 
easy for him as Chairman of (traffic Executive to co-ordinate land 
and sea traffic without disturbing direct control cf Ministry cf 
Shipping over British ships-

Traffic Executive should take instructions about priority 
of cargo from Departments to wham ships have been allocated and 
should assume responsibility for routing cargo on rails to sea
board either by direct arrangements with Railways or by use of 
any Railway Executive created here. 

It seems to be generally agreed that United Control should 
bo introduced into all the traffic of Allies whether on thy 
Continent ef America or in transport from America to .&urope but 
there is "difference of opinion as to hands in wliich United 
Control should be placed * Ministry of Munitions appears to 
think land transport should be divorced from sea transport and 
that control of former should be assigned to Munitions of War 
Organisation in Hew York. fX'he alternative suggestion is that 
it should be assigned to Traffic Executive with £uthrie as
Chairman

 x 

c 

On the whole I am in favo-ivji, of the latter/plan^ Ministry 
of Munitions Office in lev/ Yoi^fsTt present nothing to do with 
shipping cad though railway traffic arrangements connected with 
munitions are difficr.lt and complicated, the amount c f munitions 
transported is many times- less than supply cf wheat and disparity 
in ton mileage is even more ID arks d* There are obvious advsatares 
in maintaining unbroken connection between s ea and laud transport 
partly t-eeause great land distances ever which wheat has to be 
carried would make perfect co-ordination between land and sea 
transport difficult unless one authority was responsible for both 
but still more because it would be easier to induce allies to corns 
into a sysuem^Qf single control if they have to deal w it& m 
organisation/wnich. they are already familiar in conneetior'with 

, their shipments of wheats French have already accepted traffic 
executive scheme and I anticipate Italians will also agree * 

http://difficr.lt


M E M O R A N D U M \vy/r:,^ U-T . 

On May 1st, 1917, Lord J)erb^^svma(m^uB^&^iM^

at which the Minister of Munitions, A.&., M,G.O., 

D,C*IaG,S., D*C,G,S,France, D, of Recruiting, Lt*Colonel 

Sterm and Sir Eustace dlEyncourt were present, to discuss 

the formation, of a Tank Committee to deal with the question 

of Tani design, equipment of Tanks and of Tank cfews, and 

anti-Tank expedients, eto. 

This Committee, it was suggested, should 

consist of a President, and of two representatives-of 

the Ministry of Munitions, one from the War Office, and 

one from the Heavy Branoh. The President to he an 

officer not below the rank of Major-General with recent 

fighting experience in France, 

As Director General of the Meohanical Warfare 

Supply Department since October 1st, 1916, Chairman of 

the Committee of Tank Supply, and Director of the Tank 

Supply Department from February 12th, i916, and as 

Secretary of the -tiandship Committee of the Admiralty 

from April, 1915* I have been responsible for the 

construction of every tank produced, and consider that I 

have greater experience than anyone else in the question 

of Mechanical Warfare, 

The Military Authorities, who have not grown up 

with this new development, and who do not know the reasons 

for the different advantages and disadvantages which 

go to make up a Tank, are disregarding more and more 

expert opinion. 



For instance; the original Tanks, Mark 1., 

were fitted with the Hotchkiss Machine Gun, and the 

employment of this gun was only decided on after very 

exhaustive investigation and considerationjxf the'special 

circumstances of Tank warfare. 

On the 23rd November, 1916, at a special 

Meeting, the Military Authorities decided that the 

Hotchkiss Machine Gun be abandoned and the Lewis Gun 

be substituted. This decision was reached against the 

advice of M.W.S.D. 

At a series of meetings again held by the 

Military, and reported on by a Committee on the 6th 

May, 1917, it was decided that the Lewis Gun was 

useless in a Tank and that the Hotohkiss gun was the 

only gun that could be used. The result is that 

once more a change has to be made, but too late to 

make the alteration as it should "be made, and this 

year's Tanks will carry converted Lewis gun loopholes 

and Hotchkiss ammunition in racks and boxes provided 

for Lewis guns. 

Originally, it was considered by the M.W.S.D. 

that Male and Female Tanks in equal numbers was the 

best arrangement. In the winter of 1916-17, the military 

experts decided on the proportion of 1 Male to 2 Female'. 

Last week they again changed their ideas to 3 Males to 

2 Females, and there are insufficient 6 pdr. guns for 

this purpose. 

In consultation with the expert advice of 

Mechanical Warfare, it was decided by the Military 

Authorities that 100 Tanks in France and 100 Tanks in 

England were necessary for training purposes. On 

this decision, Tanks were manufactured with mild steel 
- - - - - - - . ' 

plates instead of armour plates, without the improvements 



required for fighting. This decision was only 

arrived at after very full discussion and after the 

question of this large number of Tanks necessary for 

training purposes had been very severely criticised 

by the Prime Minister and Sir Eustace d*Eyncourt, but 

the Military Authorities stated that it was absolutely 

necessary to have this number of training Tanks. 

Shortly after this, the Military Authorities decided 

to use 60 of these training Tanks for fighting purposes. 

The reason given for using these praotioe 

machines was that the output of machines was late. 

The Military Authorities, though crying out for an early 

delivery of Tanks, have never given the M.W.S.D, the 

assistance they required. At the same moment that 

the Director General of the M.W.3.D. was oalled before the 

War Cabinet on March 22nd to answer for the delay of one 

month in the delivery of Tanks, the War Office had made 

an agreement with the Ministry of Munitions fquoted below) 

dated the 16th March that the only two munitions which 

the Army required most urgently were aeroplanes and guns

"It will be understood that the new system is baa 
ed on the exemption of occupations; any general 
reservation of the labour engaged in engineer
ing shops on the manufacture of any particular 
munitions would import into the scheme almost 
confusing and undesirable features. The fact 
however, remains that the manufacture of the 
two munitions whioh the Army requires most 
urgently at the present moment, viz:- aero
planes and guns, necessitates the employment 
of a great number of men and youths who 
will not come under the schedule. This 
applies particularly to the aeroplane industry." 



- - - - -

I here quote from ̂  JLemorsno^ 

20th February, 1917 

"On October 27th, 1916, a letter-ms dispatched 
"from the Minister of Munitions to the Secretary 
"of the War Office from whioh the following 
"paragraphs are extracted 

*As reagrds the labour required to oarry out 
lthis programme, I am to state that it will 

( *be necessary for th9 manufacturers to employ 
fabout 3,000 additional hands of whom 1,000 to 
11,400 ma/ he women, The detailed arrange
"menbs for supplying this labour are still 
*under- oo?j.sideration and I am to say that it 
"will only be possible to obtain the number 
!of man required with the assistance of the 
,Army Oounail. 

*I am directed to state that Mr. Montagu 
! feelvj himself unable to hold out any hope of 
1 meeting the large programmes that are being 
"put before him unless he can secure the support 
8not only of the Adjutant General, but also 
*of the Recruiting Officers throughout the 
1country, in protecting the labour staff of 
1 firms manufacturing very urgent war material1, 

"At a mooting with Sir Douglas Haig, the Minister 
"of Munitions. General Whigham, General Davidson, 
"and Sir Uostace d'EyncourT, on 23rd November, 1916, 
"I s^ato^.quite clearly that to produce the Tanks 
"according to my proposed Programme, I should require 
"about 2,000 workmen. 

"Instead of getting these men after repeated, 
"continual, and continuous demands, men are being 
"taken from the Works, and only 275 out of the 
"2,000 have been supplied. 

"Figures are enclosed of labour required." 

The Military Authorities, being aware of 

the Commander-in-Chief1 s demand, had not put this 

Department in a protected category, and it is only after 

repeated demands to General Butler, and a visit to 

Sir Douglas Haig last month (April 24th) at Amiens, 

that the Mechanical Warfare Supply Department now 

appears on the sase list ?/ith Guns and Aeroplanes and 

is thus protected. 

The withdrawal of these Tanks for fighting 

purposes has resulted in a lack of trained men, and great 



delay in training the men, on which the whole success 

of Mechanical Warfare depends, has resulted. 

The lack of training has also been due to a 

shortage of essential Spare Parts; a Schedule was laid 

down "by the Military Authorities in January on a much 

reduced scale to that suggested by the, M.W.S.B. and 

two months1 later certain categories were multiplied by 

I quote from my letter to the Minister of 

Munitions on March l£tn, 1917 

"As Director General of the Department which has 
"been responsible for the design and which has 
"produced every Tank, I have persistently opposed 
"the premature employment of Tanks this year. Also, 
"the employment? of praotioeuTariks, i.e*, Mark I, II, 
"and III. in action this year. 

\ 

x x x 
"I consider it more than unwise to use Practice 
^Tanks in action under any oiroumstanoes. They 
"have all the faults that necessitated the design of 
"last year being altered to the present design of Mark 
^IV. In addition the training of the men is being 
"delayed by this action. Their failure will undoubted
"ly ruin the confidence of the troops in the fixture 
"of Mechanical Warfare. 

"For the sake of 60 machines, the whole future 
"of thousands of Tanks will be most unjustifiably 
"prejudiced. 

"I wish also to point out that even when Mark IV. 
"machines are delivered, taking Machanioal Warfare 
"as an enterprise, it is a most uneconomical 
"expenditure of our resources to use them before 
"we have large numbers, and the necessary central 
"Workshops ready in operation. 

"As the War proceeds and our losses in men 
"accumulate, necessity will force us more and more 
"into labour saving devices, which will take their 
"place in warfare as they havo in commerce. 

"All care should be taken to foster the development 
"of this new weapon, with the greatest caution. 
"However excellent the design of a ship, without a 
"sudder she will be wrecked. I believe Mechanical 
"Warfare, without prudence, will share a like fate". 

The Military Authorities again disregarded 

Technical advice, at a Meeting on Spare Parts at the 



Ministry of Munitions, in the Ministerfayibom, at which 

the M.G.O., Sir Eustace d,Eyneourt, General Anley. 

Colonel Searle and Mr. Percy Martin were present, 

(April 3rd, 1917). 

At this Meetingj which had been called as a 

result of oomplaints to the War Council, the Military 

Authorities laid down that they required the same numher 

of 9paa?e Parts for Training Machines per 100 as for 

Fighting Machines per 100. 

I pointed out to them that a Fighting Machine 

was, oompared with a Training Machine, a projectile, 

and that after going into action, it would hardly 

require any Spare Parts; in other words, that Training 

Tanks would require Spare Parts, hut Fighting Machines 

would require spare Fighting Machines. 

The technioal side was overruled, and Spare 

Parts were ordered in quantities which are overtaxing 

the whole Steel Castings capacity of this country. 

The technical advice that these maohines were 
worth 200 or 300$ more on dry ground than on wet ground 

was also disregarded. 

I explained that the wear necessitating the 

large number of Spares was due to wet winter weather 

(namely, Mud), and would be largely reduced by summer 

weather, and mudguards, which were "being fitted. This 

advice was unheeded. The date of this Meeting was 

April 3rd. 

A letter dated May 10th, from the Heavy Branch, 

France, states that all estimates for Spares for Fighting 

Tanks, estimated on March 10th and confirmed at the 

Meeting on 3rd April above mentioned, are to he halved, 

except the 6 Steel Castings which were demanded in 



enormous -goantltlefl. %h&8& -djmaM&.M^-&Q$2m&$^ in 

the ease of 4 of tham3o-a/6th, and in the oase of 

2 of them to V4th. 

The total weight of the demand of 

April 3rd, covering 1,600 machines over a period of 

8 months, was 10,600 tons; the amended estimate of May 

10th for the same number of machines over the same 

period is 3,400 tons. 

The advioe that Tanks in quantity are 

essential to the success of an action in Mechanical 

Warfare has also been disregarded, * 

The preparations being made by the Ministry 

of Munitions should result in the shipment of between 

40,000 and 50,000 tons of Tanks during the fighting 

season this year. The Military Authorities have 

provided a single Central Workshop - one centre for 

the reoeption of this mighty host! - this in against 

technical advice". 

The Central Workshop at the Iront which we 

understood was to be used for running repairs in now 

being used for the reconstruction of new types of 

machines such as Supply Tanks and Signalling Tanks, 

General Anley was appointed General in 

command of the Tanks in England and the Mechanical 

Warfare Supply Department made arrangements for his 

offices to be next door to the M.W.S.D. 

It was arranged that general demands from 

Franoe for Spares, Tank Stores, eto,, from the Tank 

Corps should oomo direot through the General to the 

M.W.S.D., and be shipped direct by the organisation 

of the K.W,S.D, which ships Tanks and Tank Stores 

under control of its own officers and men to the Tank 

Headquarters in France. Now, it is proposed to divert 

this through all sorts ef channels in the War Office, 



Instances can "be quoted "£y which the time taken in 

receiving a demand and fulfilling it under the new 

regime means endless delay. 

The present suggestion to put Mechanical 

Warfare on the above basis at the War Office is,in my 

opinion,ill-considered and fatal to the suooess and 

progress of Mechanical Warfare. 

It is proposed that two members of the Ministry 

of Munitions,a member of the War Office,and a member 

of the Heavy Section should meet under th.e. Presidency 

of a General not below the rank of a Major Beneral. 

Major General Capper has now been appointed 

Administrative Commander of all the Tank Forces,and is, 

I believe,on Sir Douglas HaigTs Staff,and also Chairman 

of the TankuCommittee, 

As far as I can gather,the Committee have no 

further' Charter than the document attacked,but Major 

general Capper called a meeting on* the 15th inst.of 

$ir Eustace d'Eyncourt,Major Sir John Keen representing 

^he M.G.O., and myself (Lieut,Col.Stern). 

I wish once more to put forward that,in my 

opinion,this Committee,to be successful,must be put 

on a proper footing,and ,1 consider it essential that 

the Chairman,Major Genoral Capper,must be a member of 

the Army Council.and that the members of the Committee 

should devote their entire time to Mechanical Warfare 

and be responsible to the Chairman for the different 

branches which go to make up Mechanical Warfare,viz:-

PERSONNEL -
There should be a member responsible to the Chairman 

for complete knowledge of requirements and study 
generally of personnel for Tanks both in Pranoe 
and England with a liaison.-with French Tanks, 



Another member should study the Question of Tactics 
in oo-operation with the TanJr Force in ,Franoe and the^-^ 
Tank Force in England,and hate complex information 
ready for the Committee,with a liaison with French 
Tanks. 

SUPPLY & DESIGN-

All knowledge of supply and design should be concentrated 
in Lieut.-Colonel Stern and Sir Eustace d^yncourt 
representing the Ministry of Munitions. The 
Mechanical Warfare Supply Department are in liaison 
with the French Department on Tanks design and 
sfcPP1^ to consist . 

The Committee/of 5 members, 3 to be 

appointed by the Army Council to devote their entire 

time to Mechanical Warfare; the Chairman to be a 

member of the Army Council;the Z members from the 

Ministry of Munitions,representing Supply and Design, 

to be appointed by the Minister of Munitions subject 

to the approval of the Army Council. 

In this way,the Chairman of the Committee 

would have a permanent organisation with first-hand 

information on the Personnel,Tactics,Manufacture and 

Design of Tanks,and,as a Member of the Army Council, 

would be in a position to furnish the Army Council with 

the latest information on all these points whenever 
required. 

This Committee should be the recognised 

authority for submitting recommendations as to the 

Tactical employment of Tanks and other M.W.Stores and 

should advise on the Numbers,Training and Equipment of 

Crews,and on anti-Tank expedients. The Committee 

should be empowered to give final decisions (subject 

only to approval by the Secretary of State for War and 

the Minister of Munitions),on all matters appertaining 

to design and equipment of Tanks (whether for Fighting, 



&igttaaiin&r£uri-^ other purposes); 

Transport ana Storage of M.W.Storea,£epairs,including 

Central and Mobile Workshops; Spare Parts and any

special Stores and Inspection. 

The Mechanical Warfare Supply Department have 

hitherto carried out the experiments,Design.Construction. 

Inspection,Storage and Transportation. Their Contract 

and Finance Sections have been under the Director General 

subject to the supervision of the heads of those Departments 

in the Ministry of Munitions,who have their representatives in 

this Department. 

This system has proved entirely successful and 

no faults have been found "by the Finance and Contracts 

Branches of the Ministry of Munitions except that it differs 

from the procedure in other Departments,namely,that the 

local control of Contracts and Finance Departments,though 

supervised by the Ministry of Munitions,is directly under 

the Director General of the Mechaaioal Warfare Supply 

Departmenti The systems adopted by this Department are 

used in the most up-to-date and successful businesses in 

the world and have been approved by the different authorities 

of the Ministry of Munitionsi 

The question of Transportation,Storage and 

Inspection as above, should be left to the discretion of 

this Committee to decide. 

My reasons for stating this are that Mechanical 

Warfare is in a process of great expansion and development 

with violent and continual changes, and it would he fatal 

to try and impose on this new enterprise the hard and fast 

rules governing standard Army Stores, Of course, it is 

understood that the formation of this Committee and the 

powers given to it are a temporary measure for this and 

next year's production. 



If these re^oimaeBAatlons are approved, I 

see every hope oexrying out the big programme whioiu. is 

on order this year, and tho programme which has "been 

foreshadowed for next year, but unless the new organiza

tion is formed on these lines, with the flexibility 

suggested, I see np possibility of earring out either 

this or next yearTs programme. 

18.5,17. 



l2l/Stores/4164. f J C R E T 

MINUTES OF CONFERENCE ON TANKS 

held at the War Office on 1st May 1917, 

Present:- Secretary of State for..War. 
Minister of Munitions 
Adjutant-General. 
Master-General of the Ordnance, 
Deputy Chief of the Imperial General Staff, 
Deputy Chief of the General Staff,France, 
Director of Recruiting, 
lieutenant-Colonel Stern (D.G.M.W.S.D.) 
Sir Eustace D,Bynoourt.'-: 

1. A Committee will "be formed to deal with the question of 

Tank design, equipment of Tanks, and Tank crews,and anti-Tank 

expedients. 

2 . This Committee to consist of a President, and of two 

representatives of the Ministry of Munitions, one from the War 

Office, and one from the Heavy Branch. , The president to "be an 

officer not "below the rank of Major-General with recent fighting 

experience in France, 

3, All recommendations and suggestions in regard to the 

matters referred to in paragraph 1 and other cognate questions 

will be referred to this Committee, The functions of the 

Committee. will be to formulate definite specifications and 

proposals based on the recommendations submitted to it and on 

its own research. These specifications so far as the design 

of the Tank as a fighting machine is concerned, will then be 

passed to the Design branch of the Mechanical Warfare Department 

of the Ministry of Munitions to carry.out... The latter will 

submit its designs to the Committee for final approval before 

manufacture is proceeded with. Field trials of any Tank of 

new or improved design.will also be carried out under the 

orders of the Committee. 



4. tfhe question was raised as to whether the tanks 

should not he handed over complete to the Army in England 

in the same manner as guns, instead of "being transported 

to France by the Ministry of Munitions and there taken 

over by the Military. Dr. Addison stated that he was 

prepared to agree to the principle that they should he 

taken over by the Army in England and transported to 

France under War Office arrangements, hut suggested 

that the matter should he discussed in detail by the 

Tank Committee before a final decision was given. 

This was agreed to. 
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SECTION D. DSw/002. 

TEEKLY REPORT ON SERBIA. II. 
May 23, 1917. 

Montenegrofs Attitude to the Jugoslav Ideal, 

For a long time past there have been two sharply opposed 

points of view among the Montenegrins. Most of the younger men, 

especially those of education and those who had been in America, 

were in touch with the Serbs and Croats and had enthusiastically 

embraced the Jugoslav idea. On the other hand, Court circles and 

a o&Y&g&VMsmS^ of the more reactionary politicians clung to 
the old separatist Montenegrin standard. The supporters of this 

separatist party, the head of viiich was naturally King Nicolas 

himself, were of two different types. Some were sincere, if 

narrow-minded, Montenegrin patriots who had no ideal beyond per

sonal loyalty to the Petrovic dynasty and intense local feeling. 

A more dangerous element gathered round the worthless and 

diseased Crown Prince Danilo (whose wife is a Mecklenburg princess) 

and his second brother Prince Mirko. There is every reason to 

believe that Danilo and Mirko had for a long time past been 

intriguing with Vienna. They saw that if the Entente Powers 

won the war and a Jugoslav State established Montenegro must 

sooner or later be attracted into its orbit. The Central Powers 

in the event of victory promised them a continuation of their 

dynasty either loosely under or nominally independent of Habsburg 

rule, and together with this an extension of Montenegrin rule to 

include parts of N.V. Serbia. It was generally considered in 

Montenegro that the fall of Mt. Lovtfen on January 10, 1916, 

was due to collusion on the part of the Royal House. King Nicolas 

indeed loudly protested his loyalty to the Entente's cause and 



withdrew to France with his daughter the Princess Xenia. But 

Prince Mirko went off to Vienna "to consult" an occulist" and 

has since then remained there. The Neue Freie Presse at the time 

was bubbling over with good news about the success?"bf the Great-

Montenegro intrigue and had to he heavily censored by the wary 

Austrian authorities. 

To placate public indignation in Montenegro and allay the 

Entente Powers' distrust King Nicolas soon afterwards called to 

power Mr Andrija Radovi6, one of the younger school of politicians, 

devoted to the Jugoslav ideal. Mr Radovic in 1908 had been involved 
the 

in the notorious Cetinje treason trial instigated by/King (then 

Prince Nicolas) and his relations with the King were consequently 

not of the friendliest. King Nicolas was, however, forced to 

leave Mr Radovii in office during the greater part of 1916, and 

it was only in December last that he dismissed him and recalled 

an old court favourite, Dr Tomanovid, to office. 

It was practically a declaration of war on the democratic, 

Jugoslav movement in Montenegro. As such Mr Radovi6 and his friends 

have taken it. They have now formed in Geneva a "Comite Montenegrin 

pour 1'Union Nationale". Mr Radovic himself is President and the 

other members of the Committee are Messrs Pero Vucekovi6 (ex-

Minister of Public Instruction), Janko Spasojevi6 (deputy and ex-

Minister of Justice), Danilo,Gatalo (ex-Minister of War) and 

Milos/ Ivanovi6. The first number of their organ LjUnion appeared 

at Geneva on April 28. 

In an appeal they have published to the Montenegrin nation 

the Committee definitely accuses the "rulers of Montenegro" of 

having betrayed Mt. Lovoen and the army to the enemy. They call 

on all Montenegrins to rally to the Jugoslav cause in T t f i i c h they 

declare their whole-hearted faith. "Serbia and Montenegro, united 

to all the other Serbian lands, Croatia and Slovenia (i.e. the 

g Slovene territories in Oarniola, Styria, Istria, etc.) will form 



our great Fatherland - that which was the dream of whole centuries 

and for which Yvas shed the best blood of so many generations". 

There is little doubt that the Committee's views will find 

a ready welcome among most progressive Montenegrins, who see 

Montenegrofs political and economic future indissolubly bound 

up with the union of all the Jugoslav lands * 

The Serbian Conspiracy Trial. 

The political character and import of the trial and con

demnation of General Damian Popovi6 and his associates were 
. 

dealt with in a special memorandum written by Mr Seton-Y;atson 

for this section yesterday. 

A .H".A.L* 

May 23, 1917. 



War Cabinet. 
Pro-posed Formation of a Jewish Corps. 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State for War. 

With reference to Imperial War Cabinet 8, (ll), I 
regret to say that it now seems clear that there is not the 
slightest chance of Russian and Polish Jews in the East End 
of London enlisting voluntarily. The Director of Recruiting 
has received a letter to that effect from Mr Morris Aaron who 
was endeavouring to organise a system of voluntary enlistment 
for these men. The following extract from his letter speaks 
for itself 

"I regret to say that, without exception, I am told 
that it would be a waste of time and effort to attempt the 
recruitment of these men on any basis of voluntarism". 

This bears out ourvexperience in the past. Ever 
since June last the Director of. Recruiting has been granting 
interviews and has been in correspondence with prominent Jews 
of over military age who have asserted the willingness of 
their compatriots to enlist. A Jewish Recruiting Committee 
was formed. Special Russo-Jewish Recruiting Sub Areas were 
established; all the necessary machinery was set up and much 
time and money were spent but the resulting intake of recruits 
has been practically nil. The enthusiasm of the over age 
Jew has found no counterpart in the willingness of the Jew of 
military age to take up arms for the country of his adoption. 

Failing some measure of compulsion it seems 
perfectly clear that the Army will never obtain the services 
of the Russian and Polish Jews in this Country. When the 
Military Service (Conventions with Ailied States) Bill becomes 
law and if Russia enters into the agreement now proposed, 
these men will become available for the Army but not before. 

DERBY 
23rd May, 1917. 
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M O N T H L Y S U P P L E M E N T - M A Y 1917. 

ADMIRALTY WAR STAFF, 
(Trade D i v i s i o n ) , 

1st May 1917. 
The following lists contain particulars of British Merchant and Fishing Vessels 

reported during April 1917 as having been captured, destroyed, damaged, or molested by 
the Enemy. 

Vessels armed for offensive purposes are not included in these lists. All bearings 
given are magnetic. 

B R I T I S H M E R C H A N T V E S S E L S C A P T U R E D  O R D E S T R O Y E D 
B Y T H E E N E M Y . 

Gross.
Name. Date. Position. Cause of Loss. How attacked. How sunk. Lives lost.Tons. 

MARCH, 1917. 
fNarragansett 9,196 16 Off S.W. Ireland Submarine - N o warning - Torpedo 
fStanley - 3,987 21 230 miles  W. by Submarine - N o warning - Torpedo - 6 

N . from the 
Fastnet . 

fQueen Eugenie - 4,358 25 Mediterranean - Submarine - - N o warning Torpedo 
(probably). 

f Mascota - 674 29 North. Sea - T . B . D . Captured Not known Seven 
made 

prisoners. 
GippeswiGippeswicc (S .V.(S .V.)) 116 31 15 miles N . E . from Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bombs 

C. Barfleur. 

APRIL, 1917. 
t Warren 3,709 1 20 miles S.W. Submarine - N o warning - Torpedo - 3 

from Civita (Master 
Vecchia. made 

prisoner. 
fKasenga - 4,652 1 2 miles from the Submarine - N o warning - Torpedo -

Hornigas, Cape 
Palos. 

Eastern Belle 97 1 30 miles S.W. Submarine - Captured Bombs 
(S.V.) from St. Cathe

rine's Point. 
Silvia (S .V. ) - 164 1 15 miles S .S .E. Submarine - Captured Bombs 

from the Owers 
L.V. 

fZambesi - 3,759 1 15 miles  N . by W. Submarine - N o warning - Torpedo 3 
4 from Alexandria. 
fBritannia - 3,129 2 22 miles W . N . W . Submarine - N o warning - Torpedo 

from Pantellaria. Master' 
and W/T 
operator 

madeprisoners.fArdgask  4,542 3 15 miles S .W. Submarine - N o warning - Torpedo 1 
from C. Rosello, 
Sicily. 

Ellen James 165 3 Bay of Biscay - Submarine - , Captured . - Gunfire 5 . . .S.V.) 
including 

* i - i I Master. 
0 (33) AS 3128 Pk gOO 5/17 E & S 



Name. Gross 
Tons. Date. Position. Cause of Loss. How attacked. How sunk. Lives lost. 

1917. 

fParkgate -. 3,232 
Apr. 

4 80 miles N.E. i Submarine 
from Cap de Fer. I 

Captured Bombs 16 
Master 
made 

fMargit 2,490 80
l
 miles S.W. 
 W. from C. 

Submarine No warning - Torpedo 
prisoner. 

fHunstanton 

fCity of Paris 

4,504 

9,239 

Matapan. 
36 miles W. from 

Scilly Islands. 
46 miles S. by E. 

from Cap d'An
tibes. 

Submarine 

Submarine 

No warning-

No warning-

Torpedo 

Torpedo 122 

f Canadian  9,309 47 miles N.W. by 
W. from tbe 

Submarine No warning - Torpedo 1 
Master. 

Faslnet. i 
fCalliope  3,829 35 -miles S.W. 

from Ustica. 
Submarine No warning - Torpedo 6 

including 
I Master, 
1st and 2nd 

Mates 
and 3rd 

Engineer 
made 

fBenheather 4,701 5 110 miles W.N.W. 
from the Fast-

Submarine No warning - Torpedo 
prisoners. 

net. 
fSpithead  4,697 6 12 miles N. by W. 

from Damietta 
Submarine No warning- Torpedo 1 

Master 
Lt. and Chief 

Engineer 
made 

fPresto :  1,143 : 6 4 miles E. from Mine - Mine Mine 
prisoners. 

6 
Roker Point, 

fPowhataln 

i 
! 6,117 I 6 

Sunderland. 
25 miles N. by W. 

from N. Rona. 
Submarine - No warning' Torpedo 36 

Master 
made 

fRosalind 
6,535 6 180 miles W.N.W. 

from tbe Fast-
Submarine - No warning Torpedo 

prisoner. 
1 

net. 

jMaplewpod 

fSalmo I 

3,239 

1,721 

7 

7 

47 miles S.W.from 
C. Sperone, Sar
dinia. 

210 miles N.W. 
from tbe Fast-

Submarine

Submarine

 

-

Captured 

No warning -

To rpeod 

Torpedo 

Master 
made 

prisoner. 
2 

net. 

fTrefusis 
2,642 7 30 miles S.E. from 

C. Pula, Sar 
Submarine - Captured Bombs Master, 

Chief 
dinia. Officer, 

and Chief 
Engineer 

made 

fPetridge 1,712 200 miles W .N.W. 
from Usbant. 

Submarine - No warning - Torpedo 
prisoners. 

Master 
and one 
gunner 
made 

Geilan Bahri 
- (S.V.) 
tHmvoti 

19 

2,616 

54 miles from 
Alexandria. 

200 miles N.W. 
by W. from 
Ushant. 

Submarine

Submarine

 

-

Captured , -

No warning -

Bomb 

Torpedo 

prisoners. 

4 4 
Master 

and gunner 
made 

Kittiwake 1,866 9 25 miles NrW. 
from the Maas 

Submarine - No warning - Torpedo 
prisoners. 

7 

L.V. 
tTbrrington 5,597 9 (?) Not known - Submarine - No warning 

(probably). 
Torpedo 



- iGioss Date. Position. Cause of Loss. flow attacked. How sunk. Lives lost.Name. Tons. 

tDalton 3,483,4866 

11917, 
Apr. 

10 

' 1 

25 miles S. by W.
from C. Mata-

Submarine - No warning - Torpedo 

..— .— 
3 

Master 
pan. made 

PlutPlutoo - 1,261,2666 10 32 miles S.E. by 
E. from Lowes-

SubmarinSubmarinee -- NNoo warninwarningg -- TorpedTorpedoo 
prisoner. 

— 

toft. 
Salta (Hospital 

Ship). 
7,287,2844 10 \ mile  N. from 

Whistle Buoy, 
Havre. 

Mine - Miue .  - Mine 52 

Miss Morris 156 11 20 miles S.E. from Submarine - Captured Bomb — ... 

(S.V.:
fVinfVinee BrancBranchh - 3,443,4422 ]1(?]1(?)) 

Garrucha, Spain. 
Not known Submarine - No warning 

(probably). 
Torpedo -

tQuaggy
I ̂ U" D O .  / 

 993 11 3 miles E. from N. 
Cheek, Robin 

Mine  " - Mine - Mine 2 

Hood Bay. 
tlmperial Trans 4,648 11 140 miles N.W. by Submarine - No warning - Torpedo Master 

portport.. 

fCyfarthffCyfarthfaa -
-

3,014 11 

N. 1  N. from
Alexandria. 

32 miles W.S.W. 
from Cerigotto. 

Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg -- Torpedo 

made 
prisoner. 
Master 
made 

jTrernorvajTrernorvahh 3,653,6544 11 70 miles N.N.W. Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Gunfire 
prisoner. 
Master, 

from C. Bou- Chief 
garoni. Engineer, 

and two 
gunners 

- *  made 

fDuchess of Corn
wall. 

1,706 11 5 miles N. from C. 
Barfleur. 

Submarine - No warning - Torpedo  prisoners. 
23

including 
Master. 

fGlencliffe  3,673,6733 12 2\ miles S.E. from Submarine - No warning - Torpedo  1 
Tabarca Island, Chief 
Spain. Engineer 

and two 
gunners 

made 

tKildaltKildalee - 3,830 12 4400 milemiless EE.. bbyy SS.. 
from Pantellaria. 

Submarine - No warning - TorpedTorpedoo 
prisoners. 

1 

fToro 3,066 12 200 miles W.N.W. Submarine - No warning - TorpedTorpedoo 14 
from Ushant. Master 

made 

fLismorfLismoree - 1,301,3055 12 2222 milemiless N.WN.W.. bbyy Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg -- TorpedTorpedoo 
prisoner. 

5 
N. 1  N. from 
Havre. 

fArgylfArgylll

fBandofBandonn 

- 3,547 

1,456 

13 

13 

110 miles W. from 
Bishop Rock. 

2\ miles S.W. 
from . Mine 

Submarine

Submarine

 

-

NNoo warninwarningg --

No warning -

TorpedTorpedoo 

TorpedTorpedoo -

22 

28 

. Head, S. Ire
land. 

MariMariaa (S.V.(S.V.)) - 175 13 25 miles S. by W. 
from Portland 

Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bombs 

Bill. 
jZarjZaraa 1,331 13 90 miles W. f W. 

from Helliso 
Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg -- TorpedTorpedoo 21 

Island. 
fKaribfKaribaa 

StrathconStrathconaa 

3,697 

1,881 

13; 

13 

260 miles W.N.W. 
from Ushant. 

145 miles W.N.W. 
from Ronald
shay. 

Submarine

Submarine

 

-

NNoo warninwarningg --

CaptureCapturedd 

TorpedTorpedoo 

Bombs 

11 

9 
Master, 

chief and 
3rd en
gineers 
made 

Spray 1,072 14 3^ miles N.E. Mine - Mine - MinMinee -
prisoners. 

from Tyne Pier. 



Name. Gross 
Tons. Date. Position. Cause of Loss. How attacked. How sunk. Lives lost. 

1917. 
Apr. 

Patagonier 3,832 14 135 miles W. from 
Gibraltar. 

Submarine - CaptureCaptureCaptureddd Gunfire Master 
made 

fMashobra  8,236 15 140 miles S.W. 
from C. Mata-

Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg -- Torpedo 
prisoner. 

8 
Master 

pan. made 
prisoner. 

Alert 777 15 Off Dover - Mine   - Mine - Mine  11 
fArcadian  8,939 15 26 miles N.E. 

from Milo. 
Submarine - No warning - Torpedo 34 

tCameronia 10,9610,9633 15 150 miles E. from 
Malta. 

Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg -- TorpedTorpedoo 11 

fCairndhu  4,019 15 25 miles W. from 
Beachy Head. 

Submarine - No warning - TorpedTorpedoo 12 

VictoriVictoriaa (S.V.(S.V.)) - 165 16 30 miles S.W. 
from Beacby 
Head. 

Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bombs — 

Rochester Castle 
(S.V.). 

102 16 5 miles W.S.W. 
from C. Grisnez. 

Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Gunfire — 

EduarEduardd (S.V.(S.V.)) - 476 16 12 miles S.W. Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bombs — 
from Beachy 
Head. 

Harden 297 16 6 miles N.W. from Submarine - Gunfire Gunfire 1 

Towergate 3,697 16 
C. Grisnez. 

250 miles N.W. 
by W. from the 
Fastnet. 

Submarine - Captured TorpedTorpedoo 
(Master). 

— 

Queen Mary 5,658 16 180 miles N.W. Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg -- TorpedTorpedoo 9 
by W. from the 
Fastnet. 

Charles Good 791 17 3^ miles E.N.E. Mine - Mine - Mine 
anew. from Rattray 

Head. 
Brisbane River  4,989 17 140 miles W. from 

Gibraltar. 
Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bombs Master 

made 

jAburjAburii 3,730 17 125 miles N.W. 
i from Tory Is

land. 

Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg -- TorpedTorpedoo 
prisoner. 

25 

Cairnhill  4,981 17 160 miles
from the

 N.W. 
Fast-

Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bombs Master 
made 

tKistKishh 
. . . : 

4,928 17 
net. 

160 miles N.W". 
by W. from the 

- Fastnet. 

Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg -- TorpedTorpedoo 
prisoner. 

6 

William Shep
herd(S.V.herd(S.V.)) 

143 17 30 miles S. by W. 
from St. Anns 

Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bombs 
* 

Head. 
Dantzic  108 17 30 miles S. by W. 

from St. Ann's 
Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bombs 

Head. 
Fernmoor  3,098 17 150 miles W. from 

Gibraltar. 
Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bombs 

Lanfranc (Hos
pital Ship). 

Corfu 

6,287 

3,695 

17 

17 

42 miles N. \ E. 
from Havre. 

160 miles W. from 
Gibraltar. 

Submarine

Submarine

 

-

NNoo warninwarningg --

CaptureCapturedd 

TorpedTorpedoo

Bombs 

- 34 

3 

tDonegal  1,885 19 miles S. from 
Dean L.V. 

Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg -- TorpedTorpedoo - 41 

fTrekieve  3,087 18 100 miles W. from 
Gibraltar. 

Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg TorpedTorpedoo 3 
Master 
made 

tRhydwen  4,799 18 170 miles N.W. by 
W. \ W. from 

Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg TorpedTorpedoo -
prisoner. 

6 

the Fastnet. 
"fRowena  3,017 18 95 miles W. by 

SS.. \\ SS.. frofromm 
Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg TorpedTorpedoo 1 

fCastilian  1,923 18 
BishoBishopp RockRock.. 

110 miles N .  W by 
N. from Tory 
Island. 

Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg TorpedTorpedoo 10 

Thomas (S.V.)  132 18 40 miles S.E. from 
C. St. Vincent. 

Submarine ' - CaptureCapturedd Bombs 



Gross Position. Cause of Loss. How attacked, How sunk. Lives lost. Name.' Tons. Date. 

Not known 

Not known 

18 miles W. by N. 
from C. Sher
sbel. 

150 miles N.W. by 
W. from the 
Fastnet. 

60 miles W. by S. 
from Bishop 
Rock. 

120 miles N.W.by 
W. from the 
Fastnet. 

20 miles S.E. 
from Coninbeg 
L.V. 

170 miles W. \ S. 
from Gibraltar. 

\ mile E. from 
S. Holm Buoy. 

100 miles W.N.W. 
from the Fast
net. 

3 miles E.N.E. 
from Souter 
Point. 

158 miles N,W. 
from the Fast
net. 

15 miles S. by E. 
\ E. from New
haven. 

130miles N.W. by 
W. \ W. from 
the Fastnet. 

74 miles N.W. \ 
N. from Eagle 
Island. 

14 miles S. from 
Mine Head. 

180 miles W. from 
Ushant. 

5 miles S.W. from 
Penmarch. 

270 miles W. by 
N. from the 
Fastnet, 

160 miles W.N.W. 
from the Fast
net. 

145 miles W. \ N. 
from Bishop 
Rock. 

160 miles N.W. 
by W. from the 
Fastnet. 

140 miles W. from 
Gibraltar. 

200 miles S.W. 
by S. from the 
Fastnet. 

90 miles W. by N. 
from Gibraltar. 

7 miles E. from 
May Island. 

56 miles S .W.1S . 
from the Fast
net. 

Submarine

Submarine 

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Mine -

Submarine

Mine -

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

 































- 













: -

No warning 
(probably). 

No warning 
(probably). 

No warning 

No warning 

No warning 

No warning 

Captured 

No warning -

Mine - . -

Captured 

Mine -

No warning 

Captured 

No warning 

No warning -

No warning 

No warning -

No warning 

Captured 

No warning -

Captured 

No warning -

Captured 

No warning -

Captured 

No warning -

No warning,-

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Bombs 

Torpedo 

Mine 

Torpedo 

Mine -

Torpedo 

Gunfire 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Gunfire 

Torpedo 

Gunfire 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

21 
including 
Master. 

1 

1 

Master 
made 

prisoner. 
24 

including 
Master. 

1 

3 
including 
Master, 2 

f Caithness. 

fLena 

fRinaldo 

fScalpa 

tCragoswald 

fSculptor -

Jewel (S.V.) 

jSowwell -

Bethlehem (S. V.) 

tAvocet 

Poltava 

fHowth Head -

Senator Dantziger 
(S.V.) 

fTempus 

fAnnapolis 

fGold Coast 

tElswick Manor 

jCilurnum 

jSan Hilario 

tPortloe 

tMalakand 

fTorr Head 

Kentmoor -" - -

Emma 

Lowdale -

Ballochbuie 

tPontiac 

3,500 

2,463 

4,321 

1,010 

3,235 

3,846 

195 

3,781 

379 

1,219 

945 

4,440 

164 

2,981 

1917. 
Apr. 
18(?) 

18(?) 

18 

18 

18 

18 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

4,567 I 19 

 14,255 19 

3,943 ! 19 

3,126 I 19 

10,157 

3,187 

7,653 

5,911 

3,535 

2,520 

2,660 

921 

1,698 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

21 



Gross
Fame Date. Position. Cause of Loss. How attacked. How sunk.Tons. 

1917. -

fDiadefDiademm - 4,307 
Apr. 

21 200 miles S.W. Submarine - No warning 
by W. from tbe 
Fastnet. 

tTelentTelenaa - 4,778 21 170 miles W.N.W. Submarine - No warning 
from the Fast
net. 

fSebefSebekk 4,601 21 145 miles N.W. Submarine - No warning 
fronr Tory 
Island. 

"fWarrio"fWarriorr - 3,673,6744 21 7 miles N. from Mine - Mine -
Fratelli Rocks. 

fNeepawafNeepawahh 1,799 22 120 miles W. from 
Bishop Rock. 

Submarine - Captured 

fCapenofCapenorr - 2,536 22 Entrance to La 
Pallice Roads. 

Mine  - Mine 

fDyklaufDyklaudd - 4,291 22 200 miles W.N.W. 
from the Fast-

Submarine - No warning 

net. 
jlmataka  1,776 23 15 miles

from
 S.S.W. 

Daunts 
Submarine - No warning -

Rock. 
Auriac 871 23 5 miles E.S.E. 

from St. Abbs 
Submarine - Captured 

Head. 
11 OswalOswaldd 5,185 23 200 miles

from the
 S.W. 

Fast-
Submarine - No warning 

net. 
fEptapyrgiofEptapyrgionn 4,307 23 150 miles W. by Submarine - No warning -

S. from
Islands. 

Scilly 

ArethusArethusaa (S.V.(S.V.)) 1,279 23 15 miles
from

 N.W. 
Eagle 

Submarine - Captured 

Island. 
tAnglesetAngleseaa - - ,4,534 24 160 miles W. from 

Bishop Rock. 
Submarine - No warning-

Plutus 1,181,1899 24 9 miles
from

 N.N.W. 
Trevose 

Submarine - No warning -

Head. 
fThistleard 4,134,1366 24 135 miles WNW. 

from Tory 
Submarine - No warning -

Island. 
tKenilworttKenilworthh 2,735 24 3^ miles S.W. by Mine - Mine -

S. from St.. 
Matthieu Point, 
Brest. 

Barnton  1,858 24 40 miles W. by S. 
from Chassiron 

Submarine - No warning-

AmulreAmulreee (S.V.)(S.V.).. 1,445 24 
Light. 

50 miles N. by E. 
from Tory 

Submarine - Captured 

Island. 
jFerndenjFerndenee - 3,773,7700 24 150 miles W. from 

Bishop Rock. 
Submarine - No warning 

fAbossfAbossoo - 7,782 24 180 miles W. by . Submarine - No warning 
' N. from the 

Fastnet. 
InvermaInvermayy (S.V.(S.V.)) 1,471 25 40. miles N.W. by 

"N. from Eagle 
Island. 

Submarine - Captured 

fStephanotifStephanotiss 4,060 25 180 miles N.W. Submarine - No warning 
by W. from
Fastnet. 

the 

HeathfielHeathfieldd (S.V.(S.V.)) 1,641,6433 25 53 miles W. by 
W. from Eagle 

Submarine - Captured 

Island. 
fBallarafBallaratt - 11,120 25 24 miles S. by W. Submarine - No warning 

from Wolf 
Rock. 

LaurLauraa (S.V.(S.V.)) - 335 .  2 5 150 miles W.N.W. 
from the Fast-

Submarine - Captured 

nat. 

Torpedo 

Torpedo -

Torpedo 

Mine -

Bombs 

Mine-

Torpedo 

Torpedo -

Gunfire 

Torpedo 

Torpedo -

Bombs 

Torpedo -

Torpedo -

Torpedo 

Mine -

Torpedo 

Not known 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Bombs 

Torpedo -

Bombs 

Torpedo -

Bombs 



Name. 
Gross 
Tons. Date. Position. Cause of Loss. How attacked. How sunk. Lives lost. 

1917. 

Hesperides 3,393 
Apr. 

25 130 1? 
miles N.W. 
W. from the 

Submarine No warning - Torpedo 

Fastnet. 
jHirondelle 1,648 25 13 miles S. by E. 

from Belle He. 
Submarine No warning - Torpedo 

fSwanmore 6,373 25 230 miles W.N.W. Submarine No warning - Torpedo 11 
from the Fast

fVauxhall  3,629 25 net. 
110 miles N.W. Submarine No warning - Torpedo 

by W. from the 
Fastnet. 

jliio Lages 3,591 26 155 miles N.W. 
by W. from the 

Submarine No warning - Torpedo 3 

Fastnet. 
tManchester Citi 4.251 26 240 miles N.W. Submarine No warning  Torpedo 1 

zen. from the Fast
net. 

fAlhama  1,744 26 miles N. 
Calais. 1* from Mine - Mine   Mine -

Agnes
(S.V.) 

fOhertsey

 Cairns 



146 

3,264 

26 

26 

miles N.E. from 
Alderney. 
miles N. from 
Algiers. 

Submarine 

Submarine 

Captured -

No warning

 Bombs 

 Torpedo 

Athole (motor 
barge). 

fHarflete 

150 

4,814 

26 

26 

20 miles S. from 
Owers L.T. 

200 miles N.W. 
by W. from the 

Submarine 

Submarine 

Captured

Gunfire

 



 ! Gunfire 

j Torpedo 

Fastnet. 
Monitor (S.V.)  120 26 20 miles S. by E. Submarine Captured Bombs 

from C. Antibes. 
fBeemah  4,750 27 30 miles S.W. by 

S. from Bishop 
Submarine No warning - Torpedo 

Rock. 
fKaruma 

jGlencluny 

2,995 

4,812 

27 

27 

5

4

 miles N. from 
C. Sigli. 

 miles N.W. 

Submarine/ 

Submarine 

No warning -

No warning -

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

2 

4 

fDromore  4,398 27 
from C. Sigli. 

140 miles N.W. Submarine No warning - Torpedo 
by N. from 

Good Hope(S.V.) 77 27 
Tory Island. 

15 miles N.N.W. Submarine Gunfire Gunfire 
from C. Bar
fleur. 

Jessie (S.V.)  108 27 7 miles
from

 W. \ S. 
 Portland 

Submarine Captured Bombs 

Bill. 
Burrowa (S.V.) 2,902 27 60 miles W. from 

Scillv Islands. 
Submarine Captured Bombs 

tDunmore Head  2,293 27 135 miles
from

 N.W. 
 Tory 

Submarine No warning - Torpedo 

t Alfalfa 
i s - ; . 

tBullmoutb 

t Jose de Larrinaga 

jTerence -

Port Jackson 
(S.V;) . 

2,293 

4,018 

5,017 

4,309 

2,309 

27(?) 

,28 

28 

28 

28 

Island. 
Not known 

125 miles N.W. 
by N. from 
Tory Island. 

150 miles W.N.W. 
from the Fast
net. 

150 miles N.W. 
by W. from the 
Fastnet. 

180 miles W. by 
N. from the 
Fastnet. 

Submarine 

Submarine 

Submarine 

Submarine 

Submarine . 

No warning 
(probably). 

No warning -

No warning -

Gunfire 

No warning -

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

Torpedo 

11 
including 
Master. 

14 
including 
Master. 

t Pontiac  3,345 28 I 70 miles N. by E. 
from Marsa 
Susa, 

Submarine No warning - Torpedo 1 
Master, 

chief 
engineer, 

and 2 
gunners 

made 
! prisoners. 
A * 



1 i 

Gross
Name. Date. Position. Cause of Loss. How attacked. How sunk. - r' Lives lost.Tons. 

1 
1917. 

i Apr. 
t^Iedinat^Iedinajj -- 12,3512,3500 28 3 miles E.N.E. Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg -- TorpedTorpedoo 6 

from Start 
Point. 

fTeakwoofTeakwoodd 5,315 28 26 miles S-.W. by Submarine - No warning - Torpedo -
W. from Sa
pienza Island. 

tKaronga - 4,665 29 Strait of Messina Submarine - 18 
Master 

prisoner. 
Ellen Harrison 103 29 7 miles N.W. from ' Submarine - Gunfire Gunfire 

Cherbourg. 
MeimaiMeimaidd (S.V.(S.V.)) 76 29 18 miles S.S.W. Submarine - Captured Bombs .— 

from Anvil 
Point. 

fDalobfDalobyy -- 3,628 29 180 miles N.W. Submarine - No warning - Torpedo 
from the Fast
net. 

Victoria - 1,620 29 5 miles N.E. by Submarine - No warning - Torpedo 1 
N. from Scar
borough. 

flkbaflkball ,, -- -- 5,434 29 195 miles S.W. Submarine - No warning - Torpedo Master 
by W. from the and 2 
Fastnet. gunners 

made 
prisoners. 

Little Mystery 114 30 25 miles S.S.E. SubmarinSubmarinee -- Captured Bombs — 
(S.V.(S.V.)) from Portland 

Bill. 
fDelamerfDelameree -- 1,525 30 110 miles W. by Submarine - No warning - Torpedo - 10 

N. from the 11 
Fastnet. including 

Master, 
jHorsjHorsaa .. -- 2,949 30 195 miles S.W. by Submarine - NNoo warninwarningg Torped-- TorpedTorpedooo ''' 11 gunnegunnerr 

W. from the madmadee 
Fastuet. 111 prisonerprisoner.. 

B R I T I S H F I S H I N G V E S S E L S C A P T U R E D  O R D E S T R O Y E D 
B Y T H E E N E M Y . 

MARCH 1917. 

Petrel 151 30 120 miles E. from Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Gunfire 
Aberdeen. 

Nuttallia - 229 . — North Sea - Submarine (?) Captured Reported 
taken to 
Germany. 

APRIL 1917. 

Lord Scarborough 158 2 100 miles E. from Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Scuttled 
May Island. 

Maggie Ross 183 4 70 miles N.E. Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Gunfire 
from Aberdeen. 

Gibraltar 188 ,  4. 20 miles E.N.E. Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bomb 
from Rattray 
Head. 

Lord Kitchener - 158 6 45 miles N. by E. Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bomb 
from Kinnaird 
Head. 

Recto 177 6 45 miles N. by E. Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bomb 
from Kinnaird 
Head. 

Narberth Castle 168 6 30 miles N.N.W. SubmarinSubmarinee -- CaptureCapturedd Gunfire 
i . from Dennis ii -- '' rr 

- - 7 v ; ; - ' ' i! . Head. 



Name. Gross Date. Position. Cause of Loss. How attacked. How sunk. Lives lost 
Tons. 

1917. 
-

NestoNestorr .. - 176 
Apr. 

6 20 miles N.W. by 
N. \  N. from N. 

SubmarinSubmarinee -- Captured Gunfire — 

Ronaldshay. 
PrecedenPrecedentt (smack(smack)) 36 11 12 miles

from
 E.S.E. 

Berry 
Submarine - Captured Bombs 

Head. 
EquerrEquerryy - 168 12 35 miles N.E.from 

Kinnaird Head. 
Submarine - Captured Gunfire — 

ChinkianChinkiangg 125 12 30 miles N.E.from 
Buchan Ness. 

Submarine - Captured Gunfire — 

Caliban  215 12 45 miles N.E. by Submarine - Captured Gunfire 1 

N.from Rattray 
Head, 

Crown Prince  103 12 45 miles N.E. by 
E. from Girdle-

Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Gunfire 

ness. 
Lillian 120 .12 45 miles N.E. by 

E. from Girdle-
Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Gunfire 

ness. 
Fife Ness  123 12 23 miles

from
 E.N.E. 

Fraser-
Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Gunfire 

burgh. 
Largo Bay 125 12 30 miles N.E. by' 

E. from Buchan 
Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Gunfire 

Ness. 
OspreOspreyy 106 12 45 miles N.E. by 

E. from Girdle-
Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Gunfire 

ness. 
Stork 152 13 20 miles  E. \ S. Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bombs -

from St. Abb's 
Head. 

Sutterton  160 15 65 miles E.S.E. 
from St. Abb's 

Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bomb 1 

Head. 
Lord Chancellor 

U.SAU.SA.. --

JohJohnn SS.. BoylBoylee -

135 

182 

143 

16 

17 

18 

50 miles N.E. from 
Longstone. 

16 miles E.N.E. 
from Longstone. 

25 miles E. by S. 
from St. Abb's 

Submarine

Submarine

Submarine

 



-

CaptureCapturedd 

CaptureCapturedd 

CaptureCapturedd 

Bombs 

Bombs 

Bombs 

Head. 
RameseRamesess

WithaWithamm 

- 155 

144 

18 

18 

60 miles N.E. from 
Blyth. 

125 miles E. by S. 
\ S. from St. 

Submarine

Submarine

 

-

CaptureCapturedd 

CaptureCapturedd 

Bombs 

Gunfire 

EritErithh 

GreciaGreciann -

168 

111199 

20 

20 

Abb's Head. 
40 miles S! * W. 

from Girdleness. 
22 miles N.E. by 

E. from Long-

Submarine

Submarine

 

-

CaptureCapturedd 

Captured 

Bombs 

Bomb — 

JedburgJedburghh - 165 21 
stone. 

35 miles
from

 N.N.W. 
Foula 

Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bomb 

YeoviYeovill 164 21 
Island. 

35 miles N.N.W. 
from Foula 

Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bomb 1 

NightingalNightingalee 

MayflMayflyy 

91 

191 

22 

24 

Island. 
26 miles S. from 

Aberdeen. 
70 miles N.E. by 

Submarine

Submarine

 

-

CaptureCapturedd 

Gunfire 

Bomb 

Gunfire 3 

Heather  58 24 

NN.. frofromm SpurSpurnn 
L.VL.V.. 

1144 milemiless WW.. bbyy NN.. 
from Bishop 

Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bombs 

including 
skipper. 

UptoUptonn CastlCastlee --

Boy Denis 
(smack). 

145 

41 

24 

26 

Rock. 
60 miles  E. from 

Longstone. 
12 miles S.S.W. 

from Start 

Submarine

Submarine

 

-

Captured 

Captured 

Bomb 

Bomb — 
ActivActivee 149 26 

Point. 
80 miles E.S.E. 

from St. Abb's 
Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bomb 

Head. 
0 AS 3128 



GrosGrosssName. Date. Position. Cause of Loss. How attacked. How sunk. Lives lost. .. TonsTons.. 

Apr. 
1917. 

Pursue (smack) - 37 28 1122 milemiless S.WS.W.. Submarine - - CaptureCapturedd Bomb — 
frofromm BolBoltt HeadHead.. 

Dilston Castle - 129 29 1166 milemiless  EE..  bbyy SS.. Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Bombs' 
frofromm AberdeenAberdeen.. 

Argo - 131 30 1155 milemiless EE.. \\ SS.. Submarine - CaptureCapturedd Gunfire — 
frofromm BucbaBucbann 
NessNess.. 

BRITISH MERCHANT VESSELS DAMAGED OR MOLESTED 
BY THE ENEMY, BUT NOT SUNK. 

GrossName. Date. Position. Attacked by. How attacked. How saved Lives lost.Tons. 

MARCH 1917. 
fBurgundy 3,364 13 Off S.W. Ireland Submarine - Gunfire By gun 
t Laurel Leaf 5,631 17 Off S. Ireland - Submarine - Torpedo fired Missed — 

without 
warning. 

fBaygitanfBaygitan 3,07oo 3,0733 17 W. from Ushant - Submarine - Torpedo fired Missed — 
without 
warning. 

\ Crown of Gran- 2,746 23 Atlantic Submarine - Gunfire BByy gugunn -- — 
ada. 

fThessalia - 3,691 25 Mediterranean Submarine - Torpedo fired Missed — 
without 
warning. 

fKhivfKhivaa -- 8,948,9477 29 Mediterranean Submarine - Torpedo fired Missed — 
without 
warning. 

fParklands 1,601,6077 30 English Channel Submarine - Chased By gun - — 
fOcean Monarch 4,511 31 Off S. Ireland - Submarine - Torpedo fired Failed to — 

* without explode. 
warning. 

fParklandfParklandss 1,601,6077 31 English Channel Submarine - Gunfire By gun — 
f Ariosto 4,313 31 Mediterranean Submarine - Torpedo fired Missed — 

without 
warning. 

APRIL 1917, 
fWandby - 3,981 2 Bay of Biscay Submarine - Gunfire By gun 
tBrodliffe - 5,893 3 Mediterranean - Submarine - Torpedo fired Missed — 

without 
warning. 

fOberofOberonn 5,145,1422 3 Mediterranean Submarine - Torpedoed Arrived — without 
\\ warning. 

fCloughtofCloughtonn 4,221 3 Mediterranean - Mine - - - Mine - Towed in - — 
^Queensland 4,663 4 Mediterranean - Submarine - Torpedo fired Missed — 

Transport. without 
warning. 

SoutherndowSoutherndownn -- 4,431 4 Atlantic Submarine - Chased ' - Speed 
4,248 . - —fDundrennan 4 Mediterranean - Submarine Gunfire By gun . 

fKanawha - 3,884 4 Off Ushant Submarine - Gunfire Speed — 
tHyacinthus 5,756 4 OffN.W. Ireland Submarine - Torpedo fired Missed — without 

warning. 
tt KangaroKangarooo -- 4,348 5 Mediterranean - Submarine - Gunfire By gun — 
jEthelaric - 3,232 6 Off S.W. Ireland Submarine - Torpedo fired Missed — 

without 
. warning. 

LimLimee BrancBranchh 5,375,3799 6 Off Canary Islands Submarine - Chased Speed — 



Name. 
Gross 
Tons. Date. Position. Attacked by. How attacked. I. How saved Lives lost. 

1917. 

fHillhouse  3,049 
Apr. 

6 Off S.W. Ireland Submarine - Torpedo fired 
without 
warning ; 

Missed ; by 
gun. 

gunfire. 
\ Lapland  18,565 Off Liverpool Bar 

L.V. 
Mine - Mine - Arrived 

t Carmarthenshire 7,823 Off entrance to 
English Chan-

Submarine - Gunfire By gun 

nel. 
i/Lord Derby 3,757 Mediterranean - Submarine - Torpedo fired 

without 
Missed 

warning. 
fNeto 1,696 English Channel - Submarine - Torpedo fired 

without 
Missed 

warning. 
tCyclops  9,033 11 W. from

Islands. 
 Scilly Submarine - Torpedo fired 

without 
Missed 

warning. 
fTroilus 
jMonsaldale 

7,562 
2,805 

11 
11 

North Sea -
Mediterranean -

Submarine 
Submarine 

Chased 
Gunfire 

Speed 
By gun and 

smoke. 
fBranksome Hall 4,262 11 English Channel - Submarine Torpedoed Towed in 

without 
warning. 

fEchunga  4,589 13 Off N.W. Scot- Submarine Gunfire Rescued 
land. 

Lime Branch 5,379 13 W. from Ushant - Submarine Torpedoed Arrived 
without 

fHermione  4,011 14 Off Coningbeg, Mine 
warning. 

Mine - Towed in -
L.V. 

tAjana 7,759 14 I English Channel - Submarine Torpedo fired Missed 
without 

jTarantia  4,754 14 W. from Ushant - Submarine 
warning. 

Torpedo fired Missed 
without 

fBoveric 4,445 14 Mediterranean Submarine 
warning. 

Torpedo fired Missed 
without 

fAdala 
tHighcliffe 
tCity 

3,847 
3,238 
2,893 

15 
16 
16 

North Sea -
English Channel 
English Channel 

Submarine 
Submarine 
Submarine 

warning. 
Gunfire 
Gunfire 
Torpedo fired 

Weather 
By gun 
Missed 

without 

fBenguela 5,520 17 Off W. Ireland Submarine 
warning. 

Torpedo fired Missed 
without 

fKhephren 2,774 17 Mediterranean Submarine 
warning. -

Torpedo fired Missed 
without 

tRyton 3,991 17 Mediterranean Submarine 
warning. 

Torpedo fired Missed 
without 

fNirvana
tG-isella 

 6,021 
2,502 

17 
17 

English Channel 
Off Island of 

Mine
Mine

 


warning. 
Mine -
Mine 

Arrived 
Arrived 

tWinifredian 
tClan Sutherland 

10,422 
2,820 

17 
17 

Lewis. 
North Sea -
English Channel 

Mine -
Submarine 

Mine -
Torpedoed 

Arrived 
Beached 

without 
TLanuvium 
fNigaristan 
fHurst 
tClan Sinclair 

4,417 
4,345 
4,718 
5,215 

17 
18 
18 
18 

Mediterranean -
Bristol Channel -
W. from Gibraltar 
Atlantic 

Submarine 
Submarine 
Submarine 
Submarine 

warning. 
Chased 
Gunfire 
Gunfire 
Torpedo fired 

without 
warning ; 

By gun 
By gun 
By gun 
Missed ; 

gun. 
by 

fFrankier 3,836 18 Entrance to Eng
lish Channel. 

Submarine 
gunfire. 

Torpedo fired 
without 

Missed 

"fThermidor 
Old Head (S.V.) 

O AS 3128 

3,788 
105 

19 
19 

Off W. Ireland -
Off Coningbeg 

L.V. 

Submarine 
Submarine 

warni 
Chased 
Gunfire after 

capture, 

Speed 
Towed in 



GrossName. Date. Position. Attacked by. How attacked. How saved. Lives lost.Tons. . 

1917. 

fBristofBristoll CitCityy 2,511 
Apr. 

19 Off S.W. Ireland Submarine - Torpedo fired 
without 

Missed — 

warning. 
fLimeleafLimeleaff - 7,337,3399 19 English Channel - Submarine - Torpedoed 

without 
Towed in  7 

warning. 
fLumina
tSuwanee
JTereJTerekk 




5,856 
2,748 
3,713,7100 

19 
20 
20 

North Sea -
Atlantic 
OffW. Ireland -

Mine -
Submarine
Submarine

 
-

Mine -
Gunfire 
Torpedo fired 

Towed in
By gun
Missed 




— 
— 
— 

without 

tOriflammtOriflammee JJ 3,764 20 Off W. Ireland - Submarine 
warning. 

Torpedo fired 
without 

Missed — 

warning. 
flkalis 4,324,3299 20 Mediterranean Submarine - Torpedo fired 

without 
Missed — 

t Inverness  3,734 20 W. from Gibraltar Submarine 
warning. 

Gunfire By gun  — 
fLeasowfLeasowee CastlCastlee 9,739,7377 20 W. from Gibraltar Submarine - Torpedoed 

without 
Arrived — 

tRoumanianPrince 4,147 
t Crown of Toledo 5,806 

6,368JElysiJElysiaa 

21 
21 
21 

Off S.W. Ireland 
Off S.W. Ireland 
Off S.W. Ireland 

Submarine
Submarine
Submarine

i 





warning. 
Gunfire 
Chased 
Torpedo fired 

without 

SpeeSpeedd 

Missed — 

fWapello
f Valeria 
t'Austrian

 



5,576 
5,865 
3,127 

21 
22 
22 

Off S.W. Ireland 
Off S.W. Ireland 
Off S.W. Ireland 

Submarine
Submarine
Submarine

 



warning. 
Gunfire 
Chased 
Chased 

By gun 
By gun
Rescued 


— 
— 

ff KarroKarrooo - 6,127 22 W. from Scilly Submarine - Gunfire 
Islands. 

tlzaston 3,060 22 Bay of Biscay Submarine - Torpedo fired Missed — without 

TommTommii (S.V.(S.V.)) - 138 23 Off St. Ives Submarine 
warning. 

Gunfire after Towed in  — 
capture. 

tNormanby 
fNephrite 
fDrumcliffe 
fThirlbfThirlbyy -

4,219 
673 

4,073 
2,009 

23 
23 
24 
24 

W. from Gibraltar 
Bristol Channel .-
Atlantic 
Atlantic 

Submarine
Submarine
Submarine
Submarine

 


-

Gunfire 
Gunfire 
Chased 
Torpedo fired 

By smoke
By gun 
Rescued 
Missed 

 — — 
— 

without 
warning. 

Huntsholm. 2,073 24 EnglisEnglishh ChanneChannell Submarine - Torpedo fired 
without 

Missed — 

fMartaban 
tBaltic 

5,106 
23,876 

25 
25 

Off S.W. Ireland 
OffW. Ireland -

Submarine
Submarine

 


warning. .* 
Gunfire   ; 

Torpedo fired 
By gun
Missed 

 — 
— 

without 
. .  ',  j . ' 

tBideford 
v -'\ 

tLynorttLynortaa -

3,562 

3,684 

25 

25 

OffDunkirk 

Off entrance to 
English Chan

T.B.D.'s

Submarine

 




warning. 

Gunfire 

Gunfire 

Slightly 
damaged. 

BByy gugunn 

— 

— 

nel. 
tFlaxmere j-tFlorrieston 

1,525 
3,366 

25 
25 

Off S.W. Ireland 
Mediterranean 

Submarine
Submarine

 
- Torpedo fired 

without 
Missed — 

tAscanitAscaniaa - 9,121 26 WW.. frofromm
Islands. 

ScillScillyy Submarine 
warning. 

Chased Gunfire — 

tPontwen  4,796 26 OffW. Ireland - Submarine - Gunfire By gun and 
smoke. 

— 

tKnight of
Thistle. 

the 6,675 26 Off S.W. Ireland Submarine - Chased SpeeSpeedd 

tBaltic 

i 
KarnaKarnakk -

tPolzeath -
Quantock 

23,876 

3,173,1711 
882 

4,470 

26 

26 
26 
26 

Off S. Ireland -

English Channel 
English Channel 
Off Fastnet -

Submarine

Submarine
Submarine
Submarine

 



-

Torpedo fired 
without 
warning. 

Gunfire 
Gunfire 
Torpedoed 

Missed 

Speed 
By gun
Towed in

 


. 

— — 
2 

without 

tRoseleatRoseleaff - 6,572 27 OffN.W. Ireland Submarine -0, 
warning. 

Gunfire 1 



Name. Gross 
Tons. Date. Position. Attacked by. 1 How attacked. How saved. 1 Lives lost. 

i9ir: 

tHeadclifftHeadcliffee 
AmeliAmeliaa anandd JJ ananee 

3,654 
62 

Apr. 
27 
27 

Off S. Ireland -
English Channel 

Submarine
Submarine

 
-

Gunfire 
Gunfire after 

By gun 
Towed in  - — — 

(S.V.)(S.V.).. 
tt BernarBernardd - 3,682 28 Entrance to Eng

lish Channel. 
SubmarinSubmarinee -

capture. 
Chased By gun -— 

jp-heajp-heaff BladBladee 2,372,3788 2S Entrance to Eng
lish Channel. 

Submarine - Gunfire By gun  . — 

RoRobb RoRoyy (S.V.(S.V.)) 93 28 St. George's 
Channel. 

. Submarine - Captured Rescued 

FreighteFreighterr - 297 28 English Channel - Submarine j - Torpedo fired 
without 

Missed 

warning. 
Highgate 

tPalmtPalmaa 
 1,780 

7,637,6322 
29 
29 

North Sea -
W. from Scilly 

AeroplanAeroplanee
SubmarinSubmarinee

 -
- .. 

Bombs 
Gunfire . -

Missed 
By gun 

' 

Islands. 
i 2,784 29 North Sea - Submarine - Gunfire By gun 

fGena -;fPrincess Helena 677 29 North Sea - Submarine - Gunfire By gun 
fNantes 
jPretorian 
fArranmoor 


1,640 
6,948 
4,008 

29 
30 
30 

North Sea -
Off S.W. Ireland 
Bristol Channel -

Submarine
Submarine
Submarine

 

-

Chased 
Chased 
Gunfire 

BByy gugunn 

Speed 
— 
— 

fSutlefSutlejj 3,549 30 Off S.W. Ireland Submarines - Torpedo fired 
without 

Missed 

warning. 
jHuntsmoor 4,957 30 W. from Scilly Submarine - Gunfire BByy gugunn - — Islands. 

Oilfield 
tKamouraska 

 4,005 
4,903 

30 
30 

English Channel -
Off Ushant 

Submarine
Submarine

 
-

Gunfire Rescued — 
— 



4jF 

Number and Gross Tonnage of ALLIED and NEUTRAL 
MERCHANT VESSELS lost by Enemy Action during April 1917. 

By Cruisers, By Submarines. By Mines. By Aircraft. Total. T.B.D.'s, &c. 

Gross Gross Gross 1 Gross Gross 
No. No. No. No. No. Tonnage. Tonnage. Tonnage. 1 Tonnage. Tonnage. 

BRITISH. 
Merchant Vessels - - 153 508,110 12 24,073 - . - 165 532,183 
Fishing Vessels 36 4,988 36 4,988 

Total since out- ( M. V. 108 432,519 883 2,844,447 174 389,982 1 970 1,166 3,667,918 
break of war \ F. V. S3 . 5,524 425 46,839 42 6,190 500 58,553 

; OTHER ALLIES. 
France - 22 38,388 - - 22 38,388 
Russia - - 8 12,094 - 8 12,094 
Italy - - - . - 34 44,869 34 44,869 
Belgium - - - 2 5,974 - 2 5,974 
Portugal . . . . . . 4 6,012 4 6,012 
U.S.A. - - - 7 21,012 7 21,012 

Total during April ) 
- - 77 128,349 - - . - - - 77 128,349 1917 - - - j 

Total since outbreak \ 63,587 657 1,014,688 27 53,942 - - 709 1,132,211of war - - - ) 

NEUTRALS. 
Norway 61 95,481 3 3,474 64 98,955 
Sweden 4 2,132 4 2,132 
Denmark - - 28 30,116 28 30,116 
Holland 4 1,619 4 1,619 
Greece 12 38,464 - - 12 38,464 
Spain - - - - 3 6,075 3 6,075 
Brazil - - - 1 4,461 1 4,461 
Argentine 1 281 1 281 
Uruguay - - - 1 1,957 1 1,957 

Total during April ) - - 115 180,586 3 3,474 118 184,060 1917 - - - f - -
Total since outbreak 1 10 15,902 754 1,160,294 160 253,976 - - 924 1,430,172of war - - J 

GRAND T O T A L [ - - 381 822,033 15 27,547 - - 396 849,580 during April 1917 ) 

GRAND TOTAL) 
since outbreak of\ 176 517,532 2,719 5,066,268 403 704,090 1 970 3,299 6,288,860 
war - . - - ) 

i Number and Gross Tonnage of BRITISH MERCHANT VESSELS 
DAMAGED or MOLESTED (but not Sunk) by the Enemy. 

April 1917 - - - 1 3,562 89 408,898 7 51,598 1 1,7.80 98 465,838 

GRAND TOTAL j
since outbreak of\ 11 42,780 ' 631 2,877,381 57 317,909 30 61,966 729 3,300,036 
war - - - ) 



Before the War the World1s metal market was largely
controlled "by a group of German metal companies engaged 
primarily in buying metals or in acting as selling agents 
for producers. fhese companies were closely connected by 
stock control, the inter-ownership of stock, inter-locking 
directorates or joint syndicates and their relations were 
of such a nature as to lead to a common policy in respect 
alike of purchase and sale of metals. The most important 
of these concerns is the Metallgesellschaft of Frankfurt on 
Main, with which are closely connected H.E.Merton & Co. in 
the United Kingdom with its subsidiary the Merton Metallurgi
cal Co. and the American Metal Company in the United States. 
These in their turn combined with certain German metal
lurigical and financial interests to found in 1910 the 
Metallbank and Metallurgische Gesellschaft.of Frankfurt on 
Main with a capital of £2,000,000'. This last named organisa
tion either directly or through its constituent concerns 
had by the outbreak of war established er acquired control
ling or other financial interests in metal dealing, mining 
or working companies or chemical companies in Germany, Austria, 
the United Kingdom, France, Belgium, Switzerland, Holland, 
Spain, Australia, Africa, Mexico, and Italy. Distinct from 
the Metallgesellschaft group of companies but closely associated 
with the same interests and with aeach other in various syndicates 
and combinations ware Beer, Sondheimer & Co. of Frankfurt, 
with interests in companies in Germany, Austria, Italy, Belgium, 
France, and the United States; and Aron Hirsch & Co., with 
subsidiary companies in Germany, the United States and 
Australia. 

This control of the non-ferrous metal trade of the 

by German or German controlled interests has b een a 



cause of grave embarrassment to the Allied Governments during 

the War, and the question of the "best means of preventing 

the re-establishment of that control has been occupying the 

attention of the Board of Trade for some time hack. The 

matter has been discussed on more than one occasion with the 

French Government, and quite recently the Imperial War Gon

ference passed a Resolution declaring that it "would welcome 

appropriate measures for the purpose of freeing the Empire 

and the Allied countries from their previous dependence on 

German controlled organisations with respect to non-ferrous 

metals and ores". 

It is, however, the unanimous opinion of all the experts 

who have been consulted that in view of the widespread con

nections, highly developed organisation and great financial 

resources of the German group, it would be almost impossible 

for any new Imperial or Allied organisation to secure a firm 

footing in the metal markets of the. Allied countries and of 

the World unless drastic steps are taken to prevent the re

vival within Allied territories of the operations either a 

direct of indirect of the German interests. The French 

and Belgian Governments have expressed their willingness 

to take the necessary restrictive measures in their own 

countries, and the Resolution of the Imperial War Confer

ence quoted above shews that the dominions are in sympathy 

with the same policy. The Non-Ferrous Metal Industry Bill 

has been drafted to give effect to this policy within the 

United Kingdom. 



4 - 3 -

The Bill provides in Clause I that no company, firm 
or individual should engage in the business of extracting, 
smelting, dressing, refining, or dealing by way of whole
sale trade in metal or metallic ore, to which the Bill 
applies, except under licence which shall he renewable 
annually. The Bill applies to Zinc, Copper, Tin, Lead, 
Nickel and Aluminium and provision is made for its 
extension to other non-ferrous metals by order of the 
Board of Trade. 

Clause I, sub-section (2) provides, that the Board 
of Trade shall not grant a licence to a Company or Firm 
to which the conditions in the schedule apply, unless they 
are of opinion that for some special reason the grant of 
a licence is expedient. Any company or firm to which 
the conditions in the schedule do not apply will be 
entitled to the licence. The conditions are so framed 
as to cover businesses controlled ,or managed to any 
substantial extent by persons who are or have been enemy 
subjects, and thus cover the case of a business controlled 
by naturalised British subjects of German origin. They 
also cover the case of close enemy association at the date 
of the introduction of the Bill through any shareholding 
in some neutral company. 

Clause I, sub-section (5) gives a right of appeal 
to the Court on the question whether the conditions in 
the schedule apply in fact to any particular firm or 
company. No right of appeal is given from the refusal 
of the Board of Trade to grant a licence if the conditions 
in the schedule apply. 

By Clause VI the Bill is to continue in force during 
the War, and for five years afterwards. 



 1 [7 GEO. 5.] Non-Ferrous Metal Industry.

D R A F T 

OP A 

B I L L 
TO 

Regulate temporarily the business of extract ing, smelting, AD. 1917. 
dressing, refining, and dealing in certain non-ferrous 
metals and metallic ores. 

TVE it enacted by the K:ing's most Excellent Majesty, by and 
JJ with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and 
Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, 
and by the authority of the same, as follows :— 

5 1.—(1)-It shall not be lawful for any company, firm, or p ohibiti r on 
individual after the expiration of three months from the passing  * g a j . n 

n 

s * . 
of this Act, or such longer period as the Board of Trade may in i u c e r t a  

any particular case allow, to engage in the business of extracting, metals with 
a l c e n c usmelting, dressing, refining, or dealing by way of wholesale o u t  

10 trade in metal or metallic ore [or product] to which this Act 
applies, unless licensed to do so by .the Board of Trade : 

Provided that the purchase of metal by persons for the 
purposes of their trade shall not be deemed-to be dealing in 
such metal by way of wholesale trade where the trade carried 

15 on by the purchaser is not primarily the trade of dealing in 
metals. 

(2) In the case of a company, firm, or individual with 
respect to which any of the conditions set forth in the Schedule 
to this Act apply, no licence shall be granted unless the Board 

20 of Trade are of opinion that for any special reason the grant 
of a licence is expedient, but save as aforesaid any company, 
firm, or individual engaged or proposing to engage in such 
business as aforesaid shall on making application in the pre
scribed manner, and on furnishing such information and allowing 

25 inspection of such books and documents as may be reasonably 
required, and on payment of the prescribed fee, be entitled to a 
licence under this Act. 



A.D. 1917.

Power to 
require 
information 
and inspec
tion of 
documents. 

Offences.
-

2 ^Nbn-Fert^ous Metal Industry.. [7 Geo. 5.J 

 (3) A licence under this Act, unless suspended or revoked, 
shall remain in force until the day of following 
the date of issue of the licence, hut shall he renewable 
annually, and the same provisions shall apply to the renewal of 
the licence as apply to the.grant of a licence. 5 

(4) The Board of Trade, if satisfied that any company, 
firm, or individual to whom a licence has been granted under 
this Act [is or] has become subject to any of the conditions 
set forth in the Schedule to this Act, may revoke or suspend 
the licence. 10 

(5) If any question arises between the Board of Trade and 
any company, firm, or individual,, as to whether or not any of 
the conditions set forth in the Schedule to this Act apply in 
respect of the company, firm, or individual, the question shall 
in manner provided by rules of court be referred by the Board 15 
of Trade to the High Court, and the decision of the High 
Court shall be final, and no appeal therefrom shall lie to any 
other court. 

(6) Where at the expiration of such three months or at 
any time when a licence expires, any such question stands 20 
referred to the High Court, the Board of Trade shall, on 
application being made for the purpose, extend the said period 
of three months as respects that company, firm, or individual, 
or as the case may be, the duration of. the licence, for such 
period as may be necessary to allow the question to be deter- 25 
mined by the High Court. 

2. The Board of Trade shall have power at any time to 
require any person able to give information with respect to the 
constitution, control or management of any company, firm or 
individual which has applied for the grant of a licence, or to 30 
which a licence has been granted under this Act, to furnish 
such information within such time as the Board may direct, and 
any person appointed by the Board in that behalf shall be 
entitled to inspect any books and documents belonging to or 
under the control of such company, firm or individual. gg 

 3.— (1) If any person carries on the business of extracting, 
 smelting, dressing, refining, or dealing in any. metal or metallic 
ore [or product] in contravention of this Act without a licence, 
he shall [on an information being laid by or with the consent 
of the Board of Trade] be liable on summary conviction to 



f 7 GEO -51 Non-SFerrous Metal Itulustm.  3n

imprisonment with or without hard labour for a term not 1917. 
exceeding three months, or to a tine of one hundred pounds, or 
to both such imprisonment and fine. 

(2) If any person refuses or neglects to furnish any informa
5 tion which under this Act is required to be furnished within the 

time within which it is to be furnished, or knowingly furnishes 
any information required to be furnished under this Act which 
is false in any material particular, or having custody of any book 
or document which a person is authorised to inspect under this 

10 Act, refuses or wilfully neglects to produce the book or docu
ment for inspection, or forges or fraudulently alters or uses or 
permits to be fraudulently used any licence issued under this 
Act, he shall be liable on summary conviction to imprisonment 
with or without hard labour for a term not exceeding three 

15 months or to a fine not exceeding twenty pounds, or to both 
such imprisonment and fine. 

. - (3 ; Where the person guilty of an offence under this Act 
is a company, every director, manager, secretary, and other 
officer of the company who is knowingly a party to the default, 

20 shall also be guilty of the like offence, and liable to the like 
punishment. 

4. The Board of Trade may make rules (subject in respect Rules, 
of fees to the approval of the Treasury), for prescribing any
thing which, under this Act, is to be prescribed, and generally 

25 for carrying this Act into effect. 

5. The metals and ores to which this Act applies are zinc, Metals or 
o r e  0copper, tin, lead, nickel, aluminium, and any other non-ferrous f t 

metals and ores to which this Act may be applied by order of applies^ 0  1 

the Board of Trade. 

30 6.-(1) This Act may be cited as the Non-Eerrous Metal Short title 
Industry Act, 1917. and duration. 

(2) This Act shall continue in force only during the 
continuance of the present war and for a period of five years 
after the termination thereof. 

68 A 2 



4 Non-Ferrous Metal Industry. [7 GEO. 5.] . 
IF. ^ - - w c - o ^ . ^ v v / f c- ,03/D t 

A.D. 1917. S C H E D U L E . 

CONDITIONS, 

1. That any director of the company or any partner of the firm, 
or the individual or any manager or other principal officer employed 
by-the company, firm, or individual, is a person who is or has "been 5 
an enemy, or who was at any time before the fourth day of August 
nineteen hundred and fourteen the subject of a State which subsequently 
became an enemy State: 

2. That in the case of a company, any capital of the company is 
or was at any time after the day of nineteen 10 
hundred and seventeen held by or on behalf of an- enemy. 

3. That the company, firm, or individual is or was at any time 
after the . day of - . nineteen hundred and seventeen 
party.to any agreement, arrangement or understanding, which enables; 

[or enabled] an enemy to influence the policy or conduct of the 15 
business. 

4. That the company, firm, or individual is or was at any time 
after the day of nineteen hundred and seventeen 
interested directly or indirectly to the extent of one-fifth or more of 
the capital in any undertaking whether or not in the United Kingdom, £0 
engaged in business of a kind to- which this Act applies,,.in which 
enemies are also interested directly or indirectly to the. extent of 
one-fifth or more of the capital! 

5. That the company, firm, or individual is or was at "any time 
after the , day of nineteen nundred and seventeen 25 
directly or indirectly controlled by a company, firm, or individual; to 
whom a licence under this Act would be refused. 

6, That the company, firm,, or individual, is by any means what
ever subject to enemy influence or association. 

For the purposes of this Schedule— 30 
The expression " enemy" means a subject of an enemy State 

and an enemy controlled corporation. 
The expression "enemy State " means any State with which His 

Majesty is at the passing of this Act, or has after the passing 
of this Act, become' at war. 



[7 GEO. 5.] Non-Ferrous Metal Industry. 5 

The expression "enemy controlled corporation" means any A.D. 1917. 
corporation— 

(a) where the majority of the directors or the persons 
occupying the position of directors by whatever name called, 

5 are subjects of such a State as aforesaid; or 
(b) where the majority of the voting power is in the hands 

of persons who are subjects of such a State as aforesaid, or 
who exercise their voting powers directly or indirectly on 
behalf of persons who are subjects of such a State as 

10 aforesaid ; or 
(e) where the control is by any means whatever in the 

hands of persons who are subjects of such a State as 
aforesaid; or 

(d) where the executive is an enemy controlled company 
15 or where the majority of the executive are appointed by an 

enemy controlled company. 
The expression "capital" in relation to a company means any 

shares or other securities issued by the company which carry 
any voting power with respect to the management of the 

20 company. 



JSTon-Ferrous Metal 
Industry. 

D E A P T 

1 OP A 

B I L L 
To regulate temporarily the business 

of extracting, smelting, dressing, 
refining, and dealing in certain non
ferrous metals and metallic ores. 

.LXII. (3.) 

7th May 1917. 



Military Secret. 571 

From Viceroy, Army Department, 23rd May 1917. 
(Received 11.30 a.m.) 

7477. Mahsud operations. On 18th Mahsud lashkar reported 2,000 
strong under Mullah Hamzullah ; made half-hearted attack at 3 a.m. on 
AVano fort withdrawing after three hours to the Inzar Narai ; no casualties. 
Floods in the (? Gomal) had abated by morning of the 20th and reinforce
ments for the column at Nili Kach crossed on ,that date.. Reports indicate 
that all sections of the Mahsud are being called to a jirga at Kamiguram, 
and there are signs that a concentration will meanwhile be attempted in the 
vicinity of Sarwakai. 



From Poliiical Resident, Aden, 22nd May 19] 7. 
(Addressed to Foreign, Simla, repeated, to Secretary of Stale for India and 

High Commissioner, Cairo.) 
(Received at India Office 6 p.m.) 

366 A.P. Your telegram 634 S. of 21st May. Formation of confederacy 
due primarily to Don-committal, if not pro-Turk attitude, of Imam, and not to 
pronounced hostility to Tmam himself. 

Their first objective is Turkish troops in Yemen and Lahej itself, they 
require leader of Imunic race, hence selection of Said Mahomet Bin Yehia 
Bin Al Hadi Bin Al Muayed Billali Bin Al Kasim. 

If Iman identified himself with movement he might possibly, but not 
probably, retain his position. 

Without assistance in ammunition and money confederacy cannot keep 
field long enough to secure ejection of Turkish troops. With such 
assistance Yemen should be clear Turks by end of year. If they cannot 
get assistance from us they will look to Italy, and from local indications will 
not look in vain, I know nothing of outside situation and policy as regards 
Yemen. 

In promising assistance I think we can make it clear we are impelled by 
anti-Turk motives only, and are not concerned in selection of their leader of 
confederacy. 

I realise that reinforcements for us here are not available, or I would 
have preferred to initiate the offensive ourselves. But complete inaction and 
refusal of assistance to movement must permanently affect our prestige. 



***""" " *

Period 

1914 (4 Aug. to 31 Dec.) 

1915 

1916 
1917 ( to 28 Feb.) 

 ,,,,, .. .m m  

Orders placed "by 
Other- Canadian Purchases *£otal. $yPi?.

Canadian Government . 

£ £ £ 

1,COS,140 2,627,260 3,629,400 

4.973,659 6,817,994 11,791,653 

8,291,357 10,163,518 18,454,875 

831,987 3,056,943 3,888,930 

Total for whole period. 15,099,143 22,665,715 37,764,858 

. .m i. .  ,,,; r

Note. Orders placed by the Contracts Department for Items subsequently taken over by the 

Ministry of Munitions are not included in this statement, nor are purchases of 

articles, the.rav material for iThich, or the articles themselves, may have come from 

Canada, but as to which definite information cannot be obtained e.g. Flour and 

Condensed Milk. 

Contracts 8. 
War Office. 

10 May, 1917. QJ1 



Total 

Article Quantity- Value Quantity Value Quantity 

£ £ 
1914 (4 Aug. to- 51 Dec.) 
Food & Forage. 
Bacon-. 4,095,303 lbs 168,680 4,095,303 lbs 

Cheese 11,791,940 " 402,380 11,791,940 " 

Flour 4,759 tons 63,669 
ii 

4,759 tons 

Fowl, Roast 66,592 tins 4,941 
' il 

66.592 tins 

Fay 
Oais 
Freserv.ed Heat 

20,914 tons 
220,594 qrs. 

175,467 
295,782 

235 tons 
141,780 qrs. 

.1,410 jj 

262,568 J]
3,734,966 tinsj190,609 

j 

21,149 tons 
362,374 qrs. 

3,734,966 tins 
Vegetables, -Dried 1,975,000 lbs j 72,724 1,975,000 lbs 
Boots, Clothing & Textiles 
Boots, Rubber, short 23,000 prs 9,000 $23,000 prs 
Greatcoats 100,000 182^186 100,000 
Coats, sheep-lined 28,18C 48,330 28,180. 
C ap C ornf ort e rs 604,900 I 30,749 604,900 
C ard I)?an aistcoats 665;488 192,884 665,488 
Body Belts 55,200 3,741 55,200 

Value 

168,680 
402,380 
63,669 
4,941 

174,877 
558,350 
190,609 
72,724 

9,000 
182,186 
48,330 
30,749 
192,884 CJ1 

an3,741 



li

1914 (4 Aug. to 51 Dec.) 
Boots Clothing & Textiles Ctd. 
Dra?/ers Cotton 

Woollen 
Mitts/ 
Sockss 

Shirt Flannel 
Tools. 
Forges, Field 
Shovels & Spades 

Mails, wire &c. 
lire, Barbed 

Accoutrements. 

Infantry Equipment-
Pattern 1914 Sets. 

Harness & Saddlery 

Six*-horse team sets 

Saddlery Sets 

Head Collars 

Orders placed*"by
Canadian G-ovt. 

Quantity Value 
£ 

3,500 333,320 

20,000 183,581 

50,000 15,990 

Other 
Canadian Purchases 

Value 
£ 

I
499,200 63,440 

1,599,600 237,163 

280,222 20,744 
prs 

1,113,002 62,689 
prs 

1,012,885 253,150 

150 638 

120,000 9,070 

120 tons 1,500 

103,000 206,127 

Total 
1 ityQuant,

. 499,200 

1,599,600 

280,222 prs.. 
ii1,113,002 

1,012,885 

150 
i 

120,00C: 

tons 

103,000' 

3,500 

20,000 

50,000, 

Value 
£ 

63,440 

237,163 
20,744 

62,689 

253,150 

638 
9,070 

1,500 

206,127 

333,320 

183,581 
ZJ1 

15,990 -v3 



Orders placed by Otrvvp 0 ar.adi  a n Total 
Canadian (3-ovt. p u r oil-,! sc 

Article. Quantity Value Quantity Value QuantitQuantityy Value
£ £" 

1914 (4 Aug. to 31st Decii)
T T o c ciwar e & Bruslies% 

Brushe s, Shaving - - 200,000 2,837 200,000 2,837 
Helves, Pick-axe - 260,000 10,092 260,000 10,092 
Pegs, Picketing - - 200,000 " 10,215 . 200,000 10,215 
Posts " - - 50, 000 3,269 50  000 3; 269s

liisceilaneous. 
Buttons - - 204,000 2,890 204,000 2,890 

f̂ ross gr o s sLacesLaces,, BooBoott - - 1,000,000 3;558 1,000,000 3,558 
I.-iess Tins - 250,000 12,257 250,000 12,257 
Water!: otties - - 500,000 93,750 500,000 93," 750 

Total Value (1914 from 4 Aug.) ' - - 1,002,140 2,627,260 - 3,629,400 
-

- fa 

CJ1 
oo 1 



. . . . . . 

Other Canadian Total 
Purchases 

Articles Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

£ 

1915. 

Food & Forage' 

Bacon 

Cheese 

Flour 

Fowl, Roast 
. . . 

Hay 
Jam 
. . . . ^ 

Cats 
Preserved Meat 

Vegetables, Dried 

Boots Clothing & Textiles 

Boots, Rubber, Thigh 

Shoepacks 

Greatcoats 

Jackets 

Trousers v 

85,696 
tons 

169,276 
tons 

1,681,277 
qrs 

1,042,109 

1,114,505 ' 

2,353,027 

31,738,902, lbs 

31,006,174 " 

27,517 tons 

'. 25,064 tins 

2,330,000 lbs 

657,348 qrs 

11,975,571 tins] 

3,621,800 lbs 

138,000 prs 

9,700 

18,597 

504,738 

502,000 

1,404,643 

1,064,521 

"453,906 

1,741 
mm 

55,623 

941,393 

514,756 

169,386 

95,936 

17,022 

30,560 

546,118 

350,500 

31,738,902 lbs 

31,006,174 " 

- 113,213 tonal 

25,064 tins! 

- 169,276 tonsl 

2,330,000 lbs 

2,338,625 qrs 

11,973,571 tins! 

3,621,800 lbs 

138,000 prs 

9,700 

18,597 

504,738 

502,000 
Including 3,110 tons for Serbia, value £46,650. 

1,404,643 

1,064,521 

1,496,015 

1,741 

1,114,505 

55,823 

3,294,420 

514,756 

169,386 

95,936 

17,022 

\ 30,560 

546,118 

350,500 



mmmmmmmmmmmmmmi.  *mmmmmm 
Orders placed by

Canadian GovH- Purchase3 
Article Quantity Value 

£ 
Quantity Value 

& 

1915. 
Boots Clothing & Textiles 

Ctrd6 

- Helmets 
.87. 000 24,273 8 t ;qoo 24,273 

Cardigan Waistcoats 
Drawers, Cotton 

" Woollen 

250,000 

930,000 

371,400 

103,792 

106,795 

98,421 

250,000 

950,000 

371,400 

103^792 

106,795 

9B,4£1 

Vests 582,450 151,180 582,450 151,180 

Socks 4,174,240 prs 180,739 4,174,240 prs? 180,739 

Shirts, Flannel 
' Flannel, white 
Serge, white lining 

2,500 

512,000 
yds. 
42,000 yds 

.*

646 

43,932 

8,180 

2, 500 . .. , 

, 512,000 ydSr 
42,000 " 

! 646 

43,932 

8,180 

Tools 
Augers 
Axes 

400 

212,300 
39 

19,881 
400, 

212,300 
39 

19,881 

Blowpipes 
Chasers 

240 

5% 400 
6 

409. 
240 

5,400 
6 

409 

Chisels 6,600 251 6,600 251 

Claws 3,120 SO 3,120 50 

Drifts 6,640 235 6, 640 235 



IWBHBSiBHHWSaaHHBSI 

Purchases 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 
£ £ 

i 915. 
1 Tools ctd. i 

Drills i - * 

1,560 228 .1,560 228 
! - ' ' " i . 1Forges, Field- ! *- 2,300 6,131 2,300 6,131 j " 

Hammers 20,400 1,339 20,400 1,339 I v 
Ho orks , Re api n g i 

i 30,000 754 50,000 754 
Pliers 200 21 200 21 

-

Panch.es 55,080 1,487 55,080 1,487 
MM Rods - 2,400 22 2,400 22 

Serewdriveis3 13,300 540 15,300 540 
/ 

-

Sorihers - 1,800 22 1,800 22 
Shears . . 520 116 520 116 
Shovels & Spades - 148,264 14,182 148,264 14,182 
Slices  900 43 900 43 
Snaps - , 120 19 120 19 
Tools. Forming - 580 67 580 67 

f 
" Rounding - 1,160 177 1,160. 177 

Tongs - 7,350 539 7,350 ' 539 0*D 
Vices - - 1,155 I, 578 1,155 1,578 

http://Panch.es


Other Canadian otal 

Article Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity 
1 Value. £ £ £ 

19 It 

Tools ctcL 
Wrenches 
Kails, Wire &c. 
Nails, wire, iron 
Rope, Galvd. Steel 
"Wire, barbed 
Accoutrements. 
Haversacks 
Packs 
Bandoliers 
Harness & Saddlery. 
Double Wheel Sets 
Traces, Wire long 
Tug s, We ckp ie ce 
"Jood?/areBrushes 
Brushes, Brass 

" Polishing 
uelvesj Intrenching 

15,000 408,639 
25,COO prs 48,491 
37,COO 6,888 

480 

17,300 cwts 
24,000 yds 
5,330 tons 

57,000) 
)

57,000) 
25,000 

-
-
-

150,000 
100,000 
275,000 

128 

8,943 
626 

84,382 

25,739 

12,927 

-
-
-

3,227 
2,647 
4,219 

480 128 

17,300 cwts 8,943 
24,000 yds 626 
5,330 tons 84,382 

(57,000) 25,739 
( ;(57,000) 
25,000 12,927 

15,000 408,639 
25,000 prs 48,491 
37,000 6,888 

.150,000 3,227 
100,000 2,647 
275,000 4,219 



- -

- -

- -

Article 

WoecXxmr-e & Brushes 'Ctd. 
Helves, Axe 

" Pick^Axa 
Grossing Timbers 
Sleepers 
Miscellaneous 
Bags Cement ; 
" Oat / 

Candles , Paraffin 
Drums, Bass 
" Side 

Leather, Sides 
Hatches, Safety 
HesHesss TinTinss 
loess Tin Covers. 

Total Value (1915) 

Orders placed by
Canadia ]l Govit. 

Quantity Value 
£ 

4 

-
* 

-

4 

* / 

u 
mm -
4 1 

4 i 

*y i 

4 

4 V 
q 

mm 
4 4 
\\ -\ 

** 

- 4,973,659 

Other Canadian . . 
Purchases 

Quantity Value 
$ 

42,000 264 
626,500 18,324 

3,000 410 
105,000 7,547 

9,000,000 102,600 
2,000,000 81,649 

500^,000 lbs 4,757- 
160 736 --

' 525 1,617 
10,000 15,042 
95,000 gr.. 10, 344

' boxes 
7.700 381 

1,013,712 rs,os6 
4 

*6:,.8179994 

z i 
\ \ 

Total. 

QuantitQuantityy Value. 

42,000 . - 264 
626,500 18,324 
3,000 410 

105,000 7,547 

9,000,000 1.02,600 
2,000,000 ai,649' 

500,000 lbs 4,75V 
160 736 
525 1,617 . 

10,000 15,042 

95,000gr-,. 10,344kt

boxes 4r 

7-, 700 381 
1,013,712 19,08& 

U . 
4 * ' ^ 

4 11,791,653 

* 

^ 1 .... . : 



Article. 

1916. 
Food. &' Forage, 
Bac on. 
Cheeso. 
Flour a 
Fowl, Roast 
Hay 
Oats. 
Pork & Beans 
P re s e rv e d Lie at 
Vegetables, Dried. 
Boots,. Clothing and 

" Textiles c 
Boots , Rubbe r, Thigh 
Heinle ts 
Tools. -
Braces 

Drill3 

 Orders ulacst 1 oy uaiiaaxan 
G-oyernraent N* 

Quantity Value. 

CK-J 

187,182 tons p q/i pn p. 

190,884 tons 988,864 
o O 57 *' 4,361,278 

Other Cana 

Quant ity 

102,888,625 
lbs 

47,394,009: 
lb S .

23,440 

172,915 
cj rs 

80,500,000 
tins 

12,425,600 
tins 

4,654,510 
lbs. 

140,000 
prs 

100,000 

2,000 

353,400 

Purchases. 
L 

Value * 

5 j 303,Oil 
2,073,544 

i 

1,655 

205,514 
1,589,446" 

512,546 
212,775 

136,470 
34,112 

465 
5-098 

Total 

Quant ity 

102,888,625 
IbS 

47,394,009 
lbs 

187,182 
tons 

23,440 
t ins 

190,834 
tons 

3 , / rfc \j , Ui\J X 

qrs 
80 ,500,000 

tins 
12 ,425,600 

t ins 
4 , 654 ,510 

lbs. 

140,000 
prs. 

100,000 

2,000 
353,400 

Value, 

5,303,011 
2,073,544 
2,941,215 

1, 635 
988,864 

4,566,792 
1,389,446 

512,546 
212,775 

136,470 
34,112 

5 .-098 
465 



j Orders placed by Canadian 
Government 

Quantity Value Quantity £ 

1''"-o is c-ontd. 
-Hai.T.:ers 28,330 

Pincers 7,000 
Rasps 12,000 
Tools, Screvrcutting 4,500 ' 

Oases & Chests Nails, Wire &c. 
NaiIs, Wire, Iron 77,868 

cwts. Wire, Barbed 10,900 
Wire, Gauze tons 

9,532 
sq. ft. Wire., Steel (for 347 - Russia) tons ITooduaro & Brushes 

Brushes, Dandy 270,000 
1,-iisce1 laneous -
Hose with couplings 375,445 ft. 
Stoves, Oil, Heating 1,300 

Value 
£ 

2,228 
648 
830 

8,448. 

68,354 
170,902 

90 

: 6 , 6 6 6 

9,805 

. 19,924 
1,007 

Quantit

28,330 
7,000 
12,000 
4,500 

Cases oo Chests 

77,868 
'cwts. 

10,900 
"tons 

9,532 
Sq. ft, 
34-7 
tons 

270,000 

375,445 ft 
1,300 

Value, 
£ 

2,228 
648 
830 
448 

68, 354
170.902 

90 

6,666 

9,805 

19,924 
.1,007 

Total Value (1916) 8,291,357 10"; 1637518 18.1454^875 



Other C anadi an Pur chase s. Article 

1917"Tt6'"28th' Fob j 

Food &' Forage, -x-
Bacori 
Flour 
Oatmeal 
Oats 
Pork "& Beans 
Preserved Lie at 
Vegetables,) 
dried ) 

Halls, Wire &e. 
Nails, Vare) 
Iron ) 

Total Value (1917 to 
28th Feb) 

Or dors placed "by Canadian 
Government a 

Quantity Value 
£ 

29,207 tons 551,527 

198,908 qrs. ' 280,450 

331,987 

Quantity 

26,978,013 
lbs. 

12,660,000 
lbs. 

45,500,000 
tins 

3,200,000 
tins 

3,231,600 
, lbs. 

83,.000 
cuts 

Quanti ty 

26,978,013. 
lbs. 

29,207 
tons. 

12,650,000 
lbs. 

198,908 
qrs * 

45,500,000 
tins 

3,200,-000 
tins 

3,231,600 
lbs. 

83,000 
cvrts. 

Total 

Value 

1,585,440 
551,527 
95,340 

280,460 
920,256 
152,5o 0 
213,845 

899032 

3., 888, 930 

Valui 

j 1,585,440 

95,840 
M l 

920,256 
152,530 
213,8.45 

39,032 

3,056,943 

*- In addition to quantities stated, advices of the following shipments by the Canadian 
Government have been received "but prices are not available - Flour - 15,980 tons 

Hay - 25. 200 ions era 
Oats 321 ,,000 quarters. 



Q-aantity Value Quantity Value 

4 Aug0-J914^ to-28th Feb 

Food and Forage 
Bacon 
Cheese 
Flour * 302,086 \ 4,534,851 

tons) Fowl Roast 
Hay 381,074 I ,276,836 

tons! Jam 
Oat moral. 
Oats 15,673,125 7,290,547 

! ' qrs 
Pork &  B e a n s 

Preserved Meat 
Vegetables , Dried 
&2£fcs Clothing cc Textiles! 
Boots, Rubber, Short 

" " Thigh 
Shoepacks 

See note on previous 
: sheet 

165,700,843 
lbs 

90,192,123 
lbs 

+ 32,275 
tons 

115,096 
tins 
235 

tons 
2,330,000 

lbs 
12,660,000 

lbs 
773,135 

qrs 
1.2 C, 000,000 

u n s 
31,354,5-98. 

tins 
13,462,910 

lbs 

23,000 
Drs 

278,000 
9,700 

8,461,774 
3,540,445 
517,575 

8,317 
1,410 

55,823 
95,840 

1,409,475 
2,309,702 
1,370,441 
668,730 

9,000 
232,406 
17,022 

165,700,843 
90,lp,123 

334,361 
115,096 
381,309 

2,330,000 
12,660,000 

I 6,446,260' 
126,000,000 
31,354,598 
13, 462,910 

lbs 

tons 
tons 
tons 
lbs 
lbs . 
qrs 
tins 
tins 
lbs. 

23,000 prs 
278,000 ,!. 

9,700 

8,461,774 
3,540,445. 
5,052,426 

8,317 
2,278,246 

55,$323 
95,840 

8,700,022 
2,309.702 
1,370,441 

668,730 

9,000 
232,406 
17,022 

0*3 
+ Including 3,110 tons .for Serbia, value £45,650! 



Other Canadian Purchases 

Article 
4th* Aug^l914 to 28th 
Feor 1917. 
Bootsj Clothing & Textiles 

Contd. 
Greatcoats 

Jackets 

Trousers 

Coats, Sheep-lined 

Helmets 

Cap Comforters 

Cardigan Waistcoats 

Body Belts 

Drawers, Cotton 

" Woollen-

Vests 

Mitts 

Socks 

Shirts, flannel 

Flannel, white 

Serge, white lining 

Orders placed "by-
Canadian Govt, 

Quantity Value 

£ 
Quantity 

118,597 
504,730 
502,000 
29,180 

187,000 
604,900 
915,488 
55,200 

1,429,200 
1,971,000 

582,450 
280.222 

5,287,242 
prs, 

1,015,385 
512.000 

yds. 
42., 000 
yds.. 

Total 

Value 

212,746 
546,118 
350,500 
48,330 
58,385 
30,749 

296,676 
3,741 

170,235 
335,584 
151,180 
20,744 

243,428 
253,796 
43,932 
8,180 

Quantity 

118,597 
504,738 
502,000 
28,180 

187,000 
6-04,900 
915,488 
55,200 

1,429,200 
1,971,000 
582,450 
280,222. 
prs. 

5,287,242 
prs .,

1,015,385 
512.000 

yds. 
42,000 
. ..ydeu 

Value
£ 

212,746 
546,118 . 
350,500 
48-, 330' 

30,749 
296,676 

3,741 
170,235 
335,584 
151,180 
20,744 

243,428 
253,796 
43,932 er. 
8,100 



4 A u g 0 1914 to 28 Feb.1917 

Tools 
Augers 
Axes 
Blowpipes 
Braces 
Chasers 
Chisels 
Claws 
Drifts 
Drills 
Forges, Field 
Haramers 
Hooks, Reaping 
Pincers' 
Pliers 
Punches 

On d e r s p 1 P. C e d b y 
Canadi an G-ovt, 

Quantity - 1 ' Value 

Other1 Can adian 
puncha ses 

Quantity Value 

iO 

400 39 
212,300 19,881 

240 6 
2,000 465 
5,400 409 
6,600 251 
3,120 50 
6,640 235 

554,960 5,328 
2,450 6,769 

48,730 3,567 
30,COO 754 
7,000 648 
200 21 

55.080 1,487 

Totrl 

Quantit-" 

400 
212,300 

240 
2,000 
5,4CG 
6,600 
3,120 
6,640 

354,960 
2,450 

48,730 
30,000 
7, C0 0 

200 
55,080 

Value 

£ 

39 
19,881 

6 
. ,465. 
409 
S151 

50 
( jUO 

5,326 
6,769 
3,567 

754 
648 
21 

1,487 

C O 



4 Aug.1914 to 28 Feb.1917-

Tools (Contd.) 
Rasps 
Rods 
Screwdrivers 
Scribers 
Shears 
Shovels & Spades 
Slices 
Snaps 
Tools, Forming 

" Rounding 
XJ Screwcutting 

Tongs 
Vices 
Frenches 
Nails, Wire &c. 
Hails, Wire, Iron 

Quantity Value 
£ 

Quantity 

12,000 
2,400 

13,300 
1,800 
520 

268,264 
900 
120 
580 

. 1,160 
4,500 cases 
& chests 
7,350 
-1,155 

480 

178,168 
cwts. 

Value 

£ 

830 
22 

540 
22 

116 
23,252 

43 
19 
67 

177 
8,448 

539 
1,578 

128 

166,329 

Quantity 

12,000 
2,400 

13,300 
1,800 
520 

268,264 
900 
120 
580 

1,160 
4,500 cases 
& chests 
7,350 
1,155 

480 

178,168 
cwts. 

Value 
£ 

830 
22 

540 
22 

116 
23,252 

43 
19 
67 

177 
8,448 

539 
1,578 

128 

166,329 



I.0 O L: J . 

Article Quantity Value Quantity Value Va lue 
4 Aug,,1914 to 28 Feb. 1917 £ £ 

F Ci -I '
j , ' : a 1 . 1 . .

 C 
7 

.re &c(, Ctd. 
Rope,'Galvd. Steel 24,000 yds 626 24,000 yds 626 
r. rire, Barbed 16,350 tons 256,784 16,350 tone, 56,784 
Hire, Gauze 9,532 sq.ft 90 9,532 sq..ft 90 
Wire, Steel (for Russia) 347 tons 6,666 347 tons 6, 666 

Accoutrements 
Infantry Equipment 
Pattern 1914 sets 103,000 206,127 103,000 206,127 

Haversacks 
Packs 

57,000) 
) 

25,739 57,000)' 
) 

25,739 

Eandoliers 
Harness &Saddlery 

57,000) 
25,000 

12,927 
57,000) 
25,000 12,927 

Six horse team sets 3,500 333, 320 3,500 333,320 
Double Wheel sets 15,000 408, 639 15,000 408,639 
Traces, Wire 

Tugs, Neckpiece 
25,000 
prs. 
37,000 

48, 491 
888 

25,000 
prs. 

37,000 
48,491 
6,888 

Saddlery sets 20,000 185, 581 20,000 185,581 
Head Collars 50,000 15, 990 50,000 15,990 



Orders placed by Other Canadian Purchases ^ "Total 
Canadian Govt. 

Article Quantity Valtie Quantity Value Quantity Value 

.4 Ausul-914 to 28 Feb.1917 £ £ £ 
1: o odware & Brushe s 

Brushes, Br^ss - 150,000 ... 5,227 150,000 . 3,227 
***" Dandy - 270,000 ^,805 270,000 9, 805 

" Polishing - - 100,000 .2,647 100,000 2,647 
" Shaving ' . - - 200,000 2,857 200,000 2,837 

Helves, Axe - 42,000 264 42,000 mm 264 
" - Intrenching *-* - 275,000 4,219 275,000 4,219 
" Pick-Axe 886,500 28,416 386,500 28,416 ma 

mmPegs., Picketing - 200,000 10,215 200,000 10,215 
- Posts, Picketing - - 50,000 5, 269 50,000 33,269 

"mmCrossing Timbers -
/ 

5,000 410 3,000 410 
Sleepers - - 105,000 7,547 105,000 7,547 

-Miscellaneous. " 
Bags, Cement - 1 9,000,000 102,600 9,000,000 102,600 

11
mm Oat - 2,000,000 . 81,649 2,000.,00C 81,649 
mmButtons 204,000 2,8^0 204,000 2,890 , 

gross gross 
- 500,000 4,757 500., 000 4,757 Candles, Paraffin lbs. lbs.. 

/ 

160 sDrums, Bass 736 160 736 



Orders placed by Total G anadi an Govt. 
Article Quantity Value 

£ 
Quantity i Value

4 Aug. 1914 to 28 Feb. 1917. 
Hiscellaneous Coutd. ; 
Drums, Side 525 1,617 
Hose, with, couplings 375,445 ft. 19,924 
Laces, Boot 1,000,000 3,558 
Leather, Sides 10,000 15,042 
Hat che s, S afety 
Hess Tins 

95,000 gross] 10,344 
boxes 

257,700 12,638 
Hess Tin Covers 1,013,712 19,086 
Stoves, Oil, Heating 1,300 1,007 
Vaterbottles 500,000 93,750 

Total Value (4/8/14 to 
28/2/17.) ' 15,099,143 22,555,715 

Quantity 

525 
375,445 ft. 

1,000,000 
.10,000 
95,000 gross 

boxes 
257,700 

1,013,712 
1,300 

500,000 

Value 
-..£i 

1,617 
19,924 
3,558 
15,042 
10,344 
12,638 
19,085 
1,007 

95,750 

37,754,858 



Department of Information. 

B . 3. 

Hot eg on a Conversation between Count Gleichen and Mr. Sheldon 

Crosbie, Secretary to American Embassy in Vienna. 

" Present: Mr. R.Y/. Seton-V/atson. 

Mr. Crosbie, who had left Vienna only three weelcs previously, 

v/as quite emphatic a3 to the hopelessness of any separate peace 

between Austria-Hungary and the Entente, and as to the desire and 

determination of the authorities to maintain their alliance with 

Berlin. 

He reports acute be.d feeling between Austrian and German 

officers to be almost universal - the two groups avoiding each other 

so far as possible. Even the man in the street in Vienna shows 

more and more resentment against the Germans. But such feelings 

of discontent and pique do not for a moment affect the poliiical or 

international situation, in respect of which Germany has complete 

control of her ally. 

Vienna, he held, was not in a position to conduct an offensive 

against Russia or to resist a determined Russian offensive. An 

attack by Russia was a l l the more desirable, because Austria does 

not expect i t (both Austrian and German reserves have been withdrawn). 

On the other hand, i f Russia could be paralysed, Austria-Hungary 

could launch a really formidable a t t a c h upon Italy, of whom she is 
not in the l e a s t afraid. (Mr. Crosbie found far more alarm of 

Austria among the Italians v/hom he had met s ince entering neutral 

and lintente countries than alarm of Italy in Vienna.) 

Ee be l ieved that very serious injuries could be inflicted upon 

the Galician oil-fields by airmen coming from the Russian front, and 

based t h i s view upon conversations with an oil-expert in Vienna 

whose knowledge of the oil-fields dated back for years. ($Standard Oil) 
In February the Kaiser during h i B visit to Vienna, had urged Aurfcr 

Angary to find another million men by increasing the age l i m i t . Gener 
Hazai 



) 

azai, Hungarian Minister of National Defence, speaking for Hungary, had 

 fused this proposal, hut said he could supply the necessary men by 

adit ional 1 comb ing* out'. 

At "that period political changes in Hungary had seemed certain, but 

ifTce then Count Tisza had become stronger than ever. 
Mr. Crosbie confirmed the reports of the Emperor Charles's personal 

opularity, but did not credit him with any very clear or definite political 

deas, though they Y/ere doubtless developing under stress of circumstances, 

he ijmptjeSB is very devout, and spends a good deal of time in jaar-private 
apel, but is not regarded as very powerful politically or as exercising 

dominating influence over her husband, as has sometimes been hinted of 

te in iihtente countries. 

The only figure who has come to the front during the new reign is 

unt Czernin, who enjoys very wide confidence. Count Clam-Martinic Mr. 

osbie regarded as not much more than a puppet- He agreed that the 

litical crisis which followed Dr. von Koerberfs resignation of the Austria 

einiership last December were almost certainly prearranged between him, Dr 

on Spitzmflller and Count Tisza. 

Mr. Crosbi' did not anticipate serious developments from the Social

fet movement. The spirits of the general public are kept up by lying 

smmuniques and a careful presentation of news: and only a really big 

rman defeat on the western front is likely to produce an awakening, 

ortage of food has produced very great misery among the poorer classes, 

t there is no prospect of its stopping thewwar. 

&r. Crosbie stated that after the rupture between Germany and the 

ited States the Emperor Charles sent three messages through separate 

annels to the American ambassador assuring him that whatever happened 

stria-Hungary would not break with America. But shortly after this 

cunt Czernin visited the German Chancellor in Berlin with the result that 

pthing more was heard of preventing a breach. The ambassador looked 

this volte face as unquestionably due to pressure from Berlin. 

e
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Conversation with Mr. V/. Coffin, American Consul-General 

in Budapest. 

o0o---o0o 0O0 

Like his colleague in Vienna, Mr. Coffin regarded the idea of a 

separate peace as quite impracticable. The Magyars, whose share in the 

responsibility in the war he was not inclined to admit, had identified 

themselves politically with Berlin, anJ however much they might dislike 

the Germans individually, realised that Hungary's future in its present 

-orm depends upon maintaining the alliance. 

All such hopes as arc entertained in Hungary of a successful issuei 

o the i.?ar rest on two things only - the success of the submarine campaign 

Imd the Russian revolution. Mr. Coffin holds that if the illusory nature 

pf those hopes could once be brought homo, there would be a very rapid 

tall in morale in Hungary. He considers the attitude of the British 

(press in emphasising the submarine danger a grave tactical error, which 

ay greatly encouraged Berlin as well as Budapest. 

fie regards both Charles and Czernin as men of very strong will, who 

ver-ride all opposition. His conversation reflected the Magyar outlook: 

zernin he regarded as quite unscrupulous an3 personally unsympathetic, 

nd he said that the Magyars regarded Charles as too much in the hands of 

ne high Bohemian nobility. Tisza and Czernin &l&like each other in

enscly, the reconciliation sometimes hinted in the press being merely 

PParent. Any idea of a real rapprochement between them is a delusion, 

erlin is strong enough to prevent Charles from dismissing Tisza but 

zernin is easily strong enough to prevent any attempts of Tisza to drive 

from power. The manner of Baron Burian'3 dismissal was particularly 

rutal: he was given a few hours to go, and this was notoriously meant as 

a affront at his friend and patron, Tisza. Charles^ clerical leanings 

ayc-d their part in the coolness between him and Ti3za who, in his 

gacity as Prime Minister, insisted in filling the office of Palatine at 

the 



ho Coronation. The fact that Tisza is one of t he leaders of the Magyar 

alvinists made his prominence in a great Catholic reli&ious ceremony 

articularly objectionable t o Charles. The fact that Tisza does not 

elong to one of the grea t magnate families but to the lesser gentry 
the title was given to his uncle 20 years ago - R.S.V.) appears also to 

eigh with Charles. Mr. Coffin regarded this question as a very important 

let or in the relations of the two men. He v/as entirely disinclined to 

elieve the stories spread since the beginning of the v/ar about the 

Issolute and drunken character of Charles. He confirmed Mr. Crosbie's 

Biew that the jimpress did not p lay so great a part in politics as is 

sometimes suggested abroad. He looked upon her as not more clerical than 

Bbr husband. She i s sometimes regarded as having leanings towards the 

ELlies (probably owing to her education and the present position of her 

Brothers in the Belgian army). The little heir to the throne is very 

popular in Budapest and mcuh sentiment is expended on him. 

Mr. Coffin's Views on Hungarian Politicians. 
--se0o---o0o—oOo--*

(l) Count Andrassy*s relations with Tisza had been patched up in the 

i rs t months of the v/ar and became quite tolerable. Then a proposal v/as 
de that Andrassy should go to Rome as ambassador: but this v/as sat upon 

y Tisza without Andrassy being allowed to have any inkling. V/hen the 

act eventually leaked out, their relations of course became as bad as 

ver. Andrassy is regarded in Budapest as on the shelf for the present, 

spite of his close relations with Berlin and his active interest in the 
olish Question. 

(2) Count Apponyi was very useful to Tisza as his chief link with the 

pposition leaders and held Uihem back till the secession of Karolyi last 

ummer. Tisza found him so useful as to prevent his appointment (when 

oted.) as ambassador to \7ashington. neither of these leaders differs 

rom Tisza in matters of policy. 

(3) Count Karolyi is honest and attractive but does not occupy a very 

s^.ous place in politics. He cuts a very poor figure in the House owing 

oo an impediment in his suecch. Whoever tlic House i s not sitting he has 
to 

file:///7ashington


rejoin his regiment (in which he is only a corporal or a sergeant), 

i s more or less pro-Ally in sentiment, "but does not weigh mcuh 

ainst the other party leaders. He told Mr. Coffin that he had spoken 

ry frankly to Charles, warning him that unless his policy changed the 

,bsburgs would he the mere vassals of the Hohenzollerns. Karolyi 

earns of a Balkan Federation under Hungaryfs leadership, but his ideas 

I
Aiot very clear and are not unnaturally regarded as fantastic by most 

liticians. His second, Count Batthyany, is not a very marked person

ity. Mr. Justh is the ablest and straightest of the Independence 

rty but in poor health and finished politically. Mr. Hollo'', the 

it or of the party organ Magyarorsz^g, is the brains of his group, but 

ss scrupulous. 
(4) Mr. Rakovsky, the clercdal leader (People's party) is regarded 

I a much more troublesome and dangerous critic to the government than 
I 
rolyi or h i s party. His Chauvinism is extreme and his whole manner 

by brutal. 

It was rumoured that 400,000 German troops were quartered in 

Angary - partly for political purposes: but Mr. Coffin had no means 

(latever of verifying th iB. There has neuer been during the war 

[limosity towardsj^/the Russians or"even""the Serbs. Magyar hatred has 

t tcrly concentrated on the Rumanians and Italians. The feeling 

ptv/een the Magyars and Croats is also very acute and Agram is almost too 
pt for Magyar visitors. The Russian prisoners are very popular through-

It a l l classes, being scattered everywhere for farm work: and they 

jpear to be well treated and sometimes even petted. 

Mr. Coffin estimates the Hungarian harvest of 1915 as only 50 per 
e*it Of the normal, and considers that this year it v/ill probably only 
p 40 per cent of the normal. The food situation is serious but not im
f 
ossible, at any rate for the country people and those who can pay in the 

ov/ns. There is little fat or red meat, but chickens and game of all 

mds are fairly plentiful on the market. Sugar i s also obtainable. One 
peat difficulty is transport. The Germans took a large amount of 

ft Hungarian 



garian rolling stock with them for their Rumanian campaign (three or 

r thousand trucks) and have since refused t o return it. What is left 

(deteriorating and the lack of grease is extremely serious. The coal 

bad (practically only brown coal). During the extreme cold some 

tories had to close down altogether, and there was no fuel in 

tapest for seven days. Mr. Coffin had a flat at the Gresham Buildings 

J i c h might be compared to V/hitehall Court - R.E.W.): but even there 

without heating, took his meals in his bathroom, where he had a 

11 heating apparatus, and went to bed in order to be warm. The Con

late had to close at lunch-time as his staff could not stand the cold. 



S B 0 R E T  . 
G.T. 818. WAR CABINET. 

O V E R S E A S S U P P L I E S C O M M I T T E E . 

(Memorandum by Sir Leo Chiwzza Money) 

It is suggested that a Committee under the above title 
should be set up under the chairmanship of the Parliamentary 
Secretary to the Ministry of Shipping, with the following 
terms of referonce: 

To regulate the imports into the United JCingdom In 
accordance with the policy of His Majesty^ Government, 
to report from time to time what steps are necessary to 
safeguard, in relation to that policy, the interests of 
the home and export trade and of Indian and Colonial 
producers, and to co-ordinate the work of the various 
Departments in this connection. The Committee to consist 
of representatives of the Admiralty, the War Office, the 
Foreign Office, the Ministry of Shipping, the Ministry of 
Munitions, the Ministry of Food, the Board of Trade, the 
Board of Agrioulture, the India Office and the Colonial 
Office. 

This OVERSEAS SUPPLIES COMMITTEE would have four main 
Sub-Committees, as follows 

(1) An EZPORT REGULATION COMMITTEE, which would continu
ously consider the effect upon the exports from the United King
dom of the import policy of H.M. Government. 

(£) An IMPORT REGULATION COMMITTEE, which would continue 
the work so far oarried on "by Sir Henry Babington Smiths Com
mittee, 

(3) The TOHNAGE PRIORITY COMMITTEE, which already exists 
to co-ordinate the demands of the various Government departments, 

U ) A HOME SUPPLIES COMMITTEE, which would consider 
continuously in detail the various producing activities of the 
country and the supplies of material needed by them. 

The committee would also receive reports from and 
co-ordinate the various ad hoc Committees, such as the Petrol 
Committee and the Paper Committee, which have been SGt up to 
deal with articles of special importance. 

The Committee would also keep closely in touch with 
the placing of contracts abroad, especially in relation to 
the North American markets. 

23ra.Mfiy, 1917. 



From Secretary of State to Viceroy, Foreign Department, 
2:Hrd May 1917. 
(Repeated Cox.) 

Foreign Secret. Cox's telegram No. 1612, 13th May. Officers for 
Mesopotamia. I think it probable that, when his telegram issued, Cox had 
not seen my telegram of 10th May emphasising necessity of maintaining 
separate administrative systems for Basra and Bagdad. Given this policy, 
to which His Majesty^ Government attach great importance (I) retention of 
Knox as Senior Judicial Officer, Basra, and appointment of Bonham Carter 
to similar post at Bagdad, can scarcely be regarded as hardship to former, 
and (2) creation of joint revenue authority as contemplated by Cox does not 
appear necessary or desirable. Existing revenue arrangements should be 
reconsidered in this light. Meanwhile I am asking Foreign Office to expedite 
appointment of Clayton and Bonham Carter, and am applying for junior 
officers from Egypt and Soudan, as desired by Cox. 



From Secretary of State to Viceroy, Foreign Department, 23rd May 1917. 
Foreign Secret. Your telegram of 21st May. Malisuds. I appreciate 

risk that merely passive defence may cause extension of trouble. On the 
other hand precedent of 1897 shows that offensive operations may-'produce 
the same effect. Of relative magnitude of these two risks you. and your 
advisers are best judges, and if,.while bearing in mind considerations stated 
in your last paragraph, you are clearly of opinion that active operations offer 
best chance of security, His Majesty's Government will accept your view. 
But please let me know— 

(1) What terms of peace you contemplate imposing ? Is it possible 
without operations on more extended scale than is possible at present time 
to secure a permanent settlement ? 

(2) What you propose if operations do not have effect you expect ? 
(3) What communication you propose to make to Amir in view of your 

recent correspondence with him ? 
(4) Whether you consider any special measures necessary to steady the 

Afridis? . 



Circulated by the Secretary of State for India, 

ftCAB//\/ N

Concentration of Shipping in the Atlantic. UP4 
.60 J 

Proposals of Sir L. Chiozza Money and Report of Admiral Sir J. Jellicoe's 
Committee. 

I circulate a note prepared by the Revenue Secretary, India Office. The 
Committee would not appear to have been sufficiently informed of the 
character of the Indian export trade. 

A. C. 
22nd Mav 1917. 

Memorandum by the Revenue Secretary, India Office. 

The proposal put forward in this memorandum is not a new one, and 
the policy of diverting, where possible, shipping to the North Atlantic run 
is already, I believe, being followed. A short time ago this, for exchange 
reasons, was discouraged, and the great spending Departments were 
forbidden to place contracts in the United States of America where this 
could be avoided. But with the entry of the United States of America into 
the war the position has altered, and now that the financial difficulties have 
been removed, the tendency must be to obtain from our new Ally increasing 
supplies of war commodities. This has already l e d - a n d as time goes on 
will lead to an increasing ex ten t - to more ships being placed on the North 
Atlantic run, and the object of the memorandum is, as I understand it, to 
hasten this process. To that extent the proposal, from the Imperial point 
of view, is wholly admirable, and no objection can be raised, on the score of 
injury likely to be caused to Indian interests. It seems doubtful, however, 
whether the diversion of shipping could be carried out to the extent 
contemplated, even though the export trade of the United Kingdom and 
the interests of the Dominions and India were sacrificed. 

The passages extracted on the 
1 1.  " A comparatively trifling- amount margin1 indicate that the AVAR can be 

of cargo brought from other sources." carried on almost entirely with the 2. " There are few things of importance 
which the United States lacks, the chief resources of North America. But the 
being rubber and tin." memorandum seems to over-state those 

3. " All that is needed is to stop trading resources, to under-state the extent to 
with the world and to conserve our ships which war commodities must continue in keeping open communication with North to be brought from other parts of the America." 

world, and to omit to take into account 
that our Allies, including the United States of America, must be supplied 
with many essential commodities. I have ventured to make a few pencil 
notes on the memorandum to bring this out, but an examination of some of 
the more important Indian exports may be more convincing. I preface this 
examination by stating that, so far as exports from India to the United 
Kingdom are concerned, the shortage of freight and difficulties of finance 
have already combined to restrict exports to little more than war commodities. 
Trade, however, with other countries still continues, and I find from the 
latest returns that, in the first eleven months of 1916-17, 396 British vessels 
and 362 foreign vessels, aggregating I f million tons, cleared from Indian 
ports to foreign countries. The trade with foreign countries is largely 
accounted for by war commodities to the Allies, but a great deal of ordinary 
trade is also carried onjin such commodities, for example, as jute, jute goods, 
cotton, oilseeds and rice. 

1 now examine to what extent Indian exports of the more important war 
commodities would be affected by the proposal. 

22397 1 685 50-5/17 



Manganese Ore.—In the first 11 months of 1916-17 India supplied to the 
United Kingdom and Allies 567,198 tons, and far from the United States of 
America being in a position to make good this supply, arrangements are at 
the moment being made to increase the monthly shipments from India to the 
United States of America from 5.000 to 20,000 tons. Manganese ore is an 
essential commodity, and to maintain future supplies regular monthly ship
ments of something like 70,000 tons will have to be made. Further, seeing 
that a ship cannot be entirely loaded with ore, something like 25 ships would 
be required monthly for this purpose. 

Wheat.—Arrangements have been made to carry 285,000 tons monthly in 
May, June, and July—250,000 tons from Karachi and Bombay (almost 
entirely for France and Italy), and 35,000 tons from Calcutta for Greece. 
The ships used, I understand, are both allied and British. Apart altogether 
from the fact that North America could probably not meet this demand, the 
journey from India to Italy and Greece is, I believe, safer and shorter than 
that from America to these places, and this traffic, therefore, cannot be 
diverted to the North Atlantic. 

Similarly in regard to maize, barley, and gram supplied from India to 
Mediterranean ports. I have not the latest figures, but the monthly ship
ments, I believe, are about 50,001) tons, and the journey is more economical 
than that from the Argentine or North America. 

Rice.—50,000 tons monthly are required in the United Kingdom. This 
must be brought from Burma. 

Shellac, mica, saltpetre.—All these are essentials which must be brought 
from India, and the United States of America relies very largely on this 
source of supply. The total tonnage involved is about 3,500 monthly. 

Wolfram.—We know that the United Kingdom must have wolfram from 
Burma. The tonnage, however, is comparatively small, and this year will 
probably not exceed 400 tons a month. 

Tea.—The Shipping Controller has provided liner freight for the carriage 
of at least 8,200 tons a month from India and Ceylon, 2,156 for the troops 
and the balance for the civil population. More will probably be carried, 
and, from a statement I have just received in connection with tonnage 
priority work, I see that the Food Controller has asked for 10,000 tons in 
July. He has apparently decided that the civil population of the country 
must have their tea, and so long as this decision holds it will be necessary 
to import something like 10,000 tons of tea monthly from India and 
Ceylon. 

Hides, raw and tanned.—Arrangements have been made for the purchase 
of the whole surplus production of Indian cowhides, raw and tanned, for 
His Majesty's and the Italian Governments. Supplies cannot be obtained 
elsewhere, and the United States of America, as a matter of fact, has always 
been a very large purchaser of Indian hides. These sup2jlies must continue 
to be obtained from India. About 3,000 tons monthly are involved. 

Connected with this is tanning substances, and for myrabolams the 
United Kingdom relies on India (3—4,000 tons monthly). 

Wool.-Ii the-War Office can do without East Indian wool India would 
lose her market. The quantity involved is about 50,000,0(J0 lbs., worth 
about 2,50(),000Z. But as East Indian wool is especially useful for army 
blankets, it seems very doubtful whether this country can do without it. 

Jute and Jute Goods.—The raw jute required by the War Office will 
still have to be carried. So also must sandbags for the allied armies,, 
and the Shipping Controller is providing monthly 10,500 tons of freight 
for sandbags alone. But over and above these military requirements it 
must be remembered that the crops of the world cannot be moved if 
j u t e - t h e brown paper of the wholesale trade—cannot be supplied. There 
is a limit to the extent to which jute can be replaced by cotton, and all 
countries, European and American, must obtain supplies if the trade of the 
world is to continue. The trade is a large one, and including wrar bags the 



total shipments of raw jute and jute goods from India in the first 11 months 
of 1916-17 were :  

.

Raw jute
Bags

 Cloth
 






-

"

-

"

 494,187 tons. 
 765,000,000 
 1,133,000,000 yards. 

Oils and Oilseeds.—It is for the Ministry of Munitions and the Controller 
of Oil Supplies to say whether we can live on stocks for the next few 
months, and if so, it might be possible to suspend shipments for a short 
time. Personally I doubt whether the United Kingdom and the United 
States of America, even with the fullest co-operation, could carry on very 
long without the oleaginous produce of the tropics. India and West 
Africa are the main sources of supply and India now exports to all 
destinations at the rate of about 1,000,000 tons annually. If it were 
decided to live on stocks for a few months, Indian exports would undoubtedly 
decrease, but in practice it would probably be found necessary to combine 
oilseeds with manganese ore to make up a ship's cargo. 

Goal.—India has only been able to meet the heavy demands recently 
thrown on her for bunkers at the expense of her industries and railways. 
The diversion to any considerable amount of shipping from Eastern waters 
to the North Atlantic would lessen this strain and would therefore be so 
much to the good. 

From this rough examination it is sufficiently clear that even if the 
fullest possible effect were given to the policy advocated in the memoraudum 
the export trade from India to this country would, with the possible 
exception of wool and oilseeds, not be seriously disturbed. Further, the 
export of Avar commodities to the Allies would still continue. As for 
private trade with foreign countries, this, so far as foreigD ships are 
employed, would continue, but a certain number of British ships plying 
between India and other countries might possibly be diverted at the 
expense of India's export trade. Running down the list of the 396 British 
ships which cleared for foreign ports in the first eleven months of the past 
year, I find that 10 cleared for Russia (probably carrying sandbags), 74 for 
France (largely, I imagine, carrying war commodities), 11 for Italy (ditto), 
114 for Asiatic Turkey, Arabia and Persia (mainly, I should say, on military 
work), 19 for Java, 15 for China, 46 for Japan, and 62 for the United States 
of America. In addition a number of British ships are employed in voyages 
between India and the Colonies—mainlv Cevlon. the Straits Settlements and 
Australia. 

This branch of India's export trade would probably suffer if British ships 
not employed in the carriage of commodities of direct national importance 
were diverted to the North Atlantic. But the list I have enumerated relates 
to the period ending February 1917, and it is understood that the process 
of diverting ships has already begun. After all, if British ships in military 
employ and those carrying war commodities to the Allies be excluded there 
is no great margin to work upon. 

The restriction of trade would ease the difficulty of financing exports but 
would lead to the serious results described in a recent telegram received 
from the Viceroy. These would have to be faced, but it is satisfactory to 
learn that it is contemplated in the memorandum and by Sir John Jellicoe's 
Committee that financial compensation would be made. If this recom
mendation be accepted by the War Cabinet the preparation of a claim would 
not be easy. 

One question, which can only be decided by the Admiralty, emerges 
from the above. If only partial effect can be given to the policy of concen
trating shipping in the North Atlantic, and if, as seems certain, large 
quantities of war commodities will still have to be brought from India (and 
possibly also from other parts of the world) it follows that the trade routes 
will still have to be kept open and guarded. It is for the Admiralty to say 
whether it is appreciably less troublesome to guard a trade route used by 
50 ships a month than the same route used by, say, 30. 

L. J. K. 
India Office, 

22nd May 1917. 
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SECRET. 15 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State for India 
on Indian Reforms. 

I have to invite the attention of the Cabinet to the very serious problems 
with which we are now confronted in India and to request a decision as to 
the action to be taken by His Majesty's Government. It is not too much to 
say that upon a right decision at this critical time depends the peace and 
contentment of India for years and perhaps generations to come. 

Already before he left India Lord Hardinge had drawn up a Memorandum 
on post-bellum reforms and had obtained the opinions of the principal officers 
of Government upon them. 

Lord Ohelmsford, on ' assuming office, at once set to work with his 
Council in the same field, and in a despatch dated 2i th November 1916 he 
has submitted the results of their deliberations. 

With some of the subjects raised, such as the position of India and Indians 
in the Empire, we have already dealt. With others, such as those which 
concern the Army, the greater-employment of Indians in the public services 
and the reform of the minor organs of Local Government, I am already 
dealing or am prepared to deal without troubling the Cabinet—at any rate 
at this stage-though I shall have to bring the question of Commissions for 
Indians before the Cabinet as soon as I am in full possession of the proposals 
of the Government of India. On hone of these points do I anticipate any 
serious difference of opinion between the-' Government of India and 
myself. 

There remain the proposals which deal with the political institutions of 
India, with "the composition of the Legislative Councils, the numbers of the 
elected element in these Councils, the methods of election, the constituencies 
and the franchise, and lastly with their powers and their relations to the 
Executive Councils. ,, - . ' 

In approaching these subjects the Government of India propose an 
elaborate formula denning the "goal " of British Government in India, and 
they then describe the means by which they propose to advance towards this 
goal. (Appendix D of attached Memorandum.) 

My criticism of these proposals is twofold. I have been reluctantly 
brought to the conclusion that some general statement of our policy is 
necessarj?-. But I think that the statement of a " g o a l " suggested by the 
Government of India is far too formal and elaborate, and is unlikely to meet 
with hearty acceptance in any quarter. If the object of British Government 
in India is to be stated in this way it does not appear to me that we can 
avow any purpose except the gradual development of free institutions with a 
view to self-government. The less formal this statement is made the better, 
and it should be accompanied by a clear indication that His Majesty's 
Government must be the judge of the time and measure of each advance.' 

My second criticism is that the methods proposed by the Government of 
India are not adapted to their purpose in so far as they concern what 1 have 
called the political institutions of the country. The Government of India 
propose to pave the way for the ultimate enlargement of the constitutional 
powers of the Provincial Legislative Councils by an increase in the elected 

* element and an extension of the constituencies. It appears to me that this 
is putting the cart before the horse. The Morley-Minto reforms provided for 
a considerable elected element in each Council, but they gave to the Councils 
no real control in any department of Government. The result is that the 
elected members are in the main-a body of irresponsible critics who, no 
doubt, exercise considerable influence on Government, cause questions to 
be considered which would otherwise slumber and do indirectly affect the" 
policy of Government, both in matters of omission and commission. But 
they have no direct authority, no responsibility of any kind, and, as might 
be expected under the circumstances, their criticism and their proposals are 
often quite unreasonable and anything but helpful. 
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If was common ground in the early stages of the war that some advance 
would have to be made after the war. All that has since happened—the 
constant harping on the theme that we are fighting for liberty and justice and 
the rights of people to direct their own destinies, the revolution in Russia 
and the way in which it has been received in this country and elsewhere, the 
reception of the Indian delegates here, and the position given to India in the 
councils of the Empi re -has strengthened the demand for reform and has 
created a ferment of ideas by which the Government of India are evidently 
somewhat alarmed. It is certainly the case that if we reject the idea of 
reform or if our proposals fail to strike the imagination of Indian politicians, 
we shall throw the moderate element-such as it i s - i n t o the hands of the 
extremists and may well be confronted in India with a second Ireland. I am 
prepared, therefore, for advance and I think that we must act boldly. But 
the mere multiplication of critics without any attempt to give them either 
authority or responsibility, in however a restricted field, seems to me not 
merely not to mark any real advance towards self-government, or. even any 
real development of free institutions, but to be fraught in itself with grave 
danger. I do not believe that it would satisfy anyone or that it is in itself 
a sound policy. 

It is under these circumstances that I propose that His Majesty's 
Government should appoint a small Committee or Commission to examine the 
proposals of the Government of India and to take evidence upon them. I 
would suggest that the starting point of their enquiry should be a recognition 
that the time has come for a further advance, that they should be directed 
to enquire into the working of the Councils under the Morley-Minto 
constitution, a?id to advise what changes should be made in their composition, 
methods of election and powers: 

It will be observed that the Government of India propose no alteration 
in the Imperial Legislative Council. Such changes as they recommend are 
confined to the Provincial Government. I think that the enquiry of the 
Committee should extend to the Imperial Legislative Council and to the 
relations of the Legislative Councils to the Executive. 

I attach a copy of a Memorandum which examines more fully the 
proposals of the Government'of India. The Despatch itself as well as the 
report of a strong Committee which I appointed to consider it will be sent 
to any member of the Cabinet who desires a copy. I would' ask the 
Cabinet to appoint a meeting specially for their discussion. It would, I 
think, be an advantage to the Cabinet if I were accompanied on that 
occasion by Sir Thomas Holderness and Lord Islington, Under Secretaries 
of State, and by Sir William Duke, who presided over the India Office 
Committee. It will be seen that the Government of India are pressing for 
permission to make an immediate announcement1, and that they are opposed 
to the appointment of a Commission2. On the other hand such an independent 
enquiry by such a body is demanded by unofficial Indians, is recommended 
by the India Office Committee, and receives much support in this country. 
I attach a copy of my reply tO" the Government of India3 and of a private 
telegram I have sent to the' Viceroy.4 

I shall be glad if the Cabinet would take the matter into consideration 
at the earliest possible moment. 

A. C. 
India Office, 

22nd May 1917.' 
1 Decypher of telegram from the Government of India, dated 18th May 191-7. 
2 Decypher of private telegram from the Viceroy, dated 18th May 1917. 
3 Decypher of telegram to the Government of India, dated 22nd May 1917. 
4 Decypher of private telegram to the Viceroy, dated 22nd May 1917, 



APPENDIX. 

(()—Telegram from Viceroy, Home Department, dated IStli May 1917. 

The present situation renders it extremely desirable that Government 
should make some public declaration in regard to constitutional and 
administrative changes proposed after the war and also as to its attitude 
towards agitation inaugurated -by Home Rule League. 

The Russian Revolution, publication of statements as to right of the 
peoples to govern themselves, the reception accorded to representatives of 
India at the recent War Conference by the. authorities in the United 
Kingdom and by the representatives of the Dominions, the feeling that 
India has done so much to assist the Empire during the war and the general 
-democratic influences of the AVAR have in the last FEAV months affected 
political feeling in India materially. 

The agitation for immediate Home Rule is being fomented with great 
Adgour by Mrs. Besant, Tilak and others, and in absence of any definite 
announcement of Government as to its policy in the matter, is attracting 
many of those who hitherto have held less advanced V I E A V S . The recent 
decision of the Bombay High Court in the case under Section 108 of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure against Tilak has encouraged this party to 
further efforts, and though signs are not A V A N T I N  G that the movement is 
regarded with mistrust by many, the agitation is having a mischievous effect 
on public feeling throughout the country. The clanger is aggravated by 
consistent and malicious attacks on system and methods of: present adminis
tratibn. Many of the advocates of immediate Home Rule must know such 
abrupt revolutionary changes in the whole administrative machinery are
impossible, but this is not realised hy the public to whom they appeal, and 
we fear that the result Avill be a feeling of bitter disappointment and 
possibly of dangerous unrest Avhen it is found that Government fail to meet 
demands made. 

On the other hand there is an influential though timid unorganised and 
-comparatively inarticulate body of opinion which is opposed to and afraid of 
any sudden and violent changes in the constitution and looks to Government 
for support against the extremist propaganda. There are also many Avaverers 
AArho are looking to us for guidance. The omission of GoArernment to make 
its attitude clear on this subject is misunderstood by the general public and 
leaves a free field to extremists. The absence indeed of any pronouncement 
has been the cause of some embarrassment to Local Governments. 

We realise difficulty of making any declaration of our policy at present 
as AVE are not in a position to state specifically AVHAT our proposals are and as 
any' statement which AVE make will be open to criticism that it is too Vague 
to be of practical use in combating the attractive and plausible programme 
of the extremists. Nevertheless for the reasons stated above and in order to 
arrest the further defection of moderate opinion we think it desirable to 

, make the position of the Government- clear as far as this is possible. We 
propose with your approA^al therefore to publish following statement: — 

"The Government of India; in-view of misapprehension AArhiclr exists as. 
to their intentions regarding constitutional and administrative changes after 
the AVAR, consider it desirable to make a general statement in regard-to their 
policy in this matter. The Government H A V E  , as is generally known, 
addressed the Secretary of State' on the subject of these changes', with 
particular reference to future development of self-government in India; and 
HAVE, expressed themselves in the following terms:—(Here quote extract 
from paragraph 35 of Despatch No. 17, datsd 24th November 1916, beginning 
AVITH the words ' the' goal to which,' and ending with the words ' political 
and administrative entities-1. 

" I t is apparent from this that Government recognised self-government 
W I T H I N , the Empire as a legitimate and praise-AVORTHY A S P I R A T I O N D E S E R V I N G all 
encouragement. 

1 See Appendix D of annexed Memorandum. 



" In the same despatch the Government of India expressed their anxious 
desire to see a real and immediate advance made towards this goal, and 
have laid down the general lines on wrhich in their opinion such advance 
could properly be made. These include :  

"(1) The development of urban and rural-self-government in direction 
cf giving greater powers to Local Boards-and Councils, and 
making these bodies predominatingly non-official and elective in 
character. 

" (2) An increase in the-number of Indians employed in higher branches 
of the service in order to enable Indians to take a more prominent 
part in the administration of the country; aud steps towards 
ultimate enlargement of the constitutional powers of the Legislative 
Councils in certain directions. 

" The policy of the Government of India in this matter is therefore clear 
and proposals which they have put forward have been conceived in no 
illiberal spirit and are designed to secure as much real and immediate 
progress as is compatible with the present stage of devolopment of the 
country, the,protection of the legitimate rights and interests of all classes of 
His Majesty's subjects and the position of India as an integral part of the 
British Empire. 

" The specific proposals made in order to give practical effect to the 
policy enunciated above are at present under the consideration of the 
Secretary of State.. It is hoped that within a short time it may be possible 
to give further information, but it would be premature to make any further 
statement at present. 

"From what has been stated above it is clear it is not the intention of 
Government to embark on any sweeping and abrupt changes in the whole 
constitutional and administrative machinery of India. This machinery has 
been gradually evolved in light of many years' experience to meet very 
diverse and often conflicting interests, and could not safely be transferred 
otherwise than very gradually to control of new and inexperienced 
authorities. ' 

" Indeed if the very serious responsibility of the Government in the 
matter both to the peoples of India and to the British Empire be considered, 
it will be patent to all those who have made any study of the subject that 
the Government could not consistently with its duty to the Crown be a 
consenting party to revolutionary changes or rash experiments. The 
Government of India are, however, aware that changes of this character have 
been advocated by various political associations in India, some of which have 
indeed gone so far as to press for such an immediate enlargement of the 
powers of the Legislative Councils as would.be tantamount to transferring 
to those bodies control of the whole of the internal administration of India. 

" The Government of India do not think it necessary to discuss in detail 
the dangers of such a course. They are content to say that in their opinion 
such a policy could only have disastrous results, and must prejudice the 
ultimate realisation of the goal which the Government and all really patriotic 
Indians have in view. They believe that these dangers are fully appreciated 
by those who have vested interests in the country or have made an intelligent 
study of the complicated administrative machinery of Government. Indeed 
they, find it difficult to believe that any -such wholesale and immediate 
transfer can honestly commend itself to anyone who is capable of states
manlike appreciation- of what is practically possible under present 
conditions. 

" At the same time the Government of India are most anxious to avoid, 
any action which might even suggest that they seek to stifle fair criticism or 
legitimate movements for political advancement of this country particularly 
at a time when India has rendered and is rendering great service to the 
Empire. They recognise also that there are and must be honest differences 
of opinion as to the rate of progress towards the goal.of self-government, and 
they, seek to enlist the co-operation of all sections of the Community in 
accelerating progress on.sound lines towards that ideal. 

" They cannot, however, but view with grave concern the attitude*of those 
people who either in ignorance of the difficulties which the problem presents 
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or from a desire to embarrass Government, place before an ill-informed-; 

public a political programme impossible of early attainment, the refusal; of 
which must lead to disappointment and consequent unrest. The action of 
such agitators is the more blameworthy when, as is sometimes the case, they 
support their'views by mis-statements of fact, by misrepresenting the 
intentions of Government and by unfair attacks upon .the administration. 
In normal times it might not be necessary to take public notice of such 
attacks, but the position is different when the Empire is engaged in a,vital 
struggle, and when it is essential that its united strength should be 
concentrated on one object, the successful prosecution of the war. 

"Hitherto the Government of India have abstained from" any public, 
statement in regard to this movement in the hope that the impracticable 
nature of the programme (? upheld) would in itself be enough to prevent 
it from acquiring any power for mischief; but in view of the spread of 
these ideals and of the undesirable methods employed in promoting them, 
they feel that they should no longer refrain from making public their 
attitude in regard to it, and they hope by this statement of their own 
policv, and of the dangers consequent on unscrupulous agitation for 
revolutionary changes, to secure the active support in discouraging such 
movements from all who have the welfare of their countiy at heart, and 
who realise not only the impossible character of the demands now being 
made, but also the injury which unscrupulous agitation for revolutionary 
changes must inflict upon the cause of orderly and . progressive 
development." 

Sir C S. Nair wishes it to be stated that he does not accept that part of 
the statement beginning with the words " the policy of the Government," 
and ending with the words "an integral part of the British Empire," and 
any other statements which are inconsistent with his minute of dissent which 
accompanied Despatch No. 17, of 24th November. 

(2)—Private telegram from Viceroy to the Secretary of State, dated 
ISth May 1917, 

Private. I am sending you an official telegram to-day with reference to 
political position. My Council earnestly deprecates idea of a Commission, 
especially if, as has been suggested, it is to come out here and take evidence. 
The experience of the Public Services Commission does not encourage us to 
look with hopes of good results from a Commission which has to advise on 
policy. The issue at stake at the present moment is not a question of fact, 
but of policy pure and simple, which we respectfully submit is a matter for 
Government to decide.. In default, therefore, of your being able to come out 
personally and investigate the position which might stay agitation we feel 
bound to press upon you our policy as laid down in our Reforms despatch. 
We have given this matter of an announcement very careful consideration 
and it has been pressed upon us by the Government of Bombay who are 
particularly affected by the Home Rule agitation. We have hesitated, 
therefore, to press you for a decision at a time of such grave preoccupation, 
but we feel now that it is our duty to do so. I may say that while we 
strongly deprecate a Commission, we should be'willing to take consultation 
with outside non-official opinion in India on the proposals of our despatch if 
you wish it. But we should much prefer this being deferred until, we had. 
an expression of your views on the proposals of our despatch. 

(3)—Telegram from Secretary of State to Viceroy, Home Department, 
dated 22nd May 1917. 

- Your telegram of 18th May. Constitutional Reforms. I appreciate the 
reasons which lead you to wish to make a statement of your policy, but
think it must be deferred until the Government here have considered the 
issues of high policy raised by your proposed definition of the objective of 
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British rule in India, and have come.to a decision as to the immediate action 
to be taken in the way of a political advance. 

*To publish, as you propose, the text of your definition before the 
Government here have accepted it, would be most embarrassing. It would 
be taken either as committing the Home Government, or as forcing their 
hands, or as revealing a conflict of views between the two Governments.
should be pressed to publish at once the despatch and accompanying dissents, 
and the whole programme of reforms would be the subject of public 
controversy before it had been settled by the responsible Governments. To 
be effective and conclusive, a pronouncement by your Government on so 
momentous a subject as self-government for India and the lines of advance 
towards it should represent the considered views of His Majesty's Government 
and be made in language expressly authorised by them. 

I hope to obtain decisions of the Government shortly on the recommenda
tions of your despatch, and must ask you to defer until then any declaration . 
of policy. 

Without prejudging their decision my conclusions at present are as 
follows :— 

(1) First three paragraphs of your definition of goal seem too elaborate 
and formal. All mv information shows that it would not give 
satisfaction, and its very elaboration lends itself to criticism. A 
simpler declaration of policy will probably be preferred. 

(2) As to.lines of advance numbered (a), (b), (c), in definition, I am in 
general accord with (a), but would ask you to work out system of 
external control over local bodies such as is provided here by 
Home Office and Local Government Board, and to provide 
permanent service of local officials before withdrawing internal 
control and expert advice afforded by present official chairmen. 
Despatch on this subject will follow. 

(3) To (6) I agree. 
(4) I agree with your object in (c), but doubt whether your proposals 

will promote it. Unless associated with increased power and 
responsibility, increase of elected element is not an advance 
towards, or training in, self-government, and would be an 

' obstacle if it resulted only in irresponsible criticism of 
administration and perverse action in legislation. Nor are mere 
increase of elected element and enlarged electorates likely to 
satisfy demand for. political advance. Further objection is that 
constitution "and powers of Imperial Legislative Council are 
untouched. Your proposals seem to me not to reach kernel of 
problem which is devolution of power and reponsibility within 

' such limited sphere as may at present be practicable and 
reasonably safe. 

(5) For these reasons I think further study of the problem desirable. 
My idea is to announce that Government being desirous" of 
developing free institutions within the Empire, and considering 
that time had come for further advance in India have decided to 
appoint. small Committee or Commission to examine working of 
Morley-Minto reforms and to advise what changes in the compo
sition, constitution, and powers of the Legislative Councils are 
desirable, and what should be their relations to Executive 
Councils. 

I will let you know as soon as possible the decision of the Government. 
On it will depend the form of the warning which you wish to give to 
the public. I. agree that some such statement is desirable. 

(^-Private telegram from Secretary of State to Viceroy, 22nd May 1917. 
Private. Declaration of policy. I am submitting papers to Cabinet and 

asking for early meeting for discussion and decision. My views are expressed 
at greater length in my private letters dated 2nd and especially J 5th May. 
I have regretfully come to conclusion that personal visit .of Secretary of State 



to India would create an impossible situation, and I therefore adhere to idea 
of small Committee or Commission which is asked for by Indians, recom
niended by my Council and pressed on me by Members of Parliament and 
others here. 

Such Committee or Commission would bear no resemblance to Public 
Services Commission. It would be small impartial body to advise His 
Majesty's Government. I hope it would sit for the most part in private. It 
would be much easier to constitute if it sat here as suggested by you, and 
this is urged on me by Sinha, Wedderburn, &c, who obviously fear that if 
it goes to India it will come too much under official influence. 

On the other hand, unless it goes to India it could not consult 
Governors and Lieutenant-Governors, nor do I see how moderate and 
especially conservative elements could be represented before it. 

Only witnesses would be such as you could send or I supply here and 
delegates of 19 members, Congress, and Moslem League and the like. 

It might be possible to arrange that sittings should open here and that 
Commission or some of its members should visit India later. 



Confidential. 

Memorandum on Indian Reforms. 

In an important despatch, the Government of India have submitted for 
approval a series of proposals having as their object the recognition of the 
services rendered to the Empire by India in the war, and of the loyal and 
steadfast attitude of the people. Some of these proposals are for the removal 
of specific grievances, such as the restrictions at present existing upon the 
possession and use of arms; others. relate to the grant of rewards in 
recognition of military services. Others again are concerned with admini
strative reforms, such as the. larger employment of Indians in the higher 
ranks of the public services, and the development of urban and rural Local 
Government. Lastly, proposals are made for reconstituting the Legislative 
Councils, and for giving a formal assurance to the peoples of India that the 
ultimate aim of British rule in India is to fit them for and to endow them 
with self-government. 

This memorandum is concerned only with the last' group of proposals. 
They alone raise issues of the first magnitude, issues which affect the form 
and direction of the future political development of India and the position 
of that continent in the Empire. 

The Legislative Councils.—The Government of India thus describe the 
original character of these Councils and the changes made by the 
Parliamentary Statutes of 1892 and 1909 :  

" In their origin these Councils were first called into existence to form 
, bodies of advisers to the various Governments, Imperial and 

Provincial, when legislative work'was in hand. These advisers were 
few, and were at first selected entirely by nomination. The reforms 
instituted by Lord Lansdowne in 1892 introduced for the first time 
an elective element into these. Councils, and gave them the privilege 
of interpellation, as well as a right to discuss the annual Budget, but 
without the power to amend it. Seventeen years later the Morley-
Minto reforms completely revised the constitution of these Councils, 
by expanding them numerically and by increasing the number of 
their elected members, as well as by enlarging considerably the 
constituencies which these latter represented ; they added to the right 
of interpellation by permitting resort to supplementary questions; 
they gave the right to move resolutions both in connection with the 
provincial budgets, and on other topics of public interest; and last, 
but not least, they provided for a* majority of non-officials in the 
provincial Legislative Councils." 

Up to 1909 the number of " additional" members in the Governor-
GeneraPs Council was limited to 16 as a maximum. (They are called 
" additional " members because they are added to the Executive Council 
when the latter resolves itself into a legislative body.) In the several 
provincial Legislative Councils the limit varied from 15 to 20. The Act of 
1909 doubled or more than doubled these numbers. The limit is now 60 
for the Imperial Legislative Council, 50 for the Legislative Councils in the 
larger Provinces, and 30 in the smaller Provinces. 
% In the small Legislative Councils existing up to 1909, half the members 

would often be officials. The non-official members were all nominated, 
though in certain cases where a member was nominated as representing a 
University or other corporate body, there was a semblance of election. The 
functions of these Councils were confined strictly to legislation, though 
there was a limited power of asking questions and of discussing, though not 
dividing on, the annual Budget estimates. 

The Act of 1909, by requiring the Governor-General in Council to make 
regulations as"to the conditions under which and the manner in. which 
persons should be " nominated or elected " as members of the Legislative 
^Councils, in effect recognised and approved the elective principle. In each 
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Council a large proportion, though not the majority, of the members is 
elected by constituencies ; and in all the Provincial Councils the elected and 
the nominated non-official members together exceed the number of official 
-members. But as tbe Local Government can ordinarily count on the support 
of some of the nominated non-official members, its majority is pretty secure. 
In the Imperial Council there is a majority of official, members. 

Themode of constituting the electorates varies greatly in the different 
Provinces, but broadly speaking the object aimed at is to obtain, so far as is 
possible, a fair representation of the different- classes and interests. In the 
Bengal Council, for example, of the 28 elected members C represent special 
corporate bodies (such as the Calcutta University, Chambers of Com
rnerce, &c), 5 represent constituencies formed of the landowners of the 
Province, 7 and 5 represent respectively the municipalities and the district 
boards of the Province, and 5 the Muhammedan community. The consti
tuencies are not territorial units but groups of persons invested with the 
franchise. The franchise is very restricted. In a group of municipalities 
it is confined to members of the municipal boards, or in some Provinces to 
delegates of these members : in a landowner^ group to the large landowners. 
The average number of voters in a municipal group is 183, and 124. only in 
a landowner's group. 

The Act of 1909 has undoubtedly quickened interest in public affairs 
among the population, and the Councils are the centre of this political 
activity. The right of discussion of the Budget and of matters of general 
public importance, and the right of moving resolutions and dividing the 
Council upon them, which the members now enjoy, are freely exercised. In 
their origin the Councils were merely legislative bodies. They are now 
political institutions. The elected members in each Council tend to form an 
opposition distrustful and critical of the executive Government. They 
complain that, being in a minority to the official and nominated members, 
they cannot carry the legislation they propose or the resolutions which they 
move. They ;also complain of the ineffectiveness of the Councils, since their 
resolutions are not binding on the government. 

Discontent with the limited powers of the Councils has grown with time. 
Advanced political opinion in India, say the Government of India in stating 
the case for reform, hotly urges a large advance in the direction of giving 
larger powers to the Councils, on the plea that they arc representative 
assemblies which voice the popular will and should exercise not merely 
influence upon, but real authority over, the "will of the executive Govern
ment. But for the special circumstances arising out of the war, the 
Government of India admit that a strong case would not exist for any 
immediate radical changes in the system introduced only seven years ago by 
the Morley-Minto reforms. But they urge tliat, "having" regard to the 
" situation developed by India's attitude during the war, and also to the fact 
" that we now propose to lay down both an ultimate goal and the various 
" roads which lead to it, we feel that it would be most inexpedient to adopt 
" a rigid attitude in relation to the demands pressed upon us, and to refuse 
" to assent to any further progress in this domain of advance." 

What the demands are to which the Government of India here refer may 
be gathered from a Memorand urn submitted to the Viceroy a few months ago 
by 19 elected members of the Imperial Legislative Council. " The non
official majorities in the Provincial Councils," it is there urged, " have 
" proved largely illusory and give no real power to the representatives of the 
" people, The Legislative Councils, whether Supreme or Provincial, are 
" practically as little associated with the real government of the country as 
" they were before the reforms, except for the introduction of the Indian 
"element in the Executive Councils, where again the nomination rests 
" entirely with the Government, the people having no voice in the selection 
"of the Indian members." Reforms, it is said, are required that will go to 
the root of the matter. "They must give to the people real and effective 
participation in the government of the country." The Memorandum 
concludes with a number of recommendations which, so far as they concern 
the Legislative and Executive Councils, are set out in Appendix A. Their 
general effect would be to double, or more than double, the size - of the 
Councils, to place the elected members in each Council in a substantial 



majority, to empower the Imperial Legislative Council and each Provincial 
Legislative Council to elect.the Indian members of the Imperial and the 
Provincial Executive Council as the case may be, and to give the 
Legislative Councils control over the annual Budget and over the executive 
administration. 

Radical as this scheme is it is out-distanced by one on somewhat similar 
lines which has since been put before the British, public by the Joint 
Committee of the National Congress and the All India Moslem League in a 
*' Home Rule for India " leaflet. Under this scheme the Imperial Legislative 
Council would be empowered to pass resolutions and laws which would be 
binding on the Government of India, the Viceroy having only a suspensory 
power for a limited period as regards a resolution, and the right of veto, as 
regards a law, being reserved to the Crown alone. The Provinces would 
be virtually autonomous units, having each a Legislative Council which would 
exercise, as regards the head of the Government, the same powers that the 
Imperial Legislative Council would exercise over the Governor-General in 
Council. This scheme is meant to give " home ru le" to India. It is 
mentioned here merely as showing that the art of constitution making is 
being widely practised in India, and that the excitement and unrest generated 
by the war in the mass of the Indian population have communicated them
selves to politics. The degree of progress which the Government of India 
deem advisable is in itself small compared with the schemes pressed upon 
them. But the Government proposals, while they would in all probability 
be regarded as wholly inadequate by Indian advocates of reform, imply, and 
would quicken a demand for, more radical changes in the immediate future. 
In this lies their imrjortance. 

The text of the Government of India's scheme is given in Appendix B. 
Briefly, it contemplates an elected majority in each of the Provincial Councils, 
a wide extension of the franchise, a system of electorates based primarily on ^ 
territorial units in place of the present one of classes and interests, and an 
enlargement, more or less considerable, of the numbers of the existing 
Councils. Recognising that some Provinces.are less politically advanced than 
others, the Government of India propose to give considerable discretion to 
each Local Government as to adopting the scheme in its entirety or 
modifying it. But it may he doubted whether in1 practice a Local Govern
inent, in face of the political pressure to which it would be exposed, would 
be able for long to refuse to keep step with the most advanced Province. 
The discretion might, therefore, prove less of a safeguard than is expected. 

The Government of India do not propose for the present to enlarge the 
constitutional powers of the Provincial Legislative Councils, but they 
suggest that two or three of the non-official members should be associated 
with the Government in the preparation of the Budget as a whole, and, that 
in debating and dividing on Bills and Resolutions the official members should 
be allowed greater individual liberty. 

The Government of India again do not propose to alter the constitution 
of the Imperial Legislative Council. An official majority would still be 
retained in this Council and the mode of election of the elected members 
would be unaltered. The reasons which the Government of India give for 
this distinction between the Provincial Councils and the Imperial Council -/ 
v\rill be found in Appendix C. 

It will be seen from the passage from the Despatch quoted in Appendix B, 
that the proposals sent home for approval do not command the unanimous 
-assent of the Viceroy's Executive Council. Sir Reginald Craddock's dissent 
is confined to two points. He is opposed to the expansion numerically of 
the Provincial Legislative Councils beyond their present statutory limits, and 
he would maintain electorates based on the principle of class representation. 
:Sir Sankaran Nairs objections to the scheme are fundamental and his views 
approximate to those of the Memorandum of the 19 members. 

The Government of India's proposals in their final shape have not 
-undergone the criticism of Local Governments. But the Viceroy at an early 
:stage took the heads of Provinces into his confidence. He privately 
acquainted them with the result of the discussions that had taken place in 
his Executive Council on the subject of " the goal" of British policy in 

$ India and of the roads by which it might be reached. A definite policy, he 



wrote, would be looked for by the Indian people at the end of the war, and a 
definite policy required an objective. He asked their opinion on a provisional 
definition of " the goal" which his Council had drawn up, and on their 
programme of advance in the three spheres of municipal and rural local 
government, the more extensive employment of Indians in responsible officej 
and the Legislative Councils. On the last head he sent to them for 
consideration alternative schemes, one restricted to minor changes in the 
mode of election and composition of the existing Councils without increasing 
their numbers or giving the elected members a permanent and substantial 
majority or substituting territorial electorates for the present basis of repre
sentation of classes and interests ; the other of a bolder character with 
which the Government of India (Sir R. Craddock excepted) in their present 
despatch have since identified themselves. 

Of. the three Governors of Presidencies—Lord Pentland (Madras), Lord 
Willingdon ^ (Bombay), Lord Carmichael (Bengal)—all men of English 
political experience—the first doubted the necessity for any change in the 
present constitution of the Councils ; the other two held that the times called 
for a real measure of political progress and preferred the larger scheme 
subject to certain modifications! They wished to see large constituencies of 
a territorial character, a substantial majority of elected members and a 
considerable increase in the total number of members. 

The Lieutenant-Governors and Chief Commissioners were more reserved 
in their view of Council reconstruction. Sir James Meston (United Provinces 
of Agra and Oudh) frankly said that though the Legislative Council in its 
present form had served a good purpose, there was little vitality about it. 
The certainty that the elected members could nearly always be outvoted had 
generated a feeling of irresponsibility. " It is used as a forum for badger
" ing unpopular departments, or declaiming manifestos, or reading speeches 
" which have been written by a paid scribe and bear little or no relation to 
" the real opinions of the members. : . . . In training the people for 
" the work of Government it does little or nothing." He was therefore 
prepared to give a " clear majority of members elected by the people upon 
electoral rolls of a reasonably democratic character." But he proposed no 
enlargement of the total numbers of his Legislative Council, and was 
decidedly of ^opinion that constituencies based on " classes and interests " 
should not be replaced by territorial units. " With a territorial system of 
" representation," he wrote, " the professional or politician class will 
" continue to appear in our Council, to strengthen its hold, to give voice to 
" the same ideas and gradually to oust all rivalry on the part of the 
" more stable and conservative elements." Apprehensions as to the probable 
effect of radical changes in the present composition of the Councils were 
expressed still more strongly by other Lieutenant-Governors (Bihar and 
Orissa, the Punjab) and by the Chief Commissioners. The changes which 
they were prepared to recommend were of a strictly limited nature. 

On some points most of the high officers consulted are agreed. They are 
ready to extend the franchise, to substitute direct for indirect methods 
of election, they are anxious to secure a fair representation of all classes 
and interests of the community in ,the Councils and they would like, 
to lessen, if possible, the predominance'of "the lawyer politician. But 
while Lord Carmichael and Lord Willingdon think with the authors 
of the scheme of large territorial electorates that such electorates by 
developing political interest would decrease the influence of the professional 
politician, the civilian Lieutenant-Governors and Chief Commissioners are 
convinced that they would have the contrary effect. Again, all the 
authorities consulted are against any changes that would convert the 
Councils into parliaments. Lord Willingdon thinks it of fundamental 
importance that " the constitutional functions of the present Councils as 
" legislative assemblies to assist and advise the head of the Province should 
" not be so modified as to introduce, or be capable of being interpreted as 
" introducing, into India the principle of Parliamentary government by 
" representative institutions." Lord Carmichael has expressed himself to 
the same effect. It would be madness, he said, to give the Councils full and 
direct control over the executive at present or until the mass of the people of 
India were much better educated than at present. They both see that 



enlarged Councils with elected members in a substantial majority will 
control legislation, having powers to pass measures which the Government 
disapproves and to reject measures which the Government has brought 
forward. But they would trust the Councils not to use this weapon of 
offence to embarrass or to get the upper hand of the executive, and think 
that they would be steadied by their increased powers and responsibilities. 
Sir James Meston is equally emphatic that the reformed Councils should 
have no power to vote upon the Budget or to pass resolutions bearing on the 
Government. But he is more afraid than Lord Willingclon or Lord 
Carmichael that a strong elected majority would use its powers to the full to 
the discomfort of the Government. Sir M. 0'Dwyer shares this appre
hension, and for that" reason is against the grant of an elected majority in 
the Council of his Province. 

As may be gathered from these views, no authority consulted is prepared 
to give to the reconstituted Councils direct power or responsibility in matters 
of administration or finance. The statutory powers of the Councils would be 
confined, as at present, to legislation, to asking questions and to "moving and 
debating resolutions which would not bind the Government. 

It has been necessary to refer at some length to the replies of heads of 
Provinces to the Viceroy's confidential request for opinion on the alternative 
schemes of Council reform, since they furnish the best material for a 
judgment as to how the scheme which the Government of India have now 
finally adopted "would, if approved by the Secretary of State in Council, be 
received by the Local Governments whom it would affect. It is clear that 
most of these Governments would avail themselves of the option which the 
scheme allows to retain the class system of electorates, and that they would 
not wish to enlarge the present numbers of the Councils, and that some of 
them would show cause for not providing a majority of elected members. 

In that case, only two Governments—Bengal and Bombay—would be 
found ready to take full advantage of the scheme by adopting the system of 
territorial constituencies and largely increasing the size of their Legislative 
Councils. Assuming for the moment that it is decided to approve the 
Government of India's proposals and to apply to Parliament for the necessary 
amendment of the Act of 1909, the situation that would arise' would be 
somewhat as follows. In India the scheme would be denounced by the 
national party as. altogether inadequate, and as falling too utterly below 
their legitimate expectations, as described in the Memorandum of the 
19 members, and in the National Congress and Moslem League manifesto, 
to be accepted even as the first instalment of reform. Those Local 
Governments that were not prepared to go as far as the Governments of 
Bengal and Bombay would be described as reactionary, and pressure would 
be used to deprive' them of the option wdiich they would have under the 
Government of India's scheme to reconstitute their Councils on conservative 
lines. In Parliament the Secretary of State for India would have to propose 
legislation to double or nearly double the maximum limits set to the number 
of members of the Provincial Legislative Councils by the Act of 1909, while 
explaining that only two Local Governments at present desired to increase 
the size of their Councils, and laying papers which would show that the 
scheme for reconstructing the Councils and their electorates which 
involved this, augmentation of numbers was disapproved by other Local 
Governments. 

A situation of this kind would be strategically weak, however sound the 
case for making a political advance in India at the present time may be, and 
however strong may be the merits of the Government of India's scheme as 
a mean between counsels of extreme caution and extravagant demands of 
the nationalists. His Majesty's Government, even if fully satisfied on these 
points, might well hesitate to give their approval to the Government of 
India's proposals without further inquiry. And from the nature of the case 
the inquiry would preferably be made by an impartial and independent 
Commission or Committee, the members of which were familiar with the 
practical working of representative institutions and competent to form a 
sound judgment on the preparedness of India for a further political advance 
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and to weigh the conflicting recommendations of the Indian Governments 
and the demands of advanced reformers. 

The need for such an inquiry is greatly strengthened if doubts exist 
as to the soundness and sufficiency of the scheme for which sanction is 
sought. That there are such doubts can scarcely be denied. A. scheme 
which neither satisfies the Local Governments nor the party of reform and 
about which the Government of India themselves are not unanimous must, 
on this account alone, give rise to doubt. Indian politicians of the pro
gressive class have fixed their desires on an early realisation of home-rule 
for India, and demand that as a step towards this elected representatives of 
the Indian people should now be directly associated with the administration 
and given a controlling voice in its counsels. As a minimum they ask that 
the elected members shall be in a considerable majority in all the Legis
lative Councils, Imperial and Provincial, and that the vote of the Councils 
on matters of finance' and of administration shall, subject to a suspensory 
veto (and possibly other minor safeguards), be binding upon the Government. 
The Government of India would give the elected members a clear majority 
in the Provincial Councils but would not concede increased authority to 
these bodies. " W e do not," say the Government of India, "recommend 
" any immediate, expansion of powers in the direction which a number of 
" progressive ' politicians desire. "We have no wish to develop the Councils 
" as quas i-parliaments. Nor are we prepared at present to give them an3^
" thing in the nature of direct financial or administrative control; this may, 
" we think, come at some later stage of their political evolution, but we have 
" no doubt that the time for such an advance is not yet. There is much to 
" be done in the way of political training, and towards the inculcation of a 
" real sense of administrative responsibility, before any step can be taken in 
" t h i s direction." To the " progressive " politician this will seem a blank 
negation of his ambitions. And looking at the problem from the Govern
ment standpoint it may be doubted whether the policy which is here 
outlined will generate in the Provincial Councils, enlarged and liberalised 
yet denied any right of effective co-operation with or direct control over the 
executive, a sense of administrative responsibility or give their members a 
political training. If the scheme will merely result in representative 
assemblies expanded to the size of small parliaments, the elected members 
of which are always chafing under a sense of ineffectiveness and in perpetual 
yet unavailing opposition to the Government, the conditions will be favour
able neither to healthy political development nor to contentment. It would 
almost seem that the Government of India's scheme goes too far in some 
respects and not far enough in others. 

It is also doubtful from the Government of India's attitude towards 
their own proposals whether they have complete confidence in the principles 
on which they propose to reconstitute the Provincial Councils. They do not 
propose to apply them to the Imperial Legislative Council. But if the 
reconstruction of Provincial Councils is considered necessary in order to give 
the members a political training and a greater sense of administrative 
responsibility while withholding from them all direct financial or adminis
trative control, it is difficult to see why the Imperial Council should remain 
unreformed and a much needed training-and discipline in the domain of 
Imperial affairs withheld, when they could be given under conditions that 
prevent an elected majority from imposing its will on the executive. Again, 
the wide discretion which the Government of India propose to give to Local 
Governments to determine the character and number of the constituencies 
and the size and even the existence of an elected majority suggests a want 
of faith or failure of purpose. Most of the Local Governments, if left to 
themselves, would not adopt territorial electorates or largely increase the 
total number of members, and would be chary about an elected majority. 
Unless therefore they should yield to external political pressure and remodel 
their Councils on the plan of the most advanced provinces, the actual advance 
in political reform would be reduced outside of Bengal and Bombay to exiguous 
dimensions. The option proposed for Local Governments would not only 
place them in a difficult and almost unfair position but would make the net 
outcome of the scheme uncertain. 



On these grounds it is submitted that whether regard be had to the 
contents of the scheme itself or to the reception it would meet with from 
official and parliamentary critics on the one hand and from Indian nationalists 
on the other, His Majesty's Government would not be well advised to 
sanction it without further inquiry. It is also submitted that the inquiry 
should be made by a Royal Commission or by a small Committee appointed 
in this country. 

The inquiry, it is suggested, should proceed on the assumption that a 
substantial advance in the direction of liberalising the Legislative Councils, 
Provincial and Imperial, and in associating them in some measure with the 
executive in financial and administrative affairs, is desirable. 

The Executive Councils.—The enquiry should extend, it is submitted, to 
the constitution and functions of the Provincial Executive Councils. 
Executive Councils exist in the Presidency Governments of Madras, Bombay 
and Bengal, and in the Lieutenant-Governor's province of Bihar and Orissa. 
It is probable that an Executive Council will be established after the war in 
the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, and its establishment is likely to 
be followed by a demand from the Punjab for an Executive Council in that 
province. Under the Act of 1909 these Executive Councils consist of such 
numbers of members not exceeding four as may from time to time be 
determined. The present practice is to fix the number at three, of whom 
two are European officials belonging to the Indian Civil tService and the 
third is an Indian. Among their reform proposals the Government of India 
recommend that in future in each provincial Executive Council half the 
members shall be Indian. In the Presidential Governments the Government 
of India would raise the number of members to four. In provinces under 
Lieutenant-Governors they would fix the number at four or at two as may be 
found desirable. 

The proposal is not one of the first importance in itself, but indirectly it 
raises the whole question of the functions of these Councils, of their place 
in the provincial administrative system and of their relation to the Legis
lative Councils. Up to 1909 Provincial Executive Councils existed only in 
Bombay and Madras and consisted of two members. The Act of that year 
authorised an increase in the number of members in the existing Councils 
and the creation of Executive Councils in other provinces. The additions 
thus made to the higher administrative staff of the provinces have not been 
accompanied by corresponding reductions in existing establishments and 
re-arrangement of duties. The Councils have been superimposed on an old 
structure without inquiry as to their effect in increasing expenditure, 
reduplicating work and making the headquarters machinery of Government 
more complicated and cumbersome than before. The proposed enlargement 
of some at least of the Executive Councils to the maximum number of four 
members makes it desirable that there should be an inquiry into possible 
consequential changes in the administrative system of the Provincial 
Governments and into the functions of the Councillors. A further 
question as to these Councils is raised in the Memorandum of the 19 members 
recommending that the Legislative Council of a Province should have a voice 
in the selection of the Indian Members of the Provincial Executive Council. 
A similar suggestion was made to the A7iceroy by Lord Willingdon. The idea 
is one that might with advantage be followed up in any investigation of the 
system of Provincial Executive Councils. 

The Goal:-lt is not proposed to examine critically the definition of the 
aim and intent of British rule in India which the Government of India have 
meticulously framed. Issues of high policy must first be settled before the % 
formula can be touched. There is a general consensus of opinion among high 
authorities in India that some such declaration of policy is required, if only 
to warn the uninstructed Indian public not to be led away by impracticable 
*4^1s dangled before them by advanced politicians of the Tilak and 
Mrs. Besant type. There is no unanimity as to the terms of the declaration, 
^nd it- is probable that a much simpler and more explicit formula would 
better serve the purpose. 

India Office, 
22nd May 1917. 



A P P E N D I C E S . 

APPENDIX A. -

M E M O R A N D U M O N POST-WAR R E F O R M S S U B M I T T E D T O T H E V I C E R O Y 

B Y N I N E T E E N E L E C T E D M E M B E R S O F T H E I M P E R I A L L E G I S L A T I V E C O U N C I L . 

(Extract.) 
$ a ty 

1. In all the Executive Councils, Provincial and Imperial, half the 
number of members should be Indians ; the European element in the 
Executive Councils should, as far as possible, be nominated from the ranks 
of men trained and educated in the public life of England, so that India 
may have the benefit of a wider outlook and larger experience of the outside 
world. It is not absolutely essential that the members of the Executive 
Councils, Indians or Europeans, should have experience of actual administra
tion, for, as in the case of ministers in England, the assistance of the 
permanent officials of the departments is always available to them. As 
regards Indians,. we venture to say that a sufficient number of qualified 
Indians, who can, worthily fill the office of members of the Executive Council 
and hold portfolios, is always available. 

The statutory obligation, now existing, that three of the members of the 
Supreme Executive Council shall be selected from the public services in 
India-, and similar provisions with regard to Provincial Councils should be 
removed. The elected representatives of the people should have a voice in 
the selection of the Indian members of the Executive Councils, and for that 
purpose a principle of election should be adopted. 

2. All the Legislative Councils in India should have a substantial 
majority of elected representatives. 

The franchise should be broadened and extended directly to the people, 
Mahomedans or Hindus, wherever they are in a minority, being given proper 
and adequate representation, having regard to their numerical strength and 
position. 

3. The total number of the members.of the Supreme Council should be
not less than 150, and. of the Provincial Councils not less than 100 for the 
major provinces, and not less than 60 to 75 for the minor provinces. 

4. The Budget should be passed in the shape of money bills, fiscal 
autonomy being conceded to India. 

5. The Imperial Legislative Council should have power to legislate on
and discuss and pass resolutions relating to, all matters of Indian 

v 

administration,-and the Provincial Councils should have similar powers with 
regard to Provincial administrations, save and except that the direction of 
military affairs, of.foreign relations, declarations of war, the making of peace, 
and the entering into treaties, other than commercial, should be vested in 
the Government of India. As a safeguard, the Governor-General in Council 
qr the Governor in Council, as the case may be, should have the rights of 
veto which, however, should be exercised subject to certain conditions and 
limitations. 



APPENDIX B. 

Scheme for Reconstitution of Provincial Legislative 
Councils. 

(Extract, paraaraph 48, Secret Despatch No. 17 of 
24th November 

48. After careful consideration we have come to the following general 
conclusions on these matters :— 

(1) There should be an elected majority, in the councils: .each local 
government to consider and suggest what the size of this majority 
should be in its owu province. In the event of any particular 
local government considering that an elected majority is undesirable 
in its province, it would have to demonstrate clearly the reasons for 
that opinion. 

(2) There should be a wide extension of the franchise in the various 
provinces, adapted to their local circumstances, so that the 
members of their councils shall be returned by really large con
stituencies. 

(3) As to the system of electorates, some of us regarcf one based primarily 
on territorial units as prima facie more convenient than one of 
purely class constituencies, as tending to give greater play to local 
interests and ideas, and larger weight to the landed interests 
which are so enormously preponderant in the India of to-day. We 

- are not all equally convinced regarding the relative merits of 
either system, upon which the opinions of those whom we have 
confidentially consulted also-differ, but with the exception of our 
Honourable Colleagues Sir Reginald Craddock and Sir Sankaran 
Nair, we agree that the question is one on which discretion may be 
left to each local government to determine for itself whether to 
adopt territorial constituencies, or to retain class and interest 
electorates, or to combine both systems as they may find most 
suitable after full consideration of local circumstances. 

(4) The adoption of these views would probably require an enlargement— 
in some cases it may be a considerable enlargement—of the 
numbers of the existing councils, and legislation to this end would 
be necessary and desirable. -

It will thus be seen that we hold that there can be no uniform system 
that must apply to every province regardless of itS'State of progress and its 
local conditions. Such a method would either force the less advanced 
provinces into changes for which they are not yet ripe, or conversely, and 
more probably, keep back the provinces which are politically more advanced. 
We are therefore prepared to agree, where necessary, to marked differences 
between province and province in the composition of the councils, the 
extent of the elected majority and the constituencies and electoral franchise 
upon which these councils are based. Our Honourable Colleague Sir 
Reginald Craddock differs from us, however, on two points. While not 
objecting to an elected majority, he is entirely opposed to the enlargement 
of the .present statutory limits of the larger councils, and he is so con
vinced of the necessity of maintaining class representation, that he is not 
willing to allow to local governments the option of adopting the territorial 
system. He has explained his reasons in a separate minute. Our Honourable 
Colleague Sir Sankaran Nair on the other hand, would make the territorial 
system universal. - -
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APPENDIX C. 

T R E A T M E N T O F I M P E R I A L L E G I S L A T I V E C O U N C I L . 

(Extract, paragrapJi 54, Secret Despatch No. 17 of 
;24i/i November 1016.) -

S- * $

54. We desire to emphasize the fact.that the proposals which Ave have 
made in regard to the provincial legislative councils do not apply to the 
Imperial Council. On the short experience gained since the Morley-Minto 
reforms were introduced, we do. not think it advisable to modify the con
stitution of that Council for the present. It will have been seen from what 
has gone before that our object is gradually to work up to a state of affairs 
in which the constitution of the provincial legislative councils will come to 
justify am expansion of their powers and functions, and we must wait until 

-this development has taken place before we can safely contemplate any 
serious modification in the constitution of the Imperial Legislative Council. 
That council is sui generis. It is concerned with the affairs of British India 
as a whole. It may often have to deal with matters of grave importance, 
such as the army and the higher finance, as Avell as with the control of the 
great Imperial departments. Its business sometimes touches upon the 
interests of the Native States, and ma3r also be concerned with matters 
affecting the relations of India, both with Great Britain and Avith other 
parts of the Empire. 

APPENDIX D. 

P R O P O S E D D E F I N I T I O N O F T H E " G O A L . " 

(Extract, paragraph 35, Secret Despatch No. 7 of 
24th November 1916.) 

We have consulted many experienced and competent advisers, and Ave 
now, in the passage which next follows, formulate an ideal Avhich Ave believe 
Avill give satisfaction to Indian aspirations without embarrassing the present 
or future administration of the country : 

" The goal to which Ave look forward is the endowment of British. India as 
an. integral part of the Empire, with, self-government, but the rate of progress 
towards that goal must depend upon the improvement and Avide diffusion of 
education, the softening of racial and religious differences, and the accpuisition 
of political experience. 

" The form of self-government to which she may EArentually*attain must be 
regulated by the special circumstances of India. They differ so Avidely from 
those of any other part of the Empire that Ave cannot altogether look for a 
model in those forms of self-government which already obtain in the great 
Dominions. In all parts of the Empire Avhich now enjoy self-government, 
it has been the result, not of any sudden inspiration of theoretical statesman
ship, but of a steady process of practical evolution, substantially facilitated 
by the possession of a more or less common inheritance of political traditions, 
social customs and religious beliefs. 

"British India has been built up on different lines, and under different 
conditions, and must Avork out by the same steady process of EArolution a 
definite constitution of her own. In Avhat exact form this may eventually be 
cast it is neither possible nor profitable for us to attempt now to determine, 
but we contemplate her gradual progress tOAvards a larger and larger measure 
of control by her own people,-the steady and conscious development of 
which Avill ultimately result in a form of self-government, differing perhaps 
in many ways from that enjoyed by other parts of the Empire, but evolved 



on lines which have taken into account India's past history, and the special 
circumstances and traditions of her component peoples, and her political and 
administrative entities. 

"Our most anxious desire is to see a real and immediate advance made 
towards this goal, and in the belief that the time has now come when the 
rate of progress may be accelerated on definite lines, we propose :  

(a) " To develop, urban and rural self-government in the direction of 
giving greater powers to the local boards and councils, and making 
these more predominantly non-official and elective in character, 
while at the same time extending the franchise in the wards or 
other constituencies by which the elected members are chosen. 

(5) " To increase the proportion of Indians in the higher branches of the 
public service, and thereby to enable Indians to take a more 
important part in the administration of the country. 

(c) " To pave the way for an ultimate enlargement of the constitutional 
powers of the provincial legislative councils—(i) through an 
increase in the elected element; and (ii) through a material 
expansion of the constituencies by which the elected members are 
chosen, so as to bring about a state of things under which they 
will become more truly representative of the interests of the people 
as a whole.". 
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Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland. 95 

?OOD PRODUCTION SCHEMES. IRELAND. 1917. 

li I WeSor̂ niaafl prepared tin compliance with Qhief Secretary's 
' Kinute of 17th March, 1917 

Week ending 3"rd May, 1917 

The following is a brief summary of the wor3t of the Department dur

ing the past week in connection with the special Schemes for Increased 

poor! Production in Ireland 

The Administration of the gogulation enforcing compulsory tillage. 

The number of cases in which the Department have entered, or are 

making arrangements to enter, upon holdings for the purpose of having 

the requisite area placed under cultivation is 355.-

Out of the 8,561 cases in which warning notices were served 5,?74 

arc new regarded as satisfactory. 

Local Organisation through Co. Committees of Agriculture 

Complaints are still being received as to difficulty in obtaining 

artificial manures for the potato crop. In such cases the Department 

are recommending tho use of basic -slag and sulphate of ammonia instead 

of the usual potate mixtures. Fairly large supplies of the fertilisers 

named are available. 

The propaganda for the promotion of potato spraying is being carried 

on energetically and successfully. Practically the whole strength of 

the county organisation consisting of the Co. Committees of Agriculture 

and their staffs, the special food production sub-committees and the 

local or parish committees of farmers, is being centred on this work. 

A considerable number of special spraying demonstrators have already 

been appointed by the County Committees. On the wholo, farmers arc 

becoming alive to the situation, ahci shopkeepers are ordering supplies 

much in excess *f thoso ordered in previous years. Harvesting 
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machinery and "binder twine are a l s o "being ordered. 

Loans for A g r i c u l t u r a l Implements .' 

The number of new a p p l i c a t i o n s for loans rece ived by the Depart

ment t h i s week was 63 , The t o t a l value of machinery ordered to date 

under the Scheme i s £34 ,308 . 

Supply of Spraying Machines ar*d Mater ia l s 

Def inite arrangements have now been made for the d i s p o s a l through 

trade channels of the spraying machines purchased b£ the Department 

for I r i s h requirements , v i z : 

9,500 hand sprayers 
500 horse-power sprayers 
400 c a r t sprayers . 

Traders throughout the country have been n o t i f i e d of the 

arrangements made and of the sources from which machines may be ob

tainod. The i n t e n t i o n i s tha t p o t a t o - g r o w e r s . s h a l l purchase l o c a l l y 

the spa-rying machines and m a t e r i a l s thoy may r e q u i r e . 

Trans i t of Farming R e q u i s i t e s 

The labour d i spute a t the Port of Dublin, which had prevented 

3aiJings cf four shipping companies to or from the Fort during l a s t 

week, was s e t t l e d on the 18th' i n s t . 

Three thousand seven hundred and twenty-one tons of phosphates 

arrived a t the Port of Dublin during the week, and about o  , 200 tons 

cf manures, 308 tons of sulphate of copper, 917 mowing machines, 

a number of potato sprayers and reapers and binders and a quant i ty 

of binder twine were forwarded from Dublin by r a i l and Canal. 

Arrangements have been made for the convoyanco of a t ruck- load 

of potato sprayers from four, Oaks S t a t i o n , near Birmingham, each day. 



Maintenance of Livci Stock 

During the period from the 15th to 31st inst.,inclusive, 

714 applications for licences to slaughter or export under 

the Order relating to breeding sows were received and 556 

licences were issued. 



Intelligence Bureau, 

Department of Information. 

SECTION D. pRg/005. 

WEEKLY REPORT ON RUMANIA. V. 

May 24, 1917. 

Opening of the Parliamentary Session. 

Mr Bratianu returned from Petrograd on May 16 in time for 

the meeting of Parliament which had been summoned for May 17. 

He declared himself "entirely satisfied with the conversations 

he had had with the Russian Government and other officials". 

Even if these conversations were as satisfactory as Mr Bratianu 

states, It is doubtful if they will lead for the moment to a 

more sympathetic attitude on the part of the Russian Government 

and nation towards Rumania. Rumania is not in favour at present 

either with the army or the nation generally. The Socialists 

and Jews will only abandon their dislike and distrust of 

Rumania as a land of boyars and anti-Semites when they see 

definite and far-reaching reforms proposed and carried in 

Parliament. Rumanian national claims cannot even appeal to the 

support of Slav sentiment in Russia, whatever that counts for 

now. The only member of the Government Mr Bratianu saw who is 

likely to have been at all favourable to his statement of 

Rumania's case is Mr Milyukov, who, in spite of his sympathies 

with Bulgaria, was always willing to extend a certain measure 

of support to any claims of Rumania he thought justified. . 

But on the day on which Mr Bratianu got back to Iasi Mr Milyukov 

resigned, and, therefore, any friendly relations Mr Bratianu 

may have established with the late Foreign Minister are unlikely 

to count for much with his successor and his Socialist colleagues. 



At the meeting of the Rumanian Chamber mn May i q , Mr Bratianu 
read a Government declaration requesting Parliament. to insert 
in the Rumanian Constitution two great principles: universal 
suffrage and expropriation of the land in favour of the 
peasants. He added that these principles would Toe studied 
at leisure so that their application should he practical and 
effective. The Government was also considering other plans, 
including the Jewish question, which had arisen, at an opportune 
moment. There seems to he little doubt that the Rumanian 
Government at least feels the need, even if it is not enthusiastic 
about the principle, of completely democratising the franchise 
and the ownership of the land. It is to "be hoped that these 
two reforms,which have been promised by the King and outlined 
by the Government, will pass through Parliament quickly and 
without much reactionary opposition. This is essential to the 
favourable reinstatement of Rumania in Russian and American 
opinion. 

On the question of the Jews Mr Bratianu is less satisfactory. 
The important agrarian and financial interests, which to a large 
extent control his own National Liberal Party and still more 
that of his old opponents the Conservatives, probably still 
count for much in delaying and hampering any complete equalisation 
of the Jews with the other inhabitants of the country. 
Mr Bratianu was very slow to realise the urgency of the Jewish 
question, and but for his able colleague's, Fir Take Iones.cu's, 
insistence would probably once'again have procrastinated 
as he has often done before. There seems little doubt that the 
conjecture put forward by Sir George Barclay in a recent wire 
that Mr Ionescu was chiefly responsible for the inclusion of 



jewish reform in the Government's progranme is entirely correct. 
It is useless to hope, however, that in spite of the critical 
nature of the situation all parties will he agreed in Rumania 
on the advisability and urgency of granting full rights to the 
jews. There are certain to be fierce anti-Semitic outbursts 
in the Chamber and probably speeches against any measures proposed 
will be made by such deputies as Cuza and the famous historian 
Professor Iorga. But the whole question of Jewish reform is 
closely bound up with that of franchise and agrarian reform and 
all three questions must be resolutely dealt with if Rumanian 
internal affairs are to be put on a proper democratic footing 
and Rumania is to improve her international status. The creation 
of a Great Rumania, including the Rumanian parts of Hungary, 
is for two reasons dependent on the introduction and execution of 
these reforms: 

(I) Transylvanians will only come into union with Rumania 
if assured that the Government of the country is henceforth to 
be resolutely democratic in character. 

(2) Rumania can only be assured cf the sympathy of the Great 
Powers for her well-justified racial aspirations if she sets her 
own house in order and grants full rights of equality to the 
peasants and the Jews. 

The. Military Situation. 

Fighting has been almost at a standstill for the last four 
months. In a New York Serbian paper which has come to hand an 
interview is given with an American airman, a certain Mr Bert Hall, 
'"ho has just returned from, the Rumanian front. In this Interview * 

ft .. 



he declares that there is practically not a German soldier 
left there and that the enemy armies consist wholly of 
Bulgarians, Turks and Austro-Hungarians. This statement 
seems to he more or less justified. 

The Occupied Territories. 

In my weekly Reports on Bulgaria I have already dealt 
with the fact that the Bulgarians are claiming the whole of 
Dobrogea as Bulgarian territory, Considerable propaganda 
is being carried on and the Bulgarisation or, as it is claimed, 
re-Bulgarisation of various districts of Dobrogea is proceeding 
apace.. Even the Bulgarian Socialists at Stockholm have put 
in a claim for the incorporation of Dobrogea in Bulgaria, and 
the Bulgarian press is full of "proofs" of the Bulgarian 
character of nearly all the towns of Dobrogea, even as far 
North as Tulcea on one of the mouths of the Danube. 

I have no recent evidence as to the character of the 
Bulgarian administration. It is certain that during the first 
Bulgarian advance into the province the Bulgarian armies 
committed atrocities on the civilian population, though the 
Bulgarians claim that the Rumanian armies during their retreat 
behaved atrociously to the Bulgar population. 

A.W.A.L. 
Eay 24, 1917. 
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Special Memorandum on 

$he $aval Meeting at Cronstadt. 

- - - 0 O 0 0O0 0O0 

I hare heard the account of what happened at Cronstadt from the 

lips of Captain V., a technical officer of ability and distinction, 

v/ho v/as engaged upon highly responsible work in the fortress. Capt

ain V. is a man of quifct manner, silent unless he has something to say 

that is worth listening to, devoted to his profession; and he did not 

utter one angry or resentful word against those of whose excesses he 

was the witness. I have no doubt of the absolute truth of what he 

related. 

On the evening of Monday, liarch 12, (Russian style, February 27) 

Captain V. learnt, he said, by telephone of what was happening at \ 

Petrograd. The Commandant of the fortress, Admiral Viren, v/as also 

in possession of the facts, but he made no oublic announcement and 

took no steps: he v/as waiting, V. believed, for orders from his 

superiors as to what he should do. ' However on Tuesday, March 13, 

Cronstadt remained absolutely quiet. The men v/ent to work as usual 

and there was no disturbance. In the afternoon V.'s workmen came to 

bira and asked leave to go early in order to attend a meeting in the 

cathedral square; they were entirely respectful and v/ell-behaved, and 

^be gave them leave at once. V. v/ent home, had a bath and read while 



ne and his v/ife had their evening tea. \7hile they were having it the 

servants came and begged him to take precautions against danger. V. 

Knew that in Petrograd officers v/ere having their arms taken from them, 

and answered that there was nothing to be afraid of, but that if any one 

came to ask for arms he should at once be given the swords which were 

in a stand in the hall. V. and his wife went to bed as usual. Hext 

morning (\7ednesday, March 14) V. was roused early by a telephone call 

from the daughter of an elderly official, who said that her father had 

Veen arrested and begged for assistance. V. said that he would make 

inquiries, and no sooner had rung off than he had a telephone call from 

the father himself, saying that he had been arrested but released again, 

because &e was a civilian. ' Almost immediately after this, the servants 

came in to say that there was something going on in the street. V. 

looked out and saw a guard of armed men, accompanied by a noisy crowd, 

coming to the house. The guard came to the door and were admitted, but 

the crowd stayed outside and afterwards went away. V. asked the men 

what they wanted. They said * Captain V.'. He answered *I am Captain 

V*.f. On this they put revolvers to his head with their left hands and 

held out their right hands, insisting that he should shake hands and 

Address them as ^Comrades'. This he did. They then asked for arms 

and took V ^ s swords and a Browning that was lying in the drawer of his 

desk. ]Jext they demanded drink, and he had half a bottle of brandy 

brought. They were already rather drunk and made a disgusting mess, 

spitting on the carpet and chairs and trampling filth everywhere. "You 

drink too," they said (using the familiar H u  1 ) , "or perhaps you111 

poison us." v. drank with them. "While they were sitting at table, 

they suddenly saw through the open door their reflections in a long pier 

glass in the bedroom and rushed into the room shouting 'there are a lot 

of chaps hidden there.11 only to find they had made fools of themselves. 

The party then prepared to set out. V. asked where they v/ere going. 

The men said, to a guardroom where all the officers arrested v/ere being 

taken, and in the evening it would be decided who should be set free and 

£Who should be killed. V. said good-bye to his wife who had behaved all 
this 
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this time with complete coolness as if the men v/ere ordinary visitors, 

adding that he would probably be back in the evening. They had a long 

fay to v/alk, and the men soon got tired; tr/ice they stopped v/hile they 

debated whether they should finish off V. at once, but the senior among 

them, who was also the most drunken, insisted that their orders were to 

take him alive to the guardroom and this view finally prevailed. On 

the v/ay they passed the Havy Club and V. saw a large number of corpses 

lying in the street outside it. He could see that most v/ere those of 

senior officers and it is this fact that makes him and his fellovr 

officers think that the murdered iseii were killed in accordance -..ith a 

list drawn up beforehand by German agents. This suggestion is also 

supported by the fact that in the case of all the arrests made, soldiers 

v/ere sent for naval officers and s a i l o r s were sent for military officers; 

thus there v/ould be no favouritism. Before 10 o'clock V- reached the 

guardroom and found over a hundred other officers already collected there. 

After a while an angry crowd gathered round and v/anted to break in and 

murder all the officers; finding they could not do this they made pre

parations to set the building on fire. On this a force of sailors came 

and marched the officers, jeered by the croY/d, to the convict prison of 

which the Y/alls and gates were too strong to be assaulted. The convicts 

had all been liberated in the morning and no doubt mingled with the 

ferocious mob. At the prison the officers were divided into groups and 

shut up in various cells. At intervals the door of the cell in Y/hich 

Captain V. and those with him Y/ere confined v/as opened and the sailor on 

guard called "Pxear-Admiral So-and-so,!, "Lieutenant 33.", "Colonel M. ". 

Those called went out and were immediately shot in the street outside. 

Among the number was an officer who had been brutally ill-treated, having 

had spikes driven into his back and a heavy bag of flour strapped on to 
them and in this condition had been driven through the streets. He ivas 
l n a fainting condition but  x s picked up like a bundle and taken out to 
oe shot. One officer, an Admiral, received a message that his own men 

had 



had come to safeguard him through the streets, hut that there were onl& 

three of them and i t v/ould he wiser to send for him at night when the 

s t r e e t s would he quieter. The Admiral sent to ask the men to come hack 

Mter . On this they became angry, said that he did not trust them and 

ordered that he should be sent out to them He went out and was at once 

killed. Another, when called, drew a revolver from his pocket and 

committed suicide. This created a great hubbub, as all the officers had 

been searched on being arrested,and they were all again searched still 

more thoroughly for concealed weapons. In the evening, when dark had 

already fallen, Captain y, was called. He went out, expecting instant 

death, but found half a dozen of his own men who took him safely to the 

"quarters of his service. Here he,in company with other officers he 

found there, was treated with every consideration, given dinner - for he 

had had nothing to eat or drink all day - and was elected commanding 

officer by his men. He v/as given a certificate to the effe&t that he 

had the right to move about freely, stamped with a rubber stamp of the 

Temporary Committee of Movement" bearing the word "Ireedomf? and the 

toy Plag. It seemed unlikely that this stamp had been made during this 

very busy day: if the inference tha t i t had been made Ttefoane. w&s sound, 
was 

this/further evidence of preconcerted action by some outside agency. 

JCaptain V. asked the men to j o i n the officers at their meal; they con

sent ed, but shyly and made no attempt at undue familiarity, and whan the 

officers turned in for the n i g h t , s l e e p i n g on m a t t r e s s e s on the f l o o r , 

offered even to take off his boots. This V. re fused , saying that ho 

always took off his own boots. The kind treatment and V.'s be ing a l i v e 

himself he attributed solely t o the good relations that he had always 

cultivated with the men of the service. 

rhe next day, March 15, began badly. A strong guard of men of a 

different service arrived early and wished t o arrest Captain V. They ha.d 

already been to his house and had made his wife sit mbttbonless for tuenty 

^ m t e s with a revolver pressed to either temple. Captain V. shelved his 

c e r t i f i c a t e 



certificate, which seemed to surprise the men Very much, and they went of, 

io the Committee of Movement saying that a mistake had been made. prese; 

ly a message came from the Committee that V.*s election by his men was in? 

admissible and that he was deposed. V. now felt sure that he was going 1 

be killed: he spent the day in \7riting farewell letters, and distributed 

his medals and personal belongings among his comrades. By evening how

evemaothing had happened. When one of the men came to him at night 

again with an offer to take off his boots, V- asked if he knew what the 

objection to himself was. The man answered that he knew, and after some 

pressing told Y. that a denunciation had been made against him on three 

counts. The first was that V. had always been severe in dealing with 

cases of desertion. This V.,in telling the story, admitted to be the 

case: he looked upon desertion as a disgraceful crime that ought to be 

$unished with all the strictures of the law. $he second count was that 

V. had always refused to allow men to remain under his protection when 

they ought to join the Colours. This also was true and V. had had con

stant difficulties owing to his superior officer1 s habit of verbally 

acceding to petitions of this kind and sending the petitioners on to V., 

who had in duty to refuse them. The third was that nevertheless V. had 

made some exceptions and had allowed men to remain when they should have 

been elsewhere. Eere the fact was that on three occasions V. had been 

definitely ordered in writing by his superior to authorise the employment 

of man who should have gone to the army, and he had been compelled under 

protest to carry out his instructions. On these two last points, the man 

said, v. had the women very keenly against him. 

Once again V' 1 s good relations with his men stood him in good stead. 

The next day they refused to give him up, and sent him back to his house 

giving him moreover a guard to see that he was not interfered with. So 

he remained for some days until a pass was brought to him signed by the ne\ 

Commandant of the town, a naval petty officer and a known drunkard. This 

^apowered him to accompany his family to Petrograd, and setting out in the 

evening 
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ening with his wife, - he crept along the by-streets to the:,quay. "Halt.1 

o are you?" Captain V. produced his pass. The sentinel took it and 

loriously conned it. "humph - seems all right." The man handed it to 

s mate. "Aye, seems all right. Get along with you." 

^oince coming to Petrograd Captain V. has been in receipt of authentic 

t78 from Cronstadt. An admiral has been appointed Commandant of the 
1 

rtress but has a coucil of able seamen without whom he can do nothing, 

e soldiers would like to join completely with the new government, but 

I sailors refuse to recognise fully even the authority of the Council 

\7orkmenf8 and Soldiers * Deputies. Outward order is preserved but for 

i rest in the course of a month, the situation remains unchanged. An 

-icer, for instance, who had been elected to his post by his men, was 

ested on a denunciation of three workmen whom, having finished the work 

which they were employed, he ordered to join the forces and was kept 
i ,
prison for ten days. Another officer, who v/as given some days leave 
I 
m Cronstadt, supplemented Captain V.fss narrative v/ith the information 

t the large number of officers imprisoned there are forced to do the 

t menial and degrading work. They have to wash up the men!s slops, to 

an out the latrines, black the petty officers1 boots, and must address 
lmen in the polite plural, the equivalent of  , v o u 8  , while the men call 

& 'tu' and bully and rail at them. Two admirals were made to hew 

p uithin sight of the steamer quay, and they were compelled to wear their 

plder straps, shewing their rank, which is permitted to no other officers 

the streets of Cronstadt. Captain V. estimated the number of officers 

tiered at over a hundred; the other officer quoted said he believed one 

pea. and three. He wanted not to return , but was obliged to, as if 

tUd not it might furnish an excuse for his comrades to be ill-treated 

murdered. He said that when Kerensky; the Minister of "Justice, went 

Cronstadt he was not allowed to f/C told anything of what v/as going on, 

when the government sent to bring the imprisoned officers to Petrograd^ 

^emissary was refused with armed threats. These two officers only 
spoke 
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Bpoke of what they had themselves seen, hut many other excesses are 

fredibly reported, and it is said that after he was hanged, first 

laving been flogged, Admiral Viren^ head was cut off and used "by the f 
iailors as a football. 



Special Memorandum on Crisis in Poland. 

There is an acute crisis in Poland. The agreement concluded 

towards the end of March or in the beginning of April between the 

Central Powers and the Polish Council of State has clearly broken 

down. The Polish Council of State does not dare to issue a 

recruiting appeal; they know that under present conditions the 

number of men who would spontaneously come forward to serve in an 

army under the command of the German Governor-General von Beseler 

would be negligible, but that the Socialist and Radical organisa

tions might enlist en bloc in order to revolutionise the army. 

Unrest, both political and social, is spreading.. Strikes in 

manufacturing and mining districts - German troops in Lodz fired 

at the people - small incidents lead to sharp conflicts (cf. the 

strike at the War saw University and high schools); revolution is in 

the air. After four months of strenuous work the Council of State 

has no results to show because it has no power to carry out its 

schemes; the government of Poland is still in the hands of the 

Central Powers. The lame compromise concluded with them before 

the Russian Revolution is acceptable no longer. The "Left" has 

now openly declared that it considers harmful the further existence 

of the Provisional Council of State and some of its groups have 

actually recalled their representatives from it. They demand that 

a Polish Constituent Assembly be summoned and that a true Polish 

government be formed. 

Also the Conservative elements see that the present situation 

is untenable. But what they want is not merely to create the 

Polish State, but to create it on a basis which would secure ,rlaw 

and order" as they understand it. If there ie no Polish government 
the 

% 



the Polish national cause once more assumes a revolutionary character. 

But if t he re is a Polish Regent and a Polish government every popular 

movement will he decried as high treason, as sacrilege against that 

Inestimable, recovered but as yet very precarious treasure, the 

national Polish Monarchy. It will then be possible to form a con-

Ciript army - conscription is of course inadmissible from the Polish 

national point of view as long as the control of this army would be 

I in German hands. Y/ith a view to internal policy a conscript army 

would be preferable to the Conservatives rather than an army of 

I£urbulent volunteers. The Polish Regent and government would become 

[the rallying point of a l l counter-revolutionary forces and the army 

[their sword. But at the same time even the most ext*reme revolutionaries 

[would have to admit that such a Polish government would be a decided 

improvement on the rule of German and Austrian governors. 

The Central Powers may now see that they must at laat agree as to 

a final settlement of the problem because (a) the present position in 

Poland is untenable, (b) it is to their interest to create the fait 

accompli of a settlement in Poland; this would strengthen their hand 
f' 
in the Polish Question at the coming peace congress. Although nothing 

about the actual course of negotiations for the new Polish settlement 

is allowed to appear in the press the following conclusions are suggested 

by certain incidental remarks which, if taken together and carefully 

analysed, offer fairly good ground for judgment; 

(l) That the Polish Council of State passed on May 1 a 

[resolution in favour of the immediate appointment of a Poliah Regent. 

(2) That negotiations about it have been carried on by the 
5olish "Minister of Political Affairs" (wkich really means foreign 

[affairs), Count \i. Roetworowski at Vienna and Berlin - he was received 

ty" Herr von Zimmermann on May 2. 

(3) That no positive results were reached at this conference 

fhough some principles may -have been agreed upon. 



(4) That Vienna and Berlin decided not to allow Gallcia to b£ 

included in the new Poland; this decision caused a violent outburst 

of opposition from the Galician Poles who demand the union of Galicia 

frith the Kingdom of Poland. The Central Powers may yet be forced to 

ive way to their pressure. 

(5) The Central Powers- will probably do all they can to avoid 

king the new Polish settlement a bar to negotiations with Russia, 

ut will still try to fix in it certain principles with regard to 
-

olend which they desire to carry at the Peace Congress. If the 

ews is true which was published in the l^^Jxrt erjl&z ette of 

ay 16 and which alleged that Count \7. Rostworowski met General 

atianski at Stockholm, this may have been an attempt to use him as 

intermediary in order to sound the opinion of certain circles in 

:.5 Russian government concerning the new settlement. 

L M . 24/5/17 
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WJBEKLY REPORT ON BULGARIA. VI. 

(May 21 j 1917). 

To-day and to-morrow are set aside for consideration of 

the Bulgarian Socialist Delegations views at Stockholm. 

When I wrote my last Report the composition of the Delegation 

was not clear: four Broad Socialists, Sakyzov, Yanulov, 

Sakarov and Dzhidrov. had already left for Stockholm, the two 

remaining members of the Delegation had not been definitely 

chosen, but the Narrow (pacifist) Socialists had refused to 

participate in a Delegation which their paper described as 

one which only sought a Governmental peace. It seemed 

probable, therefore, that two other Broad Socialists, 

Pastukhov and Asen Tsankov, would take these places. Later 

advices show that the Harrow Socialists have revised their 

position and sent two of their number, Kolarov and Kirkov, 

to Stockholm. It is not clear what induced them to modify 

their attitude; perhaps their change of opinion is connected 

with the permission now accorded by the German Government to 

their German Minority Socialists to attend the Stockholm 

Conference, 

It is hard to see what common policy can be decided on 

by the Broad and Harrow Socialists. As I showed in my last 

Report (Ho. V) the Broad Socialist Delegates regard themselves 

as representatives,not only of Bulgarian Socialism, but of 

 the Bulgarian nation as a whole, and left for Stockholm after 

long conversations with, and with the full approval of, 

I
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Badoslavov and the Hungarian Independence leader. Count 

Apponyi. They announced their intention of championing 

Bulgarian nationalist claims, not only to Macedonia and 

Dobrogea, but also to the Morava valley up to the Austrian 

frontier, and are thus clinging to a permanent geographical 

connection with the Central Powers, 

The Harrow Socialists, on the other hand, have always 

been determined opponents of Bulgaria'a intervention in the 

war. Their outlook is entirely internationalist and 

pacifist, and they are at daggers drawn with the Broad 

Socialists, to whom they, in agreement with the majority 

of International Socialists in Europe, deny the name of 

Socialist at all. 
. . . . . ' -

The only explanation of the Narrow Socialists1 parti

cipation in the Delegation must be that the German Government, 

realising the necessity of getting into touch at any cost 

with the Socialists of Russia have decided to allow a free 

hand even to the opponents of Central Europe in Bulgaria 

in order to secure, if possible, either a general peace or 

even a separate peace for Bulgaria which will leave her in 

existence with the greatest possible extension of territory, 

and so providing in the future convenient means for extending 

German influence through the Balkans. 

Till reliable information comes to hand of the attitude 

taken up by the Bulgarian Socialists to-day and to-morrow at 

the Stockholm Conference, it is impossible to say whether 

there has been any real modification of the chauvinistic 

attitude of all Bulgarian parties (with the exception of 

the Harrow Socialists). 

A.W.A.L * 
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WTOCLY REPORT PIT RUSSIA. V. 

(May 21, 1917) 
1, 
Thg "flew Government. 

The new Coalition Government conta ins s i x Socialist members, 

some being Social Revolutionaries and some Social Democrats of the 
Moderate wing. The former belong to the same p a r t y as Mr.Kerenski 
and should more properly be termed Agrarian Socialists, as it is 
chiefly on the land question that they differ from the Social Demo
crats. On the question of war aims their views may be regarded 

as identical with those of the Social Democrats. With Mr.Kerenski 
as Minister of War and Mr.Chernov Minister of Agriculture, the parly 
of the Social Revolutionaries is very strongly represented in the 
Cabinet. The other member, Mr.Pyeshekhonov, the new Min is te r of 

Food Supplies, is an intellectual, belonging to a small group closer 
connected with the same party. He is chiefly known as a publicist 

Two of the leaders of the Mensheviki (the Moderate wing of the 
Social Democrats) have joined the Cabinet, viz: Messrs. Tseretelli 
and Skobelev. Of these the former is the more important owing to 
his striking personality. Like Mr.Kerenski he is a young man (still 
in the 30's) with great gifts of oratory. He is a Georgian by birth 
and was a member of the second Duma, but has spent the last few years 
in exile in Siberia. He shares Mr.Kerenski's views both as regards 
the vigorous prosecution of the war and the enunciation of war aims 
without annexations or indemnities. Mr.Skobelev is a man of l e s s 

account than either Mr.Tseretelli or Mr.Chkheidze. The latter has 
not entered the Cabinet, evidently wishing to retain his post as 
President of the Council of Workmen.'s and Soldiers' Delegates.. 

The resignation of Messrs. Guchkov and Milyukov will put the 

Coalition Cabinet in a much stronger position in dealing with the 

Council of Workmen's and Soldiers' Delegates. It will be much 

more difficult for the Extremists to rouse strong feeling against 



the new Government now that they are no longer able to use the 
names of Guchkov and Milyukov for the purposes of agitation. 
The statement made by the New foreign Minister on May 20 is most 
conciliatory towards the Socialists without giving way to their 
extravagant demands about the publication of secret treaties. 

' Mr. Tereshchenko is most friendly towards England and has no 
political past to make him unpopular in Russia. 

War Aims and Peace Tendencies. 
The immediate problem that the new Government will have to 

deal with is that of war aims. The Government has pledged itself 
to "a peace without annexations or indemnities and based on the 
right of nations to decide their own affairs", and has promised 
to "take steps towards bringing about an agreement with the allies 
on the basis of its declaration of April 10". 

There is little doubt that Russia1s war aims will now be 
stated much more definitely than while Mr.Milyukov was Foreign 
Minister. The fact that Mr.Avksentyev, A Social revolutionary, 
hoia.s the next position to Mr.Tereshchenko in the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs means that the cry "peace without annexations or 
indemnities" will be given more definite shape. So far this cry 
has been left vague; it may now be applied to particular questions. 
In general terms the Moderate Socialists-agree that the only bas.is 
for a rearrangement of the map of Europe is the self-determination 
of Nationalities, i.e. the right of nations to decide under what 
government they shall live. They refuse to accept the right of 
possession as the result of military conquest. As applied to the 
German Colonies they will not listen to any justification of our 
right to keep our conquests until we accept the principle that all 
these matters shall be made the subject of negotiation at the peace 
conference. They do not demand the return of the Colonies to 
Germany, but that the subject should remain open to discussion, 
in other words they will not- admit that the ill-treatment of peoples 
by the Germans and Turks gives us the right to annex the territories 



concerned now, though they are willing to acknowledge our motives 
and perhaps accept our conclusions provided we agree to the 
principle of free discussion at the peace conference. Otherwise 
they regard our explanations as excuses or cloaks for Imperialism. 
It would appear that we can only meet them on the principle they 
have themselves enunciated, viz. "the self-determination of 
nationalities"; until or unless that principle can be accepted 
"by England, France and Italy, they will probably continue to 
denounce the Allied Governments as Imperialists 

She formula "no annexations, no indemnities and the self
determination of nationalities" is roughly outlined in the follow
ing peace programme published by the organ of the Moderate Social 
Democrats: -* 

(1) The old map of Europe will serve as the basis for defining 
the boundaries of States * 

(2) Each of the belligerent States is given the right to lay 
claim to any province on its frontiers which before the war was 
in foreign hands * 

(g) The population of the frontier-provinces are given the 
right of declaring their wish to form an independent State and to 
lay claim to any provinces in one or several belligerent 
countries. This declaration will be considered if not less thanj 
for example, ten per cent, of the adult population declares 
in favour of it. 

(4) In the event of such a wish being expressed, the Peace 
by 

Conference undertakes to arrange/a definite date a plebiscite. 
The voting must be universal, equal -and secret and must take 
place under the supervision of representatives of both sides 
and of the local population. The result of the voting is to be 
the final decision of the question. 

(5) A fund of, for example, 25 milliard francs is to be formed 
for the restoration of provinces that have been overrun. The 
belligerent States are to take part in the formation of the fund 
in proportion to their military expenses. The fund is to e 
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distributed between the provinces that have suffered according to 

the damage that has been done. This fund is the democratic 

alternative to indemnities^ 

The Land Question. 
The Land Question is the one that chiefly interests the vast 

majority of the population. A proper solution of this question in 

the immediate future is of the utmost importance for (l) political 

(2) economic reasons, 

(l) The most reliable and moderating force in Russia is to be 

found in the peasantry. The All-Russia Peasant Congress now sitting 

in Petrograd desires that the land shall be shared among those 

that work it and that no man shall have more land than he can work 

himself. If the members of the Congress get definite assurances 

from the Government (as they undoubtedly will from the new 

Government) that their requests will be granted,they will exercise 

a very steadying influence in the country districts when they 

return home. This will have an equally steadying effect on the 

troops at the front, the bulk of whom are peasants. 

(2) The land question must be dealt with vigorously for 

economic reasons. Agrarian disorders are being reported almost 

daily from many districts. This is largely due to the conduct of 

the landowners, who, knowing that their lands will be taken from 

them by the Constituent Assembly, are trying to realise as much 

money as they can by cutting down their forests. Such conduct 

infuriates the peasants, who demand that aid. land transactions 

must be prohibited such as the sale or mortage of land,and that 

district Committees must be formed for the sowing and tilling 

of waste land, etc The landowners, feeling that they may soon 

be dispossessed of their estates, have neglected the sowing of 

their lands and unless measures are takeh immediately the country 

may be threatened with famine in the near future. 
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Special, Memorandum on Serbian Conspiracy Trial. 
2£nd. ivlay, 1917. 

At my. request Mr  Seton :Jatson has contributed the c

following Memorandum on the importance of the recent Serbian con
spiracy.trial which has ended in,the condemnation of General Damian 
Popovi6 and his associates. 

. (Initialled) A.W.A.L. 

lews has reached London that sentence of d-eath-has been 
passed by a Serbian .Court Martial sitting in Salonica upon 
General Damian Popcvicf--and several -other officers implicated in the 
alleged conspiracy against the life of'the Prince. Regent. It"is, 
of course, impossible to venture an opinion upon their guilt'or 
innocence, since the whole affair has been shrouded- in mystery for 
months past. It is, however, necessary'to emphasise the deplorable 
effects already noticeable as the result of the steps taken by the 
Serbian Government" against so many officers of high merit and dis
tinction. Among the 50 or so; implicated are included several men 
who enjoyed the special confidence of the late. Volvode Putnik - e..g. 
Colonel Milovanovitch, one of the best officers on the Headquarters 
Staff during, the Balkan Wars and later on a go-between of Nish and 
Athens - and. also some officers, whose promotion had been unusually 
rapid owing to- their great- ability. 

iftor the great Serbian retreat of December 1915, the 
Pashitch Cabinet, removed f.ron: their commands the Volvo de Putnik 
and almost all theArmy --chiefs: and,- rightly or wrongly, this 
was very widely interpreted as an attempt on the part of the 

politicians/ 



politicians to shift the blame for the catastrophe on to the 

shoulders of the military. -So drastic a clearance naturally 

created many malcontents in the army, and their numbers have 

steadily grown ever since,' The inevitable result, has been to 

introduce, a political element into purely military affairs and 

to throw.the dispossessed officers into the arms of opponents 

of the Pashitch regime. Here again it is being very freely 

hinted, that the.authorities welcomed any opportunity of ridding 

themselves of dangerous critics and rivals. 

-HO evidence has been allowed to transpire as to.the 

alleged plot, and the fact, that so many officers of high .. 

reputation were involved has aroused in many Serbian quarters 

doubts and suspicion, besides having a very bad effect upon the 

army itself, . Should the death sentence be confirmed, there 

would he grave danger of the army being split into two rival 

factions and a consequent reversion to the fends Which were 

once the curse of Serbia. 

. There is a wide feeling that General Popovie'8 past 

record (he was one of the officers' implicated in the Regicide 

of. .1903, though not, one of the actual murderers) Is being 

exploited against him. 

Their execution would provide the German and,, above 

all, the Austrian propagandists with a'dmiralile;Wft3*t̂ J&iwd- lor. prdring 

the insecure position and unscrupulous character of the: Karageorge

vitch dynasty and its instruments, 

, It.would also nave a specially deplorable effect in 

icussia at a moment;-when the -Russians; have abolished the death . 

sentence, ,and.would.alienate Russian public .-Bympa-thy from Serbia, 

If the. above estimate bo correct, the execution is 

certainly contrary-to the interests of the allied Governments, as 

tending to produce.-internal complications In Serbia and to 

discredit her reputation abroad, - . 
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While it is clear that very important movements are taking 

plâ  ce in -Germany and^u stria, it is naturally extremely difficult 
to get at the real truth. All that one can say must be at best 

uncertain guess work. 
The debate in the Reichstag on Peace Terms has already been 

dealt with. Further information shows that the Chancellor had 
now established some kind of definite agreement with the Moderate 
Partiesj i.e. part of the Free Conservatives, the national Liberals, 
the Centre and the Liberal and Radical parties. This gave him 
the necessary parliamentary support which he required again at the 
criticism of the Conservatives, end Pan-Germans, while at the same 
time it freed him for the present from the inconvenience of 
appearing to depend on the Social Democrats. It was, as spokesman 
of these Parties, that the Leader of the Centre gave his support to 
the Chancellor*s refusal to state Germany'a peace terms, and in 
consequence of this agreement, the Chancellor was able to administer 
a severe reprimand to Scheidemann. 

The establishment of a central block of this kind is cf 

courae a common expedient in German politics, and for the time, 

it gives special influence to the party of the Centrum. They are, 

as always in all matters which do not directly affect their 

cardinal principles - i.e. Catholic questions - purely opportunist. 

The Centrum itself is apparently divided on war Questions: one 

motion of it, represented/ 
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by the Kolnische Volkszeitung and Brzberger, is violently 

Chauvinistic and particularly anti-British; the majority of 

the party, represented hy Germania. are much more moderate nnd 

probably in closer agreement with the real wishes of the Chan

oellor than the other party. 

The Parliamentary situation seems to reflect the 

political situation. TSvidence comes from various sources to 

the effect that Bavaria and the Minister President, Count Hert

ling, are taking a prominent part in the negotiations that are 

going on "between Austria and Germany. There are rumours that 

the settlement of the Polish question and the nomination of a 

King of Poland are imminent. There have been frequent meetings 

between Count Czernin and Bethmann-Hollweg. Taken in conjanc

tion with the strong offer made to Russia in the Chancellor's 

speech, if looks as if every effort is being made to get a 

speedy settlement *y.f the Polish and kindred questions on lines 

which would moke possible either a separate peace with Russia, 

or at least, would take the heart out of the war on the Eastern 

front. The immediate settlement of the problem of the Polish 

Government is also necessary for other reasons: in particular 

the decision as to the choice of a King in order to counteract 

the influence of the revolutionary movement. To"bring this 

about, the Chancellor is depending on the Centre Party and on 

Bavaria, the Chief Catholic power in Germany, to help in the 

negotiations with Austria. 

At the same time, very favourable reports as to the 

success of the submarine campaign and (if the fighting on the 

:̂eet are being circulated in the German press. These are to 

be found, not only in Cfm%e,rvat i ve papers, but for instance in 

the Frankfurter 2e.itung. from which we may take the following 

extract (May 15)  : 

http://2e.it


"It is the opinion of all men in authority that ?A 
have entered the last phase of the war, and this is 
the result of the undreamed of success of the submarine *. 
whose number and radius of action increase to an alarming 
extent". 

She German wireless and writers such as Major Moraht, lay stress 
on very heavy losses of the French and English:

"In less than a month the English have lost 200,000 
men and gained ground on a stretch of twenty miles from 
kens to Bullecourt, which at the greatest depth, is not 
more than seven miles. The British have paid this 
tremendous price for this small gain of ground which is 
not even of tactical importance". 

People are taught in fact that the( German line is quite secure 
and that as far as the military situation goes, they can look 
forward to the future with confidence. It is only a free-lance, 
such as Harden, who draws attention to the tremendous importance 
of Americans entry in the war and insists that after all the 
success of Germany is impossible. 

It looks in fact as if the German Government were 
using every effort to get a settlement with Kussia, and as if 
they hoped, supposing that they attained this, or even supposing 
that the Allies feared that they would attain it, that this, and 
the pressure of the submarine campaign will be sufficient to 
bring about some kind of offer of peace by negotiation during 
the ensuing weeks. 

Attention may be drawn to the article in the Frankfurter 
geitoag, quoted in the "Times" of May 2End, in which it is 
suggested that just as a friendly fooling prevails between 
Germany and Hussia, a similar better will might become feasible 
in London and in Paris. for this it depends on the success of 
the submarine war 

"According to all the experiences of psychology, 
It is simply unthinkable that tho brilliant success of 
the German submarines should not promote the peace 
tendency in England". 

We get always the same idea: if not peace, at least a weakening 
of the will to war on the Bast, to be followed by a similar 



prooess on the Wes$, which will speedily pave the way to s 
peace by negotiation. In a peace by negotiation, the German 
Government lets it be understood that they would not be found 
difficult to deal with, and carefully refrain from endorsing in 
any way the exaggerated demands which still continue to be put 
forward by the Pan-Germans. 

The Beichstag- have now adjourned till the end of June. 
The Constitutional Committee therefore has also adjourned. In 
the Committee there were only four representatives of the 
Conservatives as against twenty-four representatives of the 
Liberal and Central Parties. As on constitutional questions 
the Centre has tended to go with the Liberals, there has been a 
large majority for a revision of the Constitution, and many 
resolutions have been passed of a very far reaching nature. 
This has led to violent protest from the Prussian Conservatives 
and the representatives of the Government have treated the 
Committee with rather marked coolness and reserve. It is obvious, 
therefore, that sooner or later a crisis will arise, for the 
federated Governments, including the Prussian Government, will 
have to take up a position towards these resolutions, and many of 
them are of a nature which it would be difficult for them to accept. 
It will obviously be their policy to postpone the crisis as long 
£.8 possible. It will not come up at any rate until the report of 
ttie Committee is considered in the Heichstag; this cannot happen 
before the end of June and may be postponed for a considerable 
period longer. 

22nd.May, 1917. 
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C.T. 831. 
THE RUSSIAN SITUATION M  D ITS CONSEQUENCES. 

(Memorandum prepared in the Secretariat of the 
War Cabinet) 

In spite of a temporary improvement due to the formation of 
the new Coalition Government the probability remains that Russia 
will, for the rest of the war, be more and more absorbed in the 
development.of the constitutional and social resolution. She is, 
on the whole, not likely to go out of the war altogether. But 
effective military co-operation on her part can hardly be expected; 
the most that can reasonably be: counted upon is that she may retain 
a considerable part of the enemy forces hitherto on the Eastern 
Front. Even for that degree of' co-operation the section which £or 
the moment dominates the situation is demanding from the.Allies, in 
return, a revision of their policy, and the acceptance of terms of 
peace based on principles, which if interpreted literally, would 
represent the success of the Central Powers over the whole field end 
disaster to the Western Allies, especially to the British Empire. 

It is always possible that this phase may be a transitory 
one. The new Government may come to realise that its own renuncia
tion of the more ambitious dreams of the old bureaucracy is no 
reason why its Allies should not insist upon securing territorial 
or other aims essential to their future safety, and that a victor
ioue Germany remains a danger even to a Russia which no longer 
covets Constantinople or the Polish provinces of the Central Powers. 
It may even revert, after an interval, to the old ambitions under a 
new name, just as Revolutionary France in the name of Liberty 
revived all the old aggressive policy of the Bourbons. On the 
other hand it is also possible that, a separate peace may be forced 
upon the generals at the front by the necessity of suppressing 
oomplete anarchy or civil war at home. But the probability is 
that Russia will remain a factor, of some usefulness but also of 
some embarrassment, in the war until its conclusion. 

Political consequences. 

The outstanding result of the change in RussiaVs position 
is that of Germany!s two main projects - the creation of a Middle-
Europe extending from Hamburg to the Red See and Persian Gulf, and 
the displacement of the British Empire by a German world domination 
- the former is practically made good, and, but for accidents, 
beyond our power to defeat. We can still reduce this great block 

its extremities, by the liberation of Belgium or the conquest of 
Palestine and Syria. . But without Russia we are powerless to 
dispute the settlement of the Polish, Roumanian and Serbian problems 
according to the wishes of the Central Powers and within the 
orbit of their sphere of future economic and military control. 



now 
ftor can we/hope, by any terms that we can offer, to 

detach any of Germany's Allies. We are not prepared to buy off 
Turkey by surrendering Mesopotamia and deserting the King of the 
Hejaz, and if we did we should have no assurance that Turkey would 
not resume her alliance with Germany at the close of the war. 
Our only other bargaining assets arc the German Colonies, and the 
threat of a trade boycott. The former are of no value to Austria 
or Bulgaria; the latter is no serious menace to either of them. In 
any case the very last occasion for deserting an Alliance is when 
that Alliance has justified itself in the field, and promises strength 
and security in the future* Moreover Iliddle-Europe js more than an 
ordinary Alliance. Geographical continuity, the unifying power of 
a great system of railway and river transport, the dominance cf 
German organising ability.and German military and political ideas, 
have, under the stress of war, welded the whole area into a unity 
which can only be dissevered by sheer force. And that force is no 
longer at our disposal. 

What is certain, however, is that the diminution of pressure 
from Russia will tend to a relaxation of effort on the part of 
Germany's Allies, and even of Germany herself  All the Central c

Powers were near the verge of exhaustion when the unforeseen relief 
came. The longing for peace, held in check by the fear of national 
destruction, is asserting itself with redoubled force. The great 
mass of the people in the Central Alliance, while resolved to main
tain the unity they have won, will not be prepared to continue the 
struggle for objects so remote from their ken as the recovery of 
lost German Colonies or Turkish pioT/inces, or even the retention 
of Antwerp and Zeebrugge. Moreover, with the diminution of 
pressure from without, each of the Central Powers, without ccntem
plating a disruption of the Alliance, will be tempted to show 
greater independence of Germany and to play more for its own hand. 
This is more particularly likely to be the case in Austria where 
the new Emperor and his surroundings are restless under German 
domination, and no doubt hankering, in true Habsburg style, to 
steal any march they can on their Ally. 

It may conceivably be possible, at a later stage, to make 
use of Austrian particularism in order to improve the terms we can 
secure for Serbia and Roumanian and to affect the structure of 
Middle Europe: in a fashion that will make it less formidable for 
aggressive purposes than it might otherwise have been. If Austria 
can be tempted to consider the possibility of including Serbia and 
Roumania in a constitutional union with herb^lf, she will be direct
ly interested in offering them reasonable terms, and in recovering 
as much as possible of their lost territory from Bulgaria. From 
our point of view, too, an enlarged Austrian Confederacy, in which 
the non-German elements wsre in a majority, and within which Serbs 
and Roumanians could aspire to ultimate national union, would be a 
more effective check nn German domination than a small Austria, 
with a small Serbia and Roumania each looking to Germany for 
protection against Austria and Bulgaria. 
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But whatever the degree of effective domination which 
Germany may exert over it. the successful establishment of the 
Middle European block on this immense scale increases enormously 
the danger which would threaten the very existence of the British 
Empire if Germany should be able to recover any of her Colonies 
(except possibly those in-lest Africa), or if the Turk should 
retain his hold over Palestine. As naval bases the German 
Colonies will be twice as formidable when the German Uavy has at 
its back the resources, not of 70, but of 170 million people, 
And if East Africa should, by any chance, bo restored to a Germany 
which, through Turkey, remains in control , ... of Palestine, our posi
tion in Egypt and British East Africa would become one'of the 
utmost difficulty and danger. 

Even if we retain East Africa the position will be 
extremely serious unless Palestine can be secured. For without 
the control of Palestine it vail be impossible either to secure 
eventual railway communication between Egypt and Mesopotamia, or 
to prevent a' Turkish reoccupation or reabsorption of Arabia, and 
the collapse of the whole Arab movement to which our prestige in 
the Moslem world is now committed, -;ith a reorganised German-
Turkish ,-,TITTJ, as a vanguard of the Armies of Central Europe, in 
a position to strike effectively either at Baghdad or the Suez 
Canal, and with submarine bases in the Eastern Mediterranean and 
the Red Sea, our position both in Mesopotamia and in -Egypt would 
he increasingly precarious, The collapse of Russia has, in fact, 
made Palestine, of the issUos still left undecidod by the war, 
one of the most vital for the whole future of the British 
Empire. 

The Director of Military Operations, to whom these notes have been 
submitted, points out that the Turkish railway communications to 
the Northern frontier of Palestine are superior to those on which 
the force defending Palestine would be based, and i s inclined to 
look upon the retention of Palestine as of doubtful expediency, 
involving a larger military commitment for its defence than would 
bo involved in the defenco of Egypt at the SI Arish frontier. 
The argument above does not, however, refor so much to the situa-
tion as it would be immediately after tho war as to a future period 
when one side or the other would have had tine to develop the 
resources and man oower of Palestine and improve its system of 
communications. Prom this point of view i t is the belief oi the 
writer that Palestine would eventually contribute materially to 
its own defence as well as to that of Egypt and Arabia, The 
alternative if the future defence of Palestine were considered to 
he likely to imoose an unnecessarily heavy burden for its defence, 
would be to neutralise i t or place it under direct American protec
tion, In either case the desirability of striking a blow at the 
?urks in Palestine during this war, and of having as much as 
possible of Palestine and Syria in hand at the close of hostilities 
is undisputed. 



To insist on this does not mean that the primary import
ance of liberating Belgium and Northern France has been over
looked. But there are considerations which justify the belief 
that the issue here is really decided already by the conditions 
of the case. The Western Allies, even if they cannot directly 
expel Germany from the occupied region, are too strong to be 
crushed. Behind them are the almost inexhaustible reserves of 
America. On this front, at least, hov/ever long she continues, 
and whatever the cost in men, Germany can no longer extort a deciUh
ion in her favour. Even if exhaustion on both sides compelled 
a truoe, the German annexation of these regions would never be 
acquiesced in either by the Western Powers or by the French or 
Belgian populations concerned. Germany has no really sufficient 
motive, not even the use of Antwerp and Zeebrugge, which would 
make the retention of these regions worth the strain, both 
external and internal, which it would involve. Germany^ objects 
on the West have, in fact, throughout been strategical rather 
than territorial. It was here she struck her first blow which 
was intended to leave her free to dispose of Russia and the 
Balkans unmolested. It was here she held on stubbornly while 
the edifice of Central Europe was successively built up in the 
Polish, Serbian and Roumanian campaigns. 

Lastly the Allies have in reserve a "threat almost sufficient 
in itself to secure the restoration of these territories, even if 
Germany were really seriously minded to retain them. That iB the 
Trade boycott, doubly formidable to Germany now that the United 
States have joined the Alliance against her. This menace means 
comparatively little to Austria, Bulgaria or Turkey, whose products 
and manufactures could find sufficient scope within Central Europe, 
and is consequently valueless as a bargaining esset in eny question 
in which these Powers are the parties primarily interested. But 
the boycott would be a fatal blow to,German industry, and Germany 
obviously lives in terror of it. With a lever so effective as 
regards Germany in particular, and one direoted to securing the 
surrender of an object whose retention is of relatively minor 
importance to Germany and of no direct importance to her Allies, 
the Western Powers should have no difficulty in making good the 
work of their Armies on the Vfestern Front. 

Apart from this immediate task of liberation the result of 
the new situation has only been to strengthen the substantial 
identity of interests between France and ourselves. The stronger 

we can make France, in Europe, in West Africa, and if possible in 
Syria, the more effective she will be as a counterpoise to 
Central Europe. And conversely the practical elimination of 
Russia, which may ??ell be a permanent factor after the war, makes 
the strength and security of the British Empire far more important 
to France than before. Francs has now a direct interest in 
our retention of East Africa and of Mesopotamia, and in our 
securing Palestine, which she would not have had if Germany had 
teen orushed, or if the Central European block had been broken 
in the Balkans or at the Dardanelles. 

A further result of the establishment of Central Europe is 
to increase the importance, buth during and after the war, of 

 t 0 t h 8 A l l i s n c e* til - If Italy were to fall back into the 
ortit of the Central Powers she *would seriously endanger the 

" r 0 n  o t P r a n c e n o t o a l yn £  Europe, but also in Africa where 
she depends on a control of the Western Mediterranean which would 
p e gravely impaired if the Italian Havy and the use of Italy1 s 
geographical position were at the disposal of her present enemies. 
AX is essential to keep in mind that from the point of view both 

r ? C i &  1 r e i m i o n a n do L  strategy the prospect of acquiring 
Corsica and Tunis must always be tempting to Italians, and will 



bc doubly tempting if the Allies fail to secure for Italy at 
any rate the most substantial of her present war aims. To 
keep Italy in the war to the end, to secure her war aims as far 
as possible, and to give her reasonable compensation for such 
of them as may be impossible of attainment, either by some 
colonial adjustment, if possible, or by a large remission of 
indebtedness, should be a primary object of Allied policy. 

The same is true, on a smaller scale, of Greece. The 
absorption of the whole of the Balkans and of Turkey in Middle 
Europe makes it all the more desirable that Middle Europe should 
not include Greece, and that the Aegean should not become a German 
lake. Yfhether the policy which the Allies, led by France, have 
actually adopted in Greece has been calculated to promote the 
object in view, either during or after the war, may well be open 
to doubt. But once adopted it is undoubtedly in the common 
interest that it should succeed and that Greece, whether Independent 
or under French control, should be outside the domination of the 
Central Powers. 

With regard to Russia the immediate task of the Allies 
is one of humouring and persuasion. It is not a case for any 
change in Allied aims or policy in themselves, except in so far 
as they are necessarily modified by Russia1s military inactivity. 
For it must be kept in. mind that the situation, and outlook in 
Russia are hourly changing, and that is is; equally possible that 
no amount of concessions to the "peace without annexations" clamour 
may prevent. Russia concluding a separate peace, or that Russian 
democracy may swing back to a policy of ̂ annexation in the name of 
liberty going beyond anything over dteaint of by the old autocracy. 

But what can only do good is to explain the Allied case. 
That caso is based on the need for a lasting peace, both by 
limiting Germany*s opportunities for aggression and by basing any 
territorial changes that may have to be made upon the free.consent 
of the people affectod. This docs not mean, in Buropo, that the 
Allies are bound to continue the war in order to achieve- a 
remodelling of Central Europe on Ethnographic lines. It does 
mean that only those conquests, shall be sustained which can be 
justified by the consent of the. inhabitants of the territory 
affected. Outside of Europe there is no territory that we and . 
Frrnce wish to retain under our control whose retention is not 
amply justified both by the desire of the inhabitants to be 
free of German or Turkish oppression, and by imperative consid^r
ations of future peaceful development. The only Allied claims 
inconsistent with that principle, apart from the abandoned 
Russian claim to Turkey in Europe, were those of Italy in Dalm^tia 
and in Asia Minor, which have, in practice, been superseded by 
the courso of events. 



Tills necessity for restating and justifying our policy 
only from tiie Russian situation. It is equally essen arises not , , ,

tial to make clear to America tnat the motive icr -men ..-e wisn
eliminate the menace, of German naval oases and German-controlled 

 w  u 

Tvrkish or negro armies from the neighbourhood of India and the 
Dominions, is in "substance the a, me as that ..hioh underlay her ov/n 
llonroe dootrine a century ago. Neither the peaceful development 
ol roii:i*; free com.unities, nor the transition from historic auto
oracy to ordered liberty, in an aneiant- Oriental ..orld like India, 
are possible in the' immediate presence of aggressive militarism, 
i.e. of power inspired not by the idea of self-development but 
of conquest. 

essential 
Even more/is it that our o  n people should understand the 

motive and the necessity which underlie our, policy. In the 
early stages, of the war the situation had not shaped itself, nor 
v/ere the full waning and possibility of German ultimate aims 
at our destruction so.patent as they have become since the eon
cuest of the Balkans and the development of the submarine cam
paign. It was enough then to state our policy in general terms 
as one of the vindication of...Europe an liberty' ..uid public law, 
and to demand r iĵ i...ration ,-̂or the wr6ng inflicted by unprovoked 
aggression. But that is not enough to-day, . hen it is not only 
Belgian or Serbian liberty,, but British'liberty ana the very 
existence of the British Empire which are directly threatened 
by the great milit ary "mpire . 

..hioh Germany has-built up for herself 
in the course ol the v.-or - a Poaer .;hoae hand ..ill be aimultaneoua
ly at our throat in the English Channel did the Suez Cnal, unless 
we can still drive, her out of Belgium and Palestine. Hitherto 
apart from a few official pronouncements of Allied policy in 
general, discussion of British policy and aims, has been left 
almost entirely to cranks and pacifists. The time has now been 
reached when a general campaign of education ..?.& free discussion 
is necessary both to guide public opinion and to sustain it through 
the efforts and sacrifices :.hich still have to be faced. 

Military & IT aval-. Consequences. 
The direct military and naval eonseauences o£. the^elimina

tion or paralysis of Russia have already oeen - ally deal, atn in 
memoranda submitted to the Uar C^inet by. the Chief 0 1 one I^rial 
General Staff and by the Pirst Sea Lord. POP the purposes 0 1 tne 
present paper it will be sufficient to discuss tnem only in so xar 
as the conclusions to be drawn from them may be -affected by the 
conclusions already drawn with regard to the new political situa
tion created by the effective establishment of Middle Europe. 

It is clear from the Chief of the Imperial General Staffs 
paper that even in the most unfavourable event the transfer of 
enemy forces to the WESTERN Front will not put the Germans in a 
position of superiority sufficient to enable them to break down 
the Allied resistance, or do more than postpone the turning of the 
aoLile till such time aa the American Army is due to arrive. And 
for the purpose of this argument the Italian aront, :hich can in 
an emergency be reinforced^by the Allied Armies in Prance, may be 
reckoned as part of the WESTERN Pront, £hether unuer these cir
cumstancea the obisct T-Vi-ia 

- s h  e is ready not only to evacuate Trance and Belgium but in 
other respects to agree to a tolerable peace - w i l l be most rapidly 

Cand most surely attained by the continuance of a wholehearted 
offensive, or by an active policy of local aggression opart froma 
general offensive,or even by a generally defensive policy, defends 
on a number of detailed military eono-i-aerations. She proportion 
of losses inflicted to losses incurred i n each of these policies^, 
the relative state of the available reserves of man power i n each 



Wab&-tant country^-th^rp^k^-^^ arrival of 
American troops, and a number of similar factors have all to be 
taken into account. Broadly speaking the policy decided on must at 
any rate aim at keeping the German reserves continuously engaged, 
in order to prevent a repetition at Salonika or in Mesopotamia of 
the unfortunate experience of the Serbian and Stoumanian campaigns 
of the last two years. And this object can hardly be achieved by a 
policy of inactivity on the Western Front during the coming summer 
months. 

The history of the Salonika Force has been one of successive 
disappointments. It arrived too late to save Serbia or even S^jru-Ls ,̂ 
Macedonia. It encouraged Roumania to come in without being strong 
enough to help her. It has by hard fighting produced an undoubted 
effect on Bulgarian moral, and if it could have been steadily 
reinforced throughout the summer might even conceivably, though not 
very probably, have forced Bulgaria to a separate peace. But the 
submarine campaign has put that contingency out of court. The only 
purpose of the Salonika Force now is a negative one: to deny Salaaka 
and the other ports and inlets of Greece to the German and Austrian 
Navies,and to save Greece from being included in Middle Europe after 
the war. 

From this point of view it is obvious that an enemy submarine 
base at Salonika,though it would have the advantage of being in 
direct railway communication with the enemy's centres of industry, 
would in other respects be less formidable to our shipping in the 
Mediterranean than submarine bases at Volo, in the Gulf of Corinth, 
or in the Morea. To protect Greece from German occupation is there
fore more important than to retain Salonika. Moreover,while the 
Allied Force,once invested in Salonika,with the enemy in possession 
of Greece,would be practically cut off from all hope of relief,it 
could always be supplied and reinforced from across the Adriatic as., 
long as it held Greecce itself. It is therefore suggested that if 
the French now succeed sLn their policy of oooupyixig Theaoaly and 
getting Greece under their own and Venizelist control, Allied 
strategy in the Balkans should concentrate on retaining this hold, 
releasing all troops not actually required for the purpose. The 
Allied front should be first drawn in from the right and eventually, 
if absolutely necessary,Salonika itself should be abandoned and the 
front withdrawn from the Monasiir-Salonika line to the eld Thessalan 
frontier,and,in the last resort,to the Thermopylae line,which could 
be held by a relatively insignificant force,and one which it would be
easy to Bupply across the Adriatic through ports on the Gulf.of 
Corinth. If the French policy fails - as it well may,in the absence 
of shipping for moving troops by sea from Salonika to Volo or Athens, 
if the Greeks make any serious resistance - the position of the 
Salonika Force may become one of the greatest difficulty. 

There remain the Turkish fronts,i.e, Armenia, Mesopotamia and 
Palestine. The diminution of Russian pressure upon the Turks in 
Armenia is certain to be reflected before long in a Turkish attempt 
to reconquer Mesopotamia, The question presents itself whether the 
defence of Mesopotamia is best secured by reinforcing the British 
troops in that region or by a counter offensive through Palestine. 

The reinforcement of the Baghdad Army beyond a very limited ex
tent is rendered extremely difficult by the immense length (600 miles) 
and other drawbacks of the line of communication from the Persian 
Gulf,which in its turn is very remote for all supplies or reinforce^ 
ments which have to come from this country. The climate is also a 
very serious handicap to the use of British troops. Nor is there any 
reasonable expectation that a reinforced Baghdad Army could, if the 
military situation favoured it, pass from the defensive to any offen
sive that could promise results of great value either from the mili
tary point of view,or from that of future policy,except,indeed,in the 
event of a powerful Allied advance from Armenia or through Syria. 



On the other hand an advance into Palestine presents many
advantages. The British force in Egypt has an abundant supply 
cf labour and a very considerable supply of foodstuffs actually 
on the spot. While it can get many other supplies through 
submarine-free waters, it is much nearer to this country for 
reinforcements and munitions than Mesopotamia, and, obviously, 
nearer still to Salonika if reinforcements are to be transferred 
from there. The line of communication which has been established 
across the desert is comparatively short and its carrying 
capacity could easily be increased. A successful advance would 
not only secure the use of the enemy's railway system, but would 
also, if the submarine danger could be surmounted, afford oppor
tunities for opening up new bases on the coast at places like 
Haifa and Beirut, to some extent even at Jaffa. The Turkish 
line of communications, on the other hand, is very long, and 
open at more than one point to the danger of a landing from the 
sea. though here again the submarine has possibly put out of 
count projects which otherwise would have offered great strate
gic&l attractions. 

For the moment, however, the campaign on this front has 
tome to a standstill at Gaza. With our Salonika commitments 
still unliquidated, neither men nor ships.are available to 
reinforce Egypt. And in any case the climate practically rules 
out any really vigorous campaign ih Southern Palestine for the 
next three months. But those months need not be wasted. It 
will be neoessary in the first place to improve the carrying 
capacity of the railway by double-tracking it, or at any rate 
largely increasing the number of crossings. Above all it is 
essential to get together in readiness the shipping and the 
patrol vessels required either to provide for an increased force 
in Egypt, or to make possible a landing in rear of the Turkish 
forces. This may be done, to some small extent, by the direct 
liberation of shipping and naval forces from Salonika, but is 
really part of a larger question, the recovery of our strategic 
mobility oversea. 

The real purpose of the German submarine campaign has not 
been to starve us. That possibility may have been held out to 
cheer the hungry German public, but has probably counted for very 
little in the calculations of those who direct affairs. Their 
expectation has been to cripple our military effort and that of 
our Allies, reckoning on the probability that we should cut 
down our supply of necessary materials to our Allies, or curtail 
our oversea military policy, sooner than face too drastic a 
reduction in our own scale of consumption. This calculation 
has "been largely justified. One result of the submarine policy 
is 3een in the Italian coal crisis. Another is the enforced 
reduction of the Salonika Force. For the moment we have been 
reduced to a condition of strategic immobility. We cannot 
transfer three or four divisions to a new theatre of war, 
however important the transfer might be from a military point 
of view, because we have not the necessary shipping or pro
tection for that shipping. To recover our lost strategic 
liberty "by building up a reserve of shipping available for 
military purposes is the most urgent and probably the most 
important task before us. It may be done to some extent by 
oetter organisation of our shipping routes. But in the main 
it can only be effected, by a drastic reduction of our consump
tion, not only of foodstuffs,- but of every possible imported 
article, and a corresponding increase of production, so that 
we may have in hand a reserve of these things which would at 
a^y given moment enable us to release a large part buth of our 
ships and of our patrols from mercantile to military work, for 
several months if need be. 

If this problem is firmly grappled with it ought to be 
possible by September, by which time the harvest will, in any 



case, prpvide a opnsiderible reserve of supplies in the country, 
to liberate; enough shipping to make possible the launching of a 
really effective blow at the Turkish forces in Palestine. But 
that can only be done if the policy and main plan of operations 
in that quarter are decided upon now, and every day in the 
interval devoted to pushing on the preparations, and to per
fecting the study of the problem. On that decision depends 
an issue which, so fajL^s1 the future security of the British 
Sapire is concerned, is one of the most important outstanding 
issues of; the war..' 

L . S .A. 

20/5/17 . 
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LABOUR SITUATION. 

I. Copy of letter from Ministry of Labour to Secretary,. 
War Cabinet,. 

II. Report on the Labour Situation for week ending May 23rd,1917 

I. 

H.L.2435 M I N i a W OF LABOUR 
Montagu House, 

Whitehall, 
S.W. 

Hay 24th, 1917 

Sir, 
I am directed by the Minister of Labour to forward the 

enclosed copy of the Weekly Report prepared in this Department, 
dealing with the Labour situation. It is hoped that future 
Reports will be shorter than the present one, but owing.to the 
abnormal conditions prevailing during the past week, it was felt 
that it was better to deal fully with the situation at the risk 
of extending the Report to a somewhat undue length. . 

Mr.Hodge further desires me to call attention/to the 
recommendations made in the last portion of Section 5 of the 
Report * 

I am, etc. 
The Secretary,. (Sgd.)D.J.Shackleton. 

War Cabinet, 
2,Whltehali Gardens.S.W./1 

II.-

Report on the Labour Situation for the week ending May 23rd, 1917 

I. - STRIKES. 

The Munitions and Omnibus strikes which are the outstanding 
features of the week, are dealt with in III and V of this report. 

In other trades there have been no stoppages of serious impor- 
tanee. The Army Contracts Department reports a number of small or 
Partial stoppages due to wages difficulties, "victimization" and 
other normal causes, but none of them were important or of any 
duration. In several firms In London employed in the surgical 
trades, however * stoppages have occurred in sympathy with tho 
engineering strike. Attempts are being made tp induce engineers to 
return to work by pointing out the effect on wounded soldiers. The 
Scientific instrument Makers who also struck for similar reasons 
have returned to work. The Shipyard Labour Department reports that 
its work has been seriously affected by the engineers1 strike, but 
apart from this, it has only had to deal with minor stoppages due 
to normal causes which have been & ealt with by the Departments 
local officers or referred to arbitration. 



II. DISPUTES 
(a) In Progress 

As the resulf of conferences held by the Chief Industrial 
Ocmmifiionir, the-serious /stoppage threatened m the 
Cotton Weaving industry has been averted. Terms have been 
agreed upon, which will be announced to the operatives on 
Saturday and will probably be accepted. 

Conferences have also been held as regards the claims 
put forward by the operatives in the Woollen industry. 
There is no likelihood of a stoppage, and failing an amicable 
settlement as the result of the negotiations still proceed
ihg, both parties have agreed to arbitration. 

The Amalgamated Society of Tailors and Tailoresses has 
demanded an increase of 15% on all clothing manufactured in 
fulfilment of War Office Contracts. The Union approached the 
War Office asking for assistance, and has been advised to 
attempt an amicable settlement with the employers, or, fail
ing that, to submit the case for arbitration. 

The Leather Workers Federation and United Society of 
Journeyman Curriers have made demands for increases in wages. 
The firms have notified the War Office -of the fact, and have 
been advised to refer to arbitration,, failing an amicable 
settlement. There have been no stoppages heretofore and 
none will be allowed. A demand has been made by the Midland 
Leather Trade Federation that all unskilled temporary 
labourers should join their Union during the period of their 
employment. It is stated that the employers favour the adoptic 
of this.rule. 

The Chief Industrial Commissioner is dealing with the 
dispute concerning the seamen on the Forth East Coast where 
a crew refused to sign on but did so on representations from 
their Union. An. application for an advance of £1 per month 
made by Sailors' and Firemen's Union to the most important 
Shipping Company usinz the Port of London is the subject of 
negotiation but no agreement has yet been reached. He is 
also dealing with the applications for advances of wages made 
by dockers at Glasgow , Dundee and Aberdeen. An arbitrator 
has been appointed at Dundee, and it is anticipated that 
arbitrat&ios will be detailed for the other two disputes in 
the course of the next few days. 

(b) SETTLED 

In addition to the case reported above as settled, the 
Committee on Production dealt with seven casesr during the last 
week in six of which an Award was issued, the seventh case 
being remanded for futher enquiry. Since the reconstitution 
of the Committee it has arranged.to hear 23 out of 26 cases 
in less than a week from the date of the receipt of reference 
and more than half the cases have been heard within five days 
of the receipt of reference. 
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III * gSfrOHTS Qh DISTRICTS 

The lack of organisation in the attempt to produce a general 
strike is evident from a consideration of the history of the move-
Dents of the various districts during the last week. One notable 
feature of the strike has been the complete absence of disorder, 
but a feature even more notable is found in the lack of unanimity, 
specially in the London area. The same day saw strikes commencing 

 in some facories, while in others work was resumed. The arrest 
of the ringleaders brought Barrow out, but did not prevent the 
return of Manchester to normal conditions of labour. 

E. COAST. In the North-East Ooast area there has been no trouble of 
any description^ Attempts to create unrest were made unsucoess
fully by the Shop Stewards who, it is reported, are likely to 
prove a menace to their own Societies in the future. 

tfDE. On the Clyde very determined efforts to induce a sympathetic 
strike have been made by delegates from the strike centres in 
Sngland. Agitators from London visited the district on the 14th 
and 18th May, After the arrest of the strike leaders a meeting 
was held on the 20th May at which a Resolution, demanding their 
immediate release, was passed, and delegates were despatched to 
London to ascertain the state of affairs here* It is everywhere 
noticeable that no reliance whatever is plaaed by strikers on the 
news published in the papers. This fact reinforces the demand 
made by the "Times" and other journals, that the policy of secrecy 
be replaced by one of fresh air. The Clyde Workers1 Committee 
has agreed to support the strike if it is found that the allega
tions of the delegates from London are correct, and that Woolwich, 
Manchester, Liverpool and other areas are,, in fact, on strike. It 
seems improbable that this strike will now take place, but it has 
been very narrowly averted. 

ARROW. Barrow came out on the 19th on aooount of the arrests and 
5$ at the men are still on strike. It is not expected that 

there will be any ohange until proceedings in the Bow Street Police 
Coftrt are c0ttolud^aiUt A strike at Barrow was finally effected 
as a result of theAringleaders, followed by a meeting addressed 
by delegates from Sheffield and Manchester. Morton, though his 
activities have been viewed with suspicion, both by a section of 
the men and by local authority, appears to have acted honestly 
thr oughout. 

^ASHIgE The sequence of events in Lancashire and Cheshire has been 
CHESHIRE very confused. In Manchester the men have practically all 

returned, and, though "there is a strong feeling about the 
arrests, attempts to get the men out again have been unsuccessful. 
It appears prcbBfcle that the deciding circumstance has been the 
want of funds. It has been agreed that the workers, who oan 
afford it, shall come out again on Thursday if prosecution of the 
leaders continues. The Trade Card and Dilution Bill questions 
nave receded entirely into the background. At Liverpool the 
engineers remain out and at Birkenhead a consid arable number, 
especially those at Cammell Lairds, have not returned to work. 

e s *- J  i  however, no public sympathy with the strikers wao aro 
said to be disheartened. At Crewe zhe engineers oame out on 
19th in view of the arrests and are still out. At Salford the 
strike is over as also at Blackburn and Bury and a large number 
of the smaller manufacturing centres of Lancashire. The 

^ threatened strike of weavers, etc. has, it is hoped, been averted 
by the action of the Chief Industrial Commissioner. 



 l nYORKSHIRE  Yorkshire the trouble is still acute. In Sheffield 
1 1-  which may he looked upon as the storm centre, the men have 

deoided to remain out until the Bow Street proceedings arc 
completed. Before the arrest of the ringleaders there were 
signs of a weakening of their resolution, hut the news 
enabled the extremists to prolong the stoppage. The more 
sobor element are, however, now returning to work (May 23) 
and only the extremists arc obdurate. The Strike Committee, 

(I which directed resumption of work, has been disavowed by 
the anarchist section, which has formed a new committee and 
succeeded in keeping about 1% of the strikers out. 
Leeds has completely resumed and the strike in that area has 
not been remarkable for any enthusiam. There is considerable 
uneasiness among the textile workers at Bradford who are 
demanding an increase in wages. The matter is being dealt 
with by the Chief Industrial Commissioner (see Section 11(a) ). 
The attempted strike at Coventry was prevented largely by 
the action cf members of the Labour Advisory Committee. A 
very large meeting was held on the 13th May at which a 
unanimous resolution was passed that work should be resumed. 
Later in the same evening another meeting^s held at which 
several of the most hot-headed leaders spoko, including 
Dinglcy and Cassidy,, Seeing that there was little hope of 
success, they recommended resumption of work and immediate 
formation of strong Committees with the object of embarkation 
on further hostilities. Subsequent reports, however, indicate 
that the shop stewards arc exceedingly unpopular with the men, 
and the fact of the arrest of Dinglcy and Cassidy does not 
appear to have caused much interest. The avoidance of trouble 
at Coventry, which has always been a storm centre, is a good 
instance of the results of courageous action on the part of 
the authorised Trade Union Leaders. 

LQNDOI The situation in London may new be characterised as 
satisfactory. The meeting of the Licensed Vehicle Workers 
at the Euston Theatre on 13th May is said to have been 
exceedingly violent in tons, and it was addressed by 
several of tlw anarchist section among whom George Saunders 
and P.W,Watson were conspicuous. The engineers have practi
oally all returned to duty with the exception of those of 
the Eleetsioal Trades Union, who are attempting to obtain 
favourable terms from the Minister of Munitions on the 
question of protection from military service, for their 
members. Throughout the time of trouble, the operations of 
the Strike Committee were exceedingly carefully thought out 
and conducted. This Committee was identical in personnel with 
tho London Shop Stewards Committee. The place of assembly of 
the national Conference of Shop Stewards, held on l8th May 
was kept secret, delegates from the country reporting to the 
Intelligence Bureau, set up by the Committee, at Cbandos Hall, 
Maiden Lane, in order to ascertain the place of mooting. It 
is reported that there are now serious disagreements between 
the Shop Stewards of the country and the London Strike 
Committee, as the latter refuses to bo bound by the Agreements 
concluded between representatives of the Shop Stewards, tho 
A. S.E. Executive, and the Government on Saturday last. 

It is noticeable that at a meeting of the Socialist 
Eemoturatic Party, hold on the 13th May, advice was offered 
to Newcastle and Sheffield that they should refrain from 
fighting until conclusion of the ^ar and the repeal of tho 
defence of the Realm Act, when they would be in a much stronger 

? position and must inevitably win. 
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WALES The situation in South Y/ales is both complicated and 
interesting. Everything was quiet until the 18th May when a 
meeting was held, and addressed by delegates from other 
strike centres, et Llanelly where a strike was resolved upon. 
Others were held at 3wans"ea where attempts to extract a 
promise to strike were unsuccessful. On the 20th May a 
further meeting wee held at Swansea, attended by delegates 
from Llanelly, at which it was resolved that the strike at 
Llanelly should oommence the next day but that Swansea should 
wait until Wednesday, 23rd, and meanwhile send two delegates 
to London to ascertain the state of affairs. Attempts to 
induce tie Swansea engineers to "down tools" are continually 
in progress but Swansea is reluctant, and these attempts are 
so far unsuccessful. At Gerselnon idleness at two of the 
collieries, affecting about 900 men in each case, is due t o 
the s t r i k e of a few firemen for a higher rate of wages. 
It is suggested that these strikes are looked upon with 
complacency by the management as transport is not 
available and the mines are consequently working short time 
in any case, 

OUTH COAST On the South Coast the engineers of Southampton came 
out on strike on the 18th May but have since returned to 
work after three days1 idleness. 

IV. PRESS OPIKIOri 

General Agpsots1 of the Strike. 

Both the daily and the weekly press have been 
remarkable for the number of articles dealing with the 
labour situation and for ths multitude of suggestions, both 
sound and unsound, which writers offer for dealing with the 
problems concerned. It is unnecessary to refer in detail 
to the articles of the daily press and it will suffice to 
mention the leader in the "Times" of 16th May recommending 
a fresh air policy and immediate ventilation of the facts 
connected with industrial unrest. The "Mdrning Post" is 
publishing a series of interesting and illuminating 
articles by a Trade Unionist, of which the first appeared on 
the 21st instant. Tbe "Daily Mews" Is also publishing 
practically dailjr articles concerning themselves with the 
situation, its oausee, and its remedies. In general the 
chief criticisms are aimed at the policy of secrecy and 
failure of certain Government Departments to keep the working 
men clearly informed of the meaning' of new measures which 
it has been found imperative to introduoe. 

The increasing rise in prices of articles cf food has 
undoubtedly caused a feeling in some quarters that undue 
profits are being amassed by the middleman and that in 
this way, notwithstanding the instance of the excess 
profits duty, an unfair share of the sacrifices entailed 
by the War is being borne by the working classes. This 
is apparent from the prominent position allotted to an 
article on food supply and distribution by the "Woolwich 
Pioneer" of 18th May under the needing "POOD SUPPLY AND 
DISTRIBUTION. WE WILL BE DELIVERED PROM TEE PROFITEER", 
together with a leading article in the seme issue on the 
rioolwioh Food Conference. The question is also referred 
to by the "Labour Leader" of 17th May, which points out 
that the limited capacity of the purchasing power of the 
working classes practically effects compulsory rationing. 
The same paper also points out that the working class 
cannot eat less without impairing their efficiency. 
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^AOEJDISCUBSIOH. A groat deal has been written during the week on 
tne subject of Peace. This has doubtless been encouraged by 
the announcement of the Russian Provisional Government. As 
rather remarkable instances of expression of sound views on this 
subject the issue of "Justice" of IVth May, may be instanced, 
Tho meaning of the phrase "no annexations" is analysed, and it 
is pointed out that it has only been adopted by the Majority 
Socialists in Germany, since their prospects of winning the war 
had waned. On tho question of indemnities it is asked how 

 restoration and reparation are to bo made to Belgium and JSrance 
if no indemnity is to be taken from Germany. It concludes 
with the opinion that the phrase "Peaoe without annexations and 
indemnities" is at present purely speoious* 

"Porward" the organ of tho Clyde Workors' Committee which 
is not a paper prone to moderate views, calls, in its issue 
of 19th May, for a clearer expression of socialistic aims and for 
a definition of their terms. The paper is not prepared to 
accept or recommend a peace without annexations or indemnities 
until the central powers have clearly stated what they intend. 
It adds "Almost every of for of the Chancellor proved on oxamina
tion to depend on the establishment of an impregnable Central 
German Power, which, could from its position of vantage, dominate 
Europe and thence the world." ' 

On tho other hand there are reports of meetings at Glasgow 
and elsewhere where the wildest poace talk appears to have been 
received with general acclamation. The United Socialist Council 
of the I. L. P. and the British Socialist Party have called 
delegates to a joint conforence on June 3rd at Leeds in favour of 
a definite action to secure peace. Though this Council has not 
itself adopted the oatchword "Peace without annexations and 
indemnities" the *&ole trend of thejhotioe calling a conference 
provos tho organisers to bo In sympathy with this cry. 

There is a remarkable article containing muda sound argument 
on the first page of the "British Citizen^ of 11th May which points 
out that the present industrial unrest is largely caused by a 
body of men whose political fortunes are involved in securing a 
premature and disastrous peace. The Woolwich Organiser of the 
Workers1 Union expressed a similar view at a mass meeting in 
connection with the strike, at which he successfully urged his 
hearers to have nothing to do with it * 

SUSST^t As was to bo expeoted, the events in Russia occupied 
the close attention of the labour press. As an instance of 
unsound argument may be mentioned.an article in tho "Labour Leader" 
of 17th May, quoting a portion of the appeal issued by tho 
Council of workmen's and Soldiers1 Delegates, addressed to 
socialists of all countries. That manifesto inter alia says:
"Whatever may be the vioiseitudes of fortune of the War, the 
Imperialists of all oountrios are everywhere victorious in this 
struggle which has given them and is giving them fantastio 
profits, is gathering in their hands enormous capitals and is 
endowing them with unheard of pa? or over labour and over tho 
very lives of the workmen. Per this reason the wcrkers of all 
countries are defeated and are making, on the altar of Imperialism, 
numberless sacrifices in life, health, well-beiisg, and liberty", 
£his extract is, according to the "Labour Loader" a description 
of the plight of thousands of munition workers at present on 
strike in Great Britain. It is also noticeable that at the 
Glasgow meeting on 13th May, Mr.George Laaisbury announced that 

H proximate appointment of workmen1s and soldiers1 delegates in 
London. 



USPICION There are widespread hints of suspicion on the part 
"̂ oT of the workmen as to the intentions of the Government and 
nVEHKMERT. as to the effect of the measures at present in contem-

J- ^ - ^  - plation. It is alleged that the Trade Union Officials 
have "been throttled by the Ma&ition Acts and this has 
resulted in the destruction of men's confidence in their 

(jfi officials and in a belief that the officials have 
sacrificed the interest of the workers in order- to 
identify themselves with the Government. The "New Age", 
the "New Witness" and the "Manchester Guardian" all 
advertise this suspicion. It is also considered that 
the extension of the dilution will lead to unemployment 
after the War and the "New Statesmen." refers to the 
well-known misapprehension on the part of the workers 
that dilution is intended to continue after peace has 
been declared. The following extract from the "Woolwich 
Pioneer" of 18th May illustrates the attitude taken up 
by many of the papers:- "What workmen, the country 
over, have to realise is that the fundamental principle 
- the revolt of the engineers - is to fight for the 
maintenance of civil and industrial liberties against 
a Government enshrouded in a cloak of secrecy and 
mystery". Again "How deep rooted is the feeling of 
suspicion against the Government is shown by the 
important meeting of the Executives of the Labrour 
Triple Alliance on Wednesday, which passed a resolution 
embodying this decision, warning the responsible 
parties against the dangers of any efforts open or 
hidden to destroy the influence of Trade Unionism by 
labour compulsion " ...." The text of the resolu
tion commenced "That this meeting observes with mis
giving the various signs of attempts to introduce by 
gradual stages the principle of industrial compulsion". 

The above short review of the press emphasises 
the necessity that some Step should be taken to 
provide the working class with accurate information 
as to the intentions of the Governemnt and sound 
exposition of the trend and effect of the political 
happenings both in this, in allied and in enemy 
countries. 



5. GENERAL REMARKS. 

The present strike is not only a. very serious matter 
from the point'of view of the conduct of the War because it is 
seriously retarding the output of munitions, hut also as being 
the symptom of a deep-seated unrest in the minis of a section of 
the civil population, which, unless removed, may make it diffi
cult to prosecute the Vrar at all. An attempt T i l l therefore be 
made to analyse its causes, and to suggest some remedies for it 
at rather greater length than will be usual in the case of these 
Reports. 

CAUSES. 

1- Industrial. The industrial causes of unrest among the 
skilled workmen"are sufficiently well-known to require no further 
explanation. At the moment the question of dilution on private 
work is the most prominent among them, and there is no doubt that 
thi3 is by far the most important of the immediate causes of the 
strike. It could not have reached its actual magnitude, however, 
but for the discontent previously existing on account of the gener
al restrictions on liberty entailed by the Munitions Act, such as 
the requirement of leaving certificates, the working of the Muni
tions Tribunals, and the abolition of the right to strike. More
over the Introduction of dilution on private work In the face of the 
assurance given earlier in the War that it was to apply only to 
munitions work is not merely a question of the moment, but has bred 
considerable fear as to the future. It is alleged and widely be
lleved that the employers are scheming to destroy the safeguards 
procured by trade unionism and even trade-unionism itself, and that 
the Government does not Intend to fulfil the pledges given, while 
the executives of the trade unions are powerless to protect their 
members. 

The Trade unions themselves have not given a 
clear lead on the question of future conditions, and until they do 
so the view that unless the men act for themselves now, they will 
find themselves at the end of war shorn of their protections and 
privileges without anything in exchange, is bound to command a 
good deal of support among^the skilled trades, who know that they 
do not intend to lose the footing; they have gained in the skilled 
occupations. The real importance of these questions may be judged 
by the fact that the unrest is far greater in the engineering than 
in the shipbuilding trades, wbere dilution has not been possible 
in anyJhing like the same degree; and, from them is derived the 
principal strength of the Shop Stewards' movement. 

The general result is an atmosphere of uncer
tainty and distrust in the engineering,trades, which must be dis
sipated i f future troubles are to be avoided. * 

2 t General, There i s in this as in a l l belligerent countr
ies a growing weariness and exhaustion due to the strain of the War, 
aggravated in the case of manual workers by the physical efforts 
w i 0 h h e y h a v e p u t f o r t l 1 Y / i t i l^  little interruption durina the nast i*wo and a half years. There Is also a much more vivid realisation 
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IS 

of the actual horrors of war due to the large number of men who 
have returned home with the experience of it fresh upon them, and 
the large number of casualties due to the great number of men now 
engaged. 

Further, the essential aims and causes of the war have 
tended to become obscured and forgotten. Public memory is apt 
to be short, and not only has the significance of the German atro
cities been to some extent forgotten, but their very heinousness 
has been palliated by the blunting of susceptibilities due to 
their constant repetition. 

Two further causes of a general kind are the v/orking of 
the Millatry Service Acts, and the Food question.- As regards the 
former, the urgent need for further men is not generally under
stood^ and having been told that this was an "Engineers ar" and 
having seen large numbers of engineers brought back from the 
trenches to the Workshops., the v/orking men do not understand why 
the process Is now reversed. The difficulty over the Trade Card 
Scheme Is probably quite as much due to the suspicion that the 
War Office is making reckless and unnecessary/ demands as to the 
aversion to military service on the part of some of the men who 
are likely to be affected. As regards the Food question, there is 
no evidence that this has really become acute, but it is a natural 
source of irritation and lends Itself to exploitation by the 
agitators. In so far as the latter are able to point to actual 
cases in profiteering they make a real impression on all classes. 

EFFECTS. 

The combination of these sets of causes has produced 
a movement of a double character. On the industrial side, the 
Shop Stewards representing the men of all grades and nominated 
for or elected by the Shops themselves have: been able to usurp 
the authority of the responsible Unions by representing them as 
helpless and in the hands of the Government * and by urging the 
men to take matters into their own hands if they are to save them
selves from losing further liberties and privileges. Some of 
these men are of the usual agitator type, who are ready to take 
any opportunity to revolt against authority, but most of them 
are really representative of the men's opinions, with which they 
are far more closely in touch than the Executives of the Trade 
Unions. On the other hand* some of these men have taken ad
vantage of the vague desire for peace mentioned above to re
present that peace would be possible but for the ambitions of 
the Government to annexe territory. These two lines of pro
paganda have both been pursued b;: an important section of the 
Shops Stewards, and there Is evidence that some of them are 
closely linked with the avowedly pacifist groups, who hope to 
bring the war workers to refuse to turn out munitions. The fact 
that they come before the men as champions of the industrial 
grievances they feel ensures a sympathetic hearing for any other 
views they may put forward 

The extremist section among Shop-Stewards have re
ceived considerable encouragement from the recent events in Russia, 
which have necessarily had an unsettling effect, and by the con
troversy In regard to peace terms in that country which has creat
ed the impression that Great Britain has an ulterior motive in con
tinuing the war beyond the destruction of German militarism. The 
pacifist elements have always been careful to avoid any statement 
of their peace terms, and by doing so they have striven to foster 
the idea that peace would now be procurable on the condition of re
storing Belgium, Serbia, Poland, and Alsace Lorraine, together with 
effective guarantees against German aggression. Many people 
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probably believe that such a peace could bo had now. if only the 
Government would renounce its ulterior ambitions. 

Apart from the industrial and the pacifist elements of 
unrest there is also the purely revolutionary element, which, though 
probably negligible in itself, thrives on the general uncertainty 
of opinion which has been created. It would probably be a great 
mistake, to suppose that the bulk of working-class opinion was any
thing but strongly patriotic, but there has been little effort to 

(peet the insidious propaganda which has been carried on, and unless 
some effort is made in this direction It may be expected that un
rest will continue rather than diminish. 

fli3HRDI&?. 
1' Industrial, (a) On the question of dilution the Ministry 

of Munitions will no doubt go as far as it is possible to go in the 
direction of meeting objections raised without sacrificing the 
principle. It is perhaps worth considering again whether it would 
not be possible to abolish the requirement of leaving certificates 
altogether. A concession of this kind at the present moment would 
be welcomed aS a real earnest of sympathy on the part of the 
Government and would be taken &3 evincing a desire to avoid causing 
more hardship than was inevitable for the successful prosecution of 
the War. This Department is not in a position to say how strong 
the case for leaving certificates is at the presant stage, and the 
above suggestion is not meant to be more than a suggestion. 

(b). Proposals in regard co a Committee of Inquiry have al
ready been submitted. SuVh a Committee will no doubt help to ven
tilate grievances and suggest remedies. 

(c). It will be necessary IO consider the result upon the 
Shop Stewards' movement of the strike and whether any remedies can 
be devised to prevent its being a purely unconstitutional and rebel 
movement. It is proposed to deal with this question next week, 
when it should be possible to get a clearer view of the situation. 

2, General. The chief need at the present moment is for a 
better education of the working-classes as to the actual military 
situation and needs, the aims of the Allies so far as it Is pos
stble to define them, and the results that would inevitably follow 
from an inconclusive peace. In order to bring points of this kind 
home, press propaganda, and even speeches delivered in London are 
not sufficient. What Is required Is to give the men themselves 

I the opportunity of listening to somebody who is more or less verged 
in the situation, and who will act as an antidote to the speakers 
they are accustomed to hear. 

At present there Is no thought of organized effort to 
contradict mis-statements whether made verbally or in the press. 
The men who hold sound opinions are usually more silent than those 
,,7ho take an extreme line. wHh the result that the latter have the 
monopoly of the street oratory which has a considerable influence 
in the political education of working men. 

What is really wanted, tnersfore., is an organized effort 
to create a right atmosphere throughout the country. This could be 
done if Members of Parliament - and particularly Labour Members 
ftere to speak regularly in Industrial centres, but it is of almost 
greater importance that there should be a local orator representing 
the orthodox element in the trade unions, constantly prepared to 
take up the cudgels against the extremists and supplied with such 
information as they may. require for the purpose, ytn peace time pro
paganda of this nature is carried out on a large scale by the Party 
machines and it is suggested that the same machines might now be used 

*in order to deal with the questions which are agitatlrm the minds of 
the working classes. 

D.J.S. 
24.5.17. 

Ministry of Labour. 



OPERATIONS. 

From:- Major General Barter. 

To:- C.I.G.S. 24/5/17. 
handed in 12.47 a.m, 

1058. May 23rd. Most Secret. 

Following is from authoritative source:-

The question of offensive operations during the ensuing summer 

being dependent on internal conditions, Alexeieff with the commanders 

of the four fronts went to Petrograd last week to expound their 

views on the matter to the Government and the Executive Committee 

of Soldiers and Workmen and to ascertain clearly if the support of 

these bodies could be counted upon. The result of this journey was 

not such as to afford complete security that the military plan 

contemplated may not be prejudiced by internal political consider

ations but the C. in C. believes that the inclusion of a proportion 

of the Socialist opposition in the new Government and the energy 

of Karenski, the new Minister of War, give reason for some hope, 

The morale of the army is however seriously impaired so that 

offensive operations can only be initiated when all formations 

can be relied on to advance when ordered as the bad example of one 

recalcitrant unit might be followed by all the other units. The 

enemy is making skilful use of this moral lapse by deceiving 

the Russian troops on the front with false prospects of peace. 

Only about two days ago about 40 enemy agents including Brigadiers 

and Colonels presented themselves on the front of the 9th Army 

and parleyed with the Russian troops. 

Prospective operations on the Roumanian front were recently 
Y J 

considered at a conference held here by Alexeieff with Bratiano, 

Presan and Shorbacheff. Last-named has only been a short time in 

command of Russian troops in Roumania and so far has not had time 

to visit all his troops. He was thus unable to offer conclusive 

opinion but Bratiano and Presan urged the grand offensive. Presan 

put forward a plan which Alexeieff could not altogether approve 
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and he doubted if in the present state of the Roumanian Army 
and with the impossibility of sending further troops from 
Russia, an offensive in the grand style could be undertaken 
in that country. The plan of the proposed offensive will be 
further considered when Sherbacheff has completed his study 
of the situation in Roumania. It is hoped that this offen
sive will be initiated between June 20th and 30th (new styjhe) 
by which date 4 more Roumanian divisions will be ready. 

On south-western front preparations are being actively 
pressed for proposed offensive. Another Army Corps is being 
transported thither as well as all the heavy artillery and 
aeroplanes available but it is necessary first to revive the 
spirit of the troops and to induce them to advance when 
called upon. Great reliance in this direction is placed on 
the energetic fighting influence of Brusiloff and if the 
effort achieves good results it will1 be possible to initiate 
an offensive here between June ISth and 20th (new style). 

On western front practically simultaneously with these 
operations an action in the nature of a demonstration will 
be taken by General Gurko. 

On northern front intention is to observe a defensive 
because although danger of hostile dash against Petrograd is 
yet vague still the menace of such a stroke might exercise a 
great effect on the morale of the capital. Only If this 
menace disappears altogether it may be possible to initiate 
some secondary active operations on this front. 

Thus the present intention is to stand on the defensive 
on the northern front, to demonstrate on the western front, 
and to act offensively on the Roumanian and south-western 
fronts. 



BOARD Off AGRICULTURE AND fllSHERIBS. 

Hap or t for the week ended 25rd May. 1917. -

A small Advisory Committee is being set up by the 
President to consider and report upon technical questions of 
poultry management and feeding, both in general and in detail, 
with a view to securing that the re-adjustment of the industry 
to war conditions shall be made in the most approved manner. 
The main questions that will be "before the Committee will he of 
a technical charaoter, such as the preparation of advice on 
feeding with suoh materials as are available, recommendations 
as to particular stocks of poultry to whi£h in the national 
interest speoial consideration should he shown in the way of 
permission to £uroliase the limited quantities of inferior grain 
that may be allowed to poultry eto. 

diseases of Animals^Branoh 

Swine Fever, Ho. of Reports .... 226 
rt  H"  Outbreaks 4 . 4 67 

(Caies in which ) 
M"  (Serum Treatment) i *, 4 1 . t . .  * . * 38 

(waS adopted )
Arithrfcx. tto. of ftdportS u a u i t 82 

rtSheep-Boab  " ..[ 6 
Importation of Dogs Order, Hew cases 16 

tt M" (  Licences issued 12 
foreign Animals Order, Notices issued .... 3 
Number of Orders issued 1 

Veterinary Department. 

(A) Laboratory. 

Swine fever material was received and examined in 
connection with 123 reported outbreaks. In 76 inquiry showed 
that swine fever existed. In the^remainder - 47 - swine fever 
was not found to exist. 

Anthrax material in connection with 19 reported outbreaks 
was the subject of investigation. In 10 of these cases it was 
found to exist. In the remainder - 9 - the report wae found to 
have arisen from other causes. 

Anti-swine-fever serum. During the week in question 
17,000 c,c, were issued for distribution to keep up the etocks at 
the various centres. 

Anti-abortion vaooine. During the week in question 
9,900 c,c, (198 doees) have been manufaotured, put up in a 
suitable form, and despatohed for use on infected farms. 
Agglutination tests of suspected blood v/ere made in one instance. 

Miscellaneous specimens. Post mortem examinations 
were made on two specimens. 

(f 



(To) Office Staff. 

Supervised the application of anti-swine-fever serum 
treatment in outbreaks of swine fever in Gt, Britain. 

Noted and analysed the results of the treatment as a 
guide to future policy. 

Advised when swine involved in outbreaks of swine fever 
might be freed from restrictions which prohibited 
their movement. 

Studied all reports by inspectors on outbreaks of the 
scheduled diseases dealt with by them in the field and 
advised as t& further j.oticn. 

Advised on points in connection with the administration 
of the Diseases of Animals Acts submitted by the Outdoor 
wad Indoor officers of the Board. 

Advised stock-ovmers by interview and correspondenee in 
relation to serious animal diseases whether scheduled 
or not. 

Selection of the more pressing problems in relation tt 
disease which call for further investigation. 

Live Stock Branch. 

Work of Branch - Administration of Live Stock and Horse 
"""""̂  ^ Breeding Scheme a, 

week TotaTotall sincsincee 
Live Stock. ended 1 Anril 1917,

19 May.
Ho, of Grants approved for Boars .,, 1 41 

" " " Bulls ... 15 55 
" " " Heavy Horses , a 100 
" " * Milk Recording i 3No. of Milk Record Certificates 

issued 7 181 

During
week TotaTotall sincsincee

Horse Bresding. ended 1 Nov. 1916. 
19 May.

No. of Stallions accepted for 
registration .... 5 1  , 7 9 3 

Miscellaneous. 

9 applications for the export of  7 5 horses were approved. 
M  M3 "  16 cattle

1 " " 6 sheep " 
2 H w Q  itP I G 8

 M12 " " 138 poultry

Horticulture Branch. 

The number of applications for licences to plant potatoes 
on Wart Disease Infected Premises is now falling rapidly. About 
1,200 were issued last week. 

The staff are now busily engaged in correcting the 
records and making ready for the season of inspection. 



Eduoation Branche 

Durim: the week the Branch has heen engaged in the 
^preparation of schedules of the County and College Staffs who have 
"hitherto heen exempted from military service * It has heen ascertained 
that of the county staffs the number who are still liable to service 
eirtfit - is comparatively smalls On the College staff the number is 
larger, but if serious injury to the work is to be avoided it will not 
"be possible to release many of them. 

The necessary statistics for the preparation of a report on 
the last Educational "Vear are under preparation. 

The usual correspondence on educational matters has been 
conducted. 

glU hi lea ti o as Branch. 

The number of applications for ordinary issues of the 
leaflets was 1125, in response to which 20,550 eopiea of leaflets were 
dispatched. The number of Bound Volunes sold was 461. The demand 
for the pamphlet "How to i-anage an Allotment" continued, 4,200 copies 
beiiv* sold. A portion of the edition of the hav issue of the Journal 
was received from the printers, copies beinrc sent to the Press and to 
subscribers so far aa available. 

llany enquiries were received and dealt with in the Branch 
during the week. 

Commercial Control Branch. 

The work of the Branch during the woek, in addition to the 
posting of records-and ordinary clerical work, has consisted principally 
of correspondence on the subject of delays in the transit by rail of 
cattle and fish, the effect of the alteration of train services on the 
carriage of nilk; railway rates for horses travelling to and from the 
spring shows; the non-delivery of ssed potatoes; the marking of 
packages of margarine; the approval of fancy names for margarine, and 
correspondence on matters arising in connection with the Fertilisers 
and Eeedinr: Stuffs Act, 1906. Two applications for the Board's 
consent to the institution of proceedings under this Act have been 
received from local authorities during the weels 

Bmal1.Hp1dina Colonies. 

The building of oottar:;es at the Crown Colony. Patrington, is 
proceeding, 90 men having been employed during the past week. 
Roadmaking is also in progress. 

Heavy losses are unfortunately being experienced in the ewe 
flock. 

The contractor is making preparations for an early start on 
the erection of the cottanes to be put up at Holbeach. 

Applications for the post of Director of this Colony are 
' beinr; considered. 

 The question of the acquisition of a site for the third 
-Wlish Colony is receiving attention. 

t



fisheries Division. 

(l) N£JG%1.-^9J&9 ^he division has been occupied with business 
connected with.-

Prevention of pollution of river and shell-fish fisheries * 
Approval of fishpasses. 
Development of freshwater fisheries. 
Variations of byelav?s and licence duties. 
Supply of information rc fisheries, to Tasnanian and 

Hew Zealand Authorities. 

(2) ^ar^V/ork. -
Fishing boat permits issued - 101. 
Fishing boat permits cancelled- 13. 
Correspondence with Naval Authorities re Orders etc 
Recruiting of Fishermen, List for liay callc 
Register of Fishermen. Hew arrangements to deal with matter.-
Arrangements fox fishing by persons other than professional 

fishermen. 
Landsmen Substitutes for Fishermen called up.. 
Facilities for importing fish from J-oeland for hone 

consumption. 
Insurance of British, Belgian and Icelandic fishing boats 

against War Risks. 
Relaxation of restrictions on fishing operations in 

interest of food supplies. 
Priority certificates for fishins boats, £ear, petrol, 

machinery. 
Promoting demand for salted fish. 
Correspondence rewarding cases of Fishermen and others 

called up for Naval cr Military Service. 
Fish Food and motor Loan C-onmittee.- Looal arrangements 

and enquiries. 

s t a t i s t i c a l Branch, 
Tabulation of the live stock census was continued aod 

is nearly completed; apart from this the Branch has been engaged on 
general routine work. 

Part II of the Agricultural Statistics, 1916, containing 
details of the produce of crops, has been published. 

The price of fat cattle showed a further rise of about 
?d. per lb0 in the principal live stock markets. The returns of 
slaughterings at municipal slaughterhouses for April shewed less 
animals slaughtered than in April 1916. 

Tithe and Copyhold Branch. 

Progress has been made with many of the Redemptions, Re
apportionments and Mergers of Tithe Rentcharge, and Enfranchisements 
of Copyhold lands which are in hand, several being brought to 
completion. Now applications have been registered and are now 
proceedings 

Kequests for information of a miscellaneous description (made 
verbally or by letter) have been very numerous during the past week. 



Establishment Btp.noh. 

The general oorrespondence continues to bo heavy, and that 
concerned with the appointment of local Re-porters on live Stool; is 

P adding considerably to this section of work at the mencnt. It is 
hoped to obtain a first Return from these Reporters on the 4th -June, 
but some further time must elapse before a sufficient number of 
Reporters are employed to furnish adequate and reliable information. 

Returns have been nrepared for the information of the 
Treasury showing the numbers of men of military age classified "A" 
and  W B.1 M who remin in the employment of the Board (including Kew 
and Ordnance Survey). Action has been taken, however, to release 
about 25/. of such men, as soon as suitable substitutes can be enrcancdv 
Several Substitutes have been engaged during the past week. 

A lar^e amount of miscellaneous business concerned with the 
Board?s establishment has been oarried on as usual. 

Close attention is boing given to the Printing and 
btationery work, and every effort is beim made to reduce 
expenditure under this head and effect economy in the use of papers 
and equipment generally. 

Ordnance Purvey. 

During the week ending 23rd Hay 1917, 193,499 maps were 
sent to Prance, and 6,924 to the Admiralty. 

53 relief models were sent to Prance and 6 were supplied 
to Home Commands. 

http://tp.no


Any further communication should be 
addressed not to any individual by name, 

b u t t o — -

T  h e D  i r e c t o r  , BOARD OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES, 
B  o a r d o  f A  g r i c u l t u r  e a n  d F  i s h e r i e s , 

F  o o d P  r o d u c t i o n D  e p a r t m e n t  , 72, V  i c t o r i a S  t r e e t  , 

L  o n d o n , S . W  . 1. 
FOOD PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT, 

and should quote the Reference Number and 
Date of this letter. 

; : ^ N 72 , VICTORIA STREET, 
Registered Telegraphic Address:

" G  r o w m o r e , S  o w e s t , L  o n d o n . " 

T e l e p h o n e : - V  i c t o r i a 8240. 
LONDON, S . W . 1. 

23rd May, 1917. 

' Sir, 
I beg to submit the following Report of the Food Produc

tion Department for the week ending 22nd May:-

The 1918 Programme. 

The position of the 1918 Programme is becoming increasing
ly serious in the continued absence of a Cabinet decision with 
regard to labour and horses. It will be remembered that the full 
Programme was submitted to the Cabinet on April 20th and its 
adoption by the Government was announced by the Prime Minister in 
his speech at the Guildhall on April 28th, 

On the strength of that announcement immediate steps 
were taken by this Department to organise the breaking up and 
cultivation of the additional 3,000,000 acres in England and Wales, 
and great £2nd continuous pressure has been brought to bear upon 
the County Committees to commence their share of the task. At 
first, and mainly owing to the effect of the Prime Minister1s 
announcement, the Programme was received, if not with enthusiasm 
at any rate with a spirit of determination to respond to the call 
of duty in the hour of the nation's need. Speaking generally, 
County Committees have shown remarkable energy in preparing their 
plans of action and estimates of their essential requirements. 
There Is, however, a universal and natural unwillingness, expressed 
with much frankness and vigour, to proceed' any further until an 



official guarantee is forthcoming that the irreducible minima in 

the way of additional labour, horses, snd other requisites 

will be supplied in due course. Otherwise the breaking up 

of pastures would be a futile operation, productive not of 

food but of financial and agricultural disaster. 

No one knows this better than the farmers and the 

County Committees, who having done their utmost to respond to 

the call for increased production are now confronted with the 

paralysing fact that, since the Prime Minister made his speech, 

so far from any extra labour or horses being provided by the 

Government the number of men on the land has been actually 

reduced, by nearly 20,000, and the War Office is engaged in 

requisitioning farmers1 horses. This action will have a most 

injurious effect upon the harvest of 1917 - let alone the 

Programme for 1918. The position, In short, Is developing in 

the direction of substraction instead of addition and the 

Department is being overwhelmed with remonstrances, appeals, 

and Parliamentary questions, to which no satisfactory response 

can be given and which ad£$enormously to its difficulties. 

This is having a disastrous effect upon the prestige and 

authority of the Department and! its agents and unless something 

is done quickly their position will become untenable. 

I. LOCAL ORGANISATION. 

Work of the Agricultural Executive Committees. 

The following instances of specific action are 

selected for illustration:-

In Monmouthshire the Committee have appointed 40 

visitors (of whom twenty are farmers and the rest surveyors and 

land-agents) to report on every holding of more than five acresj 

in Cheshire a survey of every farm Is being arranged and other 

counties are making similar arrangements; the East Suffolk 

Committee are making a tour of the county as a body and holding 

joint meetings with the District Sub-Committees at the headquarters 

of the latter. 



Bedfordshire - The Committee have been authorised to take 

possession of 20 acres of glebe land at Wilstead and 23 at 

Langford for cultivation for 1918. 

Cheshire - The Cheshire Committee are dealing, under the Drainage 

of Lands Orders, with the cleansing of the drains emptying into 

the £iver Birkett in the Wirral Peninsula. It is said that 

when this work is completed 1,500 acres of marsh land will be 

brought into cultivation. 

Kent - The Committee have taken possession of 49 acres of land 

at Darehth for summer fallowing and of a 100 acre farm at 

Swingfield for the same purpose. 

Suffolk, East - The Committee have given authority to enter 

on land at Scole for the purpose of reducing the number of 

rabbits which were over-running the Warren Hills farm. This 

is the first instance reported of action taken under the Rabbits 

Order recently made. 

Suffolk, West - The Committee are taking possession of 134 

acres of land at Walsham-le-Willows and of 80 acres at Elmswell. 

Sussex, East - The Committee are taking possession of 30 acres 

of land which had been laid out as building land at Telscombe 

Cliffs; this estate adjoins that of Anzac-on-Sea (now called 

Peace Haven), of part of which the Committee have already 

taken possession. 

Yorkshire, East Riding - The Committee are taking action under 

the Drainage of Lands Orders with regard to various parts of 

the County, and are giving notices to the occupiers as a 



preliminary to carrying out the necessary works. 

Determination of Tenancies, 

Since the amendment of Regulation 2M which was incorpor

ated in the Cultivation of Lands Order, 1917, dated 15th March, 

1917, the landlords have been authorised to determine the tenancies 

in 44 cases, provision being made for adequate compensation to be 

paid to the tenants and for the landlords to be able to make such a 

counter-claim as Would arise under the Agricultural Holdings Act, 

1908, In all but two of the cases the landlord has been authorised 

to determine the tenancy forthwith, subject to the tenant being 

allowed to reside in the dwelling house for four weeks longer. 

In two cases, however, the determination has been authorised as 

from next Michaelmas, The landlords are informed, when the Order 

is handed to them, that it does net compel them to determine the 

tenancy unless they desire to do so, but in almost all the cases 

it is believed that the landlord has availed himself of the 

authority, and has either put in a new and more efficient tenant 

or has taken the farm in hand. It is hoped that the change of 

occupation thus effected will obviate the necessity of possession" 

being taken by the Executive Committee and will bring about an 

increase in the food supply. 

Up to the present the power for the Board itself to 

determine a tenancy has not been exercised. 

Cultivation of Lands Order, 1917 (No.2) 

Reports from 924 Boroughs or Urban Districts show that 

167,731 applications for plots have been made, and that 148,807 

plots, containing a total area of 11,093 acres, have been 

provided. In addition, since December last, many plots have 

been provided by private enterprise, and the area of permanent 

allotments provided independently of the Cultivation of Lands 

Orders has been largely increased. 



HORTICULTURAL SECTION. 

As a result of the circular letter sent out to Parish 

Councils urging the formation of Pood Production Societies, 

information has been received that twenty such societies have 

already been formed and that others are in course of formation. 

During the week 3,000 pamphlets on vegetable growing have 

been distributed among 1,062 elementary schools as a result of a ' 

circular letter sent out by the Board of Education at the instance 

of this Department, In all 7,400 pamphlets have been distributed 

during the week. 

Potato Spraying, During the week orders have been received for 

1,835 Knapsack Spraying Machines and for 6,570 cases of spraying 

material, A cinematograph film illustrating potato growing 

and spraying is no7f being exhibited throughout the country. The 

Local Government Board has given Its approval to a suggestion 

that Parish Councils and small Local Authorities should be 

empowered to provide spraying machines for the use of allotments 

and to make a charge on the rates for' this purpose. 

Public meetings are being addressed by members of the 

staff of the Department on the advantages of potato spraying, 

and it is obvious that interest in the spraying scheme is 

becoming widespread^ 

Preserving Fruit and Vegetables. Six staff instructors have 

been trained in London in the methods of preserving fruit and 

vegetables. They will act as teachers to classes of persons 

selected to serve as travelling instructors. 

An order for 2,000,000, 2 lb. glass jars of the type 

suitable for bottling fruit and vegetables has been placed with 

the manufacturers through the Ministry of Munitions, and arrange

ments are being made for the supply of a further 2,000,000 bottles, 

A comprehensive scheme for the preservation of surplus 

fruit and vegetables, on a large scale throughout the country, is 

now under consideration, but it is not sufficiently advanced to 

be explained in this week's Report, 



II. TECHNICAL DIVISION, 

There are no special developments in the v/ork of this 

Division to report this week. 

III, LABOUR. 

A Circular Letter has been issued during the week 

instructing Agricultural Executive Committees at once to set up 

Labour Sub-Committees, consisting of not more than two members 

of the Executive together with other persons co-opted from out

side. The functions of this Sub-Committee will he to deal with 

matters relating to the supply, distribution, housing and wages 

of all forms of labour, including women, as well as questions 

affecting the retention of existing labour on the land, the 

work of Tribunals, substitution, etc. 

Soldier Labour. In response to the representations of this 

Department, the War Office has cancelled its announcement that 

men of the Agricultural Companies were to be used to meet the 

demands of the Director of Timber Supplies. These Companies 

are to be raised to their full establishment of 11,500 men, 

of whom nearly 6,500 are already at work on the land. Enquiries 

are being made with a view to getting the remaining physicaily

fit men taken up by farmers as soon as possible. It is 

desirable that the War Office should gradually substitute 

skilled agriculturists from other units, such as the Royal 

Defence Corps, and Labour Battalions, or skilled men working 

under the Forage Committee, for any unsuitable men now in the 

Agricultural Companies. 

Prisoners of War. Schemes are being prepared by Agricultural 

Executive Committees for the employment of further batches of 

prisoners of war. Worcestershire is preparing to employ 4 or 

5 additional gangs, and Herefordshire a batch at Ross-on-Wye, 

while Chester has a scheme in contemplation in connection with 

drainage work. In addition, 75,prisoners will bo required for 

work in Cambridge on land to be taken over by the Agricultural 



Executive Committee, 150 prisoners have been secured for 

reclamation work which is being carried out by H.M. Office of 

Woods &c. at Wingland, at the mouth of the Wash, by which some 

500 acres will be brought into cultivation for the harvest of 

1918. 

WOMEN1 S BRANCH. 

Although the number of recruits coming forward for 

work on the land is satisfactory the difficulty of securing 

employment for women has not been appreciably reduced during the 

week. In the majority of counties there seem to be no further 

openings for women at present. On the other hand In a few there 

is undoubtedly an Increasing demand for women milkers. There is 

a very large increase in the number of individual farmers offering 

training facilities for women6 The Department are glad to avail 

themselves of such offers, not only because it is necessary to 

provide training for unskilled women before they are placed In 

employment for wages, but also because these practice farms are 

proving most helpful in showing neighbouring farmers what work 

can be undertaken by women. Counties are realising the 

advantages of employing Group-Leaders for part-time workers, and 

at the present time the damand for Leaders is in excess of the 

supply. 

The general county organisation for employment and 

training of.inomen for work on the land is working smoothly, and 

it is hoped that the Labour Sub-committees to which reference is 

made under the previous heading; will, by co-operation with the 

women's organisation, overcome the present difficulty of securing 

increased employment for women0 

MACHINERY. 

A further 34 Tractors have arrived during the week 

from America, bringing the total number of Government owned 

Tractors up to 625* 37 Tractors which had been placed 

- 7 k 8 
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temporarily at the disposal of the Department have been returned 
to their owners during the week. The new scheme for working the 
Tractors in units cannot come into operation generally for another-
week or so, hut in the meantime the Tractors are being fully 
employed and the work they are doing is meeting with general 
approval. 

IV. SUPPLIES. 
Perti11sers and Feeding Stuffs Section. 

Sulphate of Avjnonia. The completed returns of the sales of 
Sulphate of Ammonia in March and April show a great development in 
the use of this fertiliser in Agriculture. Whereas before the war 
about 60,000 tons per annum were sold for agricultural purposes, 
the sales in the last two months amounted to 62,050 tons, (the 
figures for March and April 1916 being 25,790 tons). In these two 
months in 1916 32$ of the total sales and 42$ of the total 
manufacture was sold for agriculture; in 1917 the corresponding 
figures were 89$ of the total sales and 118$ of the total 
manufacture (stocks being heavily reduced). 

Of the total sales for agricultural purposes in March and 
April 1917, 11,990 tons or 29$ was distributed through the Sulphate 
of Ammonia Advisory Committee. In this controlled distribution 
England received 19$, Scotland 4$ and Ireland 6$. In view of the 
complaints which have been made that Ireland did not get a proper 
supply, it may be pointed out that, apart from permanent and 
temporary grass, the area of cultivated land in England and Wales is 
about three times that of Ireland. 
Superphosphate - The Fertilisers Committee has decided to ask the 
Shipping Controller to fix a freight for phosphate rock which would 
allow of superphosphate of standard quality (30$) being sold next 
season at a price not exceeding £5 per ton f.o,r. at makers' works. 
This price would compare favourably with the prices which have ruled 
during the current season, and it is certain that if arrangements 



can be made for the sale of Superphosphate at this price the demand 

will be very large. 
Basic Slag- - The Fertilisers Committee has also decided to recommend 
the grinding of low-grade basic slag which is being produced in large 
quantities, but for which there is at present no commercial outlet. 
The Ministry of Munitions are preparing an estimate of the cost of 
erecting suitable mills and producing the ground slag. The three 
Agricultural Departments will be asked to guarantee part of the cost. 
Potash. - The Advisory Committee of the Ministry of Munitions have 
framed a scheme which has been submitted for Dr.Addison's approval. 
This scheme includes the provision that the Board of Agriculture 
shall until 1920 purchase the whole make of muriate of potash of a 
new company being set up to work the British Cyanides patents for 
extracting potash from flue dust. The maximum quantities of muriate 
of potash to be taken in each year are:- 1918, 2,000 - 4,000 tons at 
£17.10.0; 1919, 15,000 tons at £14; 1920, 15,000 tons at £14. 
Lime.- Enquiries have been addressed to some 350 firms producing or 
dealing in agricultural lime. No information has been given by the 
largest producing firm. The replies of the others show their 
present output to be 90,000 tons of agricultural lime as against 
over 200,000 tons before the war. The reduction is almost entirely 
due to labour difficulties. Lime production has not hitherto been a 
certified occupation, but arrangements have now been made for adding 
it to the list. Firms are no?; being asked what additional labour they 
are prepared to employ forthwith,and efforts will be made to find 
suitable labour. 

Seeds Section. 
Seed Potatoes- - The recent order on grubbing hops has produced a 
further demand for seed potatoes in Kent. Quotations have been 
obtained from Ireland, and if the hop-growers agree to the price 
asked, a consignment will be shipped immediately. 



Seed Corn. The Ministry of Pood have been asked to authorise 

the purchase of seed corn by the Department at prices in advance 

of those ruling for ordinary grain. It is understood that the 

Ministry's Legal Adviser is considering the form of licence which 

could be given for this purpose. Arrangements are in progress 

for the purchase and storage of 3eed corn on behalf of the 

Department by tradersj under the general supervision of Provincial 

Committees of the National British and Irish Corn Trade 

Association. 

I am, 

Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

The Rt. Hon. Rowland E. Prothero, M.P. 
President of the Board of Agriculture 

and Fisheries. 



. Telegrams-"SHIPMINDER, VIC, LONDON." 

Any further communication on this 
bject should be addressed to— INISTRY OF SHIPPING, 

su 
The Secretary, 

Ministry of Shipping, 
St. James's Park, 

London, S.W. 1, 
and the following number quoted. 

25th May, 1 9 ^ 

r 
Sir, 

With reference to my letter of the 18th instant, t am 

directed by the Shipping Controller to report, for the information 

of the War Cabinet, as follows:-

MERCHANT SHIPBUILDING. The reports received indicate 

good progress generally except for delay in the delivery of 

auxiliary fittings. The shortage of shipbuilding material still 

continues, especially in the Clyde district. The total amount 

of wages paid during the last week amounted to £312,612, of which 

£118,810, or 33$, was paid on merchant work. Six munitions 

certificates were issued, making the total number of standard 

ships certified 124, and the total number ordered to date 145. 

PURCHASE OF TONNAGE ABROAD. The present position is 

as follows:-

Tons D.W. Approximate 
No. of Ships Capacity Price 

Contracts signed 229 1,334,120 £49,796,958 
Contracts closed 9 84,100 4,369,300 
Offers out 36 243,910 10,695,050 

274 1,662,130 £64,861,308 

Included in the above figures are the following 

negotiated through the Imperial Munitions Board:-

Secretary, 

^ War Cabinet. 



No. of Ships 
Tons D.W. 
Capacity 

Approximate 
Price 

Contracts signed 27 129,700 £4,686,325 

Contracts closed 

Offers out 22,850 922,836 

32 152,550 £5,609,161 

The following vessels, building in Yards in 

japan and China are also included in the list:-

Tons D.W. Approximate 
No. of Ships Capacity Price 

Contracts signed 17 151,770 £6,451,625 

Contracts closed 7 66,500 3,524,500 

Offers out 8 51,950 2,662,766 

32 270,220 £12,638,891 

Oil Tankers purchased on account of the Admiralty 

included in above list, are as follows:-

Approximate 
Tons D.W. Approximate 

No. of Ships, Capacity Price 

Contracts signed 8 59,300 £2,474,198 

Contracts closed 2 17,600 844,800 

Offers out 2 15,960 773,400 

12 92,860 £4,092,398 

The following 1,000 ton sea going barges building 

in the United Kingdom are also included in the 11st:-

Approximate 
Tons D.W. Approximate 

No. of Ships Capacity Price 
Contracts signed 10 10,000 £ 167,600 

The members of the Merchant Shipbuilding Advisory 

(P̂ mraittee and the staff of the Ministry concerned with the 
acqui8ition of new tonnage at home and abroad have now been 

put/ 
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put In touch with Sir Eric Geddes, and are giving him wholehearted 

co-operation. 

DEVELOPMENT OP PORT FACILITIES. The organization of a 

port Branch, to which reference was made in last week'a report, 

has advanced a step further. The Ministry have "been fortunate 

in securing the services of Mr. L. A.P. Warner, Deputy General 

Manager under the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, as Director of 

the new Branch. Mr. Warner was on the staff of the London and 

North Western Railway before joining the Mersey Board, and thus 

combines Railway and Dock experience, a point of great importance 

in view of the close Interdependence of Railway and Dock problems. 

The development of facilities at the Western Ports is receiving 

special attention, and conferences have already been held with 

the Wheat Commission and the Railway Executive. The Port question 

has hitherto been largely in the hands of the Port and Transit 

Executive Committee, but that Committee has for a long time past 

been carrying on its work in close association with the Ministry. 

It now has its headquarters in the same building, and the 

organization of the new Branch of the Ministry will afford 

opportunities for still closer co-ordination. It has become 

abundantly clear that if any substantial results are to be achieved, 

the Port problem and the Railway problem must be treated as one, 

the multiplication of separate Committees avoided, and authority 

concentrated as far as possible in one Department. 

The attention of the Ministry has been called to certain 

very misleading statements reported in the Press as having been 

made by Mr. Ben Tillett at a Trade Union meeting with regard to 

delays and inefficient handling of ships in port. Steps are 

being taken to have the true state of the case made known. 

REQUISITIONING OF DUTCH SHIPS. Steps have been taken, 

W  w U h the concurrence of the Foreign Office, to requisition certain 
ships sailing under the Dutch flag, which are really owned by 

two British firms. Up to the present, six ships have actually 
been/ 



been acquired, and it is hoped that a few more will come 

within British jurisdiction at an early date when they will 

be similarly dealt with. Arrangements are being made to send 

on to Holland the cargo of the two ships which were destined 

for that country. 

OIL CARRIERS. A serious position has arisen owing 

to the shortage of oil carriers for the Navy and for commercial 

purposes, and the matter is receiving close attention. This 

shortage is due to submarine losses. In order to meet the 

shortage in oil carrying tonnage, it has been suggested that 

some of the standard ships now being built might be adapted for 

carrying oii. It appears that by the introduction of 

structural modifications Into the framework of the standard ships 

at an early stage, any ship can be converted into an oil carrier 

In a very short space of time after the vessel ie complete. 

Proposals on the subject of tonnage for the carriage of oil are 

being submitted to the Yfar Cabinet. 

VESSELS HELD UP IN BALTIC PORTS. Messages have been 

received within the last twentyf our hours which indicate that 

as the result of measures taken In concert with the Foreign 

Office a considerable number of British ships held up since 

the outbreak of war may succeed in making good their escape. 

I am, 

Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

(Signed) John Anderson. 
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Scotland for the week ending 23rd May, 1917. 

During the week the weather haa improved and tho corn, grass, potato 
&id turnip crops in the oountry are making good progress. 

If Increased Cropping: 
The following particulars of additional areas cultivated for the 1917 

crop were reported during the week:
* County Acreage. 

Roxburgh - Kelso District 10 
Melrose " 18 

Wigtown - Rhins " 396 
424 

Add acreage previously reported.... 61625i 
Total to date 620491 

2, District Agricultural Committees: 
In connection with the re-organisatipn of the work of Agricultural 

Committees a representative of the Board has attended meetings of the 
Committees of Ayrshire, Wigtownshire (Maohars and Rhins), Dumfriesshire, 
Kirkcudbrightshire, Fife (Kirkcaldy, St. Andrews and Cupar Districts), 
Renfrewshire, Stirlingshire (East, Central and West), Lanarkshire (Lower 
and Middle Wards) and Dumbartonshire. In every case the proposals put 
forward by the Board have been accepted and the Committees expressed 
confidence in their ability to overtake the extra cultivation required 
for 1918. 

3. Employment of Women in Agriculture: 
The Board have issued a circular to Committees with reference to 

the scheme for the employment of women in agrioulture administered by 
the Ministry of Labour, the National Service Department and the Board, 
and have drawn their attention to the proposal for/Sonstitution of and 
co-operation with Women1 s County Committees. 

4. Employment of Women in Forestry: 
The Treasury have sanctioned the Board's proposals for tho reoruit

jment of 200 women for Forestry work in Scotland. 

5* Formation of Women's Agricultural Institutes in Scotland: 
The Secretary for Scotland has approved of the payment from the 

Agriculture. (Scotland) Fund of an annual grant not exoeeding £600 for 
the constitution of women's institutes throughout Scotland inoluding 
provision for the salary of an organiser. 



 t o but BOARD OF AGRICULTURE FOR SCOTLAND, 

29 ST. ANDREW SQUARE, 
Correspondents are requested :  -

EDINBURGH. 
of each letter to wtocn ineyr^y, ^ 

9 To U communications on different subjects 
form separate letters. 

No. 

21st May 1917. 

r Enclosures'. 

Sir, 
Employment of Women In Agriculture. 

I am directed by the Board of Agriculture for 

Scotland to send you herewith for the information of your 

Committee copies, of the following papers, issued by the 

Ministry of Labour, with reference to the scheme for the 

employment of women in Agrioulture administered by that 

Department in co-operation with the,Board and the National 

Service D e p a r t m e n t r 

(a) Memorandum on the Organisation for Promoting the 

Employment of Women's Labour on the Land in Scotland; 

(,b) Memorandum an the Method to be followed in dealing 

, ... with the demand for and supply of Women Workers for 

the Land; 

(o) Notes on Procedure for Selection and Allocation of 

Women National Service Volunteers for Agriculture. 

The attention of your Committee is particularly 

direoted to Sections 3 and 5 of (a), in which it is suggest

:ed that District Agricultural Committees and District 

Agricultural Executive Committees should propose Women 

District Representatives to form the Wsmen'e County Committee 

where these do not yet exist, and also that a member of the 

Women's County Committees should either be appointed a 
member / 

The Secretary, 
District Agricultural Executive 

Committee, 



member of the^A^i^ulturai^BxecTrUr^ or be 

associated with the work of that Committee and attend 

its meetings . 

In view of the existing and-po*eTbly^inoreae^iJ 

scaroity of regular male labour on farms, the uncertainty 

of obtaining sufficient supplies of qualified soldier 

labour, and the valuable assistance that might be given 

by women in agriculture generally and especially in 

supplementing reduced farm staffs, the Board trust your 

Committee will co-operate with the Women18 County 

Committees in the manner indicated and will do all they 

can to secure that the supply of female labour made 

available under the scheme shall be utilised as fully 

as possible . 

I am, Sir, 
- Your obedient Ser-vant, 

H,M. Conacher, 

Secretary. 

J 



Decipher. Sir G. Barclay (Jassy) 
May 18th. 1917. 

D. 12.45 p.m..May 18th 1917. 
R.. 4.50 p.m.. May 22nd 1917. 

Following for Chief of the Imperial General 
Staff from General Candolles.. 

In order to assist in placing communications 
between Roumania and Russia In fit condition for 
strenuous military operations there was undertaken 
some months ago construction of three new junction 
railways linking up Roumania with Bessarabia viz, from 
Dangeni Northwards and from Umgheni Northward and from 
Barlat Eastward. In view of surplus rolling stock 
of Roumanian gauge and shortage of that of Russian 
gauge best policy would obviously be to lay as much 
as possible of these three junction lines with 
former gauge. Unfortunately inverse policy has been 
so far insisted on by Russian head-quarters but I 
am still contesting point in respect of portions of 
first and third of them. 

I have personally gone over first pf these new 
junction lines and am sending officer to visit other 
two as to state of which no reliable information is 
procurable. Work is proceeding but slowly on all 
three of them and none can be ready before October 
even should rails and sleepers be delivered in time 
which is more than doubtful. Total Russian output 
of rails no?; represents less than 300 kilometres of 
track a month. Even should enough of this small 
output be spared fo? Roumania and Bessarabia or if 
importations through Vladivostock should increase it is 
certain that delivery here would be slow and irregular 
on account of bad operation of Russian railways. 



On Danube there has also been built across outlet of 

Lake Brateshul embanked rail connection between Renl and 

G-alatz. Although still unfinished it is already in use 

but is exposed to enemy artillery whilst Russian approach 

line from Benderi to Reni is of small traffic capacity 

which would only be partially corrected by proposed spur 

connection towards Ismail. In this region international 

communications will not be placed on a really sound footing 

until Danube below Galatz again becomes freely utilizable 

by Allies. 

In Roumania the operation of carts and automobiles 

which are by no means numerous and the building of roads 

are badly handled so that for any substantial offensive 

towards Wallachia important stocks of rai(ls and other 

railway materials would be quite indispensable for immediate 

use in conquered territory as also heavy stocks of wood fuel 

local coal and oil being very limited in quantity and all 

proceeding from a district still liable to be cut off by 

enemy whilst to import adequate fuel supplies from Russia 

would merely congest (?approach) railways unless of course 

Danube route were previously made available. 

These rails we can not hwever expect to receive and 

accumulation of adequate stocks of wood fuel even if we 

succeed in giving greater impetus to use of Decauville 

line will be rendered almost impossible by prevailing 

shortage of cartage from forests which is intensified by 

current demands for sleepers and construction timber. 

It 



It Is in fact this shortage of cartage and lack of 

certain incidental imported materials that trill constitute 

chief problem of the future in Roumanian Railway system 

as it exists today. 

Traffic congestion around Jassy is being now 

gradually corrected and was partly the outcome of over 

crowding into that neighbourhood of excessive garrisons 

and other organisations, which over crowding incidentally 

fostered the late panic as to insufficiency of immediate 

food supplies. 

The working of Roumanian locomotive traffic 

Departments still leaves much to be desired and is 

engaging our special attention although owing to innate 

reluctance of Roumanians to push through comprehensive 

programmes it will not be easy to bring about rapid 

improvement. So uninviting is the prospect that certain 

Russian railway officials are beginning to display some 

tendency towards wishing to entrust Roumanian railways to 

direct care of my mission. In this they are no doubt 

influenced by general situation prevalent in Russia and 

I am of opinion that at any rate for some time yet we 

should not depart from my present plan of limiting ourselves 

to tendering of unofficial advice. See my telegram of 

May 3rd, 
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S I C E E l 

WAR CABINET 

PROPOSED MINISTRY OP HEALTH 

(Memorandum by Lord Mliner) 

The question of tho establishment of a Ministry of Health 
originally raised by Lord Rhondda was referred by the War 
Cabinet on April 6th. to Mr.Henderson and myself in consulta
tion with Lord Rhondda, Sir iidwin Cornwall, Dr.Addison, Dr0Pisher, 
Mr.Barnes and Mr.Montagu, with Mr.G.M.Young acting as secretary. 

This Committee reported to the Cabinet fin April 21st. to 
the effect that the question should be referred to the Recon
struotion Committee who should be asked to appoint a Sub-Committee 
to consider the best means of establishing tho Ministry of Health 
with the least dolay. 

This Sub-Committee reported (see Appendix A.) in favour 
of the transference of the work of the National Health Insurance 
to the Local Government Board, which should be divided into 
two parts - one Branch to be devoted entirely to Health, one to 
the other functions of the Local Government Board. 

The Sub-Committee was unanimous but Sir iSdwin Cornwall 
put in a memorandum of protest (see Appendix B . ) . Before 
finally deciding tho question, Mr.Henderson and I had decided to 
see the representatives of the Joint Committee of Approved 
Societies, and to-morrow had been fixed as tho day for seeing 
them. In the interval, Mr.Henderson has left, and the Societies 
have written to say they cannot ccma and are waiting to see 
the prime Minister whom they had previously approached. 

Before Mr.Henderson left, he expressed his readiness to 
concur in any recommendation I might give to the Cabinet on the 
subject. We had as a matter of fact talked it over together and 
after having given full considoration to Sir JSdwin Cornwall1s 
objections wo had both come to tho conqulljsion that unless the 
representatives of tho Approved Societies v/ere able to put a 
wholly new aspect on the question, the recommendations of tho 
Sub-Committee should be accepted in their entirety. 

As the Approved Societies are evidently not disoosed to 
see anyone but the Prime Minister I can do nothing further in the 
matter. Personally I do not think they are entitled to take 
this lino and that it is merely a piece of obstructive tactics. 
If the matter rested with mo I should go ahead without them. But 
in view of their appeal to the Prime Minister I can only report 
the position of affairs to the Cabinet. 

I will only add that, If the Cabinet decides not to adopt 
the recommendations of the Sub-Committee without further enquiry 
and negotiations I hope that the future conduct of this affair 
may be entrusted to some other Minister - not necessarily a 
member of the Cabinet. I am dealing at present with a number 
of very difficult and pressing matters - Food, Liquor, the 
Agricultural Programme, Priority of Shipping, etc., etc, and 
this question, however important, is not of the same urgency. 

The fact that Mr.Young, who had all tho details of this 
business at his finger!s ends, has gone away with Mr.Henderson, 
makes it additionally difficult for me to deal with it without 
detriment to the other matters delegated to me by the Cabinet. 
24th May,1917 (Sgd.) MILHEE 



French proposal for the occupation of Greece. 

Two days ago when the French proposal for 
occupying Greece was under consideration the War 
Cabinet took the view that from a military 
standpoint there v/as much to be said in favour of 
the proposal. I think it desirable therefore to 
state the military case afresh, because, as I have 
consistently urged upon the War Cabinet, whatever 
can be said for the proposal much more can be said 

against it. I shall not labour the necessity of 
our reducing our Salonika Force, as It is, I 

understand, now fully accepted by the War Cabinet 
that a great reduction must be made. Nor shall I 

refer to the diplomatic justification for the 

invasion of Greece, That is not' my business. I 

must submit however that it will remain impossible 

to derive the best advantage from the naval and 

military forces of the Entente until the Governments 

agree as to their policy, I take it that our policy 

is to secure a neutral, but friendly, Greece, and 

that we have no particular desire to set up a 
republic. The French on the other hand are bent on 

the occupation of the country, and apparently are 

determined to establish a republic. Unless and 

until a unified policy is decided upon military and 

naval effort will continue to be wasted. 



I understand that the War Cabinet feel disinclined 
to refuse assent to the French proposal, and. contemplate 
leaving them to carry out the occupation of Greece by 
their own'means and in their own way. But the proceedings 
of the French must re-act upon ourselves, and. therefore I 
must tell the War Cabinet what the French proposal may 
involve. It appears to be as follows 

Send one division and some cavalry into Thessaly, 
Disembark two divisions at and noar Athens. 
Having secured the country, which the French 

apparently regard as an easy and rapid operation, 
to base part of the Allied forces on Greece, but 
to continue to hold the'present line; to draw in 
more Venezelicts as a result of the occupation 
and thereby set free some of the Allied troops; 
if compelled later to fall back to do so through 
Greece. 

The chief reason put forward by the French for 
their proposal is that it is necessary to dispose of 
Greeco before reducing materially the Allied force at 
Salonika, I do not think co. It has been shown in 
former Papers submitted to the War Cabinet that 
although the regular Greek troops in Thessaly, augmented as 
they would be by armed bands of reservists and 
comitadjis, might constitute a very tiresome and even 
serious danger to an Allied Army advancing into Thessaly, 
these forces would be little better than guerillas, 
without organisation' or transport, and incapable of 
any offensive action outside their own country. 

As 



As regards the hulk of the Greek Amy at present confined 
in Peloponnese, the infantry and mountain artillery might 
escape across the Isthmus of Corinth, hut it would take a 
long time before they could he concentrated, organised, and 
provided with the transport necessary for offensive action 
in Macedonia. 

It is just possible that the 3 divisions detailed for 
the occupation of Greece could be made available and the 
present Allied line still be held, but not without incurring 
grave risks, as the enemy might in the meantime reinforce 
the Macedonian front and launch a heavy attack against the 
Allied Army. As to the adequacy of the 3 Divisions I 
would point out that a detachment would be needed to prevent 
the esoape of the Greek Army from the peloponnese. This 
would have to be placed somewhere in the neighbourhood of 
Megara, and we have no detailed information enabling us to 
say whether this is possible, Further, after securing 
Athens and establishing, order in the capital, it will be 
necessary to open a line of communication between Athens 
and Thessaly of about 200 miles in length, running through 
difficult mountainous country, and provide adequate protect
ion for it. In view of these extended liabilities it 
seems doubtful whether the force allotted to the task 
would, be sufficient, especially when it is remembered that 
all the French divisions are greatly below strength. 
In fact the French proposal is a gamble on the chance 
of the collapse of Greek resistance. 

The 



The information in my possession does not lead me to believe 

that this is a justifiable gamble, and in the event of the 

French forces proving insufficient it would be necessary 

to reinforce them. As it WUBL not be possible to withdraw 

any more troops from the present Salonika front, these 

reinforcements would have to come from the Western front, 

thus involving locking up still more troops in the Balkans 

and imposing a still greater strain on shipping and on the 

Navy. 

Sven supposing that all went well, it must obviously 

take many months before additional Venezelist troops could 

be raised, organized, and trained so as to permit of Allied 

troops being withdrawn from the Salonika front. 

It must also be borne in mind that in order to seize 

Athens, suppress any rising which may be attempted and, at 

the same time, take the necessary measures to prevent the 

escape of the Greek Army, the two divisions which are to 

undertake these operations must act in combination and with 

the greatest promptitude and despatch. For this purpose 

they must be disembarked simultaneously..' To land them in 

detachnents would be fatal. It is extremely doubtful whether 

the necessary shipping could be provided for the simultaneous 

transport of a force of this size and in any event it could 

not be assembled rapidly, and therefore immediate action of 

the kind proposed is out of the question. 



6, I am not quite clear as to what the French propose 

to do if and when they successfully occupy Greece, but ap

p&vently the intention is to hold the present line, and if 

eventually compelled to fall back to do so through Greece 

rather than on Salonika, and in this connection I may 

note that Athens is the only really useful base as an 

alternative to Salonika. Volo is a bad port, and. is 

connected with Larissa by a single line of metre gauge. 

Santi'Quaranta, a place of about 1,000 inhabitants, has 

a good harbour but a bad water supply and no port facilities; 

the available carrying capacity of the Taranto railway 

is small and could not be very greatly increased; while 

the fact that the distance by road from Santl Quaranta to 

Monastir is 160 miles renders of itself this line of 

commi-mication of very little value. Modern Armies of 

half a million men cannot be supplied to any appreciable 

extent by a mountain road 160 miles from their base. 

7  I wish to warn the War Cabinet that to change the e

base of a force of some half a million men is a stupendous 

and lengthy business. It is a matter of months; would 

demand a great amount of shipping to effect the transfer; and 

meanwhile leave the army in a bad condition to fight, 

I speak from considerable experience, and may add that it 

devolved upon mo, as Quarter-Master-General, to transfer 

the bases of about 150,000 men from the excellent French 

Channel ports to St, Nazaire in August 1914. To transfer 

the Salonika base to Athens, if compelled to evacuate 

the former place, would be an enormous.if not quite imposs

ible task, especially so if the enemy were active - on 

land and on sea - as no doubt he would be, 



 Shortly put, the net results of the French proposal would 

be, so far as shipping is concerned, to impose a great 

additional strain on our resources at the outset, while later 

it would prove an economy in proportion to the size of the 

British and French forces set free by Venezelist forces. It 

would, however, be a long time before either the British or 

French troops could be reduced, and therefore the proposal 

does not favourably compare with a withdrawal to Salonika 

which would produce an immediate reduction both in the number 

of troops to be maintained and in the shipping required. 

It must also be noted that the French proposal, so far from 

involving any decrease in our naval commitments, will probably 

increase them, as the Navy will have to provide protection 

for the fresh bases opened in Greece. It is for the Admiralty 

to say whether this strain would or would not be greater than 

that involved by the possible establishment of submarine bases 

on the coast of Greece if we withdrew to Salonika. 

lt

9. Thero is another important aspect of the proposal to 

be considered. If the French policy is successfully carried 

out, King Constantine deposed, and a Venezelist Government 

established at Athens, it is clear that Greece will no longer 

be neutral, since Venezelist troops are already engaged in 

active hostilities against the Central Powers. Consequently 

Greece, under the new regime, will be liable to attack and 

the Allies will have the obligation of defending her. Germany 

will not fail to take advantage of this. 



To sum up, the French policy is in the nature of 
a desperate gamble, and if it fails we shall have another 
enemy in the field and must increase our commitments in the 
Balkans, while the reinforcements required can only come 
from the Western Front. At the best it will not, for 
a long time to come, if ever, reduce our shipping difficultie 
while it may very largely add to them, to say nothing of 
locking up troops in a theatre where they can contribute 
nothing to the winning of the war, and at a time v*rhen 
France and ourselves are so short of men. The War Cabinet 
have already decided that our troops must be reduced, 
and therefore I need say no more, except that we are 
being hampered more every day in the despatch of drafts for 
both India and Egypt. For about a month drafts for India 
have been held up at Durban, while drafts for Egypt have 
been waiting at Marseilles for some vreeks, and the con
gestion there is not likely to be relieved before the middle 
of June. 

W.R.ROBERTSON 

C.I.G.S. 

25-5-17. 
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STOCKS IN Tim UNITED KIN0DO 

r - \ 
; 

Stocks as on Estimated 
May 21st 1917 o probable stocks 
(adjusted) X four' weeks' laterj 

Tons Tons 

Wheat 1,103,000 1,134,000 

Maize 120,000' s:?;ooo 
Rice 85,000 87,000 
Barley 386,000 .. 340,000 

Oats 293,000 144,000 0 

Sugar 34,133 85,504 

X The cereal stocks are based on the returns of actual 

stocks collected on the 1st of.each month from the Port 

Granaries and Millers, and estimates of tho stocks in 

farmers and bakers handsa 

0 Estimated on the assumption^' that imports continue at 

the same rate as in the last four weeks,. 

MINISTRY QP POOD. 

24th May, 1917. 



STATISTICS OP SOGAR IN POSSESSION OP THE SUGAR COMMISSION. 

19th May 1917. 
TOTAL Cuba U.S.A. & 

Canada. 

Stocks in the U.-K. 3 4 , 1 3 8 

Afloat & due to arrive-
Week ending 26th May J 1 8 , 5 4 4 15,694 8 0 0 

3lst " i 1 7 , 0 0 2 12,184 
9th June J 2 7 , 4 3 2 23,133 
16th " i 5 0 , 1 8 8 48,188 

 11 23rd ! 2 4 , 2 0 0 24,200 
w 

i30th

Awaiting shipment 1 3 5 7 , 2 0 2 236,248 20,000 

528,706 359,647 20,800 

Arrivals 20,559 17,904 
Shipments 34,700 34,700 

U C5 (D Lost 11,237 11,237 
Issued 20,937 
Purchased 83,003 45,900 20,000 

Total tonnage provided 
for arrival in May 35,546 27,878 800 

June 134,420 122,121 
July 95,000 82,300 

August 77,200 49,200 

British West 
India & 
Guiana. 

2,050 
1,950 

39,528 

43,528 

2,655 

4 , 8 0 0 

2 , 0 5 0 
6 , 0 0 0 

1 2 , 7 0 0 

Other 
less distant 
Countries, 

1,500 

2,500 

4,000 

- 803 
1,950 
1,500 

Java Peru Other 
more distant 

Countries, 

1,000 
2,000 

1,868 
2,799 

29,500 22,712 6,714 

32,500 2 4 , 5 8 0 9 , 5 1 3 

11,500 
1,000 
2,000 

1,868 
2,799 

21,400 6,600 

It. will be necessary to bring a considerable quantity of sugar from the East, Java and Mauritius, during June 
September, as supplies in the West will not be sufficient for the Allies1 requirements. This quantity is at CO present estimated at about 500,000 tons. 



stat:mm? H Off PURCHASES AND 3HIPMENTS OF IHHf 

FOR UNITED EINGDJ 

Wheat h fflour 
& Canada 

frg-sntino
frcia . 
fcstraMa 

fcis. 

p"'X & Canada 

3/'- :ri^a 

i v 

u.s,.*a & Canada 

$OTA! 

EolljU Cat3,Kc*ise Meal.etc. 

TOTAL 

PolSGS 

Bought up to 
£ay 19th for 
1E7.K.,France,
7& Italy and 
waiting ship
ment in due 
course. 

1. 
* 

1,575,6160 
St1)9", 3-il 
256,695 

2,845,312 
4,5X7,£-47 

27,801c 

210.071 

Probable 
sharo to 
be shipped 
to U.K. 

2. 

1,000,00024,00025,000 
1.880.0004 
2,429,003 

16,000
45,e*00 

^ 2G0J/00 
f ' - . 

Vw. .p
tT.£. £ 
waiting
shiv$ertt,

83,850 
mm 

3,855 

92.715 

49.173 

49,1W 

158,364 
61.761 

220.145 

4,484 

Shipments to 
during

week ending
19th May 

3. 

97,082 
9,471 

7.352 

113,845 , 

10;992 

8.084 

10.221 

10,221 

3,635 
155 

3.790 

-

Gross ill 
ports dm 
ing we el 
ending19th Maj;l 

4. 

99,118 
5,604 
5,932 

34,884 

X45.6J59 

15,058$ 
11,5061 
V. C78I 

34.2£2! 

-

15,040 

ArrivalArrival!! 
4.2634.26311 

Gross 
Import? 
lS.6603 

S.6cmm. 
Arrival; 

1,275 
- 11.27i 

(3) In addition options were held on 524,062 tons divided as follows:
' May

July
c. In addition options were held on 137,612 tons. The probable 

share of the U.K. in these options is 78,000 tons. 
X Includes 250,000 tons in liners jon the basis of spaoe specially reserve 

wa " 20,000 " "  * w 11 n ir n n n 
i The snipping sikiation makes iti improbable ttoat any large proportion of 
HOTE Included in Gol. 1 for arrival subsequent to 31st August 11,500 tons 

91,658 tons rolled Oats etc, & 3322 tons Barley. 
No allowance has been made for War losses. 
ROYAL COMMISSION ON WHEAT SUPPLIES 23rd May 1917. 



jjWHSAT & TOffR;-MAJS&i T ? T 0 1 g  i ^ARTVET,ROLLED OATS,.. BEANS,ETC, 

NGPOM AOOOtnW? OH 19th MAY. 1917. 

TONS. _______ 

JS Im- Ezpeoted 
;s dur- On Average Tonnage providedjup to 19th May 
week passage weekly for arrival in 

on 19th Arrivals 
during May Jane July August 
nex t 1 
weeks. 

4. 6. 7 v 8. 9. 1 0 . 

321,374 74,4.81 418,151 505,5132 599,670* 286;000x 
,604 70; 915 10,57$ 52 ,624 50;050 24,944 

33.07* 4,555 SO,735 2,812a 18,927a 20,000a 
884 &eg l t 94e 36^109 123.578 120.327 85.183 46,400 

1,529 691.307 615.088 676,702 ?.?8.724 352^400 

6,676 45,102 23 ,067 
41;ff6 10.469 59;014 3 1 , 1 9 0 

1 .679 5.727 38.079 20.705l b ? - 
1 . 2 4 3 91 .755 32.872 142.195 74.9.52 

i,O40 * M 6 i 4,943 33 ,87* 4 3 . 7 2 1 t 30,509 0,900 
I?,325 3,750 

603 , 2m 
065 78.564 5 .546 3 8 . 6 1 1 46,432 ) 33.334 12.650 

CvlVSlB 
^261 3 8 . 6 3 1 8MB 35 .384 14.237 
*80 
iort 3 2 , 8 3 1 8 ,208 35,384 14,237 
66Q t

.,275 10,489) 2,610 9,536 4,378 
489 439 

^275 2.720 m i 

Chicago Winnipeg The May Winnipeg options may he treated as 
iy 131,518 actual Wheat. The Chicago options will 
Ly 95,223 297,321 assist the Commission to purchase actual 

Wheat- The probahle share of the U.K. in 
these options is 350,000 tons. 

red for Wheat, 
i. it * 
If this mmt mi l he Shipped daring the war. 

?ns ̂ Ajmertean Wheat 132,499 tons S*A£rioan maize, and in Cel.2 



H.M. OFFICE OF fcORKS. & c 
REPORT for fortnight ended 25th May, 1917, 

for the information of the Prime Minister. 

ACCOMMODATION. 1. Accommodation is required for a staff 
of 3,000 for the newly appointed Controller of the 
Navy, and it has been decided by the Postmaster 
General, who has been instructed by the Prime 
Minister to arbitrate on the matter, to remo  the v e

Board of Education from the New Public Offices, 
Whitehall, to the Imperial Institute, South Kensington, 
and the Trench Warfare Department and Pensions Department 
in the same building to the premises occupied by ti?e 

British American Tobacco Company, Millbank, which will 
be requisitioned for the purpose. 

2. Additional accommodation has been ashed for 
a staff of 500 of the Demobilization Department of 
the War Office. It is under consideration to remove 
the Effects Branch from the temporary buildings in 
St. James's Park to other accommodation to make way for 
the above Section. 

3. The Timber Controller of the War Office 
requires 28 additional rooms in Caxton House, and 
arrangements are being :;.ade to commandeer these. 

4 . The Public Trustee has applied for additional 
accommodation in Queen's House adjoining his present 

premises 



premises and application has also been received 
from the War Office Casualties Section for 
accommodation in the same building. It has 
been decided by the Accommodation Committee to 
divide the two vacant floors remaining in the 
building between them. 

5  During the past fortnight there have been 0

33 removals and 19 internal removals. 

6. A communication has been received from the 
Ministry of Munitions that the Henbury Factory at 
Bristol is not to be further proceeded with. 

7  The equipment of War Office Hospitals is e

being proceeded with. 

8. The organization of the Chair Making 
Industry at High Wycombe for the manufacture of 
60,000 chairs urgently required bty the War Office 
has now been effected and the delivery of the chairs 
within six weeks Is now guaranteed. 

REGENT^" PARK. Building for Army Service Corps completed, 

OXFORD CIRCUS HOUSE, PEMBROKE HOUSE,&c. for the Canadian 
Medical Board. Alterations completed. 

CHELSEA. The temporary build! .g erected for the Ministry 
of Pensions is now partly in occupation. 

FARNBOROUGH 



FARNBOROUGH HOUSING SCHEME. Tenders have been received 

and are now under consideration by the Ministry of 

Munitions. 

SOUTH AFRICAN HOSPITAL. RICHMOND PARK, Patient i Workshops, g

etc. The tender has been accepted. 

CHALFONT ST. PETERS, COLONY FOR EPILEPTICS. The work has 
been seriously delayed owing to the difficulties 
in obtaining materials, These difficulties have 
now been overcome, and better progress is anticipated 

POSTAL CENSOR'S DEPARTMENT , ADDITIONAL STOREY ON STRAND HOUSE. 
Work completedo 

WORKS for the MINISTRY OF MUNITIONS. 
1 . Birmingham. Machine Gun Testing Range. 
Instructions have now been received to proceed with 
the work. Working drawings are in course of 
preparation. The estimated cost is about £1,140, 

2. Birmingham (Hockley).Fired Cartridge Case Shed. 
The working drawings have now been completed and 
Tenders are being Invited for the dbth instant. 
The estimated cost -*.s about £1,500. 

3. Birmingham (Soho). New Store. Verbal instructions 
have been received to complete the working drawings 
These are now practically ready and could be issue cl 
Immediately Instructions have been received to proceed 
to tender. The estimated cost is about £30,000. 



4. Birmingham (Washwood Keafrh'0 * New Canteen, 

Mess Room, Cloak Rooms, etc. The working drawings 

are now ready and further instructions are awaitedn 

The estimated cost is about £5,500. 

5. Bolton. Extension of Shed for Inspection Bend 

Hydraulic Flant. Tenders have been received and a 

Report made. Instructions to proceed are now awaited. 

The estimated cost is about £2,000. 

6. Dagenham Dock. Nurses' Quarters, Rest Room, 

Offices and Motor Garage to Shell Store. Tenders 

were received for this work cn th-s 22nd -instant and 

the work is being put in hand immediately. The 

estimated cost Is about £2,500. 

7. Hereford, National Pilling Factory. 

The following additional works are in process of 

design for estimating:-

T.H.T. Recovery Plant. 
Revised scheme for evaporating Plant for Picric 

Section. 
Revision of workshops. 
Laboratory. 
Buildings for Picric Acid Sifting Machines. 
Revision of Military Fencing. 
Additional accommodation for spare Rotary Dryer. 
Pump House, Engine House and Water Tower, 

Credenhill.-
Additional Offices Great Western Railway. 

The following additional work has been commenced. 

New Footpaths along river bank for use of 
employees. 

Estimates are being prepared. 

8. Leeds. Canteen and Extension of Railway 

Platforms at the Farnley Ironwork Company's premises. 

Working 



Working drawings have been completed and Tenders obtained. 

A report on the latter has been made and further instructions $ 

are now awaited. The estimated cost is about £2,200. 

9 * leicester.0 Mechanical Warfare Store. The 

working drawings have been completed and Tenders invited ' 

for the 24th instant. The estimated cost is about £4,200. 

10. Liverpool. National Filling. Factory Ho. ;2y 
Ambulance Boom. Financial approval has been given. The 
work will be carried out by this Department*s Maintenance 

Staff at the Factory. The estimated cost is about £2,000* 

11. London (Hendon). Storage snd Factory for the 

Assembling of part and Completed Aircraft. The estimated 

superficial area required is about six acres and the 

estimated eubic contends eight million feet. Particulars 

of Offices, Railways and loads are not yet known. Timber 

not being available owing to scarcity of supplies it is 

proposed to construct the buildings with steel over light 
' - - .! 

frame girders over 120 ft. span, with brick external walls 
and a brick internal wall for the purposes of fire break. 
Surveys, sketch plans and preliminary designs have been 

prepared for the Munitions Works Board. The work being 

of the utmost urgency working drawings will be got out; and 

agreed with the Air Board during the week. The estimated 
cost of the buildings alone without the Offices, Railways 
and roads, etc, is about £100,000* 

1 



IS.- London (Regent*s Park). Extension of Aircraft 

Factory for the Directorate of Aircraft Equipment. 

Tenders have been accepted and the ?/ork commenced. The 

estimated cost is about £13,000.' 

13. - Manchester (Irwell Park.) Munition Store. 

Working drawings for the sub-structure have been completed. 

Tenders for same have been invited for the 25th instant. 

Estimated cost - £12,000. . 

14* Morecambe. Fire Brigade Cottages at the Rational, 
Filling Factory. Tenders have been received and a 
report made. Further instructions are'now awaited. The 
estimated cost is about £1,700. 

15. lewburn Haugh. Bond Store for Picric Acid and 

3 ft, gauge Railway. Tenders have been received and a 

Report made. Further instructions are now awaited.; 
* * 

The estimated cost is about £11,000, now approved by 

the Ministry. 

Newport. National Cartridge and Box Repair 

Factory.. Instructions have been received for' additional 

sidings for this Factory which is now in the course of 

erection and of which the covered area is 12-f acres, 

and the cubic contents eleven end a quarter million 

feet. ^ survey for the sidings is - - - . 

now 



now being made and tho work on same will bo 

commenced next week. The estimated cost is about 
£10,000. 

17. Pcmorov. Additions and Alterations to National 
- I - i I i i Ji I 

Pilling Factory. Instructions have been received to 
proceed and the work has boon commenced. Estimated 
cost - £12,000. 

18. Porivalo. Oanteon to Inspection Bond. 
Instructions havo been roooived to proceed and work 
has boon commenced. The estimated cost is about £4,200. 

1 9 * P u r f l o o t  d a m p for the Director of M i l i t a r y 
-Railway Transport. Tondors for the two additional 

sheds have been accepted. The estimated cost is 
about £3,200. 

20. Swindon (Stratton.) Sketch plans are being 
proparod for tho following additional buildings to 
the National Factory 

Feed-water tank house for boiler. 
Bag washing plant. 
Cloak rooms and dressing rooms. 

The ostimated cost of those buildings is' about £3,000. 
Working drawings are being prepared for the following 
buildings:-

Hostol for Administrative Staff. 
Uppor Platform and Deckings for Sodium Nitrate 
Store. 

Tho estimated cost of theso buildings is about £3,000-c 

The 



The following additional buildings have now been 
commenced:-

Fan Chambers in connection with ventilating 
duct to Crystallizorss 

Pump House and Cooling Towers. 
Switch House,, 
Loading Driving and tonsion Stations. 

' 21. Whyteleafe (Near Crcydon.) Box Store. The 
working drawings have been completed and tenders 
received. A report on the latter has been sent and 
further instructions aro now awaited. The estimated 
cost is about £3,000. 

WORKS EXECUTED ABROAD. 
Cherbourg * Sheds and Sectional Hut for the 

Director General of Transport. Contracts for tho 
sohome have been accepted and the transportation of 
the first consignment has been arranged for the 2nd 
proximo. The estimated cost is about £8,500 oxclusive 
of transport and erection.. 

LABOUR SHORTAGE 
" , - 'n HI w ii imm. A . 

Swindon Colbourne Street Munition Storey 
Extension No. 2. 50 Carpenters and 50 Navvies are 
still required here, the labour rates are low and men 
are not attracted to the job. 

Tho following building is practically completed:-
Now Paper Store- and Dark Room for the Ordnance Survey. 
Cost about £5,300. 

CENTRAL 



CENTRAL CONTROL BOARD. 
On behalf of the Central Control Board (Liquor 

Traffic) the plans of 112 Canteens have been examined, 
sites visited and the schemes recommended for approval. 

The erection of 86 further canteens which have been 
sanctioned is being supervised. 

The building accounts have been examined and 
checked and final statement made on the completion of 
81 Canteens. 

The approximate total cost of these 279 buildings 
is £663,830. 

PRISONERS OF WAR CAMPS. 
I.- EASTGATE, DURHAM * The work in the,. Camp is now 

nearing completion. The chief items remaining to be done 
are the fittings to Ablution and Foot Baths and the 
entanglements around Compound. , 

All the water services are connected up to the 
several buildings and to the Fire Tanks. 

The drainage 1ms been connected up to the last 
manhole. 

About 200 yards of the new 1" water main has been 
laid to the farm. The Destructor has been handed over 
to the Commandant and is now in use. 

Number of men employed on job: 7 British. 
18 German. 

Total value of work done during 
fortnight £ 350 

Brought forward from last report £6005 
£6355 

Value of unused materials on site - £ 345 

Total. £6700. 



2. HARPKRLBY. Drainage to outlet of Septic Tank 
is 'in hand, Sand and ballast is being excavated. 
Timber work for landing stage is progressing. 
Hot water pipes and Showers are being completed to the 
Guard's Ablution Shed and two thirds completed to the 
Prisoners'. 

Number of mem employed on job: - 16, 
Value of work done during fortnight
Brought forward from last report

 £ 330 
 5,140 
j

Value of unused materials on site
 5,470 
 20 

Total =̂  £ 5,490 

3. ROWLEY. The sewage scheme is now ready for the 
fittings. The filling of the Tanks was commenced 
on the 16th. Remaining to be done, - distempering to 
Officers' Quarters and pathway to Hospital. 

Number of men employed on job. 2 British 
, 7 Germans. 

£. 
Value of work done during fortnight 62 
Brought forward from last report 5,098 

5,160 

Value of unused materials on .site . 190 

Total - £ 5,350 

4. R0WRAH. - CUMBERLAND. The filling of the 
Filtration Tank with Media continues to proceed. 

Number of men employed on job: 1 British 
8 Germans. 

£.. 
Value of work done during fortnight - 240 
Brought forward from last report 8,676 

Total = 8,916 

5. STAINTON, DALTON-IN-FURNSSS.' 
Filtration Tank. Media is being washed, screened, 
and the tank filled in grades. This should be 
completed by this week. The whole of the other work 
is complete. 

Number 



-Number of men employed on job 5 British. 
12 Germans. 

Value of work done during fortnight . . 76- . 
Brought forward from last report 

T o t a l s £151 

6-e STANHOPE. Quartermaster's Block; has been 
completed and handed over. 

Prisoners' Ablution Bathe, etc. Twenty four baths 
have been concreted out and wastes fixed, and the 
studs erected for partitions. Ablution benches 
have been fixed. 

Guards' Latrines and Urinals. Latrines have been 
finished and the floor of urinal requires finishing 
coat. 

Guards' Mess Rooms -Addition. That on the North 
side has been erected and the partitions fixed. The 
floor to that on the South side has been laid. 

Prisoners' Mess Room. - Kitchen Addition. North 
and South sides have been erected. Partitions on 
the South side have been completed and lined. 
Partitions on the North side have been erected but not 
yet lined. 

Prisoners' Hospital: has-been completed except 
for water connection and is partly occupied. 

Guard Hospital.. Annexe has been. ere-oted anA. 
completed. 

Number of men employed on job 20 British 
24 Germans. 

Value 



£. 
Value of work done during fortnight 420 
Brought forward from last report 6,501 

Total = 6,921 

Value of unused materials on site. 418 

£ 7,539 

ADELPHI BUILDINGS. Estimated cost of Engineering work 
£3,250. The Engineering services at this Building 
have been completed. 

PROPPING IN THE ROYAL PARKS. 
The areas sown with oats in RICHMOND and 

BUSBY PARKS are being rolled. 

The crops appear to be doing well. 

(Sd.) W.A. ROBINSON. 



I t 
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Fro??! Viceroy, Foreign Department, 24th May 1917. 

(Received at India Office, 10.15 p.m.) 

Secret. Mahsuds. Following from Political"Agent, Wano, 20th May:— 
"  I have seen leading Wano Wazir Maliks of all" sections here to-day and 
have discussed Wazir situation with them. Mullah Hamzul has tried to 
stir up. the tribes for Jehad and has pointed out that in spite of repeated 
serious outrages by the Mahsuds involving death of many British officers 
and sepoys and the loss of hundreds of rifles, Government has taken no 
action against tribe. He has also told thein that Government is anxious to 
abandon Agency but cannot do so owing to impossibility of removing our 
garrison. He has boasted that no more convoys will be allowed to travel 
through Gomal. Mullah succeeded in inducing a few Toji Khel and 
Shikaiwal Waziris to make a demonstration against Wana Tahsil, but this 
failed completely owing to loyalty of Waziris generally who refused to have 
anything to do with it. Maliks whom I have seen assure me of their loyalty 
to the British Government, but they state that our present weakness is 
everywhere realised and advise display of force to counteract Mullah's 
arguments. This scantiness of troops certainly runs a risk. Mahsuds 
Lashkar is still assembling at Barwand with the present intention of 
besieging Sarwekai." 
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Intelligence Bureau, 

Department of Information. 

fj? RUSSIAN STATEMENT OF WAR AIMS. 

The formation of the new Coalition Government in Russia 

was the result of a conflict about war aims. It was. a corn

promise between the Imperialists and the Pacifists, the pro

gramme of the new Government being "no annexations or 

indemnities" on the one hand and the vigorous prosecution of 

the war on the other. It is recognised both in Russia aid 

abroad that the maintenance of the Coalition Government is 

the only safeguard against civil war and that if it fails 

Russia must be regarded as practically out of the war. 

Its stability very largely depends on the sympathetic attitude 

of the Allied Governments towards Russia's war aims and unless 

some answer can be given agreeing to the general principle 

of "no annexations or indemnities" the Coalition agreement may 

break down. It must be recognised that it would probably 

be impossible in such a declaration to meet in their entirety 

all the demands of the present Government in Russia, but 

enough should be said to assure them of our substantial 

sympathy. Of course the effect of such a declaration both 

in Germany and in England would have to be taken into 

consideration. 

The principle "no annexations" as understood by us implies 

"no change of Government against the will of the people 

concerned"! in other words, the self-determination of nations. 

This principle can, of course, only be applied to European 

countries. Therefore, in dealing with our war aims we should 



have to make a distinction between the several cases:

(a) European nationalities who are capable of 

determining their own Government on a democratic basis. 

(b) The more primitive nations of Africa which have 

never enjoyed any semblance of civilised self-government. 

(c) Asiatic nations hitherto oppressed by Turkish 

misrule. 

As regards Europe we do not in any way recede merely 

at the dictation of Russia from statements already made 

by us officially: all that Russia requires is that these 

statements should admit of explanation on the same principle 

as she has herself enunciated, i.e. self-determination. 

This principle would hav^e to be applied to the 

(1) people of Alsace-Lorraine (2) Italians (3) Poles 

(4) Jugo-Slavs (5) Rumanians (6) Czecho-Slovaks and 

no less to our enemies the Magyars and the Austrian-

Germans, the former being given the right to independence 

and the latter to incorporation with their kinsmen in 

the German Empire should they so desire. The future of 

all these peoples can be determined by Constituent 

Assemblies on the Russian model. If the Russian principle 

of ,!self-determination of nations" is meant seriously, 

then there is nothing they could rightly object to in 

such an application of it. 

Such a declaration would not mean an alteration 

of what have always been British war aims. Rather, it 

would be a reassertion of the principles of freedom 

and the rights of small nations for which both Mr Asquith 

and rlr Lloyd George have always declared we are fighting 



and. to the recognition of which the British Government looks 

for the establishment of lasting peace. But such a reassertion 

is not superfluous. It should be made in an amplified and 

explanatory form and we should endeavour to show the 

Russian people that all the solutions we propose of territorial 

questions are in conformity Tilth these principles we have been 

championing right through the war. A comparison very much 

to the advantage of the British Government might be made 

between Britain's consistent attitude on these questions and 

the constantly changing tone of the German Government. 

A comparison of the Imperial ChancellorTs speeches at various 

moments of the war - e.g. in August 1915 and now - would show 

that his attitude has been undisguisedly annexationist and 

his more moderate tone now has been adopted on account of the 

cheerless military prospects facing his country. The Germans 

have never clearly enunciated or consistently adopted any 

general idealistic principle of international settlement such 

as our Governments have to their credit. They have always 

been as chauvinistic as events allowed and their modifications 

of their extreme demands are purely opportunist. If tactfully 

stated, there is no doubt a far more impressive appeal could 

be made to the Russian people by the British than by the 

German Government. 

In regard to uncivilised races, it is in the case of 

tropical Africa alone that practical difficulties are likely 

to arise. As to this it may be asserted confidently that the 

formula, "no annexation" does not apply as against the native 

tribes, for, under the present condition of the world, the 

only method of securing to the natives some kind of protection 



against the heartless exploitation of white traders, is that 

they should be placed under the sovereignty or protection 

of some civilised power. The phrase, therefore, has a mean

ing only so far as it applies to the conquest in the war 
by one country of the colonial possessions of another. 

It would undoubtedly be very desirable to avoid in future 

extending the warfare between white races to tropical 

regions. This can in practice only be done by referring 

to the principles which were put forward at the time of the 

Berlin Conference regarding Africa, viz; that the partition 

of the continent between European States should be arranged 

by friendly agreement and negotiation. There seems no reason 

why Great Britain should not accept this principle for the 

future. That means in practice that she should not act 

as she did in 1814 when she made it a condition of taking 

part in the Congress ot Vienna that its discussion should be 

confined to European m a t t e r s a t that time British 

Colonial conquests were made the subject of separate arrange

ments with each individual State, and were not brought into 

the general settlement. This precedent should not be followed. 

This means in fact that Great Britain should not declare on 

her own mere will that she proposes to retain German East 

Africa, but that she should be willing to submit the 

ultimate disposition of this province to the decisions of 

the Conference. 

The second point on which stress should be laid is 

that every nation which holds possessions in Central Africa 

should agree to submit to those general rules and regulations 

as to the treatment of the natives which might be determined 

on by general agreement. This would, of course, Include the 
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prohibition of all slavery, regulations as to the trade in 

liquor and in arms, and such other similar regulations as 

might appear desirable. This implies the principle that the 

rule over these districts should not be absolute sovereignty, 

but a conditional sovereignty subject to the rules, and, 

eventually perhaps, the control of an international Institution. 

7 . The third point regarding tropical possessions is the 

question of free trade, especially equality and opportunity 

to traders of all nations to export raw material. A 

claim that this principle should be established will doubt

less be put forward. As this principle is one which has been 

accepted by the British Government fCOP- the last 1 0 0 years, 

any claim, if it is made, will be not as against Great 

Britain, but as against France, It is, therefore, not a 

matter on which it is necessary for this country at present 

to make any observations. 

8. Intermediate between European and uncivilised races, 

come the semi-civilised and often decadent peoples who have 

suffered under Turkish mis-government. In this category come 

not only the whole of the Turkish Empire as it existed at the 

beginning of the war, but also Persia and the North coast of 

Africa. The general principle to be applied here seems to be 

that where the character of the population, as determined by 

the degree of civilisation and the religious and racial 

homogeneity, allow a fair presumption that a native government 

can be established, this should be done; but in these cases 

it will undoubtedly be necessary, in order to secure the 

essentials of good administration, that some form of control 

or protectorate should be assigned to some European State. 



For instance it may be anticipated that i t will bo possible 

to set up a Sultan or Khalif in Bagdad, but if this is done 

it will be necessary to entrust some European power with the 

general supervision. In the case of Bagdad, this duty 

would no doubt be claimed by Great Britain just as Great 

Britain would claim some kind of protectorate over Arabia, 

while leaving the government in the hands of the native 

chiefs and tribes. This system would in the same way be 

applicable to Syria, though here, in view of the very.jaixe.d_ 

character both racial and religious of the population, it 

would be even more necessary to establish some form of 

European control. The protectorate over Syria would 

naturally be assigned to France. There are other districts^., 

for instance those adjoining the lower waters of the Tigris 

and the Euphrates, in which there is probably no nucleus 

on which any kind of civilised government could be set up. 

9. It is probable that the question of annexation of 

colonial possessions in the South Seas and in Australasia 

will not in fact be of any difficulty; nobody in Russia 

is likely to trouble much about the destiny of, for instance, 

the Samoa Islands or Gorman Now Guinea. With regard, however, 

to Australasia and to South Africa, it will probably be 

necessary to put forward something in the nature of a 

Monroe doctrine. This is of special importance in regard 

to German South West Africa. The principle seems to be 

that the whole of Africa South of the Zambesi must be regarded 

as a single political unit, and that the settlement made 

after the Boer War should be extended to the German Colony. 

The Germans should bo brought, as the Dutch and 

http://very.jaixe.d_


The attached memorandum has been drawn up by the different 

sections tf this Bureauiin consultation. 
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The remarks made at the end of paragraph jL. may not commend 

themselves at the moment; but I venture to think that the ptint 

might bo perhaps be borne in mind if occasion should arise. As 

is $bvioua, any positive declaration binding the Government to 

the annexation of German East Africa either by union with British 

South Africa or in any other way, if made at this time, might 

have unfortunate results, as tending to produce doubts as to our 

sincerity. 



the English have been, into one self-governing dominion

in this way, and in this way alone, can it be secured 

that wars originating in Europe shall not extend to this 

part of the world. 

It would probably be unnecessary and therefore unwise 

to make any reference in a public declaration to the 

contents of this paragraph. 
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To the Right Honourable D. LLOYD GEORGE, M.P., Prime Minister. 

SIR, 
W  E have the honour to submit the following Interim Report on Joint Standing 

Industrial Councils. 
2. The terms of reference to the Sub-Committee are:— 

" (1) To make and consider suggestions for securing a permanent improve
ment in the relations between employers and workmen. 

" (2) To recommend means for securing that industrial conditions affecting 
the relations between employers and workmen shall be systematically reviewed 
by those concerned, with a view to improving conditions in the future." 

3. After a general consideration of our duties in relation to the matters referred 
to us, we decided first to address ourselves to the problem of establishing permanently 
improved relations between employers and employed in the main industries of the 
country, in which there exist representative organisations on both sides. The present 
report accordingly deals more especially with these trades. We are proceeding with 
the consideration of the problems connected with the industries which are less well 
organised. 

4. We appreciate that under the pressure of the war both employers and work
people and their organisations are very much pre-occupied, but, notwithstanding, we 
believe it to be of the highest importance that our proposals should be put before 
those concerned without delay, so that employers and employed may meet in the near 
future and discuss the problems before them. 

5. The circumstances of the present time are admitted on all sides to offer a 
great opportunity for securing a permanent improvement in the relations between 
employers and employed, while failure to utilise the opportunity may involve the 
nation in grave industrial difficulties at the end of the war. 

It is generally allowed that the war almost enforced some reconstruction of 
industry, and in considering the subjects referred to us we have kept in view the need 
for securing in the development of reconstruction the largest possible measure of 
co-operation between employers and employed. 

In the interests of the community it is vital that after the- war the co-operation of 
all classes, established during the war, should continue, and more especially with 
regard to the relations between employers and employed. For securing improvement 
in the latter, it is essential that any proposals put forward should offer to workpeople 
the means of attaining improved conditions of employment and a higher standard 
of comfort generally, and involve the enlistment of their active and continuous 
co-operation in the promotion of industry. 

To this end, the establishment for each industry of. an organisation, representative 
of employers and workpeople, to have as its object the regular consideration of 
matters affecting the progress and well-being of the trade from the point of view of 
all those engaged in it, so far as this is consistent with the general interest of the 
community, appears to us necessary. 

6. Many complicated problems have arisen during the war which have a bearing 
both on employers and workpeople, and may affect the relations between them. It is 
clear that industrial conditions will need careful handling if grave difficulties and 
strained relations are to be avoided after the war has ended. The precise nature of 
the problems to be faced naturally varies from industry to industry, and even from 
branch to branch within the same industry. Their treatment consequently will 
need an intimate knowledge of the facts and circumstances of each trade, and such 
knowledge is to be found only among those directly connected with the trade. 

7. With a view to providing means for carrying out the policy outlined above, 
we recommend that His Majesty's Government should propose without delay to the 
various associations of employers and employed the formation of Joint Standing 
Industrial Councils in the several industries, where they do not already exist, 
composed of representatives of employers and employed, regard being paid to the 
various sections of the industry and the various classes of labour engaged. 



8. The appointment of a Chairman or Chairmen should, we think, be left to the 
Council who may decide that these should be— 

(1) A Chairman for each side of the Council; 
(2) A Chairman and Vice-Ghairman selected from the members of the 

Council (one from each side of the Council); 
(3) A Chairman chosen by the Council from independent persons outside 

the industry ; or : 

(4) A Chairman nominated by such person or authority as the Council\ 
may determine or, failing agreement, by the Government. 

9. The Council should meet at regular and frequent intervals. 

10. The objects to which the consideration of the Councils should be directed 
should be appropriate matters affecting the several industries and particularly the 
establishment of a closer co-operation between employers and employed. Questions 
connected with demobilisation will call for early attention. 

11. One of the chief factors in the problem, as it at first presents itself, consists 
of the guarantees given by the Government, with Parliamentary sanction, and the 
various undertakings entered into by employers, to restore the Trade Union rules 
and customs suspended during the war. While this does not mean that all the 
lessons learnt during the war should be ignored, it does mean that the definite 
co-operation and acquiescence by both employers and employed must be a condition 
of any setting aside of these guarantees or undertakings, and that, if new arrange
ments are to be reached, in themselves more satisfactory to all parties but not in 
strict accordance with the guarantees, they must be the joint work of employers and 
employed. 

12. The matters to be considered by the Councils must inevitably differ widely 
from industry to industry, as different circumstances and conditions call for different 
treatment, but we are of opinion that the suggestions set forth below ought to be 
taken into account, subject to such modification in each case as may serve to adapt 
them to the needs of the various industries. 

13. In the well-organised industries, one of the first questions to be considered 
should be the establishment of local and works organisations to supplement and make 
more effective the work of the central bodies. It is not enough to secure co-operation 
at the centre between che national organisations ; it is equally necessary to enlist the 
activity and support of employers and employed in the districts and in individual 
establishments. The National Industrial Council should not be regarded as complete 
in itself; what is needed is a triple organisation-in the workshops, the districts, 
and nationally. Moreover, it is essential that the organisation at each of these three 
stages should proceed on a common principle, and that the greatest measure of 
common action between them should be secured. 

14. With this end in view, we are of opinion that the following proposals should 
be laid before the National Industrial Councils : 

(a) That District Councils, representative of the Trade Unions and of the 
Employers' Association in the industry, should be created, or developed out of 
the existing machinery for negotiation in the various trades. 

(6) That Works Committees, representative of the management and of the 
workers employed, should be instituted in particular works to act in close 
co-operation with the district and national machinery. 

As it is of the highest importance that the scheme making provision for these 
Committees should be such as to secure the support of the Trade Unions and 
Employers' Associations concerned, its design should be a matter for agreement 
between these organisations. 

Just as regular meetings and continuity of co-operation are essential in the case 
of the National Industrial Councils, so they seem to be necessary in the case of the 
district and works organisations. The object is to secure co-operation by granting to 
workpeople a greater share in the consideration of matters affecting their industiy, 
and this can only be achieved by keeping employers and workpeople in constant 
touch. 

15. The respective £unctions of Works Committees, District Councils, and 
National Councils will no doubt require to be determined separately in accordance 
with the varying conditions of different industries. Care will need to be taken in 
each case to delimit accurately their respective functions, in order to avoid overlapping 
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and resulting friction... For instance, where.conditions of employment are. determined 
by national agreements, the District Councils or Works Committees should not be 
allowed to contract out of conditions so laid down, nor, where conditions are 
determined by local agreements, should, such power be allowed to Works Committees. 

16. Among the questions with which it is suggested that the National Councils 
should deal or allocate to District Councils or Works Committees the following may 
he selected for special mention:— 

(i) The better utilisation of the practical knowledge and experience of 
the workpeople. 

(ii) Means for securing to the workpeople a greater share in and 
responsibility for the determination and observance of the conditions under 
which their work is carried on. 

(iii) The settlement of the general principles governing the conditions of 
employment, including the methods of fixing, paying, and readjusting wages, 
having regard to. the need for securing to the workpeople a share in the 
increased prosperity of the industry. 

(iv) The establishment of regular methods of negotiation for issues 
arising between employers and workpeople, with a view both to the prevention 
of differences, and to their better adjustment when they appear. 

(v) Means of ensuring to the workpeople the greatest possible security of 
earnings and employment, without undue restriction upon change of occupation 
or employer, 

(vi) Methods of fixing and adjusting earnings, piecework prices, &c, and 
of dealing with the many difficulties which arise with regard to the method 
and amount of payment apart from the fixing of general standard rates, which 
are already covered by paragraph (iii). 

(vii) Technical education and training. 
(viii) Industrial research and the full utilisation of its results. 

(ix) The provision of facilities for the full consideration and utilisation 
of inventions and improvement designed by workpeople, and for the adequate 
safeguarding of the rights of the designers of such improvements. 

(x) Improvements of processes, machinery and organisation and appro
priate questions relating to management and the examination of industrial 
experiments, with special reference to co-operation in carrying new ideas into 
effect and full consideration of the workpeople's point of view in relation to 
them. 

(xi) Proposed legislation affecting the industry. 
17. The methods by which the functions of the proposed Councils should be 

correlated to those of joint bodies in the different districts, and in the various works 
within the districts, must necessarily vary according to the trade. It may, therefore, 
be the best policy to leave it to the trades themselves to formulate schemes suitable 
to their special circumstances, it being understood that it is essential to secure in 
each industry the fullest measure of co-operation between employers and employed, 
both generally, through the National Councils, and specifically, through district 
Committees and workshop Committees. 

18. It would seem advisable that the Government should put the proposals 
relating to National Inohistrial Councils before the employers' and workpeoples' 
associations and request them to adopt such measures as are needful for their 
establishment where they do not already exist. Suitable steps should also be taken, 
at the proper time, to put the matter before the general public. 

19. In forwarding the proposals to the parties concerned, we think the Government 
should offer to be represented in an advisory capacity at the preliminary meetings of 
a Council, if the parties so desire. We are also of opinion that the Government 
should undertake to supply to the various Councils such information on industrial 
subjects as may be available and likely to prove of value. 

20. It has been suggested that means must be devised to safeguard the interests 
of the community against possible action of an anti-social character on the part of the 
Councils. We have, however, here assumed that the Councils, in their work of 
promoting the interests of their own industries, will have regard for the National 
interest. If they fulfil their functions they will be the best builders of national 
prosperity. The State never parts with its inherent over-riding power, but such 
power may be least needed when least obtruded. 



21. It appears to us that it may be desirable at some later stage for the State to 
give the sanction of law to agreements made by the Councils, but the initiative in this 
direction should come from the Councils themselves. 

22. The plans sketched in the foregoing paragraphs are applicable in the form in 
which they are given only to industries in which there are responsible associations of 
employers and workpeople which can claim to be fairly representative. The case 
of the less well-organised trades or sections of a trade necessarily needs further con
sideration. We hope to be in a position shortly to put forward recommendations that 
will prepare the way for the active utilisation in these trades of the same practical 
co-operation as is foreshadowed in the proposals made above for the more highly
organised trades. 

23. It may be desirable to state here our considered opinion that an essential 
condition of securing a permanent improvement in the relations between employers 
and employed is that there should be adequate organisation on the part of both 
employers and workpeople. The proposals outlined for joint co-operation throughout 
the several industries depend for their ultimate success upon there being such 
organisation on both sides; and such organisation is necessary also to provide 
means whereby the arrangements and agreements made for the industry may be 
effectivelv carried out. 

24. We have thought it well to refrain from making suggestions or offering 
opinions with regard to such matters as profit-sharing, co-partnership, or particular 
systems of wages, &c. It would be impracticable for us to make any useful general 
recommendations on such matters, having regard to the varying conditions in different 
trades. We are convinced, moreover, that a permanent improvement in the relations 
between employers and employed must be founded upon something other than a cash 
basis. What is wanted is that the workpeople should have a greater opportunity of 
participating in the discussion about and adjustment of those parts of industry by 
which they are most affected. 

25. The schemes recommended in this Report are intended not merely for the 
treatment of industrial problems when they have become acute, but also, and more 
especially, to prevent their becoming acute. We believe that regular meetings to 
discuss industrial questions, apart from and prior to any differences with regard to 
them that may have begun to cause friction, will materially reduce the number of 
occasions on which, in the view of either employers or employed, it is necessary to 
contemplate recourse to a stoppage of work. 

26. We venture to hope that representative men in eacn industry, with pride in 
their calling and care for its place as a contributor to the national well-being, will 
come together in the manner here suggested, and apply themselves to promoting 
industrial harmony and efficiency and removing the obstacles that have hitherto stood 
in the way. 

We have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedient Servants, 

J. H. WHITLEY, 
Chairman. 

F. S. BUTTON. 
GEO. J. CARTER. 
S. J. CHAPMAN. 
G. H. CLAUGHTON. 
J. R. CLYNES. 
J. A. HOBSON. 
A. SUSAN LAWRENCE. 
J. J. MALLON. 
THOS. R. RATCLIFFE-ELLIS. 
ROBT. SMILLIE. 
ALLAN M. SMITH. 
MONA WILSON. 

H. J. WILSON, ") Q 

* e c r e t a r i e sARTHUR GREENWOOD, J 
8th March, 1917. 



R1XONSTRUCTIOW C O M I C S . 

Sub-Committee on Relations between ^nployers and employed, 

Interim Report on Joint Standing Industrial Councils. 

questions put by the Replies of the 
i.-ages and Dnployment Sub-Committee. 
panel of tho Reconstruc
tion Cornmittec. 

In what c l a s s e s of I n d u s t r i e s 1. It has been suggested that,for 
docs the Inter im Report 
propose that I n d u s t r i a l the purpose of considering the 
Council shall be e s t a b l i s h 
ed? uhat b a s i s of c l a s s i f i - establishment of Industrial 
cation has the Sub-Committee 
in view? Councils, or other bodies design 

ed to assist in the improvement 

of relations between employers 

and employed, the various in

dustries should be grouped into 

three classes - (A) industries 

in which organisation on the 

part of employers and employed 

is sufficiently developed to 

render the Councils 

representative. (B) 

industries in which either as 

regards employers and employed, 

or both, the degree of 

organisation, though consider

able, is less marked than in (A) 

and is insufficient to be 

regarded as representative; and 

(C) industries in which 

organisation is so imperfect, 

either as regards employers or 

1 . employed, 



employed, or both, that no 

Associations can be said 

adequately to represent those 
engaged In the trade. 

It will be clear that an 
analysis of industries will show 

a number which are on the border 
lines between these" groups and 

special consideration will have 

to be given to such trades. So 

far as groups (A) and (G) are 

concerned, a fairly large number 

of trades can readily be assigned 

to them; group (B) is necessarily 

more indeterminate. 

For trades in group (A) the 

Committee have proposed the 

establishment of Joint Standing 

Industrial Councils in the 

several trades. In dealing with 

" tho various industries it may be 

necessary to consider spe-cially th; 

case of parts of industries in 

group (A) where organisation is 

not fully developed. 

the fliachj^ery--proposed 2 * In most organised trades there al

ended to be in addition ready exist joint bodies for 

or in substitution for particular purposes. It is not 

sting machinery? Is it proposed that the Industrial 

Posed that existing mach- Councils should necessarily disturb 
ry should be superseded? these existing bodies. A Council 

"listing machinery" - is would be free, if it chose and if 

Conciliation Boards and the bodies concerned approved, to 

other organisations for merge existing Committees & c , in 

the Council or to link them 



[nt conference and discussion 

iween Employers and ijnploycd. 

[jf understood that membor

p of the Councils is to be 

fined to representatives elect

by Employers1 Associations and 

de Unions? '.,hat is tho vlow of 

0 Sub-Committee regarding the 

with the Council as Sub-

Committees. 

3. It is intended that the 

Councils should be composed 

only of representatives of 

Trade Unions and Employers1 

Associations, and that new 

organisations should be 

.ry cf new organisations 

tablished after the Councils approval of the particular 

vg been set up? side of the Council of 

which the organisations 

would form a part. 

Is it intended that decisions 4. (a) It is contemplated that 

ched by the Councils shall be agreements reached by 

dins upon the bodies comprising Industrial Councils should 

Jin? If so, is such binding effect (whilst nottif course 

be conditional upon the consent possessing the binding 
âch Employers1 Association or foroe of law) carry with 

Jqo Union affected? them the same obligations 

of observance as exists in 

the case of other agreements 

between Employers' 

Associations and Trade Unions 

A Council, being on its 

workmen's side based on 

the Trade Unions concerned 

in the Industry, its powers 

or authority could only be 

such as the constituent 

Trade Unions freely agreed 

to. 

admitted only with the ;
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(b) In particular, is it 

intended that all pledges given 

either by the Government or 

£liplcyers for the restoration 

f trade union rules and practices 

after the War shall be redeemed 

without qualification unless the 

particular Trade Union con

cerned agrees to alteration; or 
fcn the contrary that the Indus t

rial Council shall have power to 
-

-

decide such question by a 

iajcrity vote of the workmen's 

epresentatlves from all the 

frade Unions in the industry. 

(b) It is clearly intended that 

all pledges relating to the 

restoration of Trade Union rules 

shall be redeemed without 

qualification unless the particu

lar Trade Union concerned agrees 

to alteration; and it is not 

intended that the Council shall 

have power to decide such questior. 

by a majority vote of the workmen' 

representatives from all the Trade 

Unions in the industry. 



SUGGiuojuSD IRQC^DUBti OH TH& IaT^RIk KaPORT 

Memorandum, by Mr, Montagu. 

I suggest to my colleagues that the procedure to 

be adopted in this case requires extremely careful consideration. 

I would propose to suggest to the Prime Minister the following. 
* 

course:

1, A series of small conferences should, be arranged 

by the Prime Minister, or some one appointed by him to act 

on his behalf, with trade unionists and with employers to 

discuss the general principles of the Report, the method of 

procedure, and the difficulties to be overcome. I attach 

groat importance to Mrs. Wbb's contention (see her memoran

d-uixi) that some basis of joint action must be secured in the 

case of industries where a number of trade unions occupied 

the ground, and I should hope that some progress might be 

made towards the solution of this difficulty as a result of 

the proposed conferences. 

2. As a general undertaking wa3 given by the Government 

that Trade Union rules should be restored at the end of the 

War. the Government must be a party to all agreements between 

Employers and Trade Unions affecting restoration. It is 

accordingly suggested that conclusions reached between Employers' 

Associations and Trade Unions should be approved by the Govern

ment before they are made binding upon the signatories, 



3. The Prime Minister on behalf of the Government 

should:

(a) re-affirm in such terms as he may think 
proper the Government pledge to the 
Trade Unions; 

(b) state that the proposals contained in the 
report are of limited application and not 
intended at most as more than a small instal
iiient of policy; 

(c) outline the suggested method for putting the 
reconr-iendations of the interim report into 
operation. 

4. As regards sub-section (c).. in the preceding para
graph, it seems fairly clear that the Government Department 
concerned with the ŵorking of the industrial councils must 
be the Ministry of Labour but, for the smooth and effective 
working of what will be an extremely delicate and complicated 
task, it may, and I think it will be, advisable to set up 
within the Ministry a sub-section to deal with the industrial 
councils. It might consist, in the first instance, of two 
Secretaries with a small Advisory Committee, and their more 
important functions would be:

(i) To advise industrial councils where nec
essary and to make available experiences 
likely to be of service to them; and 

(ii) to collate the recommendations of the 
councils in regard to Trade Union pledges. 

I shall be glad to receive as soon as possible 
any observations which my colleagues may desire to make 
as I am anxious to present the Report to the Prime Minister 
without undue delay. 
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ft TOB&COO COMBQL. 

^fe^The War Cabinet in February approved a recommendation 
of the Imports Hestriotion Oommittee that the restriction on 
the import of tobacco should he made more stringent, and in 
particular that th*e special arrangement under which the 
British American Tobacco Company were allowed to import 
20,000 tons of tobacco for export on neutral ships of the 
Garland line in return for certain undertakings should be modi
fied so as to reduce tbe weight of tobacco to 10,000 tons. 

All arrangements have been made by the Board of Trade to 
give effect to these recommendations, but action has been 
held up at the request of the Foreign Office in view of the loan 
negotiations in the United States. It is now understood that 
the Foreign Office after communication with Mr. Balfour no 
longer think it necessary to delay giving effect to the restrlc
tion, and as all licences expire at the end of May  and the r

trade is in a complete state of uncertainty as to its future, 
it is clearly necessary to delay no longer. 

After careful consideration of the position of stocks and 
consumption and after consultation with the trade, the Board 
of Trade think it possible to confine imports during the next 
tobacco season to the 10,000 tons already mentioned (for which 
more than an equivalent in tonnage for carrying essential goods 
is secured as a quid pro quo) together with a limited amount 
(say another 10,000 tons) of special kinds of tobacco of waich 
the stocks are low. This would enable a saving of over 50,000 
tons of imports to be effected as compared with 1916. 

But in order to do this it will be necessary to take con* 
trol of stocks, and to regulate the supply released to manu
facturers, so as to ensure that stocks shall last as long as 
possible. At present (very roughly) there are 100,000 tons Of 
tobacco in bond, and an unknown but relatively small of 
amount en which duty J*as been paid. Today consumption is 

about 



1 

about 80, OOO,tons a year including the Army overseas and the 
Navy who together require 15,000 tors per annum. It would not 
in any case be proposed to curtail their consumption. If there- j 

fore stocks be regulated so that each manufacturer is limited to 

the amount of his 1916 output the supply would be sufficient to 
end the tobacco year (June 1917 to June 1918) with a stock equal 
to 5 or $ months' consumption to carry over. This is on the 
assumption that the amounts to be imported all safely arrive. 

It may of course be found desirable hereafter to limit consump-t 

tion more strictly, but it seems best on all grounds to proceed 
very gradually as otherwise we might be confronted with the same 
kind of difficulties in regulating distribution as have been met 
with in the case, of sugar, i It is further to be remembered that 
a drastic limitation of consumption would raise a serious revenue 
Q u e s t i o n as well as causing great discontent. The great thing is 
to bring consumption under control and to create the necessary 
machinery, so as to have the matter well in hand s-hould it be 
found desirable to impose further restrictions. 

The Board of Trade have already full power to deal with the 
matter under the Defence of the Realm Regulations and they pro
pose at once to issue an Order taking control of stocks of 
tOiiacco,providing' for the regulation of supplies to manufacturers 
and limiting the increase of wholesale and retail prices. The 
latter power is necessary to prevent profiteering through the en
hancement of prices of stock, and it is proposed to limit prices 
for the present to those generally ruling to-day except with the 

consent of the Board of Trade. 
It is proposed to set up a small Control Committeo consist

ing of Mr.Lancelot Hugh Smith, (Chaixman) Major Towle of the f

Quartermaster General1 s Department, and Air.Gerard Bevan, who 

will be assisted by an Advisory Committee representing the trade. 

A. H. S. 

26th Jfay, 1917. 



Military Secret. . 5 7 5 

From Viceroy, Army Department, 24:th May 1917. 
(Received 25th May 1917, 9 a.m.) 

7611. Mahsud operations. Gwaleri Pass was found unoccupied by our 
columns on 21st. Column escorting convoys for,Wanaand Sarwakai reached 
Tanai on the 22nd a few shots only being fired at it. Gomal again reported 
in flood on 23rd, delaying convoys. Mahsud lashkar in Shahur Valley 
reported as reduced to 1,200 owing to (? dispersal) of Manzai and Shaman 
Khel contingents for supplies. 
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REPORT of the Special Work 

of the 

Local Government Board 

for the week ending 25th May, 1917. 

1. The Representation of the People Bill has heen 

introduced into the House of Commons and read a second time. 

The Venereal Disease Bill has received Royal Assent, 

2. Progress has been made on the Housing Question. A 

further important deputation has been received and a small 

Advisory Conference of experts, called together by Lord Ehondda, 

is at work on a scheme, 

3, Meetings have been held of the Boundary Commissioners, 

and of the Committee recently appointed to consider questions 

of Registration. 

4, An order has been made removing certain statutory 

restrictions on the use of locomotives required for agricultural 

purposes; and instructions have been issued to local Registration 

Authorities to supply the Military Authorities with information 

required as to men between 41 and 50. 

cal Government Board. 

.25th Kay, 1917, 



B been presented to Parliament. 

Revised Regulations for Secondary Schools in Vales and 

lso the Report of the Board of Education for the year 1916 under 

he V/elsh Intermediate Education Act, 1889, have been issued. 

I have received further deputations from Educational 

88ociations, and also one from the London County Council and a 

iumber of London Members of parliament who were desirous of laying 

efore me their views of the effect which the conditions of 

ayment of the Board's Supplementary Grant were likely to have 

pon London. 

Officers of the Department have, on my instructions, 

een conferring with representatives of the Pood production 

epartment with a view to securing the fullest utilisation of 

chool Gardens for the cultivation of food crops. 

26th May 1917. 
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NOTES ON THE MEMORANDUM BY THE REVENUE 
SECRETARY OP THE INDIA OPPICE. 



W SHIPPING STBATESGY IN THE ATLANTIC. -

THE PROBLEM Off INDIA. 

Notes on the Memorandum by the Revenue Secretary 
t of the India Office. 

(l) I have read Mr. Kershaw's deeply interesting 
memorandum dated May 22nd. Mr. Kershaw seems to think that 
the considerations which he brings forward have not.been 
sufficiently weighed by me, and that they cast doubt upon what 
I wrote in my memorandum of May 4th, when I said that: 

"It is necessary to realise that it is possible 
for the United Kingdom and her Allies to live 
and to wage war by virtue of:

(a) Their own resources; 
(b) The resources of the North American Continent; 

with the addition of a comparatively trifling amount 
of cargo brought from other sources." 

(2) It seems to me that no-one who considers the 
relative natural resources of Germany and the United Kingdom 
can doubt the truth of this proposition. Germany, save in 
respect of her area and one or two quite exceptional products, 
such as potash and zinc, is a poor country, the sources of 
her wealth being precisely those of the United Kingdom, viz: 
Coal and Iron. So true is this that in the year 1913, the 
year before the war broke out, the imports for home consumption 
into the German Empire were five-sixths as great as the 
imports for home consumption into the United Kingdom. That is 
to say, measured by commercial demand, Germany was largely 
dependent upon foreign supplies to maintain her economic 
position. It is well known that in respect of many important 
raw materials her imports were far^greater than ours. 



(3) Yet, in spite of this extraordinary pre-war 
dependence upon imports, a dependence only second to our own, 
Germany has for nearly three years carried on successfully. 
The blockade became effective to a very large degree as soon 
as the war broke out, although it is true that for a year 
afterwards Germany actually received through the countries 
contiguous to her a small proportion of her old supplies. 
Towards the end of 1915 this proportion became very small 
indeed, and in 1916 the blockade was so far made effective 
that the imports of essential materials into Germany became 
negligible. I feel sure that if Mr. Kershaw will consider 
these undoubted facts for a moment he cannot fail to be struck 
with the truth of the proposition set out in the 17th para
graph of my memorandum:

"It is a much simpler thing for us to exist with 
American aid than for Germany to live upon herself". 

(4) It is, I contend, absolutely true that if we were 
debarred by an effective blockade from trading with any other 
countries in the world except the United States and Canada, we 
could live and carry on this war. Let it be observed that if 
this proposal is not true then something else is true, and that 
is that Germany must be inhabited by a people infinitely 
superior in natural gifts to those inhabiting the United 
Kingdom, Canada and America. 

(5) Nevertheless, I value Mr. Kershaw's details very 
highly because they are precisely what we must consider in 

working 



working out my proposals in practice. The interests of 
India must "be studied most carefully, as long as we do 
not consider them as superior to the interests of the 
Empire as a whole. We must recognise, for example, 
that India is deeply interested in the export of tea, 
and of rice, and other desirable commodities, but we 
must not be tempted to regard those exports as, in the 
last resort, essential for our people. Rice is a good 
food, but it is in actual fact one of the least valuable 
of the oereals, and if, by a short sea voyage, we can 
get a superior cereal, it may be that in circumstances 
of danger created by a shortage of tonnage, it becomes 
consistent with war economy to use a ship on the safer 
and shorter route to get a better cereal rather than to 
use it to get Indian rice. If such a decision were 
taken it would be necessary to have regard to Indian 
financial interests, but I hope Mr. Kershaw will forgive 
me if I point out that it is hardly conclusive for him 
to say on thi,s head: 

"RICE.- 50,000 tons monthly are required in 
the United Kingdom. This must be brought 
from Burma." 

(6) To pass to other details, Mr. Kershaw1s 
memorandum hardly gives a true perspective of our imports 
from India. That perspective is given by tho following 

table:



Imports from India into United Kingdom fcr Hems Consumption. 
9 

(In million £). 

Prom 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 

British India ; 34 40 36 33 50 

ill the World 577 633 659 601 753 

It will he seen that in the years 1911 - 1915, 

being three years of peace and two years of war, the 

imports from India into the United Kingdom have varied 

between 5j per cent, and &k per cent, of our total imports. 

Of these imports what part can be regarded as essential 

to the United Kingdom in the sense that we cannot get it, 

or any substitute for it, from North America? Here is 

an analysis of the 1915 figures 

Imports 



Imports from Pritish India to United Kingdom. 

(Figures are for 1915, the latest for which there is a ) 
( complete analysis ) 

A. 

Articles which are either 
unessential or can be obtained 

Material. 

Coffee 

Corn, Grain &c. 

; Fruit 
1 Isinglass 

Spices 

Sugar 

Chutney 

Tobacco 

Bristles 

Cotton (raw) 

Hides 

lianures 

Seeds 

Huts & Kernels 
(for oil) 

Oil (all kinds) 

..ood & Timber 
ool 

oir yarn 

otton y a m 

ietals 

11 Seed Cake 

waff in Fax 

pollen Mfrs. 

Hal (above & 
some otlier 
articles). 

Value.
£ "

169,684 

14,175,256 

157,171 

311,659 

87,912. 

41,113 

23,707 

16,263 

56,546 

1,015,293

328,037

85,716 

3,273,837 

201,625 

1,094,519 

609,641 

1,643,492 

279,288 

97,380 

164,341 

541,564 

156,310 

70,978 

£28,189,358. 

B. 

Articles for which *e are largely 
dependent upon the Indian Market. 

i Material. Value, 
! £ 

Tea 9,108,642 

Gums & Shellac 222,938 

Hemp 371,807 

Jute (raw) 6,363,014. 

(manufactures) 3,046,151 

Manganese Ore 1,085,839 

Other Ores(inc.wolfram) 235,078 

Mica 35,529 
-

Rubber 374,176 

^ Chemicals(incl.potash 280,005 
o:c *) 

 i Dye Stuffs 1,035,635 

Total.. £22,158,814. 
i 



It will be seen that Column B amounts to £22,000,000 
or 44 per cent of the total of £50,000,000 worth of Indian 
imports into the United Kingdom in 1915. Of this as much as 
£9,000,000 is represented by tea. 

(7) But this is to deal with the imports of 1915, since 
which date import restrictions of a drastic character have 
seriously affecte.1 the articles in Column B. 

(8) For June, it is estimated, our imports from India, 
out of a total . "import of about 3,000,000 tons, will be only:-

Tons 
Pace 40,000 
Tea 10,000 
Manganese Ore 41,000 
Oils and i?ats 3i,000 
Othor articles 29,000 

Total 150,000 

It will be seen that of this 150,000 tons the greater 
part is by no means indispensable or not to be obtained from 
other and nearer sources. 

These considerations seem to shew that the problem 
of doing without Indian supplies is not really as serious as 
is suggested in the memorandum. Germany is absolutely cut 
off from the Indian market, but manages to survive. How much 
better she could survive if, although cut off from the Indian 
market, she had free access to the United States and Canada. 
What would the Germans not give to be in the happy position of 
being cut off from India and yet freely able to import from 
the United States and Canada? To suggest that we have not 
ingenuity enough and resource enough to live and fight even 
though We are in an infinitely better position than Germany is 

really 



reaHj^to^fleet iip^^ The fact of the 
matter is that we have been so spoiled by^the^ixciiinsl^oes^ 
of the war that we have become persuaded that we cannot do 
what we really can do. 

(9) What I have said covers Mr. Kershawfs examination 
of the policy as far as it goes, but it may be well to deal 
with the important question raised in his last paragraph, in 
which he refers to the naval issue. On this head it may be 
well to observe that the carrying out of my proposal would 
place the German Admiralty in a curious dilemma. Let us 
imagine the scheme brought to fruition with, for the sake of 
argument, 800 vessels employed in the North Atlantic and 400 
trading in other routes. (As a matter of fact the country 
could live and fight with far less than 400 ships on other 
than North Atlantic routes). The German Admiralty would then 
have to decide whether to scatter their submarines as now, or 
whether to concentrate them all in the Atlantic. If they did 
the former then a great relative immunity from attack would 
obtain in the North Atlantic. If they did the latter then a 
great degree of immunity would arise for the vessels not in 
the North Atlantic. In either case we should stand to gain. 
If the Germans concentrated their submarines in the Atlantic 
we could afford to concentrate our defence there, knowing 
that the other routes would be relatively safe. If, on the 
other hand, the Germans made their dispositions very much as 
at present, then the Atlantic convoys would be relatively safe. 

(10) I observe that the memorandum states that my proposal 
is "not a new one',?. It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to offer 
any comment upon that, but I may point out that the essence of 
the proposal, viz:- to economise ships in such a manner as to 
put a large proportion of them into reserve, is not only new, 
but a complete reversal of the policy hitherto pursued, which 

has 



has been to put into uso every ship we have got, and to worry 
ships into use and therefore into danger instead of economising 
them. this matter is so important that I venture to give a 
s triking concrete illustration of the value of having ships in 
reserve. Fortunately or unfortunately, we have had locked up 
in the Baltic 62 good ships which we could not get at. What 
would have happened if we could have got at them before? 
This, that they would have been fully employed, and that by 
this time the 62 ships would probably have been reduced by 
attack to a much lower figure. It is true that we should 
have had more imports, but should we have been any better off 
because we had those imports? On the contrary, we should have 
had to pay for them, therebjr increasing the difficulties of 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and so much more would have 
been consumed in the Country and declared to be absolutely 
essential - because we had it. Circumstances denied us the 
use of the 62 ships, and they have been actually in reserve 
for three years. It would have been fortunate for us if we 
had been compelled in some effective way to maintain a 
reserve of a much larger figure, for in that case we should 
not last year have committed the extravagance of importing 
2r\ million tons of commodities per month when we really 
needed a much smaller quantity, and when, if we had been put 
to it, we should have begun to cultivate the soil of the 
United Kingdom as we in fact neglected to do. What I am 
now proposing is that we should deliberately form a reserve 
of shipping by availing ourselves of the good fortune we 
possess in being allied to a nation the most productive in 
the world, access to the markets of which can be given by a two 
months1 round voyage, and from which we can, if we care to 
do so, import by the use of only 800 ships, 20,000,000 tons 
of commodities per annum. 

L. C. M. 
May 24th, 1917. 



fllSTRY QF PENSIONS. 

REPORT FOR PERIOD FROM 19thJMay to 25tiLM*Y^ 1912. 

The number of fresh soldier pension claims dealt with 

during the week was 3,120, including 608 which had been rejected 

under previous Warrants, as compared with $,600 during the 

previous week, Of the 3,120 cases, 2,169 were disposed of by 

the grant of a pension, permanent or conditional^and 956 by the 

grant of a gratuity while in 5 cases the claims were rejected. 

In the 6C^cases dealt with in the weekjjprevlously rejecte^83 

pensions and 525 gratuities were awarded. In the 1,780 cases of 

these cases dealt with up to date, 358 pensions and 1,422 gratuities 

have been granted. 

The numbers of claims now corning up for first award has 

been considerably Increasing of late, partly owing to transfers 

mainly of Class W men to Class P of the Reserve, while the process 

of awarding has, for various reasons, slowed down so that there 

are now 5,000 cases awaiting award. The reorganisation to meet 

this state of affairs referred to in last week!s report is to 

take effect from the 29th instant, when additional accommodation 

at Chelsea becomes available, and arrangements are being made 

considerably to increase the staff actually making first awards. 

2. The work of awarding and authorising payment of widows 

and dependants1 pensions in current cases is completely up to date. 

The rate of progress in the reassessment of dependants1 

Pensions is still rising, 2,983 having been disposed of in the 

week against 2,440 in the previous week (Appendix I). There 

^main 63,926 to be dealt with. Of this weeks oases, 1,161 

dependants have benefited by the reassessment to the average extent 
0f 4s, id a week. 

As 



3. As a result of re-examination as to entitlement 53 Widows1 

cases have been disposed of during the week. Of these 8 

Widows who had been refused pensions have now been admitted 

under Article 11 and 50 aggravation (gratuity) cases to 

pension under the same Article. 1 Widowfs case has been 

rejected. 6 Dependants have been admitted to pension or 

gratuity; 3 have been finally rejected. 

Only 618 cases (widows and dependants) now remain to 

be dealt with out of the original total of 4,523 (Appendix II), 

Some of these 618 are "injury cases" in which a question as 

to entitlement is under consideration. 

1,043 grants of £3 have been authorised this week (970 

Army, 73 Navy) as against 1,040 last week. 

4. The Minister has agreed to accept the views of the Army 

Council with regard to the former "intermediate rats" of pension 

being retained for the widows of officers whose deaths were not 

due to active operations in the field/f. He has also directed 

some modification in the draft Articla with regard to the 

parents of deoeased effioers which will secure to them if 

they are in pecuniary need the assistance they might reasonably 

have anticipated receiving from thair sons. With these and 

some minor modification the draft is, pending receipt of 

Treasury approval, being printed with a view to its presenta

tion to Parliament soon after the Whitsuntide recess. 

5. A statement of the proceedings of the Statutory Committee 

for the week ending the 23rd May is annexed as Appendix III. 

The Inspectors1 reports on the work of Local Committees 

show that an increasing number of these are prising to their 

larger responsibilities and that the importance of the register 

of disabled men on the corract keeping of whioh the proper 

care of the men must depend, is generally being recognised. 

Very favourable reports have been received of the Committees at 

Oldham, Keighley, Ashton-under-Lyne, Lincoln and Swansea & of t h s 

Islington 
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hi tyj 

Islington Sub-Committee of the London Committee 8 

organisation in Stirlingshire has just been revised, "he 

Miners of Mountain Ash sire stated not to be running Sub-

Committees satisfactorily and the methods of the Barry 

Committee, as described in the Inspector's report, do not 

greatly commend themselves. 

The Statutory Committee send forward a report from 

Middlesborough, to illustrate the difficulties still arising 

in connection with unfit men transferred to Class V/, The 

Ministry have unfortunately no power to deal with such 

cases and no sufficient results appear to have followed on 

their recent representations to the War Office, The pity is 

that the connection of Local Committees with these cases which 

has resulted from the Statutory Committee's desire to assist 

the War Office in dealing with them is now bringing odium 

on the Local Committees. 

The Training Section of the Statutory Committee have 

unravelled a tangle with regard to training proposals in 

the area of the proposed South West of England Joint Advisory 

Committee. 

6. The following Conferences of representatives of War 

Pensions Committees to consider the formation of Joint Advisory 

Committees for Treatment and Training and Meetings of Joint 

Advisory Committees already established were held during 

the week. 

(l) Conference on May 21st at the Ministry of Pensions 

of War Pensions Committees of 

Oxfordshire. 
Northamptonshire 
Buckinghamshire 

Sir A. Griffith-Boscawen presided. The representatives 

of the Soke of Peterborough expressed a desire to be included 

in an area with Huntingdon and Bedfordshire and the ^orthampton

shire representatives claimed that their County and Borough 

should 



should be\gr^pe0^ith--L6iceffter8hire^an(3LRutland, These 

representatives were invited to attend a further Conference at 

Nottingham on the 25th, when a re-grouping of these areas with 

those of other counties would be considered, 

(2) Pirst Meeting held on May 21st at Holborn Council 

Chambers of phe Joint Advisory Committee for 

Huntingdonshire 
Bedfordshire 
and 
Hertfordshire 

No report is at present available. 
(3) First Meeting held on May 21st at the Ministry of 

Pensions of the Joint Advisory Committee for 

Kent 
Surrey 
and 
Sussex 

Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen presided and the Committee considered 

the question of obtaining executive powers by resolution of the 

Constituent Local Committees under Sections (8) of the Naval and 

Military War Pensions Act on the lines suggested by the Ministry's 

circular of which a proof was attached to last week's report. 

(4) Conference held at Ipswich Town Hall on May 23rd of 

the War Pensions Committees of 

Norfolk 
Suffolk 
Cambridgeshire 
and die 
Isle of Sly 

Sir Arthur Griffith-Doscawen presided and 43 delegates of Committees 

were present. The circular above referred to was explained and a 

resolution to recommend Losal COT nitLess to unite for the purpose 

of forming a Joint Disablement Committee was passed, the first 

Meeting of that Committee V,o be held on June 21st. Cambridge 

County and Borough were prepared eitner to join Norfolk and Suffolk 

or Huntingdonshire, Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire. 

(5) First Meeting held on the 23rd May at Basingstoke of 
the Joint Advisory Commjttet ./or 

Hampshire 
and 
Berkshire 

Delegates 



Delegates from all the Local Committees except those for 

the Isle of Fight were present and the Meeting was attendee 

by Mr. R. 0. D. Thomas, Chief Inspector of the Statutory 

Committeec Tho question of the additional representation 

of labour and the medical profession, suggested by the 

Ministry's Circular, was discussed and generally agreed to. 

There was aluo discussion as to the inclusion of 

Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire with Berkshire and Hampshire 

now that Northamptonshire wishes to go into a.group with 

Leicestershire. The inclusion was not, however, determined on. 

Probably Oxfordshire might advantageously come In to the 

Berks and Hants group and Bucks go with Northamptonshiro 

or to the Middlesex and Essex group. 

(6) Conference held on May 25th at Nottingham of the 

V/ar Pensions Committees of 

Derbyshire 
Nottinghamshire 
Lincolnshire 
Leicestershire 
and 
Rutlandshire 

Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen attended but no report is as 

yet available. 

7. As a result of the Conference that had been held by ths 

Minister of Pensions at Preston on the-16th February last 

a Committee appointed to consider and roport generally 

on the question of co-operation among the 41 War Pensions Committo 

of Lancashire huve recommended on the 14th instant, i.e,, 

before the receipt of the Ministryfs circular referred to above 

the appointment of an advisory Committee consisting of one 

representative of each of the Local Committees and certain other 

persons. The functions, generally expressed, of this Committee 

are to be that where each of many Local Committees may require 

a service but not sufficient In extent to justify a special 

expenditure In the Local iirea to satisfy it, the Advisory 

Committee 



Committee will be able to focus the requirements of all those 

Committees and possibly be able to suggest a scheme which 

can be carried out to meet the combined demand with a 

reasonable expenditure. The Lancashire Committeefs report 

to vfoich is attached a valuable statement of the facilities 

within the whole area of the County is annexed as Appendix IV 

hereto. 

8. (l) On May 21st the Minister of Pensions attended a 

Conference held at the Mansions House, Dublin, over which the 

Lord Mayor presided. Representatives from Local War Pensions 

Committees within the area of the Midland and Dublin Military 

Commands were present. In an address to the Conference, 

Mr-. Barnes emphasised the advantages of joint action in dealing 

with the After-care of disabled men, including their treatment 

and Training. It was subsequently resolved to form a Joint 

Committee for the geographical area coterminous with the 

Midland and Dublin Commands, and it was further decided to 

empower this Committee to elect three representatives of labour 

and a similar number of employers. 

A second Resolution named the members of a special 

Committee appointed to collect information respecting facilities 

for Treatment and Training of soldiers and sailors within the 

same area. 

(2) The Minister of Pensions was present at a Meeting 

held on May 22nd in the City Hall, Belfast, summoned to 

discuss the formation of a Joint Committee for tho area 

comprised within the Northern Command. Representatives of 

Local War Pensions Committees of Ulster and Co. Louth attended. 

Following an address by Mr* Barnes on the scope and functions 

of Local Committees and the advantages to be gained by joint 

effort in administering the provisions relating to the 

Treatment and Training of disabled men/ a Resolution was 

adopted approving the formation of a Joint Committee for the 

geographical 
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geographical area of Ulster and Co, Louth. 

(3) On the same day Mr, Barnes addressed a largoly 

attended Meeting of representatives of Local War Pensions 

Committees, Trades Unions, BViendly Societies and other kindred 

Organisations in the Co-operative Hall, Belfast, The Minister 

dealtwith the provisions of the new Royal Warrant and Order in 

Council. 

(4) On the 24th Instant the Minister spoke to a well 

attended Meeting at Cork with regard to the formation of a 

Joint Committee for the area included in the Southern Command. 

(5) During his stay in Ireland the Minister visited the 

Royal Victoria Hospital and the Hospital for Limbless Men at 

Dublin, also the Ulster Volunteer Force Hospital, Belfast. 

At the last named Institution - which has accommodation for 

500 cases comprising both serving soldiers and discharged men -

Mr. Barnes addressed a parade of the inmates and also spoke 

to a ward full of bed-ridden cases and was very favourably 

impressed with the organisation and general arrangements of 

this Hospital, also^^he Minister availed himself of the 

opportunity while in Ireland of visiting premises in which the 

manufacture of artificial limbs is carried on. 

9. The Ninth Meeting of the Committee on the provision of 

Institutional Treatment was held on the 24th. The report, 

^amended as Appendix V, hereto, may be summarised as followsj

(l) Neurasthenics, The First Home of Recovery at 

Highfiold, Golderrs Green, for 100 beds is, after some delay owing 

to building difficulties, to be started on the 29th with 40 cases. 

Intensive culture is to be introduced on the 15 available acres 

of ground, Appendix VI. is a circular issued by Sir J. Collie 

with regard to this institution. 

There are considerably more than 100 applicants for 

admission and in these circumstances it is proposed to recognise 

as an overflow establishment under certain conditions the 

Recuperative Hostel In Fitz-John1s, Avenue, Hampstead, started 

by 



by Sir Frederick Milner. 

A house has been offered to the Ministry at 

Altringham near Manchester and it is under consideration 

to utilise it for neurasthenics in Lancashire, 

The conversion of Captain Craig's House near 

Belfast as a home for 50 neurasthenics is proceeding. 

Arrangements are in hand for employing 30 to 40 

Neurasthenics on light agricultural work in Essex and a 

few on forestry in the New Forest. 

(2) Tuberculosis. 150 beds in the fever hospitals 

of the Metropolitan Asylumns Board have been made available 

for advanced Tuberculosis cases in Lcmdon and the admission 

of fever- cases is proceeding. 

A scheme has been generally approved by which the 

British Red Cross shall provide 12 bed pavilions in connection 

with County Fever Hospitals or Sanatoria to be managed by 

the Local Authorities, and it is proposed to make a start 

in Lancashire and in Birmingham 

(3) Epileptics. There is^delay in completing the 

accommodation at Chalfonty St. Giles in Bucks (75 beds) 

and Maghull (80 beds) near Liverpool. Provision is also 

being made in 3 villas (75 beds) at Lingfield in Surrey. 

10. Table I shows that 9, 291 new pensions, Including 

children's allowances^were granted during the week against 

9,728 last week and 8,012 yi the week before. Since the 

beginning of the war up to the 23rd instant, 644,410 pensions 

including children1s allowances have been awarded. 

Table II shows that last week 129 grants of supple

mentary pensions and special allowances were made by the 

Statutory Committee against 95 in the previous week and that 

the total number to date is 3,981. 

11. Table III shows a slight increase in the personnel of 

the three large branches of the Ministry. It now comprises 

172 men and 2,793 women or 2,965 in all. The Statutory 

Committee 



Committee has 103 men and 172 v/omen or 275 in all bringing the 

grand total to 3,240. 

Captain A. C. Williams, R.iv,ft.C.(T) and Captain Hedley 

Vicars Drew, R.A.M.C. have been added to the Medical Section 

of the Soldiers' Award Branch. 

The total daily percentage of absences from the Ministry * 

has again gone down and was 2.6 among the male and 5 among the 

female staff, the Tate Gallery female staff having the highest 

percentage of sickness, viz., 6.8 

12. On the 24th instant the Postmaster General^called in 

to aru-^trate on the question of the provision of accommodation 

for the Controller of the- Navy, made an award by which the 

Administrative, Awards to Officers, and £yards to Seamen 
/ 

Branches of the Ministry of Pensions, now housed in the Office 

of Works building facing St. James' Park and Great George Street^, 

are .t" remove to a portion of the British American Tobacco 

Compa^ ' s premises at Millbank, the remainder of this building 

to be )ccuried by the Trench Warfare Department of the Minis try 

of Munitions^further expansion to be met in the /rown Agent's 

Extension Building close by, which will shortly be completed, 

and which had already been ear-marked for the enlarged 

Ministry of Pensions. 

?he second block of temporary offices at the Duke of Yorks 

Heaaquarters with accommodation for 380 clerks was completed 

during uhe week and will be occupied on the 29th instant by the 

Awards to Soldiers Branch. 

The Office of r/orks are again being approached with regard 

to the ventilation of the rooms in the Tate Gallery occupied by 

the Awards to rridows Branch. 
M.K. 

23rd May, 1917. 



APPENDIX I  . 
RE3 ORT AS TO RE-ASSESSMENTT OF DEFENDANTS PENSIONS FOR WEEK ENDED May 23rd, 1917. 

Parents dependentj Parents .depdt. Grandparent s ;Parents drawing ; Class B. Illeg. 
on one son. on more than and Foster- jS.A.as wife or widow 10/- children 

I one son. p̂arents  5/- a wee!:.  ^^^^ [pension as T7iflora a week
No.: Av'ge; Av'ge ! No.. Av fge jAv'ge ! No.jAv'gej Av'ge-:No. jAvTge-Av'ge ; No. jAv'gej No.! Av'ge TIT ic irate.jEnter * j * rate.jlnCr. j ratcj InCr. j Jrate j Bier. . Incr.; ! Incr. i 

1 
IGratuities convert 

ted into pensions 
Gratuities allovreci 
to stand - pre-na3f 21 2 1 
deoendence under 
2/1 I 1 
Pensions incred. 989 : 10/6

i 
J 4/2 *118 ! 8/8 3/6 j 2 7/6 j 3/6 3

4 

I 
I 4/2 j 16 j 2/1 

Pensions granted 
(no previous I - 33 6/2 j 6/2 
grant) j

iPensions un
clianged (already 
*jttal to pre-war 997 I 6/5 ^95 j 5/7 - S 24 4/4 ! - 16 I - 8̂  dependence. 

Total I I 
'2007 j )22 1 27 ) 33 21 j 24 L 349 

Total No. (anprox:) to he reassessed 75,000 
Reassessed as per previous reports 8,09.1 

" " ahove Jg 985 Average increase 4/l 
Balance S3, 9%"S 



APPENDIX II, 
:"f'REPORT FOR ;.££R BHDED MAY 25RD AS TO ENTITLEMENT TO i:iPO\*, AND 

DEPENDANTS PENSIONS. 

The following shov/s the approximate number of cases to 
be reconsidered at date 4th April, 1917. 

v.'idoi7s "Aggravation" gratuity admitted 475 
Widows No claim under Old Warrant 1,229 
Dependants. Do, 2,819 

TOTAL, 

TOTAL RE-SXAIuINED TO DATE. 

DEPENDANTS. 
1 1 '" " ' 

figgrav: Cases Other cases admitted Finally Total PensPens:: Finally Total 
refused ooff refused 

GratGrat.. 
admtd.admtd.jj

full pension full pension Short 
granted pens .* 

453 422 386 30 1291 1137 1415 2552 
3t 

50 2 m * 1 53 6 9 

503 424 386 31 1344 1143 1418 26&1 

Number still to be disposed of Widows 360Depdt, 258 
Total SIB 

"Aggravation" cases are now completed. 

* Medical grounds, 

* Misconduct. 



APPENDIX III. 

WAR PENSIONS, &c., STATUTORY COMMITTEE. 

REPORT TO THE PENSIONS MINISTER. 

For week ended 23rd Slay, 1917. 

ORGANIZATION BRANCH. 

Extracts from Re-ports of Inspectors of Accounts. 

Our Inspector reporting on the Cldham Local Committee 
states with reference to discharged men that the compilation of 
the Register has been well taken in hand and that since the 
beginning of April every notified case has been visited. There 
are some 600 cases and all particulars have been obtained. Much 
trouble is taken to find work for these men and there is now very 
little being paid under Regulation 11 and 12 compared with the 
larger amount durjlng the December Quarter. 

Reporting on Keighley Local Committee, our Inspector 
states that he is of opinion that this Committee is doing its 
work very well.' Rent Allowance cases are kept strictly within 
the Regulations. Oases of advances are being closely watched 
and recoveries during the last quarter have come in well. 

As regards disabled men. The Register is nearly 
complete'and contains 234 names. Training generally has not been; 

necessary, but in a few oases training is being given fres sag
no grant is being paid. 

Reporting on Ashton-under-Lyne Local Committee, our 
Inspector states that he examined the records of two of the 
largest Wards and found the payments to be in order. Further, 
that apart from payments, more than the usual amount of work 
is done by the local Committee to assist soldiers1 dependants 
by correspondence, while no effort is spared to obtain employment 
for disabled men. The Accounts are well kept and all details 
are available. 

Reporting on Lincoln Local Committee, our Inspector 
states that there are 300 cases of disabled men on the Register 
of this Local Committee to date. The accounta are excellently 
kept and the case work is careful. 

Our Inspector reporting on the Stirlingshire loeal 
Committee states that he has now called on all the surrounding 
Stirlingshire District Committees which took the place of tha 
Falkirk District Committee. The officials in these several 
District Committees took up their duties on the 1st April. The 
two largest are Grangemouth and falkirk. The work in 
Stirlingshire, he thinks, will now get along all right, but it 
is a pity that the District Ccmmitteesdid not receive a little 
more assistance and guidance from the Local Committee. 

Reporting on Mountain Ash, our inspector states that 
the population in this area is from 42 to 45,000. The impression 
gained was that the Sub-Committees generally are composed entirely 
of miners and that miners are of all persons the least qualified 
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to administer publio monies. 

Reporting on Swansea Local Committee, tlie same Inspector 
states that disabled men are dealt with as they call at the Office 
The great majority of the discharged disabled men are at work and 
doing well. Several are being specially medically treated and 
many are receiving attention from their Club or Panel Doctors. 
There is in this Office an excellent base from which the work for 
disabled men will be conducted. Before the official Register 
was issued" there was a complete Register of all men notified as 
discharged. The Statutory Committee Register is entered up to 
date and now contains 720 names. 

The same Inspector reporting on Barry Local Committee' 
Glamorganshire, states that rents in this District are very high, 
none less that 6/- while many reach 12/- a week. There is 
regular home visiting and lady almoners take grants to the homes 
of the wives and dependants. All discharged men notified have 
been written to and are urged'to call at the Office. As the 
response was not satisfactory, members of the Committee decided 
to visit the men who lived near. Practically all of them are 
at work and they will all be kept under sympathetic supervision. 

Reporting on Caerphilly Local Committee, the came 
Inspector states that the enlistments from Caerphilly are far 
greater than was general in South Y/aleo. So many miners had 
enlisted that the Military Authorities had to declino to take 
them. 

Reporting on the Islington Sub-CBmmittee of tfte London 
local Committee, our Inspector states that he inspected the records 
of this Committee for disabled soldiers and he found that the work 
was being well done.' The case -papers and Minute Books were 
well kept. Some 500 caooc had been dealt with before Christmas 
and about 30C have been dealt with since. Only in a very few 
cases has work not been found for applicants. There has been no 
difficulty in this District in dealing with cases of consumption. 

CLASS W. RES5RVU. 

The following received from the Middlesbrough Local" 
Committee is typical of the state of affairs regarding Class YJ. 
men:

"Generally speaking the facts are that the men have been 
placed with firms engaged on Munitions as Glass "YJ" Workers, and 
on account of injuries received whilst on Active Service they 
have been laid off work, through illness caused or aggravated 
by such Active Service and whilst off work the man and his family 
have been in many cases practically destitute. One case in 
particular where the man has been gassed twice at the Frcnt was 
transferred to Class'W, and cent to work at the Cargo Fleet Iron 
Works, Middlesbrough, and ?*as unable to continue and he died .on 
Thursday the 27th ultimo, and although the facto have been fully 
reported to the Ministry of $limitions the man  x s family are still 
without the slightest financial assistance. 

"Hy Committee do feel very strongly that they should be 
given some instructions immediately which will enable them to 
deal with these oases. 

"Our Committee have therefore instructed mo to prose 
very strongly for some immediate action to be taken, and I shall 
be glad to hear from you with some definite instructions 
immediately". 



DISABLEMENTS BRANOK. 

Report of the Training Section. 

Mr.Heath's report of the following interviews which 
took plaoe during his visit to Bristol, Gloucester and Cheltenham 
has been considered. 

(a) At interview with the Chairman and Secretary of the 
Bristol Local Committee on the general relation of their 
Committee to the West of England Joint Committee and in 
particular on the relation of their Committee to the 
course at the Merchant Venturers' College, proposed by 
the West of England Joint Committee. 

(b) An interview with the Honorary Secretary of the 
West of England £oint Committee with reference to the 
course of training proposed by his Committee at the 
Merchant Venturers' College, and to the schemes of 
training proposed for Cheltenham, Swindon, Gloucestershire 
and Bath. 

(a) An interview with the Chairman and Secretary of the 
Glouoestershire Local Committee and Sir A.Lister, with 
reference to the merging of the scheme of the Joint 
Committee of the County of Gloucester and Boroughs of 
Gloucester and Cheltenham in that of the West of England 
Joint Conoittee; the proposed course at the Gloucester 
Sohool of Arts and Crafts; the arrangements made with 
the Glouoestershire Farmers' Union; and the training of 
domestic gardeners. Discussion also took place in regard 
to the arrangements with Messrs.Lister & Co., for the 
training of men as semi-Bkilled engineers, and with 
Messrs.Apperley & Curtis for the training of men in 
their Cloth Mills and xMetal Works. 

(d) An interview with the Principal of the Cheltenham 
Technical College on the proposals of the West of England 
Joint Committee for classes at his college in motor 
engineering, plumbing and gas-fitting. 

(e) An interview with the Bristol Local Committee with 
referenoe to the course of training at the Bristol Sohool 
for the Blind previously approved for disabled, though 
not blind soldiers. 

In acoordanoe with suggestions made at these interviews, the 
following arrangements have been made:

(a) The West of England Joint Committee have been 
informed that the proposed classes in Village Boot-making, 
Tailoring and Clerical work at the Merchant Venturers' 
College are approved, but that the scheme for training 
Switchboard Attendants is not approved; that the proposed 
classes in Metal Plate Works and Light Wood Work at 
Swindon are approved; that the proposed course at 
Messrs.Apperley & Curtis' Vtorks is approved subject to 
certain conditions. The proposal to hold classes at 
Cheltenham Technical College is temporarily withdrawn. 
The Committee have further been informed that with regard 
to fees no general approval can be given, the rate of 
fees being sanctioned for each training course separately. 



(b) The Gloucestershire Local Committee have been 
informed that the proposed schemes of training at the 
works of Messrs. Apperley and Curtis and Messrs. 
Lister & Co. are approved subject to certain conditions 
regarding maintenance grants and the fixing of rates 
of wages in accordance with the decisions of Advisory 
Wages Boards. 

Sanction has been given in 14 cases to proposals for 
training individual men, and in 6 other cases further information 
is being obtained, 

PENSIONS BRJNCH. 

Of the individual cases considered during the v?eek 
there is none which calls for special comment. 

FINANCE. 
*J * b . d. 

Amount paid to Local 
Committees, 5135. 0. 0. 

Other expenditure:-

Grants - Temporary £47. 0. c ; 
w Educational 47. 6. 

8. 
Wage s 417. 19. 

2. 
Travelling Expenses 20. 11. 

C. 
532. 16. 10. 

£5,667. 16. 10, 

Voluntary Contributions Nil. 

OFFICERS1 SUB-COMMITTEE. 

Nothing special to report, 

EDUCATION BRANCH. 

Of the individual cases dealt with during the weok 
there is none which calls for special comment, 

TOTAL NUMBER OF STAFF. 

Men Women. 

103 172, 

24th May, 1917, 



APPENDIX I V . 

THE NAVAL AND MILITARY WAR PENSIONS, & c , 
. - - i - AGT, 19x5. J^IJ-

CARE, TREATMENT, TRAINING, AND EMPLOYMENT OF 
DISCHARGED DISABLED SAILORS AND SOLDIERS. : 

REPORT UPON PROPOSED CO-OPERATION BETWEEN WAR PENSIONS COMMITTEBS. 
EDUCATION AUTHORITIES, AND OTHER BODIES IN LANCASHIRE. 

1 Under the provisions of.the Naval and Military War Pensions, &c, Act, 1915, 
a separate "Local Committee " has been established for each Borough and Urban 
District in Lancashire having a population of over 20,000, and one more to cover the 
remainder of the County, with the result that, including the County " Local Com
mittee," there are 41 " Local Committees " in the Geographical County. 

2 By Section 4 (/) of the Act it is the duty of these Committees " to make provision, 
subject to the approval of the Statutory Committee for the care of disabled officers 
and men after they have left the service, including provision for their health, train
ing, and employment," but the Institutions and organisations, so far as they now, 
exist, for giving instruction and training are under the control of the Education 
Authorities, Universities, and other Special Trusts ; and for affording medical and 
physical treatment are under the control of the Military Authorities and various 
Associations, Charities, and other bodies. 

3 The provision for either treatment or training in the area of any particular 
" Local Committee " may largely partake of a special character which could provide, 
or could be easily extended to provide, treatment or training for a number of men 
resident in other areas, while, on the other hand, disabled men resident in one area 
might require the special treatment or training that could be more economically 
provided in some other area. 

4 The financial responsibility for the expenditure in making provision for helping 
the disabled rests with the Ministry of Pensions and the Statutory Committee, and 
the money is to be provided out of Imperial Funds and not out of local rates. At 
the same time it is to the direct interest of every ratepayer (who is also a taxpayer) 
and the Councils who represent the ratepayers, to assist in helping the responsible 
Authorities in effecting the purposes desired at the least possible expense to the 
Imperial Exchequer. . 

5 Co-operation between the 41 " Local Committees " in Lancashire seemed 
obviously desirable, and as the additional expenditure which may be thrown upon 
Local Authorities in helping the " Local Committees " to carry out their schemes is 
to be met out of Imperial Funds, then it is also obvious, in the general interests of 
the Country and of the County, that the total capacity of the Local Authorities 
which may be available for giving this assistance should be co-ordinated and made 
available for the whole County without regard to Local Areas. 

6 A Conference of Representatives of " Local Committees," Education Authors
ties, and other bodies in Lancashire, convened by the Lord Lieutenant of the County, 
was held in Preston on the 16th of February last, when Mr. G N. Barnes, M.P., ^he-
Minister of Pensions, and Sir Arthur Griffiths-Boscawen, M.P., the Parliamentary 
Secretary to the Ministry, were present and addressed the meeting and strongly 
supported the'idea of co-operative action among the "Local Committees," Wie-
Education Authorities, and other bodies. 

At that Conference the following resolutions were passed :— 
-That the principle should he accepted thaj) it is the duty of the 

Imperial Government to provide out of Imperial Funds the necessary cost 
of dealing with disabled sailprs and. soldiers ; and further, that the increased 
expenditure thrown upon Local Education Authorities and other bodies in 
making provision for disabled sailors and soldiers should be repaid by, the 
Government. 



(2) That for the purpose of rfche care, training, and employment of disabled 
' sailors and soldiers who may be" resident in Lancashire, it is desirable that 

co-operation should exist between the different War Pensions Committees 
in the County, the Education Authorities, the Branches of the Red Cross 
Society, and the Lord Roberts' Memorial Workshops and other bodies. 

(3) That a Committee be appointed to report generally on the available 
sources of supply for training disabled men in the County, and to suggest the 
manner in which, in their opinion, the facilities could be best adapted to meet 
the requirements of the whole County. 

(4) That a Committee be appointed to consider and report generally on 
the question of co-operation among the War Pensions Committees with regard 
to carrying out their powers and duties. 

7 We are the Committee appointed " t o consider and report generally on the 
" question of co-operation among the War Pensions Committees with regard to 
" carrying out their powers and duties." 

8 In the first place, we had to ascertain the existing available power of the County, 
as a whole, to afford facilities for either treatment or training of the disabled men, 
and as regards training we had to wait for the report of the Committee appointed 
specially for that purpose. 

m 

9 That Committee have prepared an admirable and useful report, and for con
venience and to save delay, we take the liberty of printing it as Appendix I. to 
this Report, and beg to call special attention to it. 

10 We have also received great assistance from Surgeon-General Hathaway, the 
Deputy Director of Medical Services of the Western Command, and other officers in 

. gaining information as to the number, situation, and treatment afforded at the various 
Military and other Hospitals at which soldiers and sailors are now treated, and a list 
of these Institutions is printed as Appendix II. 

11 We have also to thank the Secretary of each " Local Committee " in the County 
for making a return containing information with regard to the Hospitals and kindred 
Institutions situate in, or particularly available for, the area of his "Local Com
mittee." This return is also printed and a copy forwarded herewith, and will be 
found very useful for reference. 

12 Prom the information that has been laid before us, and after a full consideration 
of the subject, we are unanimously of opinion that a scheme for co-operative action 
among the " Local Committees " in the County is not only desirable, but is the only 
method by which each " Local Committee " will be able practically to carry out its 
duties with efficiency, convenience, and economy. 

13 This, in our opinion, can be done by a centralized body collecting and distributing 
helpful information as regards the conditions prevailing in the County, and in suggest
ing action which will tend to bring about, as far as possible, uniformity of administra
tion and economy throughout the whole County Area, but without in any way in
fringing upon the executive powers of a " Local Committee." The " Local 
Committees " in the County are simply agents to help and advise the Minister of 
Pensions and the Statutory Committee in London in the proper administration of 
Imperial Funds, and each " Local Committee " will be furthering the public interest 
by assisting, as far as possible, other Committees. 

14 We, therefore, recommend that an Advisory Committee consisting of one repre
sentative of each of the " Local Committees " be appointed, and that the members 
of the Committee who prepared the report on training facilities in the County be 

- a l s o made members of that Committee, and that a Secretary for the Committee be 
-^appointed,.whose office.will form a Central Bureau for the collection and distribution 

of information, and will be the official mouthpiece of the Advisory Committee. This 
Advisory Committee should also have power to co-opt other persons as they may 
think fit. 

15 The expense connected with this Central Bureau, if not paid entirely out of 
- Imperial Funds, will at any rate be met to the extent of two-thirds from that source, 
"and the balance will be in that case a negligible item when apportioned among the 

' 41 " Local Committees." 



16 The functions of the proposed Advisory Committee may he generally expressed 
to be that where each of many " Local Committees " may require a service, hut 
not sufficient in extent to justify a special expenditure in the Local Area to satisfy 
it, the Committee will be able to focus the requirements of all those Committees, and 
.possibly be able to suggest a scheme which can be carried out to meet the combined 
demand with a reasonable expenditure. 

16(a) So far as any such suggested scheme may relate to training in Technical 
and other Educational Institutions it would be sent to the Education Authority, 
or other body controlling the Institution affected, and then it would rest with that 
Authority or body to deal with the proposal as they may think fit. 

16(&) If the scheme should have reference to the extension of Hospital or Hostel 
accommodation and treatment to meet the County requirements, the Advisory 
Committee themselves would be a useful medium for pressing the subject forward 
on behalf of all the " Local Committees." 

17 The staff of the Advisory Committee, which we designate as the "Central 
Bureau," would be the medium for bringing the "Local Committee" requiring any 
treatment or training for a man into direct communication with the Institution 
capable at the moment of supplying it, and it might usefully keep a register of hostels 
and lodging-houses suitable for men to go to, who may require accommodation in 
any district, while receiving out-door treatment at a Hospital, or training. 

18 The information collected from and supplied to the different " Local Com
mittees " would also materially help towards uniformity in their administration and 
practice. 

19 But it is not our purpose to attempt to formulate any exact description of the 
functions of the Advisory Committee and their Central Bureau. All we desire to do 
is to recommend that they be appointed for the general purposes we have indicated, 
and then to leave the development of their activities to rest on the experience that 
may be gained of their usefulness. 

20 The duties of " Local Committees " are becoming pressingly urgent to be carried 
out, and no time can be lost in useless formalities of procedure, and we, therefore, 
take the responsibility of asking the Honorary Secretary to call a meeting of the 
Chairman, Vice-Chairman, and Clerk of each " Local Committee " in the County, to 
be held at the County Offices, Preston, on Monday next, the 21st of May, at 11-15 
o'clock, to receive and consider this report, and, if approved, to constitute the Advisory 
Committee. 

E D W A R D COZENS-HARDY, 
Chairman, 

On behalf of the Members of the Committee. 
County Offices, Preston, 

14th May, 1917. 



APPENDIX I. 

TRAINING FOR DISABLED S O L D I E R S AND SAILORS. 

REPORT OF THE FACILITIES COMMITTEE. 

Referenoe to j Your Committee were instructed to report generally on the available sources 
Committee. ^ g U p p l y f o r training disabled men in the County, and to suggest the manner in 

which, in their opinion, the facilities could best be adapted to meet the requirements 
of the whole County. 

Circular of 2. At their first meeting the Committee resolved to issue a circular to all the Edu-
Enquiry. cation Committees in the Geographical County in whose areas it seemed likely that 

facilities for training disabled men could be provided during the day time. The 
circular was accompanied by a Form, on which details of the various facilities could 
be stated, and by a suggestive list of trades which appear to be suitable to various 
types of disabled men. 

Nature of 3. Replies to the circular were received from 56 Authorities, of whom all 
Iteplies. were willing to make their resources available for training men, so far as it lay in their 

power to do so. The accompanying list has been compiled from their returns ; the 
list is not to be regarded as a definite and detailed undertaking that the Local 
Education Authorities will set up classes in the various sub j ects mentioned, but rather as 
a broad indication of the main lines on which the existing facilities of the Authorities 
will enable them to co-operate in the work of training. In a number of areas the 
Technical School is largely used for educational purposes during the day, including 
training for war work, and, therefore is not available at all, or is only free as regards 
certain special rooms. In other districts, although the building may be unoccupied 
during the day, the facts that it does not possess equipment of any special character, 
and that it is situated near to one or more large towns which afford better facilities 
for establishing efficient classes, seem to the Committee to prevent its effective inclu
sion in the scheme, at any rate for the moment. 

Basis on 4. In the list of facilities which they have prepared the Committee have sought 
which replies to select from the information before them those areas where training for particular 
Summarised, trades can be carried out under the best conditions. They believe that it would be 

. preferable to provide thoroughly good opportunities of training at a limited number 
of centres, rather than a much larger number, in some of which, at least, training 
could only be of a partial character. By following such a policy, not only is the 
training likely to be more efficient, but the expenses will be materially reduced, as 
the number of men desiring training would probably be so limited at the smaller 
schools as to make the cost per head very heavy. The omission of any particular 
school, or any department of a school, from the list must not in any wise be construed 
as implying any reflection upon the purpose which it is intended to serve in a normal 
system of Technical Education. It will be recognised that the requirements of 
useful work for a special scheme of this character may be very different from those 
governing either Day or Evening Technical Instruction. 

Finance. 5. The Committee have given some consideration to thefinancial aspect of the 
scheme, which has been prepared on the express understanding that the cost will 
be adequately met by the Ministry of Pensions. On -that understanding 
they unanimously recommend that some arrangement, embodying the principle of a 
flat rate, should be adopted by the Statutory Committee in regard to the payment 
to be made to any Authority undertaking the training. They would point out that 
such a scheme has already been adopted by the War Office in arranging for the 
training in Technical Institutions of men of the Royal Flying Corps. 

In the opinion of the Committee, it will, however, be necessary tofix differential 
rates for various types of work, inasmuch as the cost of instruction varies so greatly, 
e.g., between Elementary Commercial Courses and many Advanced Courses of 
Technical Instruction. The rates of payment should be such as would on the average 
cover the total additional cost to the Authority, other than purely administrative 
charges, and it is suggested that the Authority should waive any claims for rent of 
their own premises and in respect of capital expenditure. Such a plan of flat 
rates would result in much saving of time which would otherwise be spent both 
by the Education and the Pensions Authorities in bookkeeping and making out 
returns. 



Suggested 6. Another matter which is of the utmost importance is the necessity for 
Bureau of some machinery whereby sufficient men can be collected desiring instruction in a 

particular subject at a given place to make it possible to establish a class for them ; 
but this problem seems rather to belong to the province of the other Committee 
appointed by the Conference. It should, however, be pointed out that there 
will be difficulties in making complete and satisfactory use of the educational 
facilities of the County unless some provision be made for a bureau of information 
at the service of the whole Geographical County. For example, it might happen 
that one large County Borough had a few applications for a particular subject, while 
another also had a few. The combined number might justify the establishment of 
a class in one of them, but this could not easily take place unless some means were 
provided whereby the facts would be brought before both Authorities, with a view 
to arranging at which centre the particular type of work should be conducted. 
Otherwise it might not be done in either. Such an arrangement, of course, would 
not interfere with the establishment by any Education Committee of a class in a 
subject for which it has already obtained a sufficient number of names. 

7. Education Authorities ought to have, at the earliest possible moment, an 
intimation of the number of men for whom any particular type of training is likely to 
be required by a given date. They must, of course, have timely notice, since 
additional staff may be required, or possibly a temporary abandonment of other 
useful but less important and urgent work. It should also be mentioned that in 
many courses it would be unwise to receive fresh applicants after a certain stage in 
the instruction had been reached. Such applicants might have to wait until the next 
course commenced. On the other hand, it is recognised that it is very desirable 
that the men should enter on their training as soon as possible after leaving the 
Hospital. 

Co-operation 8. An important consideration to bear in mind is that a number of Education 
of Employers. Authorities are relying on the co-operation of private as well as public employers 

in training men. Such assistance has actually been offered in some areas, and this 
points to a means whereby the facilities for training can be almost indefinitely 
extended. 

The Committee desire to thank the various Education Authorities who have 
responded with the utmost willingness to the requests for information which have 
been made to them. 

A. HARRIS. 
S P U R L E Y HEY. 
THO. R. JOLLY. 
J. G. LEGGE. 
H. L L O Y D SNAPE. 
F R E D WILKINSON. 



LIST OF FACILITIES AVAILABLE. (First Issue.) 

The following list provides arough classification, as far as information is at present available, 
of the facilities afforded in the various parts of the Geographical County. 

In some cases the offer of facilities is stated to be conditional on the possibility of securing
the services of suitable teachers. 

The Engineering Departments of the Technical Schools in the areas marked (M) on the 
listare at present engaged in training munition workers or in other special war work, and may
not be able to give the facilities mentioned in the list immediately :— 

A.-AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE. 

Occupation. Area. Remarks. 

1.-GENERAL FARM WORK County Farm, Hutton All suitable farm processes 
Worsley 

2.—GARDENING County Farm, Hutton All suitable operations, including
Glass-house work 

Burnley Glass-house work only
Leigh 

3.—POULTRY-KEEPING County Farm, Hutton 
Burnley 

4.—DAIRY WORK County Farm, Hutton Suitability ofsubject doubtful 

5.—BEE-KEEPING County Farm, Hutton 

B.-ENGINEERING TRADES. 
1.—ENGINEERING WORKSHOP Ba row-in-Furness In schoolin co-operation with local 

PROCESSES GENERALLY employers 
Blackburn (M)
Bootle ... Fitting only
Bolton (M)
Burnley (M)
Liverpool Including Sheet, Plate, and Bar 

Metal-work 
Manchester (M)
Oldham (M)
Preston FittinFittingg onlonlyy
Salford 
St. Helens (M)
Wigan (M)
Lancaster (M) 

2.—MOTOR MECHANICS Bolton 
Liverpool 
Manchester 
Preston 
Lancaster 

3.—ENGINEER IN CHARGE Bootle 
(HOTELS, &C). Bolton 

Liverpool 
Manchester 
Preston 
Lancaster 



- -

Occupation. Area. Remarks. 

4.—DRATTGHTSMEN'S WORK ... Barrow-in-Furness 
Bolton ... ... Tracing only 
Liverpool 
Manchester 
Oldham .... Tracing only 
Preston Tracing only 
Salford 
St. Helens ... Tracing only 
Wigan Tracing only 
Accrington. ... ... ... Tracing only 
Lancaster -
Morecambe Tracing only 
Horwich Tracing only 

5.—CHARGE OF SMALL ELEC- Bolton 
TRIC LIGHT INSTALLA- Liverpool 
TION ; SWITCHBOARD Manchester 
ATTENDANTS ; ELECTRIC Oldham... ... Charge of installation 

Preston Switch Board Attendants and 
Telephone Operators 

WIRING & TESTING Salford 
Wigan 
Lancaster 
Horwich 

6.—STOREKEEPERS, TIME- Wigan 
KEEPERS, &c. 

C.—BUILDING AND ALLIED TRADES. 
1.—GENERAL BUILDING Blackburn Builders' Clerks and Draughtsmen 

Burnley Land Surveying 
Liverpool Building Construction; Structural 

Engineering for Builders 
Manchester Including Land Surveying 
Rochdale 
Salford ... Estimators, Builders' Clerks, 

Draughtsmen, Clerks of Works 
St. Helens Builders' Clerks, Draughtsmen, 

Clerks of Works 
Leigh Builders' Clerks, Draughtsmen, 

Clerks of Works 
Worsley 

-WOODWORKING TRADES Barrow-in-Furness Light Cabinet-making, Picture 
(See also Kl and L3) Framing. 

Bolton ... Carpentry and Joinery, Cabinet
making 

^Burnley Carpenter's Shop-work and Setting 
Out, Cabinet-making, Picture 
Framing 

Liverpool Carpentry and Joinery 
Manchester Carpentry and -Joinery, Cabinet

making 
Oldham Carpenter's Shop-work, Setting 

Out, Turning 
Preston ... Joinery, Cabinet-making, Training 

Manual Instructors 
Salford ... Joinery, Setting Out; Cabinet

making, Turning 
St. jHelens Carpentry and Joinery; Shop

work generally 
Warrington Carpenters' and Joiners' Shop- . 

work; Cabinet-making 



WOODWORKING TRADES-
Continued. 

3.-PLUMBING 

4.—PAINTING & DECORATING... 

5.-BRICKWORK'& MASONRY 

-PLASTERER'S WORK 
(See also K3) 

Accrington ... 
Bacup and Rawtenstall 
Colne 
Heywood 
Lancaster 
Leigh 
Widnes 
Newton-in-Makerfield 
Padiham 

St. Annes-on-the-Sea ... 

Blackburn 
Bolton 
Burnley 
Liverpool 
Manchester 
Oldham 
Southport 
Warrington 
Accrington 
Ashton-under-Lyne 
Bacup and Rawtenstall 
Chorley 
Darwen 
Lancaster 
Leigh 
Widnes 

Blackburn 
Bootle 
Bolton 
Burnley 
Bury 
Liverpool 
Manchester 
Oldham 
Salford 
St. Helens 
Southport 
Warrington 
Wigan 
Accrington 
Ashton-under-Lyne 
Bacup and Rawtenstall 
Derwen 
Lancaster 
Leigh 
Morecambe 
Nelson 

Burnley 
Liverpool 
Manchester 
Widnes 

Burnley 

Liverpool 
Manchester -
Warrington 

Wigan 
Bacup and Rawtenstall 
Padiham 

Carpenters' Shop-work 

Carpenters' Shop-work 
Light Wood-work 
Woodwork; Cabinet-making 
Cabinet-making 
Carpenters' Shop-work 
Carpentry and Woodwork 
Carpenters' Shop-work and Setting 
Out; Light Cabinet-making ;
Picture Framing 

Do. do. 

Including Oxy-acetylene Welding 

Shop-work generally and Setting Out 

Modelling ; Casting in Plaster and 
Wax Moulds 

Plastering, Modelling, Moulding, 
Casting in Plaster and Wax" 

-Modelling only 



Occupation. Area. Remarks. 

D . -COAL MINING. (See also B and J). 

1.—COURSES FOR MANAGERS, 
UNDER-MANAGERS, 
FIREMEN AND OTHERS 

2.—COURSES FOR COLLIERY 
MECHANICS 

3.-LAMP MEN ... ... 

4.—CLERKS AND ATTENDANTS 

Manchester 
Wigan 
Worsley 

Burnley 

Wigan ... 

Burnley 

St. Helens 

Wigan ... 

Leigh ... 

Radcliffe 

Worsley 

1.—COTTON SPINNING 
PROCESSES 

2.—COTTON WEAVING 
PROCESSES 

E.-TEXTILE OCCUPATIONS.

Blackburn 
Bolton 
Manchester 
Oldham 

Preston 
Rochdale 
Salford 

Ashton-under-Lyne ... 

Bacup and Rawtenstall 
Heywood 

Blackburn 
Bolton 
Bury 
Manchester 
Oldham 
Preston 
Rochdale 
Salford 

Accrington 

Bacup and Rawtenstall 
Chorley 

Clitheroe 
Colne 

Darwen 
Haslingden ... 
Heywood 
Nelson ... 

Padihaih 

Radcliffe 

Carpenters, Blacksmiths, Tool 
Sharpeners 

Colliery Mechanics 

Costing Clerks, Wage Clerks, Time
keepers, Weigh Clerks, Store
keepers 

Engines,' Fans, Haulage, Pumps, 
Electric Installations, Screening, 
Coke Ovens, Coal Washing, &c. 

Costing Clerks, Wage Clerks, Time
keepers, Weigh Clerks, Store
keepers 

Boiler Firemen and Engine 
Attendants 

Gas Testing, &c. 

 (See also K3). 

Yarn Testing 
All suitable processes 

Stripping and Grinding ; Yarn 
Testing 

Spinning, Stripping, Grinding, Yarn 
Testing 

Spinning, Winding, Doubling, Gas
sing, Testing ' 

Spinning 

Stripping, Grinding, Yarn Testing 

Weaving 
Suitable Processes 

Weaving, Twisting, Drawing-in 

Weaving, Warping, Twisting, 
Drawing-in, Pegging Lags, De
signing, Card Cutting 

Weaving, Twisting, Drawing-in, 
Pegging Lags 

Weaving 
Weaving, Pegging Lags, Twisting, 
Drawing-in 

Weaving 
Weaving, Winding, Pegging Lags, 
Card Cutting 

Weaving 
Weaving 
Weaving 
Weaving, Winding, Twisting, Draw
ing-in, Designing, Jacquard 
Harness Making, &c. 

Weaving, Twisting, Drawing-in, 
Pegging Lags ,

Weaving 



Occupation. Area. Remarks. 

3.—WOOLLEN AND WORSTED Rochdale 
PROCESSES 

4.—SUBSIDIARY PROCESSES . 1 Blackburn Clerical Work 
Burnley Warehouse and Office Work 
Oldham Secretarial Work in Mills 
Salford ... Clerical Work 
Heywood J Clerical Work relating to Cotton 

Spinning 
Leigh Clerical Work in relation to Textile 

' Industries 
Nelson Cut-looking, Cut-booking, General 

Warehouse Work 

F. -BOOT AND SHOE MANUFACTURE. (See also L4.) 

1.—GENERAL Salford Deformity Bootmaking. General 
Repairing 

Bacup and Rawtenstall 

G.-NAUTICAL OCCUPATIONS; 

1.-INSTRUMENT MAKING AND 
REPAIRING. (See L2) 

2.—COMPASS ADJUSTING Fleetwood Navigation. School 
Liverpool 

3.—PURSERS AND CLERKS Bootle 

4.-WIRELESS OPERATORS Liverpool 
Manchester 

5.-COOKS AND STEWARDS Bootle 
Liverpool 

H.—PRINTING AND ALLIED TRADES. (See also K3.) 

1.—PRINTING Blackburn 
Liverpool 
Manchester 

2.—BOOKBINDING Liverpool 
Warririgton 

J.-COMMERCIAL AND CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS. 

1.—CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS Barrow-in-Furness I Including Typewriting 
Blackburn 
Bootle 
Bolton 
Burnley r Including Typewriting 
Bury 
Liverpool 
Manchester 
Oldham Including Typewriting 
Preston 
Rochdale 
Salford ... Including Typewriting 
St. Helens Including Typewriting 
Southpbrt Including Typewriting 
Wigan 
Accrington 
Bacup and Rawtenstall 
Chorley 
Colne ... iIPISIHBSS Including Typewriting 



Occupation. Area.- Remarks. 

CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS— 1 Heywood 
Continued: Lancaster 

Leigh ... . ... Including Typewriting
Middleton 
Morecambe ... Including Typewriting
Nelson Including Typewriting
Widnes 
Atherton ' 
Denton Including Typewriting
Farnworth 
Horwich ... ... ... Including Typewriting
Newton-in-Makerfield Including Typewriting
Padiham 
St. Annes-on-the-Sea Including Typewriting
Waterloo 
Worsley 

2.--HIGHER COMMERCIAL AND Liverpool Including Banking, Insurance,
PROFESSIONAL Shipping, Commercial Law, fee-
OCCUPATIONS Manchester 

3.--LANGUAGES Burnley
Liverpool French, German, Spanish. Russian,

Italian, Portuguese 
Manchester 
St. Helens 
Oldham ... French, Spanish 
Ghorley French 
Leigh French 
Nelson ... French 
Horwich 
St. Annes-on-the-Sea 

K . - A R  T AND ART INDUSTRIES. (See also C4 and 6.) 

1.--WOOD-CARVING .. . Barrow-in^Furness 
Blackburn 
Bolton 
Burnley -
Liverpool 
Manchester-
Warrington 
Wigan - -
Heywood 
Lancaster 5*1. . . . . . . . . . " ( J V ^ O J I A J ' ' —  X ; 

Leigh 
Padiham 
St. Annes-on-the-Sea 

2.--PHOTOGRAPHY Liverpool 
Manchester 
Bacup and Rawtenstall 
Padiham 

3.-- A R  T AND APPLICATIONS Blackburn ... ArArtt 
OTHER THAN, THOSE Bolton ... ArArtt 
ABOVE': Burnley ... ArtArt;; ModellinModellingg andand;;CastinCastingg

Liverpool ... DrawinDrawingg ;; Painting;Painting;;; '' SculpturSculpturee ;;
EngravingEngraving;; FancFancyy LeatheLeatherr 
WorWorkk ;; OtheOtherr FormFormss ooff ApplieAppliedd 
ArArtt 

Manchester ... ... ModellinModellingg ;; StonStonee CarvinCarvingg ;;
StaineStainedd GlasGlasss ;; MetaMetall WorWorkk ;;
EnamelsEnamels;; JewelleryJewellery;; LeatheLeatherr 
WorkWork;; DesigDesignn anandd BooBookk HlusHlus-
tratiotrationn 



Occupation. 

ART AND APPLICATIONS 
OTHER THAN THOSE 
ABOVE.—Continued. -

1--GAS-FITTING 

2.--INSTRUMENT MAKING 
(See also G2) 

3.--BASKET-MAKING, BRUSH-
MAKING, TOY-MAKING, 
&c. 

4.--BOOT REPAIRING, CLOG 
MAKING, CLOG REPATR-
ING 

5.--TAILORING 

6.--HAIRDRESSING 
* 

7.--COOKING, BREADMAKTNG, 
CONFECTIONERY, 
LAUNDRY WORK, 
DOMESTIC SERVICE 

Area., 

Oldham 
St. Helens 
WarringtoWarringtonn ...... 

WigaWigann 

Bacup and Rawtenstall 
ChorleChorleyy ** 

Leigh 
Morecambe ... 

Nelson 
Widnes ... 

Padiham 
St. Annes-on-the-Sea 

L.-MISCELLANEOUS. 

Burnley
Liverpool 
Manchester 

Manchester 
Salford ... ... 
Oldham 

Bolton ... ... ... 
Burnley
Liverpool 

Preston 
Warrington 
Lancaster 
Morecambe 
Padiham ... 
St. Annes-on-the-Sea 

Barrow-in-Furness .... 
Liverpool 
Padiham 

Barrow-in-Furness 
Bolton 
Liverpool 
Salford 
Bacup and Rawtenstall 
Morecambe 

Barrow-in-Furness 
Liverpool 

Burnley
Liverpool 
Manchester 

St. Helens w 
Bacup and Rawtenstall 
Morecambe 
Widnes 
Farnworth 
Newton-in-Makerfield 
St. Annes-on-the-Sea 

Remarks, 

Art applied to Jewellery
Art inrelation to various Industries 
Modelling and Moulding ; Art and 
Applications 

Modelling ; Stone Carving ; Metal 
Work; Designing

Art; Light Leather Work 
Designing for Textiles ; Sign
writing, &c. 

Art, including Applications 
Art Metal Work ; Architecture ;
Window-ticket Writing

Light Art Industries 
Art and its applications to various 
Industries 

Modelling
Art and itsapplications to various 
Industries 

Scientific Instruments 
Scientific Instruments 
Watchmaking 

Brush-makinBrush-makingg
Toy-makinToy-makingg
BasketBasket,, BrushBrush,, anandd Mat-makinMat-makingg ;;
Chair-caninChair-caningg

Basket-makingBasket-making;; Toy-makinToy-makingg
Basket-makinBasket-makingg
Basket-makinBasket-makingg
Toy-makinToy-makingg
Basket-makingBasket-making;; Toy-makinToy-makingg
Toy-makinToy-makingg 

Boot Repairing
Boot Repairing
Clogging ; Boot and Clog Repairing 

* 

Ladies' Tailoring 

CookingCookingCooking;;; ConfectionerConfectionerConfectioneryyy
ConfectionerConfectionerConfectioneryyy ;;; BreadmakinBreadmakinBreadmakinggg
CookinCookinCookinggg ;;; ConfectionerConfectionerConfectioneryyy ;;;BreadBreadBread--

makinmakinmakinggg
CookingCookingCooking;;; DomestiDomestiDomesticcc ServicServicServiceee 
CookingCookingCooking;;; ConfectionerConfectionerConfectioneryyy
CookinCookinCookinggg ;;; LaundrLaundrLaundryyy WorWorWorkkk 
CookinCookinCookinggg
CookinCookinCookinggg
CookinCookinCookinggg
CookinCookinCookinggg 



Occupation. 

8 . - -FLOUR MILLING ... 

9 . - -TELEGRAPH AND TELE-
PHONE OPERATORS 

10.--CHEMICAL LABORATORY 
WORK 

11. --LOCAL INSPECTORS 

1 2 . --LIBRARY ATTENDANTS . . . 

1 3 . --SHOP ASSISTANTS... 

1 4 . --CINEMA OPERATORS 

Area. 

Liverpool 

Blackburn 
Liverpool 
Manchester ...

Blackburn 
Burnley 
Manchester 
Liverpool ... 
Rochdale 

Salford 
St. Helens ' ... 
Bacup and Rawtenstall 
Colne 
Leigh 
Widnes 

Horwich 
Waterloo 
St. Annes-on-the-Sea 

Blackburn ... 

Burnley ... 

Liverpool ... ... 
Manchester 

Oldham 

Liverpool 
Manchester 
Leigh 

Manchester 

Salford 

Remarks. 

In co-operation with employers 
:\:::'-- ,  -' - . ... ' . 

j Including Wireless Telegraphy 

Light Chemical Manufacture 
Laboratory Attendants 
Laboratory Attendants 
Chemistry for Analysts, &c. 
Dyeing ; Light Chemical Manufac
ture 

Laboratory Attendant; Dyeing 
Laboratory Attendant 
Laboratory Attendants 
Light Chemical Manufacture 
Laboratory Attendants 
Light Chemical Trades ; Drugs ; 
Laboratory Attendants 

Metallurgical Laboratory Attendant 
Laboratory Attendants 
Light Chemical Trades ; Laboratory 
Attendants 

Meat and Food; Sanitary; Weighls 
and Measures 

Meat and Food ; Sanitary ; Weights 
and Mi asures 

Meat and Food; Sanitary; Factor v 
Meat and Food; Sanitary: Weight,
and Measures 

Weights and Measures 



N A M E S A N D ADDRESSES GF SECRETARIES. 

District. Name and Address of Secretary. 

Barrow-in-Furness 
Blackburn 
Blackpool 
Bootle 
Bolton 
Burnley 
Bury 
Liverpool 
Manchester 
Oldham 
Preston ... 
Rochdale 
St. Helens 
Salford ..... 
Southport 
Warrington 
Wigan 
County Farm and Fleet
wood Navigation School 

Accrington 
Ashton-under-Lyne 
Bacup and Rawtenstall 
Chorley 
Clitheroe 
Colne 
Darwen 
Haslingden 
Hey wood ... 
Lancaster 
Leigh 
Middleton 
Morecambe 
Mossley 
Nelson 
Widnes 

Atherton 
Denton 
Farnworth 
Horwich 
Newton-in-Makerfield 
Padiham 
Radcliffe 
St. Annes-on-the-Sea 
Waterloo-with-Seaforth 
Worsley 

A. Hawcridge, Town Hall, Barrow-in-Furness. 
A. H. Whipple, Education Offices, Blackburn. 
The Director of Education, Education Offices, Blackpool 
F. W. Wilson, Town Hall, Bootle. 
F. Wilkinson, Education Offices, Nelson Square, Bolton. 
A. R. Pickles, Town Hall, Burnley. 
R. Wilkinson, Education Offices, 8, Bank Street, Bury. 
J. G. Legge, Education Offices, 14, Sir Thomas Street, Liverpool. 
Spurley Hey, Education Offices, Deansgate, Manchester. 
J. Rennie, Education Offices, Union Street West, Oldham. 
Lieut.-Col. T. R. Jolly, Harris Institute, Preston. 
J. E. Holden, Technical School, Rochdale. 
J. Hartley, Education Offices, 17, Cotham Street, St. Helens. 
R. Martin, Education Offices, Chapel Street, Salford. 
F. W. Teague, Education Offices, Lord Street, Southport. 
J. Moore Murray, Education Offices, Sankey Street, Warrington. 
S. C. Laws, Technical College, Wigan. 
Dr. H. Lloyd Snape, County Offices, Preston. 

A. H. Aitken, Town Hall, Accrington, 
R. Marsland, Education Offices, Ashton-under-Lyne. 
J. E. Kirk, Education Offices, Cloughfold, near Manchester. 
R. L. Roby, Education Offices, Chorley. 
J. H. Ramsbottom, 12, York Street, Clitheroe. 
H. Hartley, Town Hall, Colne. 
W. Bretherick, Education Offices, Darwen. 
H. A. Collinge, Education Offices, Hasiingden. 
A. Lewis, Education Offices, Heywood. 
G. H. Mitchell, Town Hall, Lancaster. 
J. Ward, Education Offices, Leigh. 
R. Parkes, Education Offices, Middleton. 
T. Barrow, Education Offices, Central Schools, Morecambe. 
W . A. Mayall, Technical School, Mossley. 
J. Skinner, Education Offices, Market Street, Nelson. 
H. Oppenheim, Town Hall, Widnes. 

H. Turner, 290, Hamilton Street, Atherton. 
J. T. Walmsley, Technical School, Denton. 
H. Rostron, Council Offices, Farnworth. 
J. McLean, Mechanics' Institute, Horwich, near Bolton. 
C. Cole, Town Hall, Earlestown. 
T. Atkinson, Technical Institute, Padiham. 
S. Mills, Council Offices, Radcliffe. 
T. Bradley, Council Offices, St. Annes. 
T. Bateson, Town Hall, Waterloo, Liverpool. 
W. Stephenson, Town Hall, Walkden. 



APPENDIX II. 

DISABLED SOLDIERS AND SAILORS; 

List of Military and Y.A.D. Hospitals in Lancashire. 

1. 1st Western General Hospital, Fazakerley, Liverpool 
2. Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine 
3. Kirkdale Council School, Liverpool 
4. Everton Council School, Liverpool Sections of 
5. St. James's Council School, Liverpool. 1st Western 
6. Toxteth Park School, Wellington Road, Liverpool General Hospital, 
7. Toxteth Park School, Windsor Street, Liverpool Liverpool 
8.. Major Lester School, Liverpool 
9. Venice Street Council School, Liverpool 
10. 2nd Western General Hospital, Manchester 
11. Clyne House Hospital, Stretford, Manchester 
12. Seymour Park Hospital, Old TrafTord, Manchester 
13. Ducie Avenue Hospital, Manchester 
14. Grange Street Hospital, Manchester 
15. Alfred Street Hospital, Manchester 
16. Lily Lane Hospital, Manchester 
17. Alma Park Hospital, Levenshulme, Manchester 
18. Bank Meadow Hospital, Manchester Sections of 
19. Mosley Road Hospital, Manchester V 2nd Western 
20. Heald Place Hospital, Rusholme, Manchester General Hospital, 
21. Leaf Square Hospital, Salford Manchester. 
22. Langworthy Road Hospital, Salford 
23. Grecian Street Hospital, Lower Broughton, Salford 
24. Tootal Road Hospital, Salford 
25. Leicester Road Hospital, Higher Broughton, Salford 
26. Helton Bank Hospital, Salford 
26a. Webster Street School, Manchester 
26b. Heywood Council School, Heywood, Manchester 
27. Brook House Auxiliary Hospital, Levenshulme Red Cross 
28. Wesleyan Schools Auxiliary Hospital, Heaton Mersey 
29. Fairview Auxiliary Hospital, Fallowfield 
30. Newbury, Victoria Park, Manchester, Auxiliary Hospital 
31. Lancaster House Auxiliary Hospital, Whalley Range 
32. Britannia House Auxiliary Hospital, Whalley Range 
33. Sunnyside Auxiliary Hospital, Whalley Range 
34. Baptist Schools Auxiliary Hospital, Chorlton-cum-Hardy 
35. Woodlawn Auxiliary Hospital, West Didsbury 
36. Lawnhurst Auxiliary Hospital, Didsbury 
37. Didsbury Lodge Auxiliary Hospital, Didsbury 
38. Didsbury College Auxiliary Hospital, Didsbury 
39. Willow Bank Auxiliary Hospital, Moss Side, Manchester 
40. Elm Bank Auxiliary Hospital, Eccles 
41. Eccles and Patricroft Auxiliary Hospital, Patricroft 
42. Worsley Hall Auxiliary Hospital, Worsley 
43. Wibbersley Auxiliary Hospital, Flixton 
44. Trafford Hall Auxiliary Hospital, Trafford Park, Manchester 
45. Victoria Auxiliary Hospital, Stretford 
46. Basford House Auxiliary Hospital, Old Trafford 
47. Longford Hall Auxiliary Hospital, Stretford 
48. Pavilion Auxiliary Hospital, Old Trafford 
49. Fairhope Auxiliary Hospital, Pendleton 
50. 
51. Sedgley Hall Auxiliary Hospital, Prestwich 
52. Stanley House Auxiliary Hospitalj Prestwich St. John 
53. All Saints' Schools Auxiliary Hospital, Whitefield 
54. Moorlands Auxiliary Hospital, Kersal Red Cross 



Shenstpne House Auxiliary Hospital (Jubilee Schools), Red Cross and 
Crumpsall St. John 

56. Parkfield Hall Auxiliary Hospital, Heaton Park, Manchester Red Cross 
57. Parkfield Auxiliary Hospital, Crumpsall 
58. Auxiliary Home Hospital, Middleton 
59. Institute Auxiliary Hospital, Blackley 
60. Deanery Auxiliary Hospital, Kersal 
61. Lord Derby War Hospital, Winwick 
62. The Grange Hutment Hospital, Southport 
63. The Woodlands Hutment Hospital, Southport 
64. Baptist Tabernacle School Hospital. Southport 
65. Wesleyan Schools Auxiliary Hospital, Southport 
66. Birkdale Hospital. Southport 
67. Homoeopathic Cottage Hospital, Southport 
68. Meols Hall Auxiliary Hospital, Southport 
69. Sea Bathing Infirmary, Southport 

70. Oak Dene Auxiliary Hospital, Rainhill 
71. The Towers Auxiliary Hospital, Rainhill 
72. Cuerden Hall Auxiliary Hospital, Bamber Bridge 
73. Military Hospital, Fulwood, Preston 
74. St. Joseph's Hospital, Preston 
75. Moor Park Auxiliary Hospital, Preston 
76. Barton and Broughton Auxiliary Hospital, near Preston 
77. Pembroke House Auxiliary Hospital, Lytham 
78. Cottage Hospital, Lytham 
79. Chaseside Auxiljarjr Hospital, St. Annes-on-Sea 
80. King!s Lancashire Military Convalescent Hospital. Blackpool 
81. Victoria Hospital, Blackpool 
82. Seafield Auxiliary Hospital, Blackpool Annexes to 
83. Adelaide Street Auxiliary Hospital, Blackpool V Victoria Hospital 
85. Victoria Hospital, Red Cross Branch, Institute, Blackpool J 
86. Starr Hill Auxiliary Hospital, Lytham ... St. John 
87. Cottage Hospital, Fleetwood 
88. 
89. Military Hospital, Fleetwood 
90. Vicarage Auxiliary Hospital, Poulton-le-Fylde ,
91. Military Hospital, Lancaster 
92. Fairview Auxiliary Hospital, Ulverston 
93. Wray House Auxiliary Hospital, Wray 
94. Bleasdale Auxiliary Hospital, Silverdale 
95. Cottage Hospital, Ulverston 
96. Miss Kerwick Nursing Home, Ulverston 
97. Military Hospital, Barrow-in-Furness 
98. Rectory Auxiliary Hospital, Hey sham 
99. St. John Auxiliary Hospital, Morecambe 
100. Eggerslack House Auxiliary Hospital, Grange-over-Sands. 
101. Centre Vale Auxiliary Hospital, Todmorden 
102. Bank Hall Auxiliary Hospital, Burnley 
103. Albert Road Auxiliary Hospital, Colne 
104. Reedyf ord Auxiliary Hospital, Nelson 

105. Huntroyd Auxiliary Hospital, Padiham 

106. Queen Mary War Hospital, Whalley 
107. Barraclough Auxiliary Hospital, Clitheroe 
108. Moss Bridge Auxiliary Hospital, Darwen 
109. EUerslie Auxiliary Hospital, Blackburn 

110. Hey wood Auxiliary Hospital, Hey wood 
111. Chaigeley Manor Auxiliary Hospital, Accrington 
112. Baxenden Auxiliary Hospital, Accrington 
113. Elmfield Auxiliary Hospital, Accrington 
114. Paddock House Auxiliary Hospital, Oswaldtwistle 
115. Public Hall Auxiliary Hospital, Haslingden 
116. New Hall Hey Auxiliary Hospital, Rawtenstall 
117. Fern Hill Auxiliary Hospital, Bacup 
118. Mount Pleasant Auxiliary Hospital, Facit 
119. St. John Ambulance, Drill Hall, Rochdale 

St. John 
Red Cross 

Military Hospital 
St. John 

Annexes to South
port Infirmary 

Red Cross 
Convalescent 

Home 
St. John 

Private Hospital 

St. John 

St. John 

Red Cross 

St. John 
Red Cross 

Red Cross 

Red Cross 
St. John 

J J 

Red Cross 
Red Cross and 
St. John 

Mrs. Starkey 
(private) 

St. John 

St. John and 
Red Cross 
St. John 
Red Cross 
St. John 



120. Bamford Home Auxiliary Hospital, Rochdale Private 
121. Stubbins Vale Auxiliary Hospital, Ramsbottom St. John 
122. Castleton House Auxiliary Hospital, Castleton j) 
123. Timberhurst Auxiliary Hospital, Bury St. John and 

RecJ Cross 
124. Holly Mount Auxiliary Hospital, Tottington Private i 
125. Ambulance Drill Hall Auxiliary Hospital, Radcliffe St. John 
126. Woodfield Auxiliary Hospital, Oldham Red Cross 
127. Ashway Gap Auxiliary Hospital, Greenfield 
128. Abbey Hills Auxiliary Hospital, Oldham Private 
129. Technical School Auxiliary Hospital, Mossley St. John 
130. Ryecroft Hall Auxiliary Hospital, Audenshaw Red Cross 
131. Richmond House Auxiliary Hospital, Ashton-under-Lyne 
132. Mechanics' Institute Auxiliary Hospital, Ashton-under- St. John 

Lyne 
133. Townley's Military Hospital, Farnworth (Union) 
134. Crompton Fold Auxiliary Hospital, Bolton Red Cross 
135. Green Bank Auxiliary Hospital, Bolton 
136. Blair Hospital, Bromley Cross, Bolton 
137. Watermillock Auxiliary Hospital, Bolton 
138. Woodlands Auxiliary Hospital, Wigan 
139. Ormskirk Union School Hospital, Ormskirk (Union) 
140. Aughton Institute Convalescent Home, Aughton Red Cross 
141. Cottage Hospital, Ormskirk 
142. Garswood Hall Auxiliary Hospital, Ashton-in-Makerfield Private 
143. Providence Free Hospital, St. Helens Civil 
144. Quarry Brook Auxiliary Hospital, Maghull Military and Special, for 
145. Moss Side Auxiliary Hospital, Maghull Mental Cases 
146. Sir Alfred Jones Memorial Home Hospital, Garston Civil . 
147. Knowsley Hall Auxiliary Hospital, Knowsley Closed 
148. Breeze Hill Auxiliary Hospital, Bootle St. John 
149. Wellwyn House Auxiliary Hospital, Grassendale Park, 

Liverpool 
150. Highfield Auxiliary Hospital, Knotty Ash (Union) 
151. Stanley Hospital, Liverpool Civil 
152. Croxteth Park Auxiliary Hospital, Liverpool Private for 

Officers 
153. Holt Auxiliary Hospital, Liverpool Private 
154. Hahnemann Hospital, Liverpool Civil 
155. Camp Hill Auxiliary Hospital, Woolton, Liverpool Private 
156. Woolton Convalescent Home, Woolton, Liverpool Convalescent 

Home 
157. Woolton Hall Hydro. Auxiliary Hospital, Liverpool Red Cross and 

St. John 
158. Bradstones Auxiliary Hospital, West Derby, Liverpool St. John 
159. Crofton Auxiliary Hospital, Aigburth, Liverpool 
160. Sheltering Homes Hospital, Liverpool 
161. Eaton House Auxiliary Hospital, West Derby, Liverpool 
162. Seaf orth Military Hospital 
163. Romney Road Military Hospital, Kirkdale .. - Canadian Hospital 
A. Ancoats Hospital, Manchester Civil 
B. Manchester Royal Infirmary 
C. Royal Eye Hospital, Manchester 
D. Nell Lane Hospital, Withington Union 
E. Hope Hospital, Pendleton 
F. Salford Royal Infirmary Civil 
G. New Bridge Street Hospital, Manchester Military for 

Venereal Cases 
H. Warrington Infirmary Civil 
J. Whitecross Hospital, Warrington Union 
K. Southport Infirmary Civil 
L. Kirkham Union Union 
M. Burnley Union 
N. Blackburn Infirmary Civil 
O. Blackburn Union Union 
P. Pike Law Union, Haslingden 
Q. Rochdale Infirmary Civil 



R. Birchill, Dearnley Union 
S. Bury Union 
T. Bury Infirmary Civil 
U. Oldham Infirmary
V. Boundary Park, Oldham Union 
w. The Lake, Ashton-under-Lyne 

Ashton Infirmary CivilX. Bolton Infirmary J JY. 
Z. Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, Norwich - JJ 

Chorley Infirmary and Dispensary ) JAA. Billinge UnionCC. Whiston Union,Prescot UnionDD. Royal Albert Edward Iiifirmary, WiganEE. Leigh Infirmary CivilEF. 
GG. Leigh Union - jj
HH. St. Helens Hospital Union 
JJ. , Pilkington Special Hospital, St. Helens Civil 
KK. Ear, and Eye Hospital, Liverpool Special HospitalBorough Hospital, BootleLL. Civil 
MM. Toxteth Park Union, Liverpool 
NN. David Lewis Northern Hospital, Liverpool 

JI 

Union
00. Mill Road Infirmary, Liverpool Civil
PP. Alder Hey Union,Liverpool UnionQQ. Royal Southern Hospital, Liverpool Special (Union)ss. Belmont Road Union, West Derby CivilTT. Royal Infirmary, Liverpool UnionAccident Hospital,Widnesuu. Civil 

MILITARY HOSPITALS W H E R E SPECIAL OPERATIVE TREATMENT, &c,
i .,,,1 j CAN  BE OBTAINED. 

1stWestern1 General Hospital, Liverpool. 
Netherfield Road Council School, Liverpool 

, i i St. James' Council School,
V Sherlock Street Council School,

Tropical School,
Venice Street CouncilSchool,
Westminster Road Council School,
Wellington Road Council School,
Windsor Street Council School, 

2nd Western General Hospital, Manchester 
Central Division. 

Princess Street, Manchester 
Whitworth Street,

11 A' i! New Bridge Street,
Northern Division. 

., Alfred Street,
Grange Street,
Lily Lane, 

teikp 11 i -.f.-.' h Bank Meadows School,
Salford Division. 

- Grecian Street,
Langworthy Road,
Leaf Square,
Leicester Road, 
- Tootal Road, 

. Southern Division. 
- Alma Park,
Ducie Avenue,
Heald Place,
High Street,
Moseley Road,

t'-' ifi -' Stretford Division. 
Clyne House, Stretford 

UtA) Seymour Park, ,, 
Queen "Mary's Military Hospital, Whalley
Alder Hey Hospital, Liverpool, for Orthopaedics and Ordinary Surgical 

Cases 



Red Cross Hospital, Maghull, for Shell Sh*ck Cases 
Lord Derby's Hospital, Winwick 

^MILITARY HOSPITALS (COMMAND DEPOTS) IN LANCASHIRE. 

Barrow-in-Furness Southport (Queen's Road) 
Lancaster Bury 
Fleetwood Seal orth 
Kirkham Ashton-under-Lyne 
Preston (Fulwood) Warrington 



APPENDIX V. 

The- Itath^meelJjag, ctf^t^ waSwheJLcLm 

24 th May. Present:-

Sir A, Boscawen, and 

Sir John Collie, 

Dr. C*Hc.Bon&, 

Dr. Fox-Simons, 

Dr. Hartley, and JCor part of the time 

Sir Mi Nathan. 

1, The Minutes of the last meeting were taken as read 

and signed. 

2, Neurasthenics,, Sir J* Collie presente&his report. 

The Medical Officer was in residence at the Home at Solders 

Greem; 40 patients were coming in on Tuesday and there was a 

long waiting lisi* Another Institution was urgently 

needed, Gclders Green having accommodation only for IOC, 

Sir Arthur Bos*awen called attention to the importance 

of fixing the per capita charge at Gclders Green; though this 

was a matter for the Ministry it required early settlement. It 

was stated that there was a proposal before the Red Cross 

Society; Dr Fox-Symons promised to have it icoked up and sent 

oni It was promised that inquiry should he made as to the 

delay in printing the leaf lets * 

With regard to further accommodation Sir Arthur 

Bescaweia called attention to the Recuperative Hostel in 

Pitzjohn!s Avenue, Hampstead, started by Sir F, Milner* He 

suggested that it would life desirable to recognise this Institu

tlca subject to the provisions made by him in his letter of 

May 21st to Sir John Collie, viz, that'no patient there should 

have the advantages of Article 6 of the Warrant except such as 

were certified as suitable oases by the Special Board; that 

the charges per capita should in no case exceed that at £older's 

Green 



Green, and that the patients should be re-examined by the 

Special Board every few weeks. Attention was also directed to 

the Farm Colony which Sir P. Milner was establishing in Essex. 

It was agreed to recommend that the Recuperative Hostel 

should bo recognised on this understanding, and that the Farm 

Colony should be recognised as a place to which convalescents 

might for light employment be sent, though the latter did not 

appear to be suitable as a place of training. 

Sir John Collie undertook to make the necessary 

arrangements on hearing from the Ministry that recognition had 

been granted. 

There was some discussion as to the form of "Awards" 

and it was pointed out in cases where Institutional Treatment 

was desired a temporary pension must be recommended in order 

that Clause 6 of the Warrant may be utilised. 

Sir A. Boscawen mentioned that the Ministry had 

received through Major C.G.Hamilton, M.P., the offer of a house 

at Altrincham near Manchester with provision towards the main

tenance; it was hoped that this house would be available for 

Neurasthenic cases; Major Hamilton would visit it shortly and 

report further to Sir A. Boscawen. 

Sir John Collie mentioned that the Ulster Volunteer 

Force would carry on Craig Avon, where the Officers and Staff had 

been appointed; some alterations were necessary and there had 

been difficulties in obtaining the requisite material; it was 

agreed that on receipt of the necessary information the Secretary 

should write to the Ministry of Munitions. 

Sir John Collie read a report on Intensive Culture from 

Dr. Gilbert Scott, the Medical officer at Golders Groen, relative 

to the suitability of Intensive Culture as an employment for 

Neurasthenic cases. Major Frazer, the expert, was ready, subjec 

to satisfactory terms, tongive up his garden at Preston Park 

if the staff was taken over together with the equipment at 

a valuation. Major Frazer would be ready to live 

at 



at GoMers, Green and to supervise Vn& whole garden . I£ 

was thought that the valuation would be between X600-and £J70&* 

and it was agreed to recommend to the Red Cross Society that 

the necessary expenditure should be defrayed out of the fund 

provided by them. 

Dr. Bond spoke from personal knowledge of the value 

of Intensive Culture as an employment for Epileptic patients. 

Sir A, Boscawen pointed out that Major Prazer's 

remuneration and expenses would have to be defrayed as part 

of the expenses of the Home, and should be taken Into account 

in fiaag the charge. 

Sir J . Collie stated that Sir G. Newman of Braintree, 

jBssaex, hoped to be able to provide light agricultural work 

for 30 or 40 Neurasthenic cases, and that Lord Montagu of 

Boaulieu would take 6 woodmen and dome others. 

5. Tuberculosis. Dr. Hartley reported that the Metropoli

tan Asylums Board had granted about 150 beds, viz., a 

pavilion in each $f 7 of their Hospitals at Hither Green, 

Hcmerton, Hampstead, New Cross and 3 others. The cost would 

be froii 35/- to 40/- a week. They were making a beginning 

of cases, and Mr Hore was arranging the necessary procedure 

for the selection and admission patients. 

VUith regard to provincial areas Dr. Hartley recommended 

the building of £mail temporary-jpavilicns in connection with 

County Fever Hospitals or Sanatoria. He suggested, as a 

start, that two should be provided at Bury and Eccles fth 

Lancashire, and one at Birmingham. The Medical Officer at 

Birmingham thought that the Local Authority would take over the 

management. He brought up a plan of a suggested pavilion for If 

beds which was to be standardized,and would permit in each cas 

$f duplication. The estimated cost at the present time would be 

about £960. The proposed Scheme would have the advantages of 

fitting in with existing organizations and of placing patients 

near their homes. The Scheme had received the approval of Mri 

Stanley 



P Stanley and ofoir Wei t*r"-Lawrence. It "/as agreed to 

recommend the adoption of the Scheme :.n principle. 

As t o the Officers Dr. Hartley thought there was at 

present no great need for aceomodation; there were places 

available at Midhurst and Pinewood, and improved pensions 

would meet the financial question which was the most common 

difficulty. 
- -- " ' . 

- 4 . E p i l e p t i c s . """Dr Bond r epo r t ed t h a t at Lingfield three villas 

for 25 cases each were In preparation^ A workshop was wanted, 

and could be built, on a plan which Dr Bond had approved, in six 

weeks; this building would be suitable for temporary use as a 

Ward fo r 30 beds, which like the villas was to be for discharged 

soldiers only; the cost was not specified. The Scheme had the 

approval of lir Stanley. 

Dr Bond expressed high opinion ofathe Lingfield colony 

where there was a most competent, resident Officer. The Committee; 

accepted the principle of the proposed scheme and recommended that 

subject to satisfactory estimates the expenditure both for the 

villas and workshops should be approved. 
* 

Sir Hathan. called attention to the importance of co-c 

ordinating the provisien for Epileptics with the areas of the 

Joint Committees. This was recognised, but it was pointed out 

in discussion t h a t under existing circumstancesf at all events. 

Epilepsy must be dealt with Centrally, though ultimately it was 

desirable that places should be found for all cases as near their 

homes as possible. 

Dr Bond advised that a letter should be addressed to 

Lingfleld enquiring whether, pending the erection of the proposed 

buildings a limited number of urgent cases could, be admitted and 

asking what weekly charge would be made. It was agreed that a l e t f^ 

letter should be sent in the terms of a draft supplied by Dr Bond.. 

It was stated that the probable charge would be 16/6 a week. 

Dr. Bond read a-lettear from the Superintendent of 

Lingfield dated 21st May relative to. the Application Forms, 



Forms in use at that Institution; It was felt that the Forma \ 

would he difficult to fill up in the case of discharged 

soldiers, and Dr. Bond undertook to endeavour to arrange for. 

their simplification. ffc& maximum information available was 

contained on the Medical History Sheets and the reports of the 

Invaliding Boards; this though sometimes valuable was often 

meagre. It was agreed that arrangement should be made for 

Dr. Bond to be furnished with copies from Chelsea. 

Dr. Bond stated various points raised by Dr. Griffith 

of Lingfleld (1) He was accuebomed to make weekly grants of 

pocket money; could this be done in the case of Soldiers? It 

was felt that the men would not require more than the Warrant 

provided and that it it was intended to suggest that the pension 

should be 4oled out this was beyond our power. (£) What would 

his disciplinary powers be? The same as with other siviliam 

patients; the possible loss or diminution of pension would be 

a further motive for good conduct, (3) Hor would discharges 

be effected? C& the advice of the Superintendent, 

At Maghull the aew buildings would not be completed 

befpre the end of September; they would provide 80 beds. The 

suggested use of the Church House had fallen through, and Dr. 

Bond had inquired as to the possibility of temporary accommOda

tion. In reply he had received from Mir Grisewoed a letter dated 

22nd May ?*hich raised other issues. It was agreed that i-lr, 

Grisewocd should be invited to attend a meeting of the Committee 

and discus8 the subject. 

A letter from Sir Haraourt Clare relative to the use 

of the Ribchester WorlCiouse was read. Dr. Bond summarised the 

history of the building as known to him, which showed that the 

Local Government Board had definite views as regards the Building 

and that the use of it could only be obtained through them; He 

thought that it would be suitable for Epileptic cases. * 

Sir A. Boseawen stated that he would write to Sir 

Harecurt 



,1 I"- Ci 

Harcourt Clare inquiring whether, if the Ministry could 

Obtain the consent of the Local Government Board, the 

Lancashire Joint Committee would provide for its management 

and could also find the money required for its extablishment, 

(In default thereof the Institutional Committee could probably 

arrange for it,) 

Dr, Bond called attention to the Epileptic Colony 

at Billericay in Essex, He believed it was run on commercial 

lines, and therefore he had not brought it up* It was agreed 

that Dr. Bond might make inquiry, 

5, Future Meetings, It v/as agreed that the next two 

meetings should be held on Thursday, 31st May and Thursday 

7th June at 11 o1clock and that the subjects for consideration 

should be:

31st May: (1) Paraplegics (2) Tuberculosis: (3) Arrangements 

with the Red Cross Society, 

7th June: (1) Epileptics and (2) Neurasthenics * 



T H E F I R S T H O M E O F R E C O V E R Y , 

G O L D E R S G R E E N , N . W . 4. 

For the cure of Neurasthenia and other Functional Diseases 
of the Nervous System. 

F O R D I S C H A R G E D S O L D I E R S A N D S A I L O R S . 

Sufferers from N e u r a s t h e n i a and o the r functional N e r v o u s d isorders do not a lways 
realise that their condi t ion is essential ly one tha t can be cured. In the case of the 
d ischarged soldier it f requent ly h a p p e n s that slow progress has fostered a g loomy 
at t i tude towards his prospects of recovery, but in fresh su r round ings these prospects 
are often very good. 

M e n suffering from the resul ts of Shell Shock, with inability to walk, and certain 
forms of paralysis, t remors , s t ammer ing , or depression, are especial ly sui table for 
t rea tment . 

Golclers G r e e n is a H o m e of Recove ry in which all pa t i en t s are civilians ; and its 
object is speedi ly to res tore to heal th those suffering from N e r v o u s compla in ts caused by 
their war service. 

T h e H o m e has been provided in accordance with a r r a n g e m e n t s m a d e by the 
Joint Ins t i tu t ional C o m m i t t e e of the Pens ions Ministry, the Brit ish R e d Cross Socie ty 
and O r d e r of St. John , the W a r Office and the S t a t u t o r y Commi t t ee . T h e capital 
expend i tu re has been generous ly provided by the Jo in t W a r C o m m i t t e e of the British 
Red Cross and O r d e r of St. John, while the cost of ma in t enance will be defrayed by 
the Pens ions Minis t ry in accordance with the t e rms of the new W a r r a n t . T h e H o m e 
is unde r the m a n a g e m e n t of the M a i d a Vale Hosp i t a l for N e r v o u s Diseases , and 
the H o n o r a r y Medical Staff a re the Phys ic ians . 

T h e latest me thods of Medical t r e a t m e n t are employed. E a c h pat ient will 
receive individual a t tent ion. In the g r o u n d s there is ample scope for out-of-door work 
and recreat ion of every sort. 

T h e r e a re W o r k s h o p s in which pa t ien ts may obtain occupat ion, and, if desired, 
skilled instruct ion. 

A r r a n g e m e n t s a re m a d e to find sui table work for pa t ien ts when they leave. 

(B 9428) Wt. 6427-g9 5ii 5/17 H & S 
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Special Provision for the Famil ies of Patients. 

Generous terms have been granted by the Ministry of Pensions, so that all who 
enter the Home may know that their wives and families are amply provided for 
in their absence. 

The wife or dependent will be paid a weekly Family Allowance sufficient to 
maintain them independently of any assistance from the patient whilst he is in the 
Home. Allowances for children will also be made. 

To those who desire to enter the Home the following amounts, therefore, will be 
assured :— 

SINGLE MEN. MARRIED MEN. 

2 7 / 6 per week. 2 7 / 6 per week. 
13 /9 for wife. 

An allowance will be made 5/- for first child. 
for dependents. 4 / 2 for second child. 

3 / 4 for third child. 
2 /6 for each of the other children. 

A small deduction will be made from the man's allowance for his board, but the 
treatment will be provided' free. 

It will be seen, therefore, that whilst the patient is in the Home the Family 
Allowance for wife and children will be paid to the wife or dependent ; and in addition 
the full pension of 2 7 / 6 , less a small deduction for board, will be paid to the patient. 
As his personal expenses will be trifling, it should be possible for him to send a 
substantial additional weekly allotment to his wife and family. 

The Home is in no sense a Military Hospital; no patient can be retained against 
his will. 

Applications for admission to be made to : 
SIR JOHN COLLIE, M.D., 

78 , Lancaster Gate, W. 2. 

The Military Service (Review of Exceptions) Act does not extend to any officer 
or man who has left or been discharged from the Naval or Military Service of the 
Crown in consequence of neurasthenia or allied functional nervous disease if so 
certified by a special medical board to be the result of naval or military service in the 
present war. 

It is hoped that Local Committees will assist in nominating suitable cases. No 
expense will fall on the Local Committees. 



 I 
Saramary of Pensions and Allowances granted to Soldiers and Sailors Disabled, and t-o t n T T ^ ^ o w o ^ n ^ ^ r^i^S^^S^ ^ H H B i 

of Soldiers and Sailors deceased.
Officers! -orricersr *tPeriod Men and i Widows 1Children j:Dependants Total Period $en and Widows * Children jDependants Total.Nurses, j [Nurses. 1! * 1 

, J.. 1 t 
For week j 1 1beginning j \ending it ,of War. ] t 

\ t it2 1 / 2 / 1 7 1 , 8 3 0 1 1 , 0 7 4 6 1 6 9 , 0 3 8 up to 21/2/lTi 1 3 9 , 9 5 8 6 4 , 3 6 8 4 2 8 5 , 7 8 0 2 9 , 2 0 5 5 1 9 , 3 1 1 
j 5 , 0 1 8 ; 1 

i 
*f * 

(i2 8 / 2 / 1 7 1 , 6 6 8 j 1 , 4 2 8 4 , 4 1 2 9 0 9 8 , 4 1 7 ; 2 8 / 2 / 1 7 J 1 4 1 , 6 2 6 6 5 , 7 9 6 ii 2 9 0 , 1 9 2 i 3 0 , 1 1 4 5 2 7 , 7 2 8 
?11? * ii 41 ** t7 / 3 / 1 7 1 , 9 7 6 1 , 7 2 9 1 , 2 51 , 2 5 11 jj 1 0 , 5 41 0 , 5 4 22 7 / 3 / 1 77 / 3 / 1 7 JJ 1 4 3 , 0 01 4 3 , 0 0 44 6 7 , 5 3 5 11 2 9 5 , 7 7 0 3 1 , 3 6 5 5 3 8 , 2 7 0

5 , 5 85 , 5 8 44 ff 
1 4 / 3 / 1 7 1 , 8 4 8 1 , 5 8 9 1 , 1 11 , 1 1 44 ii 9 , 8 69 , 8 6 99 1) 1 4 / 3 / 1 71 4 / 3 / 1 7 )) 1 4 5 , 4 51 4 5 , 4 5 22 6 9 , 1 1 4 I 

i 
3 0 1 , 0 9 4 

11 

ii 3 2 , 4 7 9 5 4 8 , 1 3 95 , 3 15 , 3 1 88 jj 11 It iII i2 1 / 3 / 1 7 2 , 0 7 0 1 , 3 7 1 4 , 6 1 5 8 8 8 8 , 9 48 , 9 48 , 9 4 444 2 1 / 3 / 1 72 1 / 3 / 1 7 !! 1 4 7 , 5 21 4 7 , 5 2 22 7 0 , 4 87 0 , 4 8 55 3 0 5 , 7 0 9 3 3 , 3 6 7 5 5 7 , 0 8 3 
iii ii i** i 

It t2 0 / 3 / 1 7 2 , 3 4 5 1 , 4 5 3 4 , 7 0 1 1 , 0 0 2 [[[ 9 , 5 09 , 5 09 , 5 0 111 2 G / 3 / 1 72 G / 3 / 1 7 JJ 1 4 9 , 8 61 4 9 , 8 6 77 7 1 , 9 37 1 , 9 3 88 ** 3 1 0 , 4 1 0 1 3 4 , 3 6 9 5 6 6 , 5 8 4 
fff ft fff !4 / 4 / 1 7 2 , 6 5 6 1 , 4 9 6 5 , 4 3 8 1 , 1 2 6 4 / 4 / 1 74 / 4 / 1 74 / 4 / 1 74 / 4 / 1 7 JJJJ 1 5 2 , 5 21 5 2 , 5 21 5 2 , 5 21 5 2 , 5 2 3333 7 3 , 4 3 4 3 1 5 , 0 4 8 3 5 , 4 9 5 5 7 7 , 3 0 0jjj 1 0 , 7 11 0 , 7 11 0 , 7 1 666 ttt 

11 
1 1 / 4 / 1 7 1 , 4 9 6 1 , 3 3 4 4 , 1 44 , 1 4 44 jj 4 1 3 i 7 , 3 8 7 ' If 

1 1 / 4 / 1 71 1 / 4 / 1 71 1 / 4 / 1 71 1 / 4 / 1 7 )))) 1 5 4 , 0 11 5 4 , 0 11 5 4 , 0 11 5 4 , 0 1 9999 7 4 , 7 6 8 
i111ii 3 1 9 , 9 9 2 

1 
3 5 , 9 0 8 

'' 11 
6 8 4 , 6 8 7 

i ttt \\

iiii 1 11
1 6 / 4 / 1 7 2 , 7 12 , 7 1 33 jj 1 , 6 21 , 6 2 00 5 , 0 5jj 5 , 0 5 99 II 1 , 3 3 5 jj 1 0 , 7 21 0 , 7 2 77 7 6 , 3 8 8 35L5*, 0 5 1 3 7 , 2 4 3 iiii 5 9 5 , 4 1 4 

L1 3 / 4 / 1 7 J 1 5 6 , 7 31 3 / 4 / 1 7 J 1 5 6 , 7 31 3 / 4 / 1 7 J 1 5 6 , 7 31 3 / 4 / 1 7 J 1 5 6 , 7 3 2222 i \ !2 5 / 4 / 1 7 3 , 3 23 , 3 2 44 1 , 1 31 , 1 3 66 11 5 , 7 15 , 7 1 55 ii 8 1 7 1 0 , 9 91 0 , 9 9 22 1 7 7 , 5 2 4 I i 

iii 
III 3 3 0 , 7 6 6 i . 3 6 , 0 6 6 i 6 0 6 , 4 0 61***11 1

2 5 / 4 / 1 72 5 / 4 / 1 72 5 / 4 / 1 7II 2 5 / 4 / 1 7 JJJJ 1 6 0 , 0 51 6 0 , 0 51 6 0 , 0 51 6 0 , 0 5 6666 I ai 2 / 5 / 1 * 7 2 , 3 7 3 1 , 5 5 9 i 5 , 4 95 , 4 9 88 11 1 , 5 4 3 
i 
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T A B L E II 

STO^-RYOF AWARDS 

of 

SUPPÎ ilfflTARY FEHSIOHS AMP SPECIAL ALLOWANCES 

Y.*R FISSIONS etc. STATUTORY COOilTTHE 

inolewoiPo to cs on account of whom Week ending Total to 
- - ' ' ' ' - . 
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msions & Allowances granted. 23rd-May 23rd May 

aabled Officers * 5 294 

fleers' Widows * 3 - 150 
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ildiors' & Sailorsf Widows 58 2031 

" . " " Dependants 31 492 

TOTAL 129 3981 
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Eluding Health & Educational Grants. 
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STAFF OF

TABLE III. 

23rd May, 1917. 

 MINISTRY OF PENSIONS. 

Branch. 
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967 

592 

1265 

172 2793 2965 



I SECRET. 

MINISTRY OF FOOD. 

for Week ending Wednesday, May 23, 1917. 

PART I.—ACTION TAKEN. 

CONTROL OF PRICES AND SUPPLIES. 

Cereals.—The Oat and Maize Products (Retail Prices) No. 2 Order, 1917, dated 
May 23, 1917, provides that on and after June 18 the maximum retail price of 
oatmeal, rolled oats, flaked oats, and other like products of oats shall be 4^d. per lb. 
in Scotland, and 5d. per lb. elsewhere in the United Kingdom. It further provides 
that from the same date the maximum price for maize flour, maize flakes, maize 
semolina, hominy, and maize meal shall be S^d. per lb. in the United Kingdom. 

The Committee appointed by Lord Devonport to undertake the purchase and 
control of oats required from overseas for the United Kingdom and the Allies, and to 
take over the duties and responsibilities of the existing Allies Forage Committee, has 
been constituted as follows:— 

Mr. S. F . MENDL (Chairman). 
The Right Hon. THOMAS WILES, M.P. 
Mr. R. H. SELBIE. 
Mr. E. J. feiLEY (War Office). 
Mr. HARRY KENT (Commission Internationale de Ravitaiilement). 
Monsieur DESTOMBE (French Representative). 
Lieutenant AMADIO (Italian Representative). 
Monsieur VAN ROMPA (Belgium Representative). 

Secretary, Mr. H. A FRANCIS. 

The present address of the Committee is Empire House, Kingsway, W.C. 
The Australian Government have arranged for the fullest possible conversion 

into flour of the *vheat purchased by the Imperial Government, the estimated output 
being 40,000 tons monthly until 31st December. The Wheat Commission anticipate 
that they will be able to provide tonnage at the rate of 15/20,000 tons per month. 

In view of the political situation in Russia the Wheat Commission have concurred 
in the Foreign Office decision to forego the export of the wheat previously promised 
by the Russian Government to the Allies. 

The Food Controller has issued a general licence authorising the sale and 
exposure for sale of— 

(1) loaves of bread in the shape of pan coburg loaves and twin sister brick 
loaves; and 

(2) rolls of bread weighing not less than one ounce and not more than two 
ounces. 

The Flour Mills Control Committee are in consultation with the Associations of 
Master Bakers for the purpose of ascertaining the actual cost of producing bread. 
The amended percentages for extraction from wheat and permitted added substances 
are now in operation. It has been decided to fix a maximum price for screenings, 
tailings, and damaged wheat in order to prevent speculative dealings in these articles. 
The general policy of manufacturing flour in England for export to Ireland has been 
considered in connection with the distribution of offals and cake in that country, and 
it was decided that so far as possible Irish mills should provide for the Irish 
population with a view to saving cross-channel traffic. 

The control of the flour mills has enabled the Ministry to remedy a grievance 
which might have caused trouble. Attention had been called in Parliament to the 
refusal of a Swansea milling firm to supply the Port Talbot Co-operative Society with 
flour in view of the fact that the Co-operative Society were selling bread at a lower 
price than that agreed upon by the Master Bakers' Association. The millers were 
instructed by the Ministry of Food to supply the necessary flour but informed the 
society that owing to accumulated orders some weeks must elapse before delivery 
could be made. The National Transport Workers Federation intervened and pointed. 
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out the seriousness of the position. An inspector was sent at "once to Swansea with 
the result that 76 sacks of flour were delivered to the Co-operative Society who have 
expressed their gratitude for the action taken. 

Meat.—It was stated in the House of Commons on the 16th instant that the 
question of controlling the prices and supplies of meat was under the consideration 
of the Food Controller in consultation with the various departments concerned there
with. Conferences have taken place with the Butchers Federation, who complain 
that meat both live and dead is the subject of repeated speculative resales before it 
reaches them. The fixing of maximum prices for meat is peculiarly difficult owing to 
the difference (a) in calculations of weight between live and dead stock, and (b) in 
valuations of the different portions of the meat when killed. As the Army are 
purchasers of whole beasts the second complication does not affect their purchases. 
The suggestion has been made to fix the price of Army beef on a sliding scale 
downwards from August to December. The price so fixed might afford a basis for 
fixing the maximum price of whole beasts for civilian consumption should the 
necessity arise. 

Sugar.—The Sugar (Restriction) No. 3 Order, 1917, dated May 18,1917, substitutes 
the following table for the table contained in article 2 of the previous amending 
Order restricting the use of sugar in manufacture :— 

Percentage of total Sugar Period for which such Percentage 
used in 1915. is applicable. 

6 1 per cent. - - - 1st June 1917 to 31st August 1917. 
12^ per cent. - 1st June 1917 to 30th November 1917. 
18f per cent. - - - 1st June 1917 to 28th February 1918. 
25 per cent. - - - 1st June 1917 to 31st May 1918. 

The result of this Order is to reduce the amount of sugar available for manu
facturing purposes from 40 per cent, to 25 per cent, of that so used in 1915. 

Two more cargoes (together 11,237 tons) were lost last week through submarines. 
The Sugar Commission has made a special purchase of 20,000 tons of American 

refined sugar for immediate shipment, in order to meet the requirements of fruit 
preserving; and arrangements for regulating the distribution of this sugar are now 
under the consideration of the Ministry of Food and the Commission. A portion of 
this sugar will be specifically earmarked for private fruit-growers who wish to preserve 
their fruit at home for domestic consumption, and a notice to this effect inviting 
applications has been inserted in the Press. 

A Note on the subject of supplies for the six months, September 1917 to February 
1918 inclusive, has been drawn up by the Commission and is being forwarded by 
the Chairman for the information of the Cabinet. 

RATIONING. 

The - Food Controller has submitted for the approval of the War Cabinet a 
memorandum relating to the machinery which he proposes to set up for the distribution 
and rationing of essential food-stuffs. 

FOOD ECONOMY. 

A house-to-house canvas is now in progress in many of the larger towns and 
agricultural areas. At Worthing (as a typical instance) out of 2,000 householders 
canvassed, 92 per cent, have signed the pledge to reduce consumption of food. In 
Leeds the Economy Campaign is reported to be making excellent progress in the 
schools, and the Portsmouth Education Committee is displaying a food economy poster 
in every classroom. 

The workers in Lancashire and Yorkshire mills (where considerable waste of food 
was reported) are being approached by leaflet, poster, and works" meeting. 

In Maidenhead reports have been received from 50 per cent, of the houses, and 
only 5 per cent, were found where the ration was now exceeded. " 

The Queen and Princess Mary opened at Westminster Bridge Road an experimental 
kitchen on May 2lst. The menu included roast beef (4eL), swedes and boiled onions 
(Id.), carrot soup (Id. and 2d.), rhubarb mould (l\d), rice pudding (l%d.), and 
maize scones (^d.). 



ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS. 

The past week has shown considerable improvement in the observance of the 
Food Controller^ Orders, partly owing to more organised activity on the part of the 
police and of local authorities, partly owing to the presence in their respective 
districts of the inspectors appointed by the Ministry of Food. The policy of merely 
cautioning casual offenders has enabled the Ministry to ask for and obtain severe 
penalties where the offence was clearly deliberate. Thus a potato merchant who had 
not only contravened the Orders himself but had induced others to follow his example 
was fined 1001. and 41. costs. In an offence against the Food (Conditions of Sale) 
Order, the assistant who served the customer was fined 5s., while her employer was 
fined 251. For feeding wheat to pigeons on three separate occasions an offender was 
fined in all lOOZ., and ten guineas costs. 

An inquiry addressed by the Ministry to a North London greengrocer as to the 
prices paid by him for potatoes has elicited an admission from a large Lincolnshire 
grower that he has obtained prices in excess of the legal maximum on practically all 
his sales since the beginning of April, and that his illegal profits amount to upwards 
of 7,0001. Investigations clearly indicate that while dealers' books show only the 
legal prices, additional sums have frequently passed, either in cash or by way of 
fictitious transactions, such as 2001. for a rabbit and 400Z. for a worthless horse. 

Measures have been taken to check the lavish, display of sweetmeats and 
chocolates in confectioners' windows, and a more chastened appearance now prevails. 

The Scottish Office have now circularised local authorities in Scotland on the 
subject of the powers conferred on them by the Order made by the Secretary for 
Scotland on the 14th inst. 

There are grounds for believing that in Ireland the Horses (Rationing) Order is 
being largely ignored. 

PART II.—SUMMARY OF FOOD POSITION. 
IMPORTS. 

Imports of food in the week ending May 19th, though not quite so large as in 
the preceding week, were satisfactory. The total amounted to 240,000 tons (Table A) 
compared with 234,000 tons in the corresponding week of 1916 and an average of 
202,000 tons in the first 20 weeks of 1917. 

The articles, imports of which are most markedly above the average, are wheat 
(128,000 tons against a weekly average of 94,000 tons since the beginning of this 
year); flour, of which 12,000 tons were received, as against a weekly average of 
8,000 tons; and barley, imports of which amounted to 16,700 tons against a weekly 
average of 8,300 tons. Imports of lard, cheese, sugar, and glucose were also above 
the average. On the other hand the receipts of bacon, hams, margarine, butter, oats, 
and maize were relatively low. * 

The total imports of fifteen of the principal foods and feeding-stuffs since the 
beginning of the year now amount to 4,048,000 tons, as compared with 4,510,000 tons 
in the corresponding period of 1916, a reduction of 462,000 tons, or 10 per cent. 
The articles showing the greatest deficiencies are barley (163,000 tons), wheat 
(149,000 tons), oats (134,000 tons), sugar (130,000 tons), and wheaten flour (54,000 
tons). Imports of beef, mutton, and margarine have also been lower than in the 
corresponding period of last year. Maize, on the other hand, shows an increase of 
167,000 tons and the imports of lard, cheese, and butter are also substantially greater 
than in 1916. 

CONSUMPTION OF MEAT. 

The supplies of dead meat entering the markets at London, Liverpool, Manchester, 
and Glasgow during the week ending May 12th (Table B.), though rather greater, in 
the aggregate, than during the previous week, were still markedly below the weekly 
average for April and 15 per cent, lower than in the corresponding week of 19.16.' 

In the week ending May 19th, the supplies entering the Central Market, London, 
were over 8 per cent, lower than in the preceding week, and 16 per cent, lower than 
in the corresponding week of last year. 

In addition to the returns for the markets included in Table B., returns have now 
been received for the Birmingham market, but it is, unfortunately, impossible in this 
case to give comparative figures for 1916. The returns show average weekly entries 
of 593 tons in January, 520 tons in February, 529 tons in March, 499 tons in April, 
and 450 tons for the week ending May 5th. These figures run fairly parallel with 
the totals given in Table B. 
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The supplies of fat cattle at 51 markets in Great Britain (Table C) , though 
slightly lower than last week, were again well above the averages for preceding 
mouths of this year, and nearly 10 per cent, higher than the average of the corresponding 
weeks cf 1914-16. 

The supplies of fat sheep, on the other hand, showed an increase of 25 per cent, 
on the preceding week, but were 9 per cent, below the corresponding numbers for 
1914-16. 

The number of fat pigs was slightly lower than in the preceding week, and 
11 per cent, below the triennial average. 

STOCKS OF CEREALS. 

Wheat.—The stock on May 21st is estimated at 1,103,000 tons as against 
1,078,000 tons on May.14th, 1,132,000 tons a month ago, and 1,403,000 tons on the 
corresponding date in 1916. 

Barley.—The stocks on May 21st are estimated at 386,000 tons as against 
389,000 tons on May 14th and 408,000 tons a month ago. 

Oats.-The stocks on May 21st are estimated at 293,000 tons as against 
336,000 tons on May 14th, and 319,000 tons a month ago. 

Maize.—The stocks on May 21st are estimated at 120,000 tons as against 
139.000 tons on May 14th, and 151,000 tons a month ago. 

WHOLESALE PRICES. 

The latest available wholesale prices of food and feeding-stuffs (Table D) show, 
in most cases, little change from those of the preceding week. The only noteworthy 
changes are increases of 6s. per cwt. in English mutton (following a rise of 24s. Qd. 
per cwt. in the previous week), 3s. per cwt. in English beef, 2s. per cwt. in Xew 
Zealand butter and Irish bacon, Is. Qd. per cwt. in Danish bacon, 15s. per ton in 
palm-kernel cake, and an average of between Id. and 2d. per lb. in tea, and decreases 
of 2s. per cwt. in English cheddar cheese, Is . per cwt. in Canadian cheese and Irish 
butter, and Is. per sack in country straight run flour. 

Compared with a month ago, the most marked changes affect English and 
Argentine mutton, the price of the former having risen by 31s. per cwt. (equivalent 
to nearly 3%d. per lb.), while the price of the latter has fallen by 22s. per cwt., or 
nearly 2\d. per lb. Argentine chilled beef is higher in price by 8s. per cwt. and 
English beef by 3s. 6d. per cwt., Irish bacon by 4s. per cwt., and Canadian bacon by 
2s. per cwt.; but Danish bacon is lower by 4s. Qd. per cwt. Of the cereals, maize is 
dearer by 5s. per quarter (480 lbs.), but British wheat, barley, and oats are cheaper 
by 6s. llcZ. per 480 lbs., 5s. Sd. per 400 lbs., and 4s. Qd. per 312 lbs. respectively, as 
a result of the Wheat, Barley, and Oats (Prices) Order, and the price of country flour 
is also lower by 2s. Qd. per sack (280 lbs.). The prices of oilseed cake have advanced 
by 13s. per ton for cottonseed cake, 20s. per ton for linseed cake, and 35s. per ton for 
palm-kernel cake, whilst those of Calcutta linseed and palm kernels have fallen by 
45s. and 20s. per ton respectively. There have been also increases of 6s. per cwt. in 
New Zealand butter, and of Id. to 2d. per lb. in tea, and reductions of 2s. Qd. per cwt. 
in Danish butter and English cheddar cheese. There was no change in the prices of 
imported wheat, London (town made) flour, rice, Canadian cheese, and sugar. 

The articles showing the greatest increases since the corresponding date in 1916 
are palm-kernel cake (183s. per ton, or 117 per cent.), linseed cake (180s. per ton, or 
70 per cent.), British oats (22s. 2d. per quarter of 312 lb., or 67 per cent.), Calcutta 
linseed (204s. per ton, or 52 per cent.), rice (9s. 9d. per cwt., or 52 per cent.), maize 
(23s. Qd. per 480 lbs., or 46 per cent.), British wheat [22s. lid. per 480 lbs., or 42 per 
cent.), cheese (47s. Qd. per cwt., or 41 to 42 per cent.), and Canadian bacon (40s. per 
cwt., or 41 per cent.). 

The price of war flour in London is higher than that of " Town households " 
a year ago by per cent., while the price of country straight run flour exceeds that 
of " country whites " in May, 1916, by 55 per cent. The sale prices of tea, even after 
allowing for the proportion allocated to buyers at Is. per lb. without passing through 
the auctions, are above those of a year ago by averages of nearly 4J.d. per lb. in the 
case of Indian tea and about 3%d. per lb. for Ceylon tea. There are also substantial 
increases in the prices of English mutton (331- per cent.), Irish bacon (32 per cent.), 
Egyptian cotton-seed (31 per cent.), butter (20 to 29 per cent.), British barley (23 per 
cent.), palm kernels (24 per cent.), and Danish bacon (22 per cent.). Apart from 
English mutton, butchers' meat shows comparatively little advance in price, the 
percentage increases being 4 for Argentine mutton, 13 for Argentine beef, and 16£ 
for British beef. The price of sugar is practically unchanged. 



TABLE A . - I M P O R T S OF PRINCIPAL FOOD AND FEEDING STUFFS. 

Average Weekly 
Total Imports. Imports. 

Week . Week Corres 20 Weeks 20 Weeks Article. ending ending ponding Corres- Corresfrom Dec. from Dec. May 12th, May 19th, Week, ponding ponding 31st, 1916, 31syi91fi, 1917. 1917. 1916. Period, Period, to May to May 1916. 1916. 19th. 1917. 1.9th, 1917. 
4. 6. 7. 

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Ions. Tons. 
1. Wheat - - - 124,450 128,030 130,940 94,349 101,792 1,886,980 2,035,840 
2. Wheaten flour - 12,265 12,015 10,225 8,224 10,905 164,475 218,105 
3. Beef (fresh, refrigerated 3,105 5,457* 8,970 4,839 5,728 96,778 114,557 

and frozen). 
4. Mutton (fresh, refrige- 557 4,216* 2,783 3,086 3,566 61,715 71,316 

rated and frozen). 
5. Bacon 6,868 6,359 - 8,185 8,149 7,964 162,982 159,277 
6. Hams - - - 653 751 1,724 1,261 1,665 25,225 33,292 
7. Lard - - - - 2,701 3,502 3,731 2,855 2,329 57,105 46,583 
8. Margarine - 1,814 1.165 1,946 2,241 2,420 44,827 - 48,404 
9. Cheese  . . . 1,237 3,262 4,973' 2,281 1,826 45,625 36,517 

10. Butter 2,392 1,436 2,241 2,989 2,286 59,790 45,714 
11. Sugar (refined and un- 40,338 22,706 27,547 21,873 28,374 437,466 567,489 

refined). 
12. Sugar, glucose - 3,594 3,309 718 1,254 1,168 25,073 23,353 

Total 199,974 192,208 203,983 153,401 170,023 3,068,041 3,400,447 

13. Barley 
14. Oats 

15. Maize  . . . 

4,325 
27,925 
41,915 

16,660 
5,965 

24,695 

12,425 
8,115 
9,805 

8,341 
6,626 

34,041 

16,507 
13,308 
25,686 

166,820 
132,525 
680,820 

330,135 
266,160 
513,720 

Total 
74,165 47,320 30,345 49,008 55,501 980,165 1,110,015 

All principal foods 
and feeding stuffs. 

2 7 4 , 1 3 9 2 3 9 , 5 2 8 2 3 4 , 3 2 8 2 0 2 , 4 0 9 2 2 5 , 5 2 4 4 , 0 4 8 , 2 0 6 I 4 , 5 1 0 , 4 6 2 

16. Ricef 2,564 8,37? 43,961 144,732 
17. Oil seeds and nuts and 26,266 30,587 450,268 528,713 

kernels.! 
18. Oilseed cakef - 4,944 4,139 84,756 71,546 

* Including certain importations made in previous weeks, particulars of which could not be given at the time. 
t The weekly returns as .to the imports of rice refer to "Rice of all kinds," and apparently include considerable 

quantities of rice-meal; data from the Monthly Accounts relating to Trade and Navigation have therefore been substituted. 
In 1916 there were substantial re-exports of rice, averaging, in January to April 1916, 2,896 tons per week, as compared 
with 689 tons in January to April 1917. 

J Weekly returns are not furnished for these articles, and the figures given relate to the four months January to April. 
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TABLE B,—STATISTICS ILLUSTRATING: CONSUMPTION OF MEAT. 

Supplies of Meat entering Supplies of Meat entering Supplies of Meat entering
Central Market, London. Manchester Market.' Glasgow Market.* 

PeriodPeriodPeriod... Weekly Average. PercentagPercentagee Weekly Average. PercentagPercentagee Weekly Average. PercentagPercentagee 
ChangChangee ChangChangee ChangChangee 

frofromm frofromm frofromm 
1916. 1917. 19161916.. 1916. 1917; 19161916.. 1916. 1917. 19161916.. 

Tons. Tons. Per Cent. Tons. Tons. Per Cent. Tons. Tons. Per Cent. 
JJJJJ anuaranuaranuaranuaranuaryyyyy 7,550 6,927 - 8-3 818 709 - 1  3 3 , 711 678 - 4-6 

FebruarFebruarFebruarFebruarFebruaryyyyy ---- 7,152 5,793 - 1 9 - 0 786 638 - 1 8 - 8 697 620 - 1 1 - 0 

MarcMarcMarcMarcMarchhhhh 6,391 5,855 - 8-4 781 655 ' - 1 6 - 1 706 667  5-5 

ApriApriApriApriAprilllll 6,022 5,622 - 6; 6 735 . 618 - 1 5 - 9 656 613 - 6-6 

WeeWeeWeeWeeWeekkkkk endeendeendeendeendeddddd ::::: 

5t5t5t5t5thhhhh MaMaMaMaMayyyyy 5,752 5,023 - 1 2 - 7 584 567 - 2-9 596 537 - 9-9 

12t12t12t12t12thhhhh MaMaMaMaMayyyyy 6,334 5,110 - 1 9 - 3 698 674 - 3-4 592 625 -f- 5-6 

19t19t19t19t19thhhhh MaMaMaMaMayyyyy 5,595 4,683 - 1 6 - 3 

Supplies of Meat entering Total.Liverpool Market. 

PeriodPeriodPeriod... Weekly Average. PercentagPercentagee Weekly Average. PercentagPercentageeChangChangee ChangChangee frofrommfrofromm 19161916..1916. 1917. 19161916.. 1916. 1917. 

Tons. Tons. Per Cent. Tons. Tons. Per Cent. 
JanuarJanuarJanuarJanuarJanuaryyyyy 401 366 - 8-7 9,480 8,680 - 8-4 

FebruarFebruarFebruarFebruarFebruaryyyyy ----- 371 348 - 6-2 9,006 7,399 -17-8 

MarcMarcMarcMarcMarchhhhh 338 340 4- 0-6 8,216 7,517 - 8-5 

ApriApriApriApriAprilllll 321 315 - 1-9 7,734 7,168 - 7-3 

WeeWeeWeeWeeWeekkkkk endeendeendeendeendeddddd ::::: 

5t5t5t5t5thhhhh MaMaMaMaMayyyyy 292 311 4- 6-5 7,224 6,438 - 1 0 - 9 

12t12t12t12t12thhhhh MaMaMaMaMayyyyy 296 305 + 3-0 7,920 6,714 - 1 5 - 2 

* Calculated from returns as to numbers of carcases, &c. and assumed average weights. 

TABLE C - S U P P L I E S OF FAT STOCK AT  5 1 MARKETS IN GREAT BRITAIN. 

Fat Cattle. Fat Sheep. Fat Pigs. 

Period. Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly
A verage, Average, Average, Average, Average, Average,
1914-16. 1917. 1914-1*. 1917. 1914-lfi. 1917. 

January - - 17,285 15,927 66,604 63,349 16,446 13,843 

February - 17,515 16,919 64,578 57,491 13,938 11,205 

March - - - 18,065 17,920 65,809 65,397 13,709 11,042 

April  - - - - - 16,768 17,300 70,330 62,599 12,104 11,500 

Week ended : 

9th May - 17,545 19,010 68,712 52,755 13,387 12,279 

16th May - - - - 17,117 18,775 72,104 65,845 12,516 11,105 



TABLE D.—WHOLESALE PRICES OF CERTAIN FOOD AND FEEDING STUFFS. 

The prices given in the first column of figures are the latest available in each 
case, and necessarily relate to somewhat different dates in regard to different articles. 
Those for imported cereals (other than rice) and for oilseeds and cake relate actually 
to Monday, May 21st. The prices for rice, sugar, and tea relate to week ended 
Saturday, May 19th ; those for beef, mutton, bacon, butter, and cheese to the week 
ended Wednesday, May 16th, and those for home-grown cereals to the week ended 
Saturday, May 12th. 

The prices given for imported wheat and maize are Wheat Commission prices ; 
the prices for meat, butter, and cheese are taken from the Board of Agriculture^ 
Returns of Market Prices; for tea, sugar, and rice from the " Grocer" ; and for 
oilseeds and oilseed cake from Broomhall and the "London Grain, Seed, and Oil 
Reporter." 

1 

Latest Price. Week before. Month before. Tear before. 

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. 
Wheat - British (Gazette average), per 77 11 78 0 84 10 55 0 

qr. (480 lbs.). 
No. 3 Northern Manitoba 78 0 78 0 78 0 

(Liverpool), per qr. (480 lbs.) 
Flour - New war flour (London), per 61 6 61 6 61 6 *47 6 

sack (280 lbs.). 
Country straight run (London), 63 6 64 6 66 0 f41 O 

per sack (280 lbs.). 
BarleBarleyy - British (Gazette average), per 64 10 64 11 70 * 6 52 10 

qr. (400 lbs.). 
Canadian (London), per qr. 49 0 

(400 lbs.). 
Oats - British (Gazette average), per 55 2 55 2 59 8 33 0 

qr. (312 lbs.). 
Maize - Plate (London), per qr. (480 75 0 75 0 70 0 51 6 

lbs.). 
Rice - Rangoon and Bassein, per cwt. - 28 6 28 6 28 6 18 9 

Beef - English, per cwt. - 120 0 117 0 116 6 103 0 
Argentine, chilled, per cwt. 105 6 105 0 97 6 93 6 

Mutton - English, per cwt. - 157 6 151 6 126 6 118 0 
Argentine, per cwt. 95 0 95 6 117 0 91 6 

Bacon - Irish, green and dried, per cwt. - 151 0 149 0 147 0 114 6 
Danish, per cwt.  . . . 134 0 132 6 138 6 109 6 
Canadian, per cwt. - - - 138 6 138 6 136 6 98 6 

Butter - Irish creamery and factory, 191 0 192 0 148 6 
per cwt. 

Danish, per cwt. - - . - 206 6 206 0 209 0 172 0 
New Zealand, at London, per 208 0 206 202 0 165 0 

cwt. * 
Cheese - Cheddar (English), per cwt. 163 6 165 6 166 0 116 0 

Canadian, per cwt. - 161 0 162 0 161 0 113 6 
Sugar - English refined, Tate's Cubes,. 47 1 47 1 47 1 47 1 

No. 1, per cwt. 
Granulated, fine, per cwt. 42 4 42 4 42 4 41 7 

Tea (in bond, duty 1.*. per lb.)— 
IndianIndian,, PekoPekoee SouchongSouchong,, peperr lblb.. Is. 5d. Is. 4d.- is. 6^d. Is. 4d.- Is. 6d. 1 1 ^ . - 1 s. -id. 

-Is. 8d. 
Pekoe, per lb. Is. 5^d. l s . 5d.-Is. Id. \s. 4rf.- Is. 5d. 1 1 ^ . - 1 s. 2d. 

-Is. l\d. 
Ceylon, Pekoe Souchong, per lb. \s. 5%d7 ls. 3d.- Is. 5d. ls. 4jd.--Is. 6d. ls.-ls. Id. 

-Is. 6%d. 
Pekoe, per lb. Is. 6d. ls. 4d.- Is. 6'^d. 1s. i\d.- Is. 6ijd. ls.-ls. 2\d. 

- I S . oOilseeds - Linseed, Calcutta, at London, 0 600 0 645 0 396 0600 
per ton. 

Cottonseed, Egyptian, at 380 0 380 0 375 0 290 O 
London, per ton. 

Palm kernels, at Liverpool, per 520 0 520 '0 '540 0 420 0 
ton. 

Oilseed cake, London made linseed, at 437 0 442 0 417 0 257 0 
London, per ton. 

Egyptian cottonseed, at London, 330 0 330 0 317 0 
per ton. 

Palm kernel, at Liverpool, per 340 0 325 0 305 0 157 0 
ton. 

* Town Households. f Country Whites. 
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Weekly Report on Austria-Hungary and Poland. 

26/5/17. 

The central event of the week in Austria-Hungary is the resig

ation of the Tisza Cabinet. Until the very scanty news as yet to 

hand can be supplemented, and until there is a real clue as to who 

are to be Count Tisza1 e successors, it io of courso impossible to 

enture upon any definite interpretation of the change. A3 however 

the Press (with a few rare exceptions) has at once begun to indulge 

in hasty and often wild generalisations, it may be well to attempt 

to indicate some of the main factors in the situation. 

According to reports which have reached Amsterdam (partly via 

Berlin) the causes of Tisza!s fall are fourfold:

1. Disagreement with the settlement reached between 

Porlin and Vienna regarding the Polish Question. 

2. do. regarding certain points of Central European 

economics. 

3. Difficulty with Austria and Germany regarding food 

supplies. 

4. Disagreement with the Emperor-King in the matter of the 

Hungarian franchise. 

1)2) Poland and kittol-Europa. It is alleged and seemo to be 

generally accepted that according to the latest decision Galicia is 

to be ceded to the new Kingdom of Poland. The foremost Hungarian 

advocate of such a union is Count Julius An dr assy, Tisza*s personal 

"Qd hereditary enemy. Andrasoy upholds it in order to prevent at 
ap- costs the rise of a Polish Irredenta inside the monarchy and 

brcause 



ause he foresees that should Russian Poland attain independence 

ItJiout Austrian Poland being added to it, the Poles would naturally 

lid, in future conflicts "between Austria and Russia^ to side with 

lie latteri Andrassy Was prepared to pay for Germany*s consent to 

do union of Austrian and Russian Poland - which Germany considers 

ingerous to herself as the possessor- of PoJen - with considerable 

loncessions in the direction of a Central European Economic union. 

U April 1916 he published two important articles in this sense iri 

h Frankfurter Zeitung and the ffeue Preie Presse: Count Tisza1s 

fcss at once replied that Hungary has no direct interest in the 

jlish. Question and will only tolerate "Mittel-Europa" within certain 

imits. 

The"compromise" Polish policy toy which Berlin and Vienna have 

eld apart Russian and Austrian Poland has kindled steadily growing 

[oposition among the Poles of Galicia: and it seems fairly well 

stablished that Count Czernin.-acting under their pressure, has 

Jicceeded in convincing Germany of the necessity of agreeing to such 

union. The probability is that Germany^ consent has had to be 

aid for in the way proposed toy Andrassy and rejected toy Tisza. 

oreover the transference cf Galicia to the new Poland would mean 

at the new Commercial Ausgleich which Count Tisza has extracted from 

l̂ tria after eighteen months1 complicated negotiations, falls ipso 

lacto to the ground. Its main icatrarss are known to toe (l) a 

lifting still more to tho disadvantage of Austria of the relative 

inancial burdens (Quota) for Joint Affairs; (2) increased agrarian 

atics. Both points, which would toe of great value to the Magyars 

M on which Tisza laid great stress as a justification of his policy, 

ust inevitatoly toe modified if Austria yields up so important an 

province as Galicia with its 8,000,000 inhatoitants. 

% Tisza, it should toe remembered, though atosolutcly devoted to the 

psaian alliance, always consistently held "Mittel-JLuropa," at arms 

sC



th and insisted with all hie might on Hungary's special economic 

terests. Thus though he may be replaced by men who seem less 

.itified with Germany, none of them is likely to prove in practice 

ore efficacious defender of Hungarian interests - economic or 

herwise - against Germany or even Austria. 

3) Pood Disputes. Though Austria had suffered so severely 

ring the war, and most of all in her chief agricultural province, 

licia, Hungary has provided her with even less food supplies than 

normal times, and there have been continual and hitter complaints 

Austria and also in Germany regarding Hungary's refusal to share 

ith her two western Allies. There is no doubt that Tisza himself 

is been largely responsible for this policy, and as the Emperor and 

press lose no opportunity of showing their interest and concern in 

ood questions, it'is probably safe to assume that Tisza'6 attitude 

a this respect has added to the friction between them. 

4) Electoral Reform and MagyarJ3ation. The problem of Franchise 

cform in Hungary is the axle on which Hungarian internal policy has 

evolved .for the last twelve yeaJs and every one both in Austria and 

a Hungary has long been aware that upon ita solution depends tho 

hole future of the Magyars and indeed of the Dual System and the 

iabsburg Monarchy ao a whole. It is not a mere coincidence that the 

OYcmont for universal suffrage which first became serious in Hungary 

ndcr the Russian Revolution of 1905, should have received a fresh 

impetus from the more complete and successful Revolution of 1917. 

Prom tho first Count Tisza resolutely opposed any radical 

^tension of the franchise, alike on theoretical grounds (a3 a con

firmed opponent of modern democracy) and also on the ground that such 

w extension would endanger the whole fabric of the "Magyar National 

State" by admitting tho n on-Magyar nationalities - who though relatively 

^kward arc strongly national in sentiment - to equal political 
ri^hts with their hagyar rulers. This standpoint he has repeatedly 

ffl
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piieXd insideand outside Parliament, and M  s bitterest foe must admit 

( i t he has the courage of his opinions. As recently as 10th May, 

]j an article under his ov/n name, he urged the advocates of reform to 

hink well "before the die is cast", and opposed the view that the 

ranchise aust be given "to those who demand it". He added the 

arning that reform would benefit most the non-Magyar masses, who are 

most open to nationalist incitement". 

There could, however, be no greater mistake than to imagine that 

he substitution of any other prominent Hungarian politician for Tisza 

ould involve rela**assst towards the non*Magyar nationlities, whether 

ith regard to the franchise or other matters. Indeed Count Tisza, 

ith all his severity, has a distinctly better record as regards 

-reatment of the non-Magyars than his ohicf rivals of to-day. Count 

drassy, as Minister of the Interior,in the Coalition Cabinet (1906

907) pursued a policy of open Magyarisation, made speeches of great 

iolonoc against the non^Magyar leaders, and was responsible for the 

till-born Franchise Reform Bill of 1908, which attempted to nullify 

ihr grant of universal suffrago by an incredibly complicated system of 

lural voting. Count Apponyi, as Minister of Education in the same 

oalition Cabinet, was responsible for the two notorious Education Acts 
1i 1907, which openly aimed at tho forcible Magyarisation of the 

snominational schools of Hungary. Count Aladar Zichy, the clerical 

leader, though himself more moderate, shares the responsibility of his 

olloagucs of the Coaltion Cabinet, as docs Dr. Wekerle, the then 

rcmicr, whomsome regard ao the most serious candidate for that post 

'o-day. He it was who devised, with the-: late Count Aehrenthal, the 

*oolutfetsystem in Croatia, the famous Ajjram treason trial, and the 

piti-Serbian policy adopted during the annexation of Bosnia. It was 

% who publicly revived Hungary13 medieval claims to suzerainty over 

'o3nia. Even members of the more radical Karolyi party, like Count 

t̂tliyany and Mr. Hollo' (editor of the- party organ), hold no l c 3 s 
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extreme views with regard to Magyar domination. Count Karolyi him

gol-f last December, in Parliament, strongly endorsed the policy of the 

"Magyar National State". In short it would be easy to prove from 

speeches and writings of the leading Magyar politicians of all parties, 

both before and during the war, that complete unanimity exists among 

them with regard to the need of upholding the political hogemony of 

the Magyars at all costs. 

Hence it is not the racial question which provides the clue to 

the fanatical opposition directed againBt Count Tisza. Personal and 

party animosities play a prominent part. The hostility of Apponyi, 

arassy and other leaders of the Constitutional and Independence 

arties dates back to Tisza1s first Premiership in 1904-1905 , and is 

11 the more acute because the man whose party succumbed to the on

laught of their coalition was able, when the regime inaugurated by 

horn ended in general disillusionment, to return more powerful than 

ver. His policy has always been that of "the strong hand": so far 

rom meeting his opponents half-way, he has delighted in rousing their 

ury and provoking the wildest scenes in the Chamber itself. 

His removal is a guarantee that less autocratic methods will be 

iopted tov/ards the opposition, but does not foreshadow any change 

system in Hungary itself. But there are already signs that those 

o have used the franchise question as a lever against Tisza, its 

en and honest opponent, will now make every effort to postpone the 

form until after the war. In this respect the internal situation is 

t unlike that of 1905-1906 when the same opposition leaders used 

c cry "Franchise Reform" and "Standing Orders Reform" to upset 

sza and then for years evaded their pledges. At this distance we 
1 have no real clue to the situation until we know the composition 
the new Cabinet.- Of those named as possible Premiers, Dr. \7ekerle's 
frd has been mentioned above. He is a Magyarised German from near 
iesvar and one of Hungary5 s foremost financiers. 
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Count"" iT^h^Zi ^"--a1 mrtettr-t-h 1 y^Tafimb^r""of one of the great 

jjjji£arian families who at one and the same time' was" â rtisrely- concerned 

tin politics and remained intimate with the late Archduke Francis 

Ferdinand. His selection would mean a clerioal regime and a eXo-se 

understanding between the head of the Hungarian Government and Count 

Czernin *as foreign Minister - both men belonging to the same politice.1 

tendency. 

The name of the Archduke Joseph has also been mentioned. He 

is the grandson of one of the last holders of the great medieval 

office of Palatine, a popular figure in Hungary before 1848. He 

has been born and educated in Budapest and speaks Magyar, not German, 

as his native language. His candidature might conceivably be inter

reted as an attempt on the part of the opposition leaders to create 

a dynastic Fronde against his cousin Charles, as a sign of alarm 

at Charlesrs attempt to further universal suffrage and as an attempt 

o gain the support of a member of the dynasty for the Magyar 

"National" view. , c  y ../ 
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S E C R E T . 

OPERATIONS 

From: - General Barter, 

To: - C . 11 0 . S . May 25th; 1917. 
Handed in 1.10 a,m. 

1059', 24th. 

In conversation this morning Prince TROUBETTSEIOI, 
head of diplomatic section at G.H.Q., who has justr returned 
from Petrograd, informed me-that in his opinion, the political, 
situation as it affects the military question has somewhat 
improved. 

Committee of Soldiers' and or k-men' s delegates 
have recognised that failure in the military sense will 
seriously prejudice their own position in the eyes of the 
people., and only a small minority of less than one tenth 
are against the earliest possible re-establishment of 
proper discipline, and of organising for vigorous offensive 
at most favourable point. 

They now consider that only military success will 
bind together the revolutionary parties as distinguished 
from the anarchist party, and lay solid foundation for the 
internal reforms which they desire to accomplish. 

The inclusion of delegates of Committee of Workmen 
and. Soldiers in the Government, assures Government of 
Committee^ support in the matter of offensive operations. 
Prince Troubettskioi believes that more favourable condition 
of morale is gradually taking place amongst troops at fronts. 
This re-action he largely attributes to tendency on part of 
soldiers "to return to religious thought after turmoil of 
past two months, and to the efforts of military chaplains 
who are very patriotic and not at all pacifist to stimulate 

patriotism 
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patriotism amoiigot the troops * I pointed out to Troubett-* 

skioi that X did not think the Government was sending enough 

eloquent and sincere agents to the front to harangue troops 

and institute coun*ter*-propaganda in opposition to pacifist 

campaign. 

I also represented to him that in the fatter of 

saluting Government did not recognise that salute of 

soldiers was made not to the individual but to the uniform 

he wore, as representative of Government, and nation* This 

idea struck him and he is going to put it before the nev/ 

Minister of War when he rettfras to Potrograd in a few days" 

time, 

It is not, however, a favourable sign that Alexieff's 

"patriotic speech, which I have already reported, at conference 

of officers last Sunday, in which he' vehemently urged res

toration of discipline, but at the same time, disclaimed 

all political intervention, has hot been allowed to appear in 

the .Petrograd papers, although the Moscow papers have repro

duced it8 

On the-whole, however, there is rather more optimistic 

feeling, that a few days ago, amongst the General Staff. This 
impression is confirmed by opinion of Alexieff himself, who, 
this evening expressed: his belief to me that discipline and 

morale at front were showing scorns slight o&gns of improve

ment, 

He thinks visit of new Minister of War to S*W* 

front, where he is going with intention of exhorting ttfoops 
to patriotism and discipline may be productive of much good, 
as he is at present by far the most popular man in Russia 

and is believed to be honest in purpose, He passed through. 
G.H.Q, last night Without,.stopping, but is expected to visit 
Alexieff here about June 3rd, 

Telegrams have-;been-received, during-last two days 

£rom . 



from several regiments on front, expressing their 
opinion that Russian army should, as soon as possible, 
make vigorous offensive. Other messages from regiments 
on front have been received previously expressing their 
readiness to obey orders, but nothing so energetically 
explicit as those just received. This is looked upon 
as being a favourable indication. 



For information of the War ̂ Cabinet. 
From - First Sea Lord. 

Comparison of the Fleets of the United States and Japan. 
Generally speaking, the Fleet of the United States 

is much superior numerically and in other -ways to that of 
Japan, but with soiae important exceptions. 

In Dreadnought Battleships completed, the United 
States has 14, to Japan1s 3, while she is actually building 
9, to Japan s 4. 

Ih pre-Dreadnought Battleships the superiority is 
equally marked, there being; 23 to.Japan1 s 8, With regard to 
Battle Cruisers, however, the United States has not a" 
single one completed, to JapanJs 7, though 4 are being built 
and 6 projected.- In case of v/ar between these two Powers in 
the near future, this would be a (Treat source of weakness to 
the United States, especially in the Phillipines. 

In the older types of large Cruisers, the United 
States has 17, to Japan s 10. 

In light Cruisers the United States has 20 to Japan1£ 
17, numerically nearly the same, but as a whole they are 
much slower than the Japanese light Cruisers. 

There are 4 scout Cruisers building for the United 
States, to 2 Japanese light Cruisers building; and 6 scout 
Cruisers projected for the United States, but even wilfti theae^ 
completed" the number of modern fast light Cruisers is quite 
inadequate for the operations of a Fleet of the dimensions 
of that of the United States. ' 

In Destroyers completed the United States and Japan 
are about the same numerically, "but the United States has 
28 building and 30 projected, £o Japan s 6 building. There 
is, however, an absence of any'Flotilla Leaders of 1500 to 
1800 tons. 

In Submarines, the United States has a preponderating 
advantage, 44 to 16 completed, and 62 building and 37 
projected to Japan1s 5 building. 

In Minelayers, the United States appear to have 
no vessels fitted as such, Japan has 8 minelayers oompleted 
and 12 building or projected." 

It is evident from this comparison that as against 
Japan only, the most urgent requirements are for light 
Cruisers, Destroyers, and anti-Submarine craft, and that 
.with the exception of the Battle Cruisers, it would be a 
waste of resources to build more capital ships. The same 
requirements apply to the present war, and it seems essential 
to press the United States G-overnment to concentrate on 
building the classes of vessels required even at the cost 
of postponing the completion of the Dreadnought Battleships. 

(Intld). J.R.J. 
fey 1917. 
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C R E T. ^AE CA3IITST. 

Report to the Cabinet by Lord HiIncr. 

The question of compulsory rationing was discussed 
at the Cabinet -on May 7th 1917-, and after considerable 
debate the Cabinet came to the conclusion that they had 
not sufficient knowledge of the possible alternative 
systems to enable them to determine whether the ticket 
rationing system was advisable. It was decided that a 
Sub-Committee should be appointed with myself as 
Chairman - M r . Henderson and Lord Devonport as members 
to consider the scheme put forward by the Food Controller 
and other possible alternatives end to report the result 
to the War Cabinet. 

I forthwith arranged several Meetings of the Sub-
Committee at Grosvenor House and had the great advantage 
of conferring there with the leading colleagues of the 
Food Controller. 

As a result of these Meetings-, the Food Controller 
has prepared a further Memorandum (Paper HovGL-149) 
which I now circulate herewith. 

The operative proposals ere contained in Tart 1, 
and in them Lord Devonport puts forward two alternatives, 
WA I  T and "B". I beg to recommend the adoption of the 
latter - alternative B, and hope that authority may be 
given as soon as possible to the rood Controller to 
put this scheme into practice at an early date. 

2 8 . 5,. 17. (Initialled.) lie 



FOTE EY TEE SECRETARY";. 

As Secretary cf the War Cabinet I feel hound to call attention 
to the fact that the business of the War Cabinet has for some 
time been seriously in arrears, At one time, the War Cabinet 
practically caught up all arrears of rcrk, but latterly they have 
been accumulating rather alarmingly. Before submitting a sug
gestion for improving the position it may be useful to mention some 
facts in support of the above statement. 

The Secretary prepares at the end of each reek a list of 
subjects a-aiting consideration, and this, kept daily, and, indeed, 
hourly, up to date, serves as the basis fcr draring up the Agenda 
Papers for the follrving reek. The Immediate List issued on Kay 6th, 
only contained 14 subjects. The list fur the present reek contains 
25 subjects; that for the previous reek contained 22 subjects. 

Questions cf some considerable importance have been delayed 
rather seriously, and there are a number of minor questions which 
require to be dealt with. Perhaps the most important rf the 
larger questions for decision is the suggestions raised in Lord 
CurzenVa Report en the Possible Secession of Russia from the Entente. 
This has been discussed once at the War Cabinet, but i v/as absent 
and no Secretary v/as present. I understand, h or ever, that no 
decisions were taken on Lord Curzcn's suggestions. Another question 
cf great importance which has been raiting fcr a reek is the Report 
of the Committee assembled to consider Sir Leo Chiozza honey';: 
Proposals in regard to the concentration rf purchases, as far as. 
vPOsruble, in the United States of America. Some minor questions 
W e been raiting for some reeks and have appeared several times on 



the Agenda Paper: for example, MrLProthero1s Memorandum on 

Sulphate of Ammonia, 3 weeks: Becruitmont in India of Men for 

Labour Battalions ana Lumbermen, 2 weeks; Memorandum by the 

Ministry of Munitions on Paper and Pater-making Materials 

(which, however, I am trying to get settled outside), 4 weeks; 

Interim Report of the Committee on the War Expansion of Pablic 

Departments, 4 weeks; Memorandum by the Secretary, of State for 

the Colonies on the Salay States and Kubber Industries, 2 weeks; 

tho Proposed Transfer fcf the Powers and Duty of the Statutory 

Committee to the Ministry of Pensions, 2 weeks; as well as 

several other questions. 

For the last few weeks the Weekly List has been scrutinised 

by the Secretary very carefully, and efforts have been nnde to 

get many of the questions dealt with outside the ufar Cabinet. 

There is undoubtedly a tendency on the part of Departments to 

throw decisions on to the V/ar Cabinet which are well within 

the competence of the Departments themselves and could be 

arrived at in consultation with father Departments without troubling 

the V/ar Cabinet. By these means the War Cdfc.inet has been 

relieved of a very considerable mass of minor business which 

ought not to engage their attention at all, and tho process is 

being continued. Many oases occur, ha.'ever, in which the 

Departments do not feel justified in acting without a Cabinet 

decision, and questions have sometimes to be brought before 

the Cabinet which, in my personal opinion, could be settled 

outside. 

I have been very careflilly considering the best method 

of alleviating this congestion, and have had the matter con

stantly in mind during the meetings of tho War Cabinet. The 

conclusion I have come to is that the accumulation arises 

largely owing to the order in which the business.of the Cabinet 

is conducted. I have observed that the daily statements and 

the discussions which c rise therefrom quite commonly occupy 
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the first hour of the Cabinet Meeting. Very often the daily 
statements give rise to a discussioii on some great question of 
policy, and important matters on the Agenda Peper are squeezed, 
out. For example, the question of Sslonica and Greece, which, 
has occupied the attention of the Anglo-French Conference during 
the greater part of today, arose from a statement "by Lord Derby 
in regard to his visit to Paris last Thursday, and on that day 
practically no other business was transacted. If notice' had 
been given to the Secretary that this cuestion would have been 
raised a gcod deal of inconvenience to Departmental Officers 
warned in connection with the subjects on the Agenda Paper would 
have been avoided. 

Moreover, even when the s'tatements do not occupy so long 
8, time, questions connected with Parliamentary Debate, which, though 
of immediate urgency, are of much less intrinsic importance than 
the subjects on the Agenda Paper, often occupy a groat deal of 
time. When they do get to their Agenda Paper the Ylar Cabinet 
naturally wish to devote themselves to the larger questions of 
policy. The result is that minor questions, whioh would often 
take only two or three minutes to settle, remain on the Agenda 
Paper week after week v/ithout being dealt with. 

This is unfortunate from every point of view. lot 
only do the questions remain unsettled, but the Departmental 
Officers who are warned to hold themselves in readiness to dis
cuss these questions, and who are unable to make engagements at 
that hour, are greatly inconvenienced. Thus, an unfortunate 
impression is apt to be created. 

The method which has latterly been most favoured by 
the War Cabinet for getting rid of its accumulations of business 
is to delegate to one or more Members the decision on the various 
points. This procedure , while it has disposed of a great 
deal of business, is not satisfactory in all cases, as it very 
often proves the question must come back for Cabinet decision. 
Moreover, the Members of the War Cabinet, who have / 



not an unlimited omeunt of tine at their disposal, themselves 

become overburdened with work. Another method which has been 

suggested is to divide the work of the Cabinet into groups, 

each Minister supervising a group of Departments. Tho objec

tion to this course is that the number of permutations and 

combinations of groups is so great owing to the reaction on 

other Departments of questions which at first sight appear to 

affect one or two Departments only. For example, a question 

of armaments for Russia or Roumania may be found ta react 

vitally on the India office or on some Dominion Government, as 

if the needs of those countries are satisfied India or a Dominion 

may have to go short: or a question of apparently mainly domestic 

importance, such as the Irish question, may have supremely impor

tent reactions in the Dominions and in foreign countries such 

as the United States'of America. Or,again, a question of 

fertilisers, which appears mainly to affect the Board of Agri

culture, the Scottish Office and the Irish Office, is found 

to be equally important from the point of view of the Shipping 

Controller and the Ministry of Munitions. If groups v/ere formed 

it would be found that on nearly every-question it was necessary 

to reconstitute them ad hoc according to the interests "that 

were affected. 

The solution which I would submit for the consideration 

of the War Cabinet is that in future the statements by the 

Baval, Military, and Foreign political Advisers of the Govern

ment should not take place at the beginning of the Meeting 

but an hour or so later. Tho first half hour, and, indeed, 

the first hour when there are accumulations of work, should be 

devoted to questions on the Agenda Paper which are not quite 

of the first importance. Then would come the statements on 

naval, military and political matters, -which would immediately 

be followed by a discussion of some one great question of 

policy, such as is at all times bofore the War Cabinet. 



Discussions of these larger questions would, when necessary, 
be continued1 in the afternoon. It is suggested that it would1 

not be necessary for-the whole of the War Cabinet invariably 
to attend at the beginning'-of the meeting for the less import
ant questions, but arrangements would have to be made always 
to ensure that at least two Ministers were present. When the 
accumulation of work is heavy, as at present, the Meeting 
might normally begin at 11 o1clock, but once arrears had been 
caught up it is unlikely that this would be necessary more 
than once or twice a week. 

.I am confident that by means of this slight altera
tion in the procedure of the War Cabinet a very great improve
ment would be affected almost immediately in the transation 
of business. I am the more assured of this that on days 
when the usual statements are not given at the beginning of 
a Meeting the War Cabinet invariably gets through its Agenda 
Paper and usually well before the ordinary time of adjournment. 

(Signed) M.P.A.Hankey. 

£, Whitehall Gardens, S.W 
May 28th, 1917. 



g , ft. g. a j T. 
G.T. 858 

28th May, 19176 

Sir, 

I have the honour to submit a Heport on the 

Proceedings of the Labour Delegation which proceeded to 

Russia in aocordanoe with the decision of the War Cabinet,, 

Ihis Report has not been submitted to my colleagues, 

Mr. James 0TGrady, M.P., and Mr,, Will Thorne, MoP  in order U r

that the Report might be issued with the minimum of delay. 

At the same time I &n confident that it expresses their viewsB 

I have the honour to be, 

l l l l l l l l Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

(Signed) T7m0 SaJEffc SAtfDERS

2?he Eight Bon6 

(J $, Barnes. MiPo 9
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G.Ti 858 * 

REPORT ON THE VISIT 05* THE LABOUR DELEGATION TO RUSSIA. 

THE PSTROGRAD WORKMEN^ & SOLDIERS1 COUNCIL. 

On arriving at Petrograd on 14th April, we got into touch 
immediately with the fcrofcisional Government and the Workmen 
and Soldiers Council. The Provisional Government received us 
mostjcordially and made arrangements for us to visit the 
Russian front. The ?/orkmen and Soldiers Council Executive 
Committee received us at first with a certain amount of reserve 
"but they were quite courteous, and the discussions we held with 
them from time to time were carried on quite amicably. The 
Council is composed of various sections of the Sooialist move
ment, the four principal being the two wings of the Socialist 
Democratic Party who are the most doctrinaire; the Socialist 
Revolutionary Party; and the Labour group. -

TH1 COUNCILS PRONOUNCEMENT OK THE WAR. 

The Executive Committee of the Council were eager to 
know the attitude of the British Labour movement towards 
their pronouncement on the aims of the war, and they were 
most anxious that we should use our influence with the 
British Labour Party in order that the British Government 
might ,be induced to endorse the pronouncement. We pointed out 
to the Committee that the attitude of the British Labour and 
Socialist movement as a whole had been expressed in resolutions 
passed at the various annual conferences of the British Labour 
Party, the Trade Union Congress and the General Federation of 
Trade Unions, and that we represented the views expressed by 
the majority of the delegates at these conferences. 

PEACE FORMULA. 

We discussed, however, at considerable length on 
several occasions with the Committee, the terms of the 
pronouncement and pointed out that the simplicity of the 
formula of "No annexation and no indemnities" rendered it 
ineffective as a statement of Allied aims. We asked whether 
the transference to France of Alsace Lorraine for instance, 
would be considered to be an annexation, and whether insistence npon payment from Germany for damage done in Belgium, Northern 
France, Poland and elsewhere ?/ould be considered to be a demand 
for indemnity. We also suggested that the third clause in 
the pronouncement,- "the right of any nationality to settle its 
own destiny",- would probably lead to a transference of terri
tory and people from one Power to another and such transference 
might be considered to be annexation. The Committee could not 
give a.clear and definite interpretation of the phrase "No 
annexation and no indemnities"; but they agreed that trans
ference of territories and peoples must take place and that 
the damage to Belgium, Northern France, Serbia, etc., must be * 
paid for. In reply to a direct question which I put, the 
Committee repudiated the idea that they were in favour of the 
status quo ante bellum. They wer$ however, most anxious that 
the three clauses in their pronouncement should be adopted by 
the Allies in principle, leaving discussion of details to the 

Peace/ 



Peace Conference whenever it meets, Our last meeting with 
the Wbr&men1 s Committee took place on tie day we left 
Petrograd (16th May) and lasted from midnight until four 
in the morning. The French Delegation, with whom our 
relations were quite harmonious, was with us at all cur 
conferences with the Committee, and on the last occasion; 
M. Thomas and H* Brouckere (of Belgium) also attended0

The Committee were also desirous that the British and 
French Socialist and Labour movement should "be represented 
at the conference the Committee were inviting to meet at 
Stockholm. We promised to place the invitation before-the 
Labour and Socialist movement in Great Britain, 

MEETINGS KITH OTHER ORGAfllSATIOIS & SOLDIERS, 

While carrying on our communications with the Executive 
Committee of the Workmen and Soldiers''Council, we alfuo 
addressed meetings of delegates of the various seotic^s of 
the Council itself, such as the Jewish Bund and the Labour 
group. The latter body is the most moderate and anti--German 
of the various sections and appears to be influenced very 
largely by M. Tchakofsky, who for many years was resident 
in this country. I addressed a large Teachers'1 Conference 
representing a very influential section of people, We-, 
together with the French delegation, placed a wreath on the 
graves of the men who fell in the fighting during the 
Revolution,, We addressed a large meeting held under the 
auspices of the Angle-Russian Society at which several 
members of the Provisional Government and E.M,Ambassador 
also spoke.. We visited the barracks of the Vclynfiki 
regiment and addressed every company. The spirit cf the 
soldiers and their discipline appeared to^uite good, Before 
we left, over 700 men from this regiment were drafted to the 
front, 

TOffi-TOILOV FACTORY, 

We a & o visited the Putilov factory, where we under
stood about 20,000 people were employed0 The factory was 
under the control cf a Workmen1s Committee. who informed us . 
that they were turning out a larger quantity cf munitions 
than they had been able to do during the last weeks of the 
Old Regime. They complained that under the Old Regime 
they were kepi? sliert of fuel and material and on several 
occasions had been locked cut owing to shortage in these 
respects,. They were working nine hours per day and stated 
that they were quite willing to work longer, provided, fuel 
and material could be secured,, Vie went through tho various 
workshopsy where we found that the workpeople were working: 
satisfactorily and the organisation proceeding smoothly-
The Workmen7s Committee were an intelligent body and. although 
connected with the Workmen and Soldiers Committee, they 
requested us not to think that their views were always 
rightly expressed by the middle class Intelligen*l**who 
formed the majority of the Executive of that "body. 

THg PRESS. 
We. gave interviews to the leading newspapers of 

Petrograd, but we found that it was difficult to gut into 
touch with the journals that expressed the views of tho 
extreme sections connected with-the Workmen and Soldiers.. 
Council, These papers appear to be entirely in the hands 
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journalists who are desirous of concentrating the 
Workmen1s and Soldiers' attention upon the question of peace. 

At the request of the Secretary of the Soldiers 
Republican Union, I drafted a pamphlet giving an account 
of the British aims in the war, and suggesting that the 
first necessary task of the New Russia was the Military 
defeat of Germany. This pamphlet, I understood, was to 
be translated and distributed among the soldiers. 

y VISIT TO MOSCOW. 

From Petrograd we went to Moscow, where we were received 
by the local Workmen and Soldiers Committee with cordiality 
and courtesy. We visited the Moscow Munition factory, at 
which the workmen appear to be working without friction. 
We addressed meetings of the co-operators, students, the 
rigfrfc wing of the Socialist Democratic Party and the 
soldiers. The left wing of the Socialist Democratic 
party^ however, declined to meet us, on the ground that 
we represented the majority and not the minority of the 
British Socialist and labour movement." 

v P . Repudiation. 

At Moscow, we learnt that the I.L.P., in England had 
issued a repudiation of the British Delegation stating 
that we did not represent the British Labour and Socialist 
movement. We drafted a reply to this repudiation Which 
appeared in a number of papers in Moscow. Following 
this letter, an arr&cle appeared in the organ of the 
Workmen and Soldiers Committee at Petrograd explaining 
that we represented the views of the recognised majority 
of the British Labour and Socialist movement, and were 
therefore entitled to be received by the Labour and 

Socialist movement in Russia. It should'be mentioned 
that the repudiation of us by the I.L.P., did not appear 
to affect adversely our relations with the various 
Workmen and Soldiers organisations with whom we came in 
contact. We were alwaya given an opportunity to explain 

who and what we represented. 

VISIT TO THE FRONT. 

Prom Moscow we paid a ten days1 visit to the Western 
and northern fronts * We addressed a member of meetings 
of soldiers. On some occasions tho meetings conprised 
from 3,000 to 5,000 men. We wero always received with 

enthusiasm especially when we impressed upon the soldiers 
the necessity of defeating German militarism in order to 
ensure the permandnce of Russian freedom. At these 
meetings, however, a delegate from the Soldiers and' 
Workmens Committee at Minsk also spoke. He talked crude 
Marxist socialism and laid great stress on the necessity 
of tho Allies agreeing to the terms of peace drafted by 
the Workmen'^ and Soldiers1 Council at Petrograd, 

repeating continuously the phrase of n£ra annexations 
and no contributions," It is true that ho also 
declared t&at there must be no separate peace and no 

fratornising/ 



fraternising with the Germans, but the impression he 
conveyed was that the war was practically a capitalist 
one and; therefore not of particular moment to the Russian' 
democracy. We did our utmost to nullify this impression 
and we think we were to a certain extent successful. 

We had two interviews with General Gourko who expressed 
the opinion that his Army would, if time could be given, get 
over the disorganisation caused by the Revolution and settle 
down to steady campaigning0 He pointed out, however, that 
there were still grave difficulties in connection with 
transport,, leading to shortage of ammunition. There was 
also insufficient fodder for horses which rendered movement 
very difficult. We also met General Russky at his head
quarters,, but as he was ill we were not able to discuss the 
situation with him. He had, moreover, resigned on the day 
we visited him. 

EES SOLDIERST CQMMITTSSS.. 

We were struck by the excellent physique of the Russian 
soldiers and their remarkably good spirits considering the 
circumstances in which they had been living during the winter. 
There is, however, no doubt that there are certain elements '
in the Soldiers1 Committees who are more interested in 
politics and in peace than in restoring discipline on a new 
basis in the army. Both in the Soldiers1 and Workmen1s 
Councils and the Soldiers1 Committees the Jewish element Is 
very strong,/and we could not help,feeling,, although none of 
us is an anti-Semite, that the Jewish influence has nearly 
always an anti-British and pacifist tendenoy, arising 
.probably from the fact that the Jews in these Committees are 
nearly always extreme Socialists, whose socialism is drawn 
almost entirely from German sources9 It was the Jews who, 
almost invariably, brought up at our meetings questions 
relating to English rule in Ireland, Egypt or Indian and 
criticised British Imperialism which they insisted was the 
counterpart of German Imperialism. They lost no opportunity of 
urging an immediate peace at almost any price. 

"DISCIPLINE Iff THE ARMY. 

It is difficult to express an opinion as to the state 
of discipline in the armies as a whole that we visited. In 
some places it appeared to be good and relations between 
officers and men quite satisfactory; on the other hand, in 
some places, as for instance at Pskov, wo were informed 
privately by the officers that the men were decidedly insubor
dindte. I was told personally by an office? that the rank and 
file refused to do outpost duty and this had to be done by the 
officers themselves. In general there was an air of slackness 
about all tho armies, ah absence of definite work which, we 
oould not help thinking 

must/ 



jauat tend to inefficiency, althou^i we were informed that we 
must not Judge the Russian army from the British standpoint. 

THE COALITION MINISTRY. 

On our return to Petrograd, the crisis which ended in the 
establishment of the Coalition Ministry was at its iheight, and 
it was not completely settled until after the time of our 
departure; but we feel that the settlement arrived at has 
oaused great improvement in the situation, Kerensky whom we 
met, struck us as being a very sincere man with a powerful 
personality. He appears to be trusted both by the Workmen and 
the Soldiers. The other Labour and Socialist representatives 
who joined the Coalition have also the confidence of the pBop&e 
they represent and are with the exception perhaps of Skobelef, 
level-headed and sensible men. Skobelef is not an extremist, 
but he is nevertheless a very strong pacifist with an almost 
pathetic belief that the Russian revolution will influenoe the 
German people to bring about a movement on similar lines in 
Germany which will be followed by peace. He is a visionary, 
apparently with little experience of affairs. 

THE POST Of LIVING. 

With regard to the civil population there is no doubt a 
strong feeling in favour of peace owing largely to the diffi
oultiee in connection with the food, supply. The cost of livLng 
has gone up tremendously in the towns - for instance, in Moscow 
careful examination of prices based on statistics supplied by a 
local hospital showed that the cost of living had inoreased in 
that town 400 per cent since the beginning of the war. We were 
informed by some people that there was plenty of food in the 
country, but the difficultjass of transport caused a lack of 
oupply in the towns. Other persons assured us that the stock 
of food in the country was, unfortunately, very low; but we 
had no means of finding out the truth of either of these 
statements. The cost of living has also been artificially 
inflated by increases in wages and by the presence in the towns 
of large numbers of well-to-do persons, who previously lived 
in the distriotsnow occupied by the enemy. 

LABOUR UNREST. 

Unrest caused largely by high prices coupled with disclosed 
high irofita appeared to be very rife in the factories in the 
Moscow region. This unrest was, no doubt, stimulated by the 
more extreme sections of the revolutionary elements, which the 
 more moderate members of the local Workmen1s and Soldiers1 

Council found great difficulty in keeping under control. Out
wardly, however, Moscow and Petrograd, in spite of constant big 
demohstrations and meetings were quite peaceful and orderly. 

i



*TK5 STOCKHOLM COirFT.-REiTCBS. 

On our journey home we stayed at Stockholm and held 
a conference with M- Brant i rig, M. Huysmans, M, Van Kol, 
and M, Treelstra, all of when?. 1 know welly on the subject 

the proposed separate conferences between the various 
national Socialist majorities and minorities and "the 
International Socialist Bureau Executive, They were 
exceedingly anxious that the British Socialist and Labour 
movement, both majority and minority, should come to Stockholm-, 
and informed us that they hoped that the result of the 
Conferences would be to place the responsibility for the War 
and its continuance upon Germany. They feared that unless 
England and France were represented the German influence 
would be very strong with the highly susceptible Russian 
socialists. M. Branting and M. Van Kol are pro-Ally, but 
Troelstra is suspected of German sympathies. He informed 
me confidentially that he was responsible for the altera
tion in the policy of the Gorman Foreign Office, which had 
at first refused to allow the German Socialist minority to 
go to Stockholm, 

THE CAUSES OFJC.Iffl,JByGLUTIOIT^ 

While at Petrcgrad we endeavoured to discover the 
real causes of the Revolution, and after consul Ding a number 
of persons of various political opinions we came to the con
elusion that, although there had boon much discontent in the 
Army' and among the tfivil population, together with considerable 
underground revolutionary propaganda prior to the outbreak., 
the downfall: of the old regime was mainly due to a deliberate 
plan of the Government to provoke disturbances (which were to be 
suppressed) in order to justify further reactionary measures, 
and to bring about peace with Germany on the ground that 
Russia was not in a position/ owir& to internal troubles, to 
continue the war0 This plan,' however, failed because the 
soldiers who were expected to fire on the people refused, 
except in a few instances, to do so. and turned their arms 
against the authorities, We were assured that if the Tsar 
had consented a few weeks earlier to create a representative 
ministry with a moderate reform programme, the revolution 
would not have taken place, 

GBIiERAL IMPRESSIONS, 

We -left Russia feeling that the leaders of the 
Workmens and Soldiers Council at Petrograa had at last felt 
the necessity of ceasing to be an Opposition Government and 
were endeavouring conscientiously to co-operate with the 
Provisional Government to bring about order and stability 
in Russia- If Kerensky's energies hold out, we think ho 
will be the man to save the situation. 
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In conclusion re wish to place on record our 
appreciation of tho kindness and attention which re received 
at the hands of His MajePty's ambassadors at Petrograd and 
Stockholm, and of the British Consuls at Mosoor and Bergen. 

(Signed) W. S. Sanders. 

Lieut, 

Secretary to the Delegation. 

28th May, 1917, 
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ifmkSWMkia OF BLOCKADE IKFOAI&TIOE 

May 1 8 - 2 5 , 1917* 

On being informed by the Danish Minister at 

Berlin that Denmark must gradually reduce her exports 

of agricultural produce to Germany, in consequence of 

the submarine blockade, the German Government replied 

that this intimation was equivalent to a threat, and 

that the German forces on the frontier would probably 

be strengthened as a measure of precaution. 

The live-stock census of Feb. 20 has yielded the 

following figures:- Horses, colts and foals, 538,000 

in Jutland); Cattle, calves and heifers, 2,452,000 

(61$ in Jutland); Pigs, 1,980,000 (&Z$ in Jutland); 

Sheep and Lambs 268,000. i'hese figures are considerably 

smaller "than those of July 1914; but show an improvement 

(except in the case of pigs) since February 1916* 

The cooperative bacon factories state that they 

cannot maintain their trade with the United Kingdom 

unless they are relieved of the cost of freight and insur

ance and are guaranteed the necessary supplies of coal, 

oil etc. The April arrivals of Banish bacon in the 

United Kingdom amounted to 15,940 tone. 

For the moment the commerce and manufactures of 

Denmark are almost entirely at a standstill. Until the 

end of 1916 they were reaping abnormal profits from the 

war. 

i5hs produce boats "Storebelt" and "Clara" have been 

put into the German Prize-Court; and three other Danish 

vessels, outward bound from Denmark in ballast, were 

seized by the Germans between the 15th and the 17th inst. 



Two o£ these were sailing to fetch coal from the 

United Kingdom; the third was to load for the United 

kingdom in a Norwegian port. The Danes have decided 

not to open negotiations with us concerning their 

merchant tonnage until they are more clearly informed 

as to Germany*s intentions. 

Steps have been taken by B.M. Government to SUB 

oend the importation of fertilisers and of margarine 

materials into Denmark, 

The Swedish Government are apparently not 

anxious to ratify the draft Anlo-Swedish Agreement, 

and we shall not be displeased if it lapses through 

their inaction. The United States are in a position 

to insist upon all the transit facilities which 

Russia can reasonably require from Sweden, 

Swedish emergency legislation becomes more 

drastic every day. On May 20. over thirty items 

were added to the list of prohibited exports. Swedish 

fishermen have been forbidden to land their catch at 

foreign ports. Embargoes have been impored on the 

existing stocks of Maize, Bice. Copper, Lead, Tin, 

Hides, Skins and Sole Leather. 

But, since Sweden has chosen to be dependent 

upon Germany for coal and since Germany insists on 

compensation for all coal supplies, there is a marked 

increase in the exports from Sweden to Germany of 

iron, steel, ferro-silicon, machinery, woodptilp and 

iron ore. Germany, it is expected, will receive more 

Swedish iron ore in 1917 than in any previous year. 
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gOBIAX' spite of our elaborate arrangements to ensure 

that only the well-affected eanners should receive 

imported tin-plates, olive ofcl and tomato pulp, the 

Norwegian exports of canned goods to Germany we re in t

1916, no less than 20,000 tons, Germany has been able 

to supply the necessary black plates for this trade; and 

the c an lie r s whom we boycotted have found home-made 

substitutes for olive oil and tomato-pulp. Unless we 

can come to terms with the black-listed canners - and 

this can hardly be done except by purchasing their out

put - it is probable that Germany will continue to 

receive large supplies of canned fish from Norway. 

Germany has undertaken to supply Norway with 

5,000 tons of iron a month, bat has raised her prices by 

50,1* and has not promised any materials for shipbuilding. 

The amount to be supplied is small as compared with 

those which have been promised to Denmark and to Sweden. 

The nature of the compensation to be given by Norway 

has not been disclosed. 

The Norwegian Government have obtained assurances 

that Sweden will not attack Norway in the event of a war 

between Norway and Germany. 

Our negotiations with the Norwegian Ship Owners 

still hang fire. Apparently the main obstacle to an 

agreement is the faint-heartedness of the Norwegian 

Ministry, without whose assistance it would be difficult 

for us to secure a sufficient quantity of Norwegian 

tonnage within a reasonable time. 



4. gSTHERLAHDS. We have placed an embargo on farther imports 

into Holland of Vegetable Seeds, Dried Blood and 

Machinery for drying Vegetables. 

Sir Walter Townley has informed the Batch Minister 

for Foreign Affairs that we propose to requisition 

certain Dutch vessels in which British capital is 

invested, since they could not otherwise be equipped 

with defensive armament. M. Loudon armears to regard 

this as a reasonable measure. 

5. SPAII. The Spanish Government offer to accept a revised 

form of the Cortina Agreement which they have thera

selves prepared. The offer follows upon a plain hint 

from the United States that American supplies of ooal 

etc, would not be forthcoming if Spain attempted to 

evade her obligations to Great Britain. 

6. SWITZERLAND,, Under the new German-Swiss Agreement Germany 

will receive 8,000 head of Swiss oattie $Including 

1,000 prise bulls) during the summer and autumn. 

7. GSKMAg SUPPLIES. Becent reports on enemy material captured in 

France shows that there is an acute shortage of leather 

for boots and machine belting, of electrical material 

(telephones, field-cables); of railway waggons; of 

iron and steel. Rations were reduced by an order of 

April 13; and the strictest economy in the drawing of 

rations has been prescribed. The soldiers reo ive 

instead of coffee a substitute made from roasted 

husks. In one case at least the usual oat ration for 

horses has been reduced by more than 75^. the deficiency 

being made good with Maize and Fleischfutterraehl. 



IJ8. UillT&D SfAfSSi It appears that the United states Government 

are willing to cooperate closely with us in s policy 

of compelling neutrals to maintain their exports to the 

United Kingdom and to reduce their exports to Germany, 

The existing rations of certain commodities to certain 

neutral states are considered., at Washington, to he un

duly generous, and the United States will assist 

us in securing reductions. They will also insist 

upon the active employment of neutral tonnage 

which is at present lying idle. They will withhold 

American coal from neutral ships which attempt to 

evede our hunker control. 

9. SOUTH jftMBKIQA. The Argentine Government refuse to let 

us have more than the 200,000 tons of wheat 

which they have aLready conceded, and insist upon 

receiving in due course an equivalent supply of 

wheat from Australia. 

It is anticipate& that, when the Brazilian 

declaration of neutrality has "been rescinded, the 

German ships in Brazilian waters will he seized by 

the Brazilian Government, and the Allies will be 

permitted to use Brazilian ports as naval bases. 

i 

10. SSBMaji S g l B BliQCXAPB. 

The following is a summary of the losses 

of merchant tonnage, due to enemy action, which 

were officially reported in the period May 1 8 -

May 24 inclusive 



Steamships (500 tons gross h over) 

British ....... 60,866 tons gross. 
Heutral lb Allied £5,475 " 

Sailing Tassels (100 tons gross 
h over) 

British ....... 1,782 " 
Sentral & Allied 4,499 " " 

Total British ... 62,648 tons gross. 
Grand Total ... SC.622 

H. W. G. D. 

oOor-

War Trade Intelligence Department 

25th May 1917. 



NATIONAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

SECRET WEEK ENDING ,24th MAY, 1917 
REPORT NO,18 

-- ' . . . . . . 

THE PRIME MINISTER 
The following Report covers the work of tho National Service 

Department for the week ending 24th may, 1917. 
Statistical departmento 

X111 la)
Enrolments during the week now ended (17th to 24th May) 

numbered 2,894. This is the smallest number enrolled in any 
week since the Scheme for National Service was first launched. 

The total number of National Service Volunteers enrolled 
to date Is 534,872. The above figures are all exclusive of 
Women National Service Volunteers, 

The enrolments of women in the Land Army amount to 29,737 
of whom 27,227 enrolled In England and Wales, 2,478 in Scotland 
and 32 in Ireland, 

The total number of National Service Volunteers placed 
in employment according to the latest returns received from the 
Central Office of the Employment Exchanges is 8,314, while 
42,340 have been submitted to employers with a view to being 
placed in employment. On 18th May undecided protests (10517) 
Yfere handed over to Substitution Officers - of these 5591 have 
been decided against the removal of the volunteers from the 
present employment, 
Hb) Passports Department, 

During the week 369 applications for passports have been 
examined; of these it was decided to recommend the issue of 
a passport in 268 cases and to recommend refusal in 101 cases. 
The number of applications examined since the Departments work 
commenced is 7,477; of these it was decided to recommend the issue 
of passports in 5310 cases and to refuse the issue of passports 
in 2152 cases,. 



(c) Finance The total number of authorities issued for 
payment of Subsistence allowances for the week numbered 78 
in the Agricultural Section and 433 in the Trades Section. 
The total number of authorities issued to date is 36.0 in 
the Agricultural Seotion and 4,683 in the Trades Section. 
The total amount so far expended to date upon subsistence 
allowances,-railway fares and out-of-work allowances is 
£4633. 18. Id. 
(d) Correspondence The number of letters etc, received 
by the Department during the week was 13.504. The outgoing 
mail comprised 10,352 letters and 12..723 circulars, 89 
telegrams and 271 parcels. 

(

Staff The number on the Staff at St,Ermin's this week 
is 396. 
LABOUR ADVISORY.COMMITTEE 

!a) London Garment Workers Association. 
For some time a dispute between the members of this 

Association and their Employers had been pending and a serious 
stoppage of work In connection with the production of War 
materials was threatened by the Association. The Committee, 
in conjunction with the Ministry of Labour, took prompt action 
which resulted in the matters in dispute being mutually referred 
to arbitration, avoiding any cessation of work, 
(b) General. 

The assistance of members of the Committee has been 
given in various other trade disputes having close connection 
with the work of the Department in the conservation of labour 
for work of National importance, 
AGRICULTURAL SECTION 

da) National Service Volunteers. 
From reports received it would appear that the demand 



for Volunteers is increasing, though so far they are not toeing 

asked for in large numbers for purely agricultural purposes. 

(b) Part-time Labour.-

The scheme for utilising the offers of part-time service 

is progressing satisfactorily. Conferences have been convened 

of representatives of the Women-'s Section of this Department, 

the Board of Agriculture, the Cavendish Association and the 

Employment Exchanges Department. 

(c) Control of Labour. 

The Agricultural Commissioners and Sub-Commissioners 

present at a meeting held during the week considered the new 

proposals for the Control of Labour by the Agricultural Section 

of the National Service Department and agreed that if the pro

posals made were approved of and the new scheme arranged with 

the Board of Agriculture were launched at once, they would be 

able to deal with the question of the supply of Agricultural 

Labour mueh more effectively than heretofore. 

With regard to the new Agricultural programme for 

1918 the time is rapidly approaching when arrangements for the 

necessary labour must be made if the scheme is to be carried 

out, and it is therefore hoped that instructions on the subject 

may be received before long. 

(d) Agricultural Companies - Scotland.. 

The strength of these companies should in round figures 

be 2.000 but the number is at present only a little over 500. 

Unless these companies are brought up to full strength matters 

may become serious within a few weeks irrespective of the 

programme for 1918. By reason of the oall by the War Office 

upon Local Authorities for more recruits between 70C and 800 

men previously sent to Agriculture by the County Councils and 

Corporations have been recalled. 

GENERAL TRADES SECTION 

(a) Trade Committees. 



This week Local Committees were being sot up in the Building 
Trades in about 200 areas in England and Wales. The Scottish 
Building Trades have formed a separate Joint Committee for Scot
land. Draft instructions to Local Committees have been issued 
in the case of the Printing Trades. The Joint Committee repres
enting the Tram and Omnibus Services held their first meeting and 
the General Appeal has now been drafted and issued. The Light 
Castings Trade formed their Joint Committee and the Committee 
held its first meeting at Carlisle. A Joint Committee represent
ing the Theatres, Music Halls and Cinemas has been formed and 
held its first meeting. A Joint Committee has been formed for 
the Piano Trade, and a Conference has been held with the Confec
tionery and Preserved Food Trades. 
(D) Reinforcsment in Limestone, etcQuarries. 

Arrangements have been made whereby 50 men and a manager are 
to be supplied to the Leeds Fireclay Company-from the slate 
quarries of North Wales. 
(c) National Service Committees. 

Returns received from boroughs and urban districts in England 
and counties and boroughs in Scotland' show that the number of 
Committees now formed is 644 in England and 90 in Scotland. 
SUBSTITUTION SECTION. 
(a) Sub-Area Substitution Officers. 

Up to the end of this week 118 of such Officers have been 
appointed in 46 Areas. The majority of the Areas in which ap
pointments have not yet been made are not industrial Areas. In 
the remaining important Industrial Areas it is hoped to complete 
the necessary appointments next week. 

Many Sub-Area Substitution Officers are already at work in 
their Sub-Areas. 

These Officers are in many Instances at present working 
under a disadvantage for want of adequate office accommodation 



and equipment. This matter is however being dealt with by the 
Director of Recruiting. 
(b) Allocation of National Service Volunteers. 

Incomplete returns from the Area Substitution Officers pre
vent accurate statistics being given in this report. 
WOMEN 1S SECTION. 

(a) Women?s Auxiliary Army Corps -
Campaigns have been organised in areas where Selection 

Boards are shortly to sit; and to this end 51 National Service 
Committees have been urged to recruit suitable candidates. 

A recruiting office has been opened at the Mansion House, 
City, for Women Clerical Workers, and a large number of applica
tions has been received through this channel. 

A Conference has been held with a representative of the 
War Office with a view to improving the arrangements of the 
Selection Boards. 

Selection Boards sat at Southampton on May 22nd, 23rd and 24th. 
The figures in possession of the Department go to show that 

approximately 1,136 women workers have been sent forward as 
selected candidates, but no information has been received as to 
the number accepted for service, 
(k) Voluntary Aid Detachment. 

It has been suggested that members of the V.A.Detachments 
should be placed at the disposal of the Metropolitan Asylums 
Board. A Conference was held but it was decided that the consent 
of the members of these detachments should be obtained before their 
services are diverted from nursing the sick and wounded, 
(c) Timber Felling. 

A grant of £250 has been obtained from the Timber 
Supply Department of the War Office which is being utilised in 
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Supply Department of the War Office which is being utilised in 
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starting two experimental training centres for selected women, 
one at Cambridge and one at Riistead Abbey, Nottingham, 
(d) Land Army. 

The total number of enrolments to, date is:-
England ... 27,227 
Scotland ... 2,478 

No information is yet available of the number of women 
already placed in Agricultural Work. 

(Signed) ARTHUR COLLINS. 
Secretary for the DIRECTOR-GENERAL of 

the NATIONAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT. 

May 26th 1917. 



Re-port to the Cabinet. 

26th May, 1917. 

General I. A mission composed of officers of the Italian 
Policy. Aeronautical Service has been in London this week and has had 

a Conference with the Air Board at which various questions, and 
chiefly that of the; standardisation of aeronautical material, 
have been discussed. Facilities have been given to the 
Italian officers for visiting Aircraft Factories and for 
interviewing representatives of the Various Government depart
ments with which they desire to confer. 

II. There has been in the past a free interchange of 
information between the Aeronautical Authorities in this 
Country and in France ^hieh has been of mutual benefit to the 
two countries. u"hen the Government of H. Ribot recently came 
into office, with M. Daniel Vincent as Under-Secretary for 
Aviation, there was created in Paris, under the direction of 
M. Flandin, a Bureau Interallied for the purpose of bringing 
together for the benefit of all the Allies the latest available 
information on the progress of aeronautics, designs of aircraft, 
aero-engines, their accessories, the development of aerial 
tactics, etc The Air Board were invited to participate in this 
scheme and to nominate a delegate, but no definite reply was 
sent for the time being. 

M. Flandin. who recently came to London to seo the 
Air Board, is evidently a man of considerable energy and force 
of oharacter Who is credited with the intention of making Paris 
in future a sort of International Headquarters of aeronautics. 

Tho Air Board have now been requested to communicate 
to the Bureau Interallied technical information such as they 
have hitherto furnished only to the Service Technique of the 
French Ministry of V/ar. The proposal that this information, 
sometimes of a highly secret character and likely to prove of 
groat value to the enemy if it came into his hands, should be 
placed at the disposal of all and sundry of the Allies, of the 
character and trustworthiness of whose representatives in 
Paris the Board have no knowledge, is looked upon with 
considerable- distrust by the Haval and Military Authorities 
and by the Board. A reply has accordingly been sent to the 
effect that while the Board are prepared to place at the 
disposal of the Bureau Interallied such information as they 
may think suitable, it must bo understood that the information 
furnished to the French Government is to be treated as striotly 
confidential and not imparted to any other Government without 
express authorisation in writing. In the absence of such an 
understanding the free inter-communication which has hitherto 
existed between the Aviation Authorities of the two countries 
r*ili be inevitably and regrettably restricted. 



Sup-ply. The deliveries of engines and aeroplanes have "been 
as follows:-

Total fore r*eek to 19th 
Engines, 

166 
Aeroplanes. 

262 
Total for May to date 
Total for April 1917 
Total for April 1916 

555 
675 
202 

719 
804 
202 

The output of aircraft and more particularly of 
engines hai been most seriously affected during this month 
by the strikes and labour unrest. 

(Signed) H.P. HAHVEY, 

Secretary to the Air Board, 



299 SSO. 3HET 
FOR THE IHFOMATI02T OF THE WAR CABINET 

G.T. 862 FROM THE FIRST. SEA LORD. . 

The Shipping Situation. 

The best indication of the extreme gravity of the present 
situation and the absolute impossibility of continuing the War 
without a reduction of our present commitments is given by 
the fact that we have been forced to inform the French Govern
ment that we are now bound to withdraw a 100 ocean-going 
merchant ships from their use. Of these, about 40 have 
already been withdrawn and, under the most urgent represents-?, 
tions of M. Violette, we have very reluctantly consented to 
postpone the withdrawal of the remainder until'July and August. 

Without the use Of these ships it is quite impossible to 
ensure the import into this country of the commodities which 
are absolutely essential for the continuance of the War. 

Even after the withdrawal of these-ships we shall at the 
end of July be 300 ocean-going steamers short of what we think 
is the number of vessels necessary to bring essential commodi
ties into this country.. 

Moreover, this withdrawal of ships does not in any way. 
assist.us in providing France and Italy with further coal 
supplies for which they are daily clamouring and without which 
the two Governments state they will be very seriously' handii 
capped in the prosecution of the War: indeed, the Italian 
Government has gone so far as to say that without increased 
coal supplies their offensive is bound to stop. 

(Signed) J.R. JELLICOE. 

ay 28th, 1917 . 
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WEEKLY REPORT OK GREECE. V. 

May 29, 1917. 

The Athens Government and the Entente Powers. 

A last attempt Is to he made to "effect a reconciliation 

between the Vonizelist and Royalist parties" and ?ir- Zaimis is 

looked to as the natural, and indeed the only person to offeet 

such a reconciliation. The decision of tho Paris Conference 

and the subsequent policy of the Entente Powers in conformity 

with that decision will, it is hoped, serve both as an encourage

ment and a warning to the Athens Government. If tho latter 

can show that it is assiduously and successfully working for 

such a reconciliation and that it wishes for a closer understanding 

?;ith the Protecting Powers, It is to bo assured of less 

stringent economic restrictions and more freedom of action 

in the policing of the country. If, on the contrary, from 

bad faith or impotence it fails to improve the situation it 

will be shown that the Entente's tolerance cannot be indefinitely 

prolonged - "should the King and tho Greek Government at Athens 

fail to assist in promoting this policy, the Allied Governments 

may be compelled to consider the deposition of the King". 

The two questions, therefore, at onco arise - does I!r 

Zaimis wish for and can he, if he wishes, effeot any reconciliatior 

between the Royalists and Venizelists? (1) To the first question 

the answer seems to be "Yes" - but with a reservation. Ilr Zaimis 

certainly wishes a united Greece. Himself originally a friend of 

Mr Venizelos and not in any sense a party politician, he has no 



personal or political reasons for bitter opposition to him. 

On the other hand he disapproved of the Revolution and is now 

in office as Prime Minister of a King whom Venizelists look 

on as a traitor to his country. He could hardly then work 

for any reconciliation i&ich did not, whether openly or not, 

base itself on a condemnation of the revolutionary movement. 

Mr Zaimis must know that it is impossible that the Venizelists 

should accept any such terms. His position, therefore, though not 

intentionally one of duplicity, is essentially a false one. 

He is simply trying to tide the country over an extraordinarily 

difficult political and economic crisis, with no policy but that 

of opportunism and instead of plans merely optimistic prophecies. 

His justification would, of course, he that it is probably 

better to temporise than to leave others in power who would 

certainly make things worse. The situation might always improve 

in unforeseen v/ays; and in any case some time is gained and 

civil war for a while averted. 

As to (2) Mr Zaimis1 power to effect any such reconciliation, 

it has already been pointed out in Weekly Reports III and IV 

that he has no backing behind him. The Royalist factions and 

anti-Venizelistt parties support him only on condition that he 

does not "try to bridge (the gulf between) Athens and Saloniki" 

yet this is the very raison dretre of his Government! Mr- Zaimis 

is to them merely a convenient screen against the Entente for 

their intrigues. These parties are fundamentally - both from 

interest and party passion - anti-Venizelist. There is not 

even a possibility of their wishing for a reconciliation. 

Yet without them Mr Zaimis has no support, for he has no party 

of his own. On the other hand, the Venizelists (as shown in 

Weekly Report III) have thrown over Mr Zaimis as a possible leader 

or mediator. This is confirmed by Mr Venizeloa' vigorous 



representations to Lord Granville on May 22. 

This attitude of the Venizelists will be strengthened by 

the decision of the Paris Conference. The increasing numbers 

of their forces, their first successes in the field and the almost 

unanimous approval of the French, British and American press 

daily encourage them to push on with their full programme. 

While they chafe at, they understand, the restrictions imposed 

on them by Entente diplomacy; they are, of course, perfectly 

acquainted with the situation created by Italy's attitude. But 

they do not believe this situation will be indefinitely prolonged. 

The"diplomatic changes contemplated at Athens and the proposed 

occupation of Thessalian ports by General Sarrail's troops will 

confirm the Venizelists in this attitude. The crisis inThessaly 

must soon come to a head. It is, however, to be hoped that the 

adhesion of Thessaly to the National Movement - which after the 

Paris Conference^ decision is only a matter of time - shall be 

effected without unnecessary bloodshed. The population being 

almost wholly Venizelist - except for the extreme South and a 

certain number of the big landowners and the usual party 

politicians - could easily be brought under the Government of 

Saloniki. The one danger would lie in the "increase of the forces 

at the disposal of the authorities at Athens and in the pro

vinces" (suggested by Sir F. Elliot), if in "the provinces" 

Thesoaly is intended to be included. 

On the question of the Thessalian harvest it looks as though 

I-r Zaimis is playing a rather curious game. He does not object 

to the control of the stocks by the "Allied Board at Athens, but 

dosires that the Greek Government should finance the purchase of 

the harvest on its ow n account and without assistance. 



Further he suggests that half the surplus stock should be reserved 

by the Greek Government for the use of the urban population in 

Thessaly. If this were done the Athens Government would have in 

its hands a powerful hold over the Thessalian population and could 

effectually influence their.political decision at a time when 

the Entente Powers would be allowing Central Greece and the 

Peloponnese to make themselves economically independent for a long 

time of our sea power. It is hard to see how such a course 

would do anything but stiffen the Athens Government in its attitude 

towards Saloniki and the Entente Powers. 

With the occupation of Levkas, all the Ionian Islands have 

now joined the National Movement. 

A.W.A.L. 

May 29, 1917. 
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May 21st to May 28th, 1917, 

During last week there does not seem to have been any event 

or new movement of importance in. Germany. The situation con

tinues as it was. For internal purposes the Chancellor is de

pending on his Central "Block", and at the same time is working 

apparently in close understanding with Count Csernin, while 

Count Hertling, Minister-President of Bavaria, is giving his 

assistance. As explained before, this means that the Cban

eellor is^dependent on the Moderate elements in the country, 

especially on the Catholic party. 

The subjects of discussion with Austria1 are undoubtedly 

the prospects of a settlement on the Eastern frontier, and as 

an essential part of this, a decision as to the Polish question. 

Everything points to this decision being made very soon and we 

may probably expect some public announcement almost immediately. 

It is of course hoped that this may help to some agreement with 

Russia. 

We get information from many sources as to the extreme 

unpopularity of the Germans, both in Austria and in Hungary, 

and the friction which exists, for instance, between the 

officers, and even in diplomatic circles. There is no doubt 

that this ill-feeling exists; it would however be hazardous 

to attach too much political importance to it, and anyhow 

there is no reason to suppose that there' is any similar ill

feeling at present be two on the Governments of the two Allies. 

What^Kr d^Si^a t h e p&actjf ijbri. Emperor may snte?*tain as to 
eateKJ^xSjag grGatj*.jr ^dependence of Germany, this is not the 
moment in- which he sen do -so:. 



with reference to the position now taken by the Centre 

Party, it appears that Qrzberger, as already pointed out by 

bir baiter Townley, has to some extent changed his position; 

it is stated that he is becoming "an apostle of pessimism" 

and in that character is working for peace. The influential 

part which is now being taken by the Catholics is worth noting, 

and it would be well to take every opportunity of gaining 

further information about it. It is quite possible that 

the key of much which is happening might be found in the 

Vatican and disoreet enquiries might even be made in Boman 

Catholic circles in England. 

Meanwhile * as last week, every possible effort is being 

made to keep up the spirits of the German nation by insisting 

on submarine, successes and the successful resistance on the 

Western front, the object being to get the people over the 

period of extreme stress which will continue until the new 

harvest comes in. 

Considerable importance has been attached to an article 

which appeared in the Bayersche Staatszeitung of May 8, suggest

ing that indemnities were not necessary; more important was 

it to secure a plentiful supply of raw.material after the war 

and to prevent any trading boycott of Germany. This article 

appeared just after Count Hertling returned from Vienna, and 

it was suggested at the time that this meant that he and 

Count Czernin were bringing pressure to bear upon the German 

Government. As a matter of fact the idea was first suggested 

in a Berlin paper. It seems more probable that this was a 

"ballon dSessai" thrown out by the Chancellor himself. Seeing 

the improbability of gaining the indemnities which Count 

Reventlow and other writers insist are essential to the future 

of Germany, he was beginning to educate the German people to 

believe that the? essential thing is to come out of the war 
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free from the impediments to German trade, which were adumbrated 

by the Paris Conference. If he could secure the integrity of 

Austria-hungary, the continued alliance with Bulgaria, and there

by a strong influence over the Balkans, and if at the same time, 

the Mains-Danube Canal were made, the essence of the Central 3uro

pean "Block" would be preserved and Germany would still be in 

such a position as to be able to look forward to a prosperous 

future, even though there were no annexations and ad; indemnities. 

ill this is in accordance with the general view that he, is work

ing with persistency and skill to get an early peaoe pn. any terms 

which will insure the future of Germany. 

Reference has already been made to the projeoi of a shipping 

canal connecting the Maine with the Danube, This proposal is 

one which had been before the public for many years, but it is now 

being pressed forward with more energy. The ultimate object is'to 

create a waterway for seagoing ships connecting the Black Sea with 

the great canal and river system of North Germany. It.is a pro

ject which, if carried out, might be of great Importance, and at 

"the present moment has real political weight. The effect of it 

would be, by creating a great channel of communication independent 

of the sea, to bind together the continent of Europe. In accor

danee with the characteristic German habit of regarding matters 

of transport and of commerce in the view of great political ideals 

it will probably come more and more to represent a union of the 

continental juropean States against Anglo-Saxondom. This is a 

matter of which we shall hear more and which I hope to deal with 

more fully later. Per the moment it^is sufficient to note that 

as we lay stress on the union of the English-speaking nations, 

the Germans will try to raise alarm as, to the world-domination of 

the English and will lay stress on the idea of the common interests 



of "Europe. As it is hopeless to. infl^enc^ rrarioe, they 

will use tills, £or pro^a^anda- in Russia and. in the neutral 

states. 

J. W. E

29th Hay, 1917
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Section -C* 

\7eekly Report on Russia. VI. 

(May 28, 191?.) 

I, The Task of the Coalition Government. 

The first Revolutionary Government set up by the Duma lasted 

3 than two months and with the formation of the Coalition Russia 

be sa id to be entering the second period of the Revolution, 

new Government has the advantage of containing some of the most 

ive and efficient men in RusBia, not one of whom has aroused 

i l i t y against himself for his past political career. This i s 

important factor with an absolutely unbridled press and it is clear 

t the failure of the former Government wao largely the result of 

violent agitation against Messrs. Guchkov and Milyukov. 

The outstanding figure in the new Government is Mr. Kerenski 

indeed it may be said that the success of the Government depends 

i the success of Mr. Kerenski in his new post. Ho man has done 

to save Russia from civil war since the Revolution, and provided 

Jan r e t a i n his hold over the people he may y e t achieve wonders. 

Extremists have not been able to discredit him owing to his 

sistcnoy. While proclaiming the vigorous prosecution of the war 

iiaa at the same time never swerved in h i s v iews regarding war aim a . 

and h i s supporters maintain t h a t , before appeal ing t o the A l l i e s 

?- reconsideration of their common war aims, discipline in the . 

sian. army must be r e s t o r e d and a real offensive must be entered 

I f he f a i l s t h e r e i s l i t t l e doubt that c o n d i t i o n s at the front 

 grow rap id ly worse and in such a case i t i s not u n l i k e l y that 

kind of counter-revolution might take p lace* 

1
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11 * The Socialist Parties and the Government. 

The Coalition Government contains 6 Socialists and has the support 

f the Council of Workmen's and Soldiers1 Delegates. Socialism in 

iesia was before the Revolution divided into a large number of small 

foupsi out as a result of recent efforts towards union there are now 

main parties, the Social Revolutionaries represented in the Government 

Messrs. Kerenski, Chernov and Pyeshekhonov, the Moderate Social 

mocrats (or Minimalists) represented by Messrs. Tseretelli and 

obeleVi and the Extremists (or Maximalists),led by Messrs. Lenin 

d Zinovyev, v/ho are not represented in the Government. The other 

icialist in the Government, Mr. Pereveyezev, is not a very prominent 

D and is more of a Radical than a strict Socialist. 

Y/ith the exception Of Messrs. Chernov and Tseretelli the Social

its v/ho have joined the Government are not the recognised leaders of 

ic movement. This means that the C.w*.S.D. will continue to ex* 

oiDo very strong pressure on the Government under leaders such as 

ikhoidze, Martov and Stcklov. These men have a large majority over 

extreme agitators and will not do anything to impede Mr. Kerenski 

i hie task of reorganising the army. It is probably when the 

icstion of war aims arises that they v.ill try to make their influence 

fit. Hoanwhilc they support the Government. 

Light is thrown on the attitude of the C.W.S.D. towards the 

rtromiets by tho following quotation from a recent speech by Mr. 

cljeigv, now Minister of Labour;- "We must not forget that we now 

fre freedom of speech. Anyone can say what he likes. Let them 

'lk but wo will not allow them to act. The first thing we have to do 

to defeat Germany." 

III. V/ar Aims. 

Mr. Tcreshchenko is obviously doing what he can not to embarrass 

Allied Government on the question of war aims, and there ie little 

tot that he will be ready to understand and interpret the point of 
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view of Great Britain and Prance about "no annexation". It is 

possible that while Mr. Kerenski is at the front this question may 

not be raised again in an acute form. Meanwhile it is interesting 

to notice the peace terms set forth by Steklov in Maxim Gorki's new 

paper. Steklov is President of the Executive Committee of the 

C.W.S.D. and his views may be taken as representing the kind of 

pressure that will be brought to bear on the Government. After 

answering the German Socialist peace terms as enumerated by the 

Danish Socialist Borgbjerg he writes as follows:

"The right of peoples to self-determination which is recognised 

by Socialists includes the right to independent political existence j 

but Li the German programme it is confined to cultural autonomy for 

the nation concerned. It goes without saying that the Socialists, 

md particularly Russian revolutionary democracy, will hardly agree 

to ouch a restricted interpretation of self-determination. 

"To quote a special instance. Scheidemann and his followers 

agnanimously offer Russian Poland full liberty to choose her own 

fate, but say not a word about German and Austrian Poland. Defending 
r 

ulgaria's right to the Bulgarian districts of Macedonia, to which 

o true democrat can object, they forget the rights of the Serbs and 

uraanians living in Austria-Hungary to a free decision of the question 

f their political existence." 

Steklov further objects to the German Socialist Solution of the 

ioace-Lorraine question, and supports the view of those French 

ocialists who favour a plebiscite. 

As regards indemnities he writes as follows:

"Take the question of reparation (i.e. compensation for Belgium, 
ia, Poland, Northern Prance, e t c ) . The English, French and 

ians relate this question to the question of who were to blame for 

war. But in view of the difficulty and the uselessness of 



eciding the question in^ifcie nay, it may be said that the question 

f compensation for looses suffered by various countries should be 

ecided by an international loan into which would be brought especially 

hose States which have gained materially from the wari i.e. above all 

he neutral States. In Borgb4erg's words the Scandinavian countries 

ftre ready to take an active part in finding the financial means 

eeded." 

It may be added that though the chief stumbling block to Russian 

ocialists in the note to President Wilson is the part referring to 

ustria-Eungary there need be no difficulty in seeing eye to eye with 

hem in this respect. Russian Socialists do not favour^a ̂ solution 

cf the question of the nationalities. It is only the way in which 

he question was dealt with that they object to; they suspected the 

firms of the Allied note because they imagined that they were only 

Jieant to serve the interests of Imperialist Russia. For example they 

object to the division of Austria between Italy. Serbia and Rumania 

is the spoils of victory, though they are willing to accept any 
-

rritorial changes that the peoples themselves desire. The following 

notation from a Socialist paper in close touoh with Mr. Keren ski will 

help to explain their point of view:

"The chief fault to be found with the Allied note was that while 

pinging forward the principle of the self-determination of nation

lit ies and proclaiming the necessity of changing the map of Europe 

on the basis of this principle they decided in advance on the dis-

Jomberment of A u stria-Hungary without-having found out first the 

opinion of the people concerned.n 

This is hardly a fair oritioism of the Allied note which only 

roclaimed the liberation of the peoples of Austria-Hungary, but it 

O G S show that the Russian Socialists are quite willing to apply the 

rinciplo of self-determination in dealing with the future of the Dual 

anarchy. 



IV. The Land Question. 
Peasant riots are still reported, the most serious ones 

having taken place at Minsk. Isolated riots are inevitable, "jut ,there 

is reason to hope that the peasantry as It whole will not cause any 

serious trouble until the harvest has been gathered. The peasant is 

not covetous as a rule of what belongs to another and is not likely 

to seize the harvest for himself, but as regards land lie recognises 

no right of property, his guiding idea being that the land belongs 

to the people and that each man should have as much as he can work 

himself. At a recent peasant meeting in the South of Russia it was 

decided that "the land, v/ater, air and mineral riches of'the earth 
5ought to be the property of the whole people1. . 

These - suppositions are borne out by tho following statements 

taken from a recent despatch from Sir G. Buchanan:- 1 ) "The 

peasants take for granted that they will divide all the land between 

them in the near future, but I am informed by several owners of 

estates that they recognise the necessity of assuring the harvest on 

the properties of which they have not yet taken possession." 2 ) Mr. 

Bagge, acting Consul-General at Odessa reports that the mass of the 

population are determined to do their best to ensure a good harvest." 

If there is trouble among the peasantry it is likely to become 

serious after the,harvest especially in the South of Russia among the 

Ukrainians who are much more excitable than the Great Russians of the 

tforth. Owing to their ignorance peasants can easily be excited by 

all kinds of false prophets and agents, and the real danger zone in 

the future may be in the country between Kiev and Odessa together with 

Bessarabia. In tho latter province the agent3 of the old regime are 

already active, and Odessa itself with its mixed population is always 

n. centre of dagger. 



 313fi^w h-p^^i
^VTEHALi^ Petrograd. 

26 th May, 1917. 

Prom Brigadier-General Knox. 

To Director of Military Intelligence. 

1127. I have "been told by an officer whom 1 have 

known all the war that when the 120th Division was Horth 

of the Lake Uarosh the men killed and wounded men in a 

neighbouring unit because the latter had fired at the 

enemy. They fired at their own battery and gave away 

its position to the Germans who fired at it all day, also 

g weeks ago a regiment of the 135th Division at Pernau 

killed its commander because he refused to remove his 

shoulder straps. The men wished to show their sympathy 

with the Baltic fleet where rank is now indicated by 

badges on the sleeve. 

i f I 
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2 3 CONFIDENTIAL. 

J£HALL 
I WISH to submit to the consideration '6f the" War Cabinet the report of a 

Committee appointed by me to advise on supplies of alcohol for war purposes. 
C. ADDISON. 

May 26, 1917. ^ . 

ALCOHOL SUPPLIES FOR WAR PURPOSES. 

Report of Committee appointed by the Minister of Munitions. 

Members. 

Sir Frederic L. Nathan, Department of Explosives Supply, Chairman. 
Sir Arthur J. Tedder, Board of Customs and Excise. 
Mr. F. Gossling, Board of Trade. 
Mr. R. J. Thompson, Board of Agriculture. 
Mr. S. C. Bayne, Irish Patent Still Distillers. 
Mr. Andrew Jameson, Irish Pot Still Distillers. 
Mr. R. F. Nicholson, English Patent Still Distillers and Rectifiers. 
Mr. James Robertson, Scotch Pot Still Distillers. 
Mr. W. E L Ross, Scotch Patent Still Distillers. 
Mr. Thomas Shelley, Methylators and Rectifiers. 
Mr. Alexander Walker, Whiskey Blenders and Merchants. 
Mr. W. H. Rattenbury, Department of Explosives Supply, Secretary. 

Terms of reference. 

To consider the requirements of alcohol for war and the essential industrial 
services, and to advise the Minister how these requirements can be met. 

(a.) Within the United Kingdom. 
(6.) From other sources. 

Revised terms of reference on the 10th May, 1917. 

1. To consider and report on the requirements for all purposes. 
2. Whether the supplies from the 

(a.) Yeast distilleries, 
(b.) Molasses distilleries. 

could be increased, and if so, what additional raw materials would be required? 
3. Whether the recovery of alcohol in the manufacture of munitions could be 

increased, and if so, how and to what extent ? 
4. Whether the deficiency in supply should be met by an increase in the imported 

spirits from the Colonies ? 
5. Whether the deficiency should be met by withdrawing spirit from bond, and if 

so, what arrangements would be necessary for this purpose, including the method of 
acquiring the spirit, and the settlement of the compensation therefor? 
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Report. 

To the Right Honourable Christopher Addison, M.D., M.P., His Majesty's Minister of 
Munitions. 

Sir, May 17, 1917. 
1. THE Committee held its first meeting on the 19th December, 1916, when the 

estimated figures of requirements and production of alcohol for war seiwices and the 
essential industrial trades were considered. 

(A.)—Review of the Earlier Position. 

2. The war requirements which could be definitely defined are :— 
(a.) The manufacture of propulsive explosives and certain high explosives, 
(o.) The transport service. 

3. There is also a considerable quantity of alcohol used in the form of methylated 
spirit for various purposes connected with the war, as, for example, in the manufacture 
of varnish for shells, and alcohol is also being used to a large extent for the Army and 
Navy and Aircraft Services, and in the production of ether, chloroform, and other 
medical supplies. 

4. The manufacture of prooulsive explosives is by far the largest demand that has 
to be provided for, as owing to the difficulty of obtaining sufficient supplies of acetone— 
the solvent used prior to the war in the manufacture of cordite—an explosive of similar 
composition was introduced, the solvent for which is a mixture of ether and alcohol, 
the ether itself being manufactured from alcohol. In addition to the alcohol required 
for the manufacture of this form of cordite, it has also been decided to commence the 
manufacture in this country of nitro-cellulose powder, for supplies of which Great Britain 
is at present dependent upon Canada and America. 

5. For the month of December, when the Committee commenced its deliberations, 
the estimated monthly requirements of alcohol for war services and the industrial trades 
amounted to 2,800,000 proof gallons, while the production from the patent still 
distilleries was 3,200,000 gallons, but the requirements were expected to increase month 
by month until by June 1917 they would reach 4,240,000 gallons. The detailed figures 
are given in Appendix I. Even allowing for increased manufacture of alcohol at 
molasses distilleries, the total^production was not expected to exceed the December 
figure, dn consequence of the conversion of several of the large distilleries from alcohol 
manufacture to the making cf acetone. 

6. The requirements referred to did not include any provision of alcohol for the 
manufacture of nitro-cellulose oowder, as until some idea could be formed as to when 
the nitro-cellulose factories would be ready, the Committee decided to leave this matter 
out of their consideration. 

7. The figures for alcohol required for propulsive explosives submitted to the 
Committee represented gross requirements, that is to say, no allowance had been made 
for the recovery of the solvent in the course of the manufacture of the powder, but the 
Committee understood that the question of " recovery " was receiving attention, and 
there appeared to be little doubt that a considerable quantity of the alcohol used in the 
first place would be recovered, so that the actual requirements for propulsive explosives 
-would be much less than the quantity estimated for. 

8. At a meeting of the Committee held in January, reports were presented by 
Mr. Ross and Mr. Bayne showing the total quantity of alcohol that could be obtained 
from the English, Scotch, and Irish patent still distilleries. These reports were very 
exhaustive, and showed that the output could be so increased that, provided the 
"recovery" expected in the manufacture of powder were realised, the patent still 
distillers of the United Kingdom would be able, with the consent of the Board of 
Customs and Excise to the modification of certain regulations, to meet the demands for 
spirit likely to be made upon them. 

9. The patent still representatives informed the Committee that the distillers of 
the United Kingdom had voluntarily agreed amongst themselves that, after the 
1st January, 1917, no patent still spirit should be bonded for whiskey, but that 
the whole production should be reserved for war purposes and the industrial trades. 
As, however, the rectifiers and compounders needed a, certain quantity of new spirit in 



order to keep alive some portion of their trade, particularly for the preservation of their 
export brands, the distillers considered that 2,250,000 gallons for the year or about 
40 per cent, of the normal quantity should be allocated for gin and compounds. 

10. The-Committee discussed very fully the question of the use of the pot stills in 
Scotland and Ireland for the production of alcohol for industrial instead of potable 
purposes, but, in view of the probability that all requirements could be met by the 
patent stills, while pot still spirit was more expensive to produce, and would have to be 
redistilled to bring it to the requisite high strength, the Committee came to the 
conclusion that it was unnecessary to entertain the idea. The Scotch and Irish pot still 
reDresentatives undertook, however, to consider whether it would be possible 
to cheapen and increase the pot still output. 

11. The Committee considered at your request a memorandum on the "Provision 
of Alcohol for the manufacture of Munitions " prepared by a Committee of the Royal 
Society. The Chairman communicated to you by minute on the 18TH January, 1917, 
the result of the Committees discussion, and a note *of the Committee's opinion is 
attached to this Report (see Appendix II). 

12. The foregoing represented the position of alcohol requirements and supplies as 
it appeared to the Committee when it last met on the 9th January, 1917. 

(B.)—Altered Position due to Tonnage Difficulties. 

13. Subsequently to the meeting of THE 9th January, the whole position altered in 
SUCH a way as to nullify the work the Committee had done, and to render further 
meetings unnecessary for the time being. Instead of increasing the output of alcohol, 
the question of reducing production became of paramount importance. 

14. Circumstances arose which rendered it necessary to reduce tonnage 
requirements in every possible direction, and, as alcohol is made very largely from 
imported grain, you decided on the 22ND February, 1917, as a first step, that the 
manufacture of acetone in the two distilleries which had been converted for the purpose 
should cease, that the work in progress of altering four more distilleries should not be 
completed, and that these four distilleries and the three other distilleries which were at 
that date producing alcohol only should be closed down. Sixteen patent still 
distilleries remained; these were all engaged in the production of yeast 
AS well as of alcohol, and as the supply of yeast is indispensable these distilleries 
continue to operate but do not work any plain mashes, that is, mashes in which no 
yeast is produced. There remain five distilleries producing alcohol from molasses, either . 
imported as such or produced in the sugar refineries in this county. These are still 
working. Owing, however, to the shortage of molasses these distilleries are producing 
mueh below their maximum capacity. On the 23rd March you further decided that 
the continued manufacture of spirit for any potable purpose could not be defended, and 
ordered that NO more new spirit should be issued to the rectifiers for the production of 
gin ; before this date, however, the quantities used for this purpose had been considerably 
reduced. 

15. When the reduction in the output OF alcohol was decided upon towards the end 
OF February, 1917, the position OF distilling in the Scotch and Irish pot-still distilleries 
was carefully considered, and as a result IT was decided to allow these distilleries to 
complete the licences for reduced quantities issued TO them for the season 1916-1917, 
in view OF the fact that AT least two-thirds OF the spirit had already been made, and 
that the bulk OF the grain required for the balance had been malted. 

(C.)—The Present and Future Position. 

16. On the 10TH May, 1917, in view OF the altered circumstances, you directed the 
Committee TO consider and report as soon as possible upon the existing position, and 
issued revised terms OF reference. 

17. The present position as regards supplies OF spirit for war purposes and the 
essential industrial trades is as follows : '  -

Proof gallons 
per month. 

Production of the yeast distilleries.. .. .. .. .. 2,300,000 
Production from molasses .. .. .. . . .  . 425,000 

. Supplies contracted for from Natal,. .. .. .. .. 50,000 

Total .. .. .. .. .. - 2,775,000 



18. The estimated monthly requirements under the principal heads for the next few 
months are as follows :— 

Per month. 
Propulsive explosives 
Other military purposes
High explosives.. 
Transport service 
Industrial trades 

 .  . 
2,335,000 

135,000 
50,000 
34,000 

621.500 
Medical supplies and manufacturing chemists and druggists 87,000 

Total . . 3,262,500 

19. When His Majesty's factory, Irvine, with a maximum output of 150 tons of 
nitro-cellulose powder a week commences manufacture, which will probably take place in 
t he ' autumn of this year, the alcohol requirements will gradually increase up to an 
estimated additional 285,000 proof gallons a month. 

20. Certain steps are being taken to restrict the use of spirit in various industries, 
but the results in this direction are not likely to be material, as a large proportion of the 
alcohol consumed under this head is for services directly connected with the war. 

21. The figures for supplies as compared with requirements show a deficiency of 
about 500,000 proof gallons a month, and commencing from the late autumn of this 
year, the deficiency will gradually increase until it reaches the total of 785,000 proof 
gallons a month. 

(D.)—Solvent Recovery^ 

22. The estimates originally put before the Committee of the quantity of alcohol 
required for the manufacture of propulsive explosives was a gross figure without any 
allowance for possible recovery. 

Acetone has been recovered for some years from the manufacture of cordite, the 
absorbing liquids employed for the purpose being, in one type of plant, bisulphite of 
soda, and, in the other, water. Neither of these liquids is suitable for the recovery of 
ether and alcohol used in the manufacture of the present service propulsive explosive 
known as R.D.B. When a nitro-cellulose powder is manufactured the ether and alcohol 
are recovered either by means of refrigeration or by the use of sulphuric acid as the 
absorbing liquid. Refrigeration cannot be used safely in the case of a nitro-glycerine 
powder because of the condensation of nitro-glycerine, which would be a source of great 
danger. Sulphuric acid cannot be employed in the acetone recovery plants as they 
exist at the factories in this country, and experiments and research were necessary in 
order to arrive at a liquid capable of recovering the ether and alcohol from the air 
drawn from the recovery stoves, and also capable of being used in existing recovery 
plants. Creosol has been found suitable for the purpose, and a satisfactory recovery 
has been obtained with it in both natures of existing plants. These will require but 
slight modifications to adapt them and the alterations are well in hand. In the 
figures given above for alcohol requirements allowance has been made for a recovery 
which the trials so far carried out indicate as probable. The recovery may be increased 
with experience, but at the present moment it would not be safe to calculate on a 
higher recovery than that allowed for. 

(E.)—Spirit from Yeast Distilleries. 

23. As stated above, alcohol is now only being produced in this country in the 
yeast and molasses distilleries. An increase in the yield of alcohol from the yeast 
distilleries can only -be secured at the expense of the production of yeast. The 
distilleries have difficulty in meeting demands for yeast at the present time, although 
they are working at full output. Even if this increase were effected the additional 
quantities of alcohol realised would be small. Moreover, the Committee has been 
informed by the chairman that a committee which was recently appointed to consider 
questions affecting the consumption of grain for yeast and for alcohol for munitions has 
been in communication with the distillers and has impressed on them the necessity of 
reducing the consumption of grain and the desirability of experiments with the view 
of increasing the yield of yeast at the expense possibly of the yield of alcohol. The 
object in view is to obtain the maximum quantity of yeast per unit of cereal 
used under the altered conditions rendered possible by the relaxation of the excise 
regulations granted by the Board of Customs and Excise, and in this way to 
diminish the consumption of grain in the production of yeast, and thereby save tonnage. 



(F.)-Spirit from Molasses. 

24. The output of spirit from the molasses distilleries now working could he 
brought up to 1,600,000 proof gallons a month if a sufficient supply of molasses were 
available. The Three Mills Distillery at Bromley, at present silent, could produce an 
additional 400,000 proof gallons a month. The present output of spirit from molasses 
has been taken at 425,000 proof gallons a month, so that the reserve capacity of these 
distilleries is 1,575,000 proof gallons a month, or considerably in excess of the present 
and prospective shortage. 

25. Molasses is also used in considerable quantities in the manufacture of cattle 
foods, and it is estimated that from now to the end of the year 5,000 tons per month 
are required for this purpose. 

26. The total quantity of molasses required for the 425,000 proof gallons of spirit 
now being produced, as well as for the additional 500,000 proof gallons, and for cattle 
feeding to the extent of 5,000 tons a month, amounts to 14,000 tons a month. Of this 
quantity it is estimated that 4,000 tons a month will be available from the sugar 
refineries for the months of May, June, and July, but that from August onwards the 
production will fall to about 2,000 tons a month owing to a change in the raw sugar 
available for refining. The quantity of molasses to be imported each month up to and 
including July is, therefore, 10,000 tons, and thereafter 12,000, until His Majesty's 
factory, IrvineV requirements, estimated at 285,000 proof gallons a month, have 
to be met. When this occurs a gradual increase will be necessary up to a total of 
14,850 tons per month. 

27. The molasses imported into Great Britain is shipped principally from Cuba, 
and is brought over in tank steamers specially fitted for the purpose. The steamers at 
present in the service, and their carrying capacities, are :— 

Tons. 
Beechwood .. .. .. .. .. . S .. 5,000 
Delmira .. .. ... ... .. .. .. .. 5,000 
Manx isles '.. .. .. .. .. .. 4,000 
Stag .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2,500 
Ixia .. . ,. .. .. .. .. .. 2.500 

The round voyage takes approximately two months, so that the monthly quantity 
carried is about 9,500 tons. 

(G.)-Importation of Spirit from the Colonies. 

28. The -Committee has considered the question as to the available supplies of 
alcohol from the Colonies, and attached (Appendix III) is a table showing approximately 
the quantities of spirit for the months from May to December inclusive and the estimated 
tonnage required^ 

This spirit is of too low a strength for immediate use, and would have to be 
redistilled on arrival, but the ultimate cost per proof gallon would not be excessive. 

(H.)—Spirit from Bond. 

29. The latest Board of Trade Return (April 1917) gives the stocks of spirit in 
bond as follows : -

Proof gallons. 
Spirits, home-made ..' 136,572,000 
Spirits, foreign-

Brandy 4,080,000 
Rum (including imitation rum) .. 12,724,000 
All other sorts 1,014,000 

Total .. .. 154,390,000 

These figures are " original gauges," and the actual quantity at present may be 
10 per cent. less. 

30. The spirit in bond is widely distributed over the various distilleries and general 
bonded warehouses throughout the country, in many cases in comparatively small 
quantities in not easily accessible districts in Scotland and Ireland. If this spirit were 
drawn pro rata considerable railway transport would be required, and much labour 
would be necessary to handle it. 
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31. The value of young whiskey to the present holder is several times greater than 
the cost of raw spirit to the Government. The Government is now paying 3s. 3d. per 
proof gallon, while Colonial spirit is offered at Is. 6d. per proof gallon f.o.b. 

32. Of the spirit in bond rum is the cheapest. I t is of higher strength and is 
more accessible for redistillation purposes than the British spirit. 

Swmnary. 
1. The estimated monthly requirements for all purposes for the next few months 

are :— 
3,262,500 proof gallons. 

From the late autumn of 1917 this quantity will gradually increase up to an 
estimated monthly requirement of— 

3,547,500 proof gallons. 

2. By restricting the use of spirit in various industries of lesser national importance 
a limited reduction in requirements is possible. 

3. The present monthly production of spirit from the yeast distilleries and from 
molasses, together with a quantity of 50,000 proof gallons contracted for in Natal, 
amounts to— 

2,755,000 proof gallons. 

4. The monthly deficiency to be met, therefore, for the next few months is say— 
500,000 proof gallons, 

gradually increasing to— 
785,000 proof gallons. 

5. The figures for requirements are based on a recovery of solvent in the 
manufacture of propulsive explosives, which from experience so far available appears 
reasonably probable. 

6. The problem of the recovery of an ether alcohol solvent from a powder containing 
nitro-glycerine is a new one ; the results so far obtained may be regarded as satisfactory, 
but the matter is being actively followed up by experts so as to obtain the best possible 
recovery. 

7. Increased supplies of spirit from the yeast distilleries could only be secured at 
the expense of yeast, but without any corresponding reduction in the amount of grain 
consumed. With the object of reducing the consumption of grain in the production of 
yeast, experiments are being made at the distilleries to obtain the maximum.quantity of 
yeast per unit of cereal, which, if successful, would result in a diminished output 
of spirit. 

8. If molasses are available, the output of the molasses distilleries now working 
could be brought up to 1,600,000 proof gallons a month (they are now producing about 
450,000 proof'lgallons a month), so that the present deficiency of 500,000 gallons could 
be easily met from these distilleries. After allowing for home production, the total 
tonnage required for the necessary molasses for the manufacture of spirit and for cattle 
feeding (estimated at 5,000 tons a month), would be 10,000 tons a month up to and 
including July, and thereafter 12,000 tons a month. 

This quantity will have to be gradually increased to 14,850 tons a month as 
His Majesty's factory, Irvine's,. production of nitro-cellulose powder develops. Should 
there be a reduced output from the yeast distilleries as indicated in parapraph 7 above, 
this could be compensated for by a still further increase from molasses. 

The quantities of spirit for which firm offers have been received from the Colonies 
and the tonnage required for shipping to this country are as follows :— 

Month. Quantity. Tonnage. 

May 489,580 2.450 
June . . , . , 460,350 2^300 Bt 

July . , . , . 289,750 1,450  m 9 

August m . . , , , . 358,050 1,790 
1September *  * * * * * 321,750 1,610 

October . . . . . 635,700 3,180 
November 753,600 3,770 
December 763,300 3,820 



Recommendations. 

The deficiency in the quantity of spirit to meet the requirements enumerated in 
paragraph 18 of the Report can be met, on the evidence before the Committee, in three 
different ways, as follows :— 

1. By increasing production from molasses. 
2. By importation of spirit from the colonies. 
3. By the withdrawal of spirit from bond. 

After having carefully considered these three alternatives the Committee is of 
opinion that the proper course to pursue w^ould be to increase the output of molasses 
spirit by augmenting the quantity of molasses now available for distilling. The 
increased supplies of molasses for this purpose can be provided by keeping the five tank 
steamers now used for the purpose constantly on the service and, as the quantities 
required incrcease, by the addition of one or more steamers as may be necessary, 
These steamers are of no value as food carriers. If the full quantity of molasses 
estimated for cattle feeding is not required the tonnage for molasses for distilling will 
be proportionately increased. An increase in the production of molasses from the 
British sugar refineries would do much to assist the position ; this could be effected by 
not issuing raw sugar to the public. 

The importation of spirit from the colonies would only in part meet the deficiency, 
and would mean freight room, which if not jised in this way would be available for 
bringing food to the country. Further, owing to the fact that the spirit would not be 
up to the strength required it would on arrival have to be conveyed to various 
distilleries for redistillation, which would involve transport labour and a certain loss of 
spirit. 

The withdrawal of spirit from bond and its redistillation is not recommended for 
the following reasons :— 

1. The present high market value of the spirit. 
2. The amount of labour involved in collecting the spirit pro rata from the various 

holders and the amount of railway transport required to convey it to^the distilleries. 
3. The additional cost and the loss involved in bringing the spirit up to strength. 
4. Taking over the stock of British spirit in bond for munitions purposes would 

undoubtedly seriously affect the distilling industry of the country, and would entail 
serious financial difficulties in view of the enormous sum of money which is invested 
in the trade. 

We have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient Servants, 
F. NATHAN. 
A. J. TEDDER. 
F. GOSSLING. 
R. J. THOMPSON. 
S. C. BAYNE. 
ANDREW JAMESON. 
RICHARD F. NICHOLSON. 
JAMES ROBERTSON. 
WILLIAM H. ROSS. 
T. SHELLEY. 
ALEX. WALKER. 

W. H. RATTBNBUBY, Secretary. 
May 17 , 1 9 1 7 . 
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APPENDIX I. 

FORECAST" of Alcohol Production and Requirements. 

Proof Gallons. 

1916. 1917. 

October. November. December. January. February. March. , April. May. June. 

Production, normal 3,326,900 3,153,650 3,101,650 2,673,650 2,473,650 2,473,650 2,473,650 ' 2,473,650 2,473,650 
*Production increased by . . 650,000 650,000 650,000 650,000 650,000 650,000 

Total 3,326,900 3,153,650 3,101,650 3,323,650 3,123,650 3,123,650 3,123,650 3,123,650 3,123,650 

Requirements 2,392,417 2,617,417 2,809,083 3,467,983 3,620,800 3,773,175 3,896,867 4,088,108 4,240,483 
Surplus . . 934,483 536,233 292,567 
Deficit 144,333 497,150 649,525 773,217 964,458 1,116,833 

* To ensure this increased production it will be necessary to arrange for the supply of 1,210 tons molasses per week in addition to the quantities distillers have contracted for, and 
certain Excise restrictions -will have to be modified to secure the output. 

In addition to the requirements shown above, provision will have to be made for the nitrocellulose factories. See note on accompanying table of requirements. 
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ESTIMATED Alcohol Requirements. 

Bulk Gallons. 

1916. y 1917. 

October. November. December. January. February. March. April. May. June. 

Propellants for R.D.B. powder 
Transport service . . . . . . 
T.N.T.,&c. 
Medical supplies 
Industrial trade and alcohol for acetone

alcohol solvent 

637,500 
60,000 
60,200 
23,750 

450,000 

772,500 
60,000 
60,200 
23,750 

450,000 

887,500 
60,000 
60,200 
23,750 

450,000 

1,260,340 
60,000 
60,200 
23,750 

450,000 

1,352,030 
60,000 
60,200 
23,750 

450,000 

1,443,455 
60,000 
60,200 
23,750 

450,000 

1,557,670 
- 20,000 

60,200 
23,750 

450,000 

1,672,415 
20,000 
60,200 
23,750 

450,000 

1,763,840 
20,000 
60,200 
23,750 

450,000 

Acetone (J.O. jind S.) 
Eectifiers, wholesale druggists, &c. . . 

4,000 
200,000 

4,000 
200,000 

4,000 
200,000 

26,500 
200,000 

26,500 
200,000 

26,500 
200,000 

26,500 
200,000 

26,500 
200,000 

26,500 
200,000 

Total in bulk gallons.. 1,435,450 1,570,450 1,685,450 2,080,790 2,172,480 2,263,905 2,338,120 2,452,865 2,544,290 

Total in proof gallons 2,392,417 2,617,417 2,809,083 3,467,983 3,620,800 3,773,175 3,896,867 4,088,108 4,240,483 

Requirements of alcohol for R.D.B. powder from July 1917 onwards can be assumed to be the same as the June figures shown above, but in July or August provision.of alcohol 
will Lave to be made fur the nitro-cellulose factory. The additional quantity of alcohol required, over and above the figures shown in above table, when this factory is in full operation, 
will probably be 6,500 tons per month (1,722,500 bulk or 2,870,831 proof gallons). 
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APPENDIX II. 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ALCOHOL SUPPLIES FOR W A R PURPOSES. 

Summary of the Committee^ Views on Memorandum from the Royal Society on the 
" Provision of Alcohol for the Manufacture of Munitions." 

1. Potable Spirit in Bond. 
This is of low strength, and would have to be redistilled before it could be employed 

in place of the strong spirit which alone can be used for national services in connection 
with the war. The bonded stocks have passed from seller to purchaser, in many cases 
a number of times, and the price that might have to be paid for the spirit now would 
be altogether out of proportion to its true value. The use, therefore, of the bonded 
stores of whiskey can only be regarded as a measure to be adopted as a last resource. 

I t seems inevitable that the distilleries producing yeast (which furnish a large 
proportion of strong spirit) should continue to use foodstuffs, as the British distilleries 
are now meeting 75 per cent, of the national requirements of yeast. The grain 
principally used is maize, barley, and rye, and it must be remembered that the grain so 
used is not entirely lost as a " foodstuff," as the draff and grains provide a cattle food 
which farmers, &c, consider of value. ' 

2. The Use of Diseased Potatoes. 
Potatoes and root crops are not used in the United Kingdom for the production of 

alcohol, and existing distilleries are not fitted with plant capable of dealing with these 
materials; the installation of such plant at the present time would be costly, and 
delivery would be slow. 

The necessary practical experience in manufacturing from root crops would have to 
be gained. This would also take time. 

The difficulties attaching to the collection of the diseased potatoes from all over the 
country, the labour involved, the great expense of carriage, and the additional strain 
on already overworked railways, all point to the impracticability of the proposal put 
forward. 

January 12, 1917. 



APPENDIX I I I  . 

ESTIMATED Available Supplies of Alcohol from

Proof Gallons. 

British Colonies, 1 9 1 7 . 

DemerarDemeraraa 
JamaicJamaicaa 
MauritiuMauritiuss 
CeyloCeylonn 

TotaTotall  .. .. 

May. June. July- August. - September. October. November. December. 

Quantity. Tonnage. Quantity. Tonnage. Quantity. Tonnage. Quantity. Tonnage. Quantity. Tonnage. Quantity. Tonnage. Quantity. Tonnage. Quantity. Tonnage. 

385,580 
84,000 
20,000 

* * 

1,930 
420 
100 

356,350 
84,000 
20,000 

1,780 
420 
100 

125,750 
84,000 
20,000 
60,000 

630 
420 
100 
300 

194,050 
84,000 
20,000 
60,000 

970 
420 
100 
300 

167,750 
84,000 
10,000 
60,000 

840 
420 

50 
300 

481,700 
84,000 
10,000 
60,000 

2,410 
420 

50 
300 

599,600 
84,000 
10,000 
60,000 

3,000 
420 

50 
300 

609,300 
84,000 
10,000 
60,000 

3,050 
420 

50 
300 

489,580 2,450 460,350 2,300 289,750 1,450 358,050 ' 1,790 321,750 1,610 635,700 3,180 753,600 3,770 763,300 3,820 
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Cir DILUTE- to The King and .ic.v Cabinet. - 

foreign yg£4,ze  May Zmi+WlJl. -JL̂ f p v

.after-. liaving neard the of all departments 
concerned the war Oahinet have decided that it is essen
tial we should aaye la /im erica for some months to comje 
an influential and energetic pan of wid,6 Knowledge - anc! 
good business capacity £or the purpose of generality 
supervising and co-ordinating the work of the r £presents
tives o.f the various British .departm ents who may be q&* 
ploye:d. t;nere* namely. War uffice, Admiralty,, Ministry 
of Uuni-tions  -Food -Supply, and Shipping::, otherwise r

these representatives- may get. into: competition with each 
other and in numerous ways there may fee: much waste OF 
valuahle time and power. Furtherit is strongly felt 
tiiat notwithstanding the excellent work accomplished 
fry trie present Britisn 1 xissi-on miieh still; remains to he 
done to- bring nome to America and to Keep EEFore her the 
fact that sne is engaged, in a war which necessitates her 
putting forth her full strength and as- early as possible., 
ft. is therefore proposed that the selected man should as 
head of the Briuish Hissions represent, the- mv Gaoinet 
in this respect and.fte charged with the duty OF ensuring 
to the hest of his ability that all essential measures 
are taken to. make Americans resources rapidly available 
and in the most effective manner*. Me would OF course 

have 



have no concern with diplomatic duties which would re
main as h^retoxoru and in the event of hie requiring 
diplomatic support in order to carry out his own duty 
he would seek the assistance of the British Ambassador. 
The i*ar Cabinet are of opinion that a man of the type of 
Lord Hortl-icliffe is needed and they propose to offer the 
appointment to aim at once hut before doing so they would 
be glad., to receive your views, Please reply "Urgent" 
as all departments press for the appointment to be made . 
immediately a 



CIRCULATED TO TIE). KING! "AND MAR CABINETr-

UNITED STATES 0? AI&RICAr 
De cypher MiV Bali'our (Ottawa) r

Rr 12r.30rBrHr Ha,/ 28th, 1917 r 
Personalr ? 

Your telegram Secret May 26th, 
I agree that co-ordination of British Departments 

over-here is of greatest importance, I hope that it 
is progressing favourably but if unexpected difficul
ties should arise I think it might he well to send 

-

someone out here to put matters righ.tr I have however 
grave doubts about the particular suggestion put for
vward by Cabinet, American Government and people know 
Lord Nortllcliffe as owner of a great group of news
papers which are more characteristically represented by 
"Daily mil" than by "Times", . This is a type of 
politician with which they suppose themselves to be 
well acquainted which they are obliged to tolerate but 
do not greatly admirer 

If they form a concrete picture of Lord Nortbcliffe 
. i V-'

other than in his character of newspaper proprietor they 
probably think of him as a rigorous hustler and loud 
voiced propagandist; one who will tell them with ut
most emphasis not merely what the Allies would like to 
see done but what America ought to do. Whether this 
is best way of treating our new Allies is .a matter for 
argument* - Personally I think it is notr There are 
no doubt gravest defects in their administrative organ
ization.0 It is only suited to peace and is not easily 
or quickly modified to suit conditions of. war. But 

whether 

http://righ.tr


whether it is likely to he improved by aggressive 
lecturing is another matterr I am myself disposed to 
think that reform must come from within and that last 
thing likely to secure rapid mobilisation of American 
resources is anything tftat can be represented as ex
ternal pressure. Please remember tt$mt there is a.con
siderable party in America who dare not openly attack 
war but endeavour by every expedient to present its 
vigorous prosecution^ Their hands would be greatly 
strengthened by anything in the nature of an unpopular 
propagandar 

Government of United States is president and no one 
but presidents '.Yould it not therefore be desirable, 
indeed all important to find out confidentially what he 
thinks of proposals 

House could doubtless obtain necessary information 
or you might make enquiries through United States Am
bassadorr 



SECRET. 

G.T.869 

WAR CABINET. 

From Brigadier-General Knox 

To Director of Military Intelligence. 

Petrograd, 

26th May, 1917. 
1129. Last night Colonel YAIOJBOVICH, the Assistant to the 
Minister of War made a 3 hours speech at the conference of 
peasant deputies on the military situation. 

He pointed, out that a Russian offensive was essential, 
otherwise the enemy' who is nov; removing guns as well as men 
from Eastern theatre, will.return to deal with the Russian Army. 

The Army has never been as complete as at present in 
technical equipment. The supplies of shells are sufficient for 
at least six months maximum expenditure and the Ministry of 
War has allotted factories, formerly producing shells, to the 
manufacture of agricultural machinery. 

There is an epidemic of scurvy. , The Army is suffering 
from shortage of food. There is no forage. In many places 
horses only get one pound a day. Hundreds of telegrams arrive 
every day regarding the chaos on the railways. Soldiers 
terrorize the station staffs. Guards,-have been thrown from 
trains in motion. 

The exact number of deserters could not be given, but 
in any case it amounted to several millions. 

At the front, Companies have been reduced to 70 and in, 
some cases to 40 bayonets. 

In addition to these open desertions there are a million 
officers and men skulking under various excuses in the rear. 

The Ministry of War can deal with the officers, but asks 
for the help of the Russian people to deal with the soldiers. The 
Army calls for drafts, but of the drafts despatched 1,000 strong 
only a hundred and fifty to two hundred and fifty men arrive. 

The men force the railway officials to send them where, 
they were ordered (sic) but to another part of the front. 

An officer from the front says that thirty thousand 
deserters pass through KIEV daily. 

The situation, I am afraid, is desperate. 



From Secretary of State to Viceroy, Foreign Department, 
2bth May 1917.. 

(Repeated to Resident, Aden.) 
Foreign Secret. Residents telegram of 22nd May. Arab Confederacy. 

Resident may proceed as proposed in last sentence of his telegram 
No. 360 A.P. of 18th May, but in promising general support he should make 
it clear that we do not intend military co-operation from Aden. Assistance 
in money and - arms may be promised for purpose of ejecting Turks from 
Yemen, no reference being made to Imam. War Office will ask General 
Officer Commanding, Basra, to supply as much Turkish ammunition as 
possible. Resident should telegraph his exact requirements of Le Gras 
rifles and ammunition. 

From Political Resident, Aden, 26th May 1917. 
(Received at India Office, 4 p.m.) 

"370 A.P. Your telegrams of 25th instant received. I await further 
instructions. (? from) Foreign Secretary, Simla. 



Lt U 

From Viceroy, Foreign Department, 26th May 1917. 
(Repeated to Aden and Cairo as 655 S.) 

(Received at India Office, 9 a.m., 27th.) 

Secret. Aden. Aden telegram, 36G A.P., 23rd May. Our experience of 
Mavia and southern Arabs' attitude generally makes us still doubtful of 
sincerity of confederacy's first objective being to oust Turkish, troops, nor do 
we see how they can effect this without guns. Moreover, their plan of 
campaign based on Hodeida or Shukra Mokalla, which involves transport by 
sea, is difficult to comprehend. 

We have sounded note of warning regarding Imam, whose only fault has 
been that he has refused to break faith with Turks while remaining neutral 
towards ourselves. As regards Italy we trust that mere apprehension of 
Italian intervention will not again be allowed to force us into a questionable 
undertaking. Could not some understanding regarding Southern Arabia 
now be arrived at direct with the Italian Government so as to obviate future 
apprehensions of this kind ? 

We recognise that Resident must be best judge of sincerity and value of 
this confederacy, but before using such a questionable catspaw we think 
that all possible consequences should be considered. If we support it and it 
fails we shall have Imam an active enemy instead of neutral, and our credit 
still further lowered. Present position at Aden, though unsatisfactory, is 
tolerable, and can, we think, best be solved either by ourselves when 
reinforcements are available or in general peace settlement at the end of 
war. We think that Resident might reply to confederacy that it is contrary 
to declared policy of the Government to take sides in inter-Arab quarrels, 
but that if confederacy thinks that they can satisfy him that their first 
objective is to expel Turks, and that with our assistance there is a reasonable 
prospect of their doing so successfully he is prepared to discuss matters at 
Aden with leaders. 



From Political Resident, Aden, 27th May 1917. 
(Repeated to Foreign, Simla, and High Commissioner, Cairo.) 

(Received at India Office, 9.30 p.m.) 
A.P. I am well aware of Colonel Jacob's . views but I think he 
ave been influenced by a persona] interview with messengers. I 

agree that supporters are men of straAv : as far as I can learn nearly 
the most influential Arab leaders in Yemen are behind confederacy, the 

Abdulla Sultan heretofore a pronounced supporter of the Imam is in favour 
of supporting confederacy. I am aware of personal hostility of Idrisi to 
Imam and of his ambition, he is cognizant of scheme but not of Imam 
designate. The confederacy desires an Imam of Imamic race. 

The present Imam has been neutral but the neutrality has been towards 
the Turks benevolent possibly unavoidably so. 

Recent reports, one only yesterday, refer to his communicating with 
Said Pasha in Lahej and asking for his help against Idrisi. No doubt he 
knows we have already helped Idrisi though not designedly against him. 
I consider intrigues are going on between Idrisi and Italians but Idrisi puts 
us before Italians though he does not refuse what he can get from them. 
Our command of the sea gives us considerable control over Idrisi. 

The confederacy at present are pronouncedly pro-British. They may 
become pro-Italian. 

I allow that confederacy must be difficult to control but we should be 
able to commit them in the first place against Turks. 1 have no wish to 
modify my views. 



Military Secret. 578 

From Viceroy, Army Department, 27th May 1917. 
(Received at India Office, 9.30 p.m.) 

7765. Mahsud Operations. Convoy reached Wana without incident on 
23rd, halted there on 24th, moved back to Tanai on 25th, and proceeded to 
Sarwakai 26th. Gomal is still in flood. 



from Colonel 3?.G. Marsh, Caucasus Military Agent, 
Dated Tiflis 27th April, 1917. 

Effect of the Bussian devolution upon the military situation 
on the Caucasus- and Persian Fronts, April, 1917. 

1. Towards the end of March, 1917, the political duties 
of the Viceroy of the Caucasus were taken over by a Board of 4. 
Commissioners on behalf of the temporary Government; the 
military duties were taken up by General YUDMICE, formerly 
commanding the Caucasus Army in the field, now styled:
"Commander-in-Chief of the Armies of the Caucasus Front". 
2. Major-General BOLXKOVITIIOF, formerly Chief of the 
Staff to General Yudenioh and at the same time to the Grand Duke 
NICHOLAS the Commander-in-Chief, became Director-General of 
Supply of the Armies of the Caucasus front in place of 
General YAMSBEEVICH. 
3, Major General T0MI10F, formerly General Quartermaster 
to Genl. Yudenich, became Chief of the Staff of the Armies of 
the Caucasus front, and, together with that part of the staff 
which had hitherto lived permanently in the field, returned 
to Tiflis, which became the Headquarters of the Armies of the 
Caucasus front. 
4. The Commands in the field were reorganised into two 
armies and two independent corps, as has been reported in . 
detail in separate communications. 
5, There are other great changes at the same time, not 
necessitated by the change in the form of government; for 
instance no less than four Corps Commanders were removed from 
their appointments, two for incompetency, two for their 
knovfli personal attachment to the old regime; many divisional 
and brigade commanders were also removed, and in some cases 
the troops took matters into their own hands so far as to 
remove their own commanding officers. Unpopular officers 

were 



were maltreated and left their regiments in fear of their 
lives, hut it is believed that no murder was committed on this 
front or at any station to the rear of it. the men confined 
themselves to deserting in greater numbers then was usual before 
the revolution, and to asserting their new-found liberty by 
declining to perform any duties for which they felt disinclined. 
They did not, however, discontinue the military practice of 
saluting officers in uniform as in Petrograd and other points 
on the rear. 

6. large towns like BAKU and TIPIiIS were full of 
comparatively well-behaved soldiers, mostly absent without 
leave, and for some weeks after the outbreak of the "revolution 
it was impossible for any civilians but a man in fairly robust 
health and of some personal strength to travel by rail. Order 
is however now restored (April 1917), and the only men who 
travel without paying for tickets are those who lie and sit on the 
roofs of the carriages, on the steps and in the passageways in 
the carriages and between the carriages. 1 An attempt is now 
being made CAp. 27th) to provide special trains for soldiers on 
their way to and from the front. The disorder hitherto 
prevailing, was obviously due to the lack of any sort of proper 
provision for men to take leave, or to be conveyed by rail when 
on leave. 

7. The restoration of discipline should be an easier 
matter on the Caucasus fronts than in Sussis proper, for the 
reasons given above. The men have been very moderate, and the 
officers appear to recognise this, and are more ready to open 
good relations again. There is an extraordinary absence of 
self-confidence among all ranks of officers; their former 
relations with their men were evidently such that there are few 
cases where officers can rely on even a few men who might form 
a nucleus of good influence in' order to bring the rest to their 
senses. The footing therefore is one of negotiation, a process 
which it is difficult for a British Officer to think of in 

connection 



connection with the men of his battalion or company. It must 
he remembered that the majority of the men are uneducated and 
that reason and good feeling does not influence them. They 
have faith in their chosen leaders, at present, namely the 
local executive committees of the "Council of Soldier and 
Labour Deputies11, and it is therefore important to get into 
touch, with, and to influence these committees. 

8. General Yudenich, and the officers of the General Staff 
appointed by him, accordingly attend meetings of the 
committees and it is believed that.something like a "modus 
Vivendi 1  1 if not of "operandi17 is being attained. 
9. The problem which lies before General Yudenich. and 
the General Staff is extraordinarily complex and difficult. 
IP. In the first ple.ce there is the question of discipline, 
the evolution of a new and more elastic system, founded 
partly on that which now exists in the French, and partly on 
what is here popularly believed to exist in the British Army. 
11. In the second place there is the question of carrying 
on the war, and the method to be employed. 
12". In both of these questions the local executive 
committee of the Council of Soldiers and labour Deputies has 
at present a very great interest; and it may have a 
preponderating influence in the eventual decision. 
13. The Executive Committee at the present time sit in the 
building, formerly known as the Palace, in Tiflis-, side by side 
with the Board of Commissioners who represent the official 
Government. 
14. The Military authorities therefore have to serve two 
masters', and it is not yet' clear v/hich of the two will 
eventually gain and keep the upper hand-. It seems impossible 
that a dual form of Government can last permanently. 
15. It is also not yet clear whether the Temporary 
Government has the genuine wish, or the means, to carry on the 
war on the Caucasus and Persian fronts in such a manner as to 

retain 
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retain the initiative won under the late Commander-in-Chief, 
and to use it for pushing forward the line now held b y the 
Armies of the Caucasus on the main and subsidiary Caucasus 
fronts. 

16. But it is fairly clear that the Council of Soldier 
arid Labour Deputies is strongly against carrying on what they 
call ,Tan aggressive war", and it is in this question, - the 
second of these above referred to - that the officers of the 
Caucasus General Staff are now immersed, the military 
education of a mass of men who cannot even read and write, the 
problem of how to persuade these men that an offensive war is 
easier to carry on (given reasonable supplies) than a 
defensive war. The task seems at present too great to be 
performed with any chance of success, and it is open to question 
whether all the officers of General YudenichTs staff are 
themselves convinced of the strength of their oral argument, and 
whether some of them are not inclined to swim with the stream. 

I refer particularly to General BOLKEOVITIHOP. 
17. General Yudenich has retained his position at the 
head of the Army owing to his success in the field and 
undoubted capacity and popularity. He has even improved his 
position but I am personally doubtful whether he Y/ill long 
continue to bear the strain of serving two masters, and the 
restraint imposed upon him as a Commander. 
18. But his former Chief of Staff, General BOLKHOYITIIOT, 
is a much younger man; he has already shown himself a strong 
partisan of the new regime in public and has burned his boats. 
I believe his amenity to the new conditions to be due to 
sincere conviction, because he is a man of common sense. But 
there is no doubt whatsoever that, in his new capacity as 
Director General of Supplies and Inspector General of 
Communications, he now realises financial embarrassments and 
physical difficulties which never presented themselves to him 
when, as Chief of Staff, it was his comparatively easy duty to 

formulate 



formulate the ideas of the Grand Duke for a campaign and, in 
consultation with General YBDSIJIGE, to issue orders for its 
execution. 
19. General BOLEKHOVITIIOF1 B demarche on the question of 
the feasibility of taking Mosul may be due to this new 
realisation of what is involved in the supply and transport 
of even a small force in barren, difficult country, but his 
optimism on the same question so recently as August, 1916, 
could not have been based on ignorance of their difficulties 
and under the more favourable conditions afforded this year 
by close, strong British co-operation in armed force and 
material supplies of food, his change of view must be partly 
due to the military ideas of the Oouncil of Soldier and 
Labour Deputies and their disinclination for offensive 
strategy. 
20. My brother Officers of the Caucasus General Staff 
are all young men; most of them are ambitious and a good 
many of them are by nature and education inclined to follow 
the easiest line. Revolutions do not occur often, and it 
is difficult to ascertain their real feelings on the subject, 
bpt my present impression is that the Headquarters Staff of 
the Armies of the Caucasus front are overwhelmed with the 
difficulties involved in the settlement of the two questions 
above referred to, the internal one of discipline and the 
internal and external one of the method of carrying on the 
war. But the Bussian private soldier has performed miracles 
before this, without supplies, without artillery support, 
and with worse than useless leaders, and when the new leaders 
find their feet he will, I know, astonish you again. But I 
do not expect the miracle to happen for at least three months, 

* General Bolkhovitinof has already been removed by the 
Soldiers-1 Committees. 



afternoon at my request., and renewed his application 
for a passport to go. to Russia.. 

I told him that I was.a. little, sorry that he had 
said at Swansea that he had already received a promise 
of a passport, he cause, in fact no such promise had "been 
given.-

He explained that he had understood my letter to 
him from, the Foreign Office, asking him to call here, 
as amounting to a precise of the passport; hut he 
expressed his great regret if he had. said anything 
heyond what was justified "by the facts.. 

We then went on to discuss his purpose in going to 
Russia. He said that he wished, to go there primarily to 
carry greetings.to the Russian socialists, and to do his 
"best to help them in establishing the Revolution, which 
he said was very far from secure as yet. He added that 
he was going to discuss with the Russian Socialists the 
meeting of an International Committee, and he hoped also 
to take the opportunity of increasing the democratic 
movement in Europec 

I told him that I had no objection to any project 
of that kind, especially as I supposed that Germany would 
be Included, 

He said-certainly: Germany was the great obstacle 
to democracy. 



1 then asked, him -what he was going to say about 
peace. 

He. said that, as far as speaking in public was con
cerned, lie was going to say.very little. He would no 
doubt have to answer questions in private, but he would 
be very careful. He. rather-fenced with me as to what 
his opinions .werec 

I showed him the recent l-Tote sent to Russia, and 
asked' him how far he agreed with It. 

He rsad it carefully, and said that, doubtless ho 
would have to answer questions about the German Colonies 
and Alsace-Lorraine; but, spee ing generally, he 
entirely agreed with the note, and thought there, was 
very little- difference between his views and those 
expr es s od there' 0

He said that he regarded a separate peace with 
absolute horror, as it would mean the destruction of 
every thing he cared for in Europe, and he would do 
his utmost to prevent the Russians taking any such stepg 

He was also very strong as to the danger of anarchy 
in Russia, 

I said to him. that, speaking quite frankly, he was 
in a position to do a great deal o£ good, and also a great 
deal of harm, in Russia, 

He was Very much pleased at the observation, and 
assured me that his only object was to do good. 

0 him about a separate, peace asked, I



I then told him that the Government certainly could 
not take the responsibility of refusing him and his two 
friends passports* 

He enquired as to how he was to get to Russia, 
and. I promised to make enquiries for him. 

(Signed) E.C. 

May 29th, 1917, 



/Gen.Ho./28. 

WAR CABINET., 

REPRISALS. 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State for War, 

The War Cabinet decided that the desirability of 
taking reprisals for German acts of brutality towards prisoners 
of war should be considered in each case on its merits. There 
are many instances of what I will call "minor" acts of brutality 
to which our men are now subjected and, while I am reluctant to 
trouble the War Cabinet with every individual case,. I do not 
feel that I am authorised to deal with them all on my own 
responsibility. 

The following may be taken as typical examples of the' 
callousness and lack of all proper feeling displayed by the. 
Germans towards prisoners of war 

(l) Absolutely unjustifiable delays in the notification 
of the priacners of war. in their custody, which causes 
needless distress to the relatives. 

(2) Great, and apparently calculated, delay in the despatch 
of letters written by prisoners of war. 

(3) Brutal treatment of ou.r men in close proximity to 
the German trenches^ both in the East and the West. 

(4) Counter-rreprisals taken by Germany in imprisoning two 
of our £ield Officers, 

I do not feel tb,at such oases as these should be allowed 
to p^ss unregarded, and I would suggest to the War Cabinet 
that a small Committee be formed, to consist of a representative 
from theuJoreign Office, the Admiralty, and the War Office, with 
a member of the War Cabinet as Chairman, to consider these, and 
any further acts of brutality that may arise, and to give a 
decision, with the authority of the War Cabinet, as to what 
action/ if any, should be taken by us by way of reprisal, I do 
not think it would involve much.labour on the part of the member 
of the War Cabinet who is appointed to preside. 

DERBY. 
30 ,5,17, 



G.T. 877 

PROGRESS ON DEFENSIVE ARMING 
f 
1 OF MERCHANT SHIPS. 

Return for week ending 26th May; .1917 

Additional numb 
Guns available for defensive of ships armed 
arming on 26:5:17.: during week end 

26:5:17:. 
Type of Gun Actually (Included in Col. 

mounted How - in Total (B) ) 
xin ships hand

(A) (B) (0) (D) (E) 

6-in. 104 13 117 1 

4.7-in. 416 12 428 14 

1 4-in, 53 4 57 5 

15-pdr. 101 4 105 1 

14-pdr, 7 3 10 1 

13-pdr, 292 1 293 15 

3- in. 31 11 42 6 

12-.pdr.l8-cwt'. 21 - 21 
8 7 X X 812-pdr.l2-ewt. 8 895 20 

l£-pdr. 8-cwi. 28 - 28 
10-pdr. 7 .4 11 1 

90-millimetre 12 
u 

3-pdr.Vickers.. 109** . 109 
deluding, one 12pr.l2 st: So one 3pr: Vickers transferred to other services' 

6-pdr. ' 49 1 50 1 
$-par. Single Tube 102 - 102 1 

3-pdr. Hotchkiss 95 **- 95 
ii ' - n i 

2,314X 61 2,375 . 66 

( -Excluding 395 losses due to war or marine casualties..) 
 or in case of 6-in. guns - awaiting arrival of suitable vessel. x



339 SECRET 
WAR CABINET, 

G.T. 878 

Provision for British Expeditionary Pores of:

(i) Single-seater fighting aeroplanes. 

(11) Long ranging shell. 

(Copy mf Note "by the War Office. Circulated with reference 
v to War Cabinet 134 (8) and 136 (18).) 

The Seoretary, 
War Cabinet. 

I subjoin copy of two notes which the Secretary of State for 
far sent to the Prime Minister with reference to War Cabinet 134(8). 
Please see also War Cabinet,136 (18). 

(1) The estimated number of Single-Seater Eighters to be 
sent to Prance is as follows 

-May 260 
June 328 
July 407 . 
August 447 

(2) Note by the Master General of the Ordnance on Long 
Ranging Shell, - ' ... .. -..'- - - ' 

The "desirability cf. increased range for guns and howitzers 
was pointed out by the Commander-in-Chief in Prance in a letter 
dated 24th June, 1916-.;.. This was brought to the notice of the 
Minister of Munitions in a letter.from the War Office dated 
4th July, 1916. 

In reply to an enquiry from the War Office, the Commander
in-Chief in Prance stated in a letter dated 1.3th July, 1916-, 
that he was anxious to obtain extra range by means of modifying 
the heads of both shrapnel and H.E. shell. 

On the 19th July, 1916 the. Army Council requested the 
Ministry of Munitions to provide. H.E.. shell for heavy guns struck 
With such a radius as would; give the longest range possible, and 
Similarly that shrapnel shell with, heads struck with a suitable, 
radius,., should also be provided for heavy; guns. 

. On the 31st July, 1916 the Minister of Munitions, stated 
that designs of 4 calibre headed shell had been approved for the 
12 inch, 9.2 inch and 6 inch guns, and that a 3 c,r.h. design 
had been approved for the 60 pdr. 

On the 16th August, 1916 the Commander-in-Chief asked that 
steps be gradually taken to introduce shells of such calibre 
radius heads as would give the greatest possible range combined 
with accuracy for the 60 pdr., 6 inch, 9.2 inch and 12 inch guns. 
This request was forwarded to the Minister of Munitions on the 
30th August, 1916, ;;.' 
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On the 18th September, 1916, a further letter was, 
received from the CdmmanderHLn-Chie f la France, pointing out 
the paramount importance of increasing the range of guns and 
howitzers of the British Armies in, France as much as possible, 
and urging that fullest advantage be taken of the French 
experiments which had recently been carried out with a view to 
introducing false heads for their shell. £his request was 
brought to the notice of the Minister of Munitions on the 25th 
September, 1916. 

Ofc the 1st October, 1916, a letter was received from 
the Ministry of Monitions indicating the estimated increase 
in range if false caps of 8 calibre radius head were fitted 
to the shell of the following guns,,4.7", 60 pdr., 6" Mark VII, 

n9,2 inch Mark VI, and X, and the 12  Mark IX. 

It was at the same time pointed out that it seemed the 
increase in range, when using these caps with the low velocity
howitzers, v/ould be so small that it did not seem advisable 
to interfere with output by introducing a new design. It 
was, however-t thought that with the new higher velocity 8 inch, 
9.2 inch and 12 inch howitzers, the effect of the more pointed 
heads might be greater, and trials would be carried out to 
ascertain this. 

On January 2nd, 1917, the Commander-in-Chief in France 
asked whether a design of shell with increased radius head 
had yet been approved for the 60 pdr* gun, and when supply of 
such shell might be expected. He again pointed out the 
great importance he attached to the provision of these natures 
of shell. 

The above letter was forwarded to the Minister of Munitions 
on the 10th January,1917, pointing out that in spite of the 
numerous letters recording the importance of obtaining increased 
range which had been forwarded to the Minister, it was not until 
19th December, 1916, that the Ordnance Committee were asked to 
get out a design of the 8 Otr.hu shell for the 60 pdr* equipment. 

On the 1st February, 1917, information was received that $he 
trials of the 8 c . r.h. shell of the 60 pdr. had given indifferent 
results as regards accuracy, and that the manufacture of these 
shell could not be recommended. 

On the 7th February, 1917, The Director of Artillery 
informed the Director General of Munitions Design that, in spite 
of the unsatisfactory nature of the trials mentioned above, it 
was still hoped that by further consideration of the subject, a 
satisfactory design of the 60 pdr. shell might be obtained. 

On the 18th February, 1917, an intimation was received 
from the D.G.M.D. that a further trial of another design of 
shell had been ordered. 

On the 1st May, 191,7, information was received that a new 
design of 60 pdr. 8 c.r.h, H.K. and shrapnel shells had been 
approved. 3?he results of the trials with these as regards 
accuracy and increased range (11,000 yards) had proved quite 
satisfactory. 

On the 7th May, 1917. the Army Council drew the attention 
of the Minister to this approval and urged him in view of the long 
delay in providing these shell, that no effort should be spared 
to expedite their provision. 

WAR OFFICE (Sgd.) E.J.OBKfcIDX. 
25th May, 1917 
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Memorandum of the 19th instant that the Tribunals are working 
"badly and that bO% of them are failing in their work at the 
present moment. As the ICinister responsible for supervising 
Tribunals in England and Wales I have no hesitation in saying 
that their work has been on the whole very well performed, 
though naturally among 1,800 bodies there must bo some who are 
open to criticism. I ba.se my opinion not only on general 
information obtained from my Inspectors and other sources but 
also from special enquiries which I have caused to be made. 

2. Recent statistics obtained by me indicate that the 
total number of the exemptions of men under 51 years of age 
which had to be reviewed under the recent general direction 
was about 40,000; and of this number only 13,000 were fit for 
general service; even this number will now have been reduced 
by the review. 

On the other hand, the total number of fit men under 
31 years of age now in civil life in Sr.-"land and Wales is 
probably not less than 500,000, and as less than Z% of these 
have been exempted by Tribunals in cases where they have 
unfettered jurisdiction, it is absurd to attribute the diffi
culty of finding men to the action of Tribunals. 

The small number of men holding Tribunal exemptions 
in cases in which Tribunals have unfettered jurisdiction is an 
eloquent testimony to the thoroughness with which they have 
done their work. In the 13,000 are included employers, 
pivotal men not in certified occupations, proprietors of "one 
man" businesses and cases of hardship, 

In several big towns the number of men known to be fit 
for general service whose cases had to be reviewed was under 10. 

3. The statistics indicate that the total number of men 

k 
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hOMing' Tribunal exemptions in England and Wales pf all ages and 
all medic3.1 categories is about G0O,OO0. The total number of men 
5f military age still remaining in civil life is estimated to be 
some 3,500,000. 

These 500,000 include men holding temporary exemptions 
and men who have been exempted only until substitutes are found 
for them. The large majority of the 600,000 are in agriculture 
(which, by Government diroction, is in a privileged position) or 
in certified occupations, or in a low medical category. 

4. The conclusions to be drawn frcm these statistics are 
confirmed by enquiries into criticisms of individual cases which 
appeared recently in certain newspapers. Investigation showed 
that in very few cases was there any ground for dissatisfaction 
with the Tribunal. 

5. It is obvious that a certain lack cf uniformity will 
be found among the large numbers of Local Tribunals. It was to 

* 

meet this point, among other reasons, that the Military 
Representative was given an unrestricted right of appeal to the 
Appeal Tribunal. Lord Derby himself states that "most Appeal 
Tribunals are very geed::. The members of Appeal Tribunals are 
appointed by the Crown. 

6. It was clearly pointed out in the recent report made to 
the War Cabinet by the Committee over which I presided that fit 
young men of military age are now to be found in large numbers 
only in the protected industries; and it is by the judicious 
combing out of these indtistries that the Army can obtain a large 
number of young reoruits. 

It was estimated in the report, and the figures now 
obtained and quoted above amply show, that the number of fit young 
men exempted by Tribunals is exceedingly small; and in my opinion 
the Tribunals as a whole arc undoubtedly entitled to the gratitude 
of the Government for the thorough way in which they have performed 
a very difficult and invidious task. 

R. 
24th May. 193 7 
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THE RESELLI OK" PRISONERS. 

1 , JOHN MCNEILL was head of the Irish Volunteers, the 
militant body which seceded from Mr. Redmond's Nationalist 
Volunteers. He directed its training end operations until 
the day before the Rebellion, and then exerted himself to 
present the armed rising that had been resolved upon by Pearse 
and Connelly. He was convicted upon proof of his complicity 
in the organisation of the forces which were engaged in the 
Rebellion, and is undergoing a sentence of penal servitude 
for life. 

2. THE COUNTESS MARKIEVICZ was second in command of the 
armed rebel force which held Stephens Green and she was no 
doubt responsible in this way for the various homicides which 
took place there. The court martial which condemned her took 
evidence only of her acting in a position of authority, and of 
her surrender with a numerous body of rebels who had been 
under her command. Sentence: penal servitude for life. 

3. AUSTIN SLACK and CORNELIUS COLLINS were principal 
organisers of the rising in Kerry which was timed to take 
advantage of the intended landing of German arms, and they 
were apparently in communication with Casement. Sentence: 
penal servitude for life. 

4. About fifty men are undergoing sentence of penal 
servitude in respect of their part in the rebellion in Dublin. 
Eight, with sentences varying from three to ten years, were 
among the garrison at the Post Office. There is little 
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ground for discrimination among them. They include Count 
Plunketfs two sons, John and George, little more than hoys, 
whose sentences are of ten years each. Nearly twenty men, 
with sentences varying from three years to ten, surrendered 
at the Four Courts. Most of them have ten years sentences; 
seven men were taken in the fighting at the South Dublin Union 
Workhouse premises, which they had seized; one ringleader is 
undergoing a, ten years' sentence, five a three years' sentence 
and. one a five years' sentence. Six men are undergoing ten 
years sentences, and one a life sentence who were among the 
men fighting at Jacob's Biscuit Factory. Fourteen are under
going three years sentences in respect of the fighting at the 
Mendicity Institution, Dublin. These several places were 
extensive buildings into which the rebel forces were thrown 
by their leaders early in the rebellion, and it is said the 
choice of positions showed much strategic judgment. The 
defence and reduction of each post cost a good many lives on 
both sides. None of the men here mentioned were leaders in 
the Rebellion. Most of them were men who, having become 
members of a disciplined, armed force, merely did as they 
were ordered by their immediate commanders. Speaking 
generally they behaved in a manner which,, among troops law
fully commissioned, would be considered orderly and humane. 
At the Post Office there was one bad incident of men who v/ere 

set at liberty and fired upon from behind, but no man now in 
prison is identified by the evidence as having been party to 
this piece of cowardice. The sentences as a whole shew an 
unevenness which is not explained by the evidence. For the 
same degree of participation in the rebellion men received 
sentences which, after commutation by the G.O.C. remain at 
three, five, eight and ten years of penal servitude. 



Among the prisoners from the Dublin fighting a man of 
American birth named Edward da Valera, who was a colonel in 
the Irish Volunteers, and a prominent Dublin town Councillor 
named Cosgrave, are under sentence for life. They were in 
responsible positions. Another Dublin Councillor called 
Partridge has a sentence of ten years penal servitude. I 
think it doubtful if he had any premeditated part in the 
fighting and he declared that he had not. 

James Joyce, a shopman, who went with an armed party and 
seized his master's shop, is the only man among the Dublin 
rebels who can be said, to be in prison for anything else 
than armed rebellion. None of the prisoner?, was identified 
as having been personally and individually guilty of homicide. 

Eight prisoners are undergoing sentences in respect of 
fighting which took place at Ashbourne in County Dublin, when 
a large body of rebels fought a pitched battle with a party 
of the Royal Irish Constabulary and killed and wounded 
several of them. Thomas Ashe, a ringleader, is under sentence 
for life. Richard Hayes who served with the rebels as a 
surgeon suffered a twenty years sentence, two other men are 
in for ten years and four for five years. The fighting 
was part of the revolutionary outbreak and a very bad part. 

Six men from among a rebel party who "held up" the town 
of Enniscorthy for some days are undergoing sentences of 
five years each; one constable was wounded here. 

Bryan Molloy, the leader of a party who held Carnmore 
Crossroads against an armed force of the constabulary, of 
whom one was killed and one wounded, is under a ten years 
sentence. 

Eight men have three years sentences in respect of an 

organised attack with arms upon the Oranmore Police Barracks 



in County Galway and four men have like sentences for a like 
attack at Clarinbridge Police Barracks in the same county, 

David Kent, one of three brothers who were guilty,of 
causing the death of Head Constable Rowe, R.I.C., while 
resisting the arrest of one of them, is undergoing five 
years' penal servitude. His elder brother who organised 
the resistance was sentenced to death and shot. 

John McEntee and three other men were convicted in 
connection with an encounter on the way between Dundaik and 
Dublin, when a body of armed rebels held up the traffic and 
killed Constahle McGee o^ the R.I.C., who was on duty and 
wounded Lt. Dunville of the Grenadier Guards who was one 
of the persons stopped. McEntee was in command. He did not 
fire the fatal shot, but apart from rebellion would, have 
been held, guilty of McGee's death, and of the wounding of 
Lt. Dunville. He is under sentence of penal servitude for 
life. 

Various men were arrested in remote places and sentenced 
to varying terms of penal servitude as participants in the 
Rebellion and there is little to distinguish most of the 
cases. Among them is Tomkins, who, when he was discovered by 
the police on his way with other rebels to break up a lino of 
railway, fired point blank upon them. 

Speaking generally, the prisoners are simply a body of 
rebels who were under arms in the Rebellion and enga.ged in it 
with varying degrees of activity. None of them were among 
the prime movers in it so far as appears by the evidence. The 
only cases in which I think any grave question arises a.s to 
the propriety of inclusion in an amnesty are those, like the 
case of the Ashbourne fight, in which murderous attacks were 
made on the police. 

(Initialled) H.E.D. 
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From Viceroy, Army Department, 29th May 1917. 
(Received 30th, 9 a.m.) 

7883. Mahsud operations. Column reached Sarwakai on 26th May, 
and returned to Tanai 27th May. Concentration of Force and collection of 
supplies at Jandola proceeding. Damage to telegraph line between Wana, 
Tanai, Sarwakai is reported. Gomal flood has abated. 



Heads of Inquiry and Summary of Information ,yp to Date. 

I, Turkish Peace Moves. 

The Turkish Government seem to have made up their mind since 

the fall of Bagdad that Turkey cannot hold out many months longer 

against the present military pressure. They have little hope of 

German aid - the return of the Turkish forces serving in Europe was 

only secured with the utmost difficulty - and on the other hand, they 

are not prepared for the sacrifices necessary if Turkey is to make 

& separate peace with the Entente. 

They are therefore concentrating attention now u^on-a., separata

peace between Russia and the Central Alliance. If they are relieved 

of the Caucasian front, they appear to think that-they can carry on 

the war, even without further German aid, against the British. They 

are sending all their-reinforcements to Syria, and are reported, to 

Intend^ a strenuous resistance ̂there,-even..at"the,.ris3c of losing more 

ground in Mesopotamia. 

On the whole, they expect to hold their owhi if Russia drops -outj 
or even to recover ground. 

As regards actual terms of peace, their declared policy is to 

fight for the retention of Constantinople at all costs and under all 

conditions. This was the retort to the Allies' Hote to President 

Nils on on War-Aims, both in the Press and in the Chamber, and it is 

evidently sincere. But there are indications that so long as 

Constantinople remained their seat of Government, they would make 

iarge concessions towards the neutralisation of the Straits, even 

Qlinquishing the military command of them. Doubtless such con

sssions are primarily material for bargaining and are not equally 
sincerely 



3incerely meant - they have often made agreements about the Straits 

before and always evaded them. The effectiveness of the concessions 

ifould depend upon the international situation after the war. 

At all events, the main war aim of Turkey is no-? the retention, 

in some form, of Constantinople. They seem (since the fall of Bagdad) 

to accept the certainty of losses on their outlying southern and 

eastern borders (such losses have been a regular occurrence for two 

jenturiee), and are prepared to cut their losses in order to extricate 

themselves from the war. The exact amount of sacrifice will naturally 

iepend on the e^rse of military operations, and so long as they see 

my prospect of Russia making a separate peace, they will not be unduly 

lessimistic as to the extent of sacrifice to be faced. 

II. Turkish Internal Politics. 

Internal politics fall under several sub-heads:

( 1) Cabals within the C.U.P(.. 

There seems to be tension between Enver, who is whole-heartedly 

ro-Gerrnan and v/ishes to place Turkey's resources unreservedly at 

ermany's disposal, and the group centreing round Talaat, whose chief 

oncern is to extricate Turkey from the war with the least possible 

0 9 B . It is implied that Talaafs faction is gaining ground. 

(2) Elimination of Foreign Influences. 

The C.U.P. has been busily engaged on this since its intervention 

i the war. The abolition of the Capitulations, the new customs 

ariff, and the nev/ National Bank (ultimately to replace the controlled 

itoman Bank as the State bank of Turkey), are the main achievements 

a this direction up to date. Since the Armenian Deportations, and 

Ull more since America's breach with Germany, there has also been 

steady attack on the American Missions. Colleges and Hospitals, 

aost the whole Missions Staff has now left the country, and many 

[their buildings have been"requisitionedM. 

(3) German Penetration. 



(3) German Penetration. 

This is the reverse side of the elimination of other foreign 

influences. There has "been a plentiful crop of German societies 

commercial, political and educational - for opening up relations 

between Turkey and Central Europe, The "Deutsch-Ttfrkische Vereini

gung" is the most ambitious, and "Austro-Turkish" and "Turco-Hungarian" 

societies have been founded in imitation. There are constant reports 

of Turks being sent for technical instruction (military, engineering 

and agricultural) to Germany, and of German technical commissions 

proceeding to Turkey - forestry experts, economic inspectors for each 

vilayet, and, most important, a commission on legal/form, which is 

said to be insisting on the secularisation of the law of property in 

the teeth of opposition from the Ulema. But Germanyrs chief hold 

over Turkey consists in the supply of munitions and loans. Without 

German munitions it would be only a question of weeks before Turkey 

i70uld have to make peace, and the extent of Turkeyfs financial indebted

ness to Germany was recently revealed in Djavid's speech to the Chamber. 

The German press puffs Turco-German relations indefatigably, and 

incidentally provides a considerable amount of information. 

(4) Railways and Harbours. 

This is really only an item, though the most important one, of 

(2) ana ( 3 ) . There are two distinct points here to consider - (a) 

present construction and (b) plans for the future. At the present 

moment the Turks are pushing on with the Bagdad Railway, and the rail-
G 

bead towards the Baza front, to the exclusion of everything else 

even pulling up less strategically important lines for the sake of the 

material. Their policy for the future is to maintain and increase 

the German concessions, but to "nationalise" all other foreign enter

prises, especially the Prench railways in Syria and V/estern Anatolia. 

III. Hational Movements and their Suppression. 

There are several subject nationalities in Turkey with a political. 
organisation 
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rganisation, and a Prese established in neutral or Entente countries. 

The most important of these are the Greeks, Armenians, Syrians 

including the diverse interests cf Maronites, Moslems and louses), 

d Zionists. The Ottoman Greeks will fall to the Balkan Section a

ore naturally than to/Section E., and on the other hand Turkish 
/ .-::./ / / / / / / / / 

ationalism (in its Panturahian and Panislamic forms) ought to be 

ludie& by Section ft. at least as carefully as the movements of the 

ibjcct populations. ' 

The two features in these national movements are (a) their 

abitions (promoted in their Press outside the Turkish frontiers) and 

their misfortunes (which happen to them in Turkey itself). On 

there is usually a superabundance of information; the facts of (b) 

a always harder to ascertain. The truth about the Armenian Deporta

ions was learnt almost entirely from returned America^, missionaries, 

this source of information has now come to an end. Such facts 

still come to light (e.g. the present treatment of the Jews in 

lestine), are generally learnt from isolated refugees, and make their' 

through various channels; if the persecution is sufficiently 

rocious, it is taken up by the public press of Entente and neutral 

untries, and relief committees in neutral countries often publish 

eedingly important information from neutral or even from G-erman 

urces, in order to obtain sympathy and funds. -^The most important\ 

estions at the moment seem to be (l) the difficulties placed in the 

th of the Sykes-Pic%, agreement by Zionist protests, S\erifial \ 

bit ions, and British strategic desiderata; (2) the presence of Col. 

emond^s mission at Jeddah; (3) the sudden break in Russian policy 

vards Persia, which leaves Great Britain with the onus of carrying 

the policy of 1907. in face of a Persian Nationalism which is now 

ankly pro-German. . ^ ^ j 

( Political and Economic Agreements (and disagreements)J 

\ between the Entente Powers. —-"""^ 
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V. British Policy (within the sphere assigned to Great Britain 

^agreement with the Allies.) 

The chief thread to follow is the Arab movement supported by the 

itish Government, which is focussed for the present in (l) the 

:jaz and (2) Mesopotamia. 

(l) In the Mejaz, the Sheriffs ambitions (both spiritual and 

inrporal) appear to be vague but unlimited, and the British Government 

,B been careful not to commit itself to anything beyond his sovereignty 

d independence in the ftejaz itself. In spite of this reserve, our 

lationa with him are excellent and we retain his confidence - partly, 

dooKt, on account of his distrust of the Srench. The definition 

his claims will not become an urgent practical question till the 

rks have evacuated Medina, and though what v/e can give him may fall 

ort of what he desires, there seems no prospect of his treating with 

s Turks, or, if he did, of their offering him acceptable conditions. 

(2) Mesopotamia. The future status of the Bosra and Bagdad 

layets has been the subject of discussions between the War Cabinet 

elegram of March 29, 1917), Sir Percy Cox (telegram of April 7), and 

sViceroy of India (telegram of April 27). These telegrams are 

ind to be the starting-point of future discussions, and must therefore 
0 

the chief guide for-Section S. in the collection of information and 

servation of the course of events. 

The two principal decisions arrived at are these:

(a) The two vilayets are to be administered (under whatever 

legal formula) as Arab territories. The language of government 

is to be Arabic, the personnel Arab, Indians and Anglo-Indian 

officials are to be as far as possible excluded, and the local 

authorities are to be subject, not to the Government of India, but 

to the Foreign Office. That is, the administration of keso

potamia is to be assimilated to the administration of Egypt, and 
i v 

Aden, the Hadrama^t, the Arabian coast of the Gulf, and all our 
sphere 



sphere of influence in Arabia is to be brought under the same 

regime. 

(b) A scheme of irrigation is to be carried out in the two 

vilayets, under a single British control; even if the political 

status of the vilayets is dissimilar, the irrigation control is to 

be uniform in both. 

The Viceroy, in his comment on paragraph (8) of the Y/ar Cabinet's 

legram, raises the question whether these two decisions are compatible 

If Mesopotamia is to be reserved for the present Arab population, 

ere will be such a scarcity of man-power that land reclamation must 

very gradual. The scarcity of man-power appears from -reports ** 

the Arab Bulletin and in Colonel Gribbon*s files - on labour in the 

era vilayet since the British occupation. It is also taken for 

anted by the German economists who have studied the subject that even 

the whole present area of the Ottoman Empire were drawn upon, it 

lid be impossible to find indigenous man-power for a Mesopotamian 

rigation -scheme. Their conclusions are largely based on their own 

ictical experience in the far smaller Konia and Adana irrigation 

lemes, which they are at present carrying out. 

This German point of view is striking, because the Germans have 

rived at it in the teeth of their own desires. The last thing they 

3h to do is to import labour into Mesopotamia from abroad, for they 

ilise that Mesopotamia is not a "White Man's Country", and that any 

lonists must therefore come, not from Germany, but from Egypt or 

iia. 

The Germans accept this necessity, and merely discuss whether it 

aid be possible to make settlers from British Dependencies subject 

Turkish sovereignty, in view of the Capitulations. 

The Germans do not consider the solution, suggested by the Viceroy, 

st irrigation might be introduced so gradually that the natural in

case of the population could keep pace with.it. They assume that any 

scheme 
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'4ia. 

The Germans accept this necessity, and merely discuss whether it 

ttld be possible to make settlers from British Dependencies subject 

Turkish sovereignty, in view of the Capitulations. 

The Germans do not consider the solution, suggested by the Viceroy, 
^ irrigation might be introduced eo gradually that the natural in

case of the population could keep pace with.it/. They assume that any 

scheme 
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scheme would have to be on a comprehensive scale, and that it must 

be followed up by an immediate increase in man-power if the capital 

outlay is to bring in satisfactory returns. This is the view put 

forward in Sir William Willcocks' Report, which up to the present 

is the most authoritative examination of the question from the 

technical point of view. 

Any detailed report of- this problem would have to be based on 

(1) tne German literature; (2) the William Willoocks Report and 

other technical information; (3) reports on existing labour con

ditions in the Arab Bulletin and Colonel Gribbon's files. 

VI. British Relations with Motive Tribes, Chiefs and Govern

merits subject to or bordering on the Ottoman Empire. 

This is really a corollary to V. 

The tribes, chiefs and governments with which we are in relations 

(friendly or hostile) may be divided into the following groups:

(1) Tho Arabian Peninsula. 

Hero v/e are taking no direct action ourselves, outside the 

fortifications of Aden, but are influencing the play of forces 

by diplomacy, subsidies, tho-supply of arms and the Blockade. 

Arabian politics are kalcoidoocopio, but the chief factors and their 

tendencies at tho moment cvxi indicated;

(a) The Sharif. Secure in tho possession of Mekka, and 
0 

in the ^/yalty of the Hejaz tribes. At present wholly occupied 

with tho Turkish forces in Medina. When the inevitable 

Turkish evacuation of Medina takes pl.Ace, he will doubtless 

look further afield. Hio relations with us are excellent. 

(b) The Idrioi. Also in revolt against the Turks but 

jealous of the Shcrif; at odds with him over boundary questions; 

greedy of territory in all directions., even along the coast of 

the Yemen. Satisfactory agreement with him over the Farsan 

Islands, which are to be under his sovereignty with a British 

guarantee. 



I The Imam. Attained his authority over the Yemeni tribes by 

(mpioning their independence: against tho Turks. Sine?, tho war he 

m ccmuj^xran^deretandin^ with Said Pasha, the Turkish Governor of 

Rycmon, and keep s-the ̂lodal-. Turkish forces supplied. In return. 
9 XT 

Hjias boon promised possession of the Hadramant. Overtures have 

I  : been made to uo, however, by a group of Yemeni tribes, said to 
B Headed by one of the Imam-s sons. The Entente with the Turks 

m clearly been unpopular with the Yemenis, and as the situation of 

mJTurks-.gr ows worse, it seems th^t th^3rlbes--are,.turning against 

i policy of the Imam. 

1 W .Tbn Baud. Represents the Waftabi Dynasty of Er-Riadh. 

Bnd the fortunes of his family at their lowest ebb, but has rc-

Bquered hie,heritage in 2STejd, driven the Turks eut of El Easa on 

i Gulf Coast (1913), and is now the strongest power in Central 

labia. His power is still en the ascendant, and he is a firm 

liend of ours. His relations with the Sherif are difficult - he 

Is the same misgivings about the Shorif *s ambitions as the Idrisi 

Is, though he has not given them the same expression. 

I (e) Ibn Rashid. of Hail, has lost in proportion as Ibn Saud 

Is gained, and has been reduced from the hegemony of Central Arabia 

I the limits of Jebel Shammer. He is pro-Turk chiefly because Ibn 

" B r i t i s ? i l  a ! * dI ^ A L . p r o  *  in the carlicrjetages of the HeBopotamion

ppaign he took up a threatening position in the desert on our left 

lank. Our recent advance in Mesopotamia has cut him off from the 

pkish frocos there, but he is still in touch with the Turks at 

edina, and has 300 Turkish artiller^jmen at Ka-il, which makes him 

ecure against assault in his own capital. His prestige, however. 

8 on the wane; and his own people are turning against him. This 

ecessitates a choice of policy on our part - shall we recognise any 

hief ijho overthrows him as ruler of Hail, on Condition of his break
ig with the Turks, or shall we support Ibn Said^s claim to the whole 

'f H-ojd, and assist him to make Jebd Shammar his own? 
(2) lucsopotamia. 
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(2) Mesopotamia. 

Here our friendly and hostile relations are both of a more 

niim -to ch Jcaoter. 
(a) Tho Sheikh of MOQammora. Nominally a vassal of Per nip,, 

e;illy under British protection. Ha-? everything to gain from 

oy.vLty to u^, "both politically and commercially,and knows his own 

ntcreot. 

(b) Tho ISmir of Kowoit. Is under even greater obligations to 

is than the Shoikh of Mohammera, for we have championed him success

uily against the Turkish claims to his allegiance. The old Sheikh 

no just died and has boen succeeded by a son. whose character is 

oubtful, but not hio loyalty. 

Both those sheikhs arc on excellent terms with the Sherif, partly 

iut of regard for us, partly because they are not hio neighbours, 

heir complacency in accepting his temporal and spiritual claims han 

iccaoionally been embarrassing. 

(c) The Tribes; in the Marshes, (especially on the Shatt-el-Hai) 

inti-British rather than pro-Turk. Prefer the government v/hich is 

least aboe to interfere with them, and have the sense to realise that 

(e are the less desirable claimant in this respect. Will wait to see 

/hich wins, and will acknowledge the- winner nominally, in the hope 

rf maintaining the do facto independence they have always enjoyed 

before. They have called for punitive expeditions already, and 

there will be oeriour. difficulties with them over the question of 

irrigation. 

(d) The Shia Holy Cities (iTejef and Kerbcla). Have been 

sore or lc-oo self-governing communities under the Ottoman regime. 

the religious notables are in closer touch with their co-rcaigionisto 

in Persia and India than with the surrounding populations; they o x 

lulled the Turkish troops and officials from, their own precincts a 

few 
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few months before we expelled them from Bagdad, and they i have given 

the British a cordial reception. Their attitude is ecclesiastical 

and unpolitical; they hate Sunni rulo, and have no Panislamic regrets 

for Turkey's discomfiture. They are an asset to British influenoe. 

(e) Northern Tribes, especially the Milli Kurds of Northern 

Mesopotamia (along the course of the Bagdad Railway between Djerablus 

id Nisibrfi); the Anazeh allies of the Milli; ^nd the Anazeh chiwf 

s/ho holds the Oasis of Jof (on the communications between Djebel 

Jbammar-and. Damascus). All these are" at ill in Turkey *s power, but 

(tfo possible partisans for us in any further advance. The Milli, 

particular, bear resentment against the C.U.P. for having broken 

[heir power in 1908 (when their notorious leader Ibraftiim. Paela 

steriously met his death). One of Ibrahim4s sons has escaped from 

Turkish prison to Basra, and letters have recently been smuggled 
to 

Ihrough/his tribe. 

(3) Abyssinia. The country lias been thrown into confusion by 

fie apostacy of the Negus, %ii Yassu, to Islam. He sot up his 

Imrt at Ha*$ar, tried to rally the Moslem Galla and Somali round him, 

id apparently hoped to turn Abyssinia into a Moslem State with 

irco-German support. The Abyssians have deposed him and driven 

from Hatyar into outlawry. His Gallo adherents are still being 

Jsieged in Magdala. The new government seems, to have the situation 

hand, and wc arc pursuing a policy of non-intervention. If we 

fk action, it would bo in concert with Italy and Prance. 

U ) North Africa. The Sonuooi seem to be chastened by tho 

lUtary defeat we inflicted on them and by tho effects of the blockade 

thor west, the Pronch have had to organic:, small punitivo expeditions 

Horocco, Y/adai, antf tho interior of Algeria. This is in tho order 

the day, and tho present unroot might bo described no sub-normal. 

(VII)'. Gcnoral Political Opinion of Moslems. 

iivonto like the Turkish proclamation of a "Holy V/hr", the 
insurrection 
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surrection of the Sherif of Mekka, and the fall of Bagdad, affect 

[Q whole Moslem world. From the British point of view, it is most 

iportant to follow the trend of feeling among the Moslems of India. 

Indian Moslems are depressed by the Turkish situation. They 

sh for a British victory in ethe v/ar, they blame the C.U.P. for 

tervening in it, and they iregret that the Anglo-Turkish conflict 

iould ever have arisen. But that does not reconcile them to the 

dpwreck of the last independent Moslem Power, which they feel to be 

political disaster for Islam. 

A.J.T. 

20/5/17. 



I submit herewith to the War 
Cabinet a Memorandum prepared by the 
Railway Executive Committee dealing with 
the shortage of materials for the 
necessary repairs and renewals of 
Permanent Way, Locomotives, Carriages 
and Waggons for use on the Eailways in 
Great Britain. The position as set 
out in the memorandum is a serious one, 
and it is imperative that immediate 
action should be taken to enable the 
Railway Companies to obtain the 
supplies of materials which they 
require. 

A*H.S. 

30th May, 1917 



MSMDRAMDUM W THE RAILWAY EKBCUilTl GO. 

Shortage of Materials for Repairs and Renewi 
Permanent Way, Locomotives, Carriages and Wage 

The Tiailway Executive Committee have to call attention 
to the serious position in which the British Railways find them
selves at the present time owing to the want of materials and men 
wherewith to repair and renew their locomotives, carriages, Wagons 
and permanent way. Unless steps are taken in the immediate future 
to remedy the deficiency the position may become perilous. 

In the early days of the war Lord Kitchener, who was 
then Secretary of State for War, asked that the Railway Companies 
should for a few months reduce their requirements of steel to a 
minimum and should undertake the manufacture in their workshops of 

*

various requirements for the Army. This demand was duly acceded 
to and the Railway Companies were instructed to cease building new 
carriages for the time being and to postpone the renewal of loco
motives and permanent way until the position in regard to the oVv
put of material improved. 

Following on the formation of the Ministry of Munitions 
early in 1915 the supplies to the Railways of the materials noces
sary for the repairs and renewals of their stock and permanent wry 
were greatly restricted, and in order that you may be seized of the 
position at the present day, it is proposed to take each of tlis 
four items, i.e. permanent way, locomotives, carriages and warons 
separately. 

In a normal year the British Railways require something 
over 200,000 tons of steel rails in order tp enable them to effect 
the necessary repairs and renewals of ihei:: running lines. 

A considerable tonnage of rails &as on hand or under 
contract when the war broke out and as a result very little dif
ficulty i?ar experienced during £he latter part of 1914 or in the 
early part of 1915. 



The supply however soon became exhausted and the Companies 
had to reduce their relaying programmes during the latter half of 
1915, 

Considerable correspondence passed between this Committee and. 
the Ministry of itoitions on the subject daring 1915 and 1916* jurf̂  
in November of the first named year the Department fess i&fetosd 
that owing to the extent to which relaying had been reduced In 
it would be necessary that the Bail way Companies should obtain 
about 180,000'tons of rails during the year 1916 in order to enable
them to carry out the necessary relaying during that year. 

But only 60,000 tons were forthcoming in 1916. 
Towards the end of last year a notification was received from 

the Ministry of Munitions to the effect that no steel would be 
allocated for rail-making purposes for use in th United Kingdom 
during the year 1917. 

Upon its being pointed out to the Ministry of Munitions thaty 
if this were adhered to the bulk of the Railways would inevitably, 
come to a stand through want of new material for relaying pointe\aajd 
crossings, an arrangement was made to place the Boiling Mills 
belonging^to the London & North Western Railway at Crewe at the 
disposal of the Railway Companies generally * The output of these 
mills is about 25,000 tons per annum and is only just sufficient 
to provide the Railways with material for points aoT crossings. 

It is not anticipated therefore that any ordinary relaying 
willNfeke place during the present year and by the end of 1917 moat 
of the Companies will be more than 2 years in arrears with;,the worko 

It is inevitable that unless rails are forthcoming this yex,r, 
the speed of trains over certain sections of tbe Main Lines will have 
to be restricted^ This will greatly reduce the efficiency of the 
Railways. To avoid this, not less than 50 000 tons of Steel Rails r

over and above the quantity to be rolled at Crewe should be placed 



at the disposal of the Railway Companies before the end of 
August next for use tMs yerarr r 

The supply of Sleepers for repairs and relaying is also 
very "bad and steps should be taken to remedy this. It is 
recommended that not less than 1,000,000 sleepers should be 
allocated to the Railway Companies and passed to tfcm during tliQ 
next six months. 
IQQQMPTiyBS. 

The total stud of locomotives owned by the Railways in 
this Country before the War was approximately 83,000. Assuming 
an extreme life of 40 years, it is necessary to replace nearly 
600 locomotives each year. For the three years 1914, 1915, 1916 
only 734 new engines have been put into traffic. On the othsr 
hand the British Railways have sent 380 locomotives to France "̂ nd 
40 to Egypt and Salonika. 

During the four months ending April last only 69 new 
engines have been put into traffic. 

The Railway Companies are therefore at the present tiiae 
short of no less than 1,600* locomotives and, owing to rant of men 
and material, there is an increase in the number of engines \l.1ct 

or-awaiting repair of 1,48& compared with the pre-war period-
Here again strong^pressure has been put npon the Ministry 

of Munitions te secure an increase in material but'all to no; 
.purpose. 

A proposal was made by the Ministry of Munitions that the I 
Railways should use steel instead of copper in the building of new 
fire boxes. This was agreed to by most of the Railway Companies 
on the understanding that the necessary amount of suitable steel 
would be forthcoming4, this has not even materialised. 

When an undertaking was given to send the 380 locomotives 
to France it was distinctly understood that the Companies would be 
mi in a position to replace them at once and details of all 

(3) . I 
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material required for the purpose were sent to the Ministry of 
Munitions. The details are as follows 

Steel 12,245 tons. 
it Iron 1,008 

Corraer 665 
Brass 50 sr 

Tin 45 
A request was also made that certain engines which were on order 
with private firms and some of which were in an advanced state 
when wet broke out should be completed and placed at the disposal 
of the Railway Companies. This has not "been done. 

In addition to the material afore-mentioned a statement 
was sent to the Ministry of Munitions in December last asking that 
the following quantities should he allocated for reboilering and 
repairs to locomotives during the year 1917;-
Material for Reboilering. 1917. 

Steel Plates, blooms and castings &c 6,310 tons. 
 51 Iron ?573

Copper plates, bars and pipes 2,593 iJ 

Brass ... ... ... "30Copper Boiler Tubes.. ... 151 " 
Brass " " *.. ... ... - n ii 
Steel " * * t 2,400... w 

Material for Locomotive Repairs. 1917. 
Steel Plates, blooms and castings--&c* 27,621 tons. 

 11 uIron ,- " " - - 28,745 " 
si Copper plates,bars and pipes 5 070 

. Brass ... ... 1 671 ii 
ti Copper boiler tubes.. . . . 1 133 

 trBrass  '" ' 91 ti 
 ;;Steel  " ... ... 7,667 " 

 iJ ;! ... Iron 84 " ... Springs and Spring Steel 3,701 Steel Tyres ... 10,504 .. * it 
;? axles 2,135 ... 

Within the past few days urgent requests have been 
received from, the War Office for a further 100 engines for the use 
of the British Armies in France and for over 50 for Egypt. The 
Railway Companies have already had regretfully to decline requests 
for 50 tank engines for Prance and 370 engines for working supplies 
between Cherbourg and Taranto. 



It is impossible for the Railways to find those engines 
and at the same time deal with the traffic in this country unless 
steps are at once taken to provide the material referred to end 
to ensure adequate supplies being forthcoming for the necessary 
repairs and renewals. 
gARBIAGBSt 

As previously stated practically no Passenger Coaches have 
boon built by or for the Railway Companies during the last 30 
months. In ordinary times about 1,500 new coaches would bo 
turned out annually. It is not proposed to press at the present 
time for material for the purpose of rebuilding. 

It is -however necossary that the requested amount of mater
ial - steel and timbor - should bo available for repairs and 
maintenance. Particulars have been supplied to the Ministry of 
Munitions. 

The total numbor of Goods,' Mineral, Cattle and Timber Wagons 
owned by the Railway Companies in Great Britain at the commence!icnt 
of. the War was about 775,000. Given an average life of 25 years 
it is necessary to renow 31 ,.000 wagons annually. 

The number of new wagons put into traffic during 1915 end 
1916 was less than 29,000 - a shortage of 33,000. 

At the urgent request of the Government the Railway Executive 
Committee agreod at the end of last year to send 20,000 wagons of 
various types to France. These have all been sent overseas or 
are being taken out of traffic for overhaul pending shipment. 

In addition some thousands of private Owners1 wagons have 
been absorbed for.various reasons and not replaced. 

It cannot be said that any great.difficulty has been 
experienced in obtaining the necessary material for the repair 
of wagons, but the same is unfortuaately not so in regard to 
materials for renewals. 



In December last we told the Ministry of linitions. that 
the Railway Companies required the following quantities of 
steel and iron for the renewal and maintenance of wagons during 
1917;-
Material for New Wagons. 1917. 

Steel Plates, blooms & castings, &c. 9,559 tons. * 
Iron " w " . " ,! 28,897 tons. 
Springs and Spring Steel 7,945 tons. 
Steel tyres .... .... .... 5,405 tons. 
" axles .... .... .... 4,967 tons. 

Wheels, complete.., .... .... 29,048 No. 
Material for Wagon Impairs 1917. 

Steel Plates, bars, castings &c. 10,683 tons. 
 11Iron "  j " " 35,770 tons. 

Springs and Spring Steel 8,624 tons. 
Steel tyres .... ..... 8,357 tons. 
" axles .... .... .... 2,328 tons. 

Wheels, complete... .... .... 3,460 No. 
A considerable amount of timber is also reguired for 
the building of flagons. 

General. 
It is evident that certain of the Government Departments 

do not realise the enormous amount of Work that Railway Com
panies are being called upon to perform at the present time, 
nor do they appear to appreciate the disaster that may result 
from a breakdown in the Railway System in this Country. 

Prom the latest statistics, it appears that notwithstanding 
the great reduction in imports, the movement of traffic over 
the Railways at the moment is greatly in excess of what it was 
in 1913 which was the busiest year the Companies had experienced 
prior to the War. 
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This greatly increased traffic is being operated with 
less locomotives, less wagons and a greatly reduced Staff of 
efficient Railwaymen. Neither the locomotives, wagons, nor 
permanent way are in as good condition as they ought to he, 
and the Railway Executive Committee consider it their duty to 
state definitely that unless steps are at once taken to meet 
the demands of the Railway Companies in the matter of materials, 
there is the possibility and even the probability of the petition 
in this Country becoming from the traffic working point of 
view as bad as it has been in the North of Prance. 

14th Hay, 1917. 

(?) 
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WEEKLY REPORT ON RUMANIA. VI. 
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parliament and the Proposed Reforms. 

After some days of discussion both the Senate and Chamber 

of Deputies suspended their sittings on May 22 In order to 

allow two Commissions, composed of members of the two Houses, 

to draw up the text of the proposed revision of the Constitution. 

Mr Brsftianu- gave a good send-off to the labours of the 

Commissions in a speech in which) while he spoke of the 

proposed reforms * universal suffrage and land expropriation 

as "sacrlfices" (as they are from the point of view of the 

governing classes), he none the less declared them a^fitting 

return for "the heroism and self-sacrifice shown by the peasant 

population". It is satisfactory that Mr Bratianu has seen the 

urgent need of pushing forward with these reforms and does 

not propose to "wait until a complete and detailed elaboration 

of the principles laid down is possible". 

The election of the future Constituent Chambers on a basis 

of universal and equal suffrage is to take place "as the result 

of the realisation of national unity" - that is to say, after 

not only Wallachia has been freed, but Transilvania and the 

other unredeemed lands in Austria-Hungary have been united 

with Rumania. To these Chambers will be left not only the 

working out of the franchise and land reforms (to be voted 

in principle by the present Parliament), but also the giving 

of a permanent character to the civil service (thus removing it 



from party control and "ensuring", as Mr Bratianu put it, "the free 

expression of universal suffrage.") 

Only when this is done is the difficult Jewish question to be 

entered on. Mr Bratianu has now publicly acknowledged that the 

question "changed its aspect the moment we decided to take part 

in the war in order to free the territory of the neighbouring 

Rumanian regions inhabited by Jewish subjects". There are few 

jews in Transilvania proper but a considerable number in the 

Maramures and Oradea Mare (Groeswardein) districts claimed by 

Rumania. The prospect o^their future incorporation in Rumania, 

does of course, as Mr Bratianu says and Mr Take Ionescu has 

long foreseen, make the settlement of Jewish grievances in Rumania 

a most urgent question. But still more important is the necessity 

of satisfying International, Jewish and Socialist opinion as to the 

future progressive and tolerant character of the Rumanian Administration 

especially it is necessary to conciliate Jewish opinion in America 

and Socialist opinion in Russia. The latter is decidedly 

hostile to Rumania. For instance, in the Rabochaya Gazeta 

(April 23/May 6) appears a paragraph of eulogy of the Socialist 

Rakovski who was arrested by the Rumanian Government in the first 

dtys .of the war, as the paper puts it "only for agitation against 

Imperialism", and was freed by the Russian troops in Iasi on 

Kay 1. The article contains much abuse of^Rumania1^ authority.uo 

and is symptomatic of the state of feeling in Russia on the subject. 

This being so it was imperative, quite apart from the question of 

Transilvania, that the Rumanian Government should enter on the 

question of Jewish reform. The decision they have arrived at 

looks like a compromise between two views: that of those who would 

H once (a very small number) sweep away all Jewish disabilities and 

inequalities, and that of mere reactionary politicians who would 

iike to confine themselves to promises and postpone indefinitely 

Vneir execution. 



ir Br^tienu probably belongs to the latter school, but he is 

Ifise enough to see that Europe will not be content any longer 

with the shelving of the Jewish question. The solution he 

proposes, viz. that the position of the Jews should be considered 

by the constituent Chambers elected on a basis of equal 

universal suffrage after the realisation of national unity, 

is calculated to please both parties - the reactionaries and 

anti-Semites because it postpones the question of the admission 

of the Jews to citizenship, the reformers because it proposes 

to hand over to the newly enfranchised democracy as a whole 

the decision of the position of the Jews. The only thing that 

is not certain is how far this future treatment of the question 

fill satisfy Jewish and pro-Jewish opinion abroad. It is 

egrettable that there seems no sign of the granting of certain 

tangible reforms, such as the removal of disabilities on Jews 

erying in the Army, e.g. the denial of commissioned rank to 

Ithem. if some definite reform of this character were made, 

ev/ish feeling would be more p r e p a r e d to wait f o r the consideration 

f their admission to the rights of full citizenship later. 

A rare and valuable recognition from the Socialist point of 

view of Rumania's well-justified rights to union with the 

umans of Hungary appeared in an interview in the Daily Telegraph 

May 29) with the Belgian Socialist leader Mr Vandervelde. 

e expressed the view that there was no difference between the 

ffort of his own country to prevent the annexation of Belgium 

\hd the Rumanian effort to realise the transfer of Transilvania. 

went on: "To liberate Rwmuiito, for example, from the dominion 

'f the Turk, to give back the Trentino to Italy, restore Alsace

jorraine to France, and to free the Rumans of Transilvania, 
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would not "be to annex--territories against the wishes of the 

inhabitants, but, on the contrary, to liberate those 

territories in accordance with such wishesr". 

If Mr Vandervelde can persuade Socialist opln 1 on^ln.,Kuaslai 

to see the (justice and logic of his views on the Transilvanian 

question, he will have accomplished a great thing for the 

cause of small nations and the permanent peace of Europe. 

A.W.A.L. 

May 30, 1917. 
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. XJQITQR RESTRICTIONS AND CONTROL. . 

' Report by Lord Milner - Bee War Cabinet 138, (5) 

- At'the"request of.the Prime Minister I have had two inter
views with a number of representative brewers introduced by Sir 
George Younger. These meetings were held at 3 Whitehall Gardens 
on Thursday, May 17th and Friday May 85th. Those present were: 

:. Mr'. S.O.Neville, -Colonel Gretton . Sir George Younger 
Colonel Alison Colonel Gaekell Colonel Hell Walker 
Mr:.Sykee, Mr.Watson Lovibond, Sir Edward Holt, 
Mr.Percy Reid, 
Mr.Watson Lovlto nd was present only at the second meet!ng. 

There was a very full" and frank discussion. Some of those 
present,were at first evidently under the impression that the: 

control which the Government proposed to exercise was; rather a 
limited affair, and that they would be able to resume their 
businesses at the end of it practically unaltered with a solatium' 
for temporary distnrbance. But when the extent of.the difficulty 
with which we are confronted, came to be realised, and they under
stood that, in order to mfeke the available stock of malt go 
round, a general dilution of beer would have to.be resorted to, 
that a number of public houses and even breweries would have, to 
he closed, etc., etc *, I. think they all recognised that the ; . 
interference with their, business,, the pra&tical wreckage of good
will, pointed to such a "pig figure of compensation, that it could 
never be entertained without the State getting some quid pro quo, 
and that Purchase was- therefore the only ultimate possible solut
ion. They did'not pretend to like it, but they adopted a very 
reasonable attitude., fully understanding that the Government., was 
not taking up the question Otherwise than from sheer necessity, 
and owing to the difficulties with which it is confronted, in 
consequence of the war. - Reluctantly admitting that State Con
trol was forced upon us, and that it involved steps which would 
injure their businesses, or many of them, beyond:hope of repair, 
they expressed themselves quite,willing to give the Government 
every assistance in their power in making the new system work 
which could only be done with the help of people conversant 
with the Trade - provided, of course, that they were assured 
of -getting a fair price for the business which the State-was 
going.to take away from them. -

The basis .on which such a price, could be fixed was the 
Subject of a good deal of discussion, and - several useful sugges
tions were made. . What, it all came to, however, was that there 
must be a strong commission or committee appointed to lay down 
the principles on which the Trevors' interests could be ulti
mately taken over, Tsefore which comiLitteesitting in private, 
the representatives of the trade should have an opportunity of 
stating; their views. It was strongly urged that this committee 
should be appointed without delay, as the trade could not be expected 
to acquiesce in the taking over of control by tbe Government 
without knowing **hat it had to expect in the way of ultimate 
payment. I want to make it quite clear that nobody/ 
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suggested that the brewers should be bought out at once, though 
it was pointed out that some immediate payment would have to be 
made to dispossessed retailers,. "What was insisted on was that 
the terms- on which purchase was ultimately to be effected,"should 
be settled before steps were taken to disturb the trade. This 
v/as assuming-that the Government would be very unlikely to take . 
the alternative course - cf agreeing., in lieu of purchase, to 
pay compensation for disturbance., having regard to the-enormous 
figures to which such compensation might run. The. brewers no 
doubt would prefer the latter course, but none of them expect 
that it will be adopted. 

The immediate question before the Cabinet is whether it 
should appoint' the ccnt-ssiplat ed finance-committee. It seems to 
me that this is an absolute necessity, and that no time should be 
lest. We shall be pressed,. when Parliament meets, tc state cur 
policy, and once we announce it, we shall be bombarded with 
inquiries by the trade and' the enemies of the trade,., as t̂ v how we 
propose to deal with the interests, involved; and we ought to be 
in a position to reply, that the basis of the necessary, financial 
provisions - is being examined by a strong, disinterested authority. 
No progress ean be.made until the brewers know what fate awaits 
them,- but if conditions of ultimate purchase were laid down,
which they, regarded as reasonable, I believe, any serious, opposi
tion on their part and on that -cf the Unionist' Party, would dis
appear. .. On the other hand, a great number of the Liberal Party
would, I believe,, be attracted by the prospeot of the immediate 
closing of a great number of public houses and the general intro
duotion cf lighter beers, coupled with the promise, of local 
option after, the war. The Nationalists are in favour of Purchase 
..any way. 

Under these circumstances, I am inclined to think that the 
Opposition which our proposals would have to encounter,except fr:m 
the extreme Temperance men and perhaps a majority of the Scottish 
Liberals,has been rather over-estimated,and that a short Bill,
-like that already before the Cabinet,with a Schedule laying dosrn 
the basses of. ultimate purchase as determined by the- proposed 
financial committee, would not be so difficult to pass as we have 
been led to think.. But whether we ultimately determine .to.-intro
duce a Bill or not? we can make no progress at all until these 
bases are determined,and for this reason I would again urge that 
the appointment of a committee - which,if set up at once,might 
get through its business in a few weeks - is of the greatest impor 
tance, 

/ -

There is only one other point on which I should be glad cf a 
^decision. The Licensed Victual1ers are all in a great state of 
^agitation,, and" are clamouring to see me or some representative of 
the Government. I think it would be a good thing to see .them,to 
let. them know what is proposed, and to give them the assurance,
already given to the brewers,that if the contemplated committee 
is set up,they will have every opportunity of represer&ing their 
-ease before it. But I think it would be better not to see them 
until I,or,any other member .of the Government who may be deputed 
to do so,is in a position-to say at least as much as that. 

(Intd.) M. 
May 30th, 1917. 



From Political Resident, Aden, 28th May 1917. 
(Repeated to Foreign, Simla, and High Commissioner, Cairo.) 

(Received at India Office, 9.30 p.m.) 

373 A.P. In continuation of my telegram No. 371 and with reference to 
India telegram No. 655 S., dated 26th May. 

The possibility of Idrisi being behind the movement received due 
consideration. 1 think it better for the. confederacy to look to us than to 
Idrisi and through him to Italian support. 

If confederacy succeed without our help our position will be difficult. 
If with our assistance, we should be able to check possible Idrisi aspirations 
and Italian intrigues. 

The proposal made in last paragraph of India telegram approximates to 
that made in last paragraph of my 360 A.P., 19th May. 



From Viceroy, 29th May 1917. 
(Received at India Office, 3 p.m.) 

Secret. MahsudJ Your telegram of the-23rd instant.- in view of serious 
difficulties arising from persistent floods in Gomal it has been decided to 
modify plan of operations. After full discussion of all military and political 
considerations, Commander-in -Chief has approved proposal to operate by the 
Jandola Haideri Kach Barwand line to Khaisara instead of via Gomal. At 
the same time a force will be maintained at Sarwekai of sufficient strength 
and mobility to menace rear of an enemy opposing advance by Jandola line. 
We consider risk of extension of trouble is likely to be lessened by 
retaliatory measures. Following are replies to your questions : 

(1) We do not think it is possible to secure permanent satisfactory settle
men t with Mahsuds without operations on an extended scale and 
occupation of Mahsud country for at least 18 months, if not 
permanently, and this is not desirable at present. We do not, 
therefore, contemplate proposing any formal terms of peace but 
must trust to deterrent of sharp retaliation to secure modus vivendi 
until we can conveniently deal with MahsudS- conclusively. 
Retaliation will dispel prevailing opinion that we are bound to 
passive defence and may deter Mahsuds from serious acts of 
aggression for some time to come. Much, however, must depend 
on success of operations, and we must keep a free hand to deal 
with tribes as may seem most suitable, and cannot now definitely 
formulate our intentions. 

(2) If operations in Khaisara fail to have required effect, we shall 
probably undertake further retaliatory measures based on the 

: then existing situation. -c"' 
(3)' In correspondence with Amir I have always made it clear that tribes 

may force .us into active operations.  1 1 propose shortly to write to 
him explaining4the necessity for the movement from Jandola. 

(4) No special measures are at present necessary as regards the Afridis, 
but situation is being carefully watched, Garrisons on Peshawar 
border remain intact. 



Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland. 
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FOOD PRODUCTION SCHEMES. IRELAND. 1917 
Memorandum prepared in'compliance, with Chief Secretary'3 

Minute of 17th :iarch, 1917 

*7eek onding. oOth " -ay, 1917 

The following is a brief summary of the wqr1'" of the Department dur
ing the past week in connection with the special Schemes for Increased 
Food Production in Ireland:-
The Administration of the Regulation enforcing compulsory tillage 

During the past week 50 fresh cases have arisen in which the 
Department have entered, or are making arrangements to enter u^on ho^d
ings for the purpose of having the requisite area placed under cul
tivation. The total number of such cases to date is 385. 

Local Organisation through Co. Committees of Agriculture 

The recent favourable weather has proved a great benefit to crops 
in general. Harvestia^-machinery continues to be purchased 
extensively, and is arriving daily. 

The propaganda for the promotion of potato spraying, referred to in 
previous reports, is being carried on vigorously. Spraying demonstrators 
have already been employed in some counties, and in most of the other 
counties arrangements are being made to this end. 

Loans for Agricultural Implements 

ll Thq number of now applications for loans received by the Denart
aent during the past week was 199. The total value of machinery 
ordered to date under the Scheme is £35,910.
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Tranoit of Farming Requisites 

Action was taken last week with a view to expediting the conveyance 

of 433 tone of basic slag from the North of England, to Cork. 

In two days 3a.st week 554 sprayers were forwarded by a firm in 

Birmingham, (740 sprayers wer- despatched by the san?. firm during 

tho- previous, weekj 

During last week, 375 cases of binders, 30 binders, 108 cases of 

sprayers and 6 horse sprayers, 3 threshing machines, and a quantity 

of manures, sulphate of copper and soda crystals arrived at the Port 

of Dublin; and 3,280 tons of manures, 18 tons of sulphate of copper, 

13 horse sprayers, 136 binders, ono threshing machine and 173 mowers 

were forwarded from Dublin railway stations. 

Maintenance of Live Stock 

During the period from the 22nd to the 28th instT,inelusive, 

672 applications for licences to slaughter or export under the 

Order relating to breeding sows were received and 399 licences were 

issued. 



^ 
to Director of Mi lit ary I n l ^ t e ^ e f j i ^ ^ v / f/Petregrad, 

/ 7 ^ ; U L S7th May, 1017. 

fro proclamations fron Kerenskt natch occupy 8 oolumns are 

published by tho Frees Sureau. 376 
8fhe 1st heided  Order to all of tho A m y and Fleet" affirms 

that It is impossible to drive tho enemy back if wo &tm& still and 
that there can bo no salvation without aiseiplino. 

fhe m& is a declaration of tho righto of tho soldiers and 
contains nothing now except in paragraph IS which lays down that tho 

* 

awarding of punishments and tho interim control are the province of 
the f elected committees, tout that appointments operations and 
training Mist bo loft to tho command. Keren ski has boon well 
received by a conference of tho elect deputies of the south Western 
Front. It is statod by a Battalion Coriander from tho 17th Coppo 
that the Companies in his Division are about 1B0 strong. There 
has boon no desertion from tho trenches but owing to sickness tho 
strength is falling rapidly. His men are absolutely without boots' 
notwithstanding ho considers an offensive impossible as the 
transport drivers and depot battalions in roar have deserted. 

the average monthly transport of coal from tho DOH basin 
for tho tot Quarter of 1917 foil from 1.790,000 tons of 191(6 to 
1,589,000 tons. Tho output of coal in April as compared with the 
corresponding month in 1916 foil by 20.St per cent, and of coke by 
4.8 per cent. In tho first Quarter of tho year tho production of 
iron has fallen by 17.6 per cent. 

The output of factories has decreased by 40 per cent 
chiefly owing to the S hours day, the refusal of tho men to work 
overtime and the lack of skilled labour to furnish additional shifts. 
On an average 4Q per cent of too Engineers have boon expelled by tho 
men. Tnere is no limit to tho demands of tho son. In certain metal 
works of tho Bon region which in 1016, allotted 18,000,000 roubles 
to DIVIDEND the men asked for increased pay amounting 840,000,000. 

tho 
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From Brigadier-General KnoK 

To Director of Military intelligence. 

Petrograd, 

S3th May. 1917, I 

1133. The Assistant Minister of War, colonel Yakubovich, 

told me today that ha estimated the number of deserters before 

revolution at 8 million, and the figure has since doubled. ' 

The last day fixed for their rejoining is today 

and a considerable (1 group undecipherable) he thought over 

1 0 0 , 0 0 0 were returning. 

Keren ski is at Odessa today. He took SO agitators i 

with him to the front, soldiers and workmen. These will 

remain with units and attack with them. At the earliest 

Keren ski Is not expected back before June 2nd. 

General Manikovskl gave me an illustration today 

of Kerensklvs influence. He had told a deputation from one 

of the divisions that all parleying with enemy mast cease * 

The deputation returned to the front and passed on the order. I 

The next day 11 men tried to cross to the Herman trenches; 

but were stopped by fire. Subsequently they were tried by 

soldiers, courtraartialled and sentenced to be flogged between 

the trenches. Borne of them had to go to hospital and one of 

them has since died. Many Russian officers implore me to get 

the Japanese to send a single division which would be 

sufficient they say to restore order. 
\ IF 

\ . U 



*me masters offered to give up all tho profits but the 
offer was refused. Hie £socialistic organ PBAWA gives its 
definition of the teramwithout annexation" Germany suet give 
up Aleaee Lorraine, Austria Serbia all Poland and Little Russia 
Territory. England mist hand over Ireland, India and Egypt, 
mir&ey AJMlIAjftasela Finland Poland Turkestan Little Russia etc. 
£hat this idea oan only be attained by general revolution is 
acknowledged. 



379 SECRET. 

KEPOBT BY MAJOR C. THORN HILL, Assistant Military Attache. 

SUBJECT :—EFFECTS OF RUSSIAN REVOLUTION. 

British Embassy, Petrograd, 
4th May, 1917. 

1. Operations.—No operations may be expected on this front for at least two 
months. General Gurko, Commanding "Western Front, thinks it will be possible to 
undertake an offensive on the front of the Tenth Army about 1st July, but told me this 
could only take place if internal affairs did not meantime change for the worse and 
hinder the reorganization and the re-establishment of discipline. 

Judging by the present deplorable state of the Army, it is difficult to see how 
discipline can be re-established in the short space of two months. 

2. Soldiers' Committees.—The Army has now become a series of armed 
debating societies in which questions of internal politics and army reform have very 
largely eclipsed the question of the prosecution of the war and the common interests 
of the Allies. 

When the news of the revolution reached the troops at the front and details of the 
self-administration introduced in dep6t units of the Petrograd garrison became known, 
a general upheaval took place. Army, corps, divisional, regimental, battalion and 
company committees were elected by the men all along the front, and a certain number 
of officers were arrested or forced to leave their appointments in consequence of votes 
of " want of confidence " by the men. In some armies the changes were accompanied 
by acts of violence, but in the Third, Tenth and Second Armies there was no case in the 
units actually at the front where an officer was murdered. The men of the newly 
formed 168th Division killed three of their officers near Mogilev before the division took 
its place in the front line. 

3. Discipline.—All authority is in the hands of the mens representative committees, 
and to-day the Commander-in-Chief for all practical purposes is the Petrograd Council 
of Workingmen and Soldier Deputies, whose resolutions carry far more weight than 
any military order by Alexeyev or Commanders at the front. Officers cannot give 
punishments and are reduced on relying on their powers of oratory to uphold their 
position and maintain the semblance of discipline. 

4. Minsk Conference.—A conference of representatives elected by each of the three 
armies of this front assembled at Minsk on 20th April, and its sittings continued daily 
up to 30th April. The results of the conference were disappointing. The general 
opinion of officers, including the Commander-in-Chief, General Gurko, was that it was a 
waste of time and in some ways directly harmful as emphasizing the mens complete 
predominance and the helplessness of the officers. 

The workmen assumed control of the proceedings from the first day when the 
elections to the " Presidium " took place. Not a single officer was chosen to sit on this 
Presiding Committee, and a Minsk working-man was elected to the chair. The direction 
of a conference with a majority of military delegates should naturally have been in the 
hands of the Staff of the front, but as political organization and platform oratory have 
only lately become necessary military subjects tor officers (there is now a Political 
Section of the Headquarters Staff), it is not surprising that the workmen, with a 
socialist organization of years, should have easily swept aside their amateur efforts. 

The Conference opened with a speech from M. Rodzianko, the President of the 
Duma, who was followed by the Secretary for Finland, M. Rodichev, and another 
Member of the Duma. General Gurko was invited to speak next by the chairman. I t 
was an edifying spectacle, and typical of the present conditions, to see the Commander
in-Chief of a Front invited to address his own men not by a soldier, but by a 
working-man. 

All four speakers were well received. The first three appealed for support of the 
Provisional Government, and two of them gave an outline of the causes of the war 
and the reason the Allies are continuing the struggle. This might seem superfluous in 
any other allied country, but it is very necessary here, where 75 per cent, of the men 
do not know what they are fighting for. 

General Gurko made a strong speech, during the course of which he asked the men 
whether they would attack when ordered to. He said, " Will not that Army that 
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under the tyranny of the old regime so bravely defended its mother country, at times 
with bare hands when rifles and munitions failed, will not that Army, now that freedom 
has been won, go forward against the enemy when called upon ?" The delegates 
shouted in reply, " We will go forward " ; but there is no guarantee that they will be able 
to persuade the men to agree in face of the propaganda for a " strictly defensive war," 
which is daily gaining ground and which is much more to the liking of the majority. 

5 . Resolutions of the Conference.-Hhe following are the most interesting of the 
resolutions passed by the Conference 

(a.) That the designation "officer" be done away with, the various ranks in future 
to be named " soldier," " soldier non-commissioned officer," " soldier 
lieutenant," " soldier captain," &c. 

(h.) That a selected committee of the men's representatives be present when any 
scheme for military operations is under discussion, and that this committee 
be also empowered to discuss events at the conclusion of the operations. 

(c.) That, though officers are in no case to be elected by the men, nevertheless, 
every officer be given a certificate by the representative committee of the 
unit he commands or serves in. Such certificate to accompany him when 
appointed to a new post, where it will be read by the men's committee. In 
the event of such certificate being unfavourable to the officer, an enquiry is 
to be instituted and, if necessary, the officer to be removed from his post. 

6. Removal of Officers.—In the Third Army, one divisional commander and four 
or five junior officers were obliged by the men to leave. No officers were arrested. 
The XVth Corps announced that it intended to maintain a strictly defensive attitude, 
and would not undertake any offensive. The XXXVth and XXth Corps passed 
resolutions that they would attack when the men considered the concentration of 
artillery and munitions sufficient to ensure success. General Kvetsinski, Commander 
of the Third Army, told me this would dislocate the plans for the proposed offensive on 
the front of the Tenth Army, according to which the XXth Corps was to attack with the 
object of pinning the enemy to his positions and securing the right flank of the Tenth 
Army. The minimum of artillery would be left with the XXth Corps in this case, but 
when the men became aware of the transfer of batteries they would probably refuse to 
attack. Kvetsinski considers it advisable to adopt the resolution of the rnens delegates 
at Minsk and allow their representatives to assist at discussions of plans for offensive 
operations. 

In the Tenth Army, one corps commander (Ilnd Caucasus Corps) and two divisional 
commanders were driven away. One of the divisional commanders refused the honour 
when subsequently requested to return by the men, who apologised for their vote of 
" want of confidence." 

General Beneskul who took over command of the Ilnd Caucasus Corps by the 
request of the men was found shot three days later. He was stated to have committed 
suicide, but there seems to be some doubt as to the facts. The total number of officers 
driven away in this army was about 15. In many cases there was a good, deal to be 
said on the side of the men, at any rate, as far as junior officers were concerned. 

In the Second Army, one divisional commander (42nd Division), one colonel and 
19 officers were removed. The Divisional Commander, Yelshen, was appointed to the 
command of the XXth Corps. His disagreement with the men of his division appears 
to have been the result of a misunderstanding. The colonel and 19 officers of the 
31st Siberian Regiment were arrested entirely owing to their own stupidity. During a 
conversation in mess someone remarked that the position of officers was impossible in 
the Russian Army, and the best course would be to go over and join the German Army. 
Two officers were also seen to kiss the Imperial monogram on their sword hilts. When 
the men heard of these doings they arrested their officers on the ground that they were 
traitors to Russia and the Revolution. 

7. Parleying with the enemy.—All along the front the men are crossing to the 
enemy's trenches to discuss conditions of peace, under the delusion that the Germans 
are prepared to overthrow the Monarchy and institute a republic. Every advantage is 
naturally taken by the enemy of the ignorance of the mass of the Russian soldiers, and 
placards of " Down with the Kaiser " and " Down with the war " are hoisted from the 
enemy trenches. The Russian soldier goes across to meet the Germans without 
removing the number on his shoulder s t raps-so that dispositions are given away. 
The German returns the visit with a camera, and a great portion of the Russian first 
line is now known to the enemy. 



Six men of the Second Army who crossed to the enemy were taken to Woyrsch's 
Headquarters at Slonim. After an absence of ten days they returned to the Russian 
lines on 23rd April, having been thoroughly cross-examined and primed with peace 
propaganda, 

In the Tenth Army a telephone wire attached to a rocket was fired into the 
trenches of the 31st Division j and the Chief of Staff of the division had a conversation 
with a German officer lasting half-an-hour. 

On the fronts of the Tenth and Second Armies Russian gunners have several times 
opened fire on parties of men crossing to the German lines. Such incidents were 
immediately followed up by proclamations thrown into the Russian trenches in which 
the men were urged to stop the war which was all due to England, and to seek out the 
English agents at work in the rear who forced the Russian gunners to kill their own 
men. The Russian infantry threatened to kill their gunners if they opened fire on them 
in future. 

On 17th April on the front of the Tenth Army a company left its trenches to 
parley with the enemy, and was driven back at the point of the revolver by two young 
ensigns of the neigbouring regiment. When the men returned they threatened to 
search out and bomb one of the offending officers in his dug-out at night. His own 
men made no protest and the officer spent the night in fear of his life, sitting up with 
his revolver in his hand and a guard at the door of his dug-out. No attempt on his 
life was made, but the incident is interesting as throwing light on the attitude of the 
Russian soldier towards his officer. One can hardly imagine the men of a British 
regiment similarly placed allowing a threat to murder one of their officers to pass 
unnoticed. 

On 20th April the commander of the 83rd German Division sent a letter to the 
General Officer Commanding 75th Russian Division under a flag of truce in which he 
proposed the latter should come over with his division and join him. The two divisions 
would then proceed to France to fight the English and French, following the precedent 
of Yorke in 1812 who deserted with his corps to the Russians in East Russia and 
fought against his late allies^ the French. 

The Germans, well informed no doubt as to the trouble between officers and men, 
direct the fire of their artillery on headquarters of regiments, divisions and corps, to 
persuade the Russian soldier their quarrel is not with him but with his officers who are 
forcing him to continue the war. 

To encourage the idea now current that the Germans are ready to conclude peace, 
firing has been reduced to a minimum. Formerly on the whole Western Front the 
casualties were from 80 to 100 per diem. For the week ending 1st May, these dropped 
to 30 to 40 daily. 

On the front of the Special Army, where the lines are closer together, the 
casualties were seldom less than 100 daily. Returns for the same period show 1 killed 
and 12 wounded, or 2 killed and 16 wounded, as the daily casualties. 

Desertions.—Gurko estimates the desertions from the Western Front at 17 per cent. 
The number of deserters from units actually at the front never reached serious 
proportions according to him. I saw returns in the Second Army which showed a total 
of 80 deserters for the week ending 14th April. March companies on their way up 
from depots to reinforce units at the front sometimes arrived 40 per cent, to 50 per cent, 
short. Deserters are now gradually returning. A great deal of the trouble was due 
to an order which was ambigiously worded granting an amnesty to deserters up to 
1st June. This was taken to mean that anyone absenting himself without leave in the 
interval would not be punished. 

A number of officers of the newly formed 168th Division who protested against 
desertion were arrested by the men. The division was at that time near Mogilev and 
considerable disorder occurred in it. The men broke into a spirit distillery near the 
barracks and when drunk killed three of their officers. Later, when ordered to proceed 
to the front, the men of one of the regiments refused to go and opened fire on those of 
their comrades who had already entrained. Firing continued all day and it was not 
till the following morning that sufficient order was restored to enable the first echelon 
to be despatched. 

POLISH AEMY. 

9. There is a movement on foot among the Poles serving in the Russian ranks, of 
whom there are 800,000, to form a separate Polish Army under their own officers. The 
matter was discussed at the meeting of the Polish Army. delegates at Minsk at the 
beginning of May, when it was decided to send a petition to the Stavka. 
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Autonomy for White Russia. 
10. The inhabitants of White Russia are agitating for autonomy and have held 

conferences in Minsk to discuss details preparatory to submitting their demands to the 
Government. 

Opinions of All Ranks on the Situation. 
11. Corps and Divisional Commanders optimistic.—Corps and Divisional Com

manders of all three armies told me they were confident that any offensive of the 
enemy would be repulsed, but the Officer Commanding, 20th Grenadier Regiment, said 
that for the first time during the war he was unable to answer for his men, and was 
convinced that they would run in the event of a German attack. A non-commissioned 
officer of the same regiment, on the other hand, said that he was ready to answer with 
his head that his comrades would defend their trenches to the last. 

General Gurko said that the worst of the trouble was over in his opinion, but 
every other officer with whom I conversed considers that it is only now in process of 
passing, Gurko said, " I blame the Higher Command for its weakness in following 
behind the wave of the revolution, instead of leading it and setting a definite limit to 
its demands." 

12. Pro-war propaganda.—General Kvetsinski, commanding Third Army, thinks 
that order will be established in two months sufficient to permit of an offensive, unless 
unforeseen developments in the internal situation delay the work of reconstruction. 
He considers no time should be lost in launching a pro-war propaganda amongst the 
troops, and has asked the Commander-in-Chief to send out suitable men for the 
purpose. 

General Kiselevski, commanding the Tenth Army, is, of the senior officers, the most 
optimistic as to the future, but I could not discover any special foundation for this 
optimism. 

General Veselovski, commanding the Second Army, is of opinion the present difficulties 
will gradually be overcome and the Army will be stronger than before, but how and 
when this desired end is to be attained he was unable to say. He considers 
reorganization is proceeding fairly satisfactory. The best stimulant would be a 
successful offensive by the Russians on any part of the front. 

13. Officers depressed but anxious to continue the war.—Officers generally, though 
considerably depressed, are anxious to continue the war to the end. With more men 
of character in the officer class the situation could very soon be got in hand but 
unfortunately such men are conspicuous by their absence. There are many who are 
doing their best to establish order on a new basis but they have a very difficult task, 
and at present all efforts seem to be ineffectual. Fully 90 per cent, of officers are 
monarchists a t heart and out of all sympathy with the republican views of the majority of 
the men's representatives. 

14. Strong man wanted.—The only hope, of which there are no signs at present, is 
in the appearance of a strong man, whether War Minister or Commander-in-Chief, who 
will force the various elements to unite by enforcing discipline and so re-establish 
the normal relation of superior and subordinate and with it the lost prestige of the 
officer class. 

15. Ignorance.—After 2^ years of war it is a melancholy fact that 75 per cent, of 
Russian soldiers have no idea of what they are fighting for. When on this subject 
Russian officers often tell the following anecdote as an illustration of the mentality of 
the average soldier. The spirits of three Allied soldiers killed in action met and 
journeyed to Heaven together. When they appeared at St. Peters wicket he asked 
why they had gone out to face death on the battlefield. They replied severally, the 
Englishman:—"To beat the Germans!" the Frenchman:—"For France and 
liberty!" and the Russian : - " Ne mogu znat, Vashe Sviatost!"—" I cannot know, your 
Holiness!" 

16. Absence of patriotism.—Patriotism, collective or individual, is a thing unknown. 
The Russian realizes vaguely that he is " defending his country," because the phrase has 
been drummed into him since the war began and he sees the enemy in occupation of 
Russian soil, but unless his own little bit of Russia is threatened or invaded, this does 
not cause him any concern, and the peasant would far prefer to be sitting at home. 

The men elected to the various committees are mostly chosen from the more 
intelligent non-commissioned officers and soldiers, but many of these also are pitifully 
ignorant. The complaint of the intelligent non-commissioned officer and soldier is the 
same as that of the officer. They say the unenlightened mass of the men realizes the 



force of their argument while they are actually speaking to them, and they all agree as 
to the need for continuing the war; but a few minutqs later a red-hot revolutionary or 
extremist will receive the same attention and the same applause, though advocating che 
exact opposite, and the words of the one who speaks last will have the most effect. 

CONCLUSION. 

17. Disastrous influence of agitators.—It is obvious that agitators are the cause of 
three-fourths of tbe trouble at the front to-day. In a nation of 80 per cent, of 
illiterates, the agitator has naturally an easy task, and until the danger is cut off at its 
source and agitators are forbidden to the area of the active army, no improvement can 
be expected. 

I t is next to impossible to counteract their influence once they get amongst the 
troops since they belong to the same class as the men and have their complete 
confidence. Those who speak against them are usually of the upper class and, as 
Russia is in the throes of a social revolution, these people are at once howled down as 
anti-revolutionaries, bourgeois or agents provocateurs. 

The decline of the influence and prestige of officers is solely to be ascribed to the 
mischievous activities of these agitators who have so prejudiced relations between 
officers and men to the detriment of the former that the men now readily accept as 
gospel the most fantastic stories and construe the simplest act into an attempt at 
treachery. 

An officer of the Guard Jaeger Regiment told me a certain division when ordered 
to move in support to another position refused to obey because the men suspected 
their front was being purposely weakened. 

In another instance, also in the Guards, an order was given to prepare deep wide 
trenches in expectation of an attack by German " tanks." The men thought this was 
being done to provide ready made cover for the enemy and refused to carry out 
the work. 

19. Russian Army an armed hand of peasants.—The cavalry and artillery are in 
a better state than the infantry) but taken as a whole the Russian Army to-day is an 
armed band of ignorant peasants out of control of its officers and directed by a small 
percentage of literate non-commissioned officers and men who are liable to be deposed 
should they act counter to the wishes of the mass. 

20. Letter of protest.—Mr. Purishkevitch, the well-known member of the Duma, 
strongly attacks in an open letter the " Bolshevik" or " Majority" section of the 
Socialist Party which, shouting loudest, is doing the most harm in the army to-day. 

The whole Russian Press was obliged to refuse publication of the letter owing to 
the refusal of all printers' workmen throughout Russia to set up the type, acting under 
orders of the Petrograd Socialist and Labour Organization. 

The passing of the letter for publication by the men's Committee of the Tenth 
Army, where I gave it to the Quartermaster-General on 23rd April, almost caused a 
mutiny. The men proceeded to depose their committee and published a leaflet to warn 
all soldiers that the letter was an attempt to cause a split between the workmen and 
soldiers. 

I have the honour to be, &c, 
C. THORNHILL, Major, 

Assistant Military Attache. 



WAR CABINET. 

a.T. 891. 
REPORT' 07 MESOPOTAMIA COMMISSION. 

Remarks by. the Chief of the Imperial General Staff with regard 
to its publication. 

Secretary ... 
War Cabinet. 

I am returning herewith the report of the Mesopotamia 
Commission,; I think it is regrettable that the report should be 
published during-the war, as it reflects'g re at disared.it o:a many 
Iiigh officials and on the manner in which the operations were 
planned and conducted, both from a General Staff and. Administrative.. 
standpoint. The .result, of this must be to encourage the enemy, and 
seriously to. diminish the confidenee of the public and fighting 
services - An. their leaders. I consider it my duty to poir.it this out, 
although as the. Commission was appointed, I presume the Report must
be published. , 

Subject toj the above, the passages which, from a purely 
military point of view, should be 'omitted are those marked in blue 
pencil on pages 12, 24, 43 and 97, and the passages in Part V con
taihing references to the impolicy of evacuating Baghdad once it 
has-.been occupied.. These references tend to indicate to the enemy 
the importance which we attach,to the retention of Baghdad, and may 
cause, him to make special efforts for its recapture, 

I notice, also, that the report contains^many references 
to our- policy in Mesopotamia, but 1 presume that the Foreign Office 
and mdia Office will express an opinion as. to the advisability 
of retaining them. 

(Sgd) . Wo-R, ROBERTSON, 
- . % . * 

General. 
Chief of the ImDerial General 

Staff. 
WAR OPPICE. 

51st May 1917. 
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?AR CABINET 
,a G.T-89S 

TEE WOBLD CRISIS. ^ g 3 

Memorandum by Sir." George Paish. 

Never i n their history have Europe i n general and Great 
Britain in particular had to face a situation 60 grave and so ominous 
as that confronting-them at this moment. Following upon the failure 
of the"ForIdrs crops in the present season and the exhaustion of the 
ForId's reserves of food another crop failure, is threatened, which 
if it is not neutralised in some degree by a. great extension of 
acreage in those countries where there is yet time to prepare for a 
greater production, and by the release of Russiars stores of food 
for the use of other countries, cannot fail to result in a shortage 
of food next season infinitely greater than the shortage of food will 
he this spring. It is as yet too soon to make, a- close calculation 
of the amountwof food likely to be available for consumption in the 
coming season, nevertheless the existing crop and weather conditions 
indicate a deplorably small supply.. M.Boret the President of the 
French Agricultural Committee recently calculated that the amount 
of wheat"available from abroad for France, her Allies, and neutrals 
in the next crop year would be less- than two thirds of what they will 
need, and it i s fast becoming evident that the situation may be worse 
than M.Boretb calculated, unless exceptionally favourable weather con-
ditions are now experienced. 

As matters now stand the Winter Wheat crop of the United 
States promises to be so short that the American people may have 
practically no wheat for export in the coming season, while France 
may need to import nearly 50 per cent of the Wheat she needs, whereas 
before the war. she needed to import scarcely any wheat except' in bad 
crop years. * 

Even if one were to assume favourable weather conditions, 
i n Canada, in Argentina, i n Australia and i n India, which one cannot 
do with safety, as it rarely happens that good weather comes to all 
those countries in the same season, it is evident tha t the World's 
food production will still be very small next s eason . And this i s 
the situation with practically no reserves to be carried forward . 
from the present crop year! 

. Hence there is no- room t o doubt that the World1s supply of 
food next season will be exceptionally short, and tha t food importing 
countries -wi l l be nearer to the starvation line than they have been 
i n modern times. 

In these circumstances it is evident tha t the war should, 
if possible,' be brought to;an end soon enough t o allow the men from 
Australia and New Zealand to return home by the end of August, and t o 
permit an army of. Italian Agricultural labourers t o go out to Argentine 
by September to plough a greatly extended area. 

Doubtless-you are fully cognisant of the dangerous nature of 
the food outlook for this country,., and I have merely referred to the 
matter in order to indicate the calamity which may befall almost the 
whole nf Europe,' and possibly the greater part of the world, if hos
tilities do not stop soon, and if the human race continues to destroy 
itself, instead of producing the food essential to its well beino. 
Providence seems to be warning mankind in the language of nature"that 
cannot oe mistaken, that this great and dreadful war has lasted lorg 
enough, and that without further delay, efforts should be made t o 
bring about a settlement whiehwill be a complete guarantee against ' 
any similar disaster in future, and will ultimately assure to mankird 
a aegree of well being greater than has hitherto been regarded as 
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within the region of the possible. 
Of course it is needless for me to affirm that it 

would be better for the nations to perish from war and star
vation than to submit to the slavery of a military autocracy, 
and that the war cannot be brought to an end before the princi
ples of freedom for which the world has made, and is making
such unprecedented sacrifices are completely vindicated. 

Can the principles of freedom for which the world is 
fighting against a military caste be secured without the 
indefinite continuance of the war? is therefore the question for 
which an answer must at once be sought if a disaster to the 
race, even greater than the war itself is to be averted. 

Actual experience alone can give an answer to this 
question, but so far as the forces making for freedom, and for 
a peace that will not be broken for many a generation, if ever, 
can be measured, they unmistakeably indicate that victory
for the principles for which the Allies are fighting is possible 
in the immediate future, 

What are these powerful forces? 

The people of Germany and of Austria have greatly
suffered from the severe punishment they have'received at the 
hands of the Allied Nations for nearly three years, and from 
food shortage for nearly two years, and have only been induced 
to endure their sufferings by the constant promisee of an early
peace. The dummy peace balloons constantly sent up.by the 
Kaiser are evidently for the purpose of throwing dust in the 
eyes of the German people as to the real situation and. so induc
ing them to bear their privations for a further period. This 
year's cereal:crops in the enemy countries, however, threaten 
to be very short and the German people are consequently in 
great danger of starvation. 

The whole hearted and complete adhesion of the United 
States to the cause of the Allies cannot fail to have caused 
the German people to see things clearly,, and made them realise 
that the Allies must win, and that any further sacrifice on 
their part will be, not only fruitless, out harmful to them
selves in a high degree. In other words they must be fasx 

rrealising that any hope they had of winning the war, or  o
making a peace favourable to themselves has become very slender,
and that if they continue the war their future punishment will " .. 
be exceedingly severe. 

The Revolution in Russia has completely changed the situation 
for the great mass of the German people and has rendered them 
not only much less willing to bear the great sacrifices which 
the war imposes upon them, but positively opposed to the con

:tinuance of the.war

There can be no doubt that the Kaiser and the Govern
ing classes of Germany used the so called Slav menace as a weapon 
with which to fo3oe.the German people to assent to their auto
cratio and military policy, and this weapon has now broken in 
their hands. The German people now realise that the enemies 
of Germany were not the Russian people who are giving such clear 
proof of their love, of freedom both for themselves and for 
others, but the autocratic and bureaucratic rulers of Russia 
whose relations with the autocrats and bureaucrats of Germany
were so close as to suggest collusion for the purpose of keep
ing the peoples of both countries in a state of subjection. 



The anxiety of the German people to get rid of the autocratic 
and military despotism to which they have hitherto quietly 
submitted in order to avoid what they regard a3 the still 
greater evil of the Russian danger, which is evidenced not only 
by the socialist speeches in the Reichstag, which a short time 
ago would not have been tolerated, but also by the promises of 
electoral reform after the war which the Kaiser has been pom
belled to give by the ever increasing danger of the internal 
situation in Germany, 

Having regard to these powerful forces all tending 
to cause' the German people to threw in their lot with the 
Allies, what are the reasons that ̂ itill ̂prevent them from ex
pelilng their rulers as the people? have"clone, from making peace 
with the Allies, and from being prepared to stand enthusiastic
ally for the principles for whiohthe Allies Nations are fighting? 

It is evident that several hindrances of great weight still 
prevent the German people from acting as the Russian people have 
done. 

One of these is the doubt they still entertain as to whether 
or not what they regard as the Slav peril has really evaporated. 
Every day that passes, however, should remove their doubts about 
this for the new government in Russia seems to be acting with 
wisdom and with foresight, and as soon as the democratic Govern
ment In Russia, pursuing a policy of goodwill to all other demoo
racios, is definitely established, the Slav peril should entirely 
disappear from the minds of the German people. In the course of 
the next few weeks this important factor should have great weight 
with the German democracy especially If the Russian people 
complete the work they have begun in a manner that leaves no 
shadow of doubt as to its;permanence. 

Another factor which is preventing the German people 
from taking action is their faar that even if they threw over 
their present government, the Allies would still insist on 
making.them responsible!for the indefensible actions of their 
present rulers? and in order to punish them for the atrocities 
committed by the German Army and Favy at the command of the 
Kaiser and his Ministers; endeavour to destroy some of their 
cities, dismember their country by dividing it up into a 
number of small States - thus exposing them to unknown disaster 
in the future - impose a crushing indemnity, handicap their 
xoreign commerce to such an extent that they would be unable 
to buy from abroad the food and raw material they need for 
their' sustenance, and.in f^ot reduce them, the German people, 
permanently to great poverty. 

The address of President Wilson to the American Senate, 
in whioh he was careful to discriminate between the German 
people and the Government of the German Empire and to 
emphasise that America has decided ,:to fight thus for the 
ultimate peace of the world, for the liberation of its 
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peoples - the German people Included" has douirtleas-done 
something to remove this fear, "but, inasmuch, as none of the 
responsible statesmen of the other nations at war with 
Germany have yet officially endorsed President Wilson's 
message of freedom to the people of German^, it is evident 
that anxiety for their future, if they were now. to change 
their form of government, is still very great. 

If the German people are to be won over to the 
principles for which the Allies are fighting, and induced 
to disavow their government, its actions and its polioy, 
and to replace an autocratic by a democratic government, 
the effect caused by President Wilson's statement of 
America's attitude towardB them, must be greatly strengthen
ed by an authoritative statement to the same effect by the 
responsible statesmen of the Allied Powers, Indeed every 
consideration that exists, or can be-thought of, renders such 
a statement by the responsible statesmen of the Allied 
nations a mattsr not only of supreme importance, but of 
the greatest urgency. 

^hat will happen to the whole ,world if the war is not 
brought to an end at the earliest moment possible, no one 
can predict. The lb od shortage is already serious, next 
spring, even if the war is now "brought to an end, it will 
be infinitely more serious, indeed it is evident that 
nothing can prevent a most appalling famine throughout 
Europe., with loss / 
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'of life so great that the mind refuses to contemplate it unless ^ 
the nations at once take collective action to meet the situations 
And this consideration is over and above the wide spread suffering 
caused "by the loss of millions of the most promising of the young 
men of every great nation in Europe, and of some of the small ones 
as well, the great loss of treasure, and the burdens which will, 
be imposed by the-war. 

And what is the authoritative statement that the responsible 
statesmen of the Allied Powers should make having regard to the 
present economic, financial, military and human situation? 

What statement would be likely to end the war and secure 
e v e r y t h i n g the Allied N a t i o n s have fought for, and hope for? 

That the Allied nations, including the United States, are 
prepared to make peace with the German, Austro-Hungarian, 
Bulgarian .and Turkish peoples on the following terms 

(l) The Treaty of Peace, shall be concluded by the Allied. 
Nations with the peoples of Germany, Austro-Hungary, 
Bulgaria and Turkey, but not with their rulers, 

(2) The peace delegates of Germany,Austro-Kungary, Bulgaria 
and Turkey shall be appointed by^the Parliaments of those 
States. 

( 3 ) The monarchical and bureaucratic systems of Government 
in Germany, Austro-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey shall be 
replaced by systems of democratic and Republican government. 

( 4 ) All the nations-now at war shall agree to become members 
of a World Council to be formed for the purpose of 

(a) promoting, maintaining, and enforcing peace between 
all the nations of the World. 
(b) promoting the freedom of nationalities. 
(c) festering principles cf international co-operation 

in all matters which make for the progress of the 
race, including matters economic and financial, and 

(d) enforcing the observance of international law. 
( 5 ) All the nations now at war shall a g r e e to admit to the 

World Council to be formed and convened'" immediately peace 
is signed any neutral nation that desires to be.admitted. 

(6) The Armies, Kavies and Armaments of each nation shall be 
limited tv the size necessary to enable the World Council 
to preserve the world's peace by means of the Contributions 
in men armaments and money of all the peoples represented 
on 'the Council. 

(7) All the nations represented on the Worlds' Council under
take not to engage i n trade wars or tariff wars, but to 
promote international commerce, and to'encourage each 
nation to produce those things it has been special^ 

- adapted by Providence to produce, by permitting the pro
ducts of the n a t i o n s of the' whole w o r l d to be f r e e l y 
exchanged w i t h o u t the hindrance of protective tariffs, 

(8) The armies of the belligerents shall evacuate the .territories 
of each other and of Luxemburg,, certain German colonies 
excepted. 



(9) The various individual nationalities of Europe shall 
receive independence where they form a majority of the 
inhabitants of any given country or district and desire 
independence. 

(10) Alsace Lorraine shall he returned to France. 
(11) Reunited Poland shall become entirely independent. 
(13) The Danish provinces of Germany shall be returned to 

Denmark, 
(13) Bohemia and the adjoining Slav districts of both Germany 

and Hungary shall become an independent State. 
(14) The Slav districts of Southern Austria and Hungary shall 

be added to Servia. 
(15) The German-section of Austria shall be. added to Germany. 
(16) The Italian Section of Austria shall be- returned to Italy. 
(17) The Magyar section of Hungary shall become an independent 

State. 
(18) The Roumanian section of Hungary shall be added to 

Roumania. 
(19) Turkey shall disappear from Europe, and Constantinople 

the Bosphorus, the Sea of Marmora, and the Dardanelles 
together with the adjacent territories needed for their 
protection shall be pla,ced under an International Commission 
appointed by the World Council, 

(2$) Constantinople shall be a free port with its 6ivic 
OontDol entrusted to a Municipal Council after the 
pattern of Paris. 

(21) An International Commission appointed by the World Council 
shall superintend and organise the work of transforming 
the Turkish province of Asia into a modern State with a 
democratic Constitution, 

(22) Armenia shall become independent under the direction of 
the World Council. 

(85) The damage to property in all countries caused by the war 
shall be ascertained and due compensation paid to the 
owners "by means,-of a loan guaranteed as fto both prin
eipal and interest by Germany, Great Britain, France 
Italy, Russia and the United States, the amount of 
principal and interest to be provided by each of the 
guarantors to be limited to one sixth of the whole. 



("24) Provided the German Austro-Hungarian, Bulgarian and 
Turkish peoples emphatically repudiate the action of their 
rulers in bringing about the present war in disregarding 
international treaties, and in breaking international 
laws and Conventions during the war, and give tangible 
evidence of their detestation of the policy of fright
fulness, which has outraged humanity and has filled the 
entire civilised world with horror by dismissing their 
rulers and by changing their system of governemnt from 
autocratic and bureaucratic to democratic, the other 
peoples who are parties to this treaty will readmit them 
at once to the Society of nations in the bonds of 
friendship. 

- You will realise that the question of indemnity from the 
German and Austro-Hungarian peoples is of no importance in comparison 
with the advantage which the whole world would gain from the 
enthusiastic adhe sion of the peoples of Germany, Austro-Hungary, 
Bulgaria and Turkey to the principles for which the Entente nations 
are.fighting, and for which they are prepared to give up every
thing they possess - even life itself. At the present time the 
Entente powers must be.spending, something like £12,000,000 per 
diem upon the war and including the immediate expenditure of the 
United States the total cannot be less than £13,000,000 per day. 
If the war were continued for only six months longer ( and no one 
can predict how long it may last if the Herman and Au3tro-Hungarian 
nations are convinced that they are fighting for their very exist
ence, and that the invasion of their countries by the armies of 
the Entente powers will be attended by terrible reprisals) the cost 
to the Allies'would be about £2,'500,000j 000 and this great sum of 
money at least would be saved if peace were to be concluded immedi
ately. 

But it is hot possible to treat the peoples of Germany, of 
Austro-Hungary, of Bulgaria, and of Turkey as both foes and friends. 
If they are foes then this is net a war for the liberation of the 
democracies of the world from the condition.of servitude and of 
oppression in which they have been placed by autocratic and 
bureaucratic governments, as indicated by President Wilson, and if 
it is a war'of liberation then it is not possible to exact an 
indemnity from the people to whom the Entente powers bring liberty. 

And behind this conclusion we must not fail to recollect that 
the grim spectre of famine is already casting its shadow over the 
world and that to drive away not onlj the shadow but the spectre 
itself, in the next crop season, will demand all the energies and 
the most loyal co-operation of everyone of the belligerents .as 
well as of every neutral nation in the world. 

Again in. matters economic it will not be possible for each 
nation to wage a war of trade and of tariff upon a world of friends. 
It is obvious that hone of the Entente powers could have met 
successfully the onslaught of the German and Austrian forces by 
land and by sea without the active and loyal assistance of all the 
other powers, ana it will not be possible to requite this help 
and this friendship with/high protective tariffs designed to 
benefit the countries which impose them, at the expenoe of their 
friends. And it must be remembered that if the German, Austro-
Hungarian, Bulgarian" and Turkish people dismiss their rulers and 
become democratic Republics, these nations will also be friendly 
nations, pledged in future to support those very principles for 
which the Entente. powers have f ought. 
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Hence it is essential - for the time has come - that the 
m nations of the ,world should adopt towards one another, not 

only a new political policy hut a new economic policy also. 
Just as in political matters,a policy of cooperation must 
nowtake-the place of jealousy, so in things economic the 
relations of the various nations Should be that of members 
of one family each seeking to aid the remainder- and not 
that of strangers endeavouring to get and not to give, or 
seeking to get the better of each other, 

Without the various nations of the - world having 
clearly realised, or for the most.part having noticed the 
facts all the nations of the world have nor- become dependent 
one on the other for. their very moans of existence, and 
constitute one family, each member dependent on the others 
for well-being. 

It is true that the rulers of most of-the nations 
have hitherto sought to render their countries "as self
contained as possible by imposing protective tariffs,, ard by 
doing many things to impede the free interchange of the 
World's produce and manufacture, but in spite cf all the 
barriers and hinderanees imposed the tide has swept on aid 
the value cf the goods interchanged has in the past century 
risen from a few hundred million pounds to as many thousand 
million pounds notwithstanding the great fall in world 
prices compared with the earlier decades of last century 
which was apparent before the present war. 

(The value of the world1 s imports in the twelve 
months prior to the war was a Jong way over £4,000,000,000) 
Indeed the world needs all the produce and all the goods 
that all the nations can grow and manufacture. The very 
well-being of the 7orld is governed by the aggregate amount 
of the world1 s productions; the greater the production per 
head the greater can he the consumption per head. At present 
the larger part of the populations of the world are underfed, 
badly clothed, and deplorably housed. The rulers of the 
"forld have hitherto thought that the well being of the 
nations depended upon tho smallness of their consumption, 
whereas the well being of nations is in direct proportion 
to the greatness of their consumption; 

V/hat the world has suffered from hitherto has been 
"Deficient consumption" by the great m,;:.ss of the people in 
all Countries-, not over production, and. the new policy now 
demanded is one that will stimulate consumption and so bring 
about a groat expansion of production. Production over a 
period of years always tends to adjust itself to demand, 
In brief every barrier that tends to restrict both consumption 
and production must be swept away. 

And how can consumption and production be stimulated? 

In the first place by a better system of education by which 
the standard of life ould be raised to a much higher level 
and in the second by every notion being induced,, encouraged, 
and if necessary assisted to produce and to -manufature tho 
things that nature has designed end intended it to produce 
and 'co make. Providence has indeed endowed, the world with 
wealth in such abundance that no one need be hungry, or ill 
clothed or badly howsod,. or local education, or opportunity of 
advancement. Ihdedd if all nations,,and all clashes ,
enjoyed that high standard of education which is now available 
fcr a privileged few, the creation of wealth -rould he so 
easy and so great that every one could possess that jjbjie 

. do viyre which is now unfortunately monopolised by what arc 
known as the leisured and cultured classes. 

v 



The economic welfare of the family of nsfc ions  of s

which each and every country is now a member whether con
scions ly or unconsciously would he promoted,not by trade 
wars nor by protective tariffs but by investigation of the 
actual in comparison vnth the potential production power cf 
each nation,. by an intelligent survey of the power of eaah 
nation to supply the needs of other nations, and lastly by 
encouraging and stimulating each nation to pro luce the things 
it can produce most- efficiently and which consequently it is 
best fitted to contribute to the world'-'s wealth production.. 

For example it is obvious that Groat Britain should 
produce milk, for this commodity cannot be transported ov31" 
seas, also cattle for this goes with the production of milk, 
also general dairy produce for this goes with milk and cattle, 

also vegetables of all descriptions for these cannot "be tr&ns
ported over long distances without injury, also coal and iron 
for-large deposits of these exist- in various parts of the 
Country, also manufactured articles of all kinds and dencrip
tions for the economic and' efficient output of these is governed 
by cheap power as well as by an e£equate supply of iabou; , also 
ships, for is not the country an island and compelled do import 
the greater part cf- the raw materials it needs for the 
manufactures which a good supply of fuel and of lab oar enable 
it to undertake, to the general advantage, as well as a la^ge 
part of the food needed by its change and ever growing 
population. 

Again the willingness of its people to incur risk in 
carrying on their business renders them specially suitable 
to undertake the duties of world bankers, underwriters and 
merchants. In other words character and natural conditions 
clearly mark out the things which the British people are 
specially suited to produce and to do- for ail the world as well 
as for themselves. 

And in a similar way Providence has indicated very 
clearly and distinctly the industries and professions that all 
other Countries can undertake to the great advantage of the 
whole race as well as their own well being. 

If from time to time economic crises occur, earning 
sudann and sharp contraction in consumption arrangements/

between friendly nations for overcoming them can readily 'be 
effected., especially now that the world realises that these 
crises arise from temporary and evanescent causes, 

In recent times world arrangements have been effected 
for dealing with "abnormal conditions in the cotton,, iron and 
other trades, so that experience has been already gained of 
the best method of getting through periods of abnormal 
depression which in the past were a source of so much anxiety.-

As to the proposal that it'isdesirable for Great 
Britain to give special ass3.stance to her Colonies to enable 
them to complete caccessfulIyVrith Countries similarily 
situated - 'i'he United States^'Argentine, and Bussia - one 
need only point out that the world-s demand for feed and raw 
materials. will for some years at least "be far greater than 
the supply, and that thereafter given new conditions cf 
freedom, of equality, of. "opportunity,.and of a much better 
system of education in all countries, the'demand for food 
stuffs -and raw materials is likely to expand very rapidly 
and to he fully equal-to if not to exceed the supply. 



As matters now stand, such great expansions in the 
population and wealth Of the B itishi overseas dominions are r

assured, that they will need no assistance from the Mother 
Country other than free markets for their- produce-., and ample 
supplies of capital. Moreover it has to be- remembered that, 
the "labouring classes of the Mother Country are much less 
well off than their- brothers and sisters in the Colonies 
who ha\jo access to almost boundless supplies of virgin- wealfchu 

Nor does the Mother Country Require special help from 
her Colonies, for experience has proved that in a world- In, 
which hi,therta protection has beem ih3 avowed policy of almost, 
every nation, (treat Britain has grown so rieSt that she has 
been kble to finance not only her owsd prodigious way expenses 

1but something like £1,000;000,000 of the foreign payments of
her Allies as well, in a period of less than three years. 

Experience has proved that this welfare has grown 
with unexampled rapidity under a system, of taxation; for . 
revenue purposes only and not for protection * If Great Britain 
Is to maintain an eve.?- expanding population it is evident she must 
do so by expanding her manufactureswhich-in contrast with the 
very limited possibilities of her agriculture are capable of 
indefinite expansion, and selling them to other Countries in 
exchange for the ever increasing: quantity of foodstuffs including 
feeding staffs for her cattle, and of raw material she needs to 
buy from abroad. 

Interchange of the products of Great Britain! for 
those of all other Countries is not only essential! but vital 
to the continued welfare of the British people, Supplies of 
food and raw material for the maintenance of the people of 
this Country must of necessity be drawn £pom the whole world." 
The present shortage demonstrates xhis necessity with vaiozc-mglefll 
force. Sufficient food and raw material cannot be prodaoecS 
in these islands, and regular supplier can only be maintained 
by drawing upon the sur^lss productions not only of the 
Countries within the British Em piro but of every country 
that can produce a surplus. 

An$f attempt to restrict the area from which, the 
British people draw their supplies of food and raw material, 
or any measure that discouraged any country frcss producing
the things the British people need, would deal a blow a*i their 
welfare from whic/ii they might never recover, or recover only 
with great difficulty after sucha step had been reteiced. The 
' amount of Manufactured goods imported into Great Britain is 
extraordinarily small, arid having regard to the fact that 
Great BritainJs welfare is absolutely dependent upon her 
aoility to manufacture and sell her own manufactured; goods 
abroad, rn^st necessarily remain small. Foreign coal is not 
sent to Newcastle nor aremanufactured goods sent in any 
Quantity to a manufacturing nation unless they are specialities 
of another country and of particular", value to the manufacturing 
country which imports them. 

This ifiBaioranduia would become too long and too wearisome 
if I were to prove in detail that tho welfare of every other 
nation now is dependent also in greater or lesser degree uwon 
the unrestricted import of the things each 



country'is not specially adapted to produce, nevertheless I 
would point . out that the welfare'of every nation will he wonder
fully stimulated when it abandons its fears of foreign- imports, 
/courageously sets itself to produce the things it is specially 
gifted to produce, and buys abroad the things, it cannot produce 
or manufacture except with relative difficulty and at high cost. 
All efforts expended upon wasteful production, that is on pro
duct ion. which can be more effectively undertaken by other nation 
is a misfortune to the race as tending to restrict the world's 
aggregate productive power and therefore the quantity.of produce 
and. of goods available for the consumption of mankind. 

In the past, nations have not generally pursued the policy 
which was best-adapted.for the.advancement of their economic 
welfare because of their fears lest they should become too 
dependent upon, other nations for articles - of'vital importance to 
them, but it will now be obvious to everyone that no nation can 
be self contained. The British people if they are to continue 
to grow in-population and in wealth must import the articles 
which are absolutely vital to them - food and raw materials, and 
the Germans, the French, the Italians,, the Dutch, the Belgian, 
the.Scandinavians, the Swiss and other nations are in exactly 
the same boat - nations in these days cannot be self contained 
unless they are retrograde, have no increase in population or 
no desire to share in the advantages of new inventions which 
are so powerfully assisting the world to lead a.higher mental 
life, ''and a, less arduous physical existence,., and the sooner the 
nations recognise this incontestable fact and base their policy 
upon it,.the sooner will they not only avoid such wars as this 
one has been, but they will grow' in well-being beyond the dreams 
of the. most optimistic. . Moreover no limit can be placed on the 
population or -wealth even of the smallest countries that produce 
things needed by a great many other countries, and which the 
latter desire tc purchase and to consume, and in turn, are 
permitted -to pay for in their own productions, 

Of course reasons are sometimes put forward in support 
of a so called 11 self contained and protective policy'1 which are 
merely,for the purpose' of placing some of the burden of taxation 
on the shoulders of the masses. .- Thus at- the present time the 
people of Great Britain are being urged- to resort to protection 
in order to become self-contained when every instructed person 
knows they can, never become self-contained try as they may, not ' 
because those who urge protection believe they can become self
contained but because they- do not' see how the country is to pay 
the interest on its. great war debt, to meet sinking fund, pay
ments-, to provide pensions for the wounded and for the friends 
of the gallant dead,.to maintain a greater army ana navy than 
prior to the war and generally'to meet the greatly increased 
cost of government, unless a large amount of revenue is raised 
from the mass of the people by Indirect taxation, in the name 
of protection and of a self-contained policy". 

But-those persons who are. or rather were, urging this 
policy do not realise what the'effect, of this war will"be 
upon the British people; otherwise they would not Commend 
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indirect taxation accompanied by Colonial Perference, a higher 
taxation on the produce and goods imported from Allies, a 
still higher taxation on produce and goods imported from 
neutrals, and a yet higher taxation on produce and goods 
imported from the enemy countries. They do not realise that 
after the war food raw material and goods generally will he 
so scarce and prices so high that the British people will 
be prepared fito beg, borrow or steal" from anyone, or any 
country from whom they can obtain that which will satisfy 
their needs, and that to make things- still dearer'by the 
imposition of the ̂ reat amount of indirect taxation needed 
to meet the immense national expenditure now being discussed, 
Would mean "revolution" pure and simple and that probably 
.cf the most violent - kind, 

In the coming years of scarcity resulting from the 
srar it is evident that the British people - and for that 
matter the people of all the other food importing states 
of Europe - will be in no mood to submit to higher orices 
due to any indirect taxation whatever, and anyone who pro
posed it, or supported it would be the subject of a popular 
fury greater than has been witnessed since the French 
Revolution towards the end cf the eighteenth Gentry. 

With the close of the present war everything that the 
mind can think of must be done to relieve the necessities 
of the people of Europe in general and of the British people 
in particular and to cause them to act with the greatest 
possible moderation under the trying conditions that will 
then arise. 

That you may appreciate that this view is not one 
that I have formed hastily I append to this memorandum 
an article which I wrote for the Statist after visiting 
Germany in 1912 on considering the probable political 
?*nd economic effects on the well being of the British and 
of the German peoples, of a war between them. And the actual 
position is far worse than I was compelled to indicate 
at that time, from the evidence then available. 
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To increase indirect taxation after the v;ar is over, under 
the economic conditions that will, then arise in this country, 
in France'," in Italy., in Germany or in other food importing 
countries^ will he impossible whether the indirect taxation 
be for..-revenue purposes or for protection, The pressure 
of necessity will compel the nations to act as they ..should 
have acted had they been sufficiently enlightened,without 
the compulsion now placed upon them, by this dreadful war. 
Tariffs certainly-cannot, under present conditions, be 
raised, and in food importing countries where agriculture 
was protected before the war, they must bo reduced,, 
Taxation upon imports of necessary manufactured goods will 
produce practically no revenue. 

In,brief, urgent considerations of national well
being - political,.economic and financial - all make for 
the destruction of tariff barriers, and are opposed to the 
trade wars which have been in some measure responsible for 
this world-wide conflict; and will compel the nations to 
adopt a policy of co-operation, and "of mutual, aid. by 
which the productions of each country will, supplement 
those of other nations, and imports' will be regarded with 
feelings of pleasure and not of dislike., 

If the nations adopt an enlightened policy of 
co-operation, and freely interchange their productions 
without imposing restrictive, tariffs either for revenue 
or "for protective, purposes.., "how will it be .possible for 
them'to meet the heavy burdens they are now called upon 
to bear" for Interest, sinking funds., pensions and defence? 

The answer to this question is first that these 
burdens must, by co-operation, be rendered as light as 
possible - pensions excepted and, second, that the 
burdens'must be borne by those host able to bear thorn. 

And what is the first burden that must be borne by 
the whole world in mutual' co-operation - ffiMIFEi 

If each nation acts In a selfish manner and makes 
arrangements to ensure to itself its usual quantity 
of food, without considering the needs of.other nations, 
nothing can prevent widespread famine /next spring, with 
all its baneful anc1 disastrous consequences, throughout 
the greater part of Europe, including Great Britain,, 
On the other hand. if. peace is at once concluded, a World 
Council immediately called together to deal with the 
world:'s food situation,and the food supplies "of ail the 
nations are pooled, carefully husbanded and equally 
distributed, until the'worid7s food production can be 
rendered adequate, then Starvation on a reat scale will 
be averted^ 

c

This work will admit of no delay* 

It is too late now for the World Council to do 
anything to pool the balance of the. world1 s food supply 
of this season, which comes to a close in August, but 
it should have completed its calculations as to the 



probable amount of food available for the Y?orld!s 
consumption next season by the middle of July and all 
the world should be told how much food each person can 
. consume on the - average day by day throughout the next 
crop season, while as far as possible, steps should be 
taken-to prevent persons obtaining more than theif 
specified share, care being taken to discriminate 
between young childrenj youths and maidens, and 
adult men and women. 

In.brief, if the food producing countries only 
export their surplus productions of food, there will 
be insufficient to go round  If, however, they will c

share and share alike in the matter of food, with 
the food consuming nations, then by careful distribution, 
any serious loss of life may be averted. 

The next measure for the World Council to consider 
are the steps that should be at once taken to increase 
the world1s productions cf food, and to render them 
adequate,, Nothing can be done to increase thepro
duction of food in the Northern Hemisphere before 
preparations- are mado for the crops that will be 
gathered in the later summer. and autumn of 1916, which 
would not bo in time to avert the ,vreat scarcity that 
will bo felt in the Spring of 1918; but there is still 
time greatly to increase the production of food in 
Australia and Sew Zealand, in Argentina, Chili, and 
in India, so that additional quantities of food from 
these countries would become available;in Europe in 
the.spring and early summer cf next year. Hew much 
these countries can produce no one can predict,, 
Australia is specially liable to drought and after 
two good crops may sLaszs next year have a bad one. 
On the other hand, Argentina should have a much better 
crop next year judging by the law of averages. In 
calculating how much food these southern countries 
can supply to Europe, it Is essential to be conserva
tive * 

To get additional land into cultivation in 
these countries, the Anzacs should be sent home as 
.quickly as possible, and arrangements should be na de for 
the - dispatch of a large quantity of Italian labour 
to South America, together with the necessary agri
cultural machinery, while the Indian Government should do 



all in its power to induce the natives to produce freely 
either by the offer of high prices,, or in any other waj 
they deem desirable.- . 

The third matter that the World Council must 
discuss is the question of armaments. 
In no small measure will the burdens £e be borne 

by the nations in the future be governed by the size of 
their armaments. Prior to the war the burden of armaments 
was a heavy one, and if there is no World Council and no 
League to Enforce Peace in future then it is obvious that 
the World will stagger under burdens it will be difficult 
for it W bear. 

In tills country prior to the war, the expenditures 
upon defence were £30,000,000 upon the Army/ and ££0,000,000 
upon the Navvy'a total of £30,000,000 a year. 

The expenditure upon the Army gave us a striking 
force of only 120,000 men. 

How much would Great Britain need to spend to 
maintain an Armf comparable to the Armies of the Continent, 
which she would be compelled to support if there were no 
League to Enforce Peace? And how much would she need to 
spend upon her Navy under the new and greatly changed 
conditions of Submarine warfare? 

Merely to state the question as a financial problei 
is to suggest its solution. The world must adept not on!y 
new political economic and fiscal policies but a.new military 
and naval ..policy as well -. H3.ce again co-operation must 
be introduced in place of antagonism. Indeed co-eperatioim 
in military and naval matters is the corollary to economic, 
financial, and political co-operation. 

A world that follows a policy of brotherhood and 
of co-operation will need few armamanss. 

As far as this country is. concerned the matter is 
vital for we have to recognise that the invention of the 
submarine has jeopardised our power to keep the seas open 
to our food, cotton, wool, and other ships, and that hence

:tforward we shall depend for our well being upon the world s 
good will'as never before. 

It is obvious that the British people could nab 
bear a-financial burden for armaments several times greater 
than the burdera they bore before tho war.. Hence from the 
mere question of necessity, leaving, out the more Important 
matter "of human wsll being it is essential that a policy of 
limitation of: armaments and of co-operation for mutual 
defence must be adopted by all the peoples of the world. 

There is much, to be said for a policy of total 
disarmament but such a policy at present would create a 
feeling of insecurity and security.is one of. the strongest 
forces making for progress. Therefore if a policy of 
total'disarmament is- ever adopted it must come when the 
economic: and other ties that now bind the nations into 
one family become infinitely stronger, which they sill' do. 
as the .years pass, and when all danger of war- entirely 
disappears from the world. 

The policy which must no-w.be adopted is one that 
will give the world complete security against war- and 
against Its twin sister'famine, which must invariably 
accompany/world wide.wars of any duration in these days. 
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!3rhis security can alone be gained by the nations 
placing at the disposal of the World Council military 
and naval forces of such power that no nation would even 
dream of opposing them, a force that potentially would 
consist of the greater part of the mem of the. entire world 
and actually of a percentage of the men of all nations. 
Moreover it is desirable at this stage that each country 
should maintain, the force it- regards as essential to Its 
safety in the event -of any breakdown'of the Leaguie to 
Enforce -Peace. Fortunately the countries of Europe now 
possess -fully trained forces of great power- and fully 
equipped which they could bring into action again should 
occasion arise and all they have now to do is to train 
to arms a portion cf their young men as they attain maturity 

:in order to maintain their forces nearly at full strength 
for a number of years to.come. Practically speaking nearly 
every able bodied man in. Europe, from the ages of 18 to 41 
is now a trained soldier, and if France, Russia, Italy and 
Germany were to call to the -Colours eachj year for one 
yearJ's training:, a period which has been proved by" "experience 
to be fully adequate, 500,000 young men of 18, these forces 
would be maintained at a strength which should cause each 
country to realise that not only would the forces behind 
the World Council be of. overwhelming strengths for the purpose 
of dealing with any aggresive country, but that each country 
would in itself be strong; for purposes of- defence, Such 
Armies would! enable the.Continental nations to. effect 
substantial reductions in their armament's expenditures. 

As for this country, its contribution to the forces 
at the disposal of the World1 Council should be naval r&ather 
than military,, and this being-the case Its- Army shculdi 
consist of only 150,000 young men calied to the Colours 
for one yearJs training, as they attained the age of 18. 
On the other hand the navy which -Great Britain should 
contribute to the world5 s police force should be two 
ships for every ship contributed by any other single 
nation whether these ships be battleships, cruisers, 
torpedo boats, destroyers / 



or submarinesc The basis of naval strength should 
be the existing strength cf the British navy and the 
sums needed to maintain and to renew its existing 
-strength without further additions to that strength 
either in ships or in guns cr in the calibre of the 
guns, or in tho range and power of the torpedoes. 

The United States and Japan, and possibly China, 
being nations of the first rank,may also be expected 
to call to the Colours each year 300,000 young men 
of 18 for one year!s service and each to provide ships 
equal to one half the number, supplied by Great Britain. 

The other countries of the world, including the 
South American States and British Dominions overseas; 
may be expected to call to tho Colours each year for 
one yearrs training, one.half.of all their male 
citizens on their attaining 18 years of age, with a 
limit of 300,000 recruitu per. year per country, and 
to mako such contribution to the naval forces at the 
disposal of the '-7orld Council as would correspond 
to their, existing naval strength; 

As.part of the work of effectively controlling 
the worldTs armaments and maintaining a force strong 
enough to deal effectively with any aggressor, the. 
production of munitions of war, including war ships, 
cannon, siege artillery, machine gunsj rifles, 
revolvers and every other.form of weapon, as well as 
explosives of every kind and.description shall become 
government monopolies in every country,and no private 
manufacture whatever shall be permitted, not even 
for industrial purposes,, Moreoveri the quantities 
to be produced by each' arsenal, mill,or factory 
in any country shall be strictly limited to the 
quantities approved by; t h e l?orld Council, and the 
requirements for industrial purposes shall be 
distributed over the various countries on a pro rat a 
basis governed by tho quantities which such countries 
would bo- expected to contribute by the World Council 
in the event of war against an aggressive country. 
Each country shall duly compensate on.a reasonable 
basis, private manufacturers whose works are eXpro
priated or closed by the S t a t e r 

Were this policy to bs carried out,and no other 
seems feasible, without, on the one hand, imposing 
upon the-race burdens too great to be borne, and 
bringing- on before- many years are passed another 
great war, and on the other hand, causing a feeling 
of insecurity that would be prejudicial to progress, 
the burden .of, armaments would not be greater than 
the world could easily bear, as the defensive budgets 
of European, countries would either be no greater 
than'they were before the war or would'be smaller. 



The American people alone would need to spend any 
greatly increased sum of money upon armaments, 
but their additional expenditure would be insighi
ficant in comparison with their economic and 
financial strength in comparison with the benefits 
to accrue to mankind from the contribution they would 
make to the work of maintaining the peace of the 
world and of securing freedom and justice to the 
peoples of the whole earth. 

Were the defensive policy just outlined to 
be adopted by the nations, the pooples of the world . 
other than the American people would not be burdened 
with any additions to their expenditures for defence 
over and. above the outlays they met without much 
difficulty prior to the war; But they would still 
have to bear the burden of pensions as well as of 
interest and sinking fund on the vast quantity of 
debt created for war purposes. 

In considering these fresh burdens it is obvious 
that everyone, even the poorest, will wish to con
tribute his quota to the sums paid to the widows and 
children of our gallant defenders who gave their 
lives to the cause of humanity, as well as to the 
men permanently Incapacitated by their Injuries, 
and that the additional taxation placed upon tabacco, 
tea and other semi-luxuries during the war will be 
willingly'continued for this purpose,.and that if 
necessary, assent would be given to the limit of 
exemption for incomes assessed to"income tax being 
reduced to £2 per week per person, if the income there
from was to be paid to widows, orphans, and the per
manently injuredH no serious difficulty would, be 
experienced in providing for pensions on a fairly 
liberal scale. 

The great difficulty arises in the matter of 
interest and sinking fund on the vast debts that 
have been created in this and in other countries 
at a time, when it is practically impossible to . 
increase the burden of taxation, falling upon the 
great mass of the people, by any substantial sum-. 

. This problem which the British people have 
to face, has also to be dealt with by the peoples 
of the Other belligerent nations. In some quarters 
the answer given to the problem is that the nations 
should repudiate"their debts as they will find it 
practically impossible to provide the necessary 
interest and sinking fund by taxing the great mass 
of the peoples of Europe, -. However, a little thought 
will prove this to be the worst possible solution. 
It would be a breach of faith, and under the new 
conditions of national and international honour, it 
is of great moment that the peoples of Europe should 
fulfil all their obligations. 

It will be well, therefore, to look at the matfer 
in all its bearings and I will examine the situation in 
this country * 

First of all one has to note that the money 
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raised by borrowing by the British people for the present 
war up to the end of March 1917- was £3,383,967",581, and 
that if.the war were to be brought to an end at once the 
debt would reach about £4,OCO,000,000 taking into account 
the work of diaban&nsnt and assuming it to be accomplished 
without on-necessary delay. Of this tot£l£about £1,000,000,000 will be money lent to allied nations and 
which they m;?.y- be expected, to . repay. The net debt to 
be dealt with would thus be £3,000,000,000 involving an 
additional charge for interest of upwards of £160,000,000 
a year. Of the aggregate war debt of £4,000,000,000 
rather less than £2,000,000,000 would be funded debt while 
somewhat over £ 2 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 would be floating debt. Calling
for repayment or renewal'within the next four years. 

At- the close of the we? the nation will have to 
provide for the repayment or the refunding of approximately 
£1,000,000,000 of Treasury Bills and Ways and Means Advances. 

It is obvious that the task of carrying this great 
amount cf floating debt will be much more onerous after the 
war than it Is during the war. After the war capital will 
be needed for purposes of all kinds and as to the claims of 
patriotism are moon less insistent in peace than in war 
many persons will desire to be repaid the money they have 
lent to the state in order to use ifc in developing their 
own business. Consequ.cn tly preparations mast be made 
to repay some portion cf the money/ temporarily lent, to 
the State by private per30xis, firms aid companies, and 
which the State may/ find difficulty/ in refunding. 

Thus the problem resolves itself into two parts -
First How is the interest to be raised? 
Second - Row is the debt to be repaid? 

Hard the debt been raised by the issue of Consuls, 
repayable only at the option of the Nation and therefore 
of indefinite currency, tho Nation might have set up a 
sinking fund or might have refrained from doing- so as it 
considered desirable, but having regard to the fact that 
the whole of the deb-iuhas to be repaid or refunded 
and no-one can predict what the future holds - within a 
period of thirty years and a very large portion of it falls to 
be repaid within the next four years it is obvious that, 
large /sinking funds are essential unless the nation decides 
.to run the risk of default through, inability to repay or 
refund from any cause whatsoever. 

A sinking fund of 1-per cent upon the net war debt 
of £3,000,,000,000 Involving a charge of £30,000,000,-.' a 
year is the smallest' sum that can be suggested. 

This means that the interest and sinking- fund 
upon the net war debt needed immediately the war is over 
will be nearly £200000,000. 

Prior to the war the nation1s expenditures for 
Government were about £209000,000, a year, and if to 
this sum are added the charge'for pensions, as well as the 
increased expenditure arising from the adt-ance in prices, 
and which will still be felt after the war is over, together 
with interest and sinking fund! on the new war debt, and the 
increased cost of education, a total of about £450^000,000 
is reached. 

This is assuming there will be no increase whatever 
in the expenditure on defence in comparison with the outlay£ 
prior to the war. 

This is probably the minimum amount cf the Nation1 s 
expenditures for Government after the war. 

http://Consequ.cn
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In view of its greatness no surprise need be felt 
that various plans for imposing import duties on food 
and raw materials have been put forward under the cloak of 
Colonial Preference and of protection, and that renewed 
efforts are being made to prevent the free interchange 
of the Worldfs produce and manufactures even though 
experience of the past and knowledge of the present prove 
conclusively that such a course would render the burdens 
imposed by the war upon this country and upon our allies 
still more onerous, would in a very short time reduce 
Great Britain to a second rate power, unable to support 
its great population in these small Islands, and would 
put an effectual check upon any further growth of the 
population of the country. 

In considering the policy of how this great sum 
of a minimum net expenditure of £450,000,000 per annum 
shall be financed when peace Is restored, it is essential 
to remember that the country1 s present income from taxation 
is entirely abnormal. It is true that in the past year 
it reached £573,000,000, but of this a sum of £140,000,000 
was derived from the excess profits tax, an Income that 
would entirely disappear within a little over a year after 
the conclusion of peace. Moreover the general revenue 
cannot be expected to be nearly as productive after war 
is concluded and a process of deflation follows upon the 
period of inflation. 

Owing mainly to the rise in prices and in wages 
-as. well as to the fact that nearly every person is fully 
employed that can be employed the national income rose 
from some £2,400,000,000 prior to the war to about 
£3,200,000,000 last year, while at the present time it 
is probably at the rate of. about £3,600,000,000. 

Of the growth In the past fiscal year compared 
with the twelve months prior to the war about £400,000,000 
was in.profit3 and about £400,000,000 in wages. But after 
the war this great increase In profits anorwages will 
largely disappear and what remains of the increase In 
wages will be more than needed to -meet the higher cost of 
living due to the scarcity of food, raw textiles, and a 
great deficiency In house accommodation and therefore 
high rents. 

Indeed the real income of the great mass of the 
working classes will probably be much lower than it v/as 
before the war owing to the dearness of food and raw 
textiles in spite cf some net advance in the rate of 
wages. 

And of course the war profits will entirely 
disappear after the war is over. 

This means that not only will the Income from 
excess profits entirely cease but that the yield of the 
income and other taxes and receipts from miscellaneous 
sources will again become normal or even sub-normal. 
If one were to take a sanguine view one might be warranted 
in looking for a revenue, from the existing taxation of 
about £370,000,000 while should the disturbed state-of" 
the country in consequence of dearness and short supply 
of food lead to the prohibition of alcohol one could 
not anticipate a revenue of not much more than £300,000,000 
and the latter will probably prove to be the total amount 
of the revenue likely to be gathered in after taking into 
account all the factors in the situation - the disbandment 
of the army, the scarcity and high cost off food and raw 
textiles, the reduction in profits and in wages, and the 



probable necessity to introduce prohibition "in order 
that the country may excercise the measure of self control 
that a short supply of food will entail. And one is 
convinced that once the country has had experience of 
the extraordinarily beneftcienteffect of prohibition 
it wili never again permit alcohol to be consumed except 
for medicinal and industrial purposes. 

To attempt the cover the deficienfcy between 
an expenditure of £450,000,000, and a pitobable income 
of somewhat over £300,000.000 by means of indirect 
taxation imposed on the great mass of the people at the 
time they are suffering from a short supply of food, 
dear living and probably from a considerable measure of 
unemployment would be quite impossible. Indeed if the 
indications exist of the trend of events over the 
next few years are to be relied upon, It would be absolute 
madness to try to do so, and would provoke demonstrations 
and reprisals cf a character that must be avoided at all 
costs. I would specially refer you to the experience 
of the country after the close of the war with Napoleon 
for precedent of the probable trend of eventa in the 
next few years of food Mortage and unemployment. 

One realises of course that the painful experience 
of the mass of the people of Europe in consequence of 
the Injury to the economic well being of the world- through 
the war, although lt will be greatly reduced by the 
measures herein sugg? sted, will still be severe. 

Nature will compel mankind to do the things 
that ought to be done as speedily as possible - increase! 
the world1a food production and supplies of raw textiles 
by means of a great stream of emigration to the food 
producing countries. Nevertheless the fact that the 
painful experience Is Inevitable will not diminish its 
severity not obviate its political and economic, 
consequences upon the nations of Europe. 

Then how is the probable deficiency between 
revenue and expenditure to be met? default? 
Emphatically no. By the wealthy classes of this and of the 
other belligerent countries voluntarily and willingly 
shouldering the greater part Of the burden of the nations 
war debt both as to interest and principal. 

Suhh a course Is not only called for by every 
consideration of self interest on their part but is also 
demanded as a measure of justice to the soldiers and 
sailors of all the nations engaged in the war, who have 
so freely placed their lives at the service of humanity. 

The great mass of the men of the various 
nations of fighting age have either given their lives 
for the cause for which they h*i'xra fought so gallantly, 
or have risked their lives, or have shown their 
willingness to risk their iives. Indeed they have 
had no option in the matter, for whether they wished 
to do so or not they have been compelled to serve. 
But what is the contribution that wealth has brought 
to the war? Has it given its money, or is its amount 
in any way diminished, or will it suffer in the future 
as alas the families of the fallen will suffer, and as 
the families of the ruined will suffer? 

No, wealth has not given of its wealth - &a S

ienJt- its WQ̂ Iltii ttnd: dt has andedartb Z$S' amountwpLS-Kcever 
before itoier' to tho' Tr .r tho cmban^ip^dcho cdrine n-ztion 
to public juries cf capital at the outside never exceeded 
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probable necessity to introduce prohibition In order 
that the country may excercise the measure of self control 
that a short supply of food will entail. And one is 
convinced that once the country has had experience of 
the extraordinarily benoftcieatoffect of prohibition 
it will never again permit alcohol to be consumed except 
for medicinal and industrial purposes. 

To attempt the cover the deficiency between 
an expenditure of £450,000,000, and a paiobable income 
of feomewhat over £300,000,000 by means of indirect 
taxation imposed on the great mass of the people at the 
time they are suffering from a short supply of food, 
dear living nnd probably from a considerable measure of 
unemployment would be quite impossible. Indeed if the 
indications 3fe£*exist of the trend of events over the 
next few years are to be ielied upon, it would be absolute 
madness to try to do so, and would provoke demonstrations 
and reprisals cf a character that must be avoided at all 
costs. I would specially refer you to the experience 
of the country after the close of the war with Napoleon 
for precedent of the probable trend of events in the 
next few years of food Mortage and unemployment. 

One realises of course that the painful experience 
of the mass of the people of Europe In consequence of 
the injury to the economic well being of the world through 
the war, although it will be greatly reduced by the 
measures hereim suggested, will still be severe. 

Nature will compel mankind to do the things 
that ought to be done as speedily as possible - increase, 
the world1s food production and supplies of raw textiles 
by means of a great stream of emigration to the food 
producing countries. Nevertheless the fact that the 
painful experience is inevitable will not' diminish its 
severity not obviate its political and economic 
consequences upon the nations of Europe. 

Then how is the probable deficiency between 
revenue and expenditure to be met? fy default? 
Emphatically no. By the wealthy classes of this and of the 
other belligerent countries voluntarily and willingly 
shouldering the greater part Of the burden of the nations 
war debt both as to interest and principal. 

Suhh a course Is not only cklled for by every 
consideration of self interest on their part but is also 
demanded as a measure of justice to the soldiers and 
sailors of all the nations engaged in the war, who have 
so freely placed their lives at the service of humanity. 

The great mass of the men of the various 
nations of fighting age have either given their lives 
for the cause for which they ivjxm fought so gallantly, 
or have risked their lives, or have shown their 
willingness to risk their lives. Indeed they have 
had no option in the matter, for whether they wished 
to do so or not they have been compelled to serve. 
But what is the contribution that wealth has brought 
to the war? Has it given its money, or is its amount 
in any way diminished, or will it suffer in the future 
as alas the families of the fallen will suffer, and as 
the families of the ruined will suffer? 

* I * .... . . 1! " - -

No, wealth, has not given of its wealth - i f has 
ibht i t s :tfaO!t& 4-:-and: it has- a&dec&tk t&S' amountas; siever 
bdforo'. $Eicr" 1 e the' 57- .r the- c^b;^a?i£tdcho cdMhe nation 
to public £j*f*feee of eag$*£al at ths outside aaver exceeded 



£-250,000,000 per annum, but during the war., the British 
Government alone in a period of three years will have 
borrowed no less than £4,000,000,000 or an average of 
over £1,300)000,000 a year. Of this total probably 
£1,000,000,000 in the aggregate has been obtained abroad 
by the sale of securities previously owned by British 
investors, or by the sale of Treasury Bills, or by the 
direct loans made by America to the British people. 

. . r , t - . But after the necessary deductions &rtf ̂ ade 
British investors; bankers,, insurance offices and 
others have subscribed no less than £3,000,000,000 
of new money - (not old accumulations - but new savings, 
new profits and new Income), for British loans. And 
beyond this subscription to Eritish.loans.no Inconsiderable 
sum of private capital out of current income has been 
expended on the construction of new factories and works, 
new. houses', shops etc . In brief whereas the aggregate
wealth of individual British citizens before the war 
increased at the rate of £400,000,000 a year, during the 
war It has grown at the rate of upwards of £1,000,000,000 
a year, and whereas the aggregate accumulated wealth of 
individuals prior to the war leaving Government and 
Municipal property out of account wan in the neighbourhood 
of £16,000,000,000, It now exceeds £19,000,000,000, while 
the income which these individuals owning this we--alth
will receive in future i. they retain all their wealth, 
will be at least £160,000,000 per year greater than it 
was before the war-. 

Nor is this the complete story. The greater part 
of the additional wealth accumulated by individuals 
during the,war.has come directly from the poekets of the 
people and from their exertions, and.only a small portion 
of it has been accumulated by self denial or by greater 
exertions on the part of its present possessors. 

In financing the war by inflation instead of 
by economy, prices of all commodities have been forced 
to rise enormously and immense profits have been made . 
by. the producers. Thus whereas shipowners In 1914 
received l/9d per quarter' for transporting wheat from 
the United States to Liverpool they have recently received 
34/3d per quarter according to the rates quoted in the 
freight.market. It is true that the cost of insurance 
is now higher, that wages have somewhat increased, that 
coal is higher, provisions are dearer, nevertheless the 
additional profit Is enormous and the people of this 
country/' are. themselves providing the money..for' the war 
when they buy thSirbread at current high prices.. V 

... And what applies to shipping applies in an 
equal measure to farmers, whose profits have enormously 
Increased in consequence of the high prices, to colliery 
owners who are subscribing for war stock by charging high 
prices for their coal, and practically to everyone that 
has anything to sell which the nation needs to consume. 

'-: It should be clearly understood that no blame 
whatever can be laid upon the shipowner or the colliery 
owner, or the millowner, or the farmer or the merchant, 
or the tradesman charging the market price for their 
goods produce or services when that method of business 
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is approved by Governments, nor-can they be charged with 
any lack of patriotism, indeed most of them have worked 
as they never worked before in order to give the best 
service of îhich they were capable to their countries. 
The, great profits made in all the belligerent countries 
by the wealthy have been made with the approval of the 
various Governments who believed that it would be easier 
to finance the war by a policy of Inflation than by a 
policy o£ economy,- not realising that this process would 
mean an Immensely greater consumption than production, 
a greater demand than supply, the consequent exhaustion 
of the world's reserves of commodities of all kinds, thus 
greatly increasing the danger of famine, the accumulation 
of vast wealth by the wealthy classes, and the permanent 
benefit of the wealthy classes, at the expense of the 
wage earning and salaried classes. In great Britain 
as matters now stand, the income^assessed to income tax 
will be increased by the interest on war debt from about 
£1,250,000,000 before the war to over £1,400,000,000 after 
the war, whereas the incomes of the wage earning classes 
will probably show very little increase, and their real 
Incomes will be greatly reduced. 

And what Is true of Great Britain applies in 
greater or lesser degree to all the belligerents. 

In Germany the policy pursued has been infinitely 
more detrimental to the great mass of the people than it 
has been ih this country. There wages have not been 
raised to any appreciable extent as the cost of living 
has risen, and the Government has financed the war out of the 
the huge profits made by junkers. 

Manufacturers and.traders, by means of extortionate 
prices (connived at by the German Government to restrict 
the consumption of the masses and to make the food supply 
last out). 

What policy then ought to be pursued having 
regard to the fact that the peoples of the various 
countries have really provided by far the greater part 
Of the money expended upon the war, by means of the.high 
prices they have paid for commodities, and the hard work 
they have done, while the wealthy have received almost 
the whole of the war stock issued to finance the war? 

There is much to be said for a policy of 
conscripting wealth^ to the full extent of the war debts 
of the various nations so that the aggregate amount of 
wealth owned by individuals - and Government debt Is 
wealth to the individual though'not to the nation 
should be no greater at the end of the war than it was 
when war commenced. But it is of the greatest 
importance that in the new conditions no?/ arising when 
the peoples of the world will effectively govern the.ii
seives that the policy pursued should be strictly just 
and that tf error is made it should be on the side of 
generosity than of Injustice. 

' Moreover it should not be forgotten, that the 
world cannot progress in material., well being, faster 
than its capital accumulates and its efficiency increases. 

Education will enable the peoples of the world 
to employ the world1s machinery - its capital - with 
greater efficiency and therefore will make that machinery 
of greater value for the purposes of wealth product^., 
thereby adding to the general well being, but, addit^uiial 
machinery consisting of railways, roads, houses, far...0,
factories, docks, harbours, shipping etc.. etc.'must all 
the time be supplied, and this can only be done by tuj 
world being induced to provide the necessary capital 



year by year. Moreover this necessary capital cannot be 
provided in adequate amount unless individuals whether 
wage earners or "salaried officialsj or employers or owners 
of property arc induced to keep their expenditure well 
within their incomes, and to employ the margin of income 
they do not expend in adding to the aggregate amount of 
the world1s productive machinery. 

Having regard to the supreme importance of securing 
an adequate supply of new capital for the world day by day 
and of maintaining enterprise am credit,,and to the 
unwisdom not only of discouraging the accumulation of 
capital, but of failing to encourage the world to make 
large daily savings in order to expand its production and 
income in future years, it is desirable that careful 
discrimination should be made between the enormous 
accumulations made, which came during the v/ar from the 
accident of high prices or ether' circumstances over which 
individual capitalists had no control and which brought 
them wealth through no effort or self denial of their own, 
and the ordinary savings of the nation. In other words 
had there been no war individuals within.the nation would 
have saved by self denial or in other ways about £400,000,000 
a year in place of upwards of the £1,000,000,000 a year 
Invested in Government loans out of income and of additional 
sums expended for productive purposes of one kind or another. 
In other words about £1,000,000,000 out. of the £3,0.00,000,000 
invested out of income by British investors in Government 
loans in three years was money that would have been saved 
had there been no war while £2,000,000,000 was money 
which came to individuals by accident and which the people 
of the country are now legitimately and equitably entitled 
to demand should be returned to the nation for the redempt
ion of a portion of its huge debt. 

Before deciding upon such a course however, one 
has to bear in mind that in years of peace a large part 
of the wealth accumulated year by year is more or less 
accidental, and due to causes over which individuals have 
no control - the weather, crop failures in other countries, 
new inventions that affect a large number of other industries, 
such as the introduction of rail?/ays which brought great 
wea3th to certain land owners, iron masters and others, 
the introduction of the motor car which has so greatly 
bencfitted the rubber industry, the introduction of 
electricity for purposes of all kinds which has so largely 
increased the demand for copper, and so on, and therefore 
it would not be quite fair to surcharge persons, who 
have by accident como into great wealth in,time of war, 
and to leave untouched the wealth of persons who by good 
fortune came into great possessions by accident in years 
of peace and whose property is now being safeguarded by 
the national armies.. 

' Hence instead of requiring only those persons 
who, by accident have acquired great wealth during the 
present war to return to the nations the greater part of 
the fortunes they have accumulated, the more equitable 
method of obtaining the return to the state of the great 
wealth accumulated by Individuals in excess of the sums 
normally saved, is to make an assessment on the entire 
wealth, of the country with the exception of the wealth 
owned by individuals possessing fortunes of £1,000 and 
less and vhich they have probably accumulated by pure 
self denial. 
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Cn the assumption that the aggregate wealth of all the 
individuals in the nation on the basis of the prices of securi
ties prior tc the war prices is nor about £19,OCO.OOO,OOO the 
assessment required to provide £2,000,000,000 would be slightly 
ever 10 per cent cn the average. 

And what applies to Great Britain applies in equal or 
greater measure to all the belligerents. In order tc make 
provision for the due payment cf the interest upon, and the 
repayment of theirwar debts an amount of wealth should be 
conscripted equal to the sum accumulated by accidental causes 
during the war. After allowing fcr each nations normal rate 
of saving, the percentage cf levy being made upon eaoh nations 
entire wealth. 

In the case cf Great Britain this policy would provide 
for the repayment cf some £2,000,000,000 of debt at maturity 
and for the. interest on this sum in the meantime, and would 
consequently reduce the annual expenditure tc be provided for 
some years by about £130,000,000 a year from about £450,000,000 
to about £ 320,000,000 per annum a sum which would be well 
within the power of the nation to meet without the imposition 
cf any indirect taxation'. 

After prohibition is introduced it may be necessary tc 
reduce the income tax limit tc £2 per week per person but 
this additional taxation rill be easily provided out of the 
greatly increased savings of the people arising from the sup
pression cf a drink bill amounting to something like 
£180,000,000 a year and the wonderfully increased happiness and 
efficiency of the nation that will result therefrom. 

This policy would leave the nation with a war debt of 
£1,000,000,000 or including loans tc allies cf £2,000,000,000 
and a total debt of about a2,500,000,000 including loans to 
Allies and the pre war debt in place of £4,500,000,000. 

In making r. conscription upon wealth in the manner 
suggested it is desirable to do so by means of a graduated 
levy, and I would suggest a levy cf b% on fortunes cf £1,000 
tc £20,000. 

10 per cent on £20,001 to £50,000; 
15 per cent cn £50,001 to £100,000; 
20 per cnet on £100,001 to £500,000; 
25 per cent on £500,001 to "1,000,000. 

and 30 per cent on sums over £1,000]000; 
Payments shall be accepted either in cash/ or in securities 
including -mortgages, debentures, debenture stock, preference 
shares or ordinary shares-, or in lane or in buiIcings or in 
-houses, or in ground rents, or in any other form of property 
cf value. The total values of the estates should be assessed 
as for probate and the value cf thi property transferred to 
the nation should be in accordance with these assessments. 

The values of lan buildings and houses should be the 
sum placed upon them by' the Land Values Commission'. 



The property so transferred should he vested in a depart
: ment of State to "be specially cheated for the purpose of 
administering it and, as opportunity offers, of fee-ting its 
realisation and pcying the income received as well £s the 
capital' sums realised to the National Debt Commissioners in 
order that the latter may meet the service of the debt and 
provide for the redemption of as much of it as the levy on 
wealth will permit. 

By this procedure there will be no inter*ference what
ever, with the amount of wealth annually and normally acciumi
lated by individuals and the itr.vicr.-s will mere3.y take back 
from the whole of the wealthy classes the abnormal windfalls 
that foil to them during the war. 

Thus it'will be realised-that it is possible to meet 
the greatly increased expenditures of the" nations without 
inflicting grave injustice on the great masses of the peoples 
of all the belligerent nations of Hurope. and without making 
them provide huge sums out of their small incomes for interest 
and sinking funds upon the great war debts that have been created 
after they themselves by their hard work,.. mul self-denial, 
and the high prices they and the nation have paid, had pro-
Tided the owners of the machinery of production with the 
means of subscribing for the loans* Moreover, it will be 
clearly evident that the imposition of indirect taxation to 
msetstha interest and "siiiking- fund on the war debt would not 
only be most impolitic in vie grave economic situation into 
Which the world has drifted, but -chat it would be extraordinarily 
unjust to the peoples of tho varlotus nations and exceedingly 
ungenerous to their gallant soldiers and sailors who have 
given so much for their countries. 

I would specially point out that by conscripting wealth 
to pay off the major part of the great1war debts that have been 
created In the last three years, there will be no reduction 
in the amount of capital now available for carrying on and 
increasing the productions of the world,-, There will hot be 
one farm or one mill, or one railway, or one ship,the less; 
all that will happen will be that tho" States will receive large 
amounts of money which they will at oaco use for tho redemption 
of their floating debts - from the financial point of view 
a matter of great moment - and that the money thus paid out 
to the holders of floating debt will be again devoted by them 
to capital purposes. 

It may well happen that the levies upon wealth will 
in part at tiny rate be paid in treasury Bills, or War Stocks, 
in which case they would be cancelled and the operation v/ould 
be merely of the nature of a book entry except that the present 
owners would give up their right to receive a certain income 
from the State in future.

while the levy will reduce the wealth of individuals, 
who so to speak hold mortgages upon the iiita.ro income of the 
country, it-will not in any ""way reduce the""nationrs capital 
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immediately available for wealth production. Possibly but 
problematically it mi-.-ht diminish the rate at which capital 
would Increase in future if the ov/ner3 of the conscripted 
wealth accumulated a large part of the income they would 
have received upon that wealth and did not spend it is luxurious 
living , a contingency by no means improbable. 

Again to the extent of the sinking fund that would be 
set up to redeem the debt created over a number cf years, the 
capital accumulated in future years would be reduced, provided 
that the proceeds of the sinking funds were not expended as 
income by those persons who received them; Indeed it is 
possible thrt were there no levy on wealth to redeem 
£2,000,000,000 of debt in this country capital might accumulate 
here at the rate of about £500,000,000 a year for the next 
few years instead of at the rate of about £400,000,000 a year, 
but when one takes into account the worlds' present economic 
situation and.the effect of that situation upon the poor in 
all countries' one is compelled to come to the conclusion that 
the offort to save the extra £100,000,000 a year by placing 
an extra £100,000,000 of indirect taxation upon the masses, 
already suf ering from the scarcity and dearness of food, of 
raw material, and of house accommodation might be fraught with 
such serious consequences that not only would the extra 
£100,000,000 not be^sawgd, but that only a small part of the 
normal MOo,000,OOO^put aside for productlm) purposes, ' if 
indeed there were not a wholesale destruction of property in 
consequence of the disturbed condition of the country. 

And what applies to Greo,t Britain is equally true of other 
countries. 

Every possible consideration of both equity and of sx
pediency shows conclusively that the gre ter part of the war 
debts must be liquidated by the wealthyclasse3 whose wealth 
has grown, as never before, during the present war, and who 
have thus been able to subscribe for almost the whole of the 
vast war loans that have been issued in all the belligerent 
countries. 

It is possible that the great landowners and great nobles 
may wish to hand over to the various states, in part payment 
of the l e w upon their wealth some of their mansions, the 
maintenance of which they claim is an outgo and brings them 
no income. These should be accepted in payment at their proper 
value as determined by the Land Values Commission in this 
Country and should be subsequentljr sold to the Board of Educa
tion to be used as training colleges. 



At the'present time, I understand the owners of country
houses have patriotically placed them at the service of the 
nation for the purpose of agricultural instruction or for 
hospitals. -It is"equally desirable that in the days to come 
the teachers of our young.citizens should bo trained amid . 
surroundings.that will: enable them to impart- to tho.natioifs. ;
children the atmosphere that: cen:alone be gained from contact 
with the beautiful in nature and in art,, without which life is '.. 
a sordid thing, and. with which it is attractive beyond measure. 
If the nation1s citizens are to pc&sess the1 character that can 
alone make and keep a nation greet, the children must be given 
the first place in the nation1o thoughts, raid be surrounded by v 
influences-;which make life so well worth the'living. One has 
noted" with', much sadness and regret how few'of the nation1s 
children"have hitherto had access, except for an occasional 
day,., to. this. their beautiful country, and one cannot refrain 
from-hoping-.that the day is not far distant when the multitude
of beautiful: parks, and moors spread throughout the country will : 
be no longer deserted as they now are, while the streets of our 
towns ere crowded by the children of the greet majority cf cur .-. 
people, but that means will be found of providing for the
children of the whole nation, boarding schools of the style of 
Winchester, Eton, Harrow, Rugby, Marlborough, Shrewsbury,.-S 
Clifton, Tonbridge, etc. in all parts of this beautiful, country,
in which-, our young citizens can be trained axlidsurroundings 
which.will,subsequently cause thorn to bani3h from the life of 
the'nation', everything that is ugly aid that tends tc create 
cfime',.- disease and misery. 

And all this will be possible if the nations'of the world 
adopt a- policy, of brotherhood one toward-a the other, end of 
co-operation In place of enmity. 

Providenoo has endowerod the world with wealth beyond . 
measure andwith beauty indescribable. All that men and women.--' 
need to do is to seek to live according to the principles now. 
accepted as divine by all the world, and thus to enjoy the 
wonderful end abundant riches of nature which the maker of the 
World, has' placed at their service. 

IThieh road will the world follow? The one that leads 
to the destruction by war, of the manhood of the nations of Europe,,
and- by fomino, to the death of the world1 a children, or tho one 
that leads to life higher and greater - and fuller than the world 
has. yet attained? Tho one that loads to the continuance of the 
present war and to tho most appalling famine that has ever visited 
Europe, to be followed by more wars and greater famines, or the 
one- -that will'bring peace, not only immediately but possibly for 
all/time,.. and that will enable mankind'to avert the threatened 
famine1 and all future famines? 

The. welfare of the human rtce and cf the peoples of Europe 
and -of Britain-is bound up in the willingness of the British' " 
people and- of their allies to offer the hand of friendship te 
the German people - not to their rulers - and by so doing finally
and- effectually to destroy autocracy and bureaucracy, and with 
them their attendant. - militarism;- and in the mutual desire of 
all-nations to inscribe, upon the banner that should float over 
the World Council/hot the old death dealing, device of national 
domination and international jealousy, but the life-giving principle, 
of EieeuoD.. for: ail peoples, and co-operation and goodwill between 
the nations. :: . 
27th.April/1917 (Sgra.) George Paish 



P. Operations. 
From: General Barter 
To: . C.I.G.S. May 28th 1917, 

Handed in 12.40 a.m. 
29th. 

. N 0 * lc?3. 

A letter from Prince Leopold of Bavaria has been received 
at G.H.Q. It was presented cn the Northern Army front by German 
staff officers. The letter contains only proposals for peace 
or an armistice without m  y reference to conditions. 

Alexeieff, I am informed, is not gcing to vouchsafe any 
answer. A letter was also received a week ago on the southern 
front sent by General Rohr to General Swupin, Commanding 9th 
Russian Army^asking that General Victor von Bauernthal, 
Ccmmandlng Austrian brigade., might be received as flenipoten
tiary bearing pmposals for peace Or an armistics. This letter 
also contained n? mention of conditions and it appears that it 
has been decided to ignore altogether. 

It is the general opinion here that the military situation 
(?) as regards discipline is improving, certainly In the south
era half cf the Russian line. The War MinisterJ3 vi3it seems 
to have done s^me good, and the definite reply which he gave to 
General Brusilov on platform at public meeting at Kamenets -
Podolsk to the effect that the troops would advance when ordered 
Is considered satisfactory. 

Delegates, from the Black Sea Fleet,. -vihioh has behaved so 
well throughout the revolution, are doing much good at the 
front. 75 delegates are new carrying on most vigorous 
campaign on front in favour of energetic offensive and 100 
more are arriving. All these sailors have sworn to die for 
their country; 3,000 sailors are also to take part in the 
first attack to set an example. 

Relations here at G.H-Q. between "the officers and men 
at the officers conference now being held have today oonsid
erably improved a]the ugh a rupture appeared imminent yester
day (one group undecipherable) as they declared they had not 
had a fair hearing.. The officers, it appears, are now willing 
to'make the desired concessions, As, however, it is dragging 
on without getting through much business, it is doubtful if 
this conference can have much influence for good or bad. 

There is n^ news of importance from any of the fronts. 
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NAVAL WEEKLY APPRECIATION, 1. 

Introductory Remarks. 

THE Navy's part in the present war may be conveniently divided into offensive 
and defensive operations. The former aim aft bringing pressure to bear on the enemy 
people, so as to cause a desire for peace and-thus compel him to come to terms. With 
this end in view, our offensive strategy finally aims at one or both of the following 
o b j e c t s : 

(a.) Theprotection of the sea communications *of the British and Allied armies, 
more particularly; in France, where our main offensive lies. 

(b.) Prevention of enemy trade in order to handicap his military operations and 
bring pressure to bear oh the mass of his people. 

Defensive operations i n c l u d e 
(a.) The protection of British and Allied trade. 
(&.) Resistance to invasion and raids. 

These four objects can only be completely and permanently attained by defeating 
the enemy's main fleet and destroying his fighting ships, and therefore offensive action 
against his fighting ships serves the end of both our offensive and defensive strategy. 

- j The success of the German submarine attack;, which is an offensive operation of 
I the first magnitude, partly depends on the latent power of the German High Sea Fleet. 
J Not only does the latter immobilise a large number of destroyers, &c, from the direct 
I protection of trade, but it makes attack on the enemy submarines in close vicinity to 
I the enemy ports, an extraordinarily difficult operation. For this reason, the German 

High Sea Fleet will tend to adopt a strictly defensive attitude during the present phase 
of the war. It may come out, but it will probably avoid action. 

The general reply to the enemy plans is : the concentration of our efforts on 
controlling our own and the enemy's communications, so as to resist the pressure 
applied by him, and to drag out his fighting ships. The Grand Fleet has of course to 
be kept concentrated and ready for battle, but we partly defeat the immobilising power 
of the German Fleet by employing the destroyers, submarines, &c, attached to the 
Grand Fleet for battle purposes, in patrolling the northern exit of the North Sea, so far 
as is consistent with maintaining superiority of force in the decisive area. If the enemy 

l finds that his submarine campaign begins to flag, he may endeavour to pass a large 
I number of fast armed raiders into.the Atlantic, and unless the northern area is closely 
I patrolled, that should not be a very difficult operation. 

Comment on Current Operations. 

During the past week the transport of troops and munitions across the Channel 
has continued without serious interruption, but if the submarine attack continues at 
its present intensity, it will, as timegoes on, react more and more seriously on military 
operations oversea. 

The fact that nine British ships have been sunk in the Mediterranean during the 
' week ending the 27th May, is a warning to limit as far as possible the scope and extent 
of oversea expeditions, except in these cases where geographical or other factors 
facilitate the protection of their communications. 

As the other great offensive operation, the prevention :of German trade, whether in 
enemy or neutral ships, or whether through enemy or neutral ports, is carried out by 
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other than naval methods, it can hardly be included in" a naval appreciation ; but ,tlie 
fundamental fact remains, that it is the only purely naval means of applying pressure
to the enemy people. Also as a means of dragging out the enemy fighting ships, it i& 
one of the principal causal factorsdn bringing about sea battles. 

With regard to defensive operations the following table,* by comparing the tonnage 
entered and cleared with the tonnage sunk whilst carrying cargoes to or from the 
United Kingdom, is a true indication of the intensity of the submarine attack on 
trade y— 

COMPARISON of the Tonnage of Vessels Arriving at or Sailing from the United 
Kingdom with the Amount of Tonnage Lost by Submarines and Mines. 

. Week ending MSxj 27, 1917. 

Arrivals. Sailings. Tonnage Bunk by Submarine or Miqe. j f 

To Per cent, From Per cent, Odier Tonnage. Tonnage. United of United of Voyages. "Kingdom. Arrivals. Kingdom: . Sailings. 

British 26,794 19,428 18,499 
Allied 
Neutral 

-Total . . - . . 

I
iJ It is of great importance, to note that of the nine, ships sunk this week in the 
vicinity of the United Kingdom, eight were, home ward,bound. During, the ; very heavy 

\-losses in April,'five-sixths of the ships sank were.homeward bound. This phenomenon . 
is apparently.due to the greater control. exercised Dver the outward trade, and if the 

. same degree of control could be exercised, over the homeward trade, decreased sinkings 
,',would certainly result. , . 

, The "Hilary.,'-' one of the armed merchant cruisers of the 10th.Cruiser Squadron, 
was sunk on the 25th May by.a submarine between the Faroe and Shetland Islands. 

In addition to the submarine attack, two armed raiders are believed to.be at large. 
-When last heard of one was operating on the terminal area of the South-East American 
trade, and the.other, after operating in the Indian Ocean, has disappeared. -

The number of submarines which it is estimated have been operating in the 
different areas are shown on the attached chart. They have been most active in the 
Mediterranean; and,to the west of the British Isles,. There is also! a recrudescence of 
activity, in the Bay of Biscay. 

' Minelaying by the u U.C.,"- type of boat, which had shown a temporary lull, appears 
to.be recommencing, the area affected being between Dover and Cromer. : 

The Scandinavian convoy is working, smoothly, and, the first ocean convoy, of 
sixteen ships from Gibraltar to the United Kingdom arrived safely on the 20th May, 
whilst the second, from the U.S.A. to the United Kingdom, consisting of twelve 
vessels under escort of H.M.S. " Roxburgh," sailed on the 24th May. 

The institution of these convoys is a matter of interest, for it is a departure from 
! the system that has hitherto been in force. Cruisers or specially armed merchantmen 
I form the escort across the open sea, and they are relieved by destroyers on reaching 
I the, areas where submarines are likely to be operating,. ^ 

The convoy. from,, Gibraltar, appears to have worked very well, and the time of 
a spassage w   less.than, if .they had been dispersed on the usual routes. 

The success of the convoy system will of course chiefly depend on the Avay it is 
organised and directed. A convoy- steaming in a large number of small columns has 
less chance of meeting submarines than a similar,number of dispersed ships, but, if. a 
submarine does meet them, the- losse,s will probably be greater. This danger.may, 
however, be partly discounted by a sufficiency of -fast and. active; escpr.tvessels, and by 
deflecting the convoys from areas in which submarines have been sighted. \ 

* Completefigures not available on going to press, but it is hoped to obtain them in the future 
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^The following table shows the number of ships sunk by submarines and mines 
- during each of the last three weeks, and the average weekly sinkings for April:— 

* British Ships. 
Allied and i ' 

WeeWeekk ending-ending-—— Neutral Vessels. 
Over 1,600 tons: Under 1,600 tons. 

May 2 7 . . 18 1 40 
May 2 0 . .  . . 18 .. 9 19 
May 1 3 . .  . .  . . - 18 5 29 
April average 28 10 48 

It would be unwise to make any definite deductions from the decreased sinkings 
in May. The fine weather has probably facilitated the work of our patrol vessels, and 
the increased number of destroyers, based on the South of Ireland, has probably helped 
to keep the enemy under water. On the other hand, it may be-due to other causes, 
such as sending a number of submarines to some special area, such as the Northern 
patrol where the " Hilary " was sunk. This would be a very likely move on the part 
of the enemy preparatory to passing raiders out on the Atlantic trade routes. 

The recently instituted seaplane patrols are working well, especially those in the 
vicinity of the North Hinder Lightship, which is approximately midway between 
Harwich and the Dutch coast. In twenty-seven flying days between the 13th April 
j and the 20th May this patrol from Felixstowe sighted tnirteen hostile submarines and 
I bombed seven. It is possible that this may be the cause of the marked decrease of 
I minelaying in the Harwich area. 

This method of working seaplanes in conjunction with surface craft is undoubtedly 
an efficient one for protecting the trade in certain focal and terminal areas. 

During the week, twenty-one encounters with submarines have been reported. In 
the vast majority of cases this simply means that the submarines were driven below 
the surface. The difficulty of hitting a submarine by gunfire is notorious, except at 
very short range on the surface. 

The report of the bombardment of Zeebrugge carried1 out by certain monitors of 
the Dover Patrol on the 12th May has been received. It is interesting as illustrating a 
more direct form of trade protection, namely, offensive operations against an enemy
base. 

The object of the bombardment was the destruction of the lock gates between 
Zeebrugge and Bruges, so that by making the canal tidal, enemy destroyers would be 
prevented from lying at Bruges except at high tide. The target occupied an area of 
about 90 by 30 feet, and as firing was carried out at 26,000 yards and was entirely
dependent on aircraft for correcting the fall of shot, the difficulty of hitting was very 
great indeed. An effectual smoke screen was interposed between the flotilla and the 
target, and it is doubtful whether the enemy were even able to open fire. The Vice-
Admiral in charge of the operations believes that he achieved his object, but it is 
difficult to form a reliable opinion as to the actual results without reports from eye
witnesses. The photograph does not show any signs of damage to the lock gates. 
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Summary of Naval- Intelligence. 

ESTIMATED Monthly Return of German Shipbuilding, June  1 , 1 9 1 7 . 
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Air Intelligence. 

On the 20th May, when near the Corton Channel Buoy, the steamer " Birchgrove " 
was attacked by two enemy seaplanes, which dropped two torpedoes, which missed, 
and: one bomb, which, hit the ship on the forecastle, causing no casualties and only
slight damage. The seaplanes left flying south-east. 

WEEKLY INTELLIGENCE REPORT, MAY 2 9 , 1 9 1 7 . 

i' , ' ,t - rj : ;i . - -Austria. . . '., - ,/.!'', *. 

The French are inclined to believe that the Austrian Fleet intends to attempt 
some cowp simultaneously with a German Naval operation. 

It is impossible to say. whether the French have sufficient grounds for supposing
that this is. likely to take place now more than at any other time, but the possibility oi 
such a thing happening in the near future is worthy of consideration for the following 
reasons  : 

(1) Admiral Njegovan, who recently assumed supreme command of the Fleet, is 
reputed to be a man eager to use his forces for offensive purposes. 

(2 ) The Austrian Navy is probably heartened by its recent action in the Straits of 
Otranto. 

(3) The success of the present Italian offensive. 

Bulgaria. 

There are indications that the enemy is strengthening the coast defence along the 
iEgean littoral. Sixteen naval guns are reported to have been sent to DedeagatcL 
It also appears that at Kavala lighters are being fitted for mine laying. Kavala has 
since been bombarded. 

Denmark. 

It has been reported from various sources that the Germans have been sweeping
Slugen Channel, N,W, of Esbjerg, and have relaid the mines further to seaward. 
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Mexico., 

Enemy Submarines in the Gulf of Mexico.—None have yet appeared, but the 
Admiralty have strong evidence that the sending of submarines was contemplated in 
December last. United States Government are organising coast look-out stations and 
aeroplane coast,, patrols in Cuba and ^Florida to protect tankers sailing from the 
oil ports; Judghfg^by reports received-from an Admiralty agent in Hayti, S. Domingo, 
and Porto Rico, on the German Intelligence organisation there, similar supervision is 
desirable in those waters. 

Possibility of Attack on British Honduras.—United States men-of-war have inter
cepted at least three vessels running arms to Mexico. Japanese ships, however, landed 
one or two shipments in January last, and also sent munition-making plant.1 

Russia. 

Baltic.—The Germans are convoying,, their-steamers across the Baltic ffom the 
Stockholm Archipelago south, and it is stated that they have relaid their minefield 
north of Gottska Sando, which protects this trade route. 

The passage of British steamers from the Baltic has commenced, and the first 
seven have reached Christiania safely. Their voyage apparently caused a concentration 
of German submarines and armed trawlers off Kogrund. 

The Gulfs of Finland, Bothnia, and Riga are now ice-free. Traffic across the Gulf 
of Bothnia has been temporarily suspended on account of the presence of German sub- 
marines. 

Turkey. 

A report from Mytilene, dated '25th May, states that Admiral Souchon anct, staff : 
were recently at Smyrna with the object of preparing it as a submarine base; also that 
there was unusual,naval activity at Constantinople. " Goeben " has been reported to 
be capable of steaming her former speed. 

G 
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TO, QABIBBE. 

Memorandum by the Skipping Oontroiler * 

The Shipping Controllor has been considering the position 
of tank"tonnage building.in this country. At present there are 
only trconty tank steamers suitable for Overseas work under con
struction hore* The. last of these will be completed in December* 
end no prevision is being msde for further construction. It is 
necessary, therefore, fcr a policy to be laid down similar to that 
which was laid down for the building of Standard cargo ships. 

These may be divided Into;

(a) Kavy ffool. 
foJ Army petrol for France. 
(oj Oommerical requirements. 

(a) M.vT : 

The position of the lavy Fuel reserve 16 very serious. 
Tho approved stock is six months1 consumption 1,350,000 tons,-,
the actual amount in stock on the 1st May was 747,000. tons, i*e. 
three months1 stock. It is calculated that If we lose tank." 
steamers on the same basis as in April there will be only 620,000 
tons in the country in November, 1917, and1 in February 1910 about. 
1 montiis1 supply, 

(b) AKMX SPIRIT: 

Up to January it was sufficient to employ two tank steamers 
on this service,, It Is novc^nly possible to maintain the approved 
reserve by tho uso of six steamers, 

Co) COMMBRIOAI/: ^ 

The stocks of all commerical oils, viz., petrol, kerosene, 
and gas.oil, are now in a serious condition. . On the 1st May 
there was about 60,000 tons of spirit in this country - sufficient 
for six weeks1 supply. Owing however to the loss o f tank 
steamers and increased consumption by the British Army, it has been 
found necessary to send 17,000 tons to $ranee., and In addition the 
War Office desire to accumulate a reserve of .20,000 tons in this 
country. The ire suit of these measures has been to r educe the 
stock of spirit In this country to -about "1 month. The stocks of 
kerosene and- gas oil are about one month. 

A38IS3AH0E FROM u".g.A, 

In order to bring up the reserves to a more reasonable level, 
assistance in tank steamers was asked for from the U,S.,A. at various 
dates between 23rd April and 6th May on the following basis 



Ifcrvy "1U&3.,. si^amsrs to carry ^ 1 0 0 - 0 0  0 tons, 
Army spiLrxtl steamers' to ccrry .* * 16,000 tons, 

ic J Ccmmerical, * steamers to ccrry
 0

 ... ... ^Q*sS29SL *Qns* 
f'-1 ' A total cf .... 17.6%.000 tors. 

Unfortunately tho U.S..A. £cverim^ent hsvc not tho power to 
rearciisition, while the ts.nk ^turners under' the American flag 
"belong largely to the various 3s.rge Oil Companies, who employ them 
in their own business., "and ere not anxious to allocate them for 
the dangerous voyage to  U 2r s 

vfe hsve therefore. ,only received offers from the American 
Government of. three steamers for pr cmpt loadings 5!he Shipping 
Controller has sent two representatives to the United States of 
America? who are in possession of all details,-and"it is hope! 
thut when the Congress passes the Requisition Biiil, we shall be 
able to obtain assistance on a larger scale0 

Purchase of American Steamers has also been suspended at 
present following cabled advice by Mr^Balfoure 

Even If the assistance rers at once forthcoming the position 
would bo as follows 

(a) Off BASIS 0.? 4 HOPES B^SEFp) 

Want 250.000 tons more. 
UoScA,, asked for ICO.000 tons of shipping. 
1'hi.s would take 5 months to make u.pc 

fb) ON BASIS Off .6 MOfflTHS - E M r g B ^ 

Want 750,000 tons more. 
TTS3*A*, asked for 100,000 tens of shipping. 
This would take 15 months to make up, 

Cpj^BCIAJi 

(a) Off BASIS PIT gMOl^ES B^SJBvTg 

Keed 150,, 000 tons more., 
U*S eA. asked for 60,000 tens. 
Would take 4 months tc make up. 

Cb) GST BASIS. Off g MONTHS EE SERVE' 

Wont 270,000 tons. 
Would take 8 months to make up. 

(No loss allowance at all). 

It is obvious from the above that it will be a long time 
before fie are able to get up cur stocks again to the proper 
reserve, and meanwhile wo have to face the possibility of serious 
losses which a an only be made up by building. 

http://ts.nk
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BUILSI5G. 

The Shipping Controller has received the following letter 
from the-Admiralty s

^gGth April, 1917 
VI am commanded "by My Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty 

IJto inform you'that  in view of the recent heavy losses of Oil r
ntank steamers, approval has been obtained from tho Lords 
^Commissioners of H*M, Treasury to lay down in this country six 
^additional oversea Oilers as soon as six slips at present 
"occupied by six trade Oilers are vacated* 

"2. In addition to. tho above, it will also be nocossary 
*t.o lay down the following Fleet Attendance Oilers during the 
"next six months as slips become vacant 

WS;000 tons .... ... 3 Bo. 
nnl,000 tons 6  " 

As regards the latter part? viz,, the construction of tank 
steamers for Fleet Attendance, the Shipping Controller only wishes 
to observe that it is presumed this construction will bo carried 
out as pert of the ordinary Admiralty Building Programme0 

With regard"however to the construction of tank steamers 
for Overseas work, it is considered that provision must at once 
be made for the present situation, and for possible future 
difficulties, on a system which will give prompt relief without 
definitely committing us to diminutions of our Gargo Steamer 
Programme, which may turn out later to have boon unnecessary * 

The ordinary tank steamers, constructed to carry all sorts 
of petroleum products, including light petrol of very low flash, 
cannot be used tn "kn^thihg but Oile 

If therefore v/e embark on a large building programme of 
such steamers and later our demand for oil fuel and our loesos 
by enemy operations become smaller, we shall have on our hands 
a large number of steamers not available for the carriage of 
foo d, Emnit ions9 etc 

At tho same time the Shipping Controller is convinced that 
a large number of Tank Steamers must be provided at once,, and 
definite provision must bo made for losses in the future and 
' the prevision in his opinion can be made in the following manner 

During last year, when the shortage of general cargo steamers 
was not so severely felt, stops were taken to convert eleven 
cargo steamers for the carriage of ITavy M e l oil.. It was found 
that this could be done in two to four months, and in such a 
manner that it did not unfit the steamer for tho carriage of many 
sorts of cargo, or in any case for reconversion at a small outlay 
for such carriage8 

- "The reason for this is that heavy oil is. above 1750 flash 
pointy so that it is not necessary to take such precautions to 
prevent its percolation to dangerous parts of tho ship.such as 
the engine room, boiler room, and shaft tunnel *. 

Pursuing this idea it is considered to be quite possible 
to convert the larger size standard ships for the conveyance of 
ITavy Fuel, without appreciably lengthening the time taken for 
building. 

Not only that: It Is found that by making certain small 
alterations in the early stages of construction it is possible AJOK 
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to provide for the building without deciding whether they are to 
be Tank ,Steamers or Cargo Steamers until within two months of 
the date of thoir'delivery * 

The advantages of this policy nay be summarised as fellows:

,,-"' : 1-. Completion in eight months as against twelve months 
for the tank steamer capable of carrying light oils6 

Zc If a small espouse bo incurred in an early stage of tho 
building of the steamer, she can be converted Into a Ifevy 

0 months of compile tionFuel boat within  w o

c'3* Tho Steamer can at any time either' now or after the 
War bo reconverted.into a cargo boa.to 

. 4* The Standard type is retained with all its advantagesB 

5 . Tho Steamer will be In appearance tho same as a Standard 
ship,. Instead of betraying by Its appearance that it is 
an oil carrier .s

The Shipping Controller therefore wishes to urge strongly 
.. that.Adofinite policy be adopted of building convertible standard 
ships,: and not the ordinary oil tanker of commerce,. 

It would of course be an essential pert of the scheme
that as.steamers were required for the conveyance of petrol or 
kerosene,- such steamers of which tho Admiralty has C. large number . 
on requisition should bo released for trade purposes, and their 
places taken by converted "standard ships  . Should this scheme bee

approved by the War Cabinet the Shipping Controller'would bo glad 
to receive a definite pledge that this will, be done, the converted 
ships being.allocated by him against the various requirements in 
the usual manner-, subject to War Cabinet authority. 

As- regard the number to be so converted'the Shipping Controller
has carefully considered the present position, and has of .course 
fully appreciated the requirements for tonnage for general cargo
purposes0 

It is his opinion that steps should at onco be taken to 
convert 33lM?Mf standard ships for the earliest possible readiness,
but the whole of the eighteen to be completed not later than 
HovoniberThis would provide replaces for estimated losses of 
three ships per month from to-day0 In addition he purposes that 
twelve, of the cargo ships now being' built in tho UoSoA,. and Japan 
should ha. completed on similar linos, and he has already taken this 
in hand.; This should enable us to cope with even greater losses-

Finally? it is proposed that out of the' -standard ships laia 
down in this country each month from now, sis should hare the 
necessary preliminary, work placed in- them waioh will enable us to 
convert them, if required at a lator date. 

The Shipping Controller understands that the approved reserve 
of Havy Fuel in this, country Is sis months- consumption, a figure 
which was arrived at when the TJ,S A. wore neutral or expected to be so,e

He ventures to suggest that in view of the extreme shortage of 
"oil and spirit for commercial purposes, and the necessity of bus
banding our building resources in every possible way no action should 
be taken t& increase Admiralty stocks above four months- supply until
commercial stocks amount to two month5s consumption on tlie most 
economical possible basis - due allowance for possible losses being
made-* When the stocks have reached this level the question of 
raising'them further relativelyt o bo further considered by the War 
Oabinofco 
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REPORT relating to the War work of the Board of Agriculture for 
Scotland for the week ending 30th May, 1917. 

The weather continues to be favourable. With the exception of 
certain fields of wheat where damage by grubs and wireworm is evident 
all orops are looking well and are making good progress. 

1* Increased Cropping: 

"So addition falls to be made to the acreage reported last week 
and the total to date consequently remains at 62049$ acres. 

2. District Agricultural Committees: 

The work of re-organisation is being rapidly proceeded with. 
Meotings with Committees have been held practically every day 
during the week and, einoe the last report, the Committees of 
Selkirk, Roxburgh, Berwick, Perth (5 districts), Clackmannan, 
Kinross and Midlothian have b6en visited by the Board.'s representa
tive. The Board have pleasure in reporting that the Committees 
continue to show muoh enthusiasm in the work to be undertaken by 
them during the coming season. 

3. Irish Agricultural Labourers: 

With regard to the question of liability for military servioe 
of Irish Labourers temporarily engaged upon agricultural work in 
Scotland, the Board have issued a circular to Committees drawing 
attention to the statement made by the Under Secretary of State for 
War on the 23rd instant. 

4. Unthreshed Tflheat and Oats: 

In aocordanoe with the instructions of the Secretary for 
Scotland a ciroular has been issued to Committees requesting them 
to make returns of the quantities of unthreshed wheat and oats in 
farmers1 hands in their respective districts on 4th June. 

5. Census of Livo Stock: 

The tabulation of the schedules in connection with this 
Census has now,been completed and a table showing the numbers of 
each class of live stock in each county has been forwarded for the 
information of the Secretary for Scotland. 

6. Supply of Potatoes for Consumption in Scotland: 

In view of the fact that supplies of potatoes are now avail
able from local sources the Dundee Town Counoil have requested the 
Board to stop further consignments from England. The Army Canteen 
Committee have accordingly been informed. 



Any further communications should be 
addressed, not to any individual by name, 
but to— 

" T h e S e c r e t a r y , BOARD OF AGRICULTUEE FOR SCOTLAND, 
B o a r d  o f A g r i c u l t u r e  f o r S c o t l a n d , 

2 9 S t . A n d r e w S q u a r e , 
E d i n b u r g h . " 29 ST. ANDREW SQUARE, 

Correspondents are requested — 
1. To quote the Number, Date, and Heading 

of each letter to which they reply ; and E D I N B U R G H . 
2. To lei communications on different subjects

form separate letters. 

^-128737" 
Telegraphic Address-"BOAS, EDINBURGH." 30th May, 1917. 

Sir, 
Irish Agricultural Labourers. 

I am directed by the Board of Agriculture for 

Scotland to state that a number of enquiries have been 

addressed to this Department regarding the question of 

the liability for Military Service of Irish Labourers 

temporarily engaged upon agricultural work in thit? country. 

The Board accordingly desire me to dray/ the attention of 

District Agricultural Committees to the answer given by 

the Under Secretary of State for \?ur on 23rd instant to a 
ft K 

question addressed to him on the subjeot:

"Irish labourers who oome over to Scotland for the 
"purpose of potato digging during the summer are covered 
"by the arrangements entered into between the War Office 
"and the Board of Trade, and, as such, on application to 
"an Employment Exchange will be given cards as evidence 
"that they are ordinarily resident in Ireland and only 
"temporarily resident in Great Britain for the purpose 
"of being employed upon agriculture." 

I am, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

H. 11. COHACHER, 

Secretary. 

The Seoretary, 
Distriot Agricultural Committee, 
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SECRET 
WAR CABlHBt. 

G.T. 897 

Tbe attached memorandum on the GROWTH OF THE SHOP 

STEWARD MOVEMENT has heen submitted to Mr.Barnes by the Ministry 

of Labour and he desires that it should be circulated to the 

members of the War Cabinet and to the Departments interested. 

2 Whitehall Gardens, S W. e

1st June 1917. 
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WAR CABINET, 

THE GROWTH OE THE SHOP STEWARD MOVEMENT. 

Nothing in the history of Labour during the period of 
the Far has "been more remarkable than "the phenomenal rapidity 
which has distinguished the growth in numbers and. in influence 
of those local organisations which, first known as Shop Stewards' 
Committees, then as Workers' Committees, have finally developed 
into Strike Committees with a national nucleus in the London 
Strike C ommi11e e. 

The Shop Steward, originally and until after the cora
mencement of the war a minor local official subordinate to the 
District Committee of the Trade Union Executive in certain 
skilled trades, has a history which extends over more than half 
a century. Provision is made in the registered rules of a 
number of Trade Unions for his appointment, his duties, and his 
privileges. In clause 5 of rule 13 of the Amalgamated Society 
of Engineers it is provided that a District Committee may appoint 
shop stewards who shall be under the direction and control of 
that Committee which shall also define his duties. These include 
periodical examination of the contribution cards of members of 
the Society employed in the shop, and a quarterly report to the 
Committee on all matters affecting the welfare of the Society. 
Somewhat similar regulations are included among the rules! of the 
Associated Blacksmiths and Ironworkers, the British Steel' 
Smelters, the Toolmakers, the Smiths and Strikers, and other 
associationso It is only since the Far, however, that the shop 
stewards have organized themselves into bodies REPRESENTING TEE 
MEN OE SEVERAL UNIONS, instead of being merely%the agents for 
their own unions in the shop. 

The power of the new organization was first demonstrated 
by the troubles on the Clyde in the first months of 1916 which 
resulted in the deportation of McManusj Kirkwood, and other
members of the Clyde Workers1 Committee. As a result the movement 
spread rapidly to other parts of the country, particularly in 
Sheffield, where it was directed by Murphy, Hill and Rayner, who 

- -were pledged to the idea of COUPLETS CONTROL OE INDUSTRY BY THE 
WORKERS. The Sheffield Engineering Shop Stewards' Committee, 
which they formed, produced the strike in October and November, 
1916, in connection with the conscription of a man named 
Kargreaves, and during this strike the system of inter-c ommunica
tion by motor bicycle despatch riders was first introduced. This 
strike, though discountenanced by the Trade Union leaders, resulted 
in a victory for the organisation and was followed by the'strikes 
at Barrow and Coventry in March and April, 1917. In the former 

- case a sympathetic strike at Sheffield was threatened, but th* 
trouble was settled before it could materialize. In both cases 

. agreements wore reached which gave some- recognition to the 
representatives elected by the men in the Shops, and it is worth 
remarking that at- Coventry there was no strike during the recent 
general strike in the Engineering trade, while at Barrow the men 
did not come out until after the arrest of the leaders. It is 
also worth pointing out-that.at the Hotchkiss Works, Coventry, 
it was agreed to establish a representative Works Committee of 
Shop Stewards elected by secret ballot by the employees, and 
approved by the Trade Unions, with the re suit that NONE 0'̂  THE 
AGITATORS WAS ELECTED OR EVEN NOMINATED. 
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In all the strikes which' have taken place the Workers1 

Committeeshave endeavoured to obtain recognition for themselves 
as against the responsible Executives of their Unions, and in 
the case of the recent strike the local Committees were federated 
by means of a-Central Strike Conference in London attended by 
dolegatea from all parts of the country. This body claimed to 
represent all the strikers and definitely sought to usurp the 
position of the Sxecutiyes. -

In summing up the general tendencies of the Shop Steward 
movement, two separate causes contributing to its growth have 
to be distinguished * In the first place the crippling of the 
power of the Executives by the suspension of the right to 
strike by the Munitions Acts has naturally GIVEN THE LOCAL MSH 
THEIR OPPORTUNITY to pose as champions of the interests of the 
men, who have never been enthusiastic over surrendering the 
privileges of their trades involved in dilution, and the other 
changes of practice necessitated by the War. It is worth noting 
that the Shop Stewards movement has only gained any considerable 
hold in the Engineering trades where, these changes have been 
principally introduced, and also that although there was no 
strike in connection with dilution on Government work, which was 
accepted by the Executive of the A.S3., a strike took place 
when dilution on private work was proposed, a measure which the 
Executive had always resisted. It is probably true that the 
strike would not have been so extensive, and the Shoo Stewards 
would not have had so united or large a following, if there had 
not been a general feeling among the rank and file that they 
were really acting in accordance with the views of their Execu
tives. .80 far as the rise of the Shop Stewards is due to their 
voicing the views of the rank and file which can no longer be 
effectively championed by the Executive', it would be a mistake 
to regard the movement as definitely'unconstitutional or aiming 
at the absorption of the existing Trade Union Organization.: 

On the other hand, there has been a second tendency at 
work of a definitely syndicalist character WHICH AIMS AT OYJIR-
THROWIHS THE EXISTING UNIONS IN THE ENGINEERING TRADE and 
amalgamating them into an Industrial Union with the object of 
capturing the whole industry for the Workers. It is allied with 
the, "rank and file" movement which had its birth in America, and 
first took root in this country about nine years ago. The 
existence of this element is proved by the circular inaugurating 
the London Workers' Committee, which states that "no Committee 
shall have Executive power, all- questions of policy being referred 
back to the "rank and file", and defines its objects as 

"1. To work' for the overthrow of the Wage system 
and the establishment of industrial democracy'. 

2:. To obtain an over increasing control over workshop 
conditions. 

3. To regulate the terras upon which workers shall be 
employed. 

4. To organize the workers on a Class basis ana to 
maintain the class struggle until the freedom of the 
workers has been gained." 

Allied to this element in the movement is. the section 
of it which aims at ending.the War and which preaches revolution. 
Although there is evidence that this section is in close touch 
with the Union of Democratic Control and the No Conscription 
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Fellowship, it would probably be a mistake to regard its influence 
on the rank and file as of great importance apart from the 
industrial grievances in which they arc interested. In so far 
as these, grievances exist, they are more ready to swallow any 
general doctrines-which mav be put forward by the Shop Stewards, 
but. the movement IS IS ITS ESSENCE INDUSTRIAL AND 1T0T POLITICAL, 
and so far as its industrial objects are attained, its political 
significance will tend to disappear. 

In other words, if future trouble is to be avoided it is 
necessary 

(1) To meet actual grievances which exist, and to prevent 
the existence of others. 

(2) To establish in all --factories a Workshops Committee 
which will fit into the Labour machine without 
dislocating the; existing mechanism. . 

As regards (l) steps are being taken as far-as possible 
to do this and further light will no doubt be shed on the subject 
by the Commission which is to be appointed. 

As regards K'?.) the - principle- of giving ventilation to 
troubles which arise in the Shop and of recognising the elected 
representatives of the men in the Shop for ^he purpose would 
probably go far'to diverting the Shop Stewards movement from 
dangerous into regular channels, and would act as a valuable 
safety valve.- THE REALLY LEGITIMATE OBJECT OP THE MOVEiSHT is 
to give the workman some voice in the regulation -of matters 
affecting his employment . As has been shown, it is possible 
to do this without interfering with the essential functions of 
management or with the executive authority of the Trade Unions. 

Shop Committees have been set up in the National factories, 
at Armstrong Miitworth's, Vickers (Barrow)^ and Hotchkiss 
(Coventry). The functions and constitution of these Committees 
vary, but they are all alike as being the direct representa
tives of the workers in the Shops, and as being approved by the 
Trade Unions concerned. THEY ARE ALSO ALIKE III ILiVIFG PRODUCED 
"GOOD - RESULTS,- for not only does- the workman feel that his troubles 
will be ,-properly put forward by his rejDresemtatives, but also 
in electing them he will usually be careful to choose responsible 
men -rather than self-seeking agitators. 

The Ministry of Labour has approached the Engineering and 
Shipbuilding Employers' federations asking them to consider 
the question of urging the formation of such Committees, and it 
is understood that the Sub-Committee of the Reconstruction 
Committee presided over by Mr. whitley, whose Report is now before 
the "Cabinet, also recommends the formation of Shop Committees. 
It is felt that this is a matter that ought net to be left until 
the end. of the War, ana that the time is now ripe for taking it 
in hand,. Although jt cannot be expected that the present unrest, 
which is. due to a multiplicity cf causes, will be entirely 
-allayed by Shop Committees, there is good ground for thinking 
-that they would do much towards mitigating it. 

ministry of Labour. 
31.5.191?. 



From Sir P. Cox, Basra, 29th May 1917. 
(Addressed to Foreign, repeated to Secretary of State.) 

(Received at India Office, 30th May, 2 p.m.) 

1903. Reference Secretary of State's telegram, dated 23rd May. Officers 
for Mesopotamia. As regards Knox. Hardship to him lies in the fact that 
Basra alone offers him no career in the judicial line.' He has a natural bent 
for judicial work, has made a practical success of jxidicial administration of 
Basra, and naturally looked forward to prospect of advancement in the 
event of extension of' our control to the Bagdad Vilayet. In existing 
circumstances 1 imagine he will apply to return to India, and will feel that 
his three years' hard work in these territories has been wasted as far as his 
future career is concerned. 

As regards Revenue Administration. I have read Secretary of State's 
telegram of 10th May and understand it, but I would ask him to remember 
that for the period of the war there cannot be two.Army Commanders in 
supreme control in occupied territory nor two Chief Political Officers, and 
that I am responsible to Army Commander and to Government for civil 
administration of both Vilayets. In the matter of revenue administration 
we have adopted in its entirety the Turkish -system which is the same for 
both Vilayets. It is clearly opposed to interests of inhabitants and to 
principles of good government that identical questions arising in the two 
Vilayets should be handled differently. What I need is the services of an 
officer of adequate weight and revenue experience as my Revenue Secretary 
or Staff Officer to whom I can go for advice with regard to revenue questions 
and can give supervisory powers over the working of both Vilayets to ensure 
consistency of treatment. Dobbs would have suited me well. As he is not 
available another officer of the same type is needed, and as revenue system 
of these territories is quite different from that of India and of Egj^pV it 
matters little whence the officer comes as long as he possesses right 
qualities. 

As regards present arrangements. Though as a matter of fact one 
member of my "Revenue Board " is now running Basra Vilayet and the 
other the Bagdad Vilayet, and they have doubtless separated for good, yet 

,pending the appointment of Revenue Secretary, asked for I have to maintain 
the institution "Revenue Board" to ensure that there is no differential 
treatment of identical problems. I hope officer will be nominated as soon as 
possible. 

As far as I can see some such supervisory post will continue to be 
necessary after the war with the same object in view, but that is a question 
which can be considered by Commission. 



Diseases of Animals Branoh. 

Swine Fever. Ho. of Reports 22& 
" " " " Outbreaks . e . o c 6? 

I Cases in v/hich ) 
w"  I Serum Treatment) .e .,. *....... 34 .c

(was adopted )
Anthrax, No. of Reports ,0  *........... 02 
Sheep Scab

 c

 J*0  o i e * * b u t 3 * o . a o . * . . . * .

Rabies " " **, *......, 1 
Importation of Dogs. Now Cases  c ,e 12 

n"  Licences issued 18 
Foreign Animals Order. ITotioes issued 5 
Exportation of Horses. Permits issued 1 
Humber of Orders issued .....t,fc. * * *. *.. * 5 

(a) Lsb oratory.J?taff* 

Swine fever material was received and examined in connection 
with 108 reported outbreaks. In 77 inquiry showed that swine fever 
existed. In the remainder - 31 - ewine fever was not found to exist, 

Anthrax material in connection with 10 reported outbreaks 
vxas the subject of investigation,. In^5 of these cases it was found 
to exist. In the remainder - 5-- the report was found to have arisen 
from other causes, 

Anti-swine-fever serum. During the week in question 
20,350 c.c. were issued for distribution to keep up the stocks at 
the various centres. 

Anti-abortion vaocine. During the week in question 
4,700 c,c. (94 doses) have been manufactured, put up in a suitable 
form, and despatched^for- use on injected farms. Agglutination 
tests of suspected blood were made in one instance. 

Miscellaneous specimens, Post mortem examinations were 
made In two instances. 

(i; Supervised the application of anti-swine-fever serum 
treatment in outbreaks of swine fever in Gt. Br5.tainft 

(2 Hoted and analysed the results of the treatment as a guide 
to future policy. 

(3! Advised when swine involved in outbreaks of swine fever 
jnight be freed from restrictions which prohibited their 
movement. 

u; Studied all reports by inspectors on outbreaks of the 
scheduled diseases dealt with "fcy them in the field and 
advised as to further action, 

(5; Myised on points in connection with the administration of 
the Diseases of Animals Acts submitted by the outdoor and 
indoor officers of the Boards 

(6 Advised stock-ownevs by interview and correspondence in 
relation to serious animal diseases whether scheduled 
or not. 

(7 Selection of the more pressing problems in relation to 
diseases, which call for further investigation, 



Live-stock Branch. 

Work of-Branch - Administration of Live Stock and Horse Breeding 
Schemes, 

During Live Stock. week ^o^a^sinnd 
ended, l"Ajp"r 1917. v

No. of Grants approved for Boar -* ' c . . 12 63 
II II Bulls *.. 37 
II It Heavy Horses 0 c c M l , 100 
II fi uMilk Recording 

No. of Milk Record Certificates issued 39 210 
Dur ins Horse Breeding, week Total^since 
ended l"Iov. 1916, 
26 May 

No, of Stallions accepted for 
registration , 9 1,802 

Miscellaneous, 

11 Applications for the Export of 45 horses were approved, 
M  H1 Application  1 cattle was

1 " " 3 sheep " " 
94 Applications  39 poultry were " 

Education Branch, 

There is little of a special character to report this week. 
The usual routine work connected with the payment of grants and the 
examination of claims has occupied the attention of the Branch and 
as is usual at a time of public holiday Local Authorities have 
abstained from raising questions not of a purely formal character. 

The season for the distribution of sittings of eggs has 
now come to an end and the operation of the Boards scheme has 
cbnsequently ceased * The Local Authorities have heen requested to 
gather together the record books and the grants to the station-holders 
will shortly be paid. 

Encouraging reports have been received from several counties 
with regard to the cheese-making campaign during the week. 

Miscellaneous enquiries for information have included no 
points of special importance, 

The question of the exemption from military service of the 
various dsseriptions of Educational Officials with whom the Board 
are connected has been receiving attention. After consultation with 
the War Office it has heen decided to refer the matter to the Director 
General of Recruiting for consideration. 

Pul^ajy^ns. 

The number of applications for ordinary issues of the 
leaflets was 925, in response to which 17.,250 copies of l e a f l e t s 
were despatched. The number of Bound Volumes sold was 534, Of the 
pamphlet "How to Manage an Allotment" 793 copies were sold, TJie 
delivery of the May issue o f the Journal was completed, 
circulation to subscribers being finished i  ̂ ^ l ^ l ^ ? ^ 
Grass Land and Ploughed Land was published with the May issue ot tne 



Journal, and copies are being sent free to subscribers who make 
written application. The Supplement is issued separately at the 
price of 4d, post free. 

The number of enquiries as to books and publications 
received during the week was well above the usual level. 

Commercial Control Branch, 

The work of the Branch during the week, in addition to the 
posting of records and ordinary clerical work, has consisted 
principally of correspondence on the subject of the lack of 
facilities for the carriage of milk owing to the withdrawal of 
certain trains; shortage of railway facilities for the conveyance 
of stock to and from markets; the liability of railway companies for 
goods lost on rail; alleged damage to basic slag in transit owing 
to the defective covering of trucks; the approval of fancy names 
for margarine; and correspondence on matters arising in connection 
with the fertilisers and Feeding Stuffs Act, 1906. 

Tttt Board have issued one consent to the institution of 
proceedings by a local authority under this Act during the week. 

Small Holdings Colonies. 

The building of cottages at the Crown Colony, Patrington, 
is proceeding and excavation work for the new road at thefi.33. end of 
the estate is in progress. Pour pairs of cottages are now nearing 
completion. The number of men employed during the past week was 88. 

At * Holbeaoh the ground work is out for the foundations of 
five pairs of "cottages. Applications for the post of Director of 
this colony are being considered. 

Further applications for holdings are received from time 
to time. 

A scheme has been settled for securing that full oontrol 
is exercised by the Board in all matters of farming policy and 
expenditure in connection with farm colonies established under the 
Small Holdings (Colonies) Act, 1916. 

t 
Fisheries Division. 

Normal Work.- The business dealt with included the following 
matters 

Inquiry into poisoning of fish in River Gripping. 
Pollution of River Frome. 
Relaxation of restrictive byelaws. 
Fish passes at Chester and Worcester. 
Inquiries by Freshwater Fisheries Committee. 
Fish Harbours - Portloe, Looe and Mousehole. 
Relaying oysters for cultivation. 
Prevention of deposits of refuse on fishing grounds. 
Facilities for mussel cultivation for bait. 

War Work. 
Permits issued - 51. 
Permits cancelled - 19, 
Calls upon fishermen for Naval Service, 
Release of fishermen from the Army, 
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Register of Fishermen over Military age. 
Correspondence connected with calls of Fishermen 

and provision of substituteso 
Naval Control of Steam Fishing operations. 
Distribution of Instructions for cooking Salted 

herring. 
Facilitating supplies of material etc. (Fish boxes, 

tin plate, nets, etc*) 
Purchase of nets for V/ar Office-
Insurance of Belgian and Icelandic Trawlers as against 

War Risks. 
Motor Loans to Fishermen) 
Fish Food ) Committees,have been actively 
Cured Fish ) employed. 

Statistical Branch* 

The work of tabulating the live stock returns of 21 April is 
almost complete, and the results should be available in 2-3 da3̂ s now. 

Some particulars sent to this Department by the Board of Trade 
as to the rates of agricultural wages have been averaged? They 
indicate that the average cash wages of ordinary agricultural 
labourers at the beginning of 1917 were approximately 22/6 per week in 
England, or just about 50 per cent, more than in 1907u 

Tithe and Copyhold Branch-, 

Progress has been made during the week with many of the 
Redemptions, Altered Apportionments and kergers of Tithe Rentcharge, 
and Enfranchisements of Copyhold lands which are in hand, several cases 
being brought to completion^ New applications are still steadily 
coming in. 

Information as to the Tifche and Copyhold Acts and procedure 
thereunder has been furnished verbally or by letter to numerous 
applicants. 

S£jab1 j, shmejitJBranc h. 
The general correspondence continues heavy, and the Branch is 

Still dealing with a large number of communications received from the 
newly appointed Reporters on Live Stock who are asking various questions 
concerned with their new work. A number of large landowners have also 
been invited to-furnish, as a voluntary service, Returns as to the 
position with regard to the numbers of Live Stock on their estates. 

It has also been necessary in many cases to write to the 
Petrol Control Committee on behalf of the outdoor officers who have 
found it impossible to obtain the petrol they require for cars used 
on the official service of the Department* 

Further action has been taken with a view to the early release 
of men for military service, and substitutes possessing the necessary 
experience or business qualifications have been or are being engaged. 

^ Action is being taken to provide office accommodation at 
Craven House for the staff now temporarily housed at 1, Whitehall, 
(Office of Woods). Other movements of staff will now become necessary, 
and consideration is being given to the arrangements for the permanent 
allocation of rooms at the Whitehall Place offices as they become 
available. 



The Chief Clerk having been seconded for service at the 
Ministry of food, most of his duties will he taken over by the 
Establishment Branch. 

The Printing and Stationery work continues to receive 
careful attention. A fairly large issue of stationery to the new 
Live Stock Reporters v/ill become necessary, but issues of every 
kind are being reduced within the smallest limits. Efforts 
continue to be made to secure economy in the use of paper and 
equipment throughout the Department. 

Ordnance Survey. 

During the week ended 30th May 1917, 157,185 maps were 
sent to Prance, and 2,790 to the Admiralty. 

59 relief models were sent to Prance and 9 were supplied 
to Home Commands. 
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Any further communication should be 
addressed not to any individual by name, 
but to— 

T h e D i r e c t o r , 
BOARD OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES, B o a r d  o f A g r i c u l t u r e a  n d F i s h e r i e s , 

F o o d P r o d u c t i o n D e p a r t m e n t , . 

72, V i c t o r i a S t r e e t , FOOD PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT, 
L o n d o n , S . W . 1. 

and should quote the Reference Number and 
Date of this letter. 72 , VICTORIA STREET, 

Registered Telegraphic Address:— 

" G r o w m o r e , S o w e s t , L o n d o n . " LONDON, S .W. 1. 
T e l e p h o n e : — V i c t o r i a 8 2 4 0 . 

30th May, 1917. 

Sir, 
I beg to submit the following Report of the Food 

Production Department for the week ending 29th May:-

Cultivation for 1918. 
County Committees generally * continue to report that they 

find it Impossible to proceed with arrangements for the scheme for 
the 1918 cultivation without a definite and official assurance that 
the essential labour and horses will be supplied in due course. 
Pending an official announcement with regard to this matter, I 
have sent a confidential letter to the Chairman of the Executive 
Committee in each county pointing out the difficult nature of the 
problem of apportioning the limited man-power of"the country to 
the best advantage, and indicating that it is hoped to make a 
satisfactory announcement very shortly as to the supply *f 
additional men and horses for agricultural purposes. 

I- LOCAL ORGANISATION. 
The Grubbing of Hops. 

In connection with Regulation 2NN which was added to the 
Defence of the Realm Regulations by Order in Council dated 19th 
May 1917, and which provides for the reduction by one-half of the 
acreage cultivated with hops on any holding, instructions have 
been sent to the Agricultural Executive Committees of the counties 
concerned stating that any applications for a licence to exempt an 
occupier from the obligation imposed by the Regulation, will be 



dealt with by the Board after the receipt of a report from the 

County Committee. Where an occupier has hops upon more than 

one holding, he will be allowed to count the holdings as one 

for the purpose of the Regulation 

Pheasants. 

Two Orders have been made under Regulation 2R. By the 

Destruction of Pheasants Order, 1917 (No.2) the Committees have 

been empowered, where they find that the number of pheasants on 

any land is likely to cause injury to crops to authorise the 

occupier to kill the pheasants on his land. The previous Order to £ 

similar effect expired on the 3ist March 1917, but it has been 

found that pheasants continue In such numbers as to cause injury 

and therefore the present Order has been made without any limit of 

time. Further, owners and shooting tenants have been authorised 

to kill pheasants as if there were no close season. 

By the Pheasants Rearing Order, 1917, the hatching and 

rearing of pheasants by artificial means is prohibited except under 

licence; the power to issue licences being reserved to the Board. 

Work of Agricultural Executive Committees. 

The following are instances of specific action:-

Bedfordshire - The County Committee have taken possession of variom 

small pieces of land for cultivation or mole drainage: 17 acres 

and 40 acres at Everton, 18j at Cople, and 20 acres of glebe land 

at Wilstead. It is proposed In these cases to give up possession 

after the work has been done and the expenditure recovered. 

Essex - The Committee are taking possession of a farm of about 250 

acres near Dunmow and cultivating it themselves. 

Kent - Possession is being taken of 55 acres at Wormshlll. 

Soke of Peterborough - Two farms at Castor, held by the same tenant 

under different landlords have been taken over by the Committee and 

will be let by them as a.single holding to an efficient tenant. 



Somerset - 20 acres of building land at Redcliffe Bay, near Weston
super-Mare, have been found to be derelict, the owner being unknown 
and the Committee are taking possession and arranging for cultivation. 
Staffordshire - The Committee have been authorised to take possession 
of a farm of 84 acres near Longton. 
Yorkshire. East Riding - The Committee have taken possession of an 
unoccupied farm of 121 acres at Flamborough, which is owned by a 
lady living in a distant part of England. 
Yorkshire, North Riding - With regard to the farms belonging to the 
Duchy of Lancaster, to which reference was made in the Report dated 
9th May, the Duchy have expressed their willingness to co-operate 
with the Executive Committee, and the Committee propose to arrange 
for mechanical cultivation. 

Rooks and Rabbits. 
Several of the Committees report action taken under the 

Orders with regard to the destruction of rooks and rabbits, either 
by means of formal orders or by pressure put upon owners and 
shooting tenants. 

Cultivation of Lands Order, 1917 (No.2). 
Reports from 930 Boroughs or Urban Districts show that 

170,794 applications for plots have been made, and 153,459 plots 
containing a total area of 11,405 acres have been provided under 
the Order. It is satisfactory to note that the excess of the number 
of the applications over the number of plots provided is being 
diminished, the excess having been reduced by 3,705 during the 
present month. 

HORTICULTURAL SECTION 
The number of Horticultural Representatives is now 302. 

In several counties a Committee, acting for the whole area, (in 
some cases, the Local Education Authority and in others, the 
Women's War Agricultural Committee or other body) is undertaking 
to nominate representatives for the whole county, a course which 



will,.it i3 hoped, secure useful horticultural organisation on a 

county basis. During the week 5,520 pamphlets have been distri

butedi Of these 3,775 pamphlets on vegetable growing have been 

sent to H.M. Inspectors of Schools for distribution in 1,360 

elementary schools with gardens attached. A conference has been 

held between the Director of Horticulture and representative In

spectors of the Board of Education on the possibility of increas

ing the number of school gardens, and it is hoped that useful 

results in this direction will follow. 

Potato Spraying. During the week 2,265 Knapsack Spraying 

Machines have been sold, and 9,803 cases of spraying material. 

As a result of a public meeting held at the Town Hall,Northampton, 

the County Education Authority has undertaken the organisation of 

spraying throughout the county. Lectures and demonstrations by 

members of the Departments, staff have been held at eleven 

centres in England. 

Preserving Fruit and Vegetables. The first course of instruction 

for Travelling Inspectors has been completed, and the first group 

of instructors has been appointed. A cinematograph film showing 

the class at work has been prepared and will be exhibited 

immediately. 

II. TECHNICAL DIVISION, 

Owing to pressure of other work, the Rt. Hon. F. D. Acland, 

M.P. has resigned his appointment as Deputy Director-General and 

Mr. T. H. Middleton, C.B. has been appointed to take charge of 

this Division. 

A Committee has been formed to consider schemes of cropping 

for the 1918 Programme. 

. At the request of the Rutland Agricultural Executive 

Committee, an area of derelict land in that county has been in

spected by one of the Departments Technical Advisers, who has 

submitted a report .on the most suitable treatments, copy of which 

is being sent to the Committee. 



The question of treatment of grassland with a view to 

its improvement has been considered, and a report has been 

prepared. 

III. -LABOIK. 

Prisonersr of.War. Two further batches of Prisoners of War, 

each comprising 75 men, are now engaged on agricultural work 

in Essex and Cambs. Other schemes are being prepared by 

Agricultural Executive Committees in connection with drainage 

work etc. 

The Home Office have now stated that they are prepared to 

consider the release of selected Civilian Prisoners of War in 

batches of as many as 15 men, provided that accommodation is 

available and someone will accept the responsibility for them, 

as in the case of men released to work for individual farmers. 

All Agricultural Executive Committees are being informed, as 

such small batches should be useful for work of cleaning ditches 

etc 

Soldier Labour. Several Agricultural Executive Committees have 

represented that many urgent demands for soldier labour are 

being received from farmers, and that these cannot be met as no 

men are available-. Requests have been sent to the War Office 

that more men should be sent to the Agricultural Company Depots 

in these counties. Reports so far received from District 

Commissioners do not indicate that generally very active steps 

are being taken to bring these Companies up to their full 

strength, and apparently only a small number of men of the Royal 

Defence Corps have been substituted so far for men of these 

Companies. 

WOMEN*S BRAflOH. 

Threo Group Leaders for part-time workers have been 

appointed during the week in Worcester,. E. Kent, and Leicester, 

but there are still vacancies for leaders in several other 



counties, some of which the Department hope to be able to fill 

in the course of a few days. . The value of the work of Group 

Leaders is being gradually recognised, and there is every reason 

to hope that they will exert a useful influence on farmers in 

the employment of seasonal women workers. 

New offers continue to be received from farmers and 

land owners to train women, and in many counties the County 

Education Authorities are co-operating with the Women's War 

Agricultural Committee in training schemes. 

In the work of selecting women volunteers under the 

National Service Scheme, the County Selection Committees are 

in almost every case adopting a high standard. The position 

with regard to the employment of volunteers has not appreciably 

changed since last week. 

MACHINERY. 

A further 138 tractors have arrived from America, 

thus bringing the total of Government owned tractors up to 763 

of which 91 have been purchased in this country. The remaining 

37 Caterpillar tractors which were placed at the disposal of the 

Department by the Russian Government have now been returned. 

88 further privately owned tractors and ploughs have also been 

returned, leaving 125 of these still under the control of the 

Department. 

IV, SUPPLIES -. 

Mr. Lawrence Weaver has been appointed Director of 

Supplies in the place of Mr. Middleton who, as reported above, 

has taken charge of the Technical & Advisory Division. 

A Circular Letter has been sent to Agricultural 

Executive Committees indicating the duties of. County Supplies 

Sub-Committees. It has been suggested that the latter should 

at once proceed to estimate their requirements as regards seeds, 

fertilisers, etc. for the coming season, and proposing the 

appointment of Agents through whom they would be able to 

regulate distribution in their respective areas. 

S . 
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A Sulphate of Ammonia Distribution Committee has been 

appointed to advise on matters relating to the sale, distribu

tlon, storage and transport of Sulphate of Ammonia. 

Binder Twine - A conference with representatives of the Scotch 

and Irish Departments has been held, at which it was decided to 

recommend the Ministry of Munitions to modify in several 

respects their scheme for the supply of Binder Twine. 

Seed Corn - The authority of the Food Controller has been 

obtained for the payment by the Department of 8l/- a quarter 

for seed wheat threshed in June and July. Details of a scheme 

for the purchase of wheat for early autumn sowing, are now being 

worked out. 

Seed Potatoes - A cargo of 150 tons of Irish potatoes has been 

shipped at the instance of this Department for distribution t* 

Kentish farmers who have grubbed their hops as the result of 

the recent Order. 

Payment by public authorities and Societies for the 

potatoes purchased through the Department, has so far been 

satisfactory. Agricultural Executive Committees have adopted 

a reasonable attitude as regards claims for short v̂ reight and 

damage by frost, and it is not expected that claims due to 

either cause v/ill be numerous.. 

I am, Sir, 

Your obedient Servant 

Dire ctor-General. 

Rt. Hon. Rowland E. Prothere, M.P. 
President of the Board of Agriculture 

and Fisheries. 


